
In riveting prose, Ott unpacks the consequences of the Exxon
Valdez. Her six years of relentless investigation shines a clear

light on the lies, the pseudo-science, the sickness, and the death
that have spread as thickly as the oil itself in the wake of this

monumental tragedy. Her practical and visionary recommenda-
tions challenge us all with the really big question: are we ready

to close the curtain on the Age of Oil? Ott’s rigorous research
suggest that a positive future may depend on our willingness to

say “yes.”

—Fran Korten
Executive Director, Positive Futures Network

Through compelling first-hand accounts of the Exxon Valdez oil
spill, Riki Ott reminds us that the dire environmental conse-

quences of this disaster live on—in the form of increased rates
of asthma, allergies, and cancer. Hers is an eloquent warning

that we must not look at Exxon Valdez as an isolated incident,
but as a signal of our over-dependence on oil and a premoni-

tion of what can and will happen again. ‘Sound Truth’ moving-
ly cautions us that we can no longer ignore the public health

threat of fossil fuels.

—Robert K. Musil,PhD, MPH
Executive Director and CEO, Physicians’ for Social Responsibility

Throughout the turbulent waters of this complex story, Riki Ott
keeps a steady hand on the tiller and a steady eye on her navi-

gation. Where many authors would be dismasted and ship-
wrecked by their own fury, she stays clear-eyed and commu-

nicative, keeping this story proceeding firmly on course.

—Carl Safina,
author of Song for the Blue Ocean and Eye of the Albatross
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Riki Ott takes you to the womb of Alaska and meticulously doc-
uments the insidious devastation of unleashed crude oil on one

of the world’s most prolific wildlife birthing grounds. She paints
a panorama of bedlam, frustration, and corruption on a canvas

of blatant corporate disregard for the long term impacts of its
actions. Like the crude oil still invading wildlife in Alaska’s

Prince William Sound, I could not help but reflect on the vast
numbers of synthetic chemicals derived from the cracking of

crude oil that are invading human and wildlife wombs all over-
the world, undermining the potential health, behavior, and

intelligence of future generations. In closing, Riki Ott poses a
series of practical actions that convincingly could turn around

society’s course of self destruction and in the meantime prevent
further catastrophes.

—Theo Colborn, PhD
Professor, Zoology Department, University of Florida

Adjunct Graduate Faculty, Texas A&M
Senior Fellow, World Wildlife Fund
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A Note to the Reader

Since the time of Tacitus,historians have written to record and inter-
pret the past in order to know what is a wise course for the present.
This book is such an investigative history. As such, it interprets the
events surrounding and following the Exxon Valdez disaster. In
reconstructing events and attempting to explain them, this heavily
annotated manu s c ript re c o n s t ructs from court re c o rd s , o ffi c i a l
reports, and personal reminiscences,among other things,the events
from 24 March 1989 to the present.

In interpreting these events, like all historians, I have had to
make analyses, deductions, and speculations. The motivations and
actions of Exxon personnel and other players have been subject to
the refraction of this historian’s prism and,thus,no absolute certain-
ty can be claimed by this author.

However, I believe this to be an accurate record of the whats and
whys of the Exxon Valdez affair.The reader is left to assess the inter-
pretation of this catastrophe,its consequences,and its lessons.
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Figure 3. Reproduced with permission from Chemical and Engineering
News, 21 September 1998,76(38):57–67.Copyright 1998,American Chemical
Society.

Table 4. Reprinted with permission from Peterson, Rice,Short,esler, Bodkin,
Ballachey, and Irons. 2003. Long-term ecosystem response to EVOS. Science
3 0 2 : 2 0 8 2 – 2 0 8 6 . C o py right 2003 AAAS (American Association for the
Advancement of Science).

Quotation from G e n e rations at Risk: R ep ro d u c t i ve Health and the
Environment by Schettler, Solomon, Valenti, and Huddle (1999), pp. 74–75,
used with permission from the MIT Press.

Quotations from Marine Mammals and the Exxon Valdez edited by Laughlin.
Copyright 1994,pp.52,277,used with permission from Elsevier.

Dialogue from Calvin and Hobbes courtesy of Universal Press Syndicate.
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To the healing of all beings harmed by the Ex xon Valdez oil spil l ;

To Malani , Rory, Zak , Zeben , and the Youth ,

for they are the ones who will lead us 

out of our current oil dependency;

To my father, Fred Ot t , Walt Parker, Virginia “Ginny” Wood, and the

Elders for instil ling the courage to live our values ;

and

In loving memory of Celia Hunter and my mother,

Eli z abeth “Jol ly” Ot t .

“A scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents
and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents

eventually die and a new generation grows up that is familiar
with it.”

Max Planck
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Foreword

Historically, the most efficient way for society to handle those indi-
viduals who point out its faults is to brand them as raving lunatics
and crucify them if possible. Humans seem to be so invested in “not
being wrong” that they will go to any lengths to reinforce their
beliefs even in the face of clear information to the contrary. When
those beliefs are challenged and especially when there is clear evi-
dence that their beliefs are wrong the strength of their resistance
only seems to increase. Historical examples abound, but one of the
most often spoken of in medical circles is Ingatz Phillip
Semmelweiss.

Semmelweiss noted that women in labor, who were attended to
by physician-students who had just been doing cadaver dissection,
often died of fever after childbirth. He reasoned that some infective
organism was carried from dissection to the mother. He began the
practice of disinfection between procedures and found that the rate
of post-delivery mortality dropped dramatically. When he gave this
information to his colleagues—other physicians who apparently
were doctors because they wanted to help save lives—he found
himself being ostracized. No matter how noble-sounding their pro-
fession,people just don’t like to be told that they are wrong.

Fortunately, individuals with the conviction of Semmelweiss con-
tinue to populate our earth.We are truly blessed that in the arena of
environmental medicine there are several such persons. Riki Ott is
one and neither she nor the individuals whose stories she tells in this
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book should be labeled as crackpots.But,there are those who would
rather call them all nuts than see the picture that she is clearly paint-
ing.Riki is telling the truth; a truth that each resident of the United
States and certainly those in positions of responsibility need to hear.
If only we could lead a horse to water and make it drink!

The sad truth is that the major industries associated with petro-
leum, including agriculture and the chemical manufacturers, have
been conducting a huge science experiment on mankind. It is well
known that petroleum-based chemicals,among others,are now in all
of us (Ashford and Miller 1998;National Academy of Sciences 1991).
Each of you reading this book has at least 70 different persistent tox-
ins in your body.This alarming number is actually an underestimate
as the most comprehensive study found an average of 91 toxic com-
pounds out of only 210 that were sought.An alarming 43 percent of
the toxins tested for were found in persons who did not work
around chemicals! 

How did they get to be so toxic? Simple—they all had bad habits
of eating,drinking,and breathing on a daily basis.Currently there are
over 80,000 chemicals registered for use in this country, with about
3,800 of them listed as “high use” compounds. Hopefully, in the
broader context of all possible chemical exposures, we would not
find 43 percent of all chemicals used in each person.That is almost
too frightening to contemplate.

The proponents of chemical manufacture will grudgingly con-
cede the point that chemical and heavy metal residues are now ubiq-
uitous in humans and wildlife. Yet, they will say that no evidence
exists that these toxins are really harmful to human health. On this
point they are skating on very thin ice.There is actually ample evi-
dence to show that the same persistent chemicals found in humans
are toxic to the nervous system (brain function), immune system
(infection fighting), and the hormonal system. The association of
these compounds with death is clearly shown in the case of outdoor
air pollution.Their association with increased rates of asthma and
allergies are also clear.Their association with certain cancers (prima-
rily lymphomas and leukemias) is presently clear and is growing in
regards to autoimmune disorders. Being exposed to diesel exhaust
increases your chances of both asthma and of cancer. Recent
research has also shown that the polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) lev-
els in women leads to a reduction in the IQ of their children.
Exposure to certain dioxins can even change one’s chances of hav-
ing a male child. Unfortunately, consuming farm-raised salmon and
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non-organic butter increases one’s exposure to these very same PCB
and dioxin compounds.This list could go on and on.

In addition to clear disease states, there are a host of environ-
mental toxin-related health conditions that don’t fit into any specific
diagnoses. My practice has been filled with such individuals who
have gone to the best physicians in the allopathic world and have
been told:“It is all in your head.”These are persons who get adverse
physical,mental,or emotional symptoms when they breathe in very
low levels of everyday chemicals.In the pages that follow,you will be
introduced to stories that dramatize this problem. As with my
patients, they found that health care providers, employers, friends,
and family typically turn away from them and label them as a nut
case.The current treatment of choice in the allopathic medical world
for this condition is anti-depressants. Having such a condition will
certainly be depressing, but these individuals are not living in their
own personal hell because they are deficient in Prozac! Their multi-
ple symptoms are due to a buildup of toxins in their body.

While the average person’s body already has excessive amounts
of persistent pollutants,some have far more than their share.The per-
sons talked about in this book probably had the same amount of
compounds before working the Exxon Valdez cleanup as you and I.
Then they worked on an oil spill that added high levels of com-
pounds each day to their existing load.This elevated chemical load
likely resulted in a multi-system breakdown that led to chronic prob-
lems.Conventional medical wisdom would say that the body should
be able to clear all these things out over time.So,if that is right,these
people cannot be ill from chemical exposure.The only other expla-
nation,according to conventional medical wisdom,must be that they
are mentally imbalanced.

The trouble is that the compounds they were exposed to, as
well as the compounds already in all of us, are not easily cleared
from the body. Our body is designed to rapidly clear compounds that
dissolve in water and to absorb all of the fat-soluble items that enter
it.The body has no good mechanism for clearing out fats or fat-solu-
ble compounds because they are all expected to be highly useful for
the body. Fat-soluble compounds are used for fuel, for tissue integri-
ty, hormones, and a host of beneficial functions.When your body
stops absorbing fats or oils,lots of health-related problems begin.So,
the mechanisms that were designed for self-preservation become a
mechanism of self-destruction when the fat-soluble compounds are
not nutrients,but toxins.
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Dr. Ott has done a fantastic job of bringing the real story of the
Exxon Valdez disaster into a very clear, entertaining, and disturbing
focus.Read the stories, weep for those whose lives have never been
the same since, and be grateful that you do not at present have the
same toxin load as the persons in these pages.Then you must realize
that it is only a matter of time and exposure until you may begin to
have a similar tale.So,begin to change your life now to reduce your
own daily exposures and do what you can to reduce the use of chem-
icals globally.

WALTER J. CRINNION, ND
Director, Environmental Medicine
Center of Excellence
The Southwest College of
Naturopathic Medicine
Tempe,Arizona
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Preface—The Truth

“Do you solemnly swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and noth-
ing but the truth?”

This question is posed to everyone from ordinary people to pres-
idents taking the witness stand.We put our right hand on a bible and
answer,“yes,” almost without thinking.

But in the province of Quebec,Canada, during the late 1970s at
a public hearing on the proposed James Bay Hydro-Electric Project,
a Cree Elder gave a different answer.When asked this standard ques-
tion,he spoke at length to his interpreter who then explained to peo-
ple gathered for the hearing that this Elder could not speak the
whole truth.He could only speak his truth.

This legacy of the Exxon Valdez oil spill is the collective story of
the people who shared a part of their lives for this book.These are
scientists who studied Prince William Sound; people who came to
help cleanup the spill; doctors and lawyers who defended people
harmed by the oil and cleanup; and myself. Although these people
played a role in creating this story, as author, I was entrusted with
maintaining the integrity and honor of the individual stories as I
wove these strands into our collective truth.

The world would be greatly served if everyone touched by the
spill, especially the people who lived through and with this spill,
were to share their truths.Only in sharing our truths will we be able
to strip away the virtual reality created by the corporate and govern-
ment spin doctors, identify the real problems that led to it,and find
the courage and solutions to prevent another.
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the manuscript with an eye towards general readability. My publish-
ing consultant Anthony Maulucci with Lorenzo Press orchestrated all
the necessary sections to deliver the book on a very tight schedule.
It took a village of family and friends to make this book a reality. And
finally, my enthusiastic tactician and agent Don Gastwirth was every-
where at once to ensure the broadest possible market for this book.
I am humbled by this showing of strong support.

R i k i  O t txxii
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Despite all the careful reviews and edits, there are bound to be
some mistakes or misinterpretations. I assume full responsibility for
any such errors and apologize in advance to anyone whom I might
offend.Please know that any offense was not intentional.

Finally, I am most grateful for the teachings and support of my
two companions: Ilarion (Larry) Merculieff who constantly chal-
lenged me to write from the heart; and my friend who worked
patiently with me on this book from 4:00 A.M. to noon daily for the
past six years—my cat,Tsunami.
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List of Abbreviations

ABL NOAA/NMFS Auke Bay Laboratory
ACAT Alaska Community Action on Toxics
ADEC Alaska Department of Environmental

Conservation
ADFG Alaska Department of Fish and Game
ADNR Alaska Department of Natural Resources
ADOL Alaska Department of Labor
AFER Alaska Forum for Environmental

Responsibility
AK Alaska
AkPIRG Alaska Public Interest Research Group
AMA American Medical Association
APEX Alaska Predator Ecosystem Experiment
APSC Alyeska Pipeline Service Company
ATSDR Agency for Toxic Substances and

Disease Registry
AWCB Alaska Workers’Compensation Board
BAT Bioremediation Application Team
BP British Petroleum
CAT Computerized axial tomography
CDFU Cordova District Fishermen United
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental

Response,Compensation,and Liability
Act
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CFR Code for Federal Register
CNS Central nervous system
DDT Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane
DECON Decontamination unit
EMT Emergency Medical Technician
EPA U.S.Environmental Protection Agency
EVOS Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
GEM Gulf Ecosystem Monitoring Program
GGT Gamma glutamyl transferase
MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet
NGOS North Gulf Oceanic Society
NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
NOAA National Oceanic & Atmospheric

Administration
NRDA Natural Resource Damage Assessment
NVP Nearshore Vertebrate Predator (Project)
OPA 90 Oil Pollution Act of 1990
OSHA U.S.Occupational Safety and Health

Administration
PAH Polycyclic (or polynuclear) aromatic

hydrocarbon
PBT Persistent bioaccumulative toxic (pollu-

tant)
PCB Polychlorinated biphenol
PEL Permissible Exposure Limit
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
ppb Part per billion
ppm Part per million
psi Pounds per square inch
PVC Polyvinyl chloride
PWS Prince William Sound
QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control
REL Recommended Exposure Limit
R/V Research Vessel
SEA Sound Ecosystem Assessment (Program)
SPECT Single-photon-emission computed

tomography
USDOL U.S.Department of Labor
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USFWS U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
TAPS Trans-Alaska Pipeline System
TILT Toxicant-induced loss of tolerance
T/V Tank Vessel
UA Urinalysis
UAF University of Alaska Fairbanks
URI Upper respiratory infection
USCG U.S.Coast Guard
USDOI U.S.Department of Interior
USDOL U.S.Department of Labor
USFS U.S. Forest Service
USFWS U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
USGS U.S.Geologic Survey
VHS Viral hemorrhagic septicemia
VOC Volatile organic carbon
WSF Water soluble fraction
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1

Introduction

The Pled ge
“BANG! BANG! BANG!”I shoot up,heart beating wildly. It is 7:15 A.M.
on 24 March 1989. Someone is pounding on the front door! I race
downstairs, barefoot in my nightgown, and throw open the door to
find Jack Lamb, acting president of Cordova District Fishermen
United (CDFU).

“How long will it take you to get dressed?”
“Five minutes.Why?”
“We’ve had the Big One.There’s a tanker aground on Bligh Reef.

It’s lost ten million gallons,but there’s four times that still on board.”
We stare into each other’s eyes for a moment, then I gaze past

him up Orca Inlet and across Hawkins Island to the northwest. For
an instant my mind goes blank, then a tidal wave of emotion floods
back in—denial, a hot white flame of anger, a surge of adrenaline, a
cascade of ideas.

“I’ll get dressed.You start a fire.” In ten minutes,we are headed to
the CDFU office.During the day, the fire slowly burned out.

It would be a week—and a lifetime—before I returned.
Within the hour, I catch a ride with bush pilot Steve Ranney out
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to the Sound. I leave Ja ck Lamb with exe c u t i ve director Mari ly n
Leland at the CDFU office where they are calling fi s h e rmen to ge t
a fleet together to go help.Their voices swirl in my head:“ . . . t e n
million gallons . . . Exxon Va l d e z . . . midnight . . . alcohol may be
i nvo l ved . . . .”

Ten million gallons of oil in our beautiful Sound.
Steve Ranney is flying local scientist Chuck Monnett to conduct

an aerial sea otter survey before the oil spreads. Just past Knowles
Head we spot the stricken tanker at the apex of a black stain on the
deep blue waters. We count 130 sea otters and 30 sea lions tucked
along the rugged shorelines of islands and bays and several concen-
trated groups of porpoise and sea birds,but see little else.

We f ly to Valdez to refuel and I call the CDFU office. Jack Lamb
asks me to stay in Valdez to relay information and represent the fish-
ermen’s interests until CDFU forms a response plan.I set up the fish-
ermen’s first command post at the Valdez U-Drive rental office at the
airport.

Valdez airport, 11 A.M. The atmosphere is charged. People arrive
in droves with each plane: black-suited, grim-faced Exxon officials;
scientists lugging field gear and computers; reporters bristling with
cameras and clipboards.Reporters latch onto me (“Dr.Ott”),drag me
outside,and stuff cameras into my face.My camera etiquette is terri-
ble—we repeat sequences until the cameramen are satisfied.

Finally, dazed and overwhelmed,I slip alone outside to think.The
din of air traffic recedes as my gaze fixes on the white peaks of the
Chugach Mountains,sparkling against the bright blue sky.A question
forms in my mind: I know enough to make a difference, but do I
care enough for the Sound to commit my life to this?

Suddenly the Chugach Mountains vanish and I am back in Wisconsin,
watching myself at thirteen as I stand in front of our dining room
window with my father and two younger siblings.My father’s face is
etched with sorrow as state trucks drive up our street spraying great
white sweet-smelling clouds of DDT.

My life streams forward like a fast flowing river. There is the
blank stare of a robin in my cupped hands—the bird is dying from
the neurotoxin DDT.The adolescent girl is reading Rachael Carson’s
Silent Spring to try to understand what is happening in the adult
world. My father galvanizes people to action. The Environmental
Defense Fund biologist and lawyer are working at our dining room

R i k i  O t t2
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table,organizing their arguments for court.Wisconsin bans DDT that
year, 1968, and the rest of the nation follows suit in 1972 (Rogers
1990) as the young woman heads off for college to become a marine
biologist—like Rachael Carson.

A path unfolds for me to study marine pollution—oil pollution—
from the decks of research vessels in different oceans, from labs in
B e rmu d a , E n g l a n d , M a l t a , the Caro l i n a s , and Washington State.
Thirteen years, five colleges and universities,and three degrees later,
including a master’s in marine biology and oil pollution from the
University of South Carolina and a doctorate in fisheries and marine
toxicology from the University of Washington, I hesitate and look
north to Alaska.

There is Prince William Sound as I first saw it—from the deck of
a fishing boat in early May.The air is alive with the sight and sounds
of birds—sea ducks, puffins, gulls, murrelets, cormorants, gulls, bald
eagles.The water is alive with sea otters,porpoise,seals,and sea lions.
The land is a soul-feast of rugged snow-capped mountains, glaciers
stretching to the sea,and a thick ribbon of spruce-hemlock rainforest
at the water’s edge.

I see my resolve to take just one summer off from my imagined
career vanish instantly upon my first glimpse of the coastal fishing
town of Cordova.I am in love.I am a commercial fisherman,pulling
silvery salmon from the sea on the Copper River Delta, in Prince
William Sound, in the wind and waves, in the adrenaline-rushing
breakers,in the gentle cradle-rocking calm,in the lashing rain,under
a searing sun,under a luminous moon,under the northern lights.I am
a fisherman,but I am feeling guilty about not using my education.

It is fall 1987 and I am on the boards of CDFU and United
Fishermen of Alaska, picking up where other fishermen before me
left off—a seamless handoff. I am working on chronic air and water
pollution problems that plague the tanker terminal in Port Valdez,
our fishing ground (Ott 1989a).I can see what is wrong and how to
fix it to stop the pollution,but the fixes are elusive.

I am learning about politics in Alaska where 85 percent of the
state’s operating revenue flows from the 800-mile long Trans-Alaska
Pipeline System (TAPS) that delivered 25 percent of the nation’s
domestic oil from the North Slope to the tankers in Port Valdez.I am
becoming a player in this drama that intersects lives of ordinary citi-
zens with state and federal regulators, politicians, and scientists; oil
industry scientists;the U.S.Coast Guard;the seven oil company own-
ers and their consortium,Alyeska,that operates the TAPS.

Sound Truth and Corporate Myth$ 3
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It is spring 1989. I am in Juneau,Alaska; Washington, DC; then
Dallas,Texas, warning politicians,oilmen,and federal agencies of the
high risk of an oil spill in Prince William Sound.

It is the evening of 23 March, sixteen hours ago. I am speaking
by teleconference to the Mayor’s Oil Action Committee in Valdez.

“Given the high frequency of tankers into Port Valdez, the
increasing age and size of that tanker fleet, and the inability to
quickly contain and cleanup an oil spill in open water of Alaska,
fishermen feel that we are playing a game of Russian roulette.
When, not if, ‘The Big One’ does occur and much or all of the
income from a fishing season is lost, compensation for processors,
support industries and local communities will be difficult if not
impossible to obtain . . .” (Ott 1989a).

I wake up to find fishermen’s worst fears realized—‘The Big
One’has happened in Prince William Sound.

And suddenly the Chugach Mountains are straight in front of me
again. This cannot be an accident that I am here now. I realize that
choosing to become involved will change my life forever—it will
become my life.In the deafening silence,I find my answer.Yes, I care
enough.I will not turn my back on the Sound.

With a roar, my womb of silence cracks and the sounds of disas-
ter response flood back.With new resolve,I step back into chaos.

R i k i  O t t4

How Mu ch Oil did the Ex xon Va l d ez S p i ll ?
I was not the only one who heard 11 million gallons was the low-end estimate of
spill volume and 38 million gallons was the high-end estimate during my first 24
hours in Valdez after the spill.A year later, two separate newspaper accounts report-
ed volumes up to 27 and 38 million gallons (Hennelly 1990; Spence 1990). One
article (Hennelly 1990) reported that the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation (ADEC) and Exxon jointly contracted Caleb Brett, a company that
gauges tanker loads for the oil industry, to do tank soundings to estimate the vol -
ume spilled. However, Caleb Brett “closed ranks with Exxon” and refused to make
public documentation of its findings, citing its employer-client relationship
(Hennelly 1990,14).

I found that the Alaska Department of Law conducted a separate investigation
of the spill volume in preparation for a civil lawsuit against Exxon over damages to
wildlife and habitat. When this lawsuit was settled in 1991 (Sidebar 2),the State of
Alaska shelved its investigation. In 1994, in response to repeated public requests,

(continued)
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the state released its investigation files to the Alaska Resources Library and
Information Services (ARLIS) in Anchorage, Alaska (AK Department of Law 1991).

According to the one-page report filed by Caleb Brett (1989), the Exxon Valdez
left the tanker terminal in Port Valdez on 23 March 1989 with 53.04 million gallons
of oil on board. The tanker grounded on Bligh Reef around midnight. Caleb Brett
reported 42.2 million gallons of cargo was transferred to three Exxon tankers and a
fleet of barges. Since the Exxon Valdez had been carrying a total cargo of 53.04 mil-
lion gallons, simple math led Caleb Brett to conclude that the total spilled was the
difference—10.8 million gallons; however, this volume was never independently
verified. In the absence of other information at the time (1989),the media used—
and still uses—Exxon’s self-reported spill volume estimate.

According to one of the State of Alaska’s independent surveyors, “much more
oil than the 258,000 barrels [10.8 million gallons] reported [by Caleb Brett] was
spilled”(Murchison 1991, ACE 9486070). He continued,“It is my opinion that the
major differences [in spill volume estimates] are due to the tremendous ‘churning
forces’ that occurred as the oil gushed from the vessel and the seawater forced itself
in, due to the hydraulic pressure[. T]his resulted in the emulsification of oil and
water”(ibid.). He found errors in the calculations of oil on board the grounded
Exxon Valdez and noted,“Most of the water cuts or soundings are questioned
because of the holes in the vessel[.A]pparently the method used to diff erentiate
between oil and water was providing inaccurate results, which resulted in grossly
under-estimating the water and over-estimating the oil” (Murchison 1991, ACE
9486069).

State investigators tracked each of the three Exxon tankers used to lighter (trans-
fer) oil from the Exxon Valdez (Alaska Department of Law 1991). These three tankers
went to three different Exxon refineries to offload their cargo. Exxon insisted the
cargo was 100 percent oil, however the evidence suggests otherwise. For example,
according to the deposition of Claude Wendell Dees, an Exxon Shipping officer in
charge of the lightering operation aboard the Baton Rouge (Dees 1991), “We had
more water than normal and Captain Solywoda knew that. He left Exxon and took
early retirement” (ibid.,193). Exxon never disclosed its shore tank records from each
of the three discharge port: these records would show the percentage of water in the
offloaded cargo, water which was known to exist. For example, Dees stated,“None of
the oil discharged at Hawaii was used because of high water content” (ibid.,164).

However, Exxon did not control all the cargo records of the ill-fated Exxon
Valdez, because not all of the cargo was offloaded at each of the refineries. For
example, Dees stated, “On the trip to Hawaii, we gauged our tanks to determine
water content” (ibid.,222).“I gravitated some of it out into one tank and kept it
aboard as dirty ballast. We went back to Valdez with this dir ty ballast” (ibid., 46).
Similarly, cargo that remained on board the other two lightering tankers also ulti-
mately was returned as ballast water to the tanker terminal. According to papers on
file with the state’s investigation, the oil content of the former cargo (now ballast
water) was estimated as a percentage of the total volume by eyewitnesses before the
tankers sailed to Valdez (Alaska Department of Law 1991, ACE
10864138–10864143). The amount of dirty ballast, and its tank location, is recorded
on official ADEC Ballast Water Discharge Certificate Affidavits at the tanker termi-
nal in Port Valdez. Exxon never accounted for the known volume of water from the
Exxon Valdez in the cargo of its three tankers; the State of Alaska investigators did
(Table 1, p. 7).

In light of this evidence, Exxon’s self-reported spill volume of 11 million gal-
lons is incorrect. I conclude that the State of Alaska’s conservative estimate of 30
million gallons should be used when referring to the Exxon Valdez oil spill volume.
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The Spill—The Day the Wa ter Died

“The excitement of the season had just begun, and then we
heard the news: oil in the water, lots of oil killing lots of water.

It is too shocking to understand.
Never in the millennium of our tradition

have we thought it possible for the water to die, but it is true.”

Chief Walter Meganack
Traditional Village Chief

Port Graham Native Village, Kenai Peninsula, Alaska
(National Wildlife Federation et al.1990, 44) 

On 24 March 1989 the Exxon Valdez gutted her hull on Bligh Reef,
spilling about 30 million gallons of crude oil—56 percent of her
cargo—into Prince William Sound, according to papers on file with
an investigation conducted by the State of Alaska (Sidebar 1, p. 4;
Table 1, p.7).1 After two days of calm weather, a fierce storm swept
the oil through the Sound and out into the Gulf of Alaska.Ultimately
over 3,200 miles of Alaska’s shorelines were oiled from the Sound,
past the Kenai Peninsula and Kodiak Island, to parts of the Alaska
Peninsula some 1,200 miles distant from Bligh Reef. A spill of similar
magnitude on the East Coast would have oiled shores from NewYork
to Cape Canaveral,Florida.

The runaway slick left devastation in its wake.Exxon’s oil killed
more wildlife than any other oil spill in the world—ever.Among the
victims were thousands of marine mammals—sea otters, seals, and
even orcas—and hundreds of thousands of marine birds—murres,
marbled murrelets,harlequin ducks,scoters,buffleheads,goldeneyes,
cormorants,and others. Untold millions of salmon and herring were
killed by an invisible cloud of dissolved and dispersed oil that spread
underwater, shadowing the path of the surface slick and hanging off-
shore from oiled beaches in the Sound.

The killing did not stop with the oil. Exxon’s shoreline cleanup
continued to kill plant and animal life that had survived the initial oil-
ing.The pressurized hot water wash laid bare huge swathes of beach-
es, normally covered with rich communities of sea plants and ani-
mals.By the end of 1989,the cleanup had killed by weight as much
plant and animal life as the initial oiling (Mearns 1996).

R i k i  O t t6
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Ta ble 1
How Mu ch Wa ter Was in the Ligh tered Ca rgo ?
(in mill i on ga ll on s ) ?

Source Lightered Cargoa Water in Cargo

T/V Exxon Baton Rouge 19.40 5.5

T/V Exxon San Francisco 16.91 3.6

T/V Exxon Baytown 5.01 10.1

5 barges 0.87 ?

Estimated total 42.20 19.2

Spill volume calculations:b

Exxon: 53.04 – 42.20 = 10.8 million gallons
(Exxon alleged the lightered cargo was 100 percent oil.)
State of Alaska files:10.8 + 19.2 = 30 million gallons

Sources:Alaska Department of Law 1991;Caleb Brett 1989.

aLightered cargo = oil/water emulsion off-loaded from T/V Exxon Valdez.
Estimates of water in the lightered cargo (Alaska Department of Law 1991,ACE
10864138–10864143) are as follows:
• Exxon Baton Rouge retained onboard approximately 9.2 million gal-
lons of an oil-water mixture with an estimated water/oil content of 60/40.That
means about 5.5 million gallons of “oil”supposedly lightered from the Exxon
Valdez was water (9.2 x 0.6).
• Exxon San Francisco retained onboard approximately 5.6 million gal-
lons of an oil-water mixture with an estimated water/oil content of 65/35.That
means about 3.6 million gallons of “oil”supposedly lightered from the Exxon
Valdez was water (5.6 x 0.65).
• Exxon Baytown retained most of her cargo onboard.She lightered
approximately 6.6 million gallons of an water-oil mixture with an estimated
water/oil content of 70/30 to the Exxon Baton Rouge, which returned to the
tanker terminal in Port Valdez.She lightered approximately 7.9 million gallons
of an oil-water mixture with an estimated water oil content of 70/30 to the
Exxon San Francisco, which returned to the tanker terminal in Port Valdez.That
means about 10.1 million gallons of “oil”supposedly lightered from the Exxon
Valdez was water [(6.6 x 0.7) + (7.9 x 0.7)].
bVolume spilled:State of Alaska papers show that investigators used an error
margin of + 20 percent to account for unknowns such as the percentage of
water in the cargo offloaded at the refineries and the amount of water in the
cargo lightered by the five barges.Thus,the range of volume spilled,according
to the records on file with the State’s investigation,is between 24 to 36 million
gallons.State investigators stress that the low number is “a minimum amount;
apparently much more was lost before the oil was completely offloaded”
(Murchison 1991a,ACE 9486068).
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The killing did not stop in 1989. Nearly half of the spilled oil
stranded on beaches in the central and southwest regions of Prince
William Sound during a fierce three-day storm (Spies et al.1996).This
oil hit the beaches with such force and in such quantity that rela-
tively fresh oil was buried in the intertidal zone under mussel beds
and dense forests of seaweed.Thick surface oil lay for months in bays
and small fjords of the Sound, repeatedly oiling beaches with each
tidal cycle.These repeated strandings garnered media attention and
frustrated cleanup crews.

By 1990, the surface oil had hardened into tarry mats and thick
encrustations that posed little threat to wildlife. But the buried oil,
largely unnoticed, retained much of its toxicity (Short et al.2004).As
this buried oil spread and redistributed over time,it leached poisons
that were picked up by sealife that lived,spawned,or foraged in the
shallow intertidal zone and nearshore seas. Trapped liquid oil con-
tinued killing wildlife for years after the spill.

Unlike most spills worldwide, the effects of the Exxon Valdez
spill and cleanup on habitat and sealife were well studied—separate-
ly—by public-trust (non-Exxon funded) scientists and by Exxon and
Exxon-funded scientists (Rice et al. 1996; Wells, Butler, and Hughes
1995).During 1990 and 1991, Exxon was virtually the lone voice in
the news,because public-trust scientists were under a secrecy order
due to pending litigation over the loss of wildlife and their habitat
(Sidebar 2, p. 9; Cummings 1992). Exxon waged a highly publicized
media campaign, barraging the public with messages that Prince
William Sound had recovered rapidly and everything was back to
normal in the wake of the spill (Matthews 1993).Gradually, Exxon’s
story became the popular understanding of the spill, the cleanup,
and the biological effects of this tragedy.

By the time the public-trust story of the spill emerged in 1993,it
was too late (Solomon 1993).The popular version was—and still is—
Exxon’s story. For the next ten years those of us living in the Sound
watched in amazement as what was going on in the Sound—what I
call “Sound Truth”—departed further and further from Exxon’s spill
lore.Essentially, Exxon papered over the extent of spill effects in the
Sound,a charade that Exxon perpetuates to this day.

Upon publication of the publ i c - t rust scientists’ s u m m a ry
re p o rts from 2000 fo r wa rd , I realized it was time to write a book
to share their startling discove ri e s , and the Sound Tru t h , with the
p u bl i c . In pursuing the story of the effects of Exxon’s oil on the
S o u n d ’s sealife , I uncove red the story of perva s i ve health pro b-
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lems suffe red by cl e a nup wo rke rs .S i ck wildlife and sick wo rke rs :
t o ge t h e r, these two stories are perfect mirro rs of the harm f u l
e ffects from oil.

Sound Truth and Corporate Myth$ 9

Sec rets and Set t l em en t s
After the Exxon Valdez spilled over half its cargo into Prince William Sound, the
United States government and the State of Alaska filed criminal charges against
Exxon and civil claims for damages to and recovery of wildlife and public lands
harmed by the oil spill.

It took over two years for the federal and state governments and Exxon to
reach a settlement that resolved all the issues. During this time (1989–1991) the
governments gathered evidence, such as the investigation into spill volume, to sup-
port their case. The governments and Exxon conducted their investigations and sci-
entific studies on extent of damages to wildlife and public lands (habitat) in secret
as both sides tilted towards litigation. Government scientists were under a U.S.
Department of Justice-imposed gag order not to share their work with anyone
(Cummings 1992). The public did not know the extent of injury—except for what
information Exxon shared with the media or produced for the public in numerous
glossy brochures, which proclaimed rapid recovery (Baker, Clark, and Kingston
1990, 1991; Exxon 1991a 1991b; Neff 1990, 1991; Owens 1991a, 1991b).

On 9 October 1991, the U.S. District Court approved the settlement among
the federal and state governments and Exxon (U.S.A. v. Exxon [1991b]; State of
Alaska v. Exxon [1991]). Under the Criminal Plea Agreement (U.S.A. v. Exxon
[1991a]), Exxon was fined $150 million and forgiven $125 million in recognition of
Exxon’s good corporate behavior in cleaning up the spill. The remaining $25 mil-
lion was paid to the North American Wetlands Conservation Fund ($12 million)
and the national Victims of Crime Fund ($13 million). For criminal restitution,
Exxon paid $100 million, which was divided evenly between the state and federal
governments. Under the civil settlement, Exxon agreed to pay $900 million in
annual payments over a ten-year period. (This was three times lower than the min-
imum estimate for damages calculated from public surveys and it amounted to
about $500 after accounting for inflation, tax-breaks, and the ten-year payment
period [Lancaster 1991; Schneider 1991; U.S. Congress, House, 1991a].)

The 1991 civil set t l em ent cre a ted a council of s t a te and federal tru s tee s — t h e
Ex xon Va l d e z Oil Spill (EVOS) Tru s tee Co u n c i l — to overs ee re s tora ti on of i n ju red
wi l dl i fe and habitat thro u gh the use of the $900 mill i on . The Mem ora n dum of
Agreem ent and Con s ent Dec ree (U. S . A . v. Al a s k a [1991]) guides the use of this mon ey.
In this boo k , I refer to scien tists funded with public mon ey thro u gh the EVOS Tru s tee
Council or the va rious govern m ent agencies as “p u bl i c - trust scien ti s t s .” The stories of
t h eir work and findings—and of Ex xon’s spill scien ce — a re told in Pa rt 2.

Section 17 of the 1991 civil settlement contains a “Reopener for Unknown
Injury” (U.S.A. v. Exxon [1991a], 18–19; State of Alaska v. Exxon [1991b], 18–19).
This requires Exxon to pay the governments up to an additional $100 million to
restore wildlife or habitat for harm that “could not reasonably have been known
nor . . . anticipated” based on the scientific understanding of oil effects at the time.
The settlement may be reopened by any of the three parties to the settlement for
additional claims from 1 September 2002 to 1 September 2006. The “$100 million
reopener clause,” as it is commonly known,is discussed in Part 3.
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The Cl ea nu p — “A Tra gedy Beyond Bel i ef ”

Ha z ardous by Nature

Oil spill response began the winter before the spill in 1988–1989
when federal scientists, state regulators, and CDFU fishermen,
including myself, agonized over the dispersant guidelines proposed
by oilmen and supported by Coast Guard.Dispersant use is an emo-
tionally charged issue. Oil companies manufacture and sell disper-
sants as a first line of defense in response to oil spills.Dispersants act
like liquid soap to break up surface oil slicks into tiny droplets that
must then be driven by wind and wave action into the water column
and diluted with huge volumes of water (Lethcoe and Nurnberger
1989).Dispersants are the oilmen’s way of solving pollution by dilu-
tion. Essentially, the oil slick “vanishes”from the sea surface. Out of
sight,out of mind,and definitely away from being a public relations
nightmare.

The trouble is that the tiny droplets of dispersed oil are very
toxic to fish and other creatures in the water column under the sea
surface. Dispersants are also only 10 to 15 percent effective in cold
water with viscous North Slope crude, which leaves the bulk of the
oil, potentially, to strand on beaches (Fingas, Bobra, and Velicogna
1987).Why risk fish and the beaches, fishermen asked. CDFU pre-
ferred mechanical cleanup of oil—physically removing as much as
possible from the water—instead of using our fishing water to dilute
and disperse toxic oil.

The Initial Guidelines for Dispersant Use that were approved just
two weeks prior to the spill is a compromise (ADEC 1993; Lethcoe
and Nurnberger 1989).It divides the Sound into three zones, follow-
ing recommendations by the National Research Council (1989).
Deep open water along the tanker traffic lanes and most of the cen-
tral Sound is designated as Zone 1, where dispersant use is pre-
approved, except when sensitive marine life like herring is in the
water column. Beaches and the intertidal and shallow nearshore
areas are Zone 3, where dispersant use is banned to avoid concen-
trating the toxic dispersed oil in this biologically productive region.
In Zone 3, dispersants can be used on a case-by-case basis with
approval from the EPA and the state.The bulk of the Sound between
deep water and shallow beaches is designated as Zone 2,where dis-
persant use is conditional in order to protect sensitive wildlife and
requires approval by the EPA and the state.
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Two weeks later—when Captain Joe Hazelwood radioed the
Coast Guard at half past midnight to report his tanker was aground
on Bligh Reef and “evidently . . . leaking some oil”—our dispersant
guidelines were put to the test.

So began the first oil spill cleanup in the history of the United
States to be conducted under the Occupational Safety and Health
Act’s Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response stan-
dard (OSHA 1989).The ink was barely dry in the regulation change.
Less than three weeks earlier, OSHA administrators and organized
labor had successfully argued against Exxon, among others, that
crude oil and petroleum products pose significant health and safety
hazards (U.S. Congress, House, 1989a, 1056–1057). The Hazardous
Waste Operations and Emergency Response (Hazwoper) training
requires forty hours of safety training,special procedures and equip-
ment,medical surveillance,and long-term record keeping.

Under hazardous waste cleanup standards, all workers are sup-
posed to get information on every single hazardous compound
they might encounter on the job.Basic information on a compound
of concern is provided in its “Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS),”
which is required to be given to workers as part of normal
Hazwoper training.

MSDS excerpts for some of the compounds of concern present
during the 1989 cleanup, including oil and three representative sol-
vents—a dispersant, a “bioremediation” product, and an all-purpose
degreaser (Sidebar 3, p. 12)—warn of potential short-term (acute)
and long-term (chronic) symptoms. Acute symptoms of exposure
include dermatitis, headaches,dizziness,nausea,and central nervous
system problems. Chronic symptoms of exposure include anemia
and other blood disorders (such as leukemia), fetal defects,liver and
kidney damage, and “toxic systemic” effects (or total body poison).
MSDS excerpts warn to avoid exposure to vapors and aerosols and,
in two cases,to keep the product out of sewers and watercourses.

One would think that ‘forewarned is forearmed,’ but sadly, this
was not the case.

Initi al Spill Response to Oil on the Water

As succinctly stated by “Ernie” Piper, author of the 1993 Alaska
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) final report on
the state’s role in spill response:“Oil spill response is most effective
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Ma terial Safety Data Sh eet (MSDS) Excerpts for
Some Ha z a rdous Ch emicals Pre s ent du ring the
1989 EVOS Cl ea nu p

Crude Oil (Exxon Shipping Company 1988)
Exposure limit for total product: Not established for total product [emphasis

added].
Health studies have shown that many petroleum hydrocarbons pose potential

human health risks, which may vary from person to person. As a precaution, expo-
sure to liquids, vapors, mists or fumes should be minimiz ed.

High vapor concentrations are irritating to the eyes and the respiratory tract,
may cause headaches and dizziness, are anesthetic, may cause unconsciousness, and
may have other central nervous system effects including death.

Prolonged or repeated contact with this product at warm or ambient tempera-
tures tends to remove skin oils, possibly leading to irritation and dermatitis.

Contact with this product at warm or ambient temperatures may cause eye
irritation . . .

This product may contain benzene . . . Benzene can cause anemia and othe r
blood diseases, including leukemia (cancer of the blood-forming system),after pro-
longed or repeated exposures at high concentrations . . . It has also caused fetal
defects in tests on laboratory animals.

[T]here may be a potential risk of skin cancer in humans from prolonged and
repeated skin contact with this product in the absence of good personal hygiene
[emphasis added; EVOS cleanup conditions often prevented good personal
hygiene.] 

Minimize breathing vapors. Minimize skin contact. Ventilate confined spaces.

Corexit 9527™ (Exxon Company, USA,1992)
Hazardous ingredient: 2-butoxyethanol [“bue-TOX-e-ETH-an-ol”].
OSHA Hazard: eye and skin irritant, vapors irritating to eyes and respiratory

tract, toxic systemic via ingestion, inhalation and skin.
May be absorbed through skin to produce hemolytic anemia and kidney dam-

age evidenced by paleness and possible red coloration of the urine.
Vapors and/or aerosols, which may be formed at elevated temperatures, may

cause systemic effects.
Chronic effects: Overexposure by inhalation and/or dermal contact may result

in damage to the blood and kidneys.
Prevent liquid from entering sewers, watercourses, or low areas. Contain spilled

liquid . . . [emphasis added; Prince William Sound is a watercourse.]

Inipol EAP 22™ (Exxon Company, USA,1989a)
Hazardous ingredient: 2-butoxyethanol.
Health studies have shown that many petroleum hydrocarbons and synthetic

lubricants pose potential human health risks, which may vary from person to per-
son. As a precaution, exposure to liquids, vapors,mists or fumes should be mini-
mized.

Inhalation of high vapor concentrations may have results ranging from dizzi-
ness, headache, and respiratory irritation to unconsciousness and possibly death.

Components of this product (2-butoxyethanol) may be absorbed through the
skin and could produce blood and kidney damage. Symptoms of overexposure
include paleness and red discoloration of the urine. (continued)
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when oil is on the water, rather than stranded on shorelines.The
faster responders act,the better chance they have.The effectiveness
of most on-the-water techniques drops substantially as the oil weath-
ers,emulsifies,and large slicks break up”(ADEC 1993,49).

Every oil spill is different, every cleanup is different,but the spill
response technologies and techniques are roughly the same—and
largely ineffective. Coast Guard Vice Admiral Clyde Robbins,the fed-
eral on-scene coordinator for the cleanup in 1989, was shocked to
find oil spill response technology no further advanced than what he
had seen fifteen years earlier (ADEC 1993,51).

On-the-water spill response included brief ly, burning and disper-
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Petroleum solvents/petroleum hydrocarbons—skin contact may aggravate an
existing dermatitis.

Glycol ethers—persons with a history of blood and/or kidney disease should
avoid exposure to this product.

Steps to be taken in case material is released or spilled: Keep people away.
Recover free product. Minimize skin contact. Ventilate confined spaces. Keep prod-
uct out of sewers and watercourses by diking or impounding [emphasis added; Prince
William Sound is a watercourse.]

Simple Green® (Sunshine Makers, Inc.,2002)
Use of product: an all purpose cleaner and degreaser . . .
Ingredient: 2-butoxyethanol (less than 6 percent)
Note, however, that Butyl Cellosolve [2-butoxyethanol] is only one of the raw

material ingredients that undergo processing and dilution during the manufacture
Simple Green®. Upon completion of the manufacturing process, Simple Green® does
not possess the occupational health risks associated with exposure to undiluted Butyl
Cellosolve [emphasis in original].

Adverse effects on human health are not expected from Simple Green®, based
upon twenty years of use without reported adverse health incidence in diverse pop-
ulation groups,including extensive use by inmates of U.S. federal prisons in clean-
ing operations.

Repeated daily application to the skin without rinsing or continuous contact
of Simple Green® on the skin may lead to temporary, but reversible, irritation.

Simple Green® is a mild eye irritant; mucous membranes may become irritat-
ed by concentrate-mist.

The Simple Green® formulation presents no health hazards to the user when
used according to label directions for its intended purposes.

(Author’s note: The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2003) lists 2-
butoxyethanol at the top of its list of ingredients to avoid in its Janitorial Products
Pollution Prevention Program.The EPA web page states products with the listed ingre-
dients “pose very high risks to the janitor using the product, to building occupants, or
to the environment.” Comments under chronic effects for 2-butoxyethanol list repro-
ductive and fetal damage, liver and kidney damage, and blood damage.
www.westp2net.org/janitorial/tools/haz2.htm)
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sant use.The initial dispersant of choice was Corexit 9527,an Exxon
product.However, first it was too calm and then it was too stormy for
effective dispersant use (Lethcoe and Nurnberger 1989, 44–49).
Barrier booms to contain oil and skimmers to pick up the contained
oil were used in summer1989, initially in open water and then,with
marginal results,nearshore to contain and pick up oil and oil/solvent
mixtures draining from treated beaches.

After the fierce storm on the third day, whatever hope had exist-
ed to contain the oil was lost.It was clear, even as Exxon mobilized
more and more people, vessels, and equipment to respond to the
larger slicks and all the shredded pieces moving through the south-
west Sound,that shoreline cleanup would become a bigger priority
than on-the-water response.The on-the-water spill response extend-
ed roughly through mid May when the shoreline treatment began in
earnest (ADEC 1993;Harrison 1991).

Before the transition from on-the-water response to shoreline
cleanup,visiting Congressman Peter DeFazio (D-4th OR) summed up
the situation.“Alyeska has had to rely on a mosquito fleet (i.e.,com-
mercial fishermen),sport fishing boats,and the local communities to
help them preserve the remnants of a great ecosystem.I think that is
a trage dy beyond belief” ( U. S . C o n gre s s , H o u s e , 1 9 8 9 a , 1 4 6 ) .
Unfortunately, the real tragedy in terms of human health was about
to begin.

Shoreline Cleanup

Exxon’s shoreline cleanup operation was an evolving experiment
the entire summer (ADEC 1993, 61–82). The first week in April,
Exxon started—and largely ended—a futile attempt at wiping rocks
one by one with absorbent material. The highly publicized effort
backfired as it accentuated the hopelessness of the situation.

Next Exxon tried several techniques to wash the beaches. First,
crews flooded the upper intertidal reaches with seawater from a per-
forated hose, while workers tilled the lower reaches with rakes and
other tools to agitate and release the oil.This worked but it was slow.
Moderate pressure hoses worked better, especially if the seawater
was warmed up.High-pressure hoses coupled with seawater heated
to scalding temperatures worked even better to dislodge oil.

When Coast Guard Commandant Admiral Paul Yost arrived on
scene in mid April,he “made it clear that hot water washing was his
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preferred method of treatment” (ADEC 1993, 96; Wohlforth 1989).
Exxon submitted a plan to “wash about 300 miles of shoreline with
cold water, employ about 4,000 people, and be done by September
15”when the winter storms would start in earnest (ADEC 1993,96).
The state and federal governments pushed Exxon “to get crews in the
field, doing meaningful cleanup” (ibid. 98) before May 15, the date
that biologists expected wildlife to show up in large numbers to rear
their young. A consensus was reached to use hot- and cold-water
flush systems.“Exxon and the military began bringing in barges,boil-
ers,hoses,and portable pumps to support beach-cleaning crews,and
by the first week of May, shoreline cleanup was the focus of the
entire operation” (ibid. 120). According to Exxon, cleanup crews
surged from some 3,000 people in mid May to more than triple that
during peak operations (Harrison 1991;see also Nauman 1991).

When even the pressurized hot water wash proved too slow to
remove oil,Exxon received authorization from the state and the EPA
to test chemical cleaners—dispersants—first Corexit 9580M2 and,
when the public objected, then Inipol EAP 22, a dispersant cloaked
in the beguiling name of “bioremediation.” Both are Exxon products;
both contain industrial solvents.

Thus unfolded the cleanup—or “the money spill” as it was
known in Cordova and the twenty-one other oiled communities—a
tragedy that would have longer lasting effects on the habitat and
wildlife of the Sound, cleanup workers’ physical health, and resi-
dents’emotional health than the oil spill itself.

Fu l f i lling a Pled ge
After the collapse of the pink salmon and herring fisheries in Prince
William Sound in 1993,I decided it was time to apply my energy and
talents to address the economic and environmental problems stem-
ming from the oil spill. I reasoned if I couldn’t help solve problems
in my own backyard, how could I justify working on statewide
issues? I sold my half of the boat and permit to my fishing partner
and friend and resigned from the boards of CDFU and United
Fishermen of Alaska.

Then I helped to found two nonprofit organizations, one to
involve area residents in rebuilding our struggling economy through
sustainable use of our natural wealth and the second to continue the
work I had started with CDFU. Gradually the latter organization,the
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Alaska Forum for Environmental Responsibility (AFER),narrowed its
focus to holding the oil industry, specifically the TAPS owners,
accountable to the laws protecting public health, worker safety, and
the environment. It was through AFER that I rallied support to con-
duct what became a five-year investigation of the social, economic,
and environmental aftermath of the Exxon Valdez oil spill.

The results of this investigation are told in two books.This first
book focuses on what I call “the legacy”of the Exxon Valdez oil spill
and it chronicles how this legacy came to be.Exxon’s spill provides
a portal to understanding a startling truth:oil is much more toxic to
people and the environment than previously thought. This book
shows that one particular fraction of crude oil, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons or PAHs, may well be the DDT of the 21st century.
Readers are invited to consider some suggestions for change at the
end of this book,if we,as a nation of concerned citizens,want to fully
recognize and reduce the public health and environmental risks of
our dependency on oil.

The second book, Enough! Paying for the Legacy of the Exxon
Valdez Oil Spill (2005), focuses on the social,economic,and political
ramifications of this spill on the fishing community Cordova and the
perpetrators of the spill—Exxon,the TAPS oil industry, and the state
and federal governments.Again, Exxon’s spill clarifies a larger truth:
we need to put the needs of people,not corporations,first,if we wish
to manage our political, legal, economic, and social systems as if life
matters.

One final note to fulfill a promise to people who shared their per-
sonal stories for this book: the opinions expressed by individuals in
this book are their own and do not necessarily reflect those of the
department, agency, or entity for which the individual worked or
works.Additionally, I occasionally altered the language—but not the
factual content—for literary style.
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Part 1
Sick Workers

“Mists and aerosols containing polynuclear aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) are, in principle, a cancer risk . . .”

John Park and Michael Holliday (1999)
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Exposed:
A Coverup of Mass Chemical
Poisoning
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21

Chapter 1.

Exxon’s Cleanup from a Worker
Health Perspective

Worker Safety and Health Probl ems du ring 
O n - t h e - Wa ter Re s pon s e
Fishermen were among the first spill responders.When I flew over
the stricken tanker nine hours after the accident, I saw a swirling
smoky bluish haze over the blackened sea surface—aromatic hydro-
carbons vaporizing into the air.The stench of hydrocarbons was so
strong it made our heads and stomachs reel.We flew up to a higher
altitude to clear our heads.I ended up in Valdez for five days and wit-
nessed and was part of the initial chaos optimistically called “spill
response.”

Head a ches , Naus ea , Di z z iness , and Desperate Measures

Even before I set foot in Valdez that first morning,Alyeska,the party
responsible for initial spill response, and Exxon had made a formal
request to the Coast Guard to drop 50,000 gallons of dispersant on
the leading edge of the slick, starting immediately (ADEC 1993, 60).
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The pre-approved dispersant guidelines called for demonstrating dis-
persant effectiveness prior to approval, even in Zone 1.The Coast
Guard authorized a test, not whole-scale application, because the
weather conditions were too calm to mix the chemical with the oil
and disperse the slick—and because Alyeska did not have proper
spray equipment.Alyeska planned to use a helicopter and drop dis-
persant from buckets.

In desperation I called Harvard Professor Dr. Jim Butler for
advice. Dr. Butler had chaired the National Research Council’s dis-
persant review study. He said,“It’s important to note that all the talk
about the use and ef fects of dispersants on big spills is hypothetical.
It’s based on lab data and a few small field tests.No one has success-
fully treated a spill of this size.”

It turned out that the oilmen really didn’t know much about the
chemical nature of the dispersants either.Transcripts of internal tele-
phone conversations at the Alyeska Emergency Center, recorded for
several days after the spill,were quite revealing.1 When the owner of
the tank truck called to ask how to clean out his truck after deliver-
ing the dispersant Corexit 9527 to the Anchorage airport, Alyeska sci-
entist Dick Mikkelsen didn’t know.

He said,“We’re taking I-don’t-know-how-many hundreds of thou-
sands of gallons of this stuff (and) we’re going to be spreading all
over Prince William Sound.It can’t be too damn toxic.” He instructed
the driver,“[W]hen that thing gets empty . . . you fill her about three-
quarters full of water and drive it around for half [an] hour or forty-
five minutes,and then dump the damn stuff down a sewer”(Alyeska
Pipeline Service Company [APSC] 1989,KWY001042402–403).

The sewer plan was approved by Exxon’s dispersant ex p e rt
G o rden Lindbl o m , also on the telephone, who commented, “ I t ’s a
s u r fa c t a n t .You may not want to dump it right in one big whomp [in
the municipal sewer system] . . .You know, you can [put] it in ove r
a period of time and it might be all ri g h t ” (APSC 1989,
K W Y 0 0 1 0 4 2 5 3 4 – 5 3 5 ) .

Mikkelsen reviewed the material safety data sheet briefly and
mused,“It says,‘don’t put the raw stuff in a waterway’ . . . .” (APSC
1989, KWY001042403).The irony of the warning on the data sheet
and the fact that Alyeska wanted to put “the raw stuff” in the biggest
wa t e r way in the are a — P rince William Sound—seemed lost on
Mikkelsen.

Coast Guard officials authorized three tests in three days before
they deemed the dispersant was effective (Lethcoe and Nurnberger
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1989). By then,Alyeska had a C-130 aircraft with proper spraying
equipment—but it was too late.A fierce spring storm whipped the
oil into a mousse,with up to 80 percent water. Strong winds shoved
it through the Sound and into sensitive nearshore and intertidal
habitat.

Despite very limited dispersant effectiveness because of the oil
condition,Exxon applied more dispersants in Zone 1 and in Zone 2
near the tanker, dousing the deck of the Exxon Valdez—and Coast
Guard personnel and tanker crew—in the process.

Desperately, Exxon requested approval to apply dispersants on
the heavy oiling in Knight Island Passage—in Zone 3. The state
denied Exxon’s request: it wrote, “Because Exxon has failed to
demonstrate its ability to accurately and effectively target the disper-
sant Corexit 9527 in Zone 1, the state cannot approve dispersant
application in Zone 3” (Lamoreaux and Baker 1989).This and the
storm ended the use of dispersants for on-the-water response, but it
did not end the debate over whether the chemicals should be used,
which resurfaced later during the shoreline cleanup.

Meanwhile, while the dispersant debate raged, around 9 P.M. on
25 March Exxon conducted a test burn, torching a small portion of
the slick (12,000 to 15,000 gallons) near Goose Island, well away
from the grounded tanker—but directly upwind of Tatitlek village,
ten miles distant (ADEC 1993, 56). The next morning two Alaska
Native men from Tatitlek told me, as we walked up the dock in the
Valdez harbor, that they had come in to see what was going on.
“People in the village are sick,throwing up in the street,” one said.

I was incredulous.“Exxon didn’t tell you about the test burn?
They didn’t evacuate the pregnant women and children? This stuff is
toxic!”

One of the men spun aro u n d , dashed down the dock , leapt into
a skiff, and took off. The other shook his head sadly : “His wife is
p re g n a n t .”

Later the Natives asked,“Who is responsible for sickness there?
Who is responsible for evacuating us?”The Natives’ questions went
unanswered and they were never evacuated—or treated for their
symptoms, but there were no more burns.The storm on the third
evening foreclosed that option.2

While Alyeska,then Exxon, experimented with burn and disper-
sant tests, fishermen sped to Bligh Reef and vainly tried to boom the
tanker to contain the spilled oil.Some became nauseous and dizzy—
classical symptoms of over-exposure to oil fumes that hung thick in
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the air around the tanker.The first workers on site were given no pro-
tective equipment by Alyeska or any warning that the oil and its
fumes could be extremely hazardous to their health (APSC 1989,
KWY001043337–338;Hill 1989).

The storm changed everything. Exxon’s attention shifted to
mechanical pickup of oil on the water.My fishing partner and I chose
not to work on Exxon’s cleanup.Instead, much later, I collected sto-
ries from people who did.

Skin Rashes and Head a ches 

Cordova fisherman Lynn Thorne (Weidman 2001) was raised by a
fishing family and married to a fisherman at sixteen.She had gillnet-
ted, seined, and tendered (bought fish for canneries) in the Sound
most of her life.Her reaction to the spill was “to get out there to fix
this thing that happened.We knew we wouldn’t be herring fishing,
and we knew we needed to clean this up before the salmon came. I
believed that we could actually clean it up.”

Her husband, Skip Thorne, immediately unloaded their herring
gear and joined the mosquito fleet—the rag-tag armada of commer-
cial and sport fishing boats working to keep oil out of the salmon
hatchery in Sawmill Bay. Lynn Thorne pulled their young daughter
out of school in Wasilla,where the family had relocated, and caught
the last state ferry to Cordova,which is off Alaska’s road system,on 3
April before the ferry was reassigned to spill cleanup. From the ferry
deck she looked for the “usual birds and animals,but there was noth-
ing.It was just totally quiet.” In Cordova she arranged for her daugh-
ter to stay with relatives, signed a now-mandatory Exxon cleanup
contract at the CDFU office,and flew out on 5 April to join her hus-
band on their tender, the New Adventure, in Sawmill Bay.

For the next month the Thornes and their two crew worked in
Elrington, Latouche, and Knight Island Passages in the southwest
Sound, following the state ferry, which was being used as living
quarters for most of the skiff people who collected dead and
i n j u red wildlife . The T h o rnes took ord e rs from A D E C ’s Les
Leatherbury and others who assumed that the Thornes had a con-
tract with the state since they had worked with the state to defend
the salmon hatchery in Sawmill Bay.Their job was to fuel the little
skiffs and gillnet boats and to provide a hospice for dying sea otters.
Dead otters and birds were taken to the ferry but according to Lynn
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Thorne,“The ferry was a madhouse.There were droves of reporters.
We gave the otters a safe place where it was quiet and calm, away
from all the flashing bulbs and the chatter and noise.”

T h e re we re others who sought sanctuary on the N ew
Adventure. Lynn Thorne recalled,“You’d think having reporters out
there would be a good thing,but it was so invasive to have the cam-
eras stuck in your face when you were mentally in so much pain
from being here and seeing the devastation . . .The only chatterbox-
es out there were people who were in Prince William Sound for the
first time. People who had been here forever couldn’t talk.They were
devastated.”

As the New Adventure worked its way north towards Eleanor
Island, Lynn Thorne began to have health problems.She remembered
the sickening smell of spilled crude when she had first landed in
Crab Bay near Sawmill Bay, but that smell had been mild in compari-
son to what the New Adventure and its crew encountered further
north.She recalled,“The stench of oil and the thickness of oil in the
water were just horrid. All the rocks and beaches were totally coat-
ed and there was no escaping the smell. About two days after we got
to Eleanor, I had a rash on my chest and a headache.The whole time
out there up on that end of the island,I was not feeling well . . . It felt
like the oil went right through your body.You could taste it,smell it.
You couldn’t get away from it.My body didn’t like it,that’s for sure.”

Lynn Thorne noticed that she was not the only one having prob-
lems: “All the skiff people were distressed—headaches, red eyes,
coughs.” She heard from the skiff people who stayed on the state
ferry that some of the first spill workers on the boats and beaches
only lasted a few days before they were flown away for medical treat-
ment.She observed none of the skiff people wore gloves or respira-
tors—just raingear.

Gradually,as Exxon and VECO,the primary cleanup contractor to
Exxon, gained control of cleanup operations from the early chaotic
days, someone realized the New Adventure was actually an Exxon
charter, and it was called back to Cordova, recommissioned,and sent
to Valdez to work for VECO. Lynn Thorne’s headache and chest rash
cleared when she arrived back in Cordova on 1 May after a month of
spill work.She recalled,“I was going to have (the rash) checked out
by a doctor, but by the time I hit town,there was nothing to be seen.
I thought it was great because it was gone.”

The New Adventure’s new job was hauling freight and supplies
to staging boats in the Sound. Lynn Thorne was the captain because
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Skip stayed in Cordova to get ready for the Copper River fishery. She
described the new assignment as “absolute bullshit. We had a slow
boat compared to the gillnet boats.We were asked to do really stupid
stuff like run four rolls of fax paper or a box of groceries out to
Green Island—on our 47-foot boat!” What really angered her was
when VECO ordered them out into the Sound without a destination.
She felt VECO “just wanted us to look busy when the Coast Guard or
Exxon were flying important people around.VECO didn’t want us
sitting in the harbor doing nothing.”

When Lynn Thorne stalled or refused to keep up the charade one
too many times,VECO reassigned the New Adventure to oily waste
garbage detail around Eleanor Island and Knight Island. This, she
described,“was hell.We were running the New Adventure close to
beaches that were heavily oiled.There was mist from the sprayers
and sludge in the water.The oil was just being spread around.The
stench was just as bad as the first time out.And then we had the oily
garbage bags to deal with.The waste—mostly rotting Fucus (a brown
seaweed) and oiled absorbent pads—was delivered in garbage bags,
covered with oil inside and out. I wore rain gear, the same rain gear
day after day, and it was totally dripping with oil smudges.After the
first week,I ran out of clothes that didn’t have oil on them.The bags
sat on the deck in the sun for a few days before a bigger boat would
offload them to take to incinerators in Valdez or Kodiak.The bags
stank.It was pretty messy work.”

Lynn Thorne’s rash,headache,and red eyes all reappeared during
the stint of garbage detail.“I looked like hell,” she said.“So did every-
one else.It wasn’t just me.”

In early June she ended her cleanup contract so she could get
ready for seining. Once again her headache, rash, and other symp-
toms cleared when she returned to Cordova.Because the symptoms
cleared,Lynn Thorne never consulted a doctor or reported her health
problems to Exxon,VECO, or the state.In town,after sixty-one days
on the spill cleanup,she discovered cleanup workers were supposed
to have four hours of hazardous waste training before working on
the spill.

Lynn Thorne was left with a haunting feeling that she had been
over-exposed to dangerous chemicals that would eventually com-
promise her health.
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Warnings from Health Ex pert s

Health problems became so widespread, so fast, that medical doc-
tors, labor advocacy groups, and others took notice and sounded
warnings as early as April 1989. Dr. Robert Rigg, former Alaska med-
ical director for StandardAlaska (BP),warned,“It is a known fact that
neurologic changes (brain damage), skin disorders (including can-
cer), liver and kidney damage, cancer of other organ systems, and
medical complications—secondary to ex p o s u re to—wo rk i n g
unprotected in (or inadequately protected) can and will occur to
workers exposed to crude oil and other petrochemical by-products.
While short-term complaints, i.e., skin irritation, nausea, dizziness,
pulmonary symptoms,etc.,may be the initial signs of exposure and
toxicity, the more serious long-term effects must be prevented.” He
recommended pulling cleanup crews “off the beaches—and out of
the Sound—[to] avoid further tragedy in the form of human suffer-
ing,illness and disease . . .” (Rigg 1989).

John Havelock, a former attorney general for Alaska, warned
that,“We cannot continue to have Exxon and its contractors substi-
tuted for the state in taking responsibility for the recovery.A person
run over by a drunken driver does not hand over to that driver the
primary responsibility for determining the type of medical treat-
ment, the hiring of the doctor, and the determination of therapy”
(CFS 1989 1[26]).

Despite the warnings from experts,the State of Alaska seemed to
downplay the health risks to cleanup workers in two public health
advisories issued by the Alaska Department of Health and Social
Services (1989a, 1989b). The first advisory, issued after the Alaska
Department of Labor declared the cleanup was a hazardous waste
operation, stated: [T]here is no risk of adverse health effects from
breathing the air. Risks are greatest to workers heavily exposed to oil
during some cleanup activities,but the risks to these workers is con-
sidered to be low and with appropriate training and personal pro-
tective equipment as required by the hazardous waste regulations,
cleanup activities can continue and workers can be confident that
their health will not be compromised”(Stuart 1989,2).

A visiting team from the Laborers’ International Union of North
America chastised the state officials for their actions. Calling crude
oil “toxic and hazardous,” the team listed health risks such as skin can-
cer from contact, leukemia from inhalation of benzene, and respira-
tory damage from oil-water aerosols from the planned use of hot
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water sprays (Phillips 1999).The team also pointed out the risk of
long-term or chronic effects such as central nervous system,liver,kid-
ney, and blood disorders. Team leader Eula Bingham, who was
Assistant Secretary of Labor for Occupational Safety and Health in
the Carter Administration, urged the state to declare the cleanup a
hazardous waste operation, and she proposed a plan to independ-
ently monitor workers for chemical exposure.

After much debate with Exxon officials, the Alaska Department
of Labor (ADOL, “a-DOL”) shifted its position and declared the
cleanup was a hazardous waste operation, which meant Exxon was
required to properly train and protect workers. Bingham’s team
argued that OSHA standards required that workers were supposed to
receive forty hours of training on how to handle crude and other
chemicals in order to minimize risk of long-term health problems.
Exxon proposed four hours of training to accommodate the emer-
gency nature of the cleanup, even though it was evident that the
cleanup would go on all summer. The state approved Exxon’s
request. The National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH,“NY-osh”) team deemed the four-hour training classes ade-
quate, although only a small portion of the course was devoted to
handling toxic chemicals (NIOSH 1991;Stuart 1989;VECO 1989).

Others who saw the training video disagreed.Matt Gillen of the
Occupational Health and Legal Rights Foundation declared the train-
ing violated the workers’ right-to-know provisions of federal regula-
tions.He said,“They’re saying the tarry stuff is not toxic,but that’s not
true.It can still cause skin cancer”(Lamming 1989b).Physician Scott
Barnhart of the University of Washington’s Occupational Health
Clinic also was concerned. He noted the training program did not
mention that inhaling petroleum could cause nausea and dizziness,
and there was no information on long-term effects such as leukemia
and blood disorders.Workers told the media that Exxon had assured
them that they were not breathing toxic amounts of fumes and that
the fumes became less toxic as the oil aged. Bingham’s team
remained concerned that workers just didn’t comprehend the long-
and short-term effects of working with oil.

The workers’ fate was entrusted to Exxon and VECO, Exxon’s
primary cleanup contractor. VECO had served the oil industry for
years. It had a reputation for fighting—and ignoring—environmen-
tal regulation. In 1988 the EPA had cited VECO for “failing to main-
tain proper records related to hazardous waste generation, storage
and disposal,” and for “failing to conduct personnel training on the
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handling of and working conditions associated with hazardous
waste” at an oilfield support facility on the North Slope (Kelder
1988). Earlier,VECO had been found guilty of illegally encouraging
its employees to make pro-oil political contributions (Keeble 1999,
103). VECO’s cavalier attitude towards hazardous waste cleanups
jeopardized the health of thousands of cleanup workers.

Sh oreline Cl ea nu p — Ki lling Alaska While Tryi n g
to Save It
Within the first week of the spill,some 800 people were hired for the
cleanup response.Within one month,there were some 3,000 people
hired. As Exxon geared up for shoreline treatment, the number
surged to 9,000, then over 11,000 (Harrison 1991). However, no
amount of people can clean up spilled oil without effective equip-
ment, designed to work in bad weather conditions. This type of
equipment doesn’t exist. Hordes of people can, however, further
damage sensitive habitat and wildlife (Davidson 1990, 195–196), as
discussed in Part 2 of this book.

Priorities — Worker Safety or ‘Miles of Bea ches’ ?

By the end of May, the spill cleanup had become a massive public
relations campaign that played out daily on televisions across the
nation.A VECO supervisor summed up the situation.“Exxon is trying
to save its image.VECO is reaching for a piece of the pie.What we
really need is a professional oil spill cleanup company” (Davidson
1990,190), which,at the time,VECO was not,but all VECO’s activity
on the beaches made Exxon look good.Exxon could report daily “in
exquisite detail the number of vessels deployed, number of workers
involved, number and types of various skimmers and boilers—and,
finally, miles of beaches treated per day . . .” (ADEC 1993,120).

The ‘miles of beaches’became the standard measure of cleanup
progress,but the numbers came from VECO and VECO was playing
rough.VECO foremen bullied, assaulted, and fired workers for talk-
ing frankly with the media, and then the foremen lied about the
progress (Davidson 1990, 189–190).ADEC reported, “A foreman at
one work site informed an ADEC team member that although they
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had recovered approximately one barrel of oil and twenty bags of
oiled Fucus from the site,they reported recovery of eight barrels of
oil and forty bags of oiled Fucus” (CFS 1989 1[58]).

State ADEC monitors found they were“watching a cleanup effort
that did not match the ‘miles of progress’ reports back at headquar-
ters.Those ‘miles of beaches’ showing up on the progress reports
were not necessarily cleaned, and the oil coming off the beaches
wa s n ’t necessari ly being picked up” ( A D E C 1 9 9 2 ; ADEC 1993,
120–124). As the summer progressed, ADEC insisted that Exxon
change terminology from “beaches cleaned” to “beaches treated,” so
people would understand that the shoreline “cleanup” was not as
effective as the word “clean”implied.

Ed Meggert (2001) was one of the ADEC cleanup monitors. He
was 44 years old, responsible,and experienced at working in remote
sites. Fresh out of graduate school in mid-April, he was stationed on
the Denali,a boat that worked beaches accessible from Knight Island
Passage.Luckily, two other ADEC monitors were onboard to give him
a sketchy orientation. His job was to monitor beach cleanup crews
from the Knight Island group, east to Smith Island, and south to
Latouche and Elrington Islands,to make sure various cleanup crews
were following their work plans and picking up oil as it was flushed
off beaches. His assignment seemed straightforward. He quickly dis-
covered the job was not.

Most days,Meggert logged hundreds of miles on his skiff,worked
twelve- to fourteen-hour shifts, seven days a week, all summer. By
April VECO had organized workers into six task forces, each with
varying numbers of beach crews and a hierarchy of supervisors. He
found some of the beach crews consistently did a good job;some did
not. Adjusting booms to catch oil flowing off beaches was tricky
with the tides. As the tide dropped,booms had to be let out or they
would be stranded high and dry on the beach. Sometimes booms
couldn’t be pulled right at the end of a shift because they were still
catching oil.When Meggert repeatedly reported the same crews for
sloppy work to Exxon and VECO supervisors, the crews were reas-
signed to night shifts.He split his shift so he could continue to mon-
itor these crews at night. He believed his presence and that of the
other ADEC monitors made a difference in how VECO and Exxon
conducted the cleanup.

M e g ge rt found most lower level VECO and Exxon superv i s o rs
re a l ly believed in what they we re doing. He befriended some of
the superv i s o rs who we re from outside A l a s k a , and he took them,
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s u rre p t i t i o u s ly, to see unoiled beach e s .These people we re visibly
m oved when they realized the magnitude of harm and the hope-
lessness of cl e a nup effo rt s . But the upper level superv i s o rs and
the top level beach bosses “ we re cl i m b e rs ,” a c c o rding to Megge rt .
“ T h ey would tell you bl a ck was white.” One day as he wa t ched a
small older Native woman pick her way across the slippery beach
with full trash bags in each hand, an Exxon supervisor told him
t h e re was a barrel of oil in each bag .M e g ge rt re t o rt e d ,“ T h a t ’s one
s t rong woman! Fi ve hundred pounds in each hand!”

VECO’s apparent number fudging was not the least of the state
and federal governments’ concerns.VECO found hot water at high
pressure flushed oil off beaches much faster than cold water at low
pressure.Exxon successfully persuaded the Coast Guard and state to
approve the pressurized hot water wash for shoreline treatment,
despite warnings from its own scientists that this method was high-
ly destructive to sealife (Chapter 13).

NOAA scientists also warned that the pressurized hot water
wash was cooking beach life and killing the few hardy plants and
animals that had survived the initial oiling (Associated Press 1991;
Wohlforth 1990a). With no survivors to recolonize and restore life,
NOAA scientists warned that the “treated” beaches might actually
take longer to recover than beaches that were left alone (ADEC 1993,
63–64).Further, they found that the pressurized hot water wash was
mixing oil with fine sediment (glacial flour and “floc,” a loose fluffy
matrix of fine sediment and bacteria), causing the oil to flush off
beaches and sink into more sensitive areas that might have escaped
contamination. Exxon scientists maintained this was a “natural
cl e a n s i n g ” p rocess for oiled beaches (Bragg and Yang 1995).
However, public-trust scientists determined that such particulate
matter was an important pathway to transfer absorbed or bound
Exxon Valdez oil to mussels and other organisms, which filter the
water for particulate food (Houghton and Elbert 1991; Juday and
Foster 1990).

In July at an oil spill conference in Seattle, Coast Guard Vice
Admiral Clyde Robbins,the person ultimately responsible for approv-
ing the steam cleaning and overseeing the cleanup, asked, “How
much damage do you want to do to a beach to save it? I don’t want
people to say about me that I killed Alaska trying to save it”(Robbins
1989,2–3).

NOAA scientists suggested,“Sometimes the best thing to do in an
oil spill is nothing”(ADEC 1993,64).‘Nothing’ was not an option for
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Exxon. The cleanup operation was politically unstoppable. It had
taken on a life of its own.

In its desperate strait to get oil off beaches whatever the conse-
quences, Exxon sought approval to field test chemical products
designed to speed removal of oil (Chapter 6). One of Exxon’s prod-
ucts,Corexit 9580M2, raised serious concerns among scientists who
warned that the product, basically a kerosene-based industrial sol-
vent, would dissolve the oil and carry it into the sediments, increas-
ing ecological damage (ADEC 1993, 69). Exxon, the Coast Guard,
NOAA,and the fishermen all knew this,which was why dispersants
had been banned in nearshore and intertidal areas in the dispersant
guidelines.

Lead Lungs and Respiratory Problems

Ed Meggert (2001) was one of the ADEC monitors at Disk Island,just
north of Knight Island, on 24 July for the initial tests with Corexit
9580M2 (CFS 1989 2[14]).He remembered the day as cool and wind-
less with misty rain. First, the chemical was sprayed on the beach
and,after a period of time,the beach was rinsed with the pressurized
hot water wash. With the low cloud cover, mist from the spraying
cloaked everyone on the beach.There was just no avoiding it.

While none of the ADEC monitors had any safety training on haz-
ardous waste cleanups, up to that day Meggert had been careful to
stay upwind and out of the funny-smelling mist generated by the
pressurized hot water wash. He was suspicious of the mist because
cleanup workers had repeatedly asked him—ever since he started in
April—to help them get face shields and respirators. Although he
constantly relayed their pleas to VECO and Exxon supervisors, he
never saw the equipment provided.

No one had re s p i ra t o rs during the dispersant test on Disk
I s l a n d .That evening Megge rt ’s lungs felt heavy and they burn e d .
The next day, out on a diffe rent beach , he noticed the beach crew
f rom the Disk Island Corexit test was considerably smaller. H e
a s ked the VECO superv i s o r, Pe rry Wi l l i a m s , what happened.
Williams explained that he had to send fo u rteen or fifteen people
out on Medi-Va c ,” M e g ge rt re c a l l e d .The fo l l owing spri n g , he dis-
c ove red that, after the Disk Island Corexit test, Exxon had circ u-
lated a partial release fo rm to wo rke rs , d i s avowing any future
health claims against Exxon—and Exxon had paid wo rke rs
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$600.50 to sign the fo rm (Fi g u re 1, b e l ow) (Exxon 1989c).
Shortly after the Disk Island Corexit test, Meggert came down

with the “Valdez Crud,”a term used by the VECO doctors to describe
a variety of spill-related symptoms, including headache, sore throat,
sinus infection,and cough.He never completely regained his health.
That fall, in a Valdez hardware store, Meggert saw Perry Williams—
and barely recognized the gaunt,stooped,sallow person as the strap-
ping former boxer he knew from the spill cleanup.Williams admitted
he’d been sick since the spill, but he didn’t know what was wrong.
It took Meggert ten years to figure out what happened to himself—
and everyone else—on the beach at Disk Island.
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Fi g u re 1
E x xon’s Pa rtial Rel ease Form for In dem n i ty from
Adverse Health Ef fects from Cl ea nup Work

Source:ADOL,AWCB 1992a;Exxon 1989c
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Two weeks later, larger-scale field tests of Corexit 9580M2
resumed on Smith Island.Workers at Smith Island initially refused to
spray the product on the beach, because the barrels were labeled
“toxic to fish.”The entire beach crew was fired and replaced with
one that followed orders (Wells and McCoy 1989).

D u ring the field tests, ADEC monitors caught VECO contra c-
t o rs racing around the booms, using prop wash from their skiffs to
hide the elusive re d d i s h - b rown solvent plume that escaped under
the booms (ADEC 1993,7 0 ) .Exxon argued that the oil-solvent mix-
t u re was mixing with “glacial fl o u r ” ( ex t re m e ly fine sediment par-
t i cles) and losing its buoya n c y. H oweve r, in subsequent lab tests
without glacial fl o u r, the chemical dispersant produced the same
s u b s u r face brown plume. U l t i m a t e ly, due to public opposition and
u n c e rtainty about risks to marine life (CFS 1989 2[20], 2 [ 2 4 ] a ) ,
C o rexit 9580M2 was not approved for wide-scale use (CFS 1989
2 [ 2 4 ] b ) , but Exxon never backed off from its position that it
should have been approved (ADEC 1993, 7 1 ; U. S . Coast Guard
1 9 9 3 ,1 3 5 , 3 5 0 ) .

Control Issues

Exxon took extraordinary steps to control the information about the
injured workers. Exxon and its contractors also obstructed federal
and state oversight agencies that tried to independently monitor
worker health and exposure levels.Exxon refused to allow officials
from NIOSH, one of the federal agencies charged with overseeing
hazardous waste cleanups, or the Laborers’ International Union,
access to workers at remote sites (NIOSH 1991, 30; Phillips 1999).
Unable to conduct their systematic, record-based field evaluation of
worker conditions and health as planned, NIOSH officials were
forced to rely on Exxon’s exposure monitoring data and clinical data,
but at the end of the summer, Exxon and VECO refused to voluntari-
ly release their records to the federal government. NIOSH officials
never subpoenaed Exxon or VECO for the records,citing lack of staff
to pursue to the case.

Eula Bingham with the team from the Laborers’ International
Union was critical of the federal government.“Quite frankly, they
should have been more aggressive,”she said,“but the government just
folded”(Phillips 1999).

Sick workers were left to fend for themselves.
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An Ending, Ma ny Begi n n i n gs
Lingering Oil , Lingering Harm

Exxon’s target date to complete the cleanup before the onset of
winter storms was 15 September. During the last week of the
cleanup, Exxon staged a public relations blitz. Exxon’s chairman
Lawrence Rawl toured the Sound’s shorelines and announced that,
“Hundreds of miles of the Prince William Sound and Gulf of Alaska
shorelines are certainly what most people would consider clean. A
very small percent of the shorelines, which were most heavily
impacted, have been cleaned several times, but still have some oil
residue.These areas are environmentally stable, however, and pose
no risk to fish or wildlife”(CFS 1989 2[39]).

Residents of the Sound and people involved in the cleanup knew
better. Just before one of the beach crews was pulled off Point Helen
on lower Knight Island, they decided to dig an experimental pit to
see how far down the beach was “clean.” Digging was relatively easy
in the loose cobbles and soon several people were standing in the
bottom of a hole 4-foot deep by 8-foot wide.ADEC monitor Meggert
watched as subsurface oil from the porous beach started to fill up the
hole.The men in the pit scrambled for safety just before the liquid oil
flowed over the tops of their 18-inch high rubber boots.

Only time and comprehensive long-term research would tell
whether the remaining oil posed a long-term risk to fish and wildlife
or not.The Sound itself would reveal the long-term effects of the oil
spill to the marine ecosystem over the next decade.This story, dis-
covered by fishermen, Natives, and scientists who monitored the
Sound’s slow recovery, is told in Part 2 of this book.

About 1,800 people filed claims with the Alaska Workers’
Compensation Board (“Wo rke rs ’ Comp Board”) for spill-re l a t e d
injuries and illnesses (ADOL 1990a). Meggert was among them.The
nature and source of these claims, and what happened to the sick
workers,is discussed in Chapter 6.

A handful of cleanup workers filed “toxic torts,” personal injury
lawsuits for chemical-induced injury. Some didn’t live to see the out-
come of their case;others faced a slow deterioration of health.Most
sick workers did not file any claims or lawsuits because they never
suspected their illnesses were related to their cleanup work.After all,
Exxon and VECO had repeatedly stated the oil was “safe”—‘just wear
the right gear’ (Moeller 1989).The saga of some of these sick work-
ers unfolds in the next nine chapters.
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Some Statistics

By the end of 1989 cleanup, according to a subsequent paper pub-
lished by Exxon, the company had employed over 11,000 workers
who logged nearly 21 million hours of labor (ADOL 1990a). Exxon
reported 45 percent of cleanup workers worked as “Oil Spill
Response Technicians,” directly on the shoreline treating beaches or
i m m e d i a t e ly off s h o re operating skimmers and tending boom
(Carpenter, Dragnich, and Smith 1991). Another 19 percent were
counted as “support vessel crews,” which included resupply and
trash boats such as the New Adventure, operated by the Thornes.
Another nearly 9 percent were“shoreline vessel crews,”who worked
from boats to clean inaccessible beaches.(The remaining 27 percent
include security,hotel services,contractor management and support,
and other.) Some of these workers share their cleanup stories and
subsequent health problems in the next section.

NOAA scientists estimated that 1989 cleanup operations recov-
ered approximately 14 percent of the spilled oil by on-the-water
response (8–9 percent) and shoreline cleanup (5–6 percent) (Spies
et al. 1996). However, I consider even these low percentages to be
extremely optimistic as they are based on Exxon’s numbers for
recovered oil and spill volume. For example,a spill of 35 million gal-
lons would reduce Exxon’s self-reported recovered oil to just over 4
percent.

Exxon conducted its cleanup operations for another two years
with limited work in 1992 before the company closed down its
operations for good. The highly damaging pressurized hot water
wash was largely discontinued after 1989.“Bioremediation” was the
primary chemical treatment method in 1990 and 1991 (Mearns
1996).Chapters 6 and 7 focus on stories and health effects of work-
ers who used or were exposed to Inipol, one of Exxon’s products
used on the cleanup.

Prof iting from the Cleanup

VECO,the company that helped Exxon repair its battered image after
the spill, was paid handsomely for its work (ADN 1990;Tyson 1990):
the contractor grossed $800 million from the cleanup alone,includ-
ing $32 million in profits from the 4 percent cost-plus cleanup con-
tract (Keeble 1990,103).VECO continued to make Exxon look good
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over the next few years: in December 1989 with cleanup profits,
VECO acquired The Anchorage Times, the state’s second largest
newspaper, and reported on the oil spill cleanup for the next three
years before it folded (Frost 1989).“Expecting a powerful newspaper
owned by the oil industry to give fair and solid reporting (on oil
issues) is like expecting the pope to run fair reporting about abor-
tion in the Vatican newspaper,” commented Ben Bagdikian, a former
Washington Post editor and popular media critic (Postman 1989).

It turned out that Exxon also re-couped much of its cash outlay
for its cleanup. Exxon claims to have spent $2.2 billion on its
cleanup. But Exxon officials never talk about how much of this
expense the company recovered through tax write-offs, lawsuits,
and reimbursements. An investigative reporter with The Dallas
Morning News reported that Exxon wrote off more than $2.8 bil-
lion for spill-related expenses before 1994 (Curriden 1999). (At
Exxon’s estimated 24 percent rate on income,this would result in a
direct tax savings of about $670 million.) By 1997,Exxon had forced
insurers to pick up approximately $1.2 billion of its cleanup expens-
es (ibid.).3 While Exxon has made no clear public accounting of the
relationship between these two figures,it appears that the company
has been allowed to recover at least half of its cleanup expenses,and
perhaps more.
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Tea mwork — AC AT and A F E R
Alaska Community Action on Toxics (ACAT) is a statewide organization estab-
lished in 1997 and dedicated to achieving environmental health and justice. ACAT’s
mission is: to assure justice by advocating for environmental and community
health. We believe that everyone has the right to clean air, clean water, and toxic-
free food. We work to eliminate the production and release of harmful chemicals
by industry and military sources; ensure community right-to-know; achieve poli-
cies based on the p recautionary principle; and support the rights and sovereignty
of Indigenous peoples. ACAT provides environmental health information, legal and
medical referrals at the request of chemically injured workers and veterans. ACAT
has four program areas: Military Toxics and Health; Northern Contaminants and
Health; Pesticide Right-to-Know; and Water Quality Protection. For more informa-
tion, visit ACAT’s web site: www.akaction.org.

Alaska Forum for Environmental Responsibility (AFER) was established in
1994 with private donations and funds from an out-of-court settlement with the
oil companies that own and operate the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) and
the security firm Wackenhut,among others, over a covert surveillance operation on
private citizens and public employees (U.S. Congress House,1991b, 1992).AFER’s
mission is: to hold industry and government accountable to the laws designed to
safe-guard the environment, provide a safe and retaliation-free workplace,and fos-
ter public education based on current science. AFER focuses primarily on provid-
ing citizen oversight of the TAPS oil industry and government regulators. AFER’s
independent reviews and reports,along with TAPS historical information,are avail-
able from: www.alaskaforum.org.
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Chapter 2.

Exxon’s Failed Worker Safety
Program

In 2001, I asked Pam Miller with the Anchorage-based nonprofit,
Alaska Community Action on Toxics (ACAT), to help the Alaska
Forum for Environmental Responsibility (AFER) investigate Exxon’s
cleanup and the persistent health problems that plagued many of the
former cleanup workers (Sidebar 4,p.38).

During our investigation we discovered one successful toxic
tort, Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994). We believe this case largely suc-
ceeded for three main reasons:the lawyer was good and dedicated to
his client; the lawyer was able to dodge the land mine of chemical
sensitivity (Chapter 3); and the lawyer uncovered key failings of
Exxon’s worker safety program.

In this chapter, we examine the five key missing elements of
Exxon’s worker safety program as identified and explained by Daniel
Teitelbaum, MD, in his expert witness deposition during the toxic
tort Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994) (Teitelbaum 1994).The same ele-
ments are discussed, to a lesser extent, by the federal investigators
who wrote the NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluation Report.We realized
Exxon’s safety worker program was like a ladder missing many of its
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rungs—it just wasn’t adequate for the task and it actually put work-
ers in harm’s way.

(Author’s note: in this chapter, page numbers in parentheses
that follow quotes or other information refer to Teitelbaum 1994—
his deposition;all other quotations are fully cited.)

Missing Rung No. 1 : “A Fu n d a m ental Com m a n d -
i n - Con trol Fa i lu re”
As an occupational medicine physician,Dr.Teitelbaum is a problem-
solver.He has organized worker safety programs to respond to chem-
ical spills and airplane crashes. He has been in literally hundreds of
situations where he had started with sick workers and, usually in a
few days,had figured out the chemical cause of the illnesses and cor-
rected the situation.

The doctor defines occupational medicine as “the effect of
health on work and the effect of work on health” (107).To address
“the effect of work on health,” proper worker safety programs: are
tightly organized and employ doctors who specialize in work-related
injuries and illnesses;train workers to properly handle the chemicals
of concern; and respond rapidly to minimize health problems. To
cover “the effect of health on work,” proper worker safety programs
contain elements such as pre-screening physicals and job descrip-
tions to ensure people’s physical abilities and health are matched
with specific tasks.

No Lead Occup ational Med ic ine Physic i an

D r. Teitelbaum faulted Exxon’s wo rker safety pro gram for “a funda-
mental command-in-control fa i l u re .”He stated there was a central “ fa i l-
u re to develop an occupational medicine stru c t u re .” D r. Te i t e l b a u m
had written ex t e n s i ve ly on this and organized entire military units to
respond to chemical spills. In the doctor’s opinion,“When there is a
mass disaster, one begins with a person who is re s p o n s i ble . . . for the
occupational health and safety pro gram . . . .” ( 1 0 2 ) .

The lead occupational medicine physician is responsible for
immediate patient care, record keeping,and triage of patients or the
task of assigning a priority order to projects on the basis of where
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funds and resources were most needed to minimize disease out-
breaks, health problems, and unsafe work places (107). Successful
triage means few workers become sick or injured and disease out-
breaks are quickly controlled, because workers are properly diag-
nosed and treated and work sites are made safe.

Instead of hiring an occupational medicine physician to lead the
worker safety program, Exxon (through its primary contractor
VECO) hired an emergency room physician. Dr.Teitelbaum pointed
out, there was “no longer an emergency” by June, July, August, and
September (141). Emergency room physicians are not trained to
triage work-related health problems. Without the essential triage
function,the ability of Exxon’s worker safety program to identify and
respond to any illness outbreaks was nonexistent.

Without a qualified occupational medicine physician in charge,
Exxon’s worker safety program foundered. It was as if there were
two trains;one had a lead occupation physician “conductor”and the
other did not. Exxon’s medical team boarded the wrong train, so
every station was wrong and the train never reached the destination
of a viable worker safety program. Exxon’s train—its worker safety
program—appeared to be all smoke and mirrors.

Faulty Structural Organi z ation

In Dr. Teitelbaum’s opinion, there was nothing very hard about the
structural organization of a proper occupational medicine program.
For example, for a cleanup operation involving 10,000-plus workers,
he stated,“I would have had a medical director and four occupation-
al medicine physicians reporting to him so that you had one physi-
cian for every 2,500 workers. I would have had two nurses and an
industrial hygienist assigned to each team, and . . . safety personnel,
so that at every beach on every shift you had either an EMT or a cer-
tified safety person who could provide first aid,and then I think you
would have had a functioning operation”(109).

Further, Dr. Teitelbaum stated that the lead occupational medi-
cine physician and the lead core team of health care providers
should have remained in residence for the duration of the cleanup.
This way, they would have gained a comprehensive understanding of
the health problems that developed and they would have been able
to provide consistent and timely quality care for the workers
(117–120).
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The doctor stated that Exxon’s worker safety program was “not
a functioning operation . . . .” It was managed by industrial hygienists,
“a series of people in rotation and contracted out to contractors,who
really never understood what was going on and were not able to
bring to focus on the problem all of the resources,which were nec-
essary;all of the laboratory facilities,which were necessary;and all of
the equipment, which was necessary. And [the hygienists] had no
line of reporting to a central authority or to a medical authority,
which might have brought together the issues of human health
impacts and the industrial hygiene setting”(99–100).Exxon’s safety
program was ineffective,in part,because health care providers tried
to understand a complex problem from a chronologically disjointed
series of pictures rather than a continuous video.

Dr.Teitelbaum placed the blame for the inadequate worker safe-
ty program directly on Exxon.He said,“Exxon is a very sophisticat-
ed company with an extensive medical department, and I cannot
conceive of the fact that they would put 11,000 workers into a work
setting and it wouldn’t occur to them that they needed a medical
support group to deal with that.I find that very difficult to believe”
(137–138).

Ef fect on Workers

Dr. Teitelbaum was certain Exxon’s flawed worker safety program
made his client sick.He explained,if an occupational medicine physi-
cian familiar with the work setting had treated injured worker Garry
Stubblefield, that doctor would have recognized that the excessive
diesel exhaust and oil mist were causing Stubblefield’s health prob-
lems and he might have been able to help the patient.

Instead Stubblefield wound up in an Anchorage hospital where
he didn’t get treated properly,because the Anchorage doctor was not
trained for an industrial setting and didn’t understand the effects of
work on health.Stubblefield was allowed to go back to work in the
same environment that made him sick in the first place without any
changes such as a respirator or air-conditioning to prevent him from
becoming even sicker (110–113,117–118).

Dr.Teitelbaum was also certain it was not just Stubblefield who
became sick because of Exxon’s erroneous worker safety program.
The doctor believed the high incidence of upper respiratory infec-
tions (URIs) severe enough to get recorded—6,722 reported cases or
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more than half of the workers (Exxon 1989b)—pointed to “some
kind of epidemic re s p i ra t o ry disease” ( 1 1 3 ) . A c c o rding to Dr.
Teitelbaum, an occupational medicine physician would have recog-
nized there was a problem,particularly with the epidemic outbreak
of URIs.The physician would have consulted with the lead hygienists
so they could work with their field personnel to find and correct the
exposure problem that caused the outbreak.Without a central occu-
pational medicine physician,the worker safety program fell to pieces
and thousands of workers became sick (107–109,113).

Whatever the cause of the epidemic of respiratory problems,Dr.
Teitelbaum faulted Exxon and its flawed worker safety program for
never identifying the disease or correcting the problems that led to
it.Instead Exxon allowed hundreds of people to get sick every week
of the cleanup operations. In the doctor’s experience,a good indus-
trial hygiene program should have been able to identify and correct
the problems within a matter of days or a couple weeks, but as the
doctor stated Exxon’s program “was not designed to be responsive to
the problem”(111–112).

Missing Rung No. 2 : No Com p reh en s ive
In du s trial Hygi ene Plan
A good industrial hy giene plan is designed to monitor wo rk setting
ex p o s u res to chemical contaminants; p revent or intervene in ill-
ness outbre a k s ; and tra ck injury and illness re p o rts to minimize
ch ronic health ri s k . The essential tri age function of disaster
response pro grams depends on a good industrial hy giene plan.
Tri age also depends on efficient implementation and constant
m o n i t o ring of the industrial hy giene plan; that is, t h e re is a plan
a n d the plan is fo l l owe d .

Dr. Teitelbaum stated another “essential failure” of Exxon’s
worker safety program was “a failure to develop a comprehensive
industrial hygiene program” (98–99).The doctor stated there was
“no consistent and effective execution of an industrial hygiene . . .
program”in Exxon’s worker safety program (102).The doctor fault-
ed Exxon’s program for faulty assumptions and design; inadequate
monitoring; no quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC); and no
preventative care plan to curtail illness outbreaks.
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Faulty Assumptions and Design

Exxon’s industrial hygiene plan was based on the commonly-held
assumption that the two primary exposure risks to workers from oil
spills are skin contact with weathered crude oil and inhalation of
volatile organic carbons (VOCs) or “oil vapors.” But everyone—
Exxon,the federal and state health monitors,and the labor union rep-
resentatives—expected the volatile compounds from the oil to evap-
orate quickly into the air and disperse.This was the main reason that
the federal officials had allowed Exxon to reduce the hazardous
waste training time from forty to four hours in 1989.Exxon sampled
for oil vapors,nonetheless,supposedly to evaluate worker exposure
to these compounds and make sure the oil vapors dissipated quickly
as expected.

The pressurized hot water wash altered expectations and invali-
dated these assumptions.

NIOSH investigators realized that the high-pressure wash gener-
ated crude oil mists and particulates from splash-back off the rocks
and that this created a potential health hazard, which had not been
previously considered.To address the federal investigators’ concern,
Exxon collected 114 samples of oil mist and 30 samples of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) aerosols for analysis (Med Tox 1989b,
1989c).This was not nearly adequate for statistical tests to define
exposure risk from what Dr. Teitelbaum referred to as “a pervasive
experience” (76) for thousands of workers—the cloud of oily sea
spray generated by the pressurized hot water wash.

In comparison, Exxon collected 1,611 samples for oil vapors
(Med Tox 1989a).This was fifty-four VOC samples for every one air-
borne PAH sample.This sampling regime did not accurately reflect
the risk of exposure to workers.Exxon expended a lot of effort sam-
pling compounds that were not expected to be present, the oil
vapors, and a little effort sampling oil mist and PAH particulates,
which were pervasive experiences for virtually everyone on or near
the beaches.Dr.Teitelbaum found Exxon’s worker safety program “to
be defective”because it was based on incorrect assumptions regard-
ing worker exposure to hazardous chemicals (101).

To make matters worse,the few PAH samples that were collect-
ed were not handled properly, according to Dr.Teitelbaum. In order
to measure PAHs,which are not found in oil mist samples,one had to
collect particulates and measure specifically for PAHs.Exxon did not
follow the NIOSH manual for establishing a statistically valid sam-
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pling process.NIOSH of ficials collected particulates,but they did not
measure for PAHs.OSHA personnel used outdated equipment when
t h ey sampled for PA H s , w h i ch the doctor found “ ab s o l u t e ly
appalling”(125).Dr.Teitelbaum did not believe any organization had
done a rigorous survey for PAHs that would allow exposure assess-
ments to be broadly interpreted as “safe,” or not, for cleanup workers
(125–130).

Inadequ ate Monitoring

Dr.Teitelbaum observed that few samples of oil vapors were collect-
ed in areas where the cleaning agents or solvents were used.Exxon’s
air quality data set shows fewer than 100 of 1,611 VOC samples were
collected for these agents (Med Tox 1989a). Calling this “a striking
oversight,” Teitelbaum stated,“You go out and you look for benzene
in a place where there is unlikely to be any benzene, and in a place
where there is likely to be benzene, no assessment was made. It is
just a huge error in assessment of the work setting.” He stressed,
“Something . . . significant . . . was unassessed”(75).

Exposure of the DECON laundry crews to airborne PAHs was
not routinely assessed by anyone, yet these crews steam-cleaned
workers’ rain gear with the same pressurized hot water wash equip-
ment that was used to steam-clean the rocks. Fumes in the small
laundry rooms also made the DECON crews sick as described by
Phyllis “Dolly” La Joie in Chapter 5. NIOSH investigators observed
DECON crews using “[n]atural ventilation (open doors) . . . to dilute
the air concentrations of these vapors in the DECON cleaning areas”
(NIOSH 1991,29).However, DECON crews kept doors shut on cold
or rainy days to retain heat to dry the clothes and PPE (“personal
protective equipment”—trade lingo for rain gear, boots,gloves, hard
hats, eye goggles, and respirator masks). La Joie said she never saw
anyone from the federal or state government,or Exxon contractors,
monitoring her crew’s workstation during her night shift (La Joie
1996,125).

The NIOSH team only evaluated DECON operations for two of
the six Task Forces (cleanup crew teams) and their findings were
widely disparate:in one operation,“A number of PPE items were not
being decontaminated at all. Workers’ street clothes were visibly
contaminated”(NIOSH 1991,28).The other DECON team did a bet-
ter job.
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Dr.Teitelbaum and NIOSH investigators also found that monitor-
ing for cleaning solvents was deficient.For example,according to the
doctor,Exxon did not test for excessive levels of limonene,the active
ingredient in De-Solv-It, which was used by the DECON crews to
clean workers’ rain gear (Phillips 1999). Dr. Teitelbaum found no
measurements of exposure to this material and he stated,“That’s a
major failure [of the monitoring plan].This is not a benign material”
(51).Other cleaning solvents such as CitroKleen and Simple Green®
were used with equal abandon by workers, as described by Ron
Smith and Dolly La Joie (Chapters 4 and 5, respectively),and with no
monitoring by Exxon contractors or government oversight agencies.
The NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluation does not mention these prod-
ucts or solvents.

Qu ality Assurance /Qu ality Control (QA/QC) Program

In his deposition Dr. Teitelbaum stated there was a quality control
problem with the entire data set,because Exxon’s air quality samples
had been analyzed by several different labs without a QA/QC pro-
gram (56).The doctor stated “that one of the most dangerous things
you can do is to use a whole series of dif ferent laboratories”without
an inter-laboratory quality assurance program (124). In reference to
Exxon’s 1,611 samples, he stressed,“The number of samples which
were taken means really very little”(124).The inter-laboratory quali-
ty assurance program was a necessary step,designed to calibrate pro-
cedures among the different labs: without it, there was no way to
compare or relate the results from different labs.As the doctor stat-
ed,the monitoring program was “missing . . . the cable that tied all of
these [sample results] together, and that should be a quality assur-
ance cable” (125). Without this cable, Exxon’s claims that exposure
levels were “safe” for workers are meaningless.

Nonex istent Pre ventive Care Plan

In the case of the Exxon Valdez oil spill (EVOS),court records reveal
there was,in Dr.Teitelbaum’s words,“some kind of epidemic respira-
tory disease”that ran unchecked for the five-month duration of the
cleanup (113).A good functional industrial hygiene plan contains a
preventative care plan,which is essentially a feedback loop to mini-
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mize disease outbreaks. Had Exxon’s plan had this feedback loop,
according to Dr. Teitelbaum, the lead occupational medicine physi-
cian would have recognized the epidemic outbreak of URIs was a
health concern. The lead occupational medicine physician would
have consulted with the lead industrial hygienists so they could work
with their field personnel to find and correct the exposure problem
that caused the outbreak, thus intervening and ar resting the disease
outbreak.Dr.Teitelbaum explained with such a feedback loop,inter-
vention of illness outbreaks usually occurs within a matter of days to
a few weeks:diseases are certainly not allowed to run unchecked for
months (113–118).

But in Exxon’s worker safety program,according to Teitelbaum,
the industrial hygienists “were not adequately informed about the
nature of the materials being used.” They didn’t understand “the
bounce-back from the rocks created . . . aerosols . . .” They didn’t
understand “the implications of using solvent-containing materials
or [2-] butoxyethanol on skin” (132–133).“[T]here was no one . . .
that had the faintest idea that limonene could be an allergen and
could cause asthma . . .There seems to have been no understanding
of what [a] crowd[ed] . . . living . . . condition does to respiratory
function,spread of disease”(134).They knew little “about the expo-
sures to diesel fuel or other engine exhaust . . . or the implications of
exposures to aerosols,including seawater mist . . .” (154).The indus-
trial hygienists did not even take Exxon’s four-hour safety training
course (133)! 

Since the hygienists on the beaches weren’t trained to recog-
nize work-related health problems specific to cleanup operations,
Dr. Teitelbaum surmised “There was no feedback from the field
[hygienists] to the industrial hygiene authority, which did exist, so
that [the authorities] had no idea what was actually going on.It was
as if there were a vertical arrangement with a break in the ladder so
that somewhere below the superintendent level,there was no or lit-
tle contact between industrial hygiene and the folks who were
doing the work”(101).

Oversight agencies took little action to identify,correct,or arrest
the “epidemic respiratory disease”outbreak,because Exxon did not
report any of the 6,722 claims of respiratory problems to state or
federal health officials,the state or federal compensation boards,the
U.S. Coast Guard, or the Alaska epidemiologist (Chapter 3; ADOL
1990a;Wilson 1991).In their Health Hazard Evaluation,NIOSH inves-
tigators recommend that in the future, monitoring systems should
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track illnesses as well as injuries (NIOSH 1991, 33).This seems to
indicate NIOSH investigators likely were aware that Exxon was not
reporting illnesses.Yet,somehow,Exxon failed to adequately protect
worker safety.As a result,thousands of workers became sick.

Missing Rung No. 3 : La ck of Proper Tra i n i n g
A proper worker safety program for a disaster response should train
both the medical team and the workers to recognize chemicals of
concern,properly handle those chemicals,and recognize symptoms
of overexposure to prevent disease outbreaks.As discussed above,
Dr.Teitelbaum opined that Exxon did not adequately train its medical
team, especially the industrial hygienists who were actually on the
beaches with the workers,to recognize the health hazards specific to
the cleanup.The doctor held a similar opinion of the lack of training
for the workers.

Dr.Teitelbaum had looked at the training manuals and watched a
video of the four-hour training program, which federal health offi-
cials had approved. He judged the training program “inadequate”
(101),“just really, completely unsatisfactory” (165). It failed to meet
the basic requirements of the federal law’s Hazard Communication
Standard,which the doctor had helped write (OSHA 1994).

According to the doctor, the whole purpose of this standard was
“to make it known to the worker that the information is available”on
hazardous chemicals in the work place, and that “he has a right to
know” about the chemicals he will encounter. The doctor explained
the federal standard requires that workers be provided with what is
known about the chemical “to take away the classic question about
the one who is not educated enough to know what to ask”
(166–167).

Yet Dr.Teitelbaum observed in Exxon’s safety training video that
the workers did not have any materials—not even notepaper—in
their hands. He questioned,“How could they possibly have learned
anything?”(170).He pointed out there were no pre-tests or post-tests
to determine if the workers had actually learned anything about the
chemicals on the cleanup or safety precautions for avoiding potential
health problems from chemical exposure (167).

Dr. Teitelbaum felt that many workers probably did not report
potential work-related health problems, because they didn’t have
“the faintest idea of what the risks were”(101–102).The doctor said
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Stubblefield, for example,never really understood the complexity of
the exposure that he faced.“He had been told that the materials they
were using on the beach were benign . . .[and] that the materials they
were using to degrease his clothing and so on couldn’t hurt him,and
it’s not true.[H]e wasn’t given any material safety data sheets [MSDS]
or access to anything where he could have gone and checked it if he
had a question” (166).He and the other workers weren’t trained to
report their health problems or recognize their illness could stem
from chemical exposure (117–120). The doctor said, “They didn’t
know what they should do to protect themselves.They didn’t know
about medical data.They didn’t know about anything”(164–165).

The cl e a nup wo rke rs themselves perhaps best summed up
their understanding of the health risks and effe c t s . Dale Herri ck of
S o l d o t n a ,A l a s k a , told a re p o rter that “he wa s n ’t too wo rried ab o u t
his close contact with the oil. He said Exxon had done tests on the
wo rke rs and found they we re n ’t breathing toxic amounts of the
f u m e s , w h i ch become more benign as the oil age d . Masks we re
ava i l able if the wo rke rs wanted them . . .” (Lamming 1989b). S m i t h
of Soldotna said his tra i n e rs “told us we could eat that stuff [the oil]
on our pancake s ” (Phillips 1999). Tim Robertson from Seldov i a ,
A l a s k a , who had wo rked on the spill for fi ve months, stated he had
n ever seen medical data on health hazards of crude oil or ch e m i-
c a l s ; he knew of no baseline uri n a lyses done on wo rke rs befo re
sending them out on beaches and he knew the wo rke rs considere d
re s p i ra t o rs “ o p t i o n a l ”( M c D owell 1989; Spence 1989).

Missing Rung No. 4 : Fa i lu re to Exec ute Progra m
Failure to Implement Program

It’s one thing to plan a worker safety program for a disaster response;
it’s another to actually carry out the program.Often things don’t go
as planned,sometimes because early assumptions are found not to be
true or not to work, and adjustments need to be made to protect
workers and minimize health problems.

In the case of the Exxon Valdez cleanup,little went as planned,
but little effort was made to adjust the program for cleanup realities.
One of the biggest reality checks was the unanticipated need for pro-
tection from airborne oil PAHs and mists, as demonstrated by
Exxon’s air sampling program.Most of the air quality monitoring for
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PAHs was done in August, four months after the pressurized hot
water wash was initiated and really too late to help workers, who
were never informed of the test results—and risk—anyway.

Common sense and Exxon’s four-hour training program indicate
the wisdom using of respirators, but there were never enough to
meet demand.Shortages of gloves and respirators,among other sup-
posedly protective gear, were common throughout the entire 1989
cleanup, according to both workers and observers. Six weeks after
the spill, former cleanup worker Lisa Jones’ statement was included
in a congressional oversight committee hearing:“We were promised
[respirator] masks.The hoses splash [oil] on your face and [it] burns
after awhile. I have a constant headache still . . .” (Jones 1989, 1142-
1143;see also Olsen 1989;Ward 1989).

La Joie’s court deposition describes her experiences with supply
of respirators, goggles, and gloves. As DECON crew, she said,“We
tried respirators for awhile, but we couldn’t—couldn’t get enough”
(La Joie 1996, 98).“We ran out . . . in a couple of weeks totally.The
suppliers couldn’t keep up on gloves and respirators”(ibid.,100).She
had the same difficulty getting respirators when she worked on the
beach crews.She said,“We asked why we couldn’t get them,and [the
VECO foremen] said,‘Well, you go home if you don’t want to [work
without respirators]’ ” (ibid., 139).Every morning on her own time,
she said she spent “at least an hour trying to scrounge up respirators”
(ibid., 151), and she provided what she could to her fellow beach
workers.

As for wearing their protective gear, La Joie reported that her
DECON crew had “a lot of problems [wearing safety goggles]
because they’d get steamed up and we couldn’t see . . .”(ibid.,98).Her
beach crew also had problems with their gear. She described that on
sunny days, her rain gear was “like being in a sauna”(ibid., 146),and
the beach crews stripped by noon, operating the sprayers in just
underwear, coveralls, and life jackets.“You just got sprayed” (ibid.,
146), said La Joie.The oil residue and mist “always”splashed on her
face and sometimes in her eyes.She said the beach crews were sup-
posed to wear Tyvek® suits under their raingear “every day” to pre-
vent the oil from contacting skin.But she said,“We saw . . .maybe one
of those [Tyvek suits] each during the whole oil spill [cleanup] . . . we
didn’t get any of them in our crews”(ibid., 147).

D u ring their three site visits, NIOSH inve s t i g a t o rs fo u n d ,
“Wearing of PPE was not consistently enforced from work site to
work site.Although many workers were in the proper gear, many
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exceptions were noted.These usually involved not wearing eye pro-
tection,gloves,or PVC garments [rain gear].The hands and forearms
of many workers were contaminated with “weathered” crude oil.
During warm weather, ORTs [Oil Spill Response Technicians; i.e.,
beach cleanup workers] were frequently observed taking off the
tops of the PVC rain gear”(NIOSH 1991,31).The NIOSH team spoke
with nurses who reported treating rashes—which usually occurred
on the hands, forearms, face, or neck—from not wearing protective
gear (NIOSH 1991,29).

Dr. Teitelbaum noted, Exxon’s medical staff “made a series of
assumptions at the beginning [of the cleanup] that there wouldn’t
be certain kinds of exposures;that medical surveillance was not nec-
essary; that people would wear their protective clothing and their
respirators and their barrier creams and all . . . [but] there was no
concerted effort to evaluate whether that, in fact, was happening,
and what the consequences was of its not happening in many places
. . .” (Teitelbaum 1994, 100-101). It was as if no one in charge cared
about protecting the workers.

Failure to Monitor Program Ef fectiveness

Once a worker safety program is up and running,someone needs to
check on a regular basis that the program is working as planned to
effectively protect worker health and safety. In the trade,this is called
“program effectiveness monitoring.”

There were many examples that Exxon’s worker safety program
was not working.NIOSH investigators found that “Decontamination
of PPE was not consistently effective in the prevention of skin con-
tact with the weathered crude oil . . .” (NIOSH 1991,31).In her state-
ment to the congressional oversight committee, cleanup worker
Jones explained that wet and oily“[c]lothes were hung on top of one
another on nails [in] the barge . . . Our clothes never did get washed.
The rain gear was not cleaned at all. Our boots were wet.After the
third day we were going to wash our own clothes, [but] were told
we would be fired immediately”(Jones 1989, 1142).

NIOSH investigators did not evaluate the effectiveness of the PPE
to protect the dispersant and Inipol crews from skin contact with
the chemical solvents.One reason was because Inipol use came into
vogue in August after the federal investigators left.

Workers discovered that Inipol dissolved the rubber gaskets in
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the spray packs and leaked out;it dissolved their plastic raingear;and
when it came into direct contact with skin, it caused skin rashes,
blood in the urine, and other health problems (Chapters 6 and 7).
Workers with symptoms were pulled from the Inipol crews—after
they had been overexposed. Despite the obvious health problems,
Exxon’s medical team and field supervisors told workers repeatedly
that Inipol was not hazardous as long as they “wear the right gear”
(Moeller 1989).Workers were not told,however, that plastic raingear
was not the “right gear.”

As a result of their experience on the cleanup, NIOSH investiga-
tors recommended,“First-line supervisors should ensure that workers
are: (1) provided with and wear appropriate PPE (including respira-
tory protection and protective clothing); (2) trained in the proper
procedures for wearing PPE; and (3) required to inspect their PPE
before beginning work each day. Also, one individual should be
assigned the daily responsibility for the proper cleaning,storage,and
inspection of PPE”(NIOSH 1991,50).

The fact was these NIOSH recommendations were supposedly
already part of Exxon’s safety training program. Exxon did not ade-
quately implement or monitor its own program to see if it was work-
ing as designed to protect workers.

Missing Rung No. 5 : La ck of Proper Med i c a l
At ten ti on
The proof of the pudding is in the eating:given all the safety training,
monitoring,medical specialists,and personal protective gear, the real
test of a worker safety program is how many workers get sick.To pass
this test,worker safety programs for hazardous waste cleanup require
proper medical attention before and during the exposure. If a large
number of workers get sick during the response operation, follow-up
medical attention is also required after the exposure. Unfortunately
for the workers,Exxon flunked this test on all three counts.

NIOSH investigators never evaluated this critical element of a
worker safety program in their Health Hazard Evaluation. However,
Dr.Teitelbaum did.

Regarding pre-screening medical attention, the doctor explained
that the lead occupational medicine physician should have determined
“the effect of health on work”through pre-employment physicals and
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job descriptions with work assessments for each task to match peo-
ple’s physical ability and health with specific tasks (139–140).

The doctor used Stubblefield as an example:maybe Stubblefield
had a pre-existing condition or was not physically fit enough to han-
dle the job assigned to him.The MSDS for crude oil and products
used during the cleanup warn that persons with pre-existing condi-
tions of dermatitis, allergies, asthma,and diseases of the blood,liver,
and kidney may find these conditions aggravated by exposure.How
could Exxon know whom to hire and for which job without basic
medical information and a screening process? (110–113).

Dr.Teitelbaum maintained that an occupational medicine physi -
cian familiar with the work setting would have been much more
likely to recognize symptoms of occupational asthma and other
work-related diseases than a physician who had no background on
the cleanup and who was operating within a traditional non-indus-
trial setting (117–118).

As for follow-up medical care, it was nonexistent—at least the
type of comprehensive long-term monitoring at the spiller’s expense
that is lawfully required when hazardous waste cleanups go awry.
Elsewhere,I explore the possibility that public health officials knew
that Exxon’s cleanup was an occupational health disaster,but no one
admitted it (Chapter 8).

Pam Miller and I quickly realized that,in our opinion,Exxon’s work-
er safety ladder was broken from the top down, because the lead
health care professionals were not able to identify and treat chemi-
cal illnesses from cleanup work.And,it was broken from the bottom
up, because the workers and their supervisors were not trained to
identify chemicals of concern specific to the cleanup (such as PAH
aerosols) or recognize symptoms from overexposure.

It was obvious to us that, under such circumstances, workers
were exposed to dangerous chemicals. But the critical question,
which we set out to examine next, was “were workers overexposed
to these chemicals?”In other words, were workers exposed to dan-
gerous levels of dangerous chemicals (Chapter 3).
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Chapter 3.

Dangerous Chemicals at Dangerous
Levels

In this chapter, Pam Miller and I examine the medical and exposure
evidence from Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994) to support our con-
tention that most workers, not just Stubblefield, were exposed to
dangerous levels of dangerous chemicals during the cleanup.

(Author’s note: in this chapter, page numbers in parentheses
that follow quotes or other information refer to Teitelbaum 1994—
his deposition. Six-digit numbers refer to motions, orders, or other
material from Stubblefield v. Exxon [1994].)

‘O cc u p a ti onal As t h m a ,’ Damning Evi den ce , a n d
Seren d i p i ty
In 1991 Garry Stubblefield of Granbury, Texas, sued Exxon,VECO,
and VECO’s contractor,Norcon,for severe injury to his breathing sys-
tem and brain damage sustained during the oil spill cleanup.
Stubblefield claimed Exxon,VECO, and Norcon were negligent for
not warning workers of the health risks of steamy oil-seawater mists;
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for not adequately protecting workers from the mists; and, in his
case, excessive diesel fumes.

Stubblefield worked as a crane operator on various barges in
1989, directing a hose to spray hot water on oily beaches (Phillips
1999).He worked for only two months before he was incapacitated
by coughing, wheezing, and shortness of breath, caused, he felt, by
the diesel fumes from a nearby generator and from the oily spray that
daily misted his operator’s cab.When his health problems didn’t clear
up after he quit the cleanup, he went to doctors who told him his
lungs had been permanently damaged by chemical exposure and he
was at risk of developing cancer. Stubblefield hired Dennis Mestas,an
Anchorage-based attorney, who filed his toxic tort case in Alaska
Superior State Court.

Exxon and VECO immediately requested—and the court grant-
ed—a sweeping court order for confidentiality.The order limited use
of confidential documents to Stubbl e fi e l d ’s litigation; re s t ri c t e d
access of documents to parties in the litigation; limited copying of
documents,and required the return of all confidential documents at
the end of the case (No.910919).

Mestas was president of the Alaska chapter of Trial Lawyers for
Public Justice.He realized this order would affect other injured work-
ers,each of whom would have to individually request production of
documents from Exxon and VECO.He argued repeatedly against con-
fidentiality on the grounds of public access and free speech. He
wrote that federal courts allowed plaintiffs to share documents
because “such cooperation promotes a speedy and inexpensive
determination of actions . . .” and it allowed access of records to indi-
viduals who couldn’t afford to take on large corporations (No.
930604,6).The Anchorage district court called his arguments “meri-
torious,” but decided to uphold the original protective order (No.
931018,3).

Mestas requested a list of documents from Exxon and VECO
including the standard safety procedures and manuals used by Exxon
on board its company tankers and during the cleanup;the air quality
monitoring data (collected by Med-Tox in 1989) that Exxon had
refused to give to government officials;and the medical records from
the cleanup (No.911030).

Despite the promised confidentially, Exxon and VECO were
extremely reluctant to give Mestas any information.A year passed in
a flurry of motions and counter motions before Exxon released its
safety procedures and manuals. It took another year, three requests
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for production, three motions to compel, two court hearings, and a
court order before Mestas was finally given the monitoring and med-
ical records he sought No.930604,3).

In 1993, when he reviewed the safety procedures and manuals,
he realized why Exxon had been so resistant.Court evidence suggest
that Exxon knew that Prudhoe Bay crude oil is a health hazard—the
corporation has an extensive library on toxicity of crude oil and
proper worker protection. For example, Exxon’s “Ocean Fleet Safety
Manual” demonstrates the company’s knowledge of and ability to
detect diesel, oil, and other noxious vapors and the procedures and
precautions to protect workers from exposure to these chemicals
(No.920906,9–16).An entire section of the manual is devoted to var-
ious breathing apparatus such as air-purifying respirators “to protect
against exposure to low concentrations of toxic and/or noxic gases
in airborne particulates” such as the oil mist in the cleanup (No.
920906,8).
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Fi g u re 2
Total Upper Re s p i ra tory In fec ti ons (URIs) Reported
by Workers du ring 1989 Cl ea nu p

Source: Exxon Company, USA,1989b.In Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994).
(Author’s note:see Appendix Table A2 p.451 for data on these figures.)
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Yet during the cleanup,most of the crews were not given respi-
rators—or even told they needed this gear.The atmospheric testing
devices used to assure safety of Exxon personnel aboard company
vessels were not provided for any of the cleanup vessels. Mestas
interpreted this as “clear evidence of Exxon Shipping’s negligence”
and the reason why the company had tried to conceal this type of
safety information from his client (No.920906,10).

In 1993 when Mestas finally received the medical data and mon-
itoring reports, he had Carl Reller, an Anchorage environmental
researcher, organize and review all the records that were jumbled
and stuffed into over a hundred boxes (No. 921231, 2). Reller was
thorough, meticulous, and persistent (pers. comm., 7 December
2000). He found a graphic summary of the clinical data, which
showed 300 to 500 workers were treated every week of the cleanup
from late May through mid-September for “URIs”—upper respiratory
infections with cough and flu-like symptoms (Figure 2,p.57).He tal-
lied the columns and found a total of 6,722 reported cases of URIs,
yet during the cleanup,Exxon had claimed a near zero work-related
illness rate (ADOL 1990a; Wilson 1991).

To his amazement, the URI summary charts and the Med-Tox
master list of air sampling data were some of the few documents of
thousands that were not marked confidential.Seizing the opportuni-
ty, Reller asked his boss if he could use these documents to analyze
exposure levels of cleanup workers to oil mists, vapors,and aerosols
(PAHs),as well as other compounds of concern, for the Alaska Health
Project,a public nonprofit organization.Reller suspected the air qual-
ity data might reveal why so many workers had respiratory problems.

Mestas filed a motion with the court, arguing the information
was not subject to discovery constraints because privilege had not
been requested.Exxon attorneys misplaced the request for omission
and missed the deadline to respond.When VECO attorneys discov-
ered these errors,they persuaded the court that the critical medical
records were in VECO’s custody and subject to confidentiality (No.
930324),but it was too late.Reller had already copied the documents
for personal use in the brief window of opportunity when the
records were public. His analysis of Exxon’s air quality data, made
public in 1993,is discussed below under “Exposure Levels.”
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D a n gerous Ch emicals on the Ex xon Va l d ez
Cl ea nu p
Mestas had to prove that his client’s health problems stemmed from
overexposure during the cleanup. In May 1994, he hired Dr. Daniel
Teitelbaum, the Denver toxicologist and occupational medicine
physician, as his expert witness to review Stubblefield’s medical
records and Exxon’s documents. As a toxicologist, Dr. Teitelbaum
(1994) founded and directed Poisonlab,a large industrial hygiene lab.
He has done thousands of samples personally and he has treated
hundreds of people with occupational asthma from chemical expo-
sures. He is still the primary caregiver for thousands of asbestos
workers.

Occup ational Asthma and Airborne Chemicals

It was clear to Dr. Teitelbaum from the medical records that
Stubblefield had asthma, which was a type of reactive airways dis-
ease. The medical records showed that Stubblefield’s symptoms
included severe shortness of breath, wheezing, constricted lung air-
ways,and outpouring of fluids into his lungs.In Stubblefield’s case,it
was a permanent condition,and it had progressed over the years into
a“twitchy”or hyper-reactive airways disease,where any irritant—cig-
arette smoke,perfume,diesel exhaust—could unexpectedly set off a
horrible case of wheezing (30, 54–55).Although the physician did
not believe in chemical sensitivity, he acknowledged that people
with twitchy or spasmodic airways are hyper-vigilant, because so
many chemicals can set off an asthma-like attack (26,69–71).

Dr.Teitelbaum believed that Stubblefield was primed for the dis-
ease by exposure to excessive diesel fumes during the cleanup (33).
Unlike other barges on the cleanup,Stubblefield’s barge had a gener-
ator with a horizontal exhaust stack,which blew diesel fumes direct-
ly into his crane cab (160–161). According to the doctor, diesel
exhaust is a complex mixture of oxides of sulfur and nitrogen, car-
bon monoxide, large numbers of particulates, and soot with poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), metals, and insoluble organic
compounds such as aldehydes and ketones (24–26).

Dr.Teitelbaum thought of diesel exhaust as a short-term irritant
and a long-term carcinogen delivery system (36–41). It is known to
cause occupational asthma,and it contributes to an increased risk of
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developing cancer. Inhaling diesel exhaust damages the cilia of the
respiratory epithelium and suppresses the lung’s ability to clear itself
of irritants such as soot,oil mist,and other particulates.NIOSH inves-
tigators report that diesel soot is composed of solid carbon cores,
which act as tiny air filters capable of absorbing “as many as 18,000
different substances from the combustion process” (1991, 13–14).
Diesel exhaust also damages the immune system of the lung, which
makes a person more susceptible to the ef fects of other toxic chem-
icals and more likely to get viruses and respiratory infections.

Dr.Teitelbaum thought that the so-called oil mist “was a far more
complicated and complex exposure than has been appreciated, and
that . . . this mist at one or another time consisted of weathered oil,
seawater, De-Solv-It,Inipol,and other materials,which were used for
cleaning . . . .” (46–47). He called oil mist an “an extremely irritating
particulate material,”and he described the potential health problems
from excessive exposure to each of the individual components
(53–56).

Weathered oil he described as “a sticky, higher molecular
weight,oily substance,mostly free of volatile [organic carbons],con-
taining a fair number of metals and other contaminants, probably
capable of supporting bacterial growth . . . .” (47).Weathered oil con-
tains varying concentrations of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) such as chrysenes, benzanthracene, and benzopyrene (56),
which the EPA considers compounds of concern. For example,ben-
zanthracene is known to cause skin cancer, lung cancer, and bladder
cancer (62–64).

Dr.Teitelbaum thought the pressurized hot water wash released
weathered oil (PAHs) into the air as an aerosol, which was carried
deep into the lungs or coated exposed skin.Dr.Teitelbaum had seen
videos of the clouds of oily-seawater steam that enveloped the beach
workers, blew off the beaches,and misted Stubblefield’s crane cab—
and Stubblefield himself who often stood outside of his cab to avoid
the diesel fumes.

E x p o s u re to oil mist, the doctor thought, c o n t ributed to
S t u bbl e fi e l d ’s occupational asthma and put him at increased risk fo r
d eveloping cancer. The doctor believed that we a t h e red oil, w h e n
i n h a l e d ,caused inflammation of the bro n chial tubes in the lungs,w h i ch
p rovo kes a twitchy airways re s p o n s e , so that when the infl a m m a t i o n
cl e a re d , the lungs remain prone to spasms, as in Stubbl e fi e l d ’s case.

The doctor was also concerned that Stubblefield’s exposure to
oil mist was a “carcinogenic initiation event,” which he described as
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“a genetic interaction between a molecule of (a cancer-causing
chemical) and a molecule of DNA”(84).This event is a necessary first
step in developing cancer, and it is “permanent,” “irreversible,” and
“hereditable” (84–85).This initiation event increased Stubblefield’s
risk for developing cancer.As Dr.Teitelbaum noted,the link between
pulmonary, skin or bladder cancer and oil mist is well-established
(83–87).

Exposure to seawater mist raised major health concerns for Dr.
Teitelbaum, who pointed out that seawater is “a very irritating mate-
rial to the lungs”(48).When British navy firefighters who used sea-
water as their water source reported trouble breathing, similar to
what Stubbl e field ex p e ri e n c e d , studies found that seawa t e r
decreased the lung’s ability to transfer oxygen.In cases of drowning
or near drowning,seawater causes a severe inflammatory reaction in
the lungs. Rescued victims often come down with bronchitis and
pneumonia; ones who recover often are left with a lifetime of asth-
ma and twitchy airways—from just a single exposure to seawater
inhalation. Dr. Teitelbaum was also concerned that bacteria and
microorganisms, which live in the seawater, might cause health
effects when carried deep into people’s lungs, but no studies have
been done in this area (75–78).

Plenty of studies have been done, however, on the “detergent
solutions,” as Dr. Teitelbaum called the solvents used during the
cleanup.The doctor was alarmed by the widespread use of De-Solv-
It and Simple Green to clean clothing,skin,skiffs,and other things as
if these solvents were completely benign substances (72). Inipol,
Corexit,and De-Solv-It all contain volatile napthas,which are poten-
tial sources of the carcinogen benzene and its chemical derivatives.
Inipol, Corexit, and Simple Green contain 2- butoxyethanol, which
the doctor described as quite an irritant when inhaled at any level
(174). De-Solv-It also contains limonene,“a very potent allergen” in
the doctor’s opinion (49),and one capable of causing acute poison-
ing,asthma, dermatitis (inflammation of the skin) (49), lipoid pneu-
monitis (inflammation of the lungs), albuminuria (presence of
blood proteins in the urine often symptomatic of kidney disease),
and hematuria (presence of blood or blood cells in the urine) (127).

Choice of Stand ards

Dr. Teitelbaum was adamant that the permissible exposure limits
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(PELs) Exxon chose to use during its cleanup were not adequately
protective of workers (Sidebar 5,p.63). For example,he pointed out
there is actually no standard for whole crude oil itself (60).OSHA has
only established PELs for individual components in crude oil, but
these do not account for the potential synergistic effect of multiple
simultaneous exposures of various aromatic hydrocarbons.

Researcher Reller (1993) found that Exxon followed a practice
common in the oil industry—Exxon used the OSHA PEL standard for
mineral oil, a highly purified and nontoxic product,as a surrogate to
indicate safe exposure limits to crude oil mist, which has known
toxic and carcinogenic properties. Reller found no evidence that
Exxon ever compared actual samples of Prudhoe Bay crude oil mist
to the samples collected on the beaches to determine what differ-
ence this inappropriate choice of standards made for the workers.
Further, NIOSH currently recommends an exposure limit ten times
lower than the OSHA safety standard to protect worker health
(NIOSH 2004;OSHA 2004b;Table A.1).

To make matters even worse,Exxon also used a surrogate stan-
dard exposure limit for PAH aerosols—the OSHA PEL for “nuisance
dust.”Dr.Teitelbaum pointed out that by using this surrogate,Exxon
t o t a l ly ignored the irritants and metals in PAH aero s o l s , t h e
immunotoxic and carcinogenic properties of PAH aerosols,and the
interactions among chemicals in PAH aerosols, all of which occur,
the doctor noted (188–189).

Ef fect of Ex tended Work Hours

In addition to his concerns about Exxon’s choice of standard PELs,
Dr.Teitelbaum explained that extended work shifts disrupt normal
circadian rhythms and dramatically alter a person’s ability to deal
with infection or other kinds of stresses or to take medications—
independent of any exposures to hazardous substances (148–150).
Extended work hours result in shift work syndrome or “dyssyn-
chronicity”(152).

The doctor called the cleanup work shifts of eighteen hours a
day, seven days a week,“intolerable” and “a highly stressful environ-
ment”(149,153).He stated,“Shift work is among the most dangerous
and disruptive things you can possibly do,and making people work
eighteen hours a day is calculated to make people sick, [even] if
nothing else happened” (149).The doctor compared it to taking a
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person “who is physically capable of lifting 60 pounds twenty times
a day and putting [him] in an environment where he is lifting 100
pounds thirty times a day.”He insisted,“You’re going to get a problem.
. . . there is no question about it”(144).

Dr. Teitelbaum advised that just based on shift work alone,
acceptable exposure limits should have been 20 percent of the
OSHA standards (191)—five times lower than the standard Exxon
chose to use.He pointed out other situations where companies vol-
untarily reduce the OSHA standard to protect all their workers,
including ones who work overtime or who weigh less than the “stan-
dard” male (Sidebar 5). For example, IBM uses 10 percent of the
OSHA PEL in its plants;Amoco has a company-wide policy of 25 per-
cent of the OSHA PEL (192).

In addition,Reller (1993) found that Exxon had full knowledge of
the dangers to workers posed by extended work shifts.Three years
before the spill,Exxon (1986) had published a study showing standard
PELs need to be reduced to adequately protect workers with “unusual
work schedules.” Applying Exxon’s own model, Reller calculated
Exxon’s supposedly safe PEL for oil mist exposure should have been
reduced by at least half to compensate for an 84-hour workweek.
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P E L s , R E L s , and Worker Hea l t h
According to the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) web site,
OSHA “sets permissible exposure limits (PELs) to protect workers against the
health effects of exposure to hazardous substances. PELs are regulatory limits on
the amount or concentration of a substance in the air. They may also contain a skin
designation. OSHA PELs are based on an 8-hour time weighted average (TWA)
exposure.OSHA PELs are enforceable” through the U.S. Department of Labor
(www.osha.gov).

“The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) is the
federal agency responsible for conducting research and making recommendations
for the prevention of work-related injury and illness. NIOSH is part of the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in the Department of Health and
Human Services” (www.niosh.gov). Based on its research,NIOSH advises recom-
mended exposure limits (RELs) to protect workers. NIOSH RELs are always more
conservative than OSHA PELs, however, NIOSH RELs are not enforceable.

The reason for the difference in worker protection standards originates in the
OSHA standard-setting procedure, which involves public comment and risk assess-
ment to weigh the benefit and risk of using the intended product or substance.
Thus, OSHA PELs are a compromise among user groups and potentially affected
parties, while the NIOSH RELs are based more on science and less on economic
concerns. Companies often voluntarily chose to use PELs that are more stringent
than the OSHA PELs to accommodate unusual work hours or physically smaller
employees than the standard 70 kilo gram (154 pound) person used in risk assess-
ment formulas.
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Dr.Teitelbaum succinctly stated that everyone—Exxon, its con-
tractors, and the federal investigators—was working in “a genuine
vacuum” (60) of information about appropriate exposure limits for
crude oil and other substances present during the cleanup.

Dangerous Le vels of Dangerous Chemicals

When the Exxon examiner asked Dr.Teitelbaum whether he had an
opinion on Stubblefield’s level of exposure to oil mist, PAHs, diesel
exhaust, De-Solv-It, Inipol, or other harmful substances, the doctor
stated,“There is no point to having opinions about things that should
have been measured and weren’t”(32).He explained that the moni-
toring programs by Exxon and the federal government were com-
pletely inadequate.He said,“There was no attempt to collect the kind
of samples that would give you the answer and allow you to estimate
individual people’s exposure”(57).

However, a great deal could be said about the average and maxi-
mum (high-end) ex p o s u re levels to the ge n e ral population of
cleanup workers.On any given day beach workers were exposed to
a wide range of concentrations for oil vapors,oil mists, oil aerosols,
and other dangerous chemicals. Exxon’s contractor, Med-Tox, moni-
tored exposure levels of different jobs by sampling devices attached
to individual worker’s outer gear. For each chemical of concern, the
data show a range of exposures from zero (no exposure) to a maxi-
mum level.

The data were averaged, but Dr.Teitelbaum explained that in a
work setting such as the EVOS cleanup,where the primary exposure
routes are through inhalation of an aerosol or coating of skin, it is
important to look at the high-end exposures. He explained,“[T]he
c o n c e n t ration [of oil and/or chemicals] within the droplet is
extremely high, although the concentration in any cubic meter may
be low, because the droplets may be widely dispersed. Those
droplets, when they hit, are usually very highly contaminated. It’s
part of the problem of trying to look at a particulate or an aerosol.
Aerosols tend to be very concentrated”(174).In other words,the risk
of inhaling droplets is usually low, but the risk of poisoning is high
when one inhales contaminated particulates. During the Exxon’s
cleanup, even the risk of inhaling droplets was high;oil mist was so
thick that maximum exposure levels exceeded—by two times—
OSHA’s permissible limit for dust! (Table A.1,p.450) 
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In fact,the Med-Tox (1989c) statistical summary shows the max-
imum exposure levels for oil vapors (benzene), oil mist, PAH
aerosols, 2-butoxyethanol, carbon monoxide (diesel exhaust), and
hydrogen sulfide (decomposing oiled debris and carcasses) all
exceeded OSHA’s permissible limits (Table A.1, p. 450). The maxi-
mum exposures also exceeded the NIOSH recommended standards
for everything except PAH aerosols—and this only because NIOSH
has not set an REL for this substance.This means, for example,if PAH
aerosols were an intoxicant, the cleanup workers most exposed to
the clouds of oily mist would have been driving drunk with blood
levels twice the acceptable limit, because the maximum exposure
levels exceeded by two times OSHA’s PEL for PAH aerosols.

It is also worth mentioning that OSHA attempted to set more
stringent PELs for all these substances and the new standards,in fact,
went into effect on 1 March 1989; however, these more stringent
standards were subsequently vacated.1 More stringent NIOSH RELs
also went into effect on 1 March 1989 to reflect the OSHA proposal;
these NIOSH RELs were not subsequently vacated. Had the more
stringent OSHA standards remained in effect,the maximum overex-
posures would have been even higher than what is listed in Table A.1,
p.450—closer to the listed overexposures for the NIOSH RELs.

Average exposures tell a different story—they were all well with-
in the legal permissible limits,but as Dr.Teitelbaum explained,in a sit-
uation with “all respirable material,we would have a problem”(1994,
59). Average exposures should be viewed as mere paper statistics
rather than as realistic exposure levels for cleanup workers breathing
the oily mists. The maximum overexposure for oil mist was on a
beach where workers used the pressurized hot water wash.All this
to say that these data show there was a significant risk of overexpo-
sure to dangerous chemicals for workers actively engaged in beach
cleanup.

NIOSH investigators point out in their Health Hazard Evaluation
Report (1991) that Exxon’s data for PAH aerosols are conservative,
because the analytical procedures used by Exxon’s contractor were
10 to 100 times less likely to detect PAHs than the methods used by
the federal team (11,13,26).Even worse,the PAHs analyzed by both
Exxon and the federal team were seventeen priority pollutants,
which under-represented exposure to workers as many airborne
PAHs were excluded from the analysis (Med-Tox 1989c,Table 11.2.1).

In light of the evidence, Dr. Teitelbaum was quite certain that
Exxon’s cleanup workers, in general, particularly those on the
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beaches and nearshore areas,were overexposed to dangerous levels
of dangerous chemicals.

An Expen s ive and Very Sec ret Set t l em en t
In reading the thousands of documents himself, attorney Mestas con-
cluded that Dr. Teitelbaum had clearly demonstrated Exxon’s and
VECO’s neglect in exposing workers to dangerous levels of danger-
ous chemicals.As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5,other cleanup work-
ers also spoke of unreported illnesses because VECO required sick
workers to take three days of leave without pay, but then workers
received pink slips on their third sick-leave day, so their injury or ill-
ness was never recorded. From Alaska’s workers’ compensation
records (ADOL 1990a), Mestas knew that Exxon and VECO never
reported any of the 6,722 respiratory claims to NIOSH or the Alaska
epidemiologist. He also knew that failure to report work-related ill-
nesses and injuries within ten days is a direct violation of federal law
(33 USCS  930) and Alaska state law (AS 23.30.070). Under federal
law, failure to report injuries within ten days of notification carried
penalties of up to $10,000 per case.

Mestas wondered what the legal difference was between a
“recordable”illness and other illnesses.He hunted through the thick
OSHA regulations for an answer. He found in the OSHA regulations
(29 CFR Part 1904) a description of exemptions to reporting work-
related injuries and illnesses. A specific subsection (1904.5(b)(2),”
states:“Exclude from record keeping those injuries/illnesses that do
not provide information useful to the identification of occupational
injuries and illnesses and thus would skew natural injury/illness
data.”The list of exemptions, number (viii),states:“Colds and flu will
not be considered work-related”(U.S.Dept.of Labor, OSHA,2004a).

Finally Mestas understood the “URI” classification. By classifying
all 6,722 re s p i ra t o ry claims as i n fe c t i o n s—Upper Respira t o ry
Infections—rather than work-related illnesses, Mestas theorized that
Exxon evaded the reporting requirements and the long-term med-
ical monitoring requirements under federal law. Apparently, Exxon
used a one-line exemption to vacate its health care provider respon-
sibilities to thousands of cleanup workers.

Mestas was convinced there was no “Valdez Crud”—the phan-
tom virus rumored to have caused the epidemic of cold and flu-like
symptoms reported weekly by hundreds of workers (Stranahan
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2003). Mestas had not found any science or medicine to support
such assertions or rumors.The State epidemiologist also confirmed
lack of an identified virus (Phillips 1999).Exxon’s chief of medicine
told a news reporter that illnesses didn’t respond to antibiotics
(ibid.).

Meanwhile, an average of 385 weekly cases of upper respirato-
ry illnesses was only reviewed by VECO Safety—there was no med-
ical review or industrial hygiene review. The whole preventative
care portion of the medical plan, the vital feedback loop between
the medical staff and the field hygienists,never took place.No med-
ical surveillance program was ever put into effect. VECO Safety,
under contract to Exxon, simply recorded thousands of work-relat-
ed respiratory illnesses as “colds” or “flu”and gave workers Tylenol
and antibiotics,which,as cleanup workers noted, generally had little
effect (La Joie 1996,121).

Under the weight of evidence thoughtfully and thoroughly
assembled by Mestas,Exxon and VECO eventually settled.The terms
of the settlement were confidential, but the same reporter who was
following the case found that the insurance companies representing
Exxon and VECO ended up in a separate lawsuit over which compa-
ny was responsible for payment in Stubblefield’s case. Exxon spent
one million dollars fighting VECO before paying Stubblefield two mil-
lion dollars (Phillips 1999).

Miller and I concluded from our investigation that if NIOSH investi-
gators had subpoenaed Exxon’s monitoring data and clinical records,
they could have realized that respiratory illnesses far exceeded any
physical injuries during the cleanup. And the federal investigators
might have concluded, as we did, based on available evidence, that
long-term health monitoring and medical care was—and still is—
desparately needed for Exxon Valdez oil spill cleanup workers.

The incriminating documents obtained by Mestas were returned
to Exxon and VECO. The documents were not discovered by any
other lawyers in the small flurry of toxic torts filed immediately after
the Exxon Valdez oil spill.These documents in Stubblefield v. Exxon
(1994) are still protected by confidentiality.
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Exposure and Health Problems
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Chapter 4.

Ron Smith and Randy Lowe

(Author’s note:Ron Smith could not be interviewed by the author
because of a gag order, stemming from settlement of a 1994 per-
sonal injury lawsuit against Exxon and VECO (Roberts v. Exxon
[1999]). Instead, I reconstructed Smith’s story from court records.
Page numbers in parentheses refer to Smith 1996—his deposition;
Other materials fully cited.)

Ac ute Health Probl ems (1989)
Immediately after the oil spill in March 1989, Ron Smith from
Soldotna traded his log skidder and truck for a neighbor’s twenty-
three-foot aluminum set net skiff and outboard motor. His wife
Shirley approved of the deal. In their mid-thirties, the couple had
been through a lot together since they had married in their late
teens—different jobs,moves,three children now in their teens.Smith
was a welder by trade,but an entrepreneur at heart.He enjoyed phys-
ical labor and being outdoors.Over the years he worked as a logger,
heavy equipment operator, mechanic, and at other odd jobs to pro-
vide for his family. Lured by the prospect of good paying spill work,
he headed to Valdez, just like a lot of other people from the Kenai
Peninsula.
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In Valdez, Smith landed two contracts with Exxon, one for his
skiff, the “JB,” and one for a friend’s skiff, the “Tank,” which he had
brought with him.He kept an eye on his friend’s skiff. He made sure
the person assigned to run the Tank, Randy Lowe,took orders direct-
ly from himself. Smith discovered that he and Lowe were practically
neighbors in Soldotna.

Smith and Lowe were“skiff people,”and they worked together all
summer in the Sound.They set absorbent boom in coves to contain
oil flushed off beaches by cleanup crews.They tended boom to make
sure tie lines to shore and anchors set offshore held through tidal
cycles.They moved oily boom,coiled in the bow of their skiffs,from
cove to cove.They hauled oily trash off the beaches.They shuttled
beach crews with all their gear, porta-potties, and lunches between
beach and barge.They cleaned their skiffs daily with strong solvents
CitroKleen and Simple Green—two, three, five gallons a day—to
wipe off the slippery oil and keep the boats safe to carry people.
They spent nights together on the housing barges, first the Coastal
Star, then the smaller Crystal Star, then the big Greens Creek barge.
The two became fast friends as the summer progressed.

Because Lowe and Smith had signed on the cl e a nup early, n e i t h e r
re c e i ved any training from Exxon or VECO about hazardous ch e m i-
cals or pro t e c t i ve cl o t h i n g .Wo rking in the open small skiffs was dirt y
wo rk—most of the time they wo re plain cotton glove s , a float coat,
rain pants, and ru bber boots.When Smith started getting headach e s —
bl a z i n g , consuming headaches—he attributed them “to the [oil]
va p o rs and wo rking long, h a rd hours . . . in the sun and on the wa t e r ”
( 9 3 ) . On windless sunny day s , he had the wo rst headach e s . He could
look across the coves and see the oil va p o rs rising like heat waves off
“ a c res and acres and acre s ” of water (178).

When Smith returned to Soldotna that fall, he was planning on
taking a few months off because, as he said,“I worked enough that
summer to do me for two years” (48). He figured he “should have
been real happy to be back at home and settled in,”but a lot of times,
for no reason he could see,he’d“get real unhappy . . . just all of a sud-
den get real depressed and down and out”(125–126). Mood swings
and depression were something entirely new to him. He had out-
bursts of temper, which was very unlike him (Didriksen 1993, 2–3).
He had trouble remembering things and concentrating.Some days he
felt like he was in a complete fog. Headaches continued to plague
him.The blazing headaches from the cleanup stayed with him after
the work ended and became a “regular”part of his life (94).
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L i n gering Sym ptoms (1990 to 2003)
By January 1990, Smith felt he would go crazy unless he did some-
thing.He called Lowe and suggested they go to the Virgin Islands to
find some carpentry work repairing hurricane-damaged buildings.
Lowe was game.When they returned a couple months later, Smith
started commercial fishing for halibut,then herring.Lowe fished her-
ring with him in the spring,then the two worked separately during
the summer.

Sometime that fall Smith got an emergency phone call from
Lowe, who was sick, really sick. Smith rushed his friend to the hos-
pital.It was the first time he’d ever seen Lowe like that.To the alarm
of both men, Lowe’s health deteriorated rapidly. Smith watched his
friend seemingly “on his deathbed a couple of times” that fall and
winter (88).It worried Smith that his buddy, whom he had worked
with every day on the spill, was “falling to pieces and going into the
hospital on a regular basis” ( 1 0 7 ) . He re m e m b e red his ow n
headaches and mood swings,and it dawned on Ron that “something
was affecting us.”The two concluded “that it was probably chemical
exposure”from the spill (107).Lowe moved to California to be with
his parents and to seek medical treatment.The two stayed in touch
by phone.

In February 1991 Smith sustained a severe neck injury during an
emergency airplane landing in a whiteout.The next year and a half
were a nightmare of pain, sleepless nights, drugs, doctor visits, and
therapy. Frustrated with the slow healing, he grew depressed. He
found this more than he could handle on top of his crazy mood
swings since the spill cleanup. He took antidepressants for the first
time in his life, drugs that he had shied away from taking after the
cleanup.

In July 1991 he attended a six-week “work hardening program”
to rebuild his strength and endurance, but his progress was limited
(Hopkins 1991).A CAT scan revealed his neck had a herniated disc,
which had not been evident in the initial X-rays. His doctor encour-
aged him to think about other work because of permanent impair-
ment—a 14 percent loss in motion range from his neck injury
(Dowler 1992). For Smith, working as a “car salesman,” as he put it,
was “completely out of even my realm of imagination to do”(225).

Smith stopped going to see his therapist, but he continued
stretching and strengthening exercises,and he adjusted his life to fit
his physical limitations. He realized he would have a tough time
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finding employment because of his physical condition, but he
thought he could start his own business. He could still weld and
maybe do light labor or supervise work crews.

In June 1992 Smith started his own scrap metal recycling busi-
ness with the help of his wife,Shirley. On his first job since the acci-
dent,he became nauseated—“queasy”as he put it—cutting up scrap
metal at the Swanson River oilfield service company yard (69).Smith
had worked as a certified welder off and on for all of his adult life.He
had never before had a reaction to metal smoke or acetylene torch
fumes.There seemed to be nothing unusual about the scrap metal:it
was extremely thick—and coated with oil residue.

At first, Smith just thought the incident was odd—so odd he
mentioned it to Shirley, but then he started reacting to other things
as well.When he fueled his vehicles or equipment, the gas or diesel
smell made him dizzy and it was worse, he noticed, on sunny hot
days when there were more fumes. Gas and diesel exhausts were
obnoxious—they nauseated him and shortened his breath. Welding
smoke became intolerable unless he positioned himself just right and
the wind blew the smoke away.Wood smoke left him gasping for air.
Waiting in line at the grocery store one day,he started feeling queasy
and he realized he was reacting to the perfume of the woman in
front of him. He moved to the back of the line.Then he became
aware that spray paint,colognes,and perfumes all made him ill.

Troubled by these odd reactions to things he had been around
most of his life, in mid June, he shared his experiences with Lowe,
who was still down in California. Lowe wasn’t surprised. He was
being treated by William Rea, MD, at the Environmental Health
Center–Dallas. Dr. Rea is a practicing cardio-thoracic surgeon, who
had pursued a matter of personal interest to become one of the few
doctors in the country, at the time,specializing in treating chemical-
ly contaminated people.Lowe explained that Dr. Rea treated people
for “chemical sensitivity,” the medical term for people who shared
strange reactions or sensitivities to different chemicals normally
found in their home, wo rk place, or other places like Smith
described—the grocery story, the gas station,or heavy traffic.

Encouraged by his friend, Smith called Dr. Rea and agreed to a
blood test with Accu-Chem Laboratories, a company that measures
toxic organic hydrocarbons in blood and fat. When his lab work
came back in August,Dr. Rea told him that he had “very high levels of
some pretty dangerous chemicals” (91).What concerned Dr. Rea in
particular were the high levels of petroleum hydrocarbons such as
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trimethylbenzene and methylpentanes.The doctor had seen similar
levels recently in people working around crude oil—the Exxon
Valdez oil spill and the oilfields in the Gulf War (Rea 1998, 46). Dr.
Rea encouraged Smith to come to the clinic for tests and treatment.

Smith was frightened and torn. He felt he was up against some-
thing that he couldn’t control,and he didn’t want to get as sick as his
friend Randy, but this was an enormous financial commitment. His
insurance company wouldn’t cover treatment for chemical sensitivi-
ty. He talked with Lowe, who told him that Belli’s law firm in San
Francisco was accepting injured cleanup workers as clients and pay-
ing for their initial evaluations at Dr. Rea’s clinic. Lowe and several
other Alaskans had just sued Exxon and VECO for personal injury in
September 1992,and they were hoping to receive compensation for
medical expenses and pain and suffering. Smith talked with Shirley,
who supported his need to seek treatment.The couple decided if
there was a chance to recover medical expenses,as well as damages
for suffering and injury, they should take it.Smith became a client of
Belli’s law firm.

Ch emical Detox i f i c a ti on Trea tm en t
Dr.William Rea recognized the oil spill cleanup workers as one of the
four primary groups of people at high risk for developing heightened
sensitivity to chemicals—industrial workers (Ashford and Miller
1998).The other three groups include residents of communities with
contaminated air or water, individuals with personal and unique
exposures to chemicals, and occupants of “tight buildings” where
poor ventilation affected mostly office workers and schoolchildren.

Dr. Rea had founded the Environmental Health Center–Dallas in
1975 to treat what he saw as a growing problem—exposure to a rap-
idly increasing number of chemicals in our food, water, air, soil,
homes, and workplaces. By 1992, Dr. Rea had worked with over
20,000 patients who had heightened sensitivity—similar to allergic
reactions—to extremely small amounts of previously tolerated chem-
icals,drugs, foods,and food/drug combinations.He knew a great deal
about chemical sensitivity, the varied symptoms associated with it,
how to rid the body of chemical poisons,and how to reduce risk of
chemical exposure and associated health problems.

Among his colleagues Dr. Rea is widely recognized as one of the
leaders in the emerging field of environmental medicine,which deals
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with chemical exposures and sensitivity.The doctor is utterly devot-
ed to practicing environmental medicine and helping people heal.
When he is not treating people, he spends hundreds of hours writ-
ing up his findings to help guide other doctors in this field.In 1992
he had just published the first volume in a four-volume, 3,000-page
definitive treatise on chemical sensitivity.When other environmental
doctors can’t help their patients, they send them to Dr. Rea. Part of
Dr. Rea’s gift is a genuine compassion for people discarded by the
medical world, because their illnesses didn’t fit traditional diag-
noses—and because of the implications of their illnesses for society.

Smith knew that Dr. Rea’s treatment took at least two months,
and he was anxious to get started.His initial visit with Dr. Rea was 30
November 1992.Before evaluating Smith,Dr. Rea explained the basic
concept of chemical sensitivity (Rea 1992):each person has a unique
and finite capacity to tolerate pollution.The doctor compared a per-
son’s capacity to tolerate chemicals and environmental stress such as
pollen,mold,dust or viruses with the capacity of a rain barrel to hold
water. Chemical sensitivity happens in two stages:initiation and trig-
gering.During initiation,the rain barrel becomes full following acute
(sudden massive) or chronic (slow, ongoing) exposure to various pol-
lutants. Once the rain barrel is full, a person loses the tolerance
(adaptation) for environmental pollutants. Subsequent exposure to
even extremely low levels of previously tolerated chemicals, drugs,
and food, or combinations of these, can trigger symptoms such as
Smith was experiencing or even other problems.

The problem, Dr. Rea explained, is that most physicians base
their diagnoses on the triggering agents, the substances causing the
most recent complaints, and they completely miss the substances
that started the problems by filling the rain barrel.Dr. Rea noted that
Smith’s chief complaints were “stomach and bowel problems, back
and joint pain,sore muscles and tiredness”(Rea 1993).He explained
that environmental doctors try to determine what causes a person’s
physical illnesses or loss of tolerance to chemicals. If there were
chemical triggering agents, as Dr. Rea usually found in people who
had become odor sensitive, then he could prescribe treatment to
reduce the chemical load in the body and restore some degree of
health,depending on the individual.

In order to find clues about the initiating substances, Dr. Rea
asked Smith to review his life—health problems,jobs, family history,
everything—in chronological order, using the detailed twenty-seven-
page questionnaire that Smith had filled out in preparation for his
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evaluation (Rea 1997a, 2061–2088). He found the doctor genuinely
compassionate and a good listener. (He didn’t realize this was in part
because the doctor himself had become chemically sensitive from a
pesticide exposure and had been treated by Theron Randolph, MD,
who had first described chemical sensitivity in medical journals in
1951 [Rea 2001].) He liked how Dr. Rea stopped him every now and
then to explain some aspect of chemical sensitivity.This demystified
his illness and gave him hope that he could get better.

After Smith talked about his childhood kidney ailment, which
was cured, and his asthma, which wasn’t, Dr. Rea told him chronic
asthma usually indicates allergies to dust and pollen. D r. R e a
explained that health problems with dust,pollen,and mold indicate
a human body is sensitive to biological pollutants.When Smith talked
about welding and living in a trailer home,Dr.Rea stopped him again.
The doctor considers welding a high hazard occupation for chemical
exposure and trailer homes notorious for off-gassing formaldehyde.
Smith realized he was exposed to chemical pollutants at both his
home and workplace.

Smith’s stories of the oil spill cleanup astonished Dr. Rea.The
doctor had heard similar stories of massive exposure to crude oil
fumes,diesel fumes,and solvents with minimal or no protective gear
from Tom Pickworth,Lowe,Tim Burt and others who had worked in
Prince William Sound and had come to his clinic for treatment.When
Smith mentioned his headaches, mood swings, and depression after
the cleanup,Dr.Rea explained this response was similar to a caffeine,
tobacco, or drug addict going through withdrawal from the high
doses of chemicals (Rea 1992).This made sense to Smith.

He told Dr. Rea his stomach problems and heartburn had also
started sometime after the cleanup and had progressively worsened.
These new symptoms concerned Dr. Rea, because he suspected it
meant Smith’s body was so overloaded with pollutants—the rain bar-
rel was full—that symptoms had switched to different body systems
in response to this traumatic chemical exposure (Rea 1992).

Dr. Rea listened carefully to Smith’s story about the plane acci-
dent. The doctor suspected this severe physical trauma further
stressed Smith’s body, slowing his natural ability to heal from his first
trauma—the massive chemical exposure during the oil spill cleanup.
Dr. Rea told him,“medicated wellness is not wellness.” The doctor
explained the multiple drugs taken since the plane accident only
masked his symptoms—his depression,mood swings,pain,stomach
upset,and headaches—and allowed him to adapt or become used to
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his loss of tolerance (Rea 1992), initiated, Dr. Rea suspected, by the
cleanup.Dr. Rea told him that people who took three or more med-
ications usually were chemically sensitive (Rea 1997a,2053).

When Smith said he had first noticed a reaction to welding
smoke upon returning to work after the plane accident and then he
noticed he now reacted to perfumes, gasoline, diesel, and car
exhaust, this confirmed Dr. Rea’s suspicions. Odor sensitivity is one
of the cardinal signs of chemical sensitivity (Rea 1997a,2042–43).It
indicates a person is overloaded with chemicals and unable to
process previously tolerated substances. Even small amounts of sub-
stances—chemicals,drugs,or certain foods—can trigger an exagger-
ated reaction as in Smith’s case. The doctor explained that when
Smith had initially reacted to welding smoke, he was in a “de-adapt-
ed” state since he had not been around these substances for a year
and a half. During this time he had lost his tolerance to cope with
these chemicals (Rea 1992).

When Smith finally talked about his joint and muscle aches,
fatigue, and stomach problems, which were his most recent com-
plaints,Dr. Rea was not surprised.The doctor explained that Smith’s
symptoms were spreading within his body and switching to other
organs and systems (Rea 1992).This is typical in the second stage of
chemical sensitivity when the body becomes so overtaxed that even
minute exposures of any substance can trigger a response.Responses
can erupt anywhere within the body.

Smith thought the plane accident was causing some of his prob-
lems like his back pain. Dr. Rea agreed and explained that severe
physical trauma could also trigger chemical sensitivity, but in Smith’s
case, secondary symptoms indicative of chemical sensitivity—the
mood swings,stomach problems, for example—had occurred before
the plane accident.Also,Smith’s blood work indicated high levels of
compounds associated with crude oil.

Smith asked why Lowe and the other cleanup workers whom Dr.
Rea was treating all had different problems, and why they were all
having problems now, several years after the cleanup. Dr. Rea
explained another aspect of chemical sensitivity was that different
symptoms commonly developed in different individuals who are
exposed to the same toxic event,because every individual is unique
(Rea 1992).Dr. Rea said variations in response depend on nutritional
state, genetic susceptibility, and how many pollutants the individual
already had in their body at the time of new exposure.This unique-
ness also explains why a significant length of time might occur
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between an initial toxic event and the development of symptoms.
For example, a relatively fit, healthy individual might be able to
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Fi g u re 3
Com m on Sym ptoms of Ch emical Sen s i tivi ty

Reprinted with permission from Chemical and Engineering News 76(38):57.
Copyright 1998 American Chemical Society.
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repair tissue damage and break down toxic chemicals without any
noticeable symptoms for a while—maybe years,while a person who
was more susceptible might get sick relatively quickly. Over the years
of treating people, Dr. Rea had become familiar with the symptoms
commonly characteristic of chemical sensitivity. He told Smith that
his symptoms and those of the other cleanup workers fit this list
(Figure 3,p. 79).

After going through his history and questionnaire with the doc-
tor, Smith felt comfortable with his decision to come to the clinic.Dr.
Rea’s explanations for his symptoms made sense to him,and he was
ready to proceed with whatever came next—or so he thought.

He survived a four-day fast,drinking only spring water, which Dr.
Rea explained was necessary to clear his body of enough pollutants
to allow him to run accurate and reliable laboratory tests in order to
confirm his initial evaluation (Rea 1997a).Smith found the series of
lab tests,including as he put it,“about 6,000 shots”in his arm,a brain
scan, eye tests, and some other neurological exams, a test of his
patience (87).

From the test results,Dr. Rea determined Smith was sensitive to
a variety of substances including diesel, natural gas, formaldehyde,
and men’s cologne. The doctor diagnosed Smith with “chemical
exposure, chemical sensitivity, edema, myalgia, myofibrositis, fatigue,
neutrotoxicity, and gastrointestinal malfunction”(Rea 1993).He con-
cluded Smith was “totally disabled” and recommended a treatment
plan of “avoidance of inciting agents and heat chamber depura-
tion/physical therapy . . . for six to eight weeks.”

During the next eight weeks,Smith followed a rigorous regime of
dry heat saunas,massage, nutrients,and exercise (Rea 1997a).He had
chiropractic manipulation of his neck and back to relieve the tingling
sensation in his arms, hands, and fingers (Johnson 1993). He fasted
periodically, ate a controlled diet, and drank pure water. Clinic staff
carefully monitored his release of pollutants.He learned to self-moni-
tor his moods and symptoms to become more aware of his body’s
needs.He learned ways to make his own home and workplace more
pollutant-free. His tests and therapy occurred in specially construct-
ed, less polluted rooms at the Environmental Health Center–Dallas,
and he lived in similarly constructed housing in Seagoville,a commu-
nity about twenty miles southeast of Dallas where Dr. Rea sent
patients to avoid the Dallas ambient air pollution.

If it weren’t for Ecology Housing in Seagoville, Smith might not
have stayed for the duration of his eight-week treatment at Dr. Rea’s
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clinic. Smith was used to medication to make him feel better imme-
diately, and he found the daily workout at the clinic boring and bor-
dering on ridiculous. But his friend Lowe and Tom Pickworth were
also staying at Ecology Housing while being treated at the clinic.The
three spent their evenings together, sharing experiences at the clinic
and swapping oil spill stories.

The cleanup workers noticed they were different from the other
patients, many of whom were consumed by fears about their poor
health being delusional, because they couldn’t pinpoint a single def-
inite exposure that made them sick (Ashford and Miller 1998).Smith
and his friends knew the cleanup work had made them sick,so they
were able to retain their sense of normalcy in the destabilizing world
of chemical sensitivity.The other patients had come to Dr. Rea as a
last hope after being rejected by medical specialists, friends, family,
and healthy co-workers.At Seagoville these patients also shared time
and stories amongst themselves, and they began to regain their self-
confidence and believe they could get better. Smith found these
patients more needy than he could handle,so he stuck with his two
friends and sometimes the Goodwins, a couple who managed
Ecology Housing and who enjoyed the company of the Alaskans
(Goodwin 2001).

As Smith finished up his treatment at the clinic,he completed a
second Accu-Chem blood test and a psychological evaluation. The
second blood test indicated that the levels of hydrocarbons in
Smith’s body had dramatically decreased,but the trimethylbenzenes
and some methylpentanes were still present,“parked”as Dr. Rea said,
in Smith’s system. Dr. Rea had expected to see remnants of these
compounds because they were some of the hardest pollutants to
clear out of the body.

Dr. Rea used Dr. Nancy Didrikson’s psychological exit evaluation
to give him some idea of his patient’s overall wellbeing because he
believed that the body, mind, and brain all interacted to produce a
state of health (Didrikson 1997).The evaluation showed that Smith
was conscientious and dominated by a sense of duty, but that he was
still anxious about his compromised physical abilities and that he
was easily overwhelmed and frustrated by everyday challenges
(Didrikson 1993).The examiner recommended stress management,
relaxation training, and other therapy to improve his ability to cope
with his chemical sensitivities. Dr. Rea told Smith some follow-up
work would be helpful to him,but when Smith left the clinic at the
end of January 1993,it was for good.
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He returned to Alaska, feeling like “a million bucks” (228), but
once back in the real world, with its constant chemical bombard-
ment, he soon became ill. He decided to apply, within reason, what
he had learned at the Dallas clinic to decontaminate his own home,
minimize chemical exposure at work, and change his diet—and he
decided to sue Exxon and VECO for his health problems (Chapters 8
and 9).

L iving with Ch emical Sen s i tivi ti e s
Smith’s experience at the Environmental Health Center–Dallas
changed his life. Dr. Rea was the only doctor who had satisfied his
questions (Smith 1996, 106): why—at forty—he was losing his
health and his ability to work. Now, Smith framed his body’s reac-
tions to things either in the context of his chemical sensitivities or
his plane accident,which in his mind were two distinct events.This
new understanding helped him deal with his problems in a way
that, he hoped, would eventually restore his health. But it was not
easy living inside a body that seemed bent on falling to pieces. His
wife Shirley was incredibly supportive. Together, the couple dealt
with his health problems as best they could,and they adjusted their
lives to fit his needs.

When he had first returned to Soldotna a year earlier, Smith had
felt worse than before he went to the clinic.But he knew he was not
used to being in a “dirty environment,” compared to the environ-
mental housing in Seagoville, and his chemical sensitivities flared
until his body adapted—or until the couple figured out what was
causing the problem and fixed it. For a brief time,his skin felt prick-
ly and irritated. Shirley switched to a petrochemical-free laundry
soap like Ron had used in Dallas,and the problem vanished.Then his
feet developed itchy rashes. He remembered the cotton clothing at
the Dallas clinic, and he switched to cotton socks. The rashes
stopped. He became increasingly sensitive to gas and diesel fumes
and exhaust—as more time passed, he noticed it took less to make
him feel worse. He didn’t do any mechanical work on his cars, and
when he filled his car, he stepped away from the pumps.

When Smith started doing light wo rk ag a i n , his back pro bl e m s
fl a re d . Some days he wo ke up feeling like he could “ go and con-
quer the wo r l d ”( 2 2 8 ) , but after wo rking a couple hours , he had a
lot of pain and diffi c u l t y. His doctor pre s c ribed dru g s — mu s cl e
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relaxants and painkillers , but Ron re m e m b e red what he had
l e a rned from Dr. Rea about drugs—“medicated wellness is not
we l l n e s s .” He took the medicine only spari n g ly, and he wo rke d
instead to regain his health.
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Chapter 5.

Phyllis “Dolly” La Joie

(Author’s note: the following story is based on a deposition
obtained through federal court records in Roberts v. Exxon [1999].
Page numbers in parentheses refer to La Joie 1996—her deposi-
tion; other material is fully cited.)

In 1996 Dolly La Joie arrived at her deposition for her personal injury
toxic tort lawsuit against Exxon and VECO with a large scrapbook,
which she had painstakingly put together for her children and
grandchildren.The scrapbook had color pictures from her six-week
stint with the decontamination or “DECON” crew on the Greens
Creek barge.Although both Exxon and VECO had forbidden cameras
on the beaches, a Native man named Denty, who worked as a car-
penter on the barge, had brought one with him and had been
allowed to take pictures. He posted his pictures on a note board on
the barge and filled orders for duplicates.

La Joie had carefully labeled all her pictures and mixed them
with other spill memorabilia—news clips,magazine articles,and offi-
cial Exxon and VECO safety and orientation pamphlets and cleanup
injury charts. She often used her scrapbook as an aid for telling sto-
ries when she gave talks about her cleanup experiences. As she
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answered questions during her deposition, she paged through her
scrapbook, lending dramatic images and a very real presence to her
stories as did her labored breathing.

Ac ute Health Probl ems (1989)
La Joie had quite a history with the oil industry. In the early 1970s she
had worked five years for Sohio Construction in the Prudhoe Bay oil-
fields at the construction facilities as an engineering aide. She
described her job as “like being a librarian”(51), keeping track of all
the building procedures,blueprints,documents,and papers and find-
ing them for the engineers who were constructing the pipeline, the
pump stations,the gathering centers,and other facilities. Sometimes
she was sent out with her papers to accompany the engineers “to
make sure they were building according to the specifications” (53).
She pointed to the pictures showing where she worked.

She was proud of her work“up there,in a city in another world”
(55), as she said, and proud of the industry. That was why, at fifty-
eight,when she learned of the oil spill in Prince William Sound from
the news,she packed her bags in her apartment in Hawaii and head-
ed back to Alaska where she usually spent her summers with her
grown children. She figured she was part of the industry that had
taken the oil out of the ground and she might as well help clean it up
(67),especially in the Sound—her old stomping ground.

In a whirlwind two days, La Joie was hired by VECO in
Anchorage on 26 May 1989,bused to Valdez for an orientation class,
loaded onto a boat with other new hires, shuttled to the Greens
Creek barge anchored near Knight Island, and immediately put to
work on the night shift in the DECON unit after two days with no
sleep.She recalled being “absolutely, totally exhausted”(74).

La Joie “begged”to be a skiff driver.During the late 1970s she and
her husband had spent years in the Sound, hunting seal under the
state’s bounty program and commercial fishing.The VECO foreman
took one look at the petite wiry older woman and assigned her to
washing duty on the barge.She recalled that “the women mostly got
put in decontamination where . . . [VECO] felt they’d be safer” (38)
than out on the slippery oil-coated beaches,doing some of the “most
dangerous,dirtiest work in the world”(41).

La Joie was one to make the best of any situation.The women on
the evening shift of the DECON crew worked well together. Each
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evening the DECON crew gathered up the oily rain gear, rubber
boots and gloves, hard hats, life jackets, and underclothing of the
beach crews after they stripped for their showers.Using steam guns
like the beach crews used to spray oily rocks, the DECON crews
sprayed all the oily gear that couldn’t go in a washing machine.As the
night air cooled,clouds of hot oily mist and salt water steam engulfed
the DECON crews as they worked outside. Clean gear was hung in
the drying rooms, which were “conexes,” an industry term for box-
car-shaped units designed to carry freight.When the DECON crews
found the gear wasn’t drying, she and the others asked VECO to
order huge industrial heat blowers. The blowers kept the drying
rooms hot and steamy, but at least the gear dried.

The women on DECON crews realized right away they were get-
ting chemicals steamed into their lungs. When the Exxon lawyer
asked her who told her this,she replied,“[N]o one had to tell us.We
were already told [during orientation] all the chemicals that were in
crude oil,and we were steaming it,and we knew we were breathing
it.We thought we better take some precautions”(99).The safety gog-
gles steamed up “really fast,” but the women tried to wear them to
keep from getting splashed with oil and hot water.“You always got
splashed anyway,”La Joie recalled (98).They tried to wear respirators,
but they “could never get enough”and the VECO supply people “ran
out totally in a couple of weeks” (98, 100).Whatever they got from
supply, they used,including little paper masks like those sold in drug
stores, which she knew did not really block any chemicals. She had
worked to decontaminate and monitor radiation of nuclear sub-
marines crews at the Pearl Harbor Navy Shipyard before she started
working on the oil spill cleanup.

When the Exxon lawyer asked her if she ever used any respira-
tors that covered her entire face including her eyes,she responded,
“I saw those, but I never wore them.Those were used by the crews
that sprayed that fertilizer [Inipol], or whatever it was,on those test
shores to eat up oil. . . .They had gas masks because that was really
lethal stuff” (102). The Exxon lawyer responded, “I will move to
strike[delete] that . . .” (102).

The DECON crew took turns doing laundry. No one liked this
job.The laundry room was small, enclosed, and the strong oil vapor
from the clothes in the dryer made the DECON crew sick.Whenever
La Joie felt dizzy from the fumes and like she was going to pass out,
she would step outside for fresh air.

The women quickly found the laundry detergent Tide was not up
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to the job of removing oil,especially with the saltwater wash.La Joie
explained to the Exxon lawyer that Tide was not a degreaser. The
VECO supply people sent over stronger solvents, “many different
kinds and one that almost looked like gasoline,” as La Joie recalled
(94). Finally VECO supply sent Simple Green®, which the women
found worked well when added with Tide to each wash load.The
DECON crew was unaware of the health hazards of using Simple
Green,which contained 2-butoxyethanol,the same active ingredient
in Inipol.

The job that absolutely everyone refused to do—except La
Joie—was turning gloves.The DECON crews started machine-wash-
ing gloves instead of throwing them out as the crew had been told
to do because the crew didn’t have any way to replace the gloves—
the suppliers couldn’t keep up with the demand.The thick heavy
rubber gloves had to be turned inside out so the liners would dry in
the dryer—and they had to be turned back right side out once they
were dry.

La Joie explained,“It was an excruciating job that had to be done
because the guys had to have gloves . . . They just had to. It was so
cold” (109–110). She said,“[T]he young girls . . . wouldn’t do it any-
more because they were afraid it would ruin their fingernails like
mine from all the solvents and all the oil”(110).She cried some nights
because of the terrible pain in her hands.Her fingernails started to rot
and disintegrate, and her wrists and forearms became swollen, so
badly one day that she couldn’t open doors or dress herself.Yet, as
long as she was physically able, she never refused to turn gloves,
because “No one else would do it and it had to be done”(112).

La Joie told her VECO supervisor that the glove job hurt her
arms, and she went to see the clinic doctors—Exxon or VECO, she
didn’t differentiate—who finally bound her hands to reduce the
swelling. She had pictures of her bandaged hands.The doctors told
her to rest her hands and shoulders, but VECO wouldn’t let people
take more than two sick days leave without pay before firing them,
according to La Joie (118).This was substantiated in other personal
injury lawsuits (Chapter 2).

La Joie also went to the medical clinics for broken toes,skin rash-
es,and an endless string of sore throats with,as she said,“all the cold
symptoms; sinus, headaches . . . coughing” (121). She tried gargling
with salt water and taking Tylenol. Nothing worked. The Exxon
lawyer asked,“Shall we call that what, visiting a doctor for a cold?”
Not aware of the symptoms of overexposure to oil vapors,mists and
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aerosols, she responded,“I guess that’s the closest thing I can think
of” (121–122).

Finally, after working twelve-hour shifts, seven days a week, for
six weeks or so, she was given a week off, which she spent in
Anchorage with her grown children.En route back to the Sound,she
and the other workers stopped at the VECO office in Valdez for
another orientation. She recalled being given a lot of “stuff” (261).
Among the papers were reports and charts showing the different
types of cleanup jobs,the exposure levels for each job,and the num-
ber and types of injuries on the cleanup.She kept these charts and
put them in her scrapbook.

La Joie noticed right away that her job in the DECON unit,specif-
ically working in the laundry room with the dryers and all the fumes,
was not listed, and there was no exposure information.This didn’t
surprise her as she had never seen any federal or state OSHA inspec-
tors, Coast Guard people, state ADEC people, or any Med-Tox moni-
toring people during her night shift (124–125).

When La Joie returned to the Greens Creek barge, she eagerly
volunteered for beach cleanup duty so she could get out into what
she “thought was going to be fresh air,” as she said (108). On the
beaches,she found the stench of crude oil “sickening”and “horrible”
(140).There were also dead,decaying animals,mostly seals,seal pups,
and birds, which the beach crews put in trash bags to be collected
by the skiff people.

She survived her beach crew initiation.The supervisors handed
her a fireman’s high-pressure hose and turned on the cold water full
blast.The hose flipped the 100-pound woman through the air, much
to everyone’s amusement.Then they gave her a steam spray gun and
that also knocked her flat the first time, but she quickly learned to
wrestle the hose to do her bidding. She found that everyone pre-
ferred to use the steam spray guns because the high-pressure hoses
were so hard to hold down.The beach crews took turns working
with the high-pressure hoses.As the crews worked with the spray
guns,they were engulfed in clouds of oil mist and saltwater steam.

La Joie tried to wear a re s p i rator all the time as she had been taught
in orientation to protect her from the oil fumes,but re s p i ra t o rs we re in
s h o rt supply. She re c a l l e d ,“ We asked why we couldn’t get them, and . . .
[the VECO fo remen] said,‘ We l l , you go home if you don’t want to . . .
[ wo rk without re s p i ra t o rs ] ’ ” ( 1 3 9 ) . E ve ry morning on her own time,
she spent “at least an hour trying to scro u n ge up re s p i ra t o rs ” (151) and
she provided what she could to her fe l l ow beach wo rke rs .
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The beach job was dangerous and dirty as the VECO supervisors
had forewarned. Each day the crews had to carry the 100-pound
water pumps, hoses, and other equipment to the beaches and set
them up.The oil was three feet deep in places, and the rocks were
slippery and sharp.La Joie described it as “a world of constant falls,
slips.This [oil] stuff was unbelievable.[Y]ou were just constantly on
your knees” (148). She explained,“[E]very time you fall, you had to
crawl in it.You had it all over you”(147).

La Joie tried taping her rain jacket cuffs to her gloves and her
pants’ legs to her boots to reduce her oil exposure, but she found,
“[T]he oil just ate away at the tape and the edges got open . . . .”(146).
She was constantly wet from rain, spraying, or splashing. On sunny
days,the beach crews stripped by noon and “just got sprayed”(146).
Her beach crew never was supplied with Tyvek suits to wear under
their rain gear to protect them from the oil as she had been told dur-
ing VECO orientations that beach crews needed to do (147).

After several weeks with the beach crews,La Joie went to work
on the barges used for treating shoreline inaccessible to beach
crews.The beach crews considered these jobs as premium,and she
described her new job as “pretty cushy” (151). The high-pressure
hoses and spray guns were already on the Omni and Maxi barges,so
the crews did not have to haul the heavy equipment over oily rocks
to set it up every day. The barges usually were maneuvered up to
sheer rock walls, which the crews sprayed directly from platforms
that could be raised or lowered.

While on the barges, La Joie did a variety of odd jobs: house-
keeper, nurse,spray crew.As housekeeper, she cleaned toilets,which
“was a constant thing” (144), as she recalled because of the oily
crews.She used strong solvents such as Simple Green,disinfectants,
and grease solvents,“too numerous to even begin to name”(145),as
she told the Exxon lawyer. She never mentioned using a respirator
while doing housecleaning. She took care of people who fell in the
water, too,making sure they changed into dry clothes before they got
hypothermia.

Her final job on the cleanup was DECON again,this time helping
clean all the equipment and the USS Duluth, an old navy transport
ship that served as a berthing vessel during the cleanup.La Joie and
the DECON crew used the usual detergents, degreasers, solvents—
Tide,Simple Green and others—that they had used all summer.They
used hot water on the floors and in the showers to make sure they
cleaned everything “really good”(155) as she said, for the Navy.
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When La Joie left the cleanup work on 15 September 1989, she
rested, or as she put it, “collapsed” (157), in Anchorage for a few
weeks. She described it as “kind of a cultural shock . . . It was worse
than jet lag. It was January before I even started to look for a job. I
was that exhausted”(158).

As La Joie rested to muster her energy, she filled the idle hours at
her home in Hawaii by putting together her scrapbook of cleanup
memorabilia.She also took a daily water aerobics class to prevent her
acute tendonitis from stif fening.She found her arms ached from her
fingers up into her shoulders.Tendonitis was just the beginning of
her health problems.

L i n gering Sym ptoms (1990 to 2003)
When she tried to work again in 1990, she found she was still too
tired to work a full shift, so she worked part-time; first at duty free
shops at the airport,then as a census taker, then substitute teaching,
then a banquet food server at the Royal Hawaiian Hotel. In the
spring of 1990, she started getting frequent colds and sinus prob-
lems. She wasn’t sure what brought on the colds, but she thought
her whole immune system was down. She began to experience
brain fog in the mornings,and she couldn’t seem to get functioning
until later in the day. Her health seemed to gradually get worse and
worse.

In December 1991 she became “really, really sick,” as she said,
with “some kind of sinus infection, or something” (172, 173). She
couldn’t get her temperature down, and she had a terrible sore
throat.She thought it was a horrible flu, but it went on for months.
Whenever she tried to work or exert herself, she realized she just
became sicker. In the mornings,she woke up with severe nausea and
excruciating headaches. She felt her head was going to explode.
Several times the pressure was so bad she had to crawl to the bath-
room.With the nausea,she experienced a badly bloated stomach,no
matter what she ate. She described it as feeling “pregnant all the
time”or like somebody blew up her stomach with a tire pump (176,
194).She thought she was going to die.

Her health insurance provider,Kaiser, assigned Steven Hong,MD,
a new and relatively young internal medicine specialist, to her case.
Dr. Hong gave her antibiotics, which didn’t help, and he sent her to
a food allergist,who found nothing.
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By chance on 1 May 1992,La Joie received a call from Jacqueline
Payne, one of her former supervisors in the DECON unit on Greens
Creek barge.When she told Payne that she’d been in bed sick for
nearly half a year, Payne told her that others were getting sick and
that she should get her blood tested by Accu-Chem Laboratories.

La Joie recalled,“that was a big fight” with Dr. Hong (183).The
doctor thought he knew what chemicals to test for, he had already
performed a series of blood tests, and he had found nothing save
high cholesterol.La Joie insisted.

Her Accu-Chem blood tests came back with elevated levels of
same compounds that were elevated in Smith’s blood work (Chapter
4), only La Joie had extremely high levels of methylpentanes (sol-
vents). Dr. Hong took one look at the Accu-Chem blood work and,
according to La Joie, said he “didn’t know anything about chemical
poisoning . . . He didn’t know what it meant; what it could cause—
nothing, absolutely nothing, about it.He said he wasn’t trained in it”
(186).He referred La Joie to occupational medicine doctors.

When La Joie saw her Accu-Chem blood work in June 1992,she
realized for the first time that her health problems were probably
caused by her work on the cleanup. She remembered during the
cleanup orientations,the workers were told there could be long-term
health consequences, but the exposure levels would not be high
enough to make anyone sick.No one ever described what the symp-
toms of chemical poisoning might be.

Once she felt she understood the cause of her strange health
problems,she started to regain some control over her life. After a dili-
gent search, she found an allergist, George Ewing, MD, who knew
about chemical poisoning.She first visited him in October 1992 with
problems of recurrent headaches and respiratory problems, chronic
sinus problems, inability to concentrate, fluid retention, and pain in
her hands,arms,and shoulders.

Dr. Ewing found she was intolerant of alcoholic beverages, fats,
sugars,and spices.The doctor showed her pamphlets describing her
symptoms and listing them as among the known effects of chemi-
cals.Dr.Ewing diagnosed La Joie with chemical sensitivity, secondary
to massive crude oil exposure,and recommended she avoid all chem-
ical exposures. She continued to see both Dr. Hong and Dr. Ewing
until 1994 when she could no longer afford her Kaiser insurance.

In January 1993 Dr. Hong diagnosed La Joie with adult onset dia-
betes. Since the cleanup and mostly during 1992, she had gained
weight rapidly, up to 170 pounds from her cleanup weight of 100
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pounds.She did not know that crude oil aerosols and some solvents
are endocrine disrupters that can disrupt thyroid function and cause
rapid weight gain.The prescription medicine for diabetes gave her
some relief. She lost 20 pounds.Diuretics helped reduce the swelling
in her legs and ankles.Dr. Hong diagnosed her stomach problems as
acute gastroenteritis and put her on medicine to reduce the stomach
acids and pain. She had pictures in her scrapbook of her strangely
bloated stomach. Dr. Hong also found her liver greatly enlarged. La
Joie knew that the liver works to break down harmful chemicals and
is susceptible to their effects.

Dr. Hong sent La Joie to numerous other specialists at Kaiser
Permanente, none of whom could explain his client’s symptoms.
The chief of industrial medicine did not believe the Accu-Chem
blood test explained her illnesses (Hong 1997, 46).A radionuclide
study and a CT (computerized tomography) scan came back normal
(ibid.,21, 48–49). The dermatologist attributed her skin rashes to
aging (ibid., 52).The allergist thought it “highly unlikely” that her
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Mi s d i a gnoses of Ch emical In ju ri e s
Aching joints. Headaches. Tiredness. Dizziness.Shortness of breath. Persistent
coughing. These are all symptoms that could be attributed to colds, flu, stress, or
other medical conditions. These symptoms can also be some of the first signs of a
chemical exposure. Doctors often lack the medical t raining to properly diagnose or
treat occupational diseases that might be caused by exposure to toxic chemicals.

The U.S.Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) recognizes
that “lack of knowledge about health effects associated with chemical exposures
contributes to chronic under-reporting of occupational illnesses. Misdiagnosis is a
problem and often symptoms are treated without realizing that the cause is an
occupational chemical exposure” (OSHA 1994).

While some chemicals can cause acute poisoning that result in the rapid
appearance of symptoms, many exposures cause chronic effects where the harm is
not apparent for a long period of time—months, even years. These symptoms can
include certain cancers and effects on the neurodevelopment of an unborn child
of a parent exposed in the workplace. Symptoms can be subtle and difficult to
diagnose.

Although knowledge about occupational illnesses is not new, industry has
often successfully withheld information about the health effects of certain chemi-
cals or lobbied to prevent official recognition of occupational diseases (Geiser
2001).“Many of the first studies on black lung, asbestos related illnesses, and ill-
nesses caused by exposure to Agent Orange were done by industry, and the results
were covered up for years” (Clipp 1993,73). Asbestos companies “concealed their
own studies and resisted compensation claims for some 30 years. Likewise,the
paint industry hid their studies o f lead paint hazards and the polyvinyl chloride
industry fought lawsuits by workers who alleged that exposure to vinyl chloride
had led to their angiosarcoma of the liver”(Geiser 2001,127–128).
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complaints were caused by allergies (ibid., 20). The neurologist
couldn’t find any abnormalities and concluded her symptoms were
“likely of a psychological source” (ibid., 36).The psychiatrist con-
cluded she was either a severe hypochondriac or suffering from a
“delusional disorder”(ibid.,73).

Dr. Hong finally decided he didn’t believe that La Joie was as sick
as she described. He thought her high cholesterol and her Type II
diabetes were attributable to either her diet or genetic makeup
(ibid.,30–31,55),and her abnormal liver function was caused by her
diabetes, high cholesterol, and obesity (ibid., 57). He told her there
was no reason for her not to work full time, and he refused to sign
her application for Social Security Disability (ibid.,83–85) (Sidebar 6,
p.93).La Joie thought it ironic that Dr.Hong didn’t think she was sick
from chemicals yet prescribed numerous chemical drugs to make
her feel better. La Joie decided he could not admit that he could not
treat her because of his “huge . . . ego”(La Joie 1996,240).

Meanwhile,La Joie grew progressively worse.Her sense of smell
seemed oddly magnified.She found traffic exhaust and cigar or ciga-
rette smoke gave her headaches and made her nauseous. Modified
air—either air conditioning or heat—caused headaches and sore
throats,and it dried her sinuses,making them crack and bleed.Strong
cleaning solvents made her cough,choke,and nauseous,and gave her
headaches.The odor from a rubber slipper shop caused her to throw
up. She had to choose her cosmetics carefully as even some of the
non-hypoallergenic ones caused rashes (221–223).

La Joie struggled to understand chemical poisoning and how to
treat it.She reduced her headaches and sinus problems by letting the
strong Hawaii trade winds blow unchecked through her apartment.
She went to meetings of the Human Ecology Action League,a group
of people with health problems caused by chemicals. She learned
about lymph node cleansing from a woman at a garage sale.She read
everything she could, including information she received from Dr.
Rea whom Jacqueline Payne had recommended.

La Joie could not afford treatment in Dr. Rea’s clinic (Chapter 4),
so for a couple years, she devised and actively followed her own
detoxification or “detox” program.This consisted of two hours of
saunas per day, nutritional supplementation with natural minerals
and vitamin antioxidants, aerobic exercise in a swimming pool, lots
of herbal detox teas,and the lymph node cleansing treatment for her
digestive system. La Joie told the skeptical Exxon lawyer that she
believed her self-help ef forts saved her life.
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Dr. Ewing was very supportive of La Joie (1997a),and he signed
her state disability forms (Ewing 1994), which the board took two
and a half years to approve. She barely survived those nightmarish
years of ill health,no money for treatments,and extremely high costs
of Hawaiian housing.

In 1996 she turned sixty-five and her life improved markedly.She
moved into government run senior housing and began to receive
Medicare and Medicaid.She began to visit Kaiser Permanente again,
where she was assigned a new doctor. And she just dealt with her
growing litany of illnesses on a day-to-day basis,as she told the Exxon
lawyer.

The medical and legal challenges La Joie faced in pursuing a per-
sonal injury lawsuit for chemical-induced illnesses stemming from
exposure during the cleanup are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
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Chapter 6.

A Collection of Stories

INIPOL (“IN-a-pole”).The sordid saga of this product’s approval and
use epitomize corporate greed and the multiple failings of the fed-
eral government’s regulatory and oversight processes to protect
public and worker health.The health consequences of this debacle
are tragic for victims and hauntingly disturbing for those who learn
what happened on the beaches of Prince William Sound.Readers are
forewarned.

In i pol Stories and Hi s tory
Inipol EAP 22 was one of several chemical products listed by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for use on oiled beaches
(U.S. EPA 2004a). Inipol was marketed as a liquid fertilizer. It was
manufactured by Elf Aquitaine, a French company, in partnership
with Exxon.

In May 1989 the EPA proposed the addition of fertilizers to oiled
beaches to encourage growth of naturally occurring bacteria to
speed breakdown of oil (CFS 1989 2[15]).“Bioremediation” was the
latest federal craze for treating toxic waste sites, despite test work
that had been done mostly in confined and controlled lab conditions
(Begley and Waldrop 1989).The ADEC report called the EPA’s“Alaska
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B i o remediation Pro j e c t , an unprecedented exe rcise in applied
biotechnological research” (ADEC 1993, 74).The EPA put up about
$5 million; Exxon committed additional funding under a special
technology development agreement; and the Exxon-EPA liaison
plunged headlong into a project to test several kinds of slow-release
solid pellets and the liquid Inipol.

The Exxon-EPA team fa s t - t ra cked tests. L ab tests showed that
Inipol was harmful to small marine inve rt e b ra t e s , but it could be
applied in we a ker solutions to minimize harm to wildlife and accel-
e rate degra d a t i o n .A ninety-day field test was initiated at Snug Harbor
on Knight Island in early Ju n e . A c c o rding to the ADEC re p o rt ,“ w h e n
both the state and fe d e ral gove rnment gave tentative approval to use
of fe rt i l i z e rs , the pro gram stood on a few lab tests, thin field test data,
and litera t u re searches that gave only limited evidence about whether
the fe rt i l i z e rs we re tox i c . T h e re was virt u a l ly no broader ecologi c a l
a n a lysis about what the addition of all those nu t rients might do”
( 1 9 9 3 . ,7 5 ) .M o re lab and field test we re initiated in Ju ly 1989.

The ADEC report noted there were concerns by other scientists
that the tests were moving too fast and that there was no clear evi-
dence the fertilizers actually worked—and some evidence that the
fertilizers were more toxic than the oil.1 These concerns were
ignored.There were no public hearings and no independent scien-
tific review.The Exxon-EPA liaison plowed ahead except in Seward
where a strong public-private sector group banned Inipol within the
City’s jurisdiction until its effects on wildlife were better understood
(CFS 1989 2[24]a).According to the ADEC report,“approval for wide-
spread use of fertilizers came barely halfway through the tests to
determine whether fertilizers worked”(ADEC 1993,75).

Part of Exxon’s enthusiasm for Inipol may have been related to
the fact that the chemical base was 2-butoxyethanol—an industrial
solvent for grease and oil. Another component was the surfactant
laurel phosphate, a detergent that produced dispersant-like effects
when sprayed too heavily. Overdosing stripped the oil off the rocks
and created the same problems as the banned Corexit 9580M2.Some
of the early “successes”of Inipol were most likely the result of such
chemical overdoses (ibid.,76–77;CFS 1989 2[34]). Another problem,
observed by ADEC monitors including Ed Meggert, was that Inipol
separates into chemical phases at the cold ambient temperatures,
and this enhances the stripping effect of the solvent phase.

As the ADEC report observed,“how badly one wanted or needed
results drove one’s judgment about how much risk was acceptable”
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(ibid.,76).The MSDS for Inipol,supplied by Exxon and dated 28 July
1989, showed that it caused a variety of health effects in humans,
ranging from dizziness, headaches, central nervous system depres-
sion, liver and kidney damage, and red discoloration of the urine
(Exxon 1989a;see also Alaska Health Project 1989) (Sidebar 3,p.12).
Exxon seems to have downplayed the health risks to people and
wildlife, noting that the 2-butoxyethanol evaporated quickly within
about twenty-four hours. Exxon alleged that crews who applied
Inipol to beaches and worked within this toxic window were pro-
tected from overexposure by their personal protective gear.

To allegedly protect other people and wildlife from overexposure
during this toxic window, Inipol-treated beaches were flagged with
scary-faced balloons. However, no monitoring was done to determine
if this worked,because Exxon and VECO kept their crews off beaches
for at least two tidal cycles (twenty-four hours) after an Inipol appli-
cation.But others watched the remote beaches.Natives from Chenega
Bay reported thick windrows of dead juvenile salmon washed up on
one Inipol-treated beach with the first flood tide after treatment (Pete
Kompkoff, Native Village of Chenega,pers. comm.,August 1989).

The select crews who applied Inipol to beaches,such as Exxon’s
Bioremediation Application Teams (BAT), trusted that VECO and
Exxon would provide adequate protective gear and proper instruc-
tion in use of the chemical, but neither was the case.The workers
were instructed not to breathe or absorb the compound through
their skin, and they were told repeatedly that Inipol was not haz-
ardous as long as they wore the “right gear.” Unlike for the majority
of beach crews,Exxon and VECO supplied the BAT crews with Tyvek
suits, respirators, and goggles as well as raingear, gloves, and boots.
Workers were led to believe that this personal protective gear was
the “right gear.”A Coast Guard safety officer familiar with hazardous
material handling and training and who had been at the spill later
told the press,“[A] rainsuit is [worthless] as protective equipment
except for one chemical: water”(Murphy 2001).

The BAT crews were not told that 2-butoxyethanol was an indus-
trial solvent for resins and plastics. Inipol dissolved the rubber gas-
kets in the spray backpacks and leaked out; it dissolved the plastic
raingear—some of the “right gear”—and it came into direct contact
with the workers’skin (Moeller 1989).

When beach crews who followed in the wake of BAT crews
became sick from exposure to Inipol-treated beaches, Exxon down-
played the health risks.The most publicized incident occurred on 14
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August,when four workers of a twenty-one-member crew in Seldovia
reported headaches, skin rashes, blisters, and nausea after applying
Inipol to a beach (Spence 1989a). A local doctor, Larry Reynolds,
examined the entire crew. Blood work for one of the workers
revealed 2-butoxyethanol in his bloodstream.

Shocked and outraged community members held a town meet-
ing (McDowell 1989).Exxon’s doctor stated that 2-butoxyethanol “is
in a lot of compounds on the shelves” and sold as cleaning agents.
However, Dr. Reynolds warned,“We’re within a generation of Agent
Orange . . .There are no good studies to see what things do to you on
a long-term basis” (Spence 1989b). C o m munity member Ti m
Robertson reported that, since he started working on the spill in
April,he had never seen medical data on health hazards of crude oil
or chemicals; he knew of no baseline urinalyses done on workers
before sending them out; and he knew the workers considered res-
p i ra t o rs “ o p t i o n a l ” (Spence 1989b). State inspectors with the
Department of Labor stated the Seldovia incident was a violation of
right-to-know provisions in the Hazard Communication Standard
(Spence 1989c).

The Seldovia incident was not isolated. The state was under-
staffed and unable to follow through with fines and penalties in
many instances, according to federal officials (Spence 1989c). One
could only wonder how many cases of mass chemical poisoning
occurred without any media coverage or knowledge by health over-
sight officials such as the Disk Island Corexit event (Chapter 1).Even
in the more highly publicized events such as Seldovia, there was no
follow-up and the cases were largely forgotten, except by the affect-
ed workers and communities (Ortega 1989).

Two years later in 1991 during a panel presentation on biore-
mediation at the 1991 International Oil Spill conference, I queried
the Exxon panel about the Seldovia incident. Exxon’s scientists
responded,“Now is not the appropriate time to discuss this”and they
turned off my floor microphone.Seven years later in 1998 at a Coast
Guard-sponsored,“information-gathering” meeting on dispersants in
Washington, DC, I brought up the Seldovia incident again, with fel-
low Cordovan David Grimes, as an example of human health risks
associated with dispersant use in the field as opposed to controlled
conditions in the labs.We found the event had largely been “forgot-
ten” by Exxon representatives and Coast Guard officials present at
the meeting.Our concerns were not addressed.

The intense debate over how well bioremediation worked—if at
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all—continued from 1989 through 1991, along with the application
of Inipol to oiled beaches in the Sound and the Kenai Peninsula.
Exxon and the EPA claimed fertilizers sped up natural degradation by
three to five times, but many independent scientists put the rate
l ower—one to two times faster—or could find no diffe re n c e
between fertilized and unfertilized beaches.The most definitive com-
ments came from three independent rev i ewe rs of the 1990
Bioremediation Monitoring Program in December 1990.They“found
the report to be misleading and to draw conclusions that were not
supported in substance by the data and experimental protocols.
Overall, there simply was no significant difference between treated
and untreated areas” (Capuzzo, Farrington, and Kellogg 1990a, 1).
They concluded,“Given the degradation rates of untreated versus
treated being essentially the same, the recommended best course of
action is not to add fertilizer” (Capuzzo, Farrington, and Kellogg
1990b,1,emphasis in original).

Perhaps most revealing in this debate was the fact that Jim Clark,
the EPA scientist in charge of the Inipol experiments and a staunch
supporter of the chemical’s use, left the EPA to work for Exxon
Research and Engineering Company in Gulf Breeze,Florida,in 1991.

The experiences of several cleanup workers who used Inipol or
were exposed to Inipol follow below and in Chapter 7, respectively.

D on Moell er and his Crew
Acute Ex posure (1989): Task Force 1

When Don Moeller (2001) heard the news about the oil spill, he
went straight to his boss’ office at Horizons, a state-operated group
home for mentally handicapped people, and asked for time off. He
wanted to work on the cleanup to earn money to pay off some land
he had bought just outside Valdez. His boss said his job would be
waiting for him whenever he returned—he didn’t want to lose this
big-hearted capable young man who devoted so much time in serv-
ice to others. Don had worked with the handicapped in Valdez,
Alaska, ever since he had graduated from high school in 1980. At the
time, he said, his parents had threatened to take him back to
Minnesota with them unless he got “a respectable job, something
other than commercial fishing.” The Harbor View job had passed
muster and Don had settled in Valdez.
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Moeller wound up on Task Force 1; his new home was camp
housing on the Glacier Bay Explorer,one of eleven berthing vessels.
At first, he worked on many different beaches,he said,“Mopping up
oil with pom-poms, oil pads, anything they had at the time. It was
chaotic;it was a mess.They didn’t have any idea how to clean up oil.”

He could see that the beaches needed to be washed and that the
giant fire hoses weren’t working all that well.He set to work helping
to develop a head system that would generate enough pressure to
pump seawater through large perforated hoses.The header devices
and hoses were set up at the top of a beach. As water flushed down
the beach, crews tilled and stirred the loose cobble and gravel. Oil
bleeding off the beaches was corralled by booms and picked up by
skimmers—to the extent those crews were able to recover the elu-
sive oil sheen.

Flushing and tilling didn’t work on all beach types, so Moeller
helped set up generators on the landing craft to heat and pressurize
huge volumes of seawater. He said,“The heat was a mess. We test-
treated Eschamy Bay at low tide and we ended up ‘cleaning’ hun-
dreds and hundreds of sand dollars. Everything on the beach was
cooked and it all bubbled up.”

Hastily drafted operational guidelines for shoreline cleanup,cir-
culated less than a month after the spill, advised crews to avoid
spraying the “green zone,” the richly productive lower intertidal area
covered by algae. However, many crews ignored these restrictions,
according to the ADEC final report.

The chaos melded into a routine as the weeks passed. Moeller
busied himself with fueling and tending to the generators on the
landing crafts; moving the header devices and hoses up and down
beaches with the tide; and operating the steam cleaning equipment.
The long shifts, seven days a week, were exhausting. Moeller
described people as “grungy tired.” He said,“We didn’t even get hand
wipes out there until June” and people didn’t always wear their
gloves.He watched workers,“sitting there,puffing on cigarettes with
their grimy hands, leaving oil marks on the cigarettes, and smoking
right past the oil marks.Sheer stupidity.”

Another one of the several hundred people on Task Force 1,Evan
Lange (2001), a bright observant Alaska high school graduate, who
commented on the daily routine.“I don’t think the average person
realizes what it was like out there.If your hands got oiled in the morn-
ing, you had to live with that until you returned to your decontami-
nation barge that evening. So everything you did on the beaches—
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going to the bathroom, eating lunch, taking a break—you had to do
with oiled hands. It’s almost unreasonable to think that somebody
working in those conditions could keep from being contaminated—
could keep the oil off their skin, off their faces, out of their eyes.I’m
sure people did everything they could to keep the oil away from their
food,but we sat right there on the oily rocks to eat our lunch.The oil
was definitely a source of contamination even for people who did
everything right in terms of taking precautions to prevent becoming
oiled.”

The respirators showed up about “midway through the summer,”
according to Moeller, but because of the moisture content from the
oily seawater mist, they were “no longer good after a couple of
hours.” He said,VECO “never gave us other filters for the respirators.”
Absent proper safety equipment,he signed up as a volunteer for the
Med-Tox air quality-monitoring program, sponsored by Exxon, hop-
ing that at least workers would be apprised of any dangerous work
conditions.

His skills with people and equipment caught the attention of
VECO supervisors and after about six weeks,he was rewarded with
a new job: general foreman of a beach crew.With the new job came
a room of his own. Moeller said,“I was so happy! I could sleep; no
one was going in or out;no one was coughing;no one was dragging
dirty oily gear into the room.”There were rules against bringing oily
gear into the rooms, of course, but he explained that not everyone
followed the rules.

Then, towards the end of July, VECO rewarded Moeller with
another job offe r : the chance to supervise “ BAT 1,” the fi rs t
Bioremediation Application Team on the cleanup. He was told that
people who worked on BAT 1 would be “guaranteed”more time on
the cleanup and that he could handpick his crew—just not any
women,because menses invalidated the urine tests needed to moni-
tor BAT crews’ exposure levels to Inipol.

Acute Ex posure (1989): Bioremed i ation Application Team
( BAT) 1

Moeller’s BAT 1 crew all attended a Hazwoper class on a big Exxon
berthing vessel. He said,“We had full lectures from VECO trainers,
explaining everything to us. We were given Material Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS).They kept saying it was ‘bioremediation’—there’s a
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bug in there, but according to the MSDS it’s a solvent.We had guar-
antees from VECO that our urine would be tested daily for exposure.
They made it sound like it was nothing to be worried about.” He
added,“They made me keep a ledger. The only time during the whole
summer they made me keep a ledger as general foreman was when
we did ‘bioremediation’.”

The first Inipol application was on Green Island on 31 July 1989.
Moeller noted the following in his ledger (Moeller 1989):

“1 August 1989—[spray] packs are leaking and breaking
down a lot. Seems that the pump or pump gasket is breaking
down only.” A little later that day, “My rain gear fell apart, so
was removed. I worked about two hours around chemical in
only a Tyvek suit and legs were exposed.”

“2 August 1989—more packs have broken down.”

“3 August 1989—sprayers that have motors are doing great.
Guys are doing well, but two have said their throats are sore.”

“4 August 1989—failed UA [urinalysis] again.Medic is pulling
me from beach.” Later that day at a meeting,“Exxon’s Richard
B e c ker said again the same [thing] that [Exxon’s] Jo h n
Messinger told us about the chemical—no hazard to us. Just
wear the right gear.”

He was sent to “the Miller barge,” as the medic barge was called
after its head physician,Dr. Miller with Exxon.They drew blood and
tested him,then sent him to town for more tests with Exxon doctors
who sent him to his personal doctor in Valdez. According to Moeller,
his personal doctor told him,“You just got high blood pressure,mon-
itor it and see how you’re doing.” His doctor gave him an “OK” to
back out and Moeller said,“that was good enough for Exxon.I went
back out.”

Moeller said that no one had any idea how to apply Inipol to the
beaches. He explained,“It was just an experiment as we went.” At
first, the heated chemical was pumped under pressure into back-
packs outfitted with spray hoses. But, Moeller said,“The backpacks
were made for pesticide.The Inipol dissolved the gaskets between
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the tank and the hose.The pump couldn’t draw the Inipol through
the hose and this caused pressure to build up inside the tank where,
a couple of times, the pressure blew the lid off the tank top. It hap-
pened to me.” The liquid Inipol drenched him, running down his
back.It was low tide and there was no way to pull him off the beach
to take a shower. By the time he got back to the berthing barge, he
said,“The chemical spill left a red mark down my back.”

Moeller noticed the beaches seemed to be reacting to the chem-
ical as well.He said,because the backpacks didn’t work,“We laid the
Inipol on thicker than we should have.The beaches were just froth,
when the tide washed back up,from that chemical.”

He suggested that VECO get some airless paint sprayers to get
around the pressure problem.The airless paint sprayers had heavy
generators so he rigged up wheels for the smaller ones, but he said
“that was a joke, trying to get those rigs over rocks.And then the
Inipol made the rocks even more slippery.” He rigged a larger airless
generator, powered from a landing craft,with extensions,long hoses,
and nozzles.This was time consuming as the hoses had limited range
and the landing craft had to be constantly moved and secured.

The respirators also were not working well. Moeller said,“With
the moisture in our breath,and stuff, the respirators became so con-
centrated that they didn’t work after a while—within a few hours.
You could tell when they weren’t working.You’d draw your breath
and you’d smell and taste Inipol.” He described the taste “just had a
‘slickness’to it in your mouth.”

The Inipol was carried in a big heated 5,000-gallon chemical
tank on board a specially designated chemical boat.The tank had a
retaining trough around it to prevent any spillage from reaching the
water. Moeller thought this was odd, because they were spraying
Inipol on the beaches flushed twice daily with tides. But he never
asked about this or whether there were additional health risks asso-
ciated with heated Inipol. He described the cold liquid as “like
honey.” The MSDS for Corexit 9527, which contains the same haz-
ardous compound, 2-butoxyethanol, as Inipol, states,“Vapors and/or
aerosols, which may be formed at elevated temperatures, may cause
systemic effects.”The Inipol MSDS, supplied by Exxon, contains no
such health warning.

One night there was a big messy spill on the chemical boat.
Moeller said,“I don’t know whose decision it was to use the chemi-
cal boat as garbage scow, but everyone threw their garbage on the
boat and then it piled up until the garbage barge picked it all up.One
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of the garbage bags snagged the valve on the chemical tank and
Inipol started flowing out of the tank.”

He was getting ready to take a shower on his berthing vessel
when his VECO supervisor called to tell him to grab a couple people
and go clean up the chemical spill. Moeller said,“When I got there,
no one had turned off the valve.The boat people were real appre-
hensive about this chemical and they didn’t want to get anywhere
near it.The retaining trough around the chemical tank had already
filled, and Inipol was overflowing onto the boat.The garbage bags
dissolved—when we picked them up they fell apart. We scooped
everything up with shovels and put it in big 55-gallon Rubbermaid®
garbage cans. But the chemical cracked the side of one can and
everything just ran out all over the boat again.The handle on the
other one snapped and broke when we tried to move it.I radioed my
boss to ask him what to do.He came back fifteen or twenty minutes
later and said,‘just wash it all into the water.’ So that’s what we did.”

The chemical boat was anchored in a small bay on Seal Island.
Moeller watched as the “whole little bay just turned milky white that
night,all around the landing craft.”After they washed down the boat,
they decided to steam clean the deck, which was slippery with the
cold honey-like Inipol. Hot steamy chemical fumes enveloped the
workers.

Moeller and his crew were paid over-time that night. However,
his body paid a higher price. He explained,“The Inipol ruined the
stitching on my rain gear and popped out the stitches.The Tyvek suit
underneath stuck to my skin where the chemical leaked onto it.My
legs turned bright pink,like someone had slapped them a few times.
And I was real nauseous all night.” He was sent back to the Miller
barge and this time there was blood in his urine. He was pulled off
BAT 1.

Moeller said,“Exxon and VECO said ‘we’re going to monitor you,
keep checking on you. I had all these promises. It was supposed to
be one time a year for the next few years—that’s what VECO said.
They took a couple more blood tests that winter, then I never heard
another thing from them.”

VECO and Exxon did make good, however, on their promise to
keep Moeller on through the winter as a general foreman of the win-
ter cleanup.He picked up oiled cleanup debris—poms-poms,whole
sections of boom, and other floating garbage. He transported scien-
tific monitoring crews for the bird studies and some of the “benthic”
(seafloor) sediment studies.
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When spring rolled around, he realized he wasn’t ready for
another summer shoreline cleanup. He quit and took another year
off to build the cabin on his land before he resumed his job at
Horizons.

Lingering Symptoms (1990 to 2003)

Moeller did a few odd jobs to supplement his income from Harbor
View. He bartended and one night in fall 1991, he said, after he and
another employee closed up,“We were going to strip the dance floor.
I never even touched the chemical.The next thing I knew I had a bad
rash on my arms—they turned bright red. I was having trouble
breathing and shortness of breath.”

He started having problems with deodorant—it “burned” him
until he switched to totally organic natural brands. He had similar
reactions to colognes, shaving cream, and shampoos. Shampoos
burned his scalp—he switched to natural brands and kept his hair
short. He had to give up on Colgate, because, he explained, he’d be
brushing and suck in a breath and all of a sudden, his “lungs would
just shut down.”He went to organic toothpaste.For awhile,he ran his
laundry twice just to get rid of residual Tide.Besides prickly skin,he
kept getting a rash in his groin area and under his arms. He finally
switched to organic laundry soap.

A couple of years passed and Moeller noticed other things.
Cigarette smoke and diesel exhaust caused his lungs to close up.One
breath of either was all it took.His fingers started getting numb and
tingly. His doctor attributed this to frost bite. He would wake up in
the middle of the some nights with his pillow drenched with sweat
from fever. He gave up on taking flu shots because they knocked him
flat for four to six weeks and it felt like he was having a heart
attack—his chest felt terribly constricted.His sinuses were“shot.”His
energy level was down and he put on weight.He thought he was just
getting old and fat.

In 1998 Moeller received a phone call from a former cleanup
worker, J. T. Beardin, who had sued Exxon and VECO for his health
problems. Moeller remembered him from the winter cleanup of
1989 to 1990. Beardin and another person had become sick that
winter after spending time in the small bay at Seal Rocks where the
Inipol had spilled off the chemical boat several months earlier. There
was no record of the Inipol spill, so Beardin asked Moeller to join
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their lawsuit to provide evidence of the spill.Moeller agreed to join
the lawsuit,which had been filed in Louisiana.

Their case was eventually settled on 8 October 2001, because
Beardin had passed away and the families, according to Moeller,
“wanted to get this behind them.” Moeller’s share of the settlement
was $10,000.

Of his cleanup experience, Moeller said,“I would never do it
again.”He has adjusted his lifestyle to live with his chemical sensitiv-
ities and other chronic health problems.

Evan La n ge
(Author’s note: The person I interviewed for this story wished to
have his identity protected.His name has been changed.This story
is used with his permission and review.)

Acute Ex posure (1989 to 1990)

In August 1989 Evan Lange volunteered to join a ‘bioremediation’
team (Lange 2003). He had been tending boom all summer from a
skiff and he was ready to try something new. He remembered his job
switch was “kind of on the fly.We just jumped ship from Task Force
1 to this real specialized group of people and support vessels.They
didn’t really set us aside to give us much training.” He thought it a lit-
tle strange that he had taken a four-hour training at the beginning of
his summer work—“at least they were trying to do something stan-
dardized”—but then Inipol came along and all he received was sec-
ondhand information.No MSDS,no safety training,no nothing.

Lange said he never had the feeling that he “was stepping into a
tried and true program.It was more like ‘let’s make this work’kind of
thing.”He described going out to the beaches with twenty people,or
so, but he “never witnessed twenty people out on the beaches dis-
persing the chemical.” Instead, he and maybe one or two others
would spray Inipol on the beaches, while everyone else watched—
from a distance, either above the beach in the grasses or down on
boats in the water. “There was a lot of interest in seeing how this
worked.It was like they were testing these operations and trying to
get workable and useful methodologies.”

The first “methodology”didn’t work very well. Lange explained,
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“We were having problems with Inipol getting cold,because the stuff
gets pretty viscous when it’s cold and it resists flow. We put it into
these plastic backpacks, like a home garden fertilizer sprayer. The
person carrying the backpack would have to keep it pumped up.The
backpacks had a rubber tube with a metal wand and you pressed a
trigger to spray. It was a very small group of Inipol workers and we’d
just walk down the beaches,pumping and spraying the Inipol.When
the backpack was empty, you just walked back down the beach and
get more Inipol.”

Lange figured there was “some kind of optimal spray they were
looking for.When we pumped the backpacks,the Inipol kind of drib-
bled out. It was not a nice spray pattern. When it dribbled out, it
meant you were just spilling it on the beach.The Inipol would kind
of make the oil run off the rocks,but that’s not what we were trying
to do,really,we were told we trying to get the microbes activated and
get their populations up. And the best way to get this to happen was
to apply the Inipol in a uniform coating over the entire area of appli-
cation.” Lange noticed that even when he managed to achieve the
desired uniform coating,the freshly sprayed Inipol immediately melt-
ed oil from the rocks.He wondered if this cosmetic cleansing was an
unstated desired effect of Inipol use.

Lange and the other sprayers gave urine samples every time
they returned to their home boat after a round of spraying. He
explained that VECO was checking for blood in the urine and he
understood that Inipol could cause kidney damage.He always wore
his protective gear—a Tyvek suit and rain gear—and a cartridge type
respirator. He tried to be careful.

Lange only went out with the Inipol crews about six times before
he left the cleanup to attend college in Anchorage.The next summer
he applied to work on the cleanup again,because he “didn’t have any-
thing better lined up.”When VECO found out he had experience with
Inipol,he said,“They became very interested in me.” This time,he took
a Hazwoper training course at the VECO headquarters in Anchorage.

Lange said,“VECO definitely had their act together a lot better
than they had the first year. It felt very organized and thorough.” He
worked with an Inipol crew in rotating shifts of two weeks on, one
week of f. He said,“It was a very, very intensive and directed effort.
They knew what they were doing; we knew what we were doing;
and we were all doing it.There was none of this experimental trial
and error stuff. It was almost like everything was choreographed.We
had a routine.It was not like the first year at all.”
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Lange said,“We were running a real light operation.There was
one home boat.We were using a pontoon boat with a large insulated
tank for the Inipol, which was heated. We would nose the platoon
boat onto the beach and we would jump out with a wand and long
high-pressure hose from an airless sprayer, which can pump up to
three thousand psi (pounds per square inch).People would guide the
hose over the rocks while I used the wand at the end of the hose to
spray a very large area very quickly—even an area the size of a foot-
ball field.”

He said,“There was definitely a fine mist associated with our
spray operations.It was so fine that it just floated in the air.We wore
a down-turned face shield, a respirator, a helmet, Tyvek suits, rubber
gloves and rubber boots with Duct tape around the cuffs.The face
shields didn’t really protect you from getting the mist around your
eyes and upper cheekbones and between your nose and mouth.
There was no seal.”

In between shifts,Lange was sent to get his blood drawn at VECO
clinics. He recalled,“The doctors used a very large shafted needle
because they didn’t want to damage the blood cells.They were using
smaller needles at first,but those must have been damaging the cells.
I’ve never seen a needle that big in me before or since.” Once when
his blood was drawn, his vein exploded and blood splattered every-
where.The memory of those big needles haunts him and he still can’t
give blood without almost passing out.

Lange worked through August 1990 when he left to continue col-
lege.It was his last summer on Exxon’s cleanup.

Lingering Symptoms (1990 to 2003)

In fall 1989 Lange started having trouble thinking.He described it as
“feeling kind of clouded.” He also noticed a lack of energy. He could
still think and analyze and function, so he decided these feelings
were part of his new college surroundings and new life away from
home.He never thought it could be related to his cleanup work.He
described himself as “an optimist” and explained that he “likes to
make up for any shortcomings by succeeding in other areas.” He was
determined not to let his physical problems get him down.

In summer 1991 he had a thorough pre-screening physical for a
job palletizing food products for a grocery store chain in Anchorage.
He was told he was anemic and that he should do a follow-up with a
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physician to determine how that would affect his energy levels.He
thought his anemia was related to diet,so he started taking iron sup-
plements.This raised his iron level slightly but he was still anemic
due to low red blood cell and hemoglobin counts.He was also mar-
ried and he and his wife had their first child.With all the responsi-
bilities of family life and college pressure,he explained,“It never real-
ly dawned on me that the oil spill was the reason for me feeling tired
and spacey.”

His health problems persisted.He described it as feeling “kind of
numb in my head.It was difficult to think, kind of like being under-
neath fluorescent lights—kind of a spacey feeling like I was in some
kind of zone or something.”

In 1994 he completed college and started a job as a mechanical
engineer. He was still searching for the reasons he felt tired all the
time. He discovered his grandmother had diabetes, so in 1995 he
went in for a physical to check out that possibility.Everything turned
out fine except his hemoglobin levels, which were “a bit low.”They
were still low in 1998 when he went in for a special blood test to
determine if his anemia was hereditary. It wasn’t.He did more blood
work in 2001 and his hemoglobin and hematocrit levels were still
low. Further testing indicated there was no internal bleeding.No one
could explain any reason for his anemic condition.

It finally began to dawn on him that his cleanup work might be
related to his health problems.He realized that he probably had been
exposed to Inipol during the cleanup and he knew from the MSDS—
which he finally obtained years after the oil spill—that Inipol “could
produce blood and kidney damage.” He reasoned,“Even if you took
all the precautions, which you were told to do, to protect yourself,
you could still get exposed to the chemicals.You were out there for
half a day—twelve to fourteen hours—in that environment,and your
protective shell is not invincible.”

At the same time, he realized that his really bad episodes where
he “was really zonked out”were becoming fewer and less intense.By
2001 he had two more children.With a full family life and a busy job,
he decided to just live with his health problems and make the best
of his situation. He never sued Exxon or VECO for his health prob-
lems.
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Chapter 7.

Sara Clarke and
Captain Richard Nagel

During our investigations, Pam Miller and I discovered two workers
with unusual exposures to Inipol (and other solvents and oil) and
chronic systemic effects—their bodies crashed.One person was able
to stabilize her condition with environmental medicine treatment as
in Ron Smith’s case.The other person was never treated by environ-
mental medicine doctors and his condition continues to decline.His
doctors have told him there is nothing more they can do for him.

Cl eaning Up after the Cl ea nu p — S a ra Cl a rke
(Author’s note: The person I interviewed for this story wished to
have her identity protected.Her name has been changed as has the
name of the company she worked for. This story is used with her
permission and review.)

Acute Ex posure (1989) 

On 24 March 1989 Sara Clarke (2003) was doing yoga and watching
television in her Anchorage home when the first images of the Exxon
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Valdez spill flashed across the screen.Shocked,she collapsed in front
of the television. Her mind raced:“No! Not Prince William Sound!”
She had grown up in Alaska and the Sound was her favorite spot in
the state to relax and recreate—“the heart of the watermelon,” she
called it.Now thirty-three,she had worked most of her life for the oil
industry, in some form or another, and now she worked for Waste
Away,Inc.,an oil support contractor that cleans up hazardous wastes.

Waste Away, Inc.did not become involved with the cleanup until
midsummer 1989 when Exxon offered the company a contract to
monitor the waste disposal sites during the cleanup demobilization
in September and to conduct the on-land impact assessments at the
lay-down yards in Anchorage.

Clarke said, “One needs to realize that cleaning up after the
cleanup also created a huge environmental impact. During demobi -
lization Exxon planned to have cleaning stations to steam-clean and
wash boats, booms, and other gear and equipment. Once cleaned,
everything was to be hauled to Anchorage for over-winter storage.
The storage sites needed to be checked for contamination before use
and again after use to make sure there weren’t any impacts to the
property.

Clarke spent August, September, and October at different clean-
ing stations, monitoring runoff from the cleaning operations. The
work entailed digging pits on the beach in the loose shale between
the cleaning area and the sea to monitor the level of oil contaminants
from the washing operations.She explained,“If there was significant
leachate, we would build a catchment at the base of the slope so the
contaminated water wouldn’t go into the ocean.”

Most of the boom and other gear were steam cleaned with the
pressurized hot water wash. Initially the degreaser Citra-Solv was
used to speed the process.Clarke had reviewed the MSDS for the sol-
vent Citra-Solv and didn’t have any health concerns (Sidebar 7, p.
115).Her company had designed a health and safety protocol for her
work based on the use of this solvent.

But as the cleaning stations swelled with miles of boom and tons
of other gear, a decision was made by Exxon and VECO to integrate
Inipol into the cleaning process. The reasoning was simple: Inipol
would both remove the oil and bioremediate (naturally degrade) any
oil that flushed out of the cleaning station.By the time cleanup crews
started using Inipol, the cleaning stations were in full swing and the
monitoring crew had their routine.The health and safety protocol
was never changed to reflect the increased risk of exposure to Inipol.
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Clarke said,“VECO and Exxon said there weren’t any exposure
problems with Inipol.We were told it was like Citra-Solv—an organic
cleanser.We were told Inipol was an organic cleanser.” She believed
them.She said,“It smelled like an organic cleanser when it atomized.”
She knew that Inipol had been applied to beaches in the Sound and
elsewhere,so she assumed the chemical was “safe.”With so much else
to do,she didn’t question the matter any further and instead plunged
into her work.Literally.

One night she worked on a crew to dig and sample pits to mon-
itor an all-night boom washing operation. From 9 P.M. to 5 A.M., while
her co-workers drove backhoe and moved floodlights,Clarke worked
in the pits with the Inipol-solvent-oil leachate dribbling down all
around her. In the floodlights she could see the mist raining down
from the boom steam-cleaning operations.She didn’t have a respira-
tor. Initially, she described the stench as “overwhelming,” but she
grew used to it.She collected a cooler full of samples.

Job completed,she went back to her hotel room and flopped on
the bed to rest a bit before she jumped on the early morning plane
to Anchorage.She noticed people looked at her strangely during the
short plane ride to Anchorage. A co-worker met her at the airport—
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Ma terial Safety Data Sh eet (MSDS) Excerpts for
Ci tra - So lv
Citra-Solv (Citra-Solv, LLC,2001)

Hazardous ingredients: D-Limonene
Inhalation: High concentrations are irritating to the respiratory tract; may

cause headache, dizziness,nausea, vomiting, and malaise.
Skin: Brief contact may cause slight irritation; prolonged contact may cause

moderate irritation or dermatitis.
Eyes: High vapor concentration or contact may cause irritation and discom-

fort.
Ingestion: May result in vomiting; aspiration of vomitus into the lugs (sic)

must be avoided.
Health hazards (acute and chronic): acute effects are possible irritation and

discomfort; no know (sic) chronic effects have been established. Harmful or fateful
if swallowed. Vapor harmful.

Accidental release measures: . . . confine and absorb into approved absorbent;
place material into approved containers for disposal; do not was(h) (sic) to s ewer or
waterway [emphasis added; Prince William Sound is a waterway.]

(Author’s note: Miller and I are concerned about potential adverse human effects
from this product and do not understand why it was used in situations where solvent
aerosols were generated, increasing risk of inhalation, or where it could have drained
into waterways.)
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and burst into tears.“What’s wrong?,” Clarke exclaimed.
“You smell like you’ve been dipped in gasoline!” the co-worker

said.“You can’t smell yourself, can you? Your sense of smell is fried.
Look at your hands!”

Clarke’s hands were covered in blisters and her arms were start-
ing to blister as well. She recalled thinking,“Whoa! What did I get
into?”The co-worker rushed her home to shower and change her
clothes.

After what she later described as her “really, really, really acute
exposure,” she continued monitoring the cleaning stations. She said
she “knew atomized emissions were not good for us,” but just like
most of the other cleanup workers, she was caught up in the
moment with all the tasks at hand.She said Waste Away, Inc.had “safe-
ty and health plans for everything,” but she said those plans were
based on “what we were told by our client.”She explained,“You have
this sort of insane trust that the people you are working for are going
to tell you the truth about what you are being exposed to.We were
really at the mercy of the information we received.” She worked in
the pits through October 1989.

Chronic Symptoms (1990 to 2003)

After Clarke’s stint on the EVOS cleanup,she noticed she was increas-
ingly sensitive to chemicals. She had increasingly frequent night
sweats and trouble breathing. She was diagnosed with adult onset
asthma.Her skin also started to peel off from her elbows down to her
wrists every spring and fall. She joked about her “Exxon molt” and
didn’t see a doctor because it didn’t hurt or itch and her skin always
grew back.

During extended travel in Europe in 2001,she became very sick.
At first, she thought it was some European flu bug that kept her in
bed for three weeks. But one day she suddenly collapsed. She
explained,“You know those little toys where you push the button
and the figurine collapses? That was me.”When she pulled herself up,
she was disoriented and she no longer had control of her left leg.The
whole left side of her face was numb and she had bouts of drooling.
She thought she had had a stroke,but a MRI and neurological exam-
ination found nothing.The doctors told her she was stressed out and
banned her from traveling.

At the end of that summer, she was still suffering from odd col-
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lapses,lack of energy—as if her “battery pack ran out,” and brain fog
that totally muted her ability to think. En route home to a new job,
Clarke stopped in Washington, DC, to visit an acquaintance, Russ
Jaffe,who had developed a health screen protocol for chemical poi-
soning.He ran a battery of tests on her and told her,“This is a chem-
ical exposure.”

She racked her brain. She knew she had been exposed to ben-
zene,but that would have shown up in her blood samples.Russ Jaffe
did not have the ability to test for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) from crude oil in the blood stream,but he told her that what-
ever she had been exposed to was “draining her system.”Her thyroid
was gone, her liver and kidneys weren’t functioning properly, her
adrenal system had completely shut down, and every essential min-
eral in her body was nearly non-detectable—at levels too low to
measure with sensitive equipment. She described this as “like
Rickets.” She had lost nearly 60 percent of the bone mass—the calci-
um—in her jaw and three teeth had to be pulled.

When she returned home,her mother was there to greet her.Her
mother took one look at her and burst into tears.“Oh my God!”her
mother screamed.“What have they done to my daughter?”Word trav-
eled quickly among Clarke’s close-knit friends that she was dying.
Her friends rallied their support.

She found she was too sick to work full-time at her new job and
she went on medical leave in June 2002.Then, she said,“The race
began to save my life.”Her friends took her to see Brad Weeks,a med-
ical doctor who treats holistically. At his clinic on Whidbey Island,
Washington,Dr.Weeks told her,“I can’t tell what you got into,but this
is definitely an endocrine disrupter and your system is crashing.Fast.
We have to get this stuff out of your system—now; and we have to
aggressively rebuild your mineral system until your body can start
generating these minerals itself.”

Clarke started an intensive program of chelation therapy, which
she describes as “homeopathic chemotherapy,” and intravenous vita-
min and mineral supplementation. Four rounds of chelation put her
in bed for two weeks, then she’d be back for more.And she took, as
she said,“lots and lots and lots”of different pills,mostly homeopath-
ic,but some western medicine as well.Her body slowly responded.

Unable to work, she lost her job. In March 2003 while visiting
friends on Bainbridge Island, she idly flipped through the new issue
of Mother Jones and chanced upon the article on former Exxon
Valdez cleanup workers who were struggling with chronic illnesses.
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She felt as if she was reading her own medical charts. She realized
that she “hadn’t looked back far enough” in her exposure history,
because in her mind in 1989 she was just exposed to “harmless”
cleaning products—Citra-Solv and Inipol. But reading the Mother
Jones article,the truth struck her “like a bolt of lightening.” She final-
ly connected her strange systemic illnesses to Inipol exposure.

Reflecting on her experiences Clarke said,“Corporations prey on
public trust.” She calls this “the most egregious and insidious emo-
tional abuse and rape of the psyche and emotions of the human
population”that she has ever seen.She added,“It’s so subtle.”She had
believed as she had been told that there would be no exposure prob-
lems at the cleaning stations. Her naivete robbed her of a rich and
wonderful life.

Today she is better, but it is a tenuous better and she will always
have to work to maintain her health. For the short-term she hopes to
work with Alaska Community Action on Toxics (ACAT) to develop a
health recovery protocol for the unconventional health problems
caused by chemical-induced illnesses from the Exxon Va l d e z
cleanup.

Fa lling to Piece s — Ca ptain Ri ch a rd Na gel
Acute Ex posure (1989 to 1991)

When the spill hit in March 1989, Richard Nagel, a licensed Master
Captain, was discharged from Cook Inlet Marine, which operated
mostly tugs and barges in Cook Inlet, and he went to work for
General Marine Services (Nagel 2003). Within three days, he was in
Prince William Sound,operating one of the company’s landing crafts
to transport boom where needed. He worked on the cleanup for
three years.He said he would not have done that had he not thought
he “could make a difference.”

In 1989 Nagel worked as an advisor to Exxon and a supervisor
for booming operations,because he had his supervisor’s training for
hazardous waste handling. Initially, he brought boom into Crab Bay,
Evans Island,to support the fishermen’s defense of the salmon hatch-
ery in Sawmill Bay;then he moved boom to other salmon hatcheries.
He secured areas for staging “supersuckers,” the large vacuum trucks
brought down from the North Slope oilfields and mounted on barges
to rapidly off-load oil skimmers. He moved fishing boats, boom, and
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skimmers into heavily oiled areas in response to VHF radio reports
from airplanes or helicopters.All the while he was constantly mov-
ing,transporting boom,skimmers,garbage,people,whatever needed
to be moved from one place to another.

During that first summer, he ran a dozen vessels or more with
crews of six to twenty people.At first, the oil fumes were bad—in
some of the bays where oil lay six inches thick on the water surface,
he said,“You couldn’t breathe right and your eyes would tear con-
stantly.” But over the summer, conditions improved. He was one of
the last people out on the Sound in September, transporting garbage
and old rain suits.He even carried a helicopter on his deck for Exxon
officials to run final reconnaissance missions. He worked until his
boat was washed and everything was put away for the winter. He
kept a meticulous record of where he traveled, and for what pur-
pose, but at the end of his cleanup stint in 1989, Exxon confiscated
his logs, claiming his records belonged to the company.

In March 1990 Nagel was back out on the Sound as an advisor to
Exxon and a member of the ad hoc Prince William Sound Advisory
Committee, a citizen-industry coalition to oversee tanker traffic and
terminal operations.He joined several survey teams to assess the sta-
tus of oiled beaches after the winter storms and before the summer
cleanup. He was impressed with Mother Nature’s handiwork. He
concluded, “The winter storms did more to remove oil from the
beaches than the hot water spraying in 1989.”

After completing the spring surveys, he worked on the vessel
Columbia, shuttling people to and from beaches in the Bay of Isles,
Knight Island,where they were conducting more field tests of Inipol.
Nagel knew that the Columbia made its own drinking water by
desalinizing water from the bay. He asked Exxon personnel whether
the salt filter would also take out chemicals. He was handed the
MSDS for Inipol and is sure he was told,“This stuff is harmless.You
can eat it and it won’t hurt you. Besides none of the chemicals are
washing off the rocks—Inipol sticks ‘like honey’.” He retorted that
the Columbia was “a stone’s throw” away from the spray operations
and he was “not as gullible as a lot of people on this boat.” He didn’t
believe that the Inipol stayed on the beach or that the filters removed
chemicals besides salt. Shortly after this incident, he broke his right
kneecap in a fall on the beach and he was sidelined from cleanup
work for several weeks.

When he re t u rned in Ju n e , he wo rked for Pegasus Barge
C o m p a ny and operated the company ’s 80-foot landing cra f t , t h e
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Pe ga s u s, for the rest of 1990 cl e a nu p .The boat carried a ve ry large ,
heated and insulated tank of Inipol, w h i ch was used to supply the
pontoon boats and the crews with the spray back p a cks (Chapter 6).
N agel said,“When we would load up the pontoon boats, t h e re wo u l d
be spills constantly.But it didn’t seem to make any diffe re n c e ,b e c a u s e
the crews we re going to spray it on the beaches and in the wa t e r.
E ve ryone fi g u red I was the superv i s o r, because I had the captain’s
license and the hazardous waste tra i n i n g . No Exxon supervisor eve r
told me what to do in the event of an Inipol spill and Exxon neve r
p rovided safety training for people invo l ved with tra n s p o rting Inipol.”

There were other Inipol spills as well. Several times when the
tank on the Pegasus was being refilled by the larger offshore supply
vessel, operated by Crowley Marine, the rigid transfer pipes broke
and Inipol “went everywhere,” according to Nagel. His crew just
washed the chemical into the water. Neither he nor his crew wore
respirators when they transferred the Inipol or cleaned up the spills.
He said,“We knew that some of the people who sprayed Inipol on
the beaches were urinating blood,but that never happened to us.We
never had our urine checked,but we assumed everything was fine. I
was naive then . . .”

The Pegasus traveled far and wide during 1990,from the Sound
to the Kenai Peninsula and beyond to the Barren Islands. It was the
only boat that supplied Inipol to the pontoon boats as far as Nagel
knew.Again,he kept a meticulous record of his travels and the boats
he supplied with Inipol.This time, he kept two sets of records, one
for himself and one for Exxon.

In mid-September the Pegasus was decommissioned in Seward.
Nagel watched as the Inipol tank, half-full, was pulled off the boat
with a large crane.Someone had forgotten to loosen one of the pipes
and once again,Inipol showered everywhere—this time in the small
boat harbor and on the nearby boats.The captain observed an Exxon
supervisor shrug and say,“Well,it’s harmless.”

During the winter of 1990 to 1991,Nagel was sick on and off all
winter with the flu and he was sick to his stomach “all of the time.”
That didn’t stop him from returning to the Sound in May 1991 for
one final summer of cleanup work. He worked as a second captain
on a large vessel that shuttled people around to survey beaches.They
did “spot-spraying” with Inipol, but for the most part, the oil had
weathered past the point where ‘bioremediation’ was effective. By
August he had had enough of the cleanup work and he quit. He
resigned from the PWS Advisory Committee and left Alaska.
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Chronic Symptoms (1990 to 2003)

Nagel traveled in Central America off and on for the next three
years.His health started to deteriorate.He said,“It seemed like every
time there was a flu going around,I always got it and it stayed with
me longer than anyone else.”He was in Costa Rica in 1994 when he
became very, very ill.He checked into a hospital and discovered he
had cancerous tumors in his stomach and intestines. During emer-
gency surgery, part of his stomach and intestines were removed.

When he was in Portland,Oregon,teaching a Hazwoper class on
early response and hazardous waste handling,a friend jokingly asked
him if he would like some Inipol? Nagel responded, “Exxon or
French?”His friend handed him the original MSDS on Inipol from the
French company, Elf Aquataine. Nagel was stunned—the French
MSDS showed that Inipol caused cancer in laboratory mice; the
MSDS supplied by Exxon in 1989 did not. Exxon had supposedly
altered the chemical composition of the product, however, the cap-
tain realized the time frame between product testing and approval
was probably too short to determine if the revised product caused
cancer in mice.

Instead of returning to Alaska,he moved to the southeast United
States to better care for his burgeoning health problems. At the
beginning of the cleanup in 1989,he described himself as weighing
a“robust 260 pounds;”by 2003 he was down to 172 pounds and still
losing weight. His right knee never healed properly despite eight
surgeries. He was diagnosed with calcium breakdown and blood
disorders including hypocalcemia (too little calcium in the blood)
and polycythemia (high white blood count and low red blood
count). He was also diagnosed with central nervous system symp-
toms including seizures,severe depression,acute anxiety, loss of bal-
ance, blurred vision,memory loss,severe migraine headaches,night
sweats, and hot flashes. His driver’s license and captain’s license
were suspended because of the seizures. Since August 2002 he has
received 100 percent disability payments from Medicaid to defray
some of his medical expenses.

His doctors have told him that he is dying. He has never been
seen by occupational medicine doctors or doctors who specialize in
chemical poisoning.
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Buried:
Workers’ Health Claims
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Chapter 8.

Vanishing Claims

In this chapter, Pam Miller and I investigate the nature and source of
health claims, reported by thousands of cleanup workers.We exam-
ine Exxon’s records, which were discovered through one personal
injury lawsuit (Chapter 3), and the records on file with the Alaska
Workers’ Compensation Board. We also find evidence that govern-
ment health officials dismissed these claims instead of treating them
as indicative of major health issues worthy of long-term monitoring.

E x xon’s Record s
The skimpy six pages of clinical data,obtained from Exxon through
an extremely contentious discovery process in Stubblefield v. Exxon
(1994) (Chapter 3), contain a world of information (Exxon 1989b).
The clinical data show that a total of 6,722 cases of “Upper
Respiratory Infection”(URI) were recorded by Exxon’s medical team
from the first week in May through closure of cleanup operations in
mid September 1989. In medical circles,URI is a catchall phrase for
common colds and other infections of the upper respiratory tract
including the nose, throat, and pharynx. Even at first glance at the
data,it was obvious something went horribly wrong during the 1989
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cleanup,if roughly one of every two workers became sick enough to
report respiratory problems.

Exxon refused to allow anyone to review or even glance at its
clinical data—not the NIOSH investigators, not the state or federal
OSHA representatives, not the Alaska epidemiologist, not the Alaska
Workers’ Compensation Board, and certainly not workers and the
public.No one except Exxon and VECO knew the data even existed
and the companies held these cards tightly to their chest.The six
pages of data were peeled from Exxon’s clenched fists by a court dis-
closure order in late 1992, well after the state and federal reports on
the health effects of the cleanup had been completed.Before Exxon
and VECO regained control of the documents and hid them from the
public under a confidentiality order, the clinical and exposure data
were obtained by a handful of people.

The first public airing of Exxon’s horrible secret and the exten-
sive health effects of the cleanup was an article by maritime reporter
William Coughlin with the Boston Globe in April 1992(a).The issue
held the media’s attention for about a month,then it vanished from
the news for the next seven years. In March 1999, Natalie Phillips
with the Anchorage Daily News wrote a lengthy investigative article
on chronic health problems of cleanup workers and concerns of gov-
ernment officials and occupational professionals about Exxon’s
worker safety program.In November 2001 the Los Angles Times car-
ried another investigative piece by Kim Murphy and in March 2003
Mother Jones published a piece by Susan Stranahan. Each of these
articles brought to light more wrenching stories on the human
effects of the health disaster,but none further analyzed the data avail-
able in the hard-won six pages.

I tried and quickly became stonewalled by the word games.The
main problem was that the “onshore” and “offshore” designations
were legal artifacts based on where workers were housed,not where
they worked (Table A.2, p. 451). Health claims from workers who
were housed “onshore”were covered through the federal Longshore
and Harbor Workers Act. Health claims from workers who were
housed “offshore” in Exxon-contracted berthing vessels and other
ships were mostly covered through the federal Occupational Safety
and Health Act.

These designations were also only very general categorizations
of relative risk of exposure.Many offshore crews worked on or near
the beaches and were directly exposed to hazardous conditions;
however, some offshore jobs, including divers, cooks, fuel barge
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attendants, and medical teams, were less exposed. Conversely, many
of the onshore workers did administrative or other low risk work,
while others handled oily waste, worked at boat-cleaning stations,or
otherwise exposed themselves to similar risks as offshore workers.
Unfortunately, the broad “onshore”and “offshore”designations in the
clinical data set made it impossible to decipher, which, if any, of the
various cleanup jobs posed more of a health risk to workers.

It seemed,however, that Exxon was also interested in this issue.
The six pages of data included Exxon’s analysis of respiratory ill-
nesses relative to onshore and offshore (PWS) workers (Table A.2,p.
451). These comparisons show the average weekly incidence of
reported respiratory problems was up to four times higher for PWS
workers than onshore workers,10.5 percent and 2.7 percent, respec-
tively. Since about one-quarter of the offshore workers were located
outside the Sound, I adjusted for this and the average weekly inci-
dence of URIs in PWS workers dropped to 7.8 percent.The adjusted
rate is still over three times higher than for onshore workers.This
suggests, in very general terms, that cleaning beaches may have
posed more of a health risk than “onshore” work in town.

In mulling over the data set, I realized that many more than
11,000 workers most likely were involved with the cleanup.I knew
a lot of fishermen such as the Thornes (Chapter 1) simply quit the
cleanup when fishing started. Many workers could have become
injured or ill and been replaced, as evidenced by VECO’s pink slip
method of avoiding illness claims (Chapter 3). I concluded that
Exxon’s oft-cited number for the total cleanup workers, 11,000, is a
low-end estimate, much like Exxon’s oft-cited number for the spill
volume, 11 million gallons.The truth about the numbers of cleanup
workers—and potentially sick former workers, assuming some frac-
tion of the total is chronically ill from cleanup exposures—lies in
payroll records.

Alaska Workers’ Com pen s a ti on Boa rd
I was determined to learn how 6,722 cases of potential work-related
illnesses fell through the safety net of federal and state worker pro-
tection and compensation laws. For starters,only about one in twen-
ty-five respiratory illness claims were reported to the Alaska Workers’
Compensation Board (“Workers’Comp Board”). About 1,800 people
filed claims for spill-related injuries and illnesses,starting as early as
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March (Wilson 1991).1 Roughly two-thirds of these were for injuries,
mostly sprains, strains, bruises, or crushing.The remaining one-third
or some 600 claims were for illnesses; of these, 264 claims were
coded as respiratory problems.

Confusion arose among state and federal OSHA health officials
and the U.S. Coast Guard over where and how to file claims. Where
the claim was filed depended on whether the incident occurred on
land, on the water, on the water but docked, or above or below the
high water mark. How the claim was coded depended on where it
was filed because the three systems were all slightly different.

To its cre d i t , the Wo rke rs ’ Comp Board developed a special
d a t abase for all the oil spill-related claims that allowed data entry
of a broader scope of info rmation than any of the “ s t a n d a rd ” s y s-
tems (ADOL 1990a).The Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL or “A -
doll”) analyzed the claims as a data set to determine trends of
wo rk - related cl a i m s . Pam and I looked care f u l ly at the ADOL re p o rt
and data set to determine if we could learn anything more ab o u t
the nature and source of these claims and to see if we agreed with
A D O L’s concl u s i o n s .

Chemical Poisoning Not Recogni zed

Under federal law (OSHA), work-related injury and illness claims are
coded by “nature” (type; i.e., sprain, burn, fracture, etc.), “source”
(cause; i.e., animal, ladder, cold, chemical, etc.), “type of accident”
(fall,overexertion,etc.),and “part of body affected” (i.e.,head,upper
ex t re m i t y, t ru n k , e t c . ) , with bre a kouts for specific body part s .
Occupational data were all new to me,but I noticed right away that
the coding system seemed more set up to deal with physical injuries
than illnesses.For example,the “types of accident” list does not have
specific codes for exposures to oil, chemicals,and solvents.

This made sense from an historic perspective.When OSHA was
passed in 1970,the concern at the time was to protect workers from
physical injuries.Little was known then about symptoms associated
with chemical-induced illnesses, which became a concern after the
explosive growth of the chemical industry, starting in the mid-twen-
tieth century.

Reported injuries and illnesses are usually categorized as time
loss claims or non-time loss claims, with more of the latter in any
given year. For example, 518 of 1,797 claims filed for the cleanup
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were time loss claims.The majority of claims,the non-time loss ones,
are usually not coded and analyzed further. However, ADOL recog-
nized the oil spill cleanup as “an unusual event of large scale” and
coded all cases received to “provide a better understanding of the oil
spill cases”(ADOL 1990a,28).

ADOL compared the time loss claims from the cleanup to those
from 1987 (the last year completed at the time of the spill) to look
for unusual patterns of injury or illnesses.2 With claims grouped “by
nature,” ADOL’s analysis shows injuries occurred at about the same
rate or at a lower rate during the cleanup compared to 1987.
However,ADOL remarked,“The prevalence of work-related illnesses
on the cleanup is notable”(ibid.,29).

I looked carefully at ADOL’s analysis of the time loss claims,
grouped by “affected body part.” I saw there are nearly ten times
more illness claims in general for cleanup workers (21.8 percent)
than for the 1987 workforce (2.3 percent) (“Body System” in Table
A.2,p.451).Respiratory system illnesses are nearly twenty-one times
higher among cleanup workers compared to the 1987 workforce;
digestive system problems are fourteen times higher; and nervous
system illnesses are double the norm.

I also noticed that ADOL seemed to have trouble deciding how
to code some of the illnesses. Rates for “unspecified”illnesses of the
body system are nearly six times higher for cleanup worker and rates
for “non-classifiable” and “non-coded”illnesses combined are eleven
times higher (Table A.3, p. 452).These observations suggested that
the cleanup was unusual both in terms of nature and source of many
health problems.

Using ADOL’s grouping of all the illness claims (including non-
time loss) “by nature” or type, I resorted the data into categories I
would expect from oil inhalation exposures—respiratory damage,
chemical symptoms, and central nervous system problems (Table
A.4, p. 453). I anticipated that these categories might account for
almost all the illnesses, but I was surprised: respiratory symptoms
accounted for 43 percent; chemical symptoms for 14 percent; but
central nervous system (CNS) problems for only 3 percent of the
total.This didn’t make sense, as CNS symptoms are one of the key
indicators of crude oil inhalation.However, a whopping 35 percent
of the symptoms were coded as “undefined.”

Fo l l owing a hunch , I called the author of the ADOL re p o rt ,J i m
Wilson (ADOL, R e s e a rch and A n a ly s i s , Ju n e a u ,A K , p e rs . c o m m . , 1 5
June 2001), who explained that wo rk - related claims are coded
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without the benefit of medical pers o n n e l . “ U n d e fi n e d ” i l l n e s s e s
i n clude headach e s , d i z z i n e s s , b u rning eye s , ear and nose bl e e d s ,
and other classic CNS symptoms of ex p o s u re to crude oil and sol-
vent inhalation.

I checked out ADOL’s analysis of all the claims “by source,” again
focusing on illnesses and using my three prime suspect categories of
chemical symptoms, respiratory symptoms, and “other” (as a surro-
gate for CNS symptoms).This time the data showed that the source
for nearly 40 percent of the illness was unknown (Table A.5,p.454).
From its source analysis,ADOL concludes,“The major source of all
respiratory cases was due to cold weather”(1990,29).But one can’t
catch a cold from working in a cold environment.ADOL also con-
cludes that petroleum was not a significant source of injury and ill-
ness claims, but this conclusion does not consider inhalation of oily
vapors,mists,and aerosols as potential sources.According to Wilson,
no one questioned whether the large number of predominately res-
piratory illnesses and “not classified” illnesses could have been
caused by chemical poisoning rather than simple colds or flu.

The ADOL report concludes that the accident rate for the
cleanup was not “unusual” relative to the 1987 claims. Miller and I
disagree.We believe that ADOL overlooked chemical-induced illness-
es as a possible cause of the respiratory problems and other illness-
es,and we offer the following reasons to support our contention.

I could account for at least three potentially huge sources of error.
First, the OSHA system was never designed to recognize or interpret
occupational illness data from chemical exposures and it lacks more
specific codes for illnesses, as evidenced by the high numbers of
“undefined” or “non classified” claims. Second, the OSHA system also
fails workers who do not understand the nature of their illness and so
reported their claims inaccurately.And third, under the OSHA system
illness claims can be inaccurately coded by staff without expertise in
occupational medicine or industrial hygiene.

I couldn’t help but wonder what ADOL might have concl u d e d
had the state known about the 6,722 cases of re s p i ra t o ry illnesses.
If these re s p i ra t o ry illnesses had been re p o rt e d , ADOL might have
realized that the accident rate during the cl e a nup was ve ry unu s u a l
and the state might have dealt diffe re n t ly with the sick wo rke rs
cl a i m s .
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Potenti al Chemical Poisoning Cas es Dismiss ed

Miller and I enlisted the help of Barbara Williams with the Alaska
Injured Workers’Alliance to determine the fate of the cleanup claims.
We suspected that inasmuch as the OSHA system had failed to accu-
rately recognize chemical-induced illnesses from the cleanup, the
state system would also fail to adequately compensate workers for
these illnesses.We figured if chemical-induced illnesses were not ade-
quately compensated through “the system,” there would be little
incentive to improve workers’ protection laws to prevent these ill-
nesses from occurring in the first place. Little did I realize that we
were stepping into a hornet’s nest in our attempt to investigate work-
ers’ claims from the cleanup.

Each state determines the fate of its own injured workers;there
is no federal oversight.The Alaska workers’ compensation program
was set up as a bargain that traded the legal rights of workers for an
administered no-fault insurance system. According to a 1995 report,
“Working without a Net,” by the Alaska Public Interest Research
Group (AkPIRG or “ACK-pirg”), the program does not work as
planned. Instead of providing immediate compensation to workers
without lengthy litigation, the program perpetuates “a grotesque
fraud on working people and on an Alaskan public, which assumes
that the program adequately addresses work place injuries . . .”
(AkPIRG 1995,3).

Suffice it to say that the Alaska workers’compensation program
has been the target of repeated investigations,audits,and reports for
the past quarter century (AK State Legislature 1999). The Alaska
Workers’ Compensation Act underwent sweeping revisions in 1988,
one year before the spill, out of concern by businesses that the law
favored injured workers at the expense of economic development.
Official audits, sponsored by the State of Alaska, and reports spon-
sored by public watchdog organizations conclude that the current
version of this act severely disadvantages workers.

The oil spill cleanup workers who filed claims with the state in
1989 and thereafter fell under the revised act.A quick look at the
inner workings of the workers’ compensation process, through the
eyes of AkPIRG reveals what happened to most cleanup workers’
claims.Under this system,injured workers “are placed in the care of
insurance adjusters”who are essentially caseworkers, serving as the
point of contact for all health care providers” (AkPIRG 1995, 19).
Keep in mind that adjusters are responsible for the insurer’s financial
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interests,not the worker’s.Adjusters are bound by statue to a thirty-
day deadline to process claims.

AkPIRG found that “process”means in most cases “controvert”or
to determine that the worker no longer needs compensation benefits.
According to my tenth edition of the collegiate Webster’s dictionary,
controvert literally means to engage in controversy, or to dispute a
point by reasoning, something which adjusters are paid to do and
injured workers are not.The small pool of workers’attorneys,whose
fees average less than one-third of those of insurance company attor-
neys, report being quite familiar with the “wholesale controversion”
tactics of insurance adjusters (AkPIRG 1995). Webster’s dictionary
contains no definition for “controversion.” However, in the trade this
means that an injured worker has either reached “medical stability”
and is expected to be able to return to work,or the worker is rated
for a permanent impairment.

“Medical stability,” as defined under Alaska law (AK 2000), as
“the date after which further objectively measurable improvement
from the effects of the compensable injury is not reasonably expect-
ed to result from additional medical care or treatment . . .”The law
recognizes that additional medical care may be needed. However, the
law states,“Medical stability is presumed in the absence of objective-
ly measurable improvement for a period of forty-five days,” absent
“clear and convincing evidence”to the contrary [AS 23.30.295 (21)].

According to AkPIRG, if an injured worker doesn’t reach medical
stability in the forty-five days allowed in state law, then an insurance
adjuster can “controvert” (deny) all benefits,while claiming that the
worker is able to return to work or permanently disabled.The forty-
five-day window is barely enough time for a broken bone to mend
and certainly not enough time for persons with chemical-induced ill-
nesses to recuperate.

Chemical-induced illnesses often result in some degree of per-
manent impairment,sometimes to the extreme of complete disabili-
ty, as in the case of La Joie and some of the Inipol workers (Chapters
5 to 7). Alaska law calls for the workers’compensation system to use
the American Medical Association (AMA) Guides to the Evaluation
of Permanent Impairment to determine the existence and degree of
the impairment [AS 23.30.190 (b)].

While AkPIRG points out ex t e n s i ve failings of reliance on this
guide (1995, 3 2 – 3 5 ) , one of the largest pro bl e m s , at least re l a t i ve to
cl e a nup wo rke rs , is that the A M A , as a whole, is enorm o u s ly re l u c t a n t
to ack n ow l e d ge chemical sensitivity as a disability (Chapter 9).M a ny of
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the symptoms of chemical sensitivities and other chemical-induced ill-
nesses are not rated in the AMA Guides. In A l a s k a , if an injury is not
a d d ressed in the AMA Guides, it is gi ven a “ ze ro ra t i n g ” by the Wo rke rs ’
Comp Board . In the convoluted and circular reasoning ch a ra c t e ristic of
the controve rsion pro c e s s , the Wo rke rs ’ Comp Board does not treat a
condition with a “ z e ro ra t i n g ” as an impairment! (AkPIRG 1995, 34) 

To further stack the deck against chemical-induced illnesses, in
1988 the Alaska legislature eliminated provisions that addressed
impairments,which could be medically proven,but which were not
found in the rating system.Injuries that are not addressed by the cur-
rent ratings system include: chemical and environmental sensitivity;
brain damage (such as brain fog,loss of cognitive abilities,loss of abil-
ity to concentrate, depression, and ir ritability); loss of strength, cer-
tain types of skin conditions, headaches, and chronic pain, among
others (ibid.,34).Each of these symptoms is known to be associated
with chemical sensitivity—at least by doctors who recognize this dis-
ease.None of the common chemical sensitivity symptoms,described
by cleanup workers’and similar to those diagnosed by medical doc-
tors in Gulf War vets (Ashford and Miller 1998),are recognized by the
workers’compensation system in Alaska.

Once workers are controverted,many drop their claims,because
they cannot afford to wait the mandatory sixty days without financial
and legal assistance for a pre-hearing before the Workers’ Comp
Board.The state keeps no data on system dropouts.

However, AkPIRG reports,“Of the 30,000 workplace injuries in
Alaska each year, 10,000 are serious enough to require recuperation
time away from work”(1995,31). AkPIRG assumed that a large num-
ber of these would ultimately seek remedy through the hearing
process,because of widespread worker dissatisfaction with the lack
of compensation. Between 1993 and 1995, AkPIRG found the aver-
age number of pre-hearings was 1,804, but an average of only 347
cases, or 3.5 percent of the total 10,000, made it through the hear-
ing process to some resolution! And this 3.5 percent includes cases
that were ultimately denied by the Workers’Comp Board.

Given this history, I held little hope that any of the cleanup workers
had been adequately compensated, much less the workers with
chemical-induced illnesses.I followed the trail of a handful of them—
Scott Roberts (Roberts v. Veco [1996]), Ron Smith (ADOL, AWCB
1992b), and Ed Meggert (ADOL, AWCB 1992a), among others—
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through the Workers’ Comp Board process. Meggert had an illustra-
tive experience under a system that outwardly masquerades to com-
pensate injured workers.

Plagued by poor health since his exposure to Corexit mist in July
1989 (Chapter 1), Meggert filed a claim for respiratory injury with
the Workers’ Comp Board, the next spring. Meggert was a state
employee and he had been on a state job when he was exposed to
the solvent aerosol. He harbored no illusions about the workers’
compensation system.

Three weeks before he received official notice from the state that
it received his claim (ADOL 1990c), he received an application from
the state’s insurance adjuster, Surety of Alaska, denying his claim
(ADOL 1990b).When Meggert protested,Surety of Alaska’s claim man-
ager wrote that he wanted to make“doubly sure that we have treated
you fairly,” but the manager insisted that he had “received no medical
information that would indicate that your respiratory distress was
connected with your claimed exposure to Corexit.Yours is the only
claim we are aware of concerning this product used during the oil
spill cleanup”(Surety of Alaska 1990).

Meggert sent the insurance adjuster a copy of the disclaimer
form that Exxon had paid people to sign (Figure 1, p. 33). He
explained to the adjuster, there were “good reasons why you are not
aware of any other claims”(Meggert 1991).He charged that Surety of
Alaska acted as expected,“though a bit premature,”he noted,since he
was still undergoing medical examinations for his illness. His first
doctor found no bacterial or viral component to his illness and sent
him to a specialist,who,according to Meggert (2001),“poked around
inside me for awhile and basically told me it was all in my head.There
wasn’t any damage there.” Meggert decided his condition was more
“aggravating than life-threatening,” so he didn’t further challenge the
controversion notice.He let the matter drop.

Several years later, Meggert (2001) noticed that exposure to cig-
arette smoke in enclosed areas would make him “feel like hell” the
next day. He became prone to sinus infections, which he never had
before the spill cleanup, to the point where, during the winter, he
“just pretty much had one steady sinus infection.”He developed “very
mild asthmatic symptoms”when he walked outside in cold weather.
At first,he thought all these problems were“just a normal side effect
of getting older.” But then he ran into some other people who had
been out on the beach during the ill-fated Corexit test and they were
having similar—or worse—health problems.
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Luckily for Meggert,his health problems,though annoying, were
not disabling.Others weren’t so “lucky.”

Of the original 1,797 Exxon Valdez oil spill worker injury claims filed
with the state,440 claims were covered by the federal Longshore and
Harbor Workers’Act.Applying the dismal 3.5 percent to the remain-
ing 1,397 claims handled by the state suggests that less than fifty
cases may have been “resolved” by the Workers’ Comp Board—and
not all of these with positive results for workers as in the case of
Scott Roberts (Chapter 9). Most injury and illness claims that
stemmed from the cleanup simply vanished,like Meggert’s case,leav-
ing no clues that there could be persistent health problems.

Federal Inve s ti ga ti on Fi z z l e s
I turned next to the NIOSH (1991) Health Hazard Evaluation Report
to determine what the federal investigators learned of cleanup work-
ers’ exposures and health problems,and what they recommended to
address these issues.

In April 1989 at the request of the Laborers’International Union
of North America (1989; Laborer’s National Health and Safety Fund
1989a, 1989b), the Alaska State Health Department, and the U.S.
Coast Guard, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) to decided to conduct a health hazard evaluation
during the Exxon Valdez oil spill cleanup.NIOSH investigators visit-
ed Alaska three times in 1989,during April, June,and July.The team’s
findings regarding Exxon’s worker safety program are discussed in
Chapter 2.

According to the NIOSH report,“During July and August 1989, a
medical epidemiologist assigned to NIOSH’s Division of Safety
Research attempted to conduct a systematic record-based review of
illness and injury information . . . [H]owever, attempts to collect this
type of information were largely unsuccessful”(1991,6).This was not
entirely the investigators’ fault.Exxon obstructed the NIOSH investi-
gators’ planned study by refusing to provide access to workers on
remote beaches (Phillips 1999).

The NIOSH investigators tried other approaches to collect work-
related injury and illness data. “A sample of medical records at the
hospital in Valdez [the major community provider of health care]
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revealed a variety of injuries and illnesses among oil spill workers,
but the relatively low proportion of VECO [the major contractor
involved in the cleanup of the oil spill] employees among these work-
ers suggested that the latter were not representative of the work-
force.Records at the hospitals in Anchorage were not filed in a way in
which those involving visits related to the oil spill could be readily
retrieved.A questionnaire survey of a portion of the oil spill workers
was planned, but logistic difficulties prevented its timely implemen-
tation”(NIOSH 1991,29–30).

NIOSH investigators were aware “of the dramatic increase in
upper respiratory tract illnesses among workers and residents of
Valdez”and they noted in their 1991 report,“Upper respiratory infec-
tions among workers were reportedly common.” They reported that
the Alaska Department of Health seemed to think that this outbreak
of illnesses was caused by a virus,although the state epidemiologist
later told a reporter that the state’s lab had found no unique influen-
za viruses in Valdez (Phillips 1999).The NIOSH team was aware of  “at
least one reported incident of acute, self-limited, irritant and neuro-
logic[al] symptoms affecting several workers who may have been
exposed to crude oil”(NIOSH 1991,29).It was certainly not hard to
learn of other group chemical exposures (Chapters 1 and 6), but
NIOSH chose to believe that the rapid spread of the respiratory ill-
nesses was “presumably facilitated by the crowded living conditions
on some of the vessels used for housing” (ibid., 29). Based on avail-
able data,the NIOSH team decided,“Routine periodic medical testing
of the workers was not conducted and did not appear to have been
warranted”(ibid.,30).

The NIOSH team (1991) also toyed with the idea of evaluating
worker exposure to weathered crude oil,particularly the hazardous
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),using “biomarkers,” chem-
ical or biological evidence associated with specific chemical expo-
sures and detected by sophisticated blood work analysis.They iden-
tified “no plausible technique” for a biomarker analysis and found
only “trace concentrations (10–31 parts per million)”of PAHs in the
weathered crude oil,so they dropped the matter (30).

It is true that the use of biomarkers to identify minute traces of
chemicals parked in body organs and to track the biological effects
through analysis of blood chemistry was in its infancy in 1989.
However, techniques certainly existed to pinpoint crude oil and
other chemical exposure in human blood in 1989. Commercial labs
like Accu-Chem Laboratories in Dallas,Texas, had an extensive data-
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base on biomarkers indicative of various chemical exposures in
humans. In fact, several sick workers used this lab three years after
the cleanup to identify evidence of crude oil and solvents in their
blood in preparation for personal injury lawsuits (Chapters 8 and 9).
Also scientists studying the persistent effects of oil in wildlife also
used biomarkers extensively (Chapter 18). Their biomarker work
occurred at minute levels of oil—low parts per billion—or 10,000
times lower than the supposedly “trace” concentrations identified
by the NIOSH investigators.

A pro p e r ly conducted ex p o s u re assessment on cl e a nup wo rk-
e rs in 1989 with biomarke rs would have been a seminal and pre c e-
dent-setting study with potentially enormous contributions to
u n d e rstanding human health effects of PAH ex p o s u re .But it did not
h a p p e n .

Instead, unable to conduct their systematic, record-based field
evaluation of worker conditions and health as planned, NIOSH offi-
cials were forced to rely on Exxon’s air quality monitoring data for
exposure assessment and Exxon’s clinical data for evaluation of
health effects. At the end of the summer,Exxon and VECO refused to
voluntarily release their records to the federal government. NIOSH
officials never subpoenaed Exxon or VECO for the records, citing
lack of staff to pursue the case (Phillips 1999). Two years later,VECO
officials claimed they had “no recollection now of anyone denying
access to medical records”(Murphy 2001).

The NIOSH investigators concluded, “Based on available data,
there is no basis for recommending long-term medical surveillance of
the health of the workers involved in the cleanup of the oil spill”
(1991,30,emphasis added).

This statement reveals the lack of concern rampant among
those whose job it was to care for cl e a nup wo rke rs and the circ u l a r
l o gic that created no apparent need for fo l l ow-up medical care .
NIOSH inve s t i g a t o rs based their conclusions on info rmation that
was “ ava i l abl e .”H oweve r, the inve s t i g a t o rs made little effo rt to get all
of the ava i l able info rm a t i o n . T h ey failed to subpoena Exxon to
obtain its ex p o s u re data (discussed in Chapter 3) and its cl i n i c a l
re c o rds—the 6,722 re s p i ra t o ry cl a i m s .T h ey superfi c i a l ly glanced at
the cl e a nup claims filed with the Alaska Wo rke rs ’ C o m p e n s a t i o n
B o a rd , stating only the obvious in one brief paragra p h . And then
t h ey parroted the state’s conclusion that the re s p i ra t o ry claims “ c o n-
sisted pri m a ri ly of bro n ch i t i s - t y p e , rather than ch e m i c a l - i n d u c e d ,i l l-
n e s s e s ”( i b i d ,3 1 ) .
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There is no evidence to support this conclusion in either the
state’s report or the NIOSH report. In fact, the “available evidence”
discussed in this chapter and throughout this section suggests just
the opposite.
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Chapter 9.

Toxic Torts and Justice Denied

In this chapter, Pam Miller and I investigate the history of one of the
many ill-fated personal injury lawsuits filed in the aftermath of the
1989 cleanup.Chemical-induced personal injury cases are known as
“toxic torts.” In this case, Roberts v. Exxon (1999), we examine the
medical and legal hurdles that tripped sick workers,one by one.We
find evidence that justice was ultimately denied and learn of the con-
sequences for some of the injured people.

(Author’s note:I reconstructed this story from court records on
file at the federal courthouse in Anchorage, AK.Four-digit numbers
refer to motions, orders, or other material from Roberts v. Exxon
[1999].)

Against the Odds
In January 1994,Ron Smith and Dolly La Joie joined two other injured
workers—Scott Roberts and Richard Merrill—and filed a lawsuit in
California through Melvin Belli’s office.They sued Exxon corporation,
its shipping company SeaRiver Maritime, and VECO for “severe per-
sonal and bodily injuries . . . resulting in permanent disability,” stem-
ming from the oil spill cleanup (No.1,3).Their lawsuit claimed Exxon
and VECO were negligent in failing to provide proper protection or
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supervision, or even warning, that the chemicals, petroleum, and
other substances were dangerous and damaging to health.Their law-
suit also claimed Exxon and VECO were negligent under general mar-
itime law for subjecting the plaintiffs to dangerous conditions. Each
plaintiff asked for two million dollars.

T h ey we re ve ry optimistic about their chance of receiving a
favo rable awa rd . After all, Belli was the lege n d a ry ‘king of tort s ’
with a fabled career making millions of dollars defending injure d
victims against doctors and insurance companies (C a l i fo rnia Bar
Jo u rn a l 1 9 9 6 ) . Smith and La Joie knew chemical sensitivity wa s
real and they understood that the oil spill cl e a nup wo rk had made
them sick . Smith had one of the best env i ronmental doctors in the
c o u n t ry, if not the wo r l d .But there was a lot that they didn’t know,
things that would have a direct bearing on their case. For ex a m p l e ,
when they filed their lawsuit in 1994, t h ey didn’t realize that the
justice system simply did not yet support the victims’ demand fo r
justice in most toxic tort cases (King 1999).C re d i bl e ,i n d e p e n d e n t
s c i e n t i fic studies on chemical sensitivity we re scarc e . So we re
studies defi n i t i ve ly linking specific chemicals as the cause of test-
ed proven diseases (Kanner 1999). It often takes ye a rs for diseases
l i ke cancer to show and fa c t o rs like smoking, d i e t , p re - ex i s t i n g
c o n d i t i o n s , and genetics confound the linkage to a specific sub-
stance or event (Rea 1995).The prevailing medical opinion holds
that chemicals are harmless unless proven otherwise. F u rt h e r,
t h e re is a deep-seated societal bias against the recognition of
chemical illnesses in ge n e ra l , p ri m a ri ly because of liability con-
c e rns by the petro chemical industry, health insure rs , and the fe d-
e ral gove rn m e n t .

The medical profession with its attendant drug industry and
insurance providers has grown huge,and it has much to lose by peo-
ple and doctors who claim that debilitating illnesses are caused by
chemicals at trace levels far below regulated levels.The drug industry
is part of the revolution in synthetic organic chemical production,
which had soared from less than 10 million tons per year in 1945 to
over 100 million tons by 1980 (Ashford and Miller 1998).Over 1,000
new chemicals a year were entering U.S. markets by the 1990s.
Production—and profit—overwhelm common sense and societal
safeguards.The health effects and toxicity of the vast majority of the
chemicals in commerce—drugs, pesticides, cosmetics, food addi-
tives—are unknown, and what is known was from research mostly
sponsored by the drug and chemical industries.People with chemical
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sensitivities are the undesired and silent side effects of this chemical-
based prosperity.

Chemical sensitivity is an emerging area of both medicine and
law, and it is extremely controversial in both arenas (Liberman,
DiMuro, and Boyd 1999).The often vague and multi-system symp-
toms associated with chemical sensitivity pose a problem for health
care professionals and create a field day for corporate lawyers.
Environmental doctors such as Dr.Rea find themselves constantly pit-
ted against legions of other physicians, primarily allergists and psy-
chiatrists who believe that chemical sensitivity is psychological, a
v i ew that serves corporate interests and infuriates patients.
Professional jealousies and rivalry from the traditional practices,
inflamed by corporate lawyers, hamper understanding of the new
disease process and hold patients and public policy hostage
(Hileman 1991).

Few succeed in overcoming these huge odds.Those who do find
that it takes dedicated lawyers,putting in lots of time and effort and
working cooperatively with plaintiffs, to win these cases. Further,
successful plaintiffs find they, themselves—not their lawyers—are
their own best advocates.Constant vigilance and active participation
are critical to winning.As other chemically poisoned people discov-
er,“Polite clients end up paying!”(King 1999,11).

Smith and La Joie learned this the hard way.They made several
critical mistakes. They trusted their lawyers to handle their case,
while they watched expectantly from the sidelines.They didn’t know
that Belli’s law firm was imploding from a series of suits and counter
suits between the aging Belli and his younger partners over the direc-
tion of the firm and financial management.

The California court where the injured workers filed Roberts v.
Exxon (1999) entered a stay in July 1994, ruling that Alaska was the
only appropriate venue for the case.When their attorneys took no
further action during the next eighteen months, Exxon and VECO
tried to have the case dismissed for lack of activity.The case was on
the verge of being dismissed when their lawyers finally moved it to
Alaska federal court in February 1996.

The lawyers’ tardiness was foreboding and it shook Smith’s con-
fidence, because he knew the same lawyers had also been similarly
inactive in his friend Lowe’s case—with disastrous consequences.
After the lawyers had failed to comply with a court order to compel
responses to Exxon’s discovery requests, the judge had dismissed
Lowe’s case Payne v. Exxon (1997) in its entirety in December 1995.
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An appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court was unsuccessful.
Then,during the same week that Lowe lost his lawsuit,Belli filed

for bankruptcy protection to reorganize his failing law firm (Carlsen
1995).When the plaintiffs’ lawyers finally moved Roberts v. Exxon
(1999) to Anchorage in early 1996, the crumbling Belli empire was
consuming much of their California lawyer’s attention.

However, the injured workers picked up Alaska co-counsel with
the change in venue and, for the next several months, the new
lawyers with Houston & Henderson fought off many attempts by
Exxon and VECO to have the case dismissed on various legal techni-
calities.Exxon and VECO were so tenacious in their effort that Judge
Russel Holland,who had been assigned the case, finally wrote,“[I]t is
preferable that cases be decided upon their merits rather than tech-
nicalities”(No. 18, 4). Judge Holland was familiar with Exxon’s legal
tactics,because he was also handling the massive consolidated case
brought by fishermen, Natives, communities, and others against
Exxon for oil spill damages.1

In July, Belli passed away quietly from pancreatic cancer. Shortly
after his death, a federal court transferred seventy-six of Belli’s civil
cases,including Roberts v. Exxon (1999),to Daniel Stenson with the
law firm of John E. Hill, Belli’s former partner, which had been han-
dling the case all along (Brazil 1996).

P l aying the Odds—Corpora te Defense Stra tegi e s
Statute of Limitation

When Exxon and VECO couldn’t get Roberts v. Exxon (1999) dis-
missed in its entirety, company lawyers switched tactics and focused
on dismissing the individual plaintiffs one at a time.Their first target
was Scott Roberts, who claimed health problems from being hit in
the ear with Customblen during the cleanup.Customblen is a biore-
mediation product with slow-release pellets that contain nitrogen
and phosphorus fertilizer. Roberts had filed a claim with the Alaska
Workers Compensation Board (“Workers’ Comp Board”), but the
board had denied his claim after a hearing (ADOL,AWCB 1995).

In September 1996,Exxon and VECO moved to dismiss Roberts’
claims for the same reasons that the Workers’ Comp Board had dis-
missed his case earlier (No. 26). Exxon and VECO argued—again—
that Roberts’ claim was time-barred;that is,it exceeded the two-year
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statute of limitations for filing a claim once a person was aware of a
job-related injur y. Exxon and VECO also argued that since Roberts’
claim had already been litigated and decided by the Workers’Comp
Board,it couldn’t be litigated again.

It took a year, but ultimately Exxon and VECO were successful.
In 1997,Roberts’ claim was dismissed with prejudice on these legal
technicalities—and only oblique mention of the injuries that trig-
gered the lawsuit in the first place (No.37). A year later in 1998,the
Ninth Circuit Court upheld the lower court’s decision (No. 83).
Meanwhile, Richard Merrill, another plaintiff in the case, saw the
handwriting on the wall and quietly settled out of court for $10,000
(No.57).

Pinning the Blame on Something Els e

La Joie and Smith, the only remaining plaintiffs in Roberts v. Exxon
(1999), proved to be more of a challenge for the Exxon and VECO
lawyers.The central challenge involved the heavy use of solvents dur-
ing the oil spill cleanup.Neither Exxon nor VECO had produced any
records for monitoring worker exposure to the cleaning solvents De-
Solv-It, Citra-Solv, CitroKleen, Simple Green, and others.This created
a potentially huge liability problem that was difficult to dodge.

Occupational medicine practitioners widely recognize health
problems from solvents (Ashford and Miller 1998; Wilkinsen 1998).
Solvents are “lipophilic,” literally “fat-loving” compounds that readily
dissolve into fatty tissue and nerves, which are insulated with a fat
compound called mye l i n . S o l vents are known to affect the
autonomous nervous system, especially the respiratory center, and
cause breathing to become labored.Respiratory distress was the chief
complaint of cleanup workers in 1989 (Chapter 8). Solvents are also
known to act directly on the brain and central nervous system;affect
thought processes,particularly memory and concentration;and cause
changes in mood and personality—precisely what Smith and La Joie,
among others,had experienced after the cleanup.

To prevail,toxic tort litigation does not require proof of medical
causes, but rather proof that the person is disabled and that some
action of the defendants caused the disability (Prosser and Keeton
1984, section 52, Chap. 8 passim). Corporate defense lawyers have
devised several strategies to maneuver around the disability prob-
l e m — s i ck people are often convincing to juries (Rach e l ’s
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Environment and Health Weekly 1999). They troll for information
during “discovery,” (a legal process during which evidence is col-
lected) to buttress their arguments.In Roberts v. Exxon (1999), the
defense lawyers were searching for any other possible cause of the
plaintiffs’health problems,on which the lawyers could pin the plain-
tiffs’ disabilities and for which Exxon and VECO were not responsi-
ble.Discovery is a bit like a fishing expedition:one knows what one
is looking for, but one never knows what one will catch.

The corporate lawyers’ strategy for dealing with Smith was to
confuse his cleanup-related health problems with other chemical
exposures prior to the cleanup and with physical injuries since the
cleanup. Smith’s occupational exposure history was a virtual smor-
gasbord for the corporate lawyers (Smith 1996). The list included
pesticides and insecticides from a farm job; chemical, metal, paint,
and oil smoke and dust from welding; sandblasting dust; gas,diesel,
and machine oils from working with heavy equipment; PCBs from
digging contaminated dirt, among other things. Exxon’s lawyer also
found Smith had been exposed,at home or elsewhere,to other sub-
stances known to trigger reactions in chemically sensitive people.
This list included spray paints; formaldehyde off-gassing from his
trailer home; cleaning agents such as Mr. Clean, Formula 409, and
Gunk; battery lead, when he poured lead fishing sinkers as a kid;
paints of all sorts;snuff;insecticides sprayed around the home;pets;
house plants . . . .The list went on and on (Sidebar 8,below).
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The Ch emical Delu ge
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) estimates that there
are 650,000 chemical products, with hundreds of new products introduced annual-
ly. About 32 million workers handle and are potentially exposed to one or more
chemical hazards (OSHA 1998,1). Current scientific research demonstrates that
exposures to extraordinarily low doses of certain chemicals can result in serious
health problems including nervous system damage, reproductive disorders,
endocrine disorders,immune system effects,and birth defects. Virtually nothing is
known about health hazards from chemical mixtures.

Congress enacted the Occupational Safety and Health Act in 1970 to ensure
safe and healthful living conditions for every American worker over the period of
his or her lifetime. Under provisions of the law, employers must inform employees
about the identities and hazards of workplace chemicals to which they are exposed.
Yet, OSHA has set permissible exposure limits (PELs) for only 600 industrial chem-
icals (Gordon 1998,65). OSHA has developed fewer than 30 health standards since
1971 (Schettler et al. 1999, 252).A 1997 study by the Environmental Defense Fund
reported that basic information was available on environmental and health effects
for no more than 29 percent of the highest production-volume chemicals that are
produced or imported into the United States (Geiser 2001,179).
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Then, there was his plane accident. In response to a series of
transparent questions designed to shift the responsibility for Smith’s
health problems from Exxon and VECO to the plane accident,Smith
finally exploded in exasperation.“I’m claiming that not long after the
spill my whole body started going downhill at a high rate of speed,
and it ain’t stopped yet”(Smith 1996,98).When the lawyer persisted
and asked him point blank if he was claiming that his occasional
chest pains had anything to do with his oil spill cleanup work,Smith
exploded again.“I feel it all adds up to be tied together. I think I get
under stress. I feel it causes me to have chest pains. I feel that’s . . .
because it’s deteriorated my health,and I can’t do what I want to do.
In other words, the mind is willing, but the body is not, and some-
times I get real frustrated with myself, frustrated with other people,
and just .. .highly stressed out.”“I feel like [the oil spill cleanup work]
has broken down my whole system. Just run me down.The chemi-
cals are slowly eating my whole system away”(ibid.,104–106).

The Exxon and VECO law ye rs knew ex a c t ly what they we re
d o i n g . Despite Smith’s ve ry convincing story, the law ye rs , a c t i n g
s h rew d ly within the law, had found plenty of loopholes that wo u l d
wo rk in court to re l i eve their clients of responsibility for Smith’s
i n j u ri e s . T h ey next turned their attention to Smith’s only ex p e rt
w i t n e s s .

Legal Ha cking of Chemical Sensitivity Claims

In Ja nu a ry 1998, the Exxon and VECO law ye rs took Dr. R e a ’s depo-
sition in Dallas. D r. Rea was a reluctant ex p e rt witness. He re g a rd e d
t rials and depositions as counterpro d u c t i ve .T h ey stole time from his
p recious wo rk , and the court process was biased to adva n t age
we a l t hy corporations and deny justice to those whom he devo t e d
his life .D u ring the previous decade, the doctor had gi ven only some
t wo hundred depositions for his patients, and he had a good sense
for which ones we re complete wastes of his time based solely on
the law ye rs . D r. Rea didn’t hold mu ch hope for Smith, because his
l aw yer did not even bother to show up at the doctor’s deposition
(Rea 1998, 4 – 5 ) .

Dr. Rea’s deposition proceeded in a manner very familiar to the
doctor. Corporate defense lawyers were always very good, well pre-
pared, and well-versed on chemical sensitivity. They knew how to
play the odds to win.
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The Exxon and VECO lawyers focused on the two medical tests,
which showed that Smith’s injuries resulted from chemical exposure
during the oil spill cleanup. The Accu-Chem blood test (1992b)
showed high levels of chemicals associated with exposure to crude oil
and solvents (trimethylbenzenes, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, 2-methylpen-
tane, 3-methylpentane, and n-hexane). The single-photon-emission
computed tomography (SPECT) brain scan showed darkened areas of
Smith’s brain where these chemicals had cut off blood flow, interfered
with the brain’s function, and produced some of Smith’s symptoms
such as short-term memory loss (Hickey 1992).Dr. Rea had not lost a
court case since he and a colleague had pioneered using the SPECT
brain scans for chemical sensitivity testing. The Exxon and VECO
lawyers knew this,so they tried to get the doctor to admit that a mul-
tiplicity of other things could have led to the same test results and
symptoms,and that Smith’s tests weren’t all that unusual compared to
control populations.

It was hard for the lawyers to get around the high levels of sol-
vents and trimethylbenzene in Smith’s blood work with Dr. Rea
insisting that “those levels in a person who’s not in the middle of an
oil field or oil refinery don’t accumulate like that” (Rea 1998, 56).
Trimethylbenzene and n-hexanes are associated with crude oil expo-
sure. Dr. Rea had seen these compounds in Gulf War vets. So had
other physicians (Chapter 10).

The Exxon and VECO lawyers were well aware of the sick Gulf
War vets.They switched tactics. They knew people could get sol-
vents,the methylpentanes,from a wide variety of common sources—
glues, gasoline, degreasers such as Gunk—all of which Dr. Rea con-
firmed.The lawyers specifically avoided mentioning degreasers used
on the cl e a nu p — D e - S o l v - I t , C i t ro K l e e n , and Simple Gre e n .
Trimethylbenzenes are found in paint thinners, perfumes, dyes, and
fuel additives, and n-hexane, which is in glues, air fresheners,
degreasers, paints, penetrators for pesticides, varnish, solvents, and
g a s o l i n e . E x x o n ’s law yer asked specifi c a l ly, “ H ow does 1,1,1-
trichloroethane get into people who aren’t oilfield workers?” (Rea
1998,48,emphasis added). Dr. Rea answered,“Degreasers,dry clean-
ing fluids,paint,” and even decaf coffee up until at least 1993 (ibid.,
48–49).

The lawyers fired a volley of diversionary questions.The med-
ications Smith took after his plane accident—the steroids,painkillers,
mood elevators—could they add to his body load? Welding smoke—
could that cause neurological and respiratory symptoms,and even an
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abnormal SPECT scan, in someone who was already chemically sen-
sitive? Tobacco,specifically snuff—could that contribute to chemical
sensitivity? Could a combination of painkillers and welding fumes
cause chemical sensitivities in a susceptible individual? Could not
wearing any kind of respiratory protection while digging around
PCB-contaminated dirt cause chemical sensitivities? Wasn’t the aver-
age home the most polluted place commonly encountered in the
environment? Dr. Rea confirmed that all these things could con-
tribute to chemical sensitivities (Rea 1998,23–25,57).

Dr. Rea knew control populations were a problem. People are
exposed to so many chemicals in their daily lives that it is almost
impossible to find unexposed individuals. Dr. Rea had tried to find
what he thought of as “normal”people to develop a baseline of con-
trol brain scans for his SPECT test. But finding such people—no flu,
no other sicknesses, no medication, no dope, no chemicals—in
today’s society was much harder than he thought. Out of three hun-
dred people from the University of North Texas, only twenty-five
proved to be “normal.”

Accu-Chem Laboratory’s control population makes it easy for
corporate lawyers to make it look like the “average” person should
have symptoms similar to Smith’s symptoms, which Dr. Rea inter-
preted as indicative of chemical sensitivity. Dr. Rea had treated over
26,000 people and he had seen a lot of diverse symptoms at very low
levels of chemicals,including at the Accu-Chem control levels.

As for the Accu-Chem control population, Dr. Rea insisted,“[I]t’s
meaningless,”“a totally invalid set of statistics”(Rea 1998,15,44),and
he had tried to get Accu-Chem to take it off of its reports. It is the
patient population, not “normal”individuals.It was the several thou-
sand sick people who had blood tests from all over the country, peo-
ple from industrial settings, housewives, students, hospitalized peo-
ple, white collar workers. Smith’s blood work, for example, became
part of Accu-Chem Laboratory’s “control”population average.

For example,at the Accu-Chem control levels for the solvents in
Smith’s blood (toluene, 2-methylpentane, and 3-methylpentane), Dr.
Rea had observed people with neurological symptoms such as short-
term memory loss, headaches, and imbalance; heart arrhythmias or
irregularities; gastrointestinal upset, gas, and bloating—and those
with no physical symptoms at all. The symptoms depended, of
course, on the person’s general state of nutrition, total body load of
chemicals,and genetic make-up,among other things,as Dr. Rea—and
the Exxon and VECO lawyers—knew.
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Finally, the corporate lawyers wanted to know if a person
worked with hypothetical “sulfur”compounds (their surrogate term
for oil and solvents) in 1989 and started having headaches in 1993,
would that period of time be so long that the doctor would question
whether the exposure caused the headaches? And could intervening
ex p o s u re s , a c t i v i t i e s , and life events possible have caused the
headaches? 

Dr. Rea affirmed most of these questions (Rea 1998, 46–50),but
he went on to state firmly that it is possible—“almost always”(54)—
to determine what is causing a patient’s sensitivity problems by their
environmental exposure history and diagnostic tests.

Psychi atric Di agnos es and Other Remed ies

Exxon and VECO lawyers devised different strategies for dealing with
La Joie, whose health problems seemed to center around her expo-
sure to solvents (Sidebar 9,p.149; Figure 3,p.79).VECO lawyers man-
aged to dodge the solvent issue entirely by arguing La Joie had “other
remedies”to pursue her claims.She had filed a Workers’Comp claim
against VECO with the federal Department of Labor in January 1996.
When the VECO lawyer asked why she had waited so long, she
responded that she had been told that it was already too late to file a
claim when she first realized in 1992 that her health problems were
connected to the oil spill cleanup (La Joie 1996,66).She decided to
do it anyway, but not then,when she was too sick or cash-strapped
to deal with the claims forms.

Despite the fact that her Workers’ Comp claims were filed too
late to be legally valid,the VECO lawyer used the very act of filing the
claims as an excuse to dismiss her toxic tort claim against VECO. He
successfully argued that La Joie had “other remedies,” even though
she clearly did not: the Workers’ Comp Board formally denied her
claim four months before her deposition (ibid.,64–65).

Meanwhile, the Exxon lawyer planned to use La Joie’s own doc-
tors to undermine her powerful story.The Exxon attorney was partic-
ularly interested in Dr.Hong,because the doctor had been the primary
caregiver for La Joie for nearly two years and he did not believe that
her health problems had anything to do with the Exxon Valdez oil
spill.Dr. Hong also believed that his patient was absolutely convinced
that her problems originated from the cleanup and so, in a sense,she
was not lying to him about her symptoms (Hong 1997,71).Rather,Dr.
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Hong had concluded that his patient’s health problems were delu-
sional (ibid.,73–75).This diagnosis played right into Exxon’s hand.

During Dr.Hong’s deposition,the Exxon lawyer made a point to
show that the doctor had not come about this diagnosis lightly. He
had followed the standard general protocols he had been taught in
medical school and practiced by Kaiser physicians when he treated
La Joie (ibid.,18). First,he listened as his new patient described her
history of health problems,then he tried to objectively diagnose her
symptoms through a battery of laboratory tests. Next he assessed
the nature of the problem,based on the subjective information and
the lab results.Then he worked up a plan for La Joie to treat her
symptoms.

Despite a series of lab tests, referrals to other specialists,and pre-
scribed treatments, Dr. Hong could find no medical explanation for
the symptoms La Joie described.The neurologist suggested that she
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So lvents and Ch emical In ju ri e s
In the book Generations at Risk,the authors review the physical properties of sol-
vents that enable them to readily enter the human body: “They evaporate in air at
room temperature and are therefore easily inhaled; they penetrate the skin easily;
and they cross the placenta,sometimes accumulating at higher doses in the fetus.
In addition, many solvents enter breast fat and are found in breast milk,sometimes
at higher concentrations than in maternal blood. Solvents contaminating drinking
water enter the body through skin absorption and inhalation in the shower, as well
as through drinking. In fact,the total exposure from taking a ten-minute shower in
contaminated water is greater than the exposure from drinking two quarts of the
same water. Solvents are generally short-lived in the body, lingering for no more
than several days. On the other hand, exposures may occur daily”(Schettler et al.
1999, 74–75).

Synthetic hydrocarbon-based (organic) solvents accumulate in fatty tissues
because they are soluble in fat. They are used as degreasers and are found in dr y
cleaning chemicals, paints, pesticides, and pharmaceuticals.Organic solvents
include alcohols, acetone, aromatic hydrocarbons such as benzene, chlorinated
hydrocarbons such as trichloroethylene, and glycol ethers such as 2-butoxyethanol.

Exposure to solvents can cause a range of ill effects including damage to the
skin, liver, central nervous system, lungs,and kidneys (Harte et al.1991, 110).
Certain solvents can inhibit blood cell production. Many solvents are carcinogenic.
Recent animal studies show that glycol ethers can cause birth d efects, testicular
damage,infertility, and failed pregnancies. In people, exposed workers experience
lowered sperm counts. Women experienced reproductive problems including
increased infertility and risk of miscarriage (Schettler et al. 1999, 91). Exposure to
solvents,especially through inhalation, can lead to systemic symptoms (experi-
enced throughout the body), as the MSDS for Corexit 9527, for example, warns
(Sidebar 3, p. 12). Individual tolerances to chemical exposures vary as do the symp-
toms (Figure 3, p. 79; Rea 1992,35–40).
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had “hypersomatization syndrome”(ibid.,36) which Dr. Hong inter-
preted to mean that the vague symptoms “were likely of a psycho-
logical source” (ibid., 36) or in her mind rather than something
physical.Dr. Hong diagnosed La Joie with adult onset diabetes,like-
ly caused by a combination of her being overweight and her genet-
ic make-up.However, he was not able to control her diabetes with
medication (ibid.,56).

At his patient’s insistence, Dr. Hong had sent blood samples to
the Accu-Chem lab in Texas. When the blood tests showed abnor-
mally high levels of hydrocarbons and other chemicals,he referred La
Joie to a Kaiser Permanente industrial medicine doctor.This special-
ist reported that he didn’t think the elevated levels of chemicals
could account for her symptoms and he recommended more psy-
chological testing.The psychiatrist concluded,“Despite certain blood
findings I think of her as either severe hypochondriasis or a delu-
sional disorder, somatic type”(ibid.,73).Dr. Hong explained this basi-
cally meant that this specialist thought many of her illnesses were,
essentially, all in her head (ibid.,24,73).

There were several things La Joie’s attorney, Daniel Stenson,
could have pointed out in her defense—if he had been present. Dr.
Hong had done the best he could based on what he had been trained
to see and the information he was given. He had never seen La Joie
when she was really sick with bouts of flu-like symptoms, fever, nau-
sea, and pounding headaches. She was too sick to be seen then.
Instead, she always waited until she was feeling better before she
went to the clinic, where she appeared to Dr. Hong to be “asympto-
matic,” or not experiencing the horrendous problems she described.

Dr. Hong was not trained in chemical poisoning or occupational
medicine and he didn’t know to look for or recognize chemical-
induced illnesses.This is not a reflection of the inadequacy of his
individual training,but rather it is illustrative of the fact that medical
training was far from adequately preparing doctors to meet the
needs of a population exposed to thousands of chemicals. Lacking
the necessary training to properly diagnose and treat a chemically
sensitive patient, he had tried to fit her symptoms and descriptions
into his repertoire of choices and the best one that fit was “delu-
sional.” Ironically, to reach this diagnose, the doctor had to delude
himself into believing La Joie’s symptoms weren’t bona fide physical
entities.

The Exxon attorney used Dr.Hong to make it appear that La Joie
was trying to get disability compensation when she was not sick.The
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Exxon attorney framed his questions to make it appear that she start-
ed seeing Dr. Ewing,because the new doctor agreed to sign her dis-
ability papers,not because he treated people for chemical sensitivity
and understood how the disease prevented a person from function-
ing in a normal work environment.

Once the Exxon attorney had the information he wanted from
Dr. Hong,the attorney turned his attention to Dr. Ewing.The elderly
Dr. Ewing trusted his patients to tell him how they felt.He had seen
La Joie’s scrapbook, heard her stories, and understood that she had
had a “massive crude oil exposure”(Ewing 1997a,79–80).He also had
her records from Kaiser. He did not do the thorough diagnostic exam
and evaluation for chemical sensitivity that Dr. Rea performed on his
new patients, because Dr. Ewing did not have access to an environ-
mental treatment clinic. Dr. Ewing thought that La Joie would have
benefited from treatment with Dr. Rea, but knew that she couldn’t
afford it.So he had tried to help her to the best of his abilities.

For the Exxon attorney, Dr. Ewing was relatively easy to discred-
it. Dr. Ewing was not as thorough or disciplined as Dr. Rea in his
approach, diagnosis, and treatment of chemical sensitivity. Dr. Ewing
operated mostly on trust, intuition, and experience, backed up by
diagnostic tests performed by others.This was simply not enough to
prove in a court of law that chemical exposure during the cleanup
caused La Joie’s health problems.

The Exxon lawyer knew that the “psychiatric” diagnosis eco-
nomically devastated patients suffering from chemical sensitivity. It
makes it difficult for patients to secure health and disability insur-
ance benefits, Social Security disability, and other such benefits,
because of limited coverage for psychiatric disorders in most insur-
ance plans. It also eliminates the chance for compensation through
personal injury lawsuits and it makes workers’compensation unavail-
able in many states.

There was only one last matter for the Exxon attorney to attend
to—La Joie’s scrapbook. Its silent pages were powerful testimony to
corporate negligence and reckless behavior. The Exxon lawyer
requested that the entire scrapbook be marked as an exhibit—and
then kept it with the excuse of wanting to reproduce the photo-
graphs in color (La Joie 1996,262–263).

(Author’s note: The document was retrieved almost five years
later by La Joie with the author’s assistance.)
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On Why the Plainti f fs Lost
Smith and La Joie were not happy with Daniel Stenson, the lawyer
from the John E. Hill firm. Like Smith, La Joie had signed on with
Melvin Belli and was upset to suddenly find herself assigned to anoth-
er firm. She said later (pers. comm., January 2001),“Dan was so dis-
couraging—he didn’t believe we had a case.”It appeared to the plain-
tiffs that their attorney’s lack of confidence in winning their case
may have impaired his advocacy. Court records show Smith and La
Joie had plenty of good reasons to be unhappy with their lawyer.

La ck of Diligence ?

Barely a month after deposing the plaintiffs’ doctors, Exxon and
VECO sought summary judgement against Smith and La Joie to dis-
miss their case on the grounds that their expert witnesses were
incompetent.At the same time, Exxon and VECO moved to exclude
Dr. Rea’s testimony, and Exxon moved to exclude Dr. Ewing’s testi-
m o ny, in complex briefs that included nu m e rous support i n g
exhibits, key legal cases,and medical affidavits of allergists hostile to
the concept of chemical sensitivity (Nos.61–65).

In toxic tort claims, medical causation must be established
through expert scientific testimony. In Roberts v.Exxon (1999),if the
court agreed with the Exxon and VECO lawyers that the plaintiffs’
expert witnesses were incompetent and excluded the doctors’testi-
mony,Smith and La Joie would have no expert witnesses and no case.
Their claims would have to be dismissed.

This was a critical juncture in the case.To survive the motions
and preserve their plaintiffs’claims,Stenson and his co-counsel could
have countered each of the defendants’ five main arguments with
supporting legal cases and medical affidavits.

Instead, Stenson and his co-counsel filed a meager six-page
response to the motions by Exxon and VECO (No. 74). With more
effort, it seemed Stenson and his co-counsel could have countered
the arguments raised by Exxon and VECO attorneys and at least have
given the energetic representation their case merited.

One main argument was that Dr. Rea failed to establish medical
causation.VECO argued Dr. Rea never testified that Smith’s “alleged”
exposure to chemicals on the oil spill cleanup caused his “alleged”
health complaints.Significantly, Exxon’s lawyers had never asked Dr.
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Rea about the SPECT brain scan tests during his deposition—and
they carefully avoided all mention of this powerful test in all their
motions and briefs.

Stenson and his co-counsel could have argued that Dr. Rea’s ini-
tial evaluation of Smith and subsequent screening procedures ruled
out other possible non-spill related causes of Smith’s symptoms in
the years immediately following the cleanup.The lawyers could have
argued that the combination of the Accu-Chem blood tests and the
SPECT brain scan proved that chemicals associated with crude oil
and solvents caused Smith’s health problems.

The second main argument used by Exxon and VECO was that
Dr. Rea’s expert scientific testimony failed to meet the minimum fed-
eral standards for reliability. Under a 1993 U.S. Supreme Court deci-
sion known as “Daubert“ (Daubert v.Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals
1993),trial judges were assigned the role of screening expert scien-
tific testimony on the basis of general acceptance in the scientific
community (King 1999; Tellus report 2003). Daubert is the undoing
of many toxic tort cases simply because chemical sensitivity is not
well accepted within the traditional medicine community. Daubert
forces the chemical sensitivity research, evaluation procedures, and
treatments to be judged by the standards of traditional medicine. It
tries to fit the round peg of chemical sensitivity into the square hole
of traditional medicine.It is inappropriate and, worse, Daubert actu-
ally discourages innovation.

Despite the problems poised by Daubert (Chapter 10),Stenson
and his co-counsel might have pointed out there are double-blind
challenge tests,a method accepted by traditional medicine,and other
new reliable reproducible tests developed by environmental doctors.
There are peer-reviewed papers;they just are not published in tradi-
tional medical journals,which refused to accept articles on chemical
sensitivity. But articles are published by the American Academy of
Environmental Medicine, the professional society for environmental
medicine physicians, and by other organizations as well,which indi-
cates a growing scientific acceptance of chemical sensitivity.Many of
these papers were published after 1992, which shows a growing
interest by the broader medical community. The tables are slowly
turning in favor of chemical sensitivity as a new disease paradigm.
The plaintiffs’lawyers could have pointed out that some of the loud-
est critics of chemical sensitivity were those with financial ties to the
chemical and drug industries—and the traditional allergists.

The third main argument put forward by Exxon and VECO was
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that Dr. Rea was a doctor retained by lawyers,a so-called “hired gun,”
rather than a treating doctor, one who actually saw patients.Stenson
and his co-counsel could have easily refuted this claim. Dr. Rea had
treated over 26,000 patients and performed hundreds of studies over
the span of nearly a quarter century. It was true that Belli’s firm had
paid for Smith’s initial evaluation at Dr. Rea’s clinic,but Smith himself
had paid for his treatment.

The fourth main argument brought by Exxon and VECO was that
the plaintiffs’ lawyers had failed to prove negligence or that actions
by Exxon and VECO had caused Smith and La Joie to become sick.
Negligence raises complex issues of industrial hygiene and environ-
mental toxicology that have to be addressed—and were successfully
addressed in another toxic tort litigation from the Exxon Valdez
cleanup (Chapter 2). In the critical response to motions by Exxon
and VECO for summary judgment in the case of Roberts v. Exxon
(1999), Stenson and his co-counsel did not adequately show that
Exxon and VECO were negligent.

The fifth and final argument raised by Exxon, and one that was
irrefutable, was that the so-called “expert witness” reports had been
written by Stenson.

Imprudence

D u ring discove ry, the Exxon attorn ey had found that Stenson had
d rafted Dr. E w i n g ’s ex p e rt witness re p o rt (Ewing 1997b) and that
D r. Ewing had accepted it essentially without ch a n ge after seve ra l
telephone conve rsations with Stenson to discuss the re p o rt ’s con-
tents (Ewing 1997a, 6 1 – 7 1 ) . When questioned furt h e r, D r. E w i n g
admitted that it was the fi rst time in his ex p e rience that the law ye r
w rote the ex p e rt witness re p o rt in a court case. E x x o n ’s attorn ey
d i d n ’t tell Dr. Ewing that this was unwise. He would save this bit of
i n fo rm a t i o n — l i ke an ace up his sleeve—to play in his final hand in
c o u rt .

M u ch to the Exxon attorn ey ’s delight, he found Dr. R e a ’s ex p e rt
witness re p o rt (1997b) looked re m a rk ably similar to the one written by
Stenson for Dr. E w i n g .When the Exxon law yer presented Dr. Rea with
“ h i s ”t h re e - p age ex p e rt witness re p o rt that he had supposedly wri t t e n
about Smith’s injuries related to chemical sensitivity, the doctor wa s
stunned (Rea 1998, 7 – 1 2 ) .The re p o rt was dated 24 October 1997. D r.
Rea had not seen Smith since Smith left his clinic in early 1993.T h e
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re p o rt was not printed on his letterhead and it was not in his case fi l e s
or his secre t a ry ’s computer, but his name was affi xed to the last page .
D r. Rea refused to authenticate the re p o rt .The doctor realized Stenson
had written the re p o rt without his permission or know l e d ge .

Po l i te Cl i ents Pay
Exxon and VECO lawyers attacked the six-page response to their
motions as totally inadequate.The VECO lawyers observed that the
plaintiffs’lawyers “failed to provide one shred of support” for chemi-
cal sensitivity or the admissibility of Dr. Rea’s testimony—“not one
affidavit,not one reference to a medical journal or publication of any
kind,nothing . . . .” (No.87,4–5).The plaintiffs’lawyers simply stated
in their response,“The defendants don’t like the opinions of Dr. Rea
and Dr. Ewing . . .” (No.74,4).The plaintiffs’lawyers even offered the
excuse of a “filing error”(No.87,8) to explain the inauthentic expert
witness reports (Stenson 1998),insisting that this “short term confu-
sion” was not “an out and out effort to compromise the court
process”(No.74,2). By not countering the points raised by the cor-
porate medical experts and lawyers, the plaintiffs’lawyers left Judge
Holland with little choice.

Although court proceedings dragged on for another year and a
half, the case was essentially over in 1998. In February 1999 Judge
Holland ruled that the “purported expert reports of Doctors Rea and
Ewing were prepared by counsel for the plaintiffs” (No. 90, 3) and,
therefore, inadmissible.“The judge found this “quite extraordinary,”
“imprudent,” and “in violation of the spirit of” a federal rule of civil
procedure,Rule 26(a)(2)(b) (No. 90,3, 4,5).2 With this case history,
the judge had to agree with the defendants that the plaintiffs’ expert
witnesses were retained, not treating, experts. Lacking any evidence
to the contrary, Judge Holland had to rule that the expert witness
reports were inadequate and failed to meet the reliability require-
ments imposed by Daubert.

Once the judge ruled the expert witness testimony was inad-
missable,he had little choice but to dismiss the entire case.He wrote,
“Without admissible expert testimony, which tends to establish that
exposure to crude oil while involved in the Exxon Valdez oil spill
cleanup produced plaintiffs’injuries,defendants are entitled to sum-
mary judgment as a matter of law”(No.91,5).The plaintiffs’lawyers
failed to request an oral argument.
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R o b e rts v. E x x o n (1999) was over for La Jo i e , but for Smith, t h e
wo rst was yet to come. Smith found he owed Exxon and its ship-
ping company SeaRiver Maritime a total of $1,585.15 for costs
t a xed against him by the cl e rk of courts (No. 1 0 1 ) . He initially
refused to pay, but he realized this was a mistake when the fe d e ra l
m a rshal was ord e red to seize his personal pro p e rty to satisfy the
j u d g m e n t . He paid.

Then in March 1999,VECO requested an award of attorneys’ fees
against Smith.VECO recognized that attorneys’ fees are not allowed
in maritime law, but argued there is an exception for cases in which
“a party has acted in bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppres-
sive reasons” (No. 96, 9). VECO argued that the act of drafting Dr.
Rea’s report by Smith’s lawyer, among other things, was “designed to
extract a settlement from VECO and Exxon despite the fact that he
had no valid claim”(No.96,9).

The VECO lawyers figured Smith’s share of their total fees for the
case was $30,258.25, which they wanted as an award to sanction
Smith for his “frivolous” claim against VECO.“An award of attorneys’
fees against Smith will also serve as an example to others that they
should not engage in similar conduct,” the VECO lawyers wrote (No.
96,11–12).

VECO’s request was unopposed by Stenson and his co-counsel
and approved by Judge Holland who awarded VECO’s total attorneys’
fees—$57,418—against Smith “to bring this troublesome case to a
conclusion”(No.105,2).

Smith found himself left in the lurch by his attorneys. He simply
didn’t have that kind of money. It had taken him over three years just
to pay the $4,176.50 he owed to Dr. Rea. Faced with a staggering bill,
he was forced to accept VECO’s offer:VECO would waive the out-
standing debt if Smith signed a gag order regarding his case.
Reluctantly, he signed.

In an effort to put the whole awful mess behind him and get on
with his life,he never sued his own lawyers for malpractice.Neither
did La Joie.
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An Occupational Health Disaster
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Chapter 10.

Investigating a Disaster

When Pam Miller and I discovered that many of the EVOS cleanup
workers had been exposed to dangerous levels of dangerous chemi-
cals and that many had become sick as a result of this overexposure,
we realized that hundreds, if not thousands, of workers could have
potential chronic health problems.

In this chapter we conducted a literature review of the com-
pounds of concern to learn the nature of these potential chronic
health problems.We then initiated an independent worker health sur-
vey through Yale Unive rsity Medical Sch o o l ’s Department of
Epidemiology and Public Health to learn if these potential health
problems are being realized.We also examined the latest medical find-
ings and legal treatment of chemical-induced injury—chemical sensi-
tivity or, more precisely,“toxicant-induced loss of tolerance”or TILT.

Pa per Tra i l s
Symptoms of Overex posure—A Literature Re view

Miller and I reviewed the technical literature for crude oil;crude oil
mist; polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs); diesel fumes; seawa-
ter mist; the dispersants Inipol EAP 22, Corexit 9527, and Corexit
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9580M; and the cleaning solutions Simple Green and De-Solv-It.We
searched diligently for human health effects of crude oil mist,
aerosolized weathered oil,and seawater mist,because we were con-
cerned that the pressurized hot water wash had aerosolized the
beached oil. We found that all of the commercial solvents have pro-
prietary and thus confidential “surface active agents”and other chem-
ical constituents for which we could not evaluate human health
effects.

Our findings verify Dr. Teitelbaum’s concerns, as expected, and
uncover other supporting evidence that the chemicals present dur-
ing the cleanup are potent human health hazards and that overex-
posure to these chemicals can lead to both the short- (acute) and
long-term (chronic) health problems.

We found that studies of human health ef fects of crude oil mists
and aerosols from other tanker spills were very limited and fairly
recent. Researchers examined the health effects in the 1993 Braer
accident in Shetland,Great Britain and the 1999 Sea Empress spill in
Milford Haven, Wales, and the Nakhodka wreck in Japan’s Oki
islands. People living near the Braer and Sea Empress spills were
exposed to oil vapors,mists, and aerosols, generated by fierce storm
winds and waves. A significant number of exposed Shetland resi-
dents reported headaches,throat irritation,skin irritation,itchy eyes,
mood change and, to a lesser extent, tiredness, diarrhea, nausea,
wheezing, cough and chest ache (Campbell 1993; Campbell et al.
1993).In a follow-up study five months later, a significant number of
exposed residents reported their health had altered and deteriorated
since the spill (Campbell et al.1994).

Similarly, exposed Wales residents reported feeling generally ill,
headache, nausea, sore eyes, runny nose, sore throat, cough, itching
skin, rash, shortness of breath, and weakness immediately after the
spill.Researchers conclude that these symptoms are consistent with
those expected from the known toxicological effects of oil and sug-
gested there was a direct health effect of the spill on the population
(Lyons et al.1999).

In the Nakhodka spill, residents who volunteered to cleanup the
spill were exposed to storm-generated oil vapors,mists,and aerosols
(Morita et al.1999).Although the average length of time spent on the
cleanup was only four to five days, workers reported back and leg
pain,headache,and eye and throat irritations.Urine samples indicat-
ed possible exposure to oil vapors or food additives, a confounding
variable.Urine samples returned rapidly to normal after the cleanup.
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Researchers who investigated health effects from these three
spills conclude that further studies should be undertaken to assess
long-term effects of these exposures, but no such follow-up studies
were discovered in the literature.

We found the recent literature review by researchers Park and
Holliday to be most helpful. These authors found few studies on
inhalation effects from exposure to crude oil as a single entity, but
they point out,“There are literally thousands of papers dealing with
the chronic effects of inhalation exposure to specific crude-oil com-
ponents” (Park and Holliday 1999, 120).They review the effects by
organ system, beginning with the toxicity of specific hydrocarbons
to the blood and blood-forming organs (“hematotoxicity”), the kid-
neys (“nephrotoxicity”), and the nervous system (“neurotoxicity”).

From their review, Park and Holliday conclude that mists and
aerosols “provide a route by which non-volatile components of crude
oil (both fresh and weathered) may enter the body and give rise to
toxic responses”(ibid.,123).They determine that mists and aerosols
probably provide a penetrating vehicle for PAHs to enter deep into
the lungs and make contact with the sensitive lung tissues and mem-
branes involved with organ function.Regarding oil mists,the authors
note,“[I]t is well known that even very small quantities of aliphatic
hydrocarbons in contact with lining of the lung . . . give rise to a
severe chemical pneumonitis [inflammation of the lungs], character-
ized by pulmonary edema, hemorrhage and tissue necrosis, which
can be fatal”(ibid.,122).Regarding PAH aerosols,they conclude from
studies of systemic effects in mice and rats that “components of
crude oil inhaled as an aerosol can pass through the alveolar mem-
brane and therefore have the potential to cause toxic responses in
other organs”(ibid., 122).Further, this “suggests that systemic effects
from exposure to crude-oil aerosols cannot be ruled out”(ibid.,123,
emphasis added).

Miller and I realized from the Park and Holliday paper that crude
oil is much more hazardous to human health than the Exxon Valdez
cleanup workers were led to believe.Inhalation of oil mists creates a
health hazard whereby the aliphatic hydrocarbons become potent
chemicals capable of damaging lung tissue.Inhalation of oil aerosols
transfers deadly PAHs to and through the lungs, then into the body,
creating the potential to harm other organs and other organ systems.

Our investigation of health effects of the ‘detergent solutions’—the
solvents—present during the Exxon Valdez cleanup revealed addition-
al concerns beyond the hazards and symptoms listed in the Material
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Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) (Introduction).In general,we found no stud-
ies of health effects of these products on oil spill cleanup workers,but
the laboratory studies with specific chemicals in the products,usually
tested on animals,provided ample grounds for concern.

For example, Park and Holliday concluded from animal studies
on skin exposure to crude oil that health effects are also associated
with the solvents used to remove the oil from the skin.Researchers
found from studies with 2-butoxyethanol that persons who expose
large portions of their skin are at risk of absorbing toxic doses of this
systemic poison (Johanson,Boman,and Dynesius 1988).Further, they
found that water facilitates absorption of this chemical through the
skin of guinea pigs (Johanson and Fernstrom 1988).This is relevant
to the EVOS cleanup because beach workers were enveloped in an
oily seawater mist—and they also removed their raingear on sunny
days. Another clinical study suggests that prolonged exposure in
mammals, to oil, the dispersant Corexit 9527, or in combination
could alter the ability of intestinal microfauna to break down toxic
chemicals (George et al.2001).This could explain the high incidence
of gastrointestinal distress claims reported by cleanup workers to the
ADOL (ADOL 1990).

Miller and I discovered from our investigation that symptoms for
crude oil exposure show a considerable,and not surprising, overlap
with symptoms from exposure to degreasers and dispersants,includ-
ing the liquid “fertilizer”Inipol (Table 2,p.163).

Inhalation of most compounds to which workers were exposed
during the 1989 cleanup can cause immediate and long-term respi-
ra t o ry pro blems and central nervous system (CNS) disord e rs .
Overexposure to oil mist, PAHs, and 2-butoxyethanol, (an ingredient
in Inipol,Corexit,and Simple Green),can cause chronic effects such
as liver, blood (anemia), and kidney disorders and endocrine disrup-
tion (with reproductive effects).Overexposure to oil mist and PAHs
can cause blood disorders (leukemia).

Overexposure to oil through skin contact can cause cancer
(epitheliomas), endrocrine disruption (hormone imbalances), and
immune suppression, which weakens one’s ability to fight disease,
infection,and chemical poisons.Overexposure to Inipol through skin
contact can cause dermatitis. Studies on skin exposure to PAHs of
animals and humans suggest that the combination of sunlight (UV
exposure) and oil is more irritating than oil alone (Gomer and Smith
1980). This is relevant because it was common for EVOS cleanup
workers to remove their rain gear on hot days.
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From this exercise,Miller and I concluded that a range of chron-
ic symptoms were possible from overexposure to oil and chemicals
p resent during the EVOS cl e a nu p . The wo rker health survey
described below indicates specific symptoms were reported in a sub-
sample of the EVOS cleanup worker population.

Worker Health Survey

During summer 2002 Annie O’Neill, a graduate student at Yale
Medical School’s Department of Epidemiology and Public Health,
conducted an internship with ACAT and AFER, the two nonprofit
organizations investigating the health effects of the EVOS cleanup.
She conducted independent research on Exxon’s cleanup and an
investigation of self-reported chronic health problems among EVOS
cleanup workers for her master’s thesis.Her mentor and key advisor
was Dr. Mark R. Cullen of the Yale Occupational and Environmental
Medicine Program.In 1987,Dr. Cullen edited and published,Workers
with Multiple Chemical Sensitivities, Occupational Medicine:State
of the Art Reviews, the first comprehensive collection of articles on
this new disease.

O’Neill completed her thesis, “Self-Reported Exposures and
Health Status among Workers from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
Cleanup,” in May 2003.Her study is the first attempt to assess chron-
ic health problems reported among EVOS workers fourteen years
after their employment on the cleanup.Her methods and findings are
presented in brief with her permission; she plans to publish her
study in a peer-reviewed scientific journal.

The specific aims of O’Neill’s study we re fi rs t , to assess the preva-
lence of ch ronic symptoms among fo rmer EVOS cl e a nup wo rke rs and
s e c o n d ly, to determine whether specific oil spill cl e a nup jobs and
ex p o s u res are linked to higher re p o rted prevalence of adve rse health
i m p a c t s . She designed her survey to test if wo rke rs who had the high-
est ex p o s u re to oil fumes and mist—those on the beaches and in the
n e a rs h o re are a s — would have higher incidences of self-re p o rt e d
ch ronic re s p i ra t o ry pro blems and neuro l o gical pro bl e m s . She also
designed her study to test if wo rke rs who used chemical solve n t s ,
s p e c i fi c a l ly dispersants and Inipol, would re p o rt more symptoms of
chemical sensitivity, n e u ro l o gical impairm e n t , a n e m i a , and liver dis-
ease than wo rke rs less exposed to these cl e a nup pro d u c t s .

She randomly selected workers for her study from public records
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obtained from the Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL) files,referrals
from these workers, and community liaisons in Anchorage, Valdez,
Homer, and Cordova who had kept private lists of cleanup workers.
The majority (75 percent) of participants in her study we re
Caucasian, followed by Alaska Natives (14 percent).

O’Neill worked in collaboration with anthropologist Dr. Lorraine
Eckstein to develop a questionnaire.They used the questionnaires in
the Persian Gulf War Study and the Amchitka Workers Medical
Surveillance Program as models for the EVOS worker survey. They
found the study of Gulf War veterans,in particular,provided guidance
for assessing respiratory impairment, chemical sensitivity, cognitive
dysfunction (CNS problems),and general health.O’Neill hired a pro-
fessional research firm,Anchorage-based Craciun Research Services,
to conduct her telephone survey.

She analyzed data from 169 completed surveys and grouped
workers into four oil exposure categories (no exposure, low, medi-
um,and high),and three chemical exposure categories (no exposure,
moderate, and high) on the basis of the jobs conducted during the
cleanup. Jobs classified as risk of high exposure for oil included the
use of pressurized hydraulic hoses and/or wands to spray beaches
from onshore and offshore; crewing on skimmers, skiffs, and other
boats used to deploy boom and/or pick up oil;and decontamination
of equipment (boats) and gear (clothing). Jobs classified as potential
risk of high chemical exposure included bioremediation and disper-
sant application; decontamination of equipment and gear; skiff and
skimmer operators; garbage detail (hydrogen sulfide exposure); and
wildlife care providers.

She identified and controlled for “c o n founding va ri abl e s,”
w h i ch might have similar impacts on health as the oil and ch e m i c a l
ex p o s u res and those which might bias re s u l t s . These va ri abl e s
i n cluded smoking, alcohol consumption, age , ge n d e r, e t h n i c i t y, a n d
p revious or current employment involving ex p o s u re to oil and
other hazardous ch e m i c a l s . Wo rke rs we re asked whether they
b e l i eve d the oil spill affected their health, w h i ch she fa c t o red into
her results to reduce bias.

She included use of a respirator as a potentially confounding vari-
able,because it would have reduced inhalation exposures.She found
that 70 percent of her survey group reported that they were not pro-
vided with respirators.

She found EVOS workers in jobs with high oil exposure to oil
fumes,mists, and aerosols have a greater prevalence of self-reported
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symptoms of re s p i ra t o ry pro bl e m s , n e u ro l o gical pro bl e m s , a n d
chemical sensitivities than unexposed workers.Among workers with
high oil exposure, nonsmokers reported a greater prevalence of
symptoms of chronic bronchitis than smokers.Symptoms of chronic
airway disease included sleep apnea, pneumonia, other lung condi-
tions, chronic sinus and/or ear problems, asthma, persistent hoarse-
ness. Symptoms of neurological impairment included amnesia or
severe memory loss;difficulty thinking clearly or concentrating;trou-
ble with speech;and general confusion or disorientation.

Similar to the oil exposure results, workers who had jobs with
moderate chemical exposure reported a greater prevalence of symp-
toms of chronic airway disease than unexposed workers,while work-
ers with high chemical exposure reported an insignificantly greater
prevalence of symptoms of neurological impairment. (This may be
an artifact of her job categories:“moderate exposure” jobs for her
chemical analysis included workers who used pressurized hydraulic
hoses and wands to spray beaches.) There were not enough workers
in her sample to analyze for blood disorders or neurological impair-
ment from Inipol or Customblen.She reported other “notable signif-
icant associations” between exposures and chronic symptoms. She
did not find a correlation between cognitive dysfunction and oil or
chemical exposure.

Exposure to the cleaning solvents De-Solv-It, Simple Green, and
CitraKleen were all associated with increases in reported symptoms
of neurological impairment,although the relation was not statistical-
ly significant.However, those who worked with De-Solv-It were more
likely to report symptoms of chronic airway disease, chronic cogni-
tive dysfunction, and chemical sensitivity than unexposed workers
(71).She notes the latter finding is not supported by the available lit-
erature, but also notes there is little information available on health
effects of this product.

O’Neill found several examples where the available scientific lit-
erature supported her study’s results. For example, findings of
increased symptoms of airway disease following oil mist exposure
were reported previously,as were findings of increased prevalence of
respiratory impairment and chronic neurological symptoms, follow-
ing occupational exposure to volatile organic carbons (VOCs) and
hydrogen sulfide.

O’Neill’s findings support experiences of individuals such as
Smith, La Joie, Moeller, Nagel, and others. Yet most oil spill-related
toxic torts brought on symptoms of respiratory distress, CNS disor -
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ders, and chemical sensitivity, in particular, had not been successful-
ly litigated (Chapter 9).Miller and I decided to review new develop-
ments in the medical and legal arenas to learn of any changes that
might improve the odds for victims of such chemical-induced
injuries.

The Petroch emical Probl em : Gaining Recogn i ti on
Dr. Rea witnessed the slow emergence of chemical sensitivity as a
new disease paradigm,and its slow acceptance within the scientific
and medical communities, during his pioneering quarter century
career in the field (Rea 2001).Dr. Rea and his colleagues had dubbed
this “the petrochemical problem,” because the increasing incidence
of chemical sensitivity seemed to parallel the growth of the petro-
chemical industry and the increased use of synthetic products such
as pesticides, plastics, food additives, synthetic textiles, and particle-
board.

When energy conservation in the 1970s led to tighter building
standards, fresh air intake in homes and offices was cut to a mini-
mum.Levels of indoor air pollution from synthetic materials that off-
gas:gas furnaces,cigarette smoke,and other pollutants rose dramat-
ically. As Americans spent more and more time indoors—on average
90 percent of the time by the 1990s—health complaints rose.The
incidence of asthma, depression, and people reacting to low levels
of everyday pollutants all surged upward. By 1987 the National
Academy of Sciences estimated about 15 percent of the U.S.popu-
lation was at risk from “increased allergic sensitivity” to chemicals,
and signs of an epidemic were looming (Ashford and Miller 1998,
26,233).

The federal government became undeniably aware of the health
problems caused by solvents and crude oil, both petrochemicals,in
two highly publicized incidents. In 1988 about two hundred EPA
employees became sick with multiple symptoms after exposure to
new carpet fumes—solvents—in the agency’s Washington,DC,head-
quarters (ibid.).The ill workers represented about 10 percent of the
workforce in the affected buildings and, for some of these victims,
the acute exposure led to chemical sensitivity and permanent health
problems.In an unrelated incident that same year, the Social Security
Administration recognized chemical sensitivity in its manual for dis-
ability determinations.
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Then, from 1992 onward, about 10 percent of the 700,000
returning Gulf War vets sought treatment for fatigue,depression,irri-
tability, memory and concentration loss, muscle aches, shortness of
breath, skin rashes, and other difficulties (Ashford and Miller 1998).
Dr. Theron Randolph diagnosed some of the front-runners of this
flood with petroleum poisoning (McGonigle and Timms 1992; The
Dallas Morning News 1992). The federal government launched a
pilot program to determine if the vets had been exposed to chemical
weapons (Thompson 1993).When government doctors failed to rec-
ognize chemical sensitivity as a medical condition,frustrated vets and
other victims turned to private doctors, legislators—and court, a
route followed by an increasing number of people.

Claudia Miller, MD, a professor at the University of Texas Health
Science Center in San Antonio,studied many of the vets (Ashford and
Miller 1998). Gulf vets reported acute symptoms while in the war,
from a host of chemicals including smoke from oil well fires and fuel
in tent heaters,fuel vapors,diesel exhaust,and a carbamate drug used
in pesticides and nerve agents. She noticed a striking similarity in
chronic symptoms reported by Gulf War vets with those of civilians
exposed to indoor pollutants in a new or remodeled building or to
p e s t i c i d e s . Carpet glues, o rganic solve n t s , paints and lacquers ,
formaldehyde (in particleboard for example), pesticides, diesel and
gasoline are now known to be associated with onset of chemical sen-
sitivity. Dr. Miller found 78 percent of the vets she studied since the
Gulf War reported onset of new chemical intolerances from food,
medications,caffeine,alcohol,and smoking,among other things.

Dr.Miller collaborated with Nicholas Ashford,PhD,a professor of
Technology and Policy at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
where he teaches courses in environmental and occupational health
law and policy. They published a groundbreaking book, Chemical
Exposures: Low Levels and High Stakes (John Wiley & Sons: New
York,1991),which they revised in 1998.In it they explain their view
that chemical sensitivity is not just a single syndrome, but rather a
whole new class of disease,which they describe as “toxicant-induced
loss of tolerance”or TILT. This phrase takes into account the fact that
caffeine, alcoholic beverages, various drugs, and foods can trigger
“chemical”sensitivity symptoms in individuals who already have lost
their natural tolerance through an acute chemical exposure or other
initiating event.

By the late 1990s it was understood that the initiating event for
chemical sensitivity, or more broadly TILT, can occur either as an
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intense abrupt event like a pesticide spill or as an intermittent repet-
itive exposure (Wilkinson 1998).The EVOS cleanup workers had it
both ways—the chemical exposure was intense, but also repetitive,
intermittent for those who took breaks or were otherwise in and out
of oiled areas,and prolonged for individuals who worked for months
on the beaches.Those who studied TILT found that the nervous sys-
tem, quite independent of the immune system, has the capacity to
“amplify responses to stimuli that are perceived as dangerous to the
organism”(ibid., 59). Once the stimulus is stopped,the nervous sys-
tem initiates a process of amplification,so that the next time the per-
son encounters that stimulus, or anything that can similarly trigger
the nervous system, even at a much lower dose,there is an amplified
or exaggerated response.

This process is known as “limbic kindling,” and it is the leading
theory among environmental medicine doctors to explain the etiol-
ogy or cause of chemical sensitivities and other TILT symptoms
(Ashford and Miller 1998; Kilburn 1998; Rea 1995; Wilkinsen 1998).
Limbic kindling is a type of epilepsy that involves abnormal firing of
the limbic system—the part of the brain with a direct connection to
the nose.The olfactory system is the normal pathway for airborne
chemicals to interact with the brain;the limbic system is where the
immune,nervous,and endocrine systems interact.Chemical-induced
seizures cause the amygdala in the limbic system to misfire signals to
the hypothalamus,which communicates with both the olfactory and
limbic systems, regulating chemicals in the entire body.

The hy p o t h a l a mus gove rns body tempera t u re , re p ro d u c t i ve
urges and functions,metabolism,and even aggressive behavior. It also
influences some immune system functions.Disrupting the hypothal-
amus—with any of a variety of chemicals once a person loses his or
her initial tolerance—can create havoc in many different parts of the
body and lead to the multiple system dysfunction experienced by
people with severe chemical sensitivities such as La Joie.

Pesticides and solvent exposures are known to cause or facili-
tate limbic kindling.The EPA lists 2-butoxyethanol as one of the pes-
ticides it has tested (CAS number 111-76-2) and it lists this chemi-
cal as one of the ingredients to avoid in its Janitorial Products
Pollution Prevention Program.The EPA web page states products
with the listed ingredients “pose very high risks to the janitor using
the pro d u c t , to building occupants, or to the env i ro n m e n t .”
Comments under chronic effects for 2-butoxyethanol list reproduc-
tive and fetal damage,liver and kidney damage, and blood damage.
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It is worth repeating that 2-butoxyethanol, a chemical of concern,
is in Inipol,Corexit 9527,and Simple Green—all solvents used dur-
ing the Exxon Valdez cleanup.1

Scientists and doctors are rapidly closing in on the mechanism of
chemical sensitivity—that is, exactly how chemicals cause the varied
symptoms—as lab tests and diagnostic procedures become more
sophisticated. However, lack of a perfectly understood mechanism
does not negate the existence of TILT diseases or attempts by doctors
to treat people with symptoms.As Ashford and Miller point out in
their book, “Useful interventions can precede a full understanding of
mechanisms—that is, we do not have to know everything before we
do anything”(1998,311). The classic example they use to illustrate
this point is the 1854 cholera epidemic (ibid., 51).A London physi-
cian noticed that people who developed cholera obtained their
drinking water from the community well.He broke the pump handle
and stopped the epidemic. It took thirty more years to discover the
bacterium responsible for cholera epidemic.

There are also other developments in the public policy arena
that show chemical sensitivity and other TILT symptoms are increas-
ingly being recognized as a disabling disease (ibid.). For example,in
1991,the National Research Council held a workshop to determine
research needs for chemical sensitivity and the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) took the lead in fostering
public research. In 1994, federal agencies involved in occupational
and environmental health issues and the departments of defense and
veterans affairs formed the Interagency Work Group on Chemical
Sensitivity. Also in 1994,the first U.S. government-subsidized housing
for people with chemical sensitivity opened in California.An increas-
ing number of states regulate or call for regulation of chemicals such
as pesticides, synthetic carpets, and carpet glues associated with
chemical sensitivity and health problems. Canada and European
countries recognize chemical sensitivity and implement policies to
support people disabled by this disease.

“Ch emical In ju ry and the Co u rt s” :
Corpora te Dom a i n
Miller and I found during our investigation of sick EVOS cleanup
workers’ health claims that the scientific inroads towards under-
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standing chemical sensitivity are not mirrored in the legal arena. In
fact,just the opposite—we concluded that our nation’s legal system
has turned on its head to the point where it actually advocates pro-
tection of polluters at the expense of public health and victims’
rights.How is this happening?

Sound public policies are based on sound science;the better the
science admitted into the legal and regulatory arenas, the better the
policies coming out of the system. We discovered that Exxon and
other corporate polluters and manufacturers of dangerous products
have devised ways to control the science being admitted in court and
thus are able to control or bias court (judge or jury) decisions,which
ultimately are used to shape and guide public policies. Exxon used
three of these strategies to hide from the public the fact that its safe-
ty program failed to adequately protect workers from the harmful
health effects of its cleanup.

Daubert

In June 2003,the Tellus Institute in Boston,Massachusetts,published
a review called, “Daubert: The Most Influential Supreme Court
Ruling You’ve Never Heard Of.” The Tellus review was conducted by
its Project on Scientific Knowledge and Public Policy and guided by
a planning committee, which includes Dr. Eula Bingham who had
p rev i o u s ly advocated better health and safety protections fo r
cleanup workers in 1989.This group encourages the understanding
and use of the best available scientific evidence in policy decision-
making—and they write critical and insightful reviews when some-
thing is amiss.

According to the Tellus report, “In June 28, 1993, the U.S.
Supreme Court issued an opinion relating to how federal judges
should decide whether to allow expert testimony into the court-
ro o m .” In D a u b e rt v. M e rrell Dow Pharm a c e u t i c a l s , I n c., t h e
Supreme Court “instructed judges to examine the scientific method
underlying expert evidence and to admit only evidence that was
both ‘relevant and reliable’.” In other words, Daubert directs judges
to act as “gatekeepers” of scientific evidence by allowing them to
decide what does and does not get admitted as evidence to the jury
(Tellus report 2003,3).

Two later Supreme Court rulings considerably ex p a n d e d
Daubert’s reach (ibid., 3). One made it virtually impossible to suc-
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cessfully appeal and overturn trial court decisions regarding admissi-
bility of evidence (General Electric v. Joiner [1997]);the other ruled
Daubert should be applied to all expert testimony, not just that
based on scientific evidence (Kumho Tire Co.v.Carmichael [1999]).

The Tellus review (2003) found that, over the past ten years,
Daubert has had unforeseen and very troubling consequences:
“Polluters and manufacturers of dangerous products are successfully
using Daubert to keep juries from hearing scientific or any other evi-
dence against them”(3).The Tellus report explains,“Much of the evi-
dence that forms the basis of a plaintiff’s case, from the safety of
drugs and consumer products to whether pollution has caused
harm,is based on science.In many cases,pre-trial “Daubert hearings
exclude so much of the evidence upon which plaintiffs intend to rely
that a given case cannot proceed”(ibid.,3).The pre-trial hearings are
argued in private, behind doors closed to public scrutiny.The Tellus
review concludes that Daubert has become “the latest and most
effect tool used by tort defendants to protect themselves from prod-
uct liability and personal injury cases”(ibid.,3).

Daubert is one of the main reasons that most of the toxic tort
cases filed by EVOS cleanup workers such as Smith and La Joie came
to naught (Chapter 7).Toxic torts,in particular, rely on scientific evi-
dence to demonstrate causality—that exposure to toxic substances,
such as oil and solvent aerosols for example, will cause diseases,
such as disabling chemical sensitivities, respiratory problems, and
neurological damage in this example. The traditional western sci-
ence-based medical community was—and still is to some extent—
reluctant to accept chemical sensitivity as a new disease and has
refused for years to publish scientific papers about chemical sensi-
tivity in its “accepted” medical journals.This played right into the
hands of corporate lawyers who used the very newness of the sci-
ence, the innovative methods to diagnose chemical sensitivity, and
the lack of acceptance by the scientific community to discredit the
evidence under Daubert. This did not just happen to sick EVOS
cleanup workers.

The Tellus report summary shows a battleground littered with
p l a i n t i ffs injured by chemicals and faulty pro d u c t s . Fo l l ow i n g
Daubert, the Tellus paper reports,“The percentage of expert testi-
mony by scientists that was excluded from the courtroom rose sig-
nificantly. This . . . has led to an increase in successful motions for
summary judgment,since,without expert testimony,there is often lit-
tle left with which to proceed. The percentage of summary judg-
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ments granted post-Daubert more than doubled.Over 90 percent of
these judgments came down against plaintiffs”(ibid.,4).

The Tellus review warns,“Emboldened by their success in the
courtroom,powerful interests are now trying to extend the reach of
Daubert-like evidentiary standards to the regulatory arena, where
they may affect the federal government’s ability to understand and
act to reduce risk from hazardous exposures”(ibid.,4). For example,
according to the Tellus report,large corporations and their interests
have challenged the EPA’s right under the Data Quality Act (2000) to
“draw conclusions about the potential ecological effects of [a] wide-
ly-used herbicide . . . .”The Tellus review explains that the petition,
backed by the chemical industry, “argued that [the] EPA could not
include peer-reviewed academic studies documenting endocrine dis-
ruption effects in its assessment of risk from [the herbicide],because
the EPA had not yet established testing protocols to characterize
endocrine effects”(ibid., 15).

In this case, chemical industry interests argued that the EPA has
the cart before the horse, but, as was demonstrated in the 1854
cholera epidemic and discussed for the chemical sensitivity epidemic,
the lack of understanding of a known cause should not prevent
recognition and treatment of the problem. A Daubert-like approach to
scientific evidence severely undermines the ability of federal regulato-
ry agencies to protect public health, because the agencies consider
the totality of evidence in their decision-making process to assess risk,
which is at odds with the piecemeal and fragmented approach
encouraged by Daubert in court. The Tellus report (2003) warns,
“Daubert and Daubert-like challenges threaten to paralyze the sys-
tems we use to protect public health and the environment”(ibid.,17).

Linda King’s wonderfully informative little book designed to
guide and encourage people suffe ring with ch e m i c a l - i n d u c e d
injuries, Chemical Injury and the Courts: A Litigation Guide for
Clients and their Attorneys, best sums up the state of affairs under
Daubert.“Many [victims] feel they have been sold out three times—
by the polluters, by the government,and again by the American legal
system”(King 1999,10).

Covenant of Silence

Unfortunately, it is not just Daubert that is limiting the public’s right
to know about hazardous chemicals and health outcomes of wrongful
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exposure. An investigative article in The Washington Post in 1989,
“Toxic Waste,Court Secrets,”reported on “how the American legal sys-
tem covers up environmental hazards.”The reporter, Benjamin Weiser,
discusses the “growing use of secrecy procedures in the nation’s civil
courts and how that secrecy is hampering efforts by scientists and
health officials to learn more about hazardous chemicals and their
effects.”The “covenant of silence”enforces secrecy through confiden-
tiality in court proceedings or buys it through settlements—usually
with injured parties desperate to pay medical bills.

Either way, chemical manufacturers and corporate polluters
make sure that no one knows about the injuries that are caused and,
in controlling access to the data on which scientific opinions are
based, they influence the state of knowledge about the chemical of
concern. Corporate interests argue that confidential settlements
clear crowded court dockets,but this secrecy comes at the expense
of public health. A non-confidential settlement would also clear
court dockets,but the corporate interests insist on confidentiality as
a condition of settlement.

Miller and I came up against the covenant of silence time after
time in our investigation of the sick EVOS cleanup workers.All the
civil settlements of the toxic tort cases we found are confidential and
some impose gag orders to prevent workers from talking about their
case (Chapter 9). Most all of the evidence in the single successful
toxic tort we found, Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994), is protected by
confidentiality. It was only through a series of unrelated and totally
fortuitous events that we were able to obtain the evidence we did.In
a case like Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994),humanity—not just the sick
EVOS cleanup workers—would be greatly served by information on
toxic effects of oil pollution and oil cleanup work; the documents
should be unsealed for public review.

Occup ational Laws

D r. N i cholas A s h fo rd , author of Chemical Exposure s and other
wo rks on chemical sensitivity, told Chemical and Engi n e e ri n g
N ew s,“[A]s a ru l e , we have not fa c t o red neuro t oxicity into the re g-
u l a t o ry screening re gime ve ry mu ch ”( Wilkinson 1998, 5 8 ) . He made
this comment in re fe rence to the fe d e ral process that screens ch e m-
icals for public health effects to determine whether to allow com-
m e rcial pro d u c t i o n .
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However, Miller and I learned that his comment also applies to
occupational laws supposedly designed to protect workers from
workplace hazards. Most of the workers’ compensation claims for
injuries incurred during Exxon’s cleanup were filed in Alaska. Yet,as
discussed in Chapter 8,Alaska’s workers’compensation system flatly
ignores chemical sensitivity claims—and most likely other claims of
potential chemical-induced health problems (such as the headaches,
nausea,and dizziness).

The sad irony is that until chemical-induced injuries are proper-
ly recognized—by state and federal systems designed to protect
worker and public health, the injuries will continue to happen,
injured workers will continue to be discarded by the system,and we
will continue to drain our economy of skilled labor.

Con clu s i on : L on g - Term Mon i toring of EVO S
Workers IS Wa rra n ted
Miller and I have concluded from our three-year investigation of
EVOS workers that Exxon’s cleanup was an occupational health dis-
aster.Further,we conclude there are,unquestionably and undeniably,
people who have died, and people who are suffering, from chronic
health problems stemming from wrongful exposure during the
cleanup.2 There could be as many as two thousand or more former
workers with chronic symptoms—and this estimate is likely conser-
vative because it is based on Exxon’s self-reported “peak”number of
11,000 cleanup workers,not the total number employed during the
cleanup. However, scientists, state and federal oversight personnel
such as ADEC and Coast Guard employees,and volunteers could be
ex p e riencing ch ronic health pro blems stemming from cl e a nu p
exposures as well.

We believe with proper medical attention from physicians who
specialize in occupational chemical ex p o s u res that these symptoms
can be re l i eved and some degree of health re s t o re d . G i ven the bri g h t
t rail blazed by the Gulf War vets and the Vietnam vets (Agent Ora n ge
ex p o s u re ) ,we also believe that some of the EVOS cl e a nup wo rke rs may
p revail in a toxic court case.The injured wo rke rs ’ job would be made
easier if documents in S t u bbl e field v. E x x o n (1994) are made publ i c .

But, most importantly, we believe that the public and all the
EVOS workers, sick and healthy, have the right to know about the
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hazards and health effects of exposure to oil and solvents.To facili-
tate this end,we believe that the federal government (OSHA) should
complete its unfinished tasks from 1989.First,it should subpoena all
the medical records from the cleanup, which Exxon and VECO are
required to keep for thirty years, and, with these records, it should
authorize a full-blown epidemiological study with independent
institutions on the EVOS cleanup workers.Secondly, the federal gov-
ernment should require—and fund—an independent long-term
monitoring program to address health care problems and needs of
the EVOS cleanup workers.

Additional lessons learned from our investigation and recom-
mendations for change are discussed in Part 3, the final section of
this book.
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Part 2:
Sound Truth

“There is something fascinating about science. One gets 
such a wholesale return of conjecture out of

a trifling investment of fact.”

Mark Twain
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Pre-Spill Studies
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Chapter 11.

1970s Science

(Author’s note:The stories in Part 2 are framed on ordinary people
doing extraordinary jobs—the popular definition of heroes.When
Stanley“Jeep”Rice, PhD, discovered that his story led this section, he
protested,“You can’t start with me! I’m just a boring scientist!”As
“boring”as chemistry and “toxicology”[the science of poisons] may
be to some readers, the studies conducted by Rice and his team at
the federal [NOAA] Auke Bay Lab are the mortar that glues togeth-
er all of the wildlife and habitat studies. The composite yields a
comprehensive new understanding of oil effects on marine life.
Rice’s story provides an insider’s view on the process of developing
water quality standards to protect aquatic life.)

Un derstanding Oil Tox i c i ty
In 1971 a young scientist named Stanley Rice,PhD, was hired direct-
ly out of graduate school to start an oil pollution program at the
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) research lab in Auke
Bay, Alaska (Rice 2001).Alaska had been a state for just twelve years,
but it was very clear that oil was going to be a large part of the state’s
future. In 1967 oil had displaced fisheries as the leading source of
income for the young state (Coates 1993). Discovery of the huge
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Prudhoe Bay oilfield on the North Slope in 1968 had triggered
national debates over where to site the proposed pipeline to bring
Alaska’s oil to thirsty domestic markets.The route favored by the
state and oil industry,and eventually authorized by Congress,brought
the oil down an 800-mile pipeline from the North Slope south to Port
Valdez. From there it went by tankers through Prince William Sound
and out Hinchinbrook Entrance to ports mostly on the West Coast of
the United States.Oil pollution from daily tanker operations and the
possibility of a catastrophic spill were acknowledged risks, consid-
ered remote by some, but very real to others. It was these risks that
brought Rice to Alaska.

“Jeep” Rice, as his friends call him, is a toxicologist, a scientist
who specializes in studying poisons and their effects on aquatic life.
After passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, then the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline System (TAPS) Authorization Act in 1973, Rice was charged
with establishing “safe” levels of oil for aquatic life. Specifically, he
was to determine “safe” levels of oil that could be discharged from
the oily water treatment plant at the planned tanker terminal in Port
Valdez without harming the port’s marine life.The Clean Water Act
required end-of-the-pipe standards to control pollution (Elder,Killam,
and Koberstein 1999). Each state is given responsibility to establish
its own water quality standards, so Rice and his team of federal sci-
entists worked closely with state scientists to establish “safe” stan-
dards for oil in Alaska.

Determining safe levels of exposure to crude oil is challenging,
because each type of crude is a unique blend of hundreds of dif-
ferent hydrocarbons and other elements,a product of plant and ani-
mal matter cooked at different temperatures and compressed
through geologic time. Prudhoe Bay crude is chemically distinct
from crude oils from other areas in or outside Alaska.One crude oil
may be more or less toxic than another, depending on its unique
chemical makeup.

The chemical compounds in crude oil that pose a health threat
to aquatic (and human) life are “aromatic hydrocarbons.” Aromatic
hydrocarbons contain one to five ring-shaped benzene molecules,
one of the oldest known human carcinogens.There are two types of
aromatic hydrocarbons:those that dissolve rapidly in water or air and
those that do not.Since the scientists were charged with establishing
water quality standards,they decided to simplify matters by focusing
on only those aromatic hydrocarbons that readily dissolved in water.
The “water soluble fraction (WSF)” of crude oil is mostly one- and
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two-ring aromatic hydrocarbons. The scientists decided to largely
ignore, for the time being, the “polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs),” the three- to five-ring aromatic hydrocarbons,which do not
readily dissolve in water.

Scientists nationwide worked to develop standardized methods
and tests that could be applied to all crude oils.To prepare crude oil
for toxicity tests,scientists add crude oil to seawater in glass jugs and
shake the mixture, using a paint shaker, for a set time at a set tem-
perature.Then they allow the mixture to sit upright until black oil,
containing PAHs and other oil compounds,rises to the surface and is
thrown out. The remaining seawater contains dissolved crude oil
fractions—the WSF—invisible to the eye, but deadly to aquatic life.
Next,lab tests are conducted with living organisms to assess toxicity
of the dissolved WSF, not the whole oil.These tests are called “bioas-
says.” Dilute concentrations of the crude oil WSF are added to glass
beakers along with test organisms such as juvenile fish or a variety of
small invertebrates related to crabs and shrimp.The bioassays are ter-
minated after forty-eight or ninety-six hours, which fit conveniently
into a five-day workweek, and the number of organisms that died is
recorded (U.S.EPA 1991).

Bioassays determine how many things died at different concen-
trations of WSF, ranging from zero to full strength WSF. From this
range of concentrations, scientists calculate the concentration of
WSF that kills 50 percent of the test organisms.The WSF is measured
as “parts per million” or parts of WSF per million parts of water.To
d e t e rmine “ s a fe ” l evels of ex p o s u re , the U. S . E nv i ro n m e n t a l
Protection Agency (EPA), the agency responsible for implementing
the Clean Water Act,simply divides the level that kills 50 percent of
the test organisms by one hundred (Rice et al. 2001). Rice (2001)
called this “guess-work,” but he explained that,at the time, scientists
thought that one one-hundredth of the short-term toxicity level
ought to be safe for fish and wildlife.The science of toxicology was
still in its infancy in the 1970s and there was—and still is—a lot of
room for improvement (Peterson et al.2003).

During pipeline construction from 1974 to 1977, Rice and his
team, including biologist John Karinen, chemist Jeff Short, and oth-
ers, conducted standard bioassays to determine the toxicity of
Prudhoe Bay crude to local pink salmon fry, shrimp, and other
Alaskan species (Rice, Short, and Karinen 1977). Rice also directed
his team to run thirty-day bioassays.They found that the longer crea-
tures were exposed to the crude oil WSF, the less oil it took to kill
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them.This led them into a decade of research, during the 1980s, on
“sublethal” effects of crude oil on pink salmon and herring (Karinen
1988;Moles,Babcock,and Rice 1987;Moles and Rice 1983;Rice et al.
1984;Rice et al.1987a;Rice et al.1987b).

Rice (2001) said,“We worried about long-term effects, but there
really wasn’t a way to measure more subtle effects.” Rice suspected
these subtle “sublethal” effects, such as reproductive damage or
delayed growth,could also harm a species’ ability to survive.In wor-
rying about long-term effects of oil, Rice was ahead of his time, but
he couldn’t find funding to study these effects.This would all change
twenty years later (Chapter 20).

Meanwhile, scientists across the country found that different
crude oils were toxic to aquatic life at levels of 1 to 30 parts per mil-
lion WSF. Dividing the higher number by the “safety factor” of 100,
EPA established federal water quality criteria for some individual
PAHs,but none for total PAHs.Instead EPA listed 300 parts per billion
total PAHs as a guideline for states to use to develop standards (U.S.
CFR45 79339 1980). (The guideline was considered to be the
“Lowest Observed Effect Level”or LOEC.) 

Rice and his team found that just below 1 part per million of
crude oil WSF killed some of the more sensitive Alaskan species
(Rice, Moles, and Karinen 1979). Applying the “safety factor,” the
state of Alaska adopted a total PAH criterion of 10 parts per billion
and a total aromatic hydrocarbon criterion of 15 parts per billion.
These criteria were more stringent than those established by the
federal government.

The state water quality standards were established in 1979, less
than one year after oil started flowing down the Trans-Alaska pipeline
and the Valdez tanker terminal became operational. Alaska’s stan-
dards are tough:they are the most stringent state standards for oil in
the nation then and still now, twenty-five years later. Ten parts per bil-
lion of aromatic hydrocarbons is less than one-hundredth of a tea-
spoon (0.05 ml) of crude oil in an Olympic-size swimming pool.1

B a s eline St u d i e s
While Rice and his team we re developing the state water quality
s t a n d a rds for oil, t h ey also started “ b a s e l i n e ” studies to establish the
types of sealife and back ground level of oil pollution in Po rt Va l d e z
and Prince William Sound befo re oil started fl owing down the
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pipeline (Karinen 1998).At the tanker terminal area in Po rt Va l d e z ,
t h ey collected sediment samples and counted the number of ani-
mals and species present along the beaches and in the shallow
n e a rs h o re are a .Along beaches on either side of the proposed tanke r
lane in Prince William Sound, t h ey collected intertidal sediments
and mu s s e l s .

These baseline studies, conducted from 1977 to 1980, estab-
lished that the tanker terminal area was relatively free of oil pollution
prior to startup of oil shipping operations (Rice et al. 1981;see also
U.S. Dept. of Commerce 1989). The studies also showed that the
beaches of Prince William Sound near the tanker lane were general-
ly free of oil pollution before the Exxon Valdez spill. Rice and his
team found very low levels of hydrocarbons—PAHs—in the sedi-
ment at their two sites on either side of Hinchinbrook Entrance
(Karinen and Babcock 1991).

Short analyzed the chemical composition of the Hinchinbrook
hydrocarbons and determined the PAHs were from a natural source,
but there were no such sources in the Sound. However, the North
Gulf Coast from the eastern edge of the Copper River Delta and east
to Yakutat Bay is peppered with small natural oil seeps and large coal
fields. The powerful Alaska Coastal Current flows westward along
this coast and straight into the Sound at Hinchinbrook Entrance
(Royer 1982).The NMFS team reasoned this current could be trans-
porting hydrocarbons into the Sound (Short 1998).

They searched upstream for possible oil sources, following the
path of the Alaska Coastal Current.Short found the chemical compo-
sition of the Hinchinbrook hydrocarbons was consistent with the pat-
tern for oil seeps near Katalla, seventy-odd miles to the east in the
Copper River Delta. He realized that the source of the Hinchinbrook
PAHs could also be coal fields in this area and to the east.Short (1998)
explained that, given the state of analytical chemistry in the 1970s,
coal and oil were difficult to distinguish on the basis of hydrocarbon
composition patterns.

Wildlife,however, could distinguish between coal and oil.By the
end of the 1970s, mussels were used worldwide to monitor oil pol-
lution (National Research Council 1980).This shellfish readily soaks
up the PAHs in oil and retains them in their tissues in a process called
“bioaccumulation.” Coal,however, is biologically inert:the PAHs are
tightly locked into the solid matrix and cannot be absorbed by mus-
sels or other wildlife (Short 1998).Short found that the mussels from
the study sites in Hinchinbrook Entrance were free of hydrocarbons
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(Short and Babcock 1996),which led him to suspect that the source
of the Hinchinbrook hydrocarbons was coal.

At the time,the exact source of the Hinchinbrook PAHs seemed
totally irrelevant—there were only very low levels of the PAHs,they
were found in only one area, and they weren’t a source of contami-
nation for area wildlife.However, this minor detail would return over
twenty years later as a roaring dragon, flamed by Exxon’s strategic
bellows (Chapter 21).

Al ye s k a’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
The TAPS owners did not object to Alaska’s stringent water quality
standards—the oil companies had promised there would be minimal
oil pollution in Port Valdez (Redburn 1988;Townsend Environmental
1994).2 The TAPS owners,including the big three—British Petroleum
(BP),Atlantic Richfield Company (ARCO), and Exxon, which owned
over 90 percent of the pipeline—formed a consortium,Alyeska (“al-
e-ES-kah”), to operate and maintain the pipeline and the tanker ter-
minal (Coates 1993).The Clean Water Act allows industry to monitor
its own discharges for pollution,but unbeknownst to the public and
government regulators,the TAPS owners and Alyeska cheated.

By the mid-1980s, Alyeska and its contractors had a full reper-
toire of manipulating and fabricating scientific data, as summarized
by investigative reporter Charles McCoy of the Wall Street Journal
after the spill (1989).Oil levels in the tanker terminal discharge reg-
ularly (and greatly) exceeded permitted levels.According to industry
insiders,the oil levels “would have been off the scale”had the water
samples been analyzed in Valdez.Alyeska scientists knew this,so they
sent the samples—unrefrigerated—to Seattle. By the time the sam-
ples were tested, the toxic WSF had been partially broken down by
bacteria in the warm temperatures or adsorbed,along with the PAHs,
by the rubber test tube stoppers.The loss of the WSF and PAHs dur-
ing transport and storage was usually sufficient to make the test
results be within EPA’s permitted discharge limits.

“Science” was easily bought by the powerful TAPS owners.
Unfortunately, this track record of scientific abuse continued after
the spill (Cohen 1992; U.S.EPA 1992).
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Sound Trut h
While the scientific and political controversy raged over how much
or how little oil was in Port Valdez water and whether or not these
levels were in compliance with permits (Epler 1985a,1985b,1988a;
Pasztor and Taylor 1986; U.S. GAO 1987), the Sound presented her
own “truth.” The Macoma clam population in the mud flats near the
tanker terminal crashed after TAPS became operational—85 percent
of the clams vanished between 1978 and 1984 (Myren and Pella
1977; Myren, Perkins, and Merrell 1992).3 These tiny clams filter
water for food and are very sensitive to low levels of PAHs, which
they concentrate in their tissues.Toxic hydrocarbons slipped unde-
tected through the tanker terminal and slowly accumulated in Port
Valdez sediments (Epler 1988b).
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Early Oil Spill Studies
(1989 to 1992)
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Chapter 12.

Tracking the Oil

In Seaw a ter, Sed i m en t , and Mu s s el s
By Sunday,26 March 1989,while NOAA’s spill response team was still
setting up computers at the command center in the Valdez Westmark
hotel to track the oil spill,NMFS research scientists John Karinen and
Malin Babcock were out in the Sound,collecting intertidal beach sed-
iments and mussel samples from baseline monitoring sites (Karinen
1998; Karinen et al.1993).These would be the only samples collect-
ed from these beaches before they were coated with oil during
Sunday night’s storm. In addition to the eight historical monitoring
sites last sampled in 1980, they collected intertidal sediment and
mussel samples from eleven new sites—seven before the beaches
were plastered with Exxon Valdez oil and four outside the path of
the oil.By hustling over Easter weekend to collect samples before the
beaches were oiled, the scientists were able to establish that there
were no changes at their sites despite twelve years of tanker traffic.
The Sound was generally free of oil pollution immediately before the
Exxon Valdez spill.

On Monday,27 March,the NMFS Auke Bay Lab near Juneau held
its annual three-day program review for the public and NOAA
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administrators from Washington, DC. Jeff Short, the chemist who
had worked with Rice on oil bioassays in the mid-1970s, was at the
meetings,and he had a mission.He corralled some of the top admin-
istrators in NMFS and NOAA and asked for permission to measure
oil concentrations in the water column under the surface slick.

S h o rt (1998) argued that this oil, p a rt i c u l a r ly the toxic aro m a t-
ic hy d ro c a r b o n s , could injure or kill larva l , j u ve n i l e , and adult fi s h
as well as copepods, w h i ch are food for eve rything from fish to
h u m p b a ck whales. He expected any oil dissolved or captured as
whole droplets in the water column would be ra p i d ly diluted and
d i s p e rs e d . He also knew the PAHs we re the best indicator of the
potential toxicity of spilled oil as they could be picked up dire c t ly
by marine life or indire c t ly tra n s fe rred through the food we b . H e
needed to find out how long measurable amounts of oil—especial-
ly the persistent PA H s — we re present in the water column to lay a
chemical foundation to explain any biological effects on fish and
w i l d l i fe .

Short knew he was asking his supervisors to make a commitment
to document effects from the spill without guaranteed funding—
there was no time for budget reviews or congressional appropria-
tions. He waited anxiously for a response.A couple of hours later,
Rice, now habitat program manager at the lab, told him,“Pack your
toothbrush. You’re leaving here in 48 hours and, before you leave,
you’ve got to figure out how you’re going to sample under an oil slick.
Try not to spend more than $15,000”(Short 1998).

Panicked, Short explained the problem to old Norm Johnson
who ran the maintenance and machine shop at the lab:how do you
get a water sample under a giant oil slick from a boat in the middle
of the slick without contaminating the sample by the slick itself?

Johnson figured it out. He bent stainless steel tubing,heat-sealed
a Tygon (special plastic) tubing sleeve over one end, and connected
the other end to compressed air.The end with the protective sleeve
penetrated the slick and was deployed to a desired depth.Then the
air compressor blew off the sleeve,which was connected by twine so
it could be retrieved without littering. The air compressor was
swapped with a suction pump that pulled the water sample onto the
boat.The water sample was immediately treated with an organic sol-
vent to separate any oil from the seawater and preserve the oil.This
last step was extremely important.In unpreserved seawater samples,
naturally-occurring bacteria would break down some of the oil
before the sample could be analyzed in a lab,making there appear to
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be less oil than there really was.This would lead to incorrect results
and misleading conclusions.

One week later Short and Pat Harris were in the Sound with a
fishing boat charter arranged by CDFU.They witnessed what few oth-
ers did—the huge slick moving through the Sound. Short (1998)
recalled, “Northwest Bay (Eleanor Island) stank to high heaven—
there was oil everywhere as far as you could see . . .We got to AFK
[Armin F. Koernig] hatchery in Sawmill Bay in the middle of the night
and all we could see were boats and booms and oil everywhere—it
was a war zone . . .The north end of Smith Island was just devastat-
ed.There was oil everywhere,not just on the beaches,but up in the
trees. But what bothered everybody was the deathly silence.That’s
when it really hit home.You know, usually when you’re out on the
water, you hear gulls, ducks, marine mammals,something.We’d seen
a lot of ugly sites up until then—quite a number of dead sea otters
and dead sea lions coated by oil and floating in the water, a still-born
sea otter pup at Green Island.But the thing that really got to us was
the absolute dead quiet at north Smith Island.”

Short and Harris sampled thirty stations in four days, zigzagging
their way around the Sound as they followed a cruise plan that alter-
nated sampling between a clean site and a contaminated site to
prove there was no carry-over contamination between sites.It meant
a lot of traveling and basically no sleep. When they returned to
Cordova,they rested for two days,and then they went back out to re-
sample all thirty stations (Short and Harris 1996a).

While on the first seawater-sampling trip, Short and Harris
shared a mutual concern.It was well known at the time of the Exxon
Valdez spill that oil loss from a slick was rapid, involving initial loss-
es of volatile hydrocarbons into the air and water column immedi-
ately after a spill.It was also well known that oil levels in the water
column peaked immediately after a spill and then rapidly decreased
as the oil became diluted and dispersed.They knew that once the
giant slick passed through the Sound,oil would be increasingly diffi-
cult to detect in water samples. However, they suspected that oiled
beaches would contaminate nearshore waters with low levels of
PAHs that might be potentially harmful to sealife. Short and Harris
had decided to see what oil they could find.

During their second seawater-sampling trip later in April, Short
and Harris designed a caged mussel study while their skipper drove
the boat to different stations.They knew a mussel filters about eight
gallons of seawater daily and could accumulate PAHs in its fatty tissue.
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They wanted to take mussels from a clean area,put them in cages,and
suspend the cages in the water column at various depths near the
shore.They figured mussels would soak up any oil in the surrounding
water and capture “pulse events”or times when shots of oil might be
mobilized from beaches such as after storms or during beach cleanup
operations. Short and Harris thought caged mussels would be more
reliable indicators than seawater of persistent low levels of oil.They
planned to discontinue their seawater samples,rather than spend pre-
cious dollars collecting thousands of meaningless samples.

Their boss Rice agreed and helped them get permission from
NOAA for the mussel study. During their last seawater sampling
cruise in May, Short and Harris started the first of about 380 deploy-
ments of caged mussels at twenty-two stations in the Sound and six-
teen locations outside the Sound at depths from three to eighty feet.
They collected the mussels once a month from May through August,
restocked the cages with fresh mussels,and reset them at the various
depths.They continued this study through 1991 (Short and Harris
1996b).

The results of this study startled the Auke Bay Lab scientists.In
the Sound at depths,where Exxon had found little or no oil in its
seawater samples, the caged mussels revealed PAHs from Exxon
Valdez oil were present in the water column through August, the
last month sampled in 1989—five months after the spill. The path
of submerged oil mirrored the path of the surface slick as it swept
through the Sound and out into the Gulf of Alaska in 1989.The sub-
merged oil was like a big underwater cloud that drifted through
the water column.This cloud had the highest levels of PAHs in shal-
low seas adjacent to heavily oiled beaches.The PAH cloud dissipat-
ed over time,with depth,and with distance from oiled beaches so
that by 1992,the last year of the study, it mostly persisted only off
beaches that had been heavily oiled.Outside the Sound,the caged
mussels told a different story. The PAH cloud had dissipated quick-
ly and PAHs from the spill were found in caged mussels only spo-
radically in 1989 and were generally below detection limits in 1990
and 1991.

The caged mussel study proved that oiled beaches acted like oil
reservoirs and continued to contaminate the adjacent shallow sea
with toxic PAHs that could readily be picked up by local sealife.This
study laid the chemical foundation for further examination of the
biological effects of the Exxon Valdez spill.
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*  *  *
While Short and Harris collected seawater samples and conducted
the caged mussel study, their colleagues at the Auke Bay Lab collect-
ed sediment samples to track the movement of oil from the beaches
to the seafloor.They focused their studies on Prince William Sound
beaches where nearly half of the spilled oil stranded.They didn’t
have to look very far or very deep for oil. In 1989 they found the
highest concentrations of PAHs immediately at the water’s edge at
the lowest reach of the tides, well below where the oil initially
stranded (O’Clair, Short, and Rice 1996; Spies et al. 1996). Exxon
Valdez oil was smeared across the shallow subtidal zone down to a
depth of about 65 feet below the lowest tidal reach with the highest
concentration of oil at the shallowest depths.They realized this oil
probably was washed down the beach by the cleanup operations.At
depths of over 130 feet,they lost the chemical trail of Exxon Valdez
oil as it diluted and dispersed with depth.

Oil levels in sediments declined rapidly after 1989 and in 1991,
the last year of the study, Exxon Valdez oil was positively identified
in shallow subtidal sediments from only the most heavily oiled
beaches. Lab tests showed that toxicity of intertidal sediments to
standard lab test organisms also declined from 1989 to 1991 (Wolfe
et al. 1996).The Auke Bay Lab scientists assumed that the oil had
degraded and weathered on beaches with less initial oil. However,
several years later, scientific advancements in understanding the oil
“weathering” (degradation) process allowed positive identification
of Exxon Valdez oil in archived samples from beaches where they
had formerly found none (Short and Heintz 1997).The oil was still
there;it was just a matter of refining the measuring tools to detect it.
The scientists’ struggle to detect low levels of lingering oil did not
prevent this oil from harming sealife (Chapter 20).

Other federal scientists conducted standard bioassays with
oiled beach sediments.The residual oil in intertidal sediments was
potent enough to kill test animals for two years—1989 and 1990—
but not thereafter. This lethal effect matched the area where the
Exxon Valdez oil had caused major biological damage. Scientists
wondered whether oil concentrations were high enough to cause
subtler harm than outright death in fish and wildlife that used inter-
tidal beaches.
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E x xon’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
During their second seawater-sampling cruise in April, Auke Bay Lab
scientists Short and Harris crossed paths with Exxon scientists who
were also collecting water samples. Short talked briefly with the
Exxon scientists and he observed that their seawater samples were
stored directly in plastic containers (Neff and Stubblefield 1995,
147).Short immediately had doubts about their experimental design.
He knew plastic containers would absorb PAHs, and bacteria in the
seawater would break down whatever was left.Short figured, by the
time the unpreserved seawater samples in their plastic containers
were analyzed in the lab four to seven days later, there might not be
any PAHs left.This trick of not properly storing oily seawater sam-
ples,which resulted in erroneously low hydrocarbon levels had been
used before the spill by Alyeska’s scientists (Chapter 11).

Exxon scientists used other strategies that reduced measurable
levels of oil in the seawater samples. For example, during their first
two seawater-sampling cruises,Exxon scientists used EPA’s methods
for preserving and analyzing samples of drinking water (Neff and
Stubblefield 1995, 147). This method was totally inappropriate for
seawater with its relatively high levels of bacteria. Exxon was well
aware of the presence of these bacteria (Atlas, Boehm, and Calder
1981)—they were the basis of Exxon’s much-touted bioremediation
program for shoreline cleanup operations and of Alyeska’s biological
treatment system at the tanker terminal facilities. How could bacte-
ria not eat oil in their seawater samples, yet still eat oil off the beach-
es and in the treatment ponds at the terminal? (Braddock et al.1996;
Leahy and Colwell 1990).It appears that Exxon was simply counting
on people to not catch the deception.Incorrectly preserving seawa-
ter samples would have substantially underestimated the amount of
oil in the samples.

By their third cruise in late April,Exxon scientists started to col-
lect their seawater samples closer to the surface slick and to preserve
the samples correctly, using the same EPA methods used by Short
(Neff and Stubblefield 1995, 147). Not surprisingly, the levels of oil
including PAHs in Exxon’s seawater samples increased. Exxon scien-
tists reported the highest level of oil occurred in late April, a month
after the spill (Neff 1991;Neff and Stubblefield 1995,158, Figure 8).

These results defied simple physics and known weathering pat -
terns of oil spills, yet Exxon scientists ignored the critics and insist-
ed their results were valid.However, Exxon scientists provided only
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a generalized summary of their data,which included data that were
averaged across depths and even across areas.This made it impossi-
ble for others (including the author) to verify their results.They did
the same—reported “averages”with no raw data—for their sediment
samples and mussel tissue samples (Boehm et al. 1995, 392–393,
Table A-1,and 396–397,Table A-3, respectively).

Huff, author of the popular book How to Lie with Statistics
(1954), points out that such “an unqualified ‘average’ is virtually
meaningless” (29). He warns, “Watch out for an average, variety
unspecified,in any matter where mean and median might be expect-
ed to differ substantially”(127).This number game is similar to the sit-
uation in which a company has several high-paid corporate officers
and a lot of lower paid workers.The average salary shows everyone
has a pretty fair wage, however, the median—literally, the middle—
shows that most folks are paid far less than the officers.Huff devot-
ed an entire chapter to “the well-chosen average”in his book.

In Exxon’s case, Exxon scientists amassed a huge data set with
thousands of seawater and sediment samples and limited mussel tis-
sue samples (Boehm et al.1995) or surrogates for mussels (Shigenaka
and Henry 1995). However, most of the samples had no Exxon
Valdez-derived oil because they were collected from areas where
there was not expected to be any such oil (too deep,out of oil path,
too long after spill, etc.).This way Exxon’s averages had little oil.
These well chosen averages are the foundation for Exxon’s claim that
the oil spill has had only short-term effects on sealife.

For example, Exxon scientists argues that their average oil con-
centrations in seawater were less than the state’s water quality stan-
dard in 1989 and, therefore, too low to outright kill sealife (Maki
1991; Neff and Stubblefield 1995, 170). Exxon scientists conducted
bioassays to prove their point,using various non-Alaskan species and
seawater stored in the plastic containers that Short had seen.Not sur-
prisingly,whatever oil may have been left in the seawater by the time
the bioassays were conducted was no longer toxic.

Exxon scientists also focused their sampling effort in deeper off-
shore areas of Prince William Sound and the Gulf of Alaska,well away
from where most of the spilled oil stranded on the beaches (Page et
al. 1995b).In these deep areas,below about 330 feet,Exxon discov-
ered “oil,” not Exxon Valdez oil,but petroleum hydrocarbons derived
from the coalfields at the Bering River on the eastside of the Copper
River Delta.The Auke Bay Lab scientists had also documented occur-
rence of these petroleum hydrocarbons at great depths,but they had
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ignored these hydrocarbons as their purpose was to document and
track Exxon Valdez oil.However, Exxon scientists made such a huge
ruckus about this source of contamination, and its implications for
the ecological health of the Sound, that the NMFS scientists were
eventually drawn into the fray to defend their own work.This con-
troversy is covered separately (Chapter 21).

L on g - Term Com m i tm en t
Exxon’s spill offered a unique opportunity to advance scientific
understanding of effects of oil in marine ecosystems, because long-
term funding was finally available. From 1989 through 1991, public
dollars were directed towards assessing injuries to fish,wildlife, and
habitat from the spill.The 1991 civil settlement (Chapter 1, Sidebar
2,p.9) provided $900 million over ten years to monitor, enhance,or
restore wildlife and habitat injured by the spill. It established the
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council (EVOS Trustee Council) to
oversee expenditure of funds for this purpose.

“P u bl i c - t rust scientists” we re individuals who studied oil spill
e ffects on the ecosystem with public dollars — t h rough the EVO S
Trustee Council, p u blic age n c i e s , o r, in a few cases, with pri va t e
( n o n - i n d u s t ry) funds. Some publ i c - t rust scientists, s u ch as the
NMFS Au ke Bay Lab scientists discussed in this ch a p t e r, re a l i z e d
that the fate and effects of the spill should be crystal clear because
of the unspoiled nature of the Sound befo re the spill. From the
s t a rt , the Au ke Bay Lab scientists committed a huge effo rt — ab o u t
fifty people—to studying va rious long-term effects of the spill ove r
the next decade.This included setting up a ve ry ex p e n s i ve analy t i-
cal facility from scra t ch for petroleum hy d ro c a r b o n s .This was the
fi rst such lab in Alaska and it is still one of only a handful of such
dedicated labs in the country.

Exxon also committed a huge amount of financial re s o u rces to
s t u dying the fate and effects of its spill, but for other reasons than
those of the publ i c - t rust scientists. Exxon was liable for damages to
both public re s o u rces a n d p ri vate individuals.While Exxon settled
its damages for public re s o u rces in 1991, it did not even try to set-
tle with pri vate individuals. With the court trials looming in 1994
and billions of dollars of potential liability outstanding, Exxon sci-
entists conducted studies to show that its spill had little effect on
fi s h ,w i l d l i fe , and other sealife . “Exxon scientists”we re those funded
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by Exxon dire c t ly or indire c t ly through contributions to academic
i n s t i t u t i o n s .

Public-trust scientists conducted studies to quantify injuries and
to monitor and understand recovery. Exxon scientists took the posi-
tion that the levels of oil in the water column were too low to cause
biological harm and they designed and conducted studies to validate
their position. Both groups of scientists found what they were look-
ing for. Huff (1954) warns,“It is dangerous to mention any subject
having high emotional content without hastily saying whether you
are for or agin it” (46).As the following chapters show, the public-
trust scientists contend that Exxon shrouded its studies in an aura of
scientific credibility and neutrality that the studies simply did not
have, because Exxon was “agin” finding that its oil harmed Alaska’s
sealife.

These conflicting motivations set the stage for a bitter battle
among scientists over the extent of harm to sealife injured by
Exxon’s spill and the prognosis for recovery. Eminent coastal ecolo-
gist Dr. Peterson noted,“[R]elatively simple decisions, assumptions,
and conditions of the study design can . . . explain how conclusions
may be dictated by choice of study design” (Peterson et al. 2001,
256). Huff calls this “bias”—whether conscious or unconscious
(123).This chapter shows, for example,how simple choices in study
design involving collection and care of seawater samples and use of
mussels led to dif ferent results and polarized conclusions.

The following chapters present the public-trust scientists’ jour-
ney of discovery—and expose some of Exxon’s deceptions with the
help of Huff’s book. Huff’s book has stood the test of time: it is still
popular, still in print—and still true!—half a century after it was first
published. Huff (1954) refers to the use of statistics to deceive as
“tricks” (9). I adopted this term for Exxon’s various statistical gyra-
tions,intended to confuse,at best,or deceive,at worst.

Sound Trut h
While the scientific controversy raged over how much or how little
oil was in the Sound, and whether or not this oil was harmful to
marine life, the Sound again presented her own “truth.” Certain
marine mammals, birds, and fish struggled to recover in areas of the
Sound that had been most heavily oiled.A decade later, recovery in
these areas still lagged well behind that in lightly oiled areas of the
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Sound (EVOS Trustee Council 2000; Peterson et al.2003).
In the next chapter, I start tracing the oil spill’s effects on the

Sound’s ecosystem by first examining what happened to beaches
and the sea plants and animals that live on the shores.
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Chapter 13.

Coastal Ecology

Rocky Sh ores and Seren d i p i ty
Two weeks before the Exxon Valdez oil spill, Seattle-based coastal
ecologist Jon Houghton, PhD, lost his job when his employer, a
regional environmental consulting firm, found out about his plans to
start his own business (Houghton 2000). Houghton immediately
formed Pentec Environmental, Inc. He was working alone from his
upstairs alcove and looking for business when he first heard news of
the Alaska spill. Houghton called Exxon’s senior science advisor Al
Maki, PhD, who he had worked for previously on an Exxon project
in Prudhoe Bay. He asked Maki if Exxon was interested in hiring a
team of scientists to study oil spill effects on coastal ecology, the rich
community of sea plants and animals that live on beaches.Maki hired
him as a subcontractor through Houghton’s former employer.

Houghton wo rked with a team of colleag u e s , i n cluding Dennis
Lees and Bill Dri s kell as co-leaders . Lees and Dri s kell had done a
c o n s i d e rable amount of wo rk in Prince William Sound in the late
1 9 7 0 s , and Houghton and Lees had wo rked for the EPA in the
1 9 8 0 s , a n a lyzing a ve ry large collection of plants and animals fro m
b e a ches in Puget Sound (Zeh, H o u g h t o n , and Lees 1981). As part of
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the latter study,Houghton and Lees had made recommendations fo r
s t u dying ch a n ges to “ c o m munity stru c t u re ” ( a s s e m bl ages of plants
and animals) in the event of an oil spill.“So re a l ly what we did in
P rince William Sound,” Houghton (2000) said, “ was implement
those re c o m m e n d a t i o n s . T h ey fo rmed the basis of our study
d e s i g n .”

Within five hectic days, the team was in the Sound, collecting
samples. Their study focused on the “intertidal zone”—the beach
exposed between high and low tides,and on the main habitat types
in the Sound—rocky beaches, boulder-cobble beaches, and mixed
sandy-muddy beaches.

Scientists estimated that about half of the spilled oil wound up
on intertidal beaches, mostly in the Sound (Spies et al. 1996).These
beaches and the adjacent shallow subtidal environment play a vital
role in maintaining the overall health of the Sound’s ecosystem.
Intertidal rockweed and other algae, and subtidal eelgrass beds and
kelp forests,provide food and shelter for a richly diverse community
of animals. The small bottom-dwelling fish, mussels, snails, clams,
marine worms, sea stars, sea urchins, small crabs, and other crus-
taceans such as tiny amphipods and copepods provide food for myr-
iad larger predators. Migratory and resident waterfowl and shore-
birds,sea otters and river otters,and even bald eagles,deer,and bears
forage in this critical transitional habitat between sea and shore. In
spring,the region serves as spawning ground for Pacific herring and
feeding grounds for legions of migratory birds;in summer, a nursery
for young salmon, herring, Dungeness crab, sea otters, and other
young of the year; and in fall and winter, a life-sustaining foraging
grounds for resident wildlife.

Houghton and his team were initially overwhelmed by the enor-
mity of their task. All the beaches were remote and difficult to
access.In their haste to sample beaches before the oil stranded,they
didn’t sample as systematically as scientists who initiated later
coastal ecology studies.They couldn’t:they had no idea what beach-
es would get oiled or treated.

After oil hit the beaches, Houghton and his team were again
overwhelmed by the devastation,but heartened to find that much of
the rockweed Fucus, a perennial brown seaweed that dominates the
intertidal zone, survived the heavy oiling (see also Van Tamelen and
Stekoll 1996a). Often the oil was not able to stick to these plants.
When the oil stuck and dried, the plants shriveled and appeared
dead, but in June, the team observed new growth on these plants.
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Rockweed provides vital cover,protecting beach dwellers from pred-
ators,temperature extremes,and drying out between tides.

With the Fucus still largely intact, the team hoped the animal
populations would recover rapidly in areas where many had been
smothered or poisoned when the oil washed ashore.The oiled beach-
es reminded the team of a war zone where the buildings had not
been destroyed—new colonists or survivors just had to move back
to occupy the vacant spaces.Their hope was short-lived.

In April Exxon started its shoreline cleanup program.Houghton
and his team sampled in the wake of the pressurized hot water wash
and were sickened by the destruction it caused to the intertidal com-
munity. Nearly 90 percent of the rockweed was destroyed—blades
scalded and holdfasts blasted from rocks. Up to 95 percent of the
intertidal animals,and 100 percent of some species,that had survived
the initial oiling were killed or displaced by the strong, prolonged,
directed blasts of 140 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) water (Driskell et al.
1996; Houghton et al. 1996; Lees, Houghton, and Driskell 1996).
Thermal limit of most intertidal organisms was well below 95°F. The
creatures were literally cooked. Houghton and his team were horri-
fied:the “cure”was worse than the original harm caused by the spill.

Exxon did not like the Houghton team’s findings.According to
Houghton, he and the others tried “real hard” to get Exxon to allow
them to continue to document the biological effects of the cleanup
o p e ra t i o n s . The scientists became so fru s t rated with Exxon’s
stonewalling that they prepared—unsolicited—a little paper about
their field observations and impressions of the cleanup. Houghton
(2000) said, “We drew analogies to the pacification of villages in
Vietnam where,if you thought there were any Vietcong in the village,
you napalmed it to cure it.If there was any oil on the beach,you hot
water washed it to cure it—which had the same effect of killing
everything that was there.”Houghton delivered the paper to Exxon’s
Valdez headquarters as he left on a two-week break.

While Houghton was gone,Maki,who was Exxon’s lead scientist,
called in Houghton’s colleagues Driskell and Lees to account for
their paper. According to Driskell (2000), the meeting was very
tense.Exxon was not at all happy with the evidence that its pressur-
ized hot water wash was destroying what was left of the intertidal
community. Despite a verbal grilling,they stood their ground.Adding
to the drama,Driskell said,“There was one Exxon person sitting qui-
etly in the corner behind the executive—an advisor,a tactician,prob-
ably a lawyer,we thought although we never found out,who just sto-
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ically glowered at us two intimidated biologists the whole time.His
dark energy was stifling.” Driskell and Lees were told there was no
way Exxon could stop the cleanup or even talk about its damage; it
would be “political suicide.”Only if NOAA or the Coast Guard said to
stop,could Exxon stop,they were told.

Despite early evidence of its biologically devastating effects from
NOAA scientists (Whitney 1991), the Coast Guard never did shut
down Exxon’s pressurized hot water wash for reasons discussed in
Part 1: Sick Workers. Hydraulic water washes became the primary
beach treatment method in 1989.

Houghton and his colleagues were allowed to evaluate biological
impacts of several alternative beach treatments, including three dis-
persants (Corexit 7664, Corexit 9580M2, and BP1100X) and one
hydraulic-water washing method.They noted that Exxon’s products,
Corexit 7664 and 9580M2, appeared to be applied in dosages that
“substantially exceed published LC50s” (lethal concentrations that
kill half of the test organisms) for many intertidal animals (Lees,
Houghton, and Driskell 1996, 329). These chemical products were
eventually banned largely due to public opposition.The team was
also allowed to conduct a brief study on biological effects of the
cleanup in late summer.

That fall, team leaders from Exxon’s oil spill program presented
their findings separately to Exxon management and attorneys at
Exxon headquarters in Houston. Houghton, Lees, and Driskell were
told that they were not to discuss their findings on different pro-
grams with each other and they were not to attend meetings where
other team leaders were presenting results. In their sequestered
meeting,when Lees was reporting that kelp growth at oiled sites was
several times lower than at reference sites, he heard one attorney
murmur to another, “Are we shooting ourselves in the foot here?”
(pers.comm.) Because of Exxon’s legal strategy, Houghton,Lees,and
Driskell were not allowed to interpret their results.The biologists had
the distinct feeling that most of their work would never see the light
of day.They were right.

In 1990 Exxon itself opted to discontinue its massive beach-
washing operations.Exxon conducted some “spot washing”in 1990
and mostly discontinued even this scaled-down effort in 1991.
I n s t e a d , E x x o n ’s pri m a ry treatment methods became manu a l
removal of oiled debris and application of chemicals. From 1989 to
1991, Prince William Sound beaches were doused with two Exxon
products: 104,510 gallons of the liquid Inipol and sixty-five tons of
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the pellet Customblen.The human health costs of Inipol arguably
exceeded any ecological gain (Chapters 1,4, and 5).

Exxon also opted to discontinue another politically troublesome
issue in 1990—the Houghton team’s subcontract for another field
season! Instead Exxon contracted directly with Houghton’s former
employer. However, serendipity intervened on Houghton’s behalf.
NOAA picked up the contract.Within one week of scrambling to get
the new contract, Houghton and his team were back out in the
Sound, resampling their old stations and adding new ones to
strengthen their study design. Houghton and his team continued
their study for the next seven years through NOAA.

In 1990 and 1991, Houghton and his team observed the first
stage of recovery as waves of “opportunistic species”—ones that
thrive in disturbed conditions—moved in to colonize oiled beaches.1

They found sea plants and animals had more difficulty reestablishing
on treated beaches than on “set-aside beaches”—oiled beaches that
were spared the harsh cleanup.They reasoned this was because sur-
viving individuals on set-aside beaches served as seed stock for new
generations,while there were virtually no survivors on treated beach-
es.On these devastated shorelines,life had to start afresh with larval
animals and plant stock carried from afar by drifting currents and
tides.

In 1992 and 1993, Houghton and his team found that even the
pressurized hot water washed beaches appeared to have recovered,
at least superficially (Houghton et al.1997).On some treated beach-
es, they found more rockweed than at the unoiled control sites, but
this was because the population of grazers—sea urchins and oth-
ers—had not yet returned to slow the seaweed’s growth.They noted
that the entire population of rockweed on treated beaches was of a
single age, like a stand of new growth in a clear-cut forest, while on
set-aside beaches, rockweed populations were of mixed ages.They
were concerned that the single age stands might die off all at the
same time.Houghton and his team continued their studies for anoth-
er four years (Chapter 21).

In addition to the Houghton team’s studies,a small legion of pub-
lic-trust scientists conducted a huge coastal ecology assessment from
1989 to 1991 as part of the Natural Resource Damage Assessment
(NRDA) process required by federal law (Sidebar 10,p.206).Some of
these scientists reported,“Injuries to the intertidal plant and inverte-
brate populations by the Exxon Valdez oil spill and subsequent
cleanup treatment activities were documented over the entire area
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Con trovers y, Con f i den ti a l i ty, and the Pu bl i c
In tere s t
In the wake of the Exxon Valdez oil spill, effective response and restoration were
hampered by confidentiality restrictions, conflicting regulations, and lack of funds
under the two federal laws that governed damage assessment in 1989.

The Clean Water Act (CWA) controls discharge and removal of oil affecting
natural resources and is implemented by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). The EPA regulations cover immediate response studies—cleanup activities
such as effectiveness of dispersant use or beach washing techniques, for example—
and long-term restoration studies.

The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,and Liability Act
(CERCLA, commonly known as “Superfund”), addresses recovery after a hazardous
substance release and is implemented by the U.S. Department of Interior (DOI). The
DOI regulations govern the Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA; “ner-
DAH”) process,including the NRDA studies. Since these studies are designed for liti-
gation,they are confidential until a settlement is reached. The DOI regulations also
guide development of a restoration plan including a public review process.

The confidentiality of the NRDA studies hampered effective cleanup and
restoration for three reasons (Cummings 1992). First,the NRDA studies could not
be used to guide the cleanup to prevent more injury to oiled beaches. For example,
NRDA scientists found fairly quickly that the pressurized hot water wash dramati-
cally increased the injury to beaches, but this information could not be shared with
the federal government scientists who worked on beach cleanup. The beach respon-
ders had to perform their own studies, separately from the NRDA studies
(Wolforth 1990a, 1990b).

Second,the NRDA process forbade freedom of exchange among the NRDA
scientists and between the NRDA and other scientists (Cummings 1992). No one
knew for certain who was studying what, which made planning long-term studies
difficult. No one could interpret his or her studies as part of the larger picture,
which made it impossible to understand the full scope of injury to the ecosystem
and to predict restoration needs. No one could refine and improve their studies
because the normal critical review process was nonexistent.

Short-sighted litigation-driven science does not serve the public interest. For
example, during one of the planning meetings for the coastal ecology study, a
lawyer was overheard to comment, “We can’t win a case with barnacles and mus-
sels” (Highsmith 1999). Yet,ironically, over the course of the next decade,it was
precisely the oiled “barnacles and mussels”—and the oil-soaked beaches—that led
public-trust scientists to a new understanding of the persistent effects of oil to fish
and wildlife.

Third,the NRDA process forbade freedom of exchange between the scientists
and the public—the latter includes the spiller (Cummings 1992). This prevented
the public from meaningfully participating in the restoration planning process
required by CERCLA (ibid.).

Con f l i cts are com po u n ded by the inadequ acy of the DOI reg u l a ti ons for a spill
the magn i tu de of the Ex xon Va l dez and by a spill er who can afford to out s pend the
federal govern m ent on “s tu dyi n g” s p i ll ef fect s . The NRDA process con t a i n ed no ded-
i c a ted funding mechanism for the damage assessment and re s tora ti on stu d i e s
requ i red by the law. Wh en Ex xon balked at payi n g, the federal govern m ent was vu l-
n era ble to pre s su re to prem a tu rely settle claims to finance the assessment and
re s tora ti on process (Co ll i n s worth 1990; Ha rri s on 1990; S tew a rt 1990; Su u berg 1990).

( co n ti nu ed )
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of the spill,from Prince William Sound to the Alaska Peninsula,” a dis-
tance spanning over 1,200 miles (Stekoll et al.1996,177).They found
the sequence of events following the spill—initial impact,death,and
recovery—was similar to that observed in other spills around the
world such as the Torrey Canyon spill in England,the Arrow wreck
in Nova Scotia, and the F l o ri d a grounding in Buzzard ’s Bay,
Massachusetts.They predicted the rate of recovery would also be
similar and take decades.

Like Houghton’s team,the public-trust scientists also concluded
that oiled beaches left untreated recovered faster than beaches that
had been treated (Van Tamelen and Stekoll 1996a; Van Tamelen,
Stekoll,and Deysher 1997).Others reported,“The main driving force
causing differences between oiled and reference sites in this study
was the creation of bare substrata [beach] as a result of the oiling and
cleanup efforts. The rate of recovery will depend on the rate of
recolonization of denuded areas with possible complications caused
by any residual oiling effects”(Highsmith et al.1996, 234).

Al Mearns, with NOAA’s Hazardous Materials Response and
Assessment Division, Biological Assessment Team, analyzed Exxon’s
various shoreline treatments in a review paper. He voiced strong con-
cerns about the pressurized hot water wash and charged that “half of
the 1989 shoreline operation was devoted to a shoreline treatment
activity (Teal 1991) that left behind most of the stranded oil and
killed half of all the biomass that was nominally injured by the entire
event”(Mearns 1996,323).According to Mearns,the loss of beach life
was staggering—the cleanup alone killed as many plants and animals
(measured by weight) as the original spill!

As a result of work of Houghton,Lees,Driskell,and others,mechani-
cal and chemical treatments of beaches in response to oil spills have
been largely stopped and the importance of conducting at least
short-term post-spill monitoring has been institutionalized.

The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA 90) was an attempt to fix the CERCLA by
offering an alternative process to the confrontational NRDA process. This alterna-
tive, a cooperative planning process between the federal government and the spiller,
introduced its own set of problems, which became apparent in light of the new sci-
entific understanding of oil pollution.

The bottom line is that the federal laws were, and still are, simply not struc-
tured to deal with wealthy spille rs who can afford to pay for the expensive damage
assessment and restoration studies twice: once to reimburse the federal government
for conducting studies and again to finance a second analysis that is more con-
ducive to their interests.

Recommendations to strengthen OPA 90 from a public interest perspective are
discussed in chapter 24.
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E x xon’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
Exxon scientists who replaced Houghton and his team also con-
ducted a huge coastal ecology assessment program from 1990 to
1991,similar to the public-trust study. Faced with overwhelming evi-
dence that the oil spill and cleanup caused severe and long-lasting
harm to Alaska’s coastal sealife, these Exxon scientists took extraor-
dinary measures to hide the truth.They appear to have devoted a lot
of time and effort into trying to show that the oil spill and cleanup
had not caused lingering harm to Alaska’s beaches.This was a crucial
point, because recovery of the beaches basically set the pace for
recovery of many injured species.

Exxon scientists obscured the obvious—their studies blurred dif-
ferences between oiled and unoiled beaches.They used a number of
tricks that hid the stark differences between oiled beaches,virtually
wiped of life,and unoiled beaches,pulsing with life.How could this
be done?

Detecting an Oil Signal

The challenge faced by all coastal ecologists who study community
structure is that no two beaches are alike in the first place in terms
of plant and animal species.Rocky wave-pounded beaches host col-
lections of clingy creatures, ones that can hold firmly to rocks such
as barnacles, mussels, periwinkles, chitons, limpets, and starfish.
Gravel or sandy beaches host different communities of burrowing
creatures such as clams, marine worms, and tiny pill bug-like crus-
taceans.

Even within one beach type,species and numbers of plants and
animals vary, because of subtle variations in wave energy, slope,
degree of ice scouring in the winter, and proximity of freshwater
streams. For instance, exposed wide gravel beaches host species that
are more tolerant of temperature and salinity extremes and more
resistant to drying out between tides than species on narrow gravel
beaches. And, as every beachcomber knows, beaches usually host
patches of plants and animals along their lengths—things can look
completely different ten steps further along the shore.

After an upset such as an oil spill,it is difficult,statistically, to pin
a difference in community structure on oil alone,because of all these
physical factors that also influence intertidal sealife. For example, if
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there are less of one species of periwinkle on one rocky beach than
another, is it because the first beach is more exposed to battering
from surf, or because the beach is more heavily oiled? 

The ability of a study to detect diffe rences from oil alone
depends on its “statistical powe r,” that is, its ability to accura t e ly
detect diffe rences from oil over and ab ove all the diffe rences fro m
“b a c k ground noise” or natural va ri ab i l i t y.This is like trying to fi n d
and listen to one radio signal ab ove back ground static: the more
c a re f u l ly one tunes the ra d i o , the better one hears the desired signal.
Scientists determine the statistical power of their study thro u g h
conscious choices made during study design. In the coastal ecology
s t u d i e s ,p u bl i c - t rust scientists fine-tuned their radio to cl e a r ly “ h e a r ”
the signal from oil, while Exxon scientists lost the oil signal by not
c a re f u l ly adjusting their studies to reduce the back ground noise.
These simple choices in “ t u n i n g ” their study design made huge dif-
fe rences in re s u l t s .

Exxon scientists seem to have designed their coastal ecology
studies to bury the stark effects of the spill in a jumble of statistics.
Few scientists were brave enough to enter this statistical maze,but it
hid the pins to burst the bubble of Exxon’s claim of “ecological
recovery”on beaches in Prince William Sound. Finally, over ten years
after the spill, coastal ecologist Charles “Pete” Peterson, PhD, led an
investigation to compare experimental designs and use of statistics
between the public trust scientists’and Exxon scientists’coastal ecol-
ogy studies.2 Peterson and his team deciphered eighteen differences
in design choices, which all dramatically biased Exxon’s findings
(Peterson et al.2001). A closer look at just five examples will demon-
strate how Exxon scientists failed to detect oil spill effects.

Thread ing the Statistical Ma ze

First, Exxon scientists built what Huff (1954) calls “small sample
bias” into their study designs by using small samples.Exxon’s beach
samples were physically too small in size and there were not enough
repeated samples to accurately represent the plant and animal
species that lived on a particular beach.To explain the significance
of small sample bias, I found it helpful to adapt an analogy used by
Huff.

Imagine a barrel of beans.This barrel has lots of pinto and kidney
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beans, some garbanzo and black beans, and even a few lima beans.
Each type of bean represents a different species—periwinkles, mus-
sels, limpets, chitons, and so on—all the myriad life on intertidal
beaches from common to rare. In their sampling procedure, Exxon
scientists (Gilfillan et al.1995a;Page et al.1995b) grabbed only a few
“beans”a few times compared to public-trust scientists (Highsmith et
al. 1996; Houghton et al. 1996) who grabbed great handfuls of
“beans” many times. The approach used by public-trust scientists
increased their chances of accurately representing all the types and
relative numbers of beans in the barrel (Sundberg et al.1996).3

Peterson and his team (2001) demonstrated, in a separate test,
that the small size and low level of replication of Exxon’s samples did
not accurately reflect the true numbers and diversity of species on
the beach—the “beans” in the barrel. In Huff’s bean analogy, the
author notes,“If your sample is large enough and selected properly,
it will represent the whole well enough for most purposes.If it is not,
it may be far less accurate than an intelligent guess and have nothing
to recommend it but a spurious air of scientific precision” (Huff
1954,13).Small sample bias weakened the ability of Exxon’s studies
to detect oil effects and helped convince the media and public to
believe something that wasn’t true:that there were minimal oil spill
effects on beaches.

The second example of tricks used by Exxon scientists was a
creative use of what Huff calls “the well chosen average” (ibid.,27).
Exxon scientists first “pooled”(combined) their data on individual
species of invertebrates, then averaged the results.This obscured oil
effects. Pooling is valid scientific approach in some cases, but not
when it is used to obscure differences.In one instance, public-trust
scientists (Highsmith et al. 1996) observed that two species of peri-
winkle responded differently to oil: both species decreased initially,
then the more opportunistic species quickly increased to more than
there were at the time of the spill. Exxon scientists (Gilfillan et al.
1995a) pooled their data for the two species—one high count and
one low count—and the differences averaged out. Voilà! No more
biological harm from oil—or at least ones that could be proven sta-
tistically.To demonstrate this misuse of pooling,public trust scientists
combined their own data and found that pooling hid 44 percent of
the cases where oil had affected the individual species of periwin-
kles (Highsmith et al. 1996, 234). The same thing happened with
limpets and barnacles:when Exxon scientists pooled their data, the
response signal from oil magically vanished (Gilfillan et al. 1995a,
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415, Figure 3). Peterson’s team (2001) noted simply,“[S]pecies com-
position matters”(275).

Beyond statistical games,species composition mattered for plant
and animal communities on beaches, too. It makes a difference
whether one has neighbors that are compatible or not. For example,
public-trust scientists found that the opportunistic barnacle species
Chthamalus reestablished more quickly after the cleanup than
Balnanus (Highsmith et al.1996).These barnacles dif fer in their abil-
ity to cling to rocks—Balnanus species have a much firmer grip.The
rockweed Fucus that had attached to Chthanalus barnacles were
lost when winter storm waves dislodged these barnacles from the
rocks.This set back recovery of keystone Fucus species and further
d e l ayed re c ove ry of the dependent intertidal community (Va n
Tamelen and Stekoll 1996b).

The third example of tricks used by Exxon scientists was the
error of omission, where they selectively sampled and/or selectively
reported their data. In the previous example, Exxon scientists failed
to report their raw data on individual species;instead,they reported
only pooled data to support their claim of no harm from the spill.In
another example,Houghton’s team (1996) and other public-trust sci-
entists (Highsmith et al. 1996) observed one species of limpet
(Tectura persona) that lived high in the intertidal zone was very sen-
sitive to oil. Exxon scientists (Gilfillan et al.1995a) selectively omit-
ted the Houghton team’s 1989 data for this limpet; the data clearly
show this species vanished from beaches after the spill.

In fact,these Exxon scientists selectively omitted data from their
own subsequent sampling program at Houghton’s sites.They claimed
Houghton’s 1989 study focused on “epifauna”—animals that live on
the beach surface, while Exxon’s 1990 and 1991 studies focused on
“infauna”—animals that live under the beach surface (Gilfillan et al.
1995a, 423).This was nonsense: Houghton and his colleagues thor-
oughly documented the effects of oiling and shoreline treatment on
both groups of cre a t u res from 1989 through 1992 (Dri s ke l l ,
Houghton,and Lees 1996; Houghton et al.1996) and they found the
cleanup, more than the oiling, had devastated the beach animals.
Instead, in 1990 and 1991,Exxon scientists seemed to avoid making
comparisons to the 1989 data set: Exxon scientists wrote, “Only
chemistry samples from 1989 were included in the analyses for this
program”(Gilfillan et al.1995a,423,Table 8, footnote).

I ro n i c a l ly, Exxon law ye rs initially refused to gi ve Houghton
access to the 1989 data that Houghton’s team had collected t o
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p revent him from making obvious statistical compari s o n s , l e a d i n g
to findings that the pre s s u rized hot water wash had been more
d e a d ly to clams and other infauna than the spill itself. E x x o n
l aw ye rs we re fi n a l ly fo rced to release the data set to Houghton
t h rough legal proceedings in the litigation over damages to fi s h e r-
m e n ,N a t i ve s , c o m mu n i t i e s , and others harmed by the spill.

By ignoring available data and limiting one of their studies to
infauna, Exxon scientists appeared to hide the harmful oil effects.
Peterson and his team commented that such omissions prevented
“meaningful inferences” about community status and the recovery
process (2001, 261). Huff refers to errors of omission as “samples
with built-in bias”and he warns,“[T]he result of a sampling study is
no better than the sample it is based on”(1954,18).

The fourth example of tricks used by Exxon scientists was
improper choice of control beaches.Scientific studies use controls to
“control” the effect of natural environmental conditions that might
influence the study outcome. Public-trust scientists paired oiled
beaches with nearby unoiled control beaches that matched environ-
mental conditions on oiled beaches—except for the presence/
absence of oil. They did this specifically to reduce background
noise—or, using the radio example,to tune out static from other sig-
nals so they could receive a crisp signal from oil differences alone.

Exxon scientists did not pair oiled sites with control sites.
Rather, three of Exxon’s four control sites in one study were from gla-
cial bays in the southwest Sound (Gilfillan et al. 1995a; Page et al.
1995b).These beaches were untouched by oil,but they also had vir-
tually no plant and animal life or, as Peterson and his team (2001) put
it,“gross biotic impoverishment”(268).The cold,less saline,and more
turbid glacial conditions did not support abundant intertidal sealife.
When oiled beaches were compared to these bleak sites, the oiled
beaches appeared statistically to be thriving with relatively more
plants and animals.4 Peterson’s team pointed out in their paper that
public-trust scientists had made this same error of using glacial sites
for controls in 1989, but they had subsequently redesigned their
study with the paired approach to match natural conditions to over-
come this huge problem (Sundberg et al. 1996).

Improper choice of controls allowed Exxon scientists to main-
tain their credibility while making misleading statements. For exam-
ple,Exxon scientists claimed “15 to 18 months after the spill,approx-
imately 73 to 91% of the initially affected shorelines in Prince William
Sound were statistically indistinguishable from unoiled reference
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shorelines” (Gilfillan et al. 1995a). Careful readers will note that
Exxon scientists never said there were no oil spill effects to coastal
sealife—they only said they were not able to detect differences
between oiled and unoiled beaches.While nothing has been falsified,
the impression given does not square with the public-trust studies.

Improper choice of controls also allowed Exxon scientists to
imply that oil spills actually benefited coastal sealife:“In the shoreline
areas that were still different from reference, with few exceptions,
the communities present were more diverse, and had more species
and more individuals than the corresponding reference sites” (ibid.,
437,emphasis added).

When confronted with statements that defy common sense,Huff
encourages people to ask,“Does it make sense?” He wrote,“Many a
statistic is false on its face.It gets by only because the magic of num-
bers brings about a suspension of common sense”(1954, 137, 138).
Even if a person did not know anything about the nature of glacial
beaches or oiled beaches,Exxon’s statement does not pass the com-
mon sense test and should not have been believed.

The fifth example of tricks used by Exxon scientists was “incor-
rect inferences,” in which conclusions were not supported by the
study design. Public-trust scientists and Exxon scientists conducted
studies using a sampling design that specifically allowed them to pre-
dict the full extent of injury to shorelines and to estimate recovery tra-
jectories. Peterson and his team noted that public-trust scientists sam-
pled the same beaches six years in one study and eleven years in
another. In contrast Exxon scientists sampled one year in one study
(Gilfillan et al.1995a) and two years in another (Gilfillan et al.1995b)
before they made sweeping conclusions that the Sound’s beaches had
essentially recovered as early as 1990.These single snapshots in time
told an incomplete story and further, Peterson and his team observed
that Exxon scientists used different methods in their two-year study,
thus “preventing meaningful temporal contrasts”(2001,264).

In cases with incorrect inferences,Huff warns,“reams of pages of
figures” and facts can lead to “a totally unwarranted conclusion”
(1954, 93). Conclusions regarding an evaluation of recovery over
time “cannot be evaluated by a single sampling,” Peterson and his
team noted.They found that Exxon’s study lacked “the ability to esti-
mate the time course of recovery”(ibid., 265), the very purpose for
which Exxon’s studies had supposedly been designed!

At the end of their lengthy technical review,Peterson and his col-
leagues concluded,“When any study combines several decisions that
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fail to reduce error variance and fail to enhance power, the outcome
of such multiple decisions is almost guaranteed to be a set of incon-
clusive results unable to detect even large impacts of environmental
perturbation” (2001, 280).” In other words, Peterson and his col-
leagues found Exxon’s studies appear to be inconclusive by design.

This type of bias creates what statisticians call “uncontrolled
Type 2 error,” which leads one to falsely conclude there are no dif-
ferences when there are. In Exxon’s studies, this type of statistical
error allowed Exxon scientists to conclude there were no differences
in beach life between oil and unoiled beaches when, in fact, there
were huge differences. Huff calls uncontrolled Type 2 error simply
“believing many things that are not so”(1954, 89). He said,“It is [a]
sad truth that conclusions from such samples,biased or too small or
both,lie behind much of what we read or think we know”(ibid.,13).

Exxon scientists appeared to have conducted credible studies,
yet upon closer examination, these studies are fraught with what
appear to be statistical tricks.Therefore,the conclusions drawn from
Exxon’s coastal ecology studies—that the oil and cleanup had little
effect on beaches and that the beaches had recovered rapidly—are
statements that are difficult to believe.5

Sound Trut h
A toxic residual of Exxon’s oil was buried under certain beaches in
Prince William Sound.The short-term effects of this buried oil on
marine mammals, birds, and fish are discussed in each of the next
three chapters.The lingering effects of this buried oil on wildlife and
fish are discussed in the subsection on Ecosystem Studies.
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Chapter 14.

Marine Mammals

(Author’s note: Sea otter biologist Lisa Rotterman declined to be
interviewed for this book.While doing the research for this book, I
encountered many people who still will not share their personal
stories about the oil spill.Sea otters, however, are a public resource
and people need to know what happened to these animals to try
to avoid repeating similar mistakes in future spills.Rotterman and
her husband paid dearly for trying to bring the sea otters’story to
light. Their scientific papers left a trail for others to follow. This
story is based solely upon these and other public records and pub-
licly-available sources.)

Sea Otters
In 1984, Lisa Rotterman and her husband Chuck Monnett first flew
into Cordova to study sea otters.They were graduate students at the
University of Minnesota. Their work was funded by the Minerals
Management Service (MMS) as the agency was interested in testing
whether radio telemetry could be used to study adult female sea
otters—their reproductive movements, behavior, and survival. MMS
was concerned about potential impacts of a major oil spill on the
small population of California sea otters and the agency wanted to
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work out methodology in Alaska before it started similar studies in
California (Monnett and Rotterman 2000).Prince William Sound was
the natural choice for studies as it had the highest concentration of
sea otters in the world—believed to be between 5,000 and 10,000
animals (Burn 1994;Garrott,Eberhardt,and Burn 1993).

Rotterman and Monnett initiated the first long-term studies of
adult female sea otters and, later, of dependent pups and weanlings.
They also started a study on sea otter genetics, Rotterman’s particu-
lar interest (Rotterman 1992).Like California,sea otters in the Sound
had been hunted to near extinction.The Alaska animals recovered,
but the remnant population in the western Sound was more estab-
lished,while the eastern Sound was newly colonized.Understanding
the genetic consequences of this history could perhaps help hasten
sea otter recovery efforts in other areas.

The work was intense with long hours and exposure to wet,
cold, and storms.They tracked their radio-tagged charges from an
open skiff and learned when the animals had their pups,whether the
pups survived, and where the pups moved as weanlings, then as
adults. Like Dr. Jane Goodall, whose lifetime immersion with chim-
panzees in Africa revolutionized understanding of these animals,
Rotterman and Monnett were rewarded with a unique and intimate
understanding of sea otters.

When the biologists first learned of the spill on 24 March, they
were deeply concerned.USFWS was the lead agency responsible for
conservation of sea otters in Alaska.Rotterman immediately drafted a
proposal to the agency for comprehensive long-term studies to doc-
ument effects of the spill on sea otters and their prey.This proposal
was funded as a damage assessment (NRDA) study. During the next
three years,Rotterman,Monnett,and their technicians monitored by
plane and skiff 160 radio-tagged female and young sea otters in the
Sound,as well as other sea otters (Monnett and Rotterman 1995a–c).
This was a gargantuan effort;at the time, their study was the largest
undertaking of radio-tagged sea otters in the world.

Before the team started their study, however, they were part of
the effort to collect dead animals for the federal government.The fed-
eral government needed to quantify the number of sea otter deaths
from the spill to leverage fines against Exxon (Ballachey, Bodkin,and
DeGange 1994, 48). After the windstorm moved oil ashore and
through the Sound,Rotterman and Monnett took out their whaler to
recover carcasses.The bodies collected naturally with other flotsam
and jetsam in the long wind-swept windrows that snaked their way
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through and out of the Sound.One day, fishermen Lynn Thorne and
her crew on the New Adventure (Chapter 1) followed the biologists
in their skiff around Knight Island Passage.Thorne filmed the team
using dipnets to pull dead birds and sea otters up through the thick
black goo (Weidman 2001).The biologists delivered their grisly cargo
to a larger boat and then repeatedly went back into the mire to col-
lect more carcasses.

In addition to the carcass collection effort, USFWS organized—
and Exxon paid for—a highly publicized wildlife rescue operation,
which started within a day of the spill (Batten 1990; Bayha 1990;
Morris and Loughlin 1994).Instead of collecting dead animals caught
in windrows, most volunteers and others worked near beaches
where they could see carcasses and live animals. People seemed to
think that sea otters and birds would be better off in the wildlife
treatment centers than left alone in the Sound,because unoiled and
lightly oiled animals were brought into the centers along with the
heavily oiled animals (Ames 1990;Benji 1990;VanBlaricom 1990).

Pathology research under the NRDA studies suggested that many
oiled sea otters died a horrible death (Lipscomb et al.1993;Rebar et
al.1994,1995):

Clinical, hematologic/blood chemistry, and postmortem find-
ings, combined with previous research, suggest the following
s c e n a ri o. Oil-contaminated sea otters ra p i d ly become
hypothermic.They devote themselves to a life-or-death struggle
to remove oil by grooming.Feeding is drastically curtailed, and
energy stores are rapidly depleted. Grooming is marginally
effective at best and results in ingestion of crude oil. By
unknown mechanisms, exposure to oil causes interstitial pul-
monary emphysema, which compromises respiration. Their
desperate situation causes a powerful stress reaction. Gastric
erosions (ulcers) form as the physiologic effects of stress reach
a critical level.Hemorrhage into the gut begins.The combined
effects of these factors overwhelm the otters; shock ensues, fol-
lowed by death.Some sea otters succumb to hypothermia rap-
idly, and no lesions form. Others live long enough to develop
some or all of the morphological markers that characterize
this syndrome:interstitial pulmonary emphysema, gastric ero-
sion and hemorrhage, hepatic and renal lipidosis, and cen-
trilobular hepatic necrosis.Otters that are captured and taken
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to rehabilitation centers are subjected to additional stressors
. . . (Lipscomb et al.1994, 277 [quoted with permission]).

The final body count on sea otters collected from the entire spill
region in the six months following the spill was 994. Of these, 493
were from the Sound (Ballachey, Bodkin,and DeGange 1994;Hofman
1994).Based on available carcasses,visual surveys, and limited mod-
eling, federal researchers estimated some 3,500 to 5,500 sea otters
died after the spill from an estimated population of 30,000 through-
out the entire spill region (Bodkin and Udevitz 1994; Burn 1994;
DeGange et al.1990;DeGange and Williams 1990).Because there was
no large-scale effort to collect carcasses in offshore windrows, it is
likely that these estimates grossly understate the number of sea
otters that died.

By mid-summer 1989, Exxon wanted to release its “rescued”sea
otters back into the Sound.There was intense political pressure to
support this undertaking (Rappoport, Hogan, and Bayha 1990).
Exxon had poured out millions of dollars in a highly publicized effort
to save a couple of hundred animals. Of the total 343 captured sea
otters, 123—over one-third—had died in the treatment centers
(Hofman 1994). Exxon wanted to release the survivors, perhaps to
trumpet its success and bolster its public image (Ames 1990, 140;
Batten 1990).

Rotterman and Monnett, among other scientists (Spraker 1990),
were concerned that the captive sea otters might have picked up dis-
eases from domestic animals and that releasing diseased animals
could infect wild stocks (Monnett and Rotterman 1993).A herpes-like
virus had already been identified in sea otters at the Seward treatment
center (Haebler,Wilson,and McCormick 1990;Harris et al.1990).

In July and August, 196 animals were released into the eastern
Sound—right into the stocks of animals that Rotterman and Monnett
had studied prior to the spill. Immediately after the releases, a viru-
lent herpes virus swept through the stocks,killing a large number of
prime age breeding adults (Monnett and Rotterman 1995b).The virus
that devastated the stocks occurs naturally in wild populations of sea
otters from the Aleutians down to Southeast Alaska (Monnett et al.
1990, 406), but it seemed that introduction of the captive animals
into the wild population had somehow triggered a disease outbreak.

Rotterman and Monnett had radio-tagged forty-five of the health-
iest captive otters prior to release (Monnett et al. 1990).The team
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tracked these animals over-winter and found that nearly half of them
died (ibid).The surviving females did not reproduce nearly as well as
other radio-tagged otters. Instead of supporting this telling work,
USFWS greatly reduced the scope of the final data analysis for this
study (Monnett and Rotterman 1995c).1 The record suggests that
decision-makers within the agency were influenced by the politics of
the pro-oil Bush administration of 1992,which may not have wanted
to know the truth about the effects of Exxon’s spill and its wildlife
rescue effort on sea otters.

Ironically, it was later reported that the thirty-seven sea otters,
including thirteen orphaned pups that had been treated and released
to aquariums,also died at a higher rate than other captive sea otters
(Gruber and Hogan 1990; Lipscomb et al. 1994). Necropsies per-
formed on these animals found organ damage consistent with oil
exposure in adults and with shock and general poor health in pups.
For pups,treatment centers had served as a poor surrogate for their
natural mothers.2

A year passed. In the fall of 1990, all of the field scientists pre s e n t-
ed the findings from their summer re s e a rch to the funding age n c i e s
and eve r - p resent law ye rs .The results of the weanling study conducted
by Rotterman and Monnett we re ve ry unex p e c t e d . The team had
planned to start this study in 1989 (Rotterman and Monnett 1995),b u t
the ra d i o - t ag order was delaye d .When the ra d i o - t ags did arri ve , t h e re
we re far fewer than expected and needed for a sample size large
enough to detect an effect—or so the scientists had thought.3 But it
t u rned out the effects of oil we re so pro found that the results we re sta-
t i s t i c a l ly significant—because almost all of the weanlings died in the
we s t e rn Sound! (Rotterman and Monnett 1993, 1 9 9 5 ) .

This was of interest to government lawyers who were looking
for ways to leverage a higher fine against Exxon for natural resource
damages (Ballachey, Bodkin, and DeGange 1994). However, the criti-
cal weanling study was not repeated until 1992—and the work was
done by others, not Rotterman and Monnett. Even so, results still
found more weanlings had died in oiled areas than in unoiled areas,
although to a lesser extent than in 1990 (ibid.).4 USFWS did not pub-
lish its findings until over ten years later (Ballachey et al.2003).

Rotterman and Monnett knew that young sea otters foraged in
shallow subtidal seas, while older animals, ones with larger lung
capacity, dove deeper and longer and fed more offshore (Monnett
and Rotterman 1995a; Rotterman and Monnett 1995). Mussels and
clams in shallow seas off oiled beaches were contaminated with oil,
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as documented by NOAA Auke Bay Lab studies (Chapter 12); it
seemed possible that this oil may have compromised the health of
young sea otters (Doroff and Bodkin 1994). Studies to determine
effects of oiled habitat and oiled food on sea otter health, using
parameters such as body condition, growth rates, blood chemistry,
and organ function were conducted by other researchers several
years later as related in Chapter 18).

In late 1991, USFWS notified Rotterman and Monnett that fund-
ing for all their studies had been cut completely. USFWS had funded
the bulk of the oil spill damage assessment (NRDA) studies on sea
otters and the lion’s share of this funding had gone to Rotterman and
Monnett (J. Bodkin,Alaska Science Center, USGS [formerly USFWS],
pers.comm.,27 February and 4 March 2003).After the October 1991
civil settlement, the NRDA funding was discontinued as the focus
shifted to restoration studies.According to USGS employees, the sea
otter budget dropped from a million dollars a year to the pre-spill
level of about $250,000 a year (ibid.).The damage assessment studies
of Rotterman and Monnett were expensive, in part because of the
large sample sizes and amount of replication—all necessary to get
reliable data and draw meaningful conclusions.

However, as revealed in the NRDA study reports discussed and
cited above, Rotterman and Monnett had encountered difficulty
funding and conducting their research well before the 1991 budget
cuts.Their problem possibly was largely political: the biologists had
found out that the oil spill caused long-term damage to sea otters—
information that the federal agency did not seem to want made pub-
lic at the time.Without funding,Rotterman and Monnett were unable
to publish much of their oil spill work or to continue working in
their chosen field of sea otter research.Yet their study on sea otter
weanlings was—and still remains—the most profound and strongest
direct evidence of chronic impacts of the Exxon Valdez oil spill on
marine mammals at the population level. Because of the secrecy
order imposed by the government lawyers on the public-trust scien-
tists, few people knew that many of the sea otter pups in oiled areas
continued to die for several years after the spill.

Further, Rotterman and Monnett had found that Exxon’s highly
touted wildlife rescue effort had not gone well for the sea otters—
either treated,released animals or wild stocks.Their study,along with
the pathology work on the captive, treated sea otters call into ques-
tion the value to the animal of wildlife rescue centers. During the
course of my research,I found that many of the public-trust sea otter
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biologists appeared to have thought that it may be more humane to
euthanatize heavily oiled animals and allow nature to take its course
with the rest rather than to attempt to rescue these wild creatures
(Hofman 1994).

O rc a s
Craig Matkin’s first encounter with orcas—the sleek black and white
“killer whales”— changed his life. In summer 1976 he was kayaking
alone in the entrance of Eschamy Lagoon in Prince William Sound,
when suddenly he found himself in the midst of a group of orcas
chasing salmon. Fascinated and afraid to move, he watched the
whales long into that magical evening.At the time almost nothing
was known about orcas in the Sound—how many there were, their
social structure, their habitat range, or preferences.That evening, he
committed to study these fascinating creatures (Matkin 1994).

Matkin earned a masters of science in marine mammals from the
University of Alaska. In 1978 he, along with a handful of other
researchers and their mentor Pete Islieb, organized the nonprofit
North Gulf Oceanic Society (NGOS). Pete Islieb was a Cordova fish-
erman and eminent bird biologist who motivated many young
Alaskans to pursue their dreams to study the abundant wildlife in the
Sound and the Copper River Delta. Matkin (1998) followed Pete
Islieb’s example by combining fishing and research into a lifestyle.By
1983, after five years of sporadic whale research and scrimping
money from crew jobs,he had his own fishing boat,a salmon fishing
permit, and a research contract from the Alaska Council for Science
and Technology to conduct the first photo identification of orcas in
the Sound.Other funding followed for the next five years.

By photographing orcas consistently from the left side when
they surfaced to breathe, Matkin and his crew learned to recognize
individual whales.Orca biologists in British Columbia had discovered
the shape of an individual whale’s pronounced dorsal fin and the
markings and form of its gray saddle-patch directly behind the dorsal
fin were unique—the equivalent of a human thumbprint (Morton
1990). Watching whales and working with photos of 320 living ani-
mals,the NGOS team saw that different whales consistently grouped
together, and they began to piece together genealogy, social struc-
ture,and behavior of the various groups (Bigg et al.1990).

Matkin learned there were two distinct types of orcas based on
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social structure and feeding habits (Matkin 1994).The different types
avoided contact. One type, the “resident orcas,” traveled in large,
tightly bonded groups or “pods” of maternally related animals.Seven
resident pods frequently visited the Sound.They were all highly vocal
using trills,high whistles,deep wavering groans,and sharp grunts to
echolocate salmon or keep in contact with each other in the dimly
lit waters.Matkin learned resident pods were bonded so tightly that,
when a whale disappeared from its pod and was not seen for two
consecutive years,he could count that whale as dead.The resident AB
pod became the NGOS team’s favorite: it was the most commonly
sighted group in the Sound and its members were unusually friend-
ly, often approaching and following the researchers’ boats (Matkin
and Saulitis 1997).

The other type of orcas,the “transients,” traveled in small groups
and hunted marine mammals, usually Steller sea lions, harbor seals,
and Dall porpoise.Transient orcas emitted quiet rapid clicks like muf-
fled machine gun fire to echolocate as they navigated near craggy
shorelines.Matkin learned the social structure of transient orcas was
very loose and groupings changed frequently, making it difficult to
confirm deaths.The NGOS team sighted only one group of transients
every year, the AT1 group.This group was unusual,as it was a genet-
ically distinct group of twenty-one orcas (Saulitis 1993).

In 1985, the AB pod learned to raid the black cod catch of long-
line fishermen. There were brief and intense skirmishes between
whales and humans as the fishermen desperately tried to scare away
the whales with explosives and gunfire (Matkin, Steiner, and Ellis
1986). Six whales died. By 1987, changes to the Marine Mammal
Protection Act and to the long-line fishery had alleviated the conflict.
The AB pod recovered rapidly from its losses. Five new calves were
born in 1988, which brought the total number of whales in the pod
to thirty-six.

On 24 March 1989 Matkin was in Seward getting his seine boat,
the Lucky Star, ready to go herring fishing when he heard on the
radio that there had been a big oil spill. He quit wrenching on his
diesel engine and waited through thirty seconds of ads to see, as he
said,“what country had been screwed.”What he heard next,he didn’t
believe:Prince William Sound? “No way!”He dropped everything and
rushed to the Coast Guard station.“There must be some mistake,” he
told them. Still disbelieving, he called his friend Rick Steiner, a politi-
cally savvy Cordova fisherman who also ran the University of Alaska’s
Sea Grant Program in Prince William Sound. Matkin caught Steiner
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moments after he returned from an over-flight of the spill. As he lis-
tened to his friend’s dazed and numb voice,Matkin said,“That’s when
I realized,‘I ain’t going herring fishing’.”

Five days later he pulled into Sawmill Bay with part of the NGOS
team—his pregnant wife Olga, their toddler daughter Elle, and
research aid Eva Saulitis.The fishermen were frantically booming off
the bay entrance to protect the San Juan hatchery.The Lucky Star
joined them for a while but the next day, as oil advanced down
Knight Island Passage,Matkin heard of orca sightings at the southern
end of Knight Island.They left immediately and intersected the resi-
dent AB pod at the south end of Applegate Rock.

Hearts pounding,the team did a quick tally. Seven animals were
already missing—three adult females and four juveniles.Two of the
females had left offspring less than four years of age. Abandoning
calves was unprecedented behavior for resident whales—Matkin and
the others realized that these animals had probably died.Shocked by
the sudden losses,just six days into the spill,they only slowly became
aware that the pod was behaving strangely. Matkin said,“The pod
milled in circles. It was intense—they wanted to go north, but not
through the oil.Finally, the whales went right up through it,along the
eastside of the island.” The Lucky Star followed.

Matkin and the NGOS team monitored the Sound’s whales all
summer. For the first time, other researchers actively sought them
out, because the NGOS held the trump card—all the pre-spill base-
line data.They turned down research contracts.The first was an offer
of a $280,000 check from Exxon. He asked his friend,Toby Rilling,
who had arranged the contract from Exxon without his knowledge,
to tear up the check.Rilling didn’t believe him.Matkin explained gen-
tly,“If I take that check,all my work from now on will be paid off. I
won’t be able to do my own work ever again.”

Exxon was furious that Matkin had not taken the bait,and Exxon
tried unsuccessfully to hire each member of the NGOS team before
they finally left the NGOS team alone. Different government people
also offered Matkin lucrative contracts or just came to check out his
operations.The visiting scientists didn’t impress him.“They had no
field experience and no feel for what was going on,” he said.

However, after the field season that fall when he went to nego-
tiate multi-year contracts with the NOAA National Marine Mammal
Laboratory, Matkin discovered that some of the federal scientists
were trying to take over his project.His blue eyes blazed as he said,
“They expected to take our field data, write the papers, take the
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credit,and have full control over future projects.” He had to get into
“intense negotiations” even to get credit for his past work. He per-
sisted and by spring 1990,the NGOS had a two-year federal contract.

The relief at being funded and back out in the field was bitter-
sweet.The NGOS team found that six more members of the AB pod
were missing and presumed dead—one female that left a surviving
calf, four more juveniles,and one maturing male (Matkin et al.1994).
The team noted that this mortality rate—about 20 percent for both
1989 and 1990—was about ten times higher than the pre-spill rate
for other resident pods in the Sound. The AT1 group of transient
orcas was also missing nine whales by spring 1990 and two more
subsequently disappeared.Three of the missing AT1 whales had been
observed near the Exxon Valdez after the spill.

In 1991, the NGOS team found that the AB pod was missing fi ve
m o re whales—all three orphaned calves and the two males
(Dahlheim and Matkin 1994).The males had collapsed dorsal fi n s .T h e
fins had started to collapse in 1989 after the spill. The NGOS team had
i n t e r p reted this as a sign of failing health.The fins had completely fl a t-
tened against the orc a s ’b a cks befo re the whales disappeare d .

Matkin was fairly certain that the cause of death for the missing
orcas was Exxon’s oil, but there were no whale carcasses in the
USFWS freezer vans full of birds and sea otters.He drew evidence to
support his theory from the pathology studies on oiled sea otters and
harbor seals.These studies reported inhalation of oil vapors caused
inflammation of mucous membranes and lung congestion (Frost,
Manen, and Wade 1994). The volatile hydrocarbons travel rapidly
from the lungs to the blood and accumulate in the brain and liver,
causing lesions,neurological damage,and death.

Seal biologists Kathy Frost and Lloyd Lowry observed that harbor
seals, the primary prey for the AT1 pod, were extremely disoriented
and lethargic immediately after the spill. In one study, nine of four-
teen oil-drenched, dizzy seals collected and examined had mild to
severe lesions characteristic of oil poisoning in their brains’thalamus
(Lowry, Frost,and Pitcher 1994).The thalamus acts as a central con-
trol switchboard, relaying messages from sensory systems to other
parts of the brain to coordinate movement. The seal biologists
thought that damage to this central switchboard garbled messages to
other parts of the body and caused the normally fluid, quick, and
graceful seals to stagger, tip, and reel and have difficulty breathing,
swimming, feeding,and diving (Spraker, Lowry, and Frost 1994).

Matkin reasoned orcas that inhaled oil vapors would suffer similar
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organ damage and fate, however, Matkin’s federal “co-workers” were
edgy about legal liability and reluctant to clearly state that the oil spill
caused the orcas to die, although they all agreed that oil could have
caused the deaths. Matkin brought all the lines of evidence together
that pointed to oil as the culprit, but his federal colleagues and grant
administrators would not draw the inevitable conclusion.The acting
executive director of the NRDA team, Dave Gibbons, said this was a
position the federal government was not willing to take.It was like an
unfinished game of “Clue.” Matkin had missing bodies, the murder
weapon, the criminal, and the room, but he was not allowed to state
that Exxon’s oil caused the death of orcas in the Sound.

The EVOS Trustee Council funded Matkin’s research in 1992—
$50,000 for two projects,one in the Sound and another in southeast
Alaska.Then Matkin noticed another budget item of $100,000 for
federal “oversight”of his two projects! Matkin showed the budget to
his friend and NGOS member Rick Steiner, a leading advocate of pub-
lic participation in the EVOS Trustee Council process.According to
Matkin, “Rick had a fit.” Furious about the excessive padding of
agency pockets instead of responsible stewardship of public monies,
Rick Steiner shared his concerns with Congressman George Miller
(D-7th CA) who requested a Government Accounting Office investi-
gation into the matter (U.S. GAO 1993).The whole deal erupted in
public the following year (Chapter 19).

Ha rbor Sea l s
From 1975 until the spill in 1989, ADFG marine mammal biologists
Kathy Frost (2003) and her husband Lloyd Lowry studied seals—
ringed, bearded, spotted, and ribbon seals—that lived on or near
pack ice in the far north.They focused on “feeding ecology,” explor-
ing relationships between predator and prey to understand the role
of seals and other animals, such as bowhead whales, in the Arctic
Ocean food web. During summers, they explored Prince William
Sound,boating and fishing in remote areas.They were ADFG’s obvi-
ous choice to study harbor seals in the Sound after the spill.When
the phone call came to their Fairbanks home on 24 March, Lowry
told their boss that they were in the middle of the Tok champion
sled dog race and they would call back first thing Monday.Frost real-
ized,“The minute we went to Valdez, we wouldn’t be home for a
long,long time.”
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Harbor seals are one of the most abundant marine mammals in
the Sound with population estimates of several thousand (Frost
1997).The seals frequent over fifty haul-out sites—intertidal reefs,
rocky shores, sand and gravel beaches, and floating glacial ice—
where they feed and rest year round and give birth, care for their
young,and molt during the long Alaska summers.

In lieu of actual animal counts—which are hopelessly inaccurate
because of all the Sound’s nooks and crannies, ADFG biologists
began to monitor population trends in the Sound in 1983 by aerial
surveys of key haul-out sites. From these surveys, Frost and Lowry
knew the harbor seal population in the Sound had declined by about
40 percent between 1983 and 1988, the years immediately before
the spill.They gathered earlier unpublished surveys of marine mam-
mals, including harbor seals, and found populations of fish-eating
marine mammals—harbor seals, Steller sea lions, Dall porpoise and
minke whales—all had dramatically declined by as much as 70 per-
cent between the 1970s and the 1980s (Hill et al.1996).The harbor
seal population in the Sound had plummeted by nearly two-thirds
during this time.

This complicated their job.They realized they had to determine
oil spill effects on harbor seals and recovery rates,while finding the
cause of the ongoing population decline—and they had to keep
these two events separate.“So,” Frost said,“we sat down like good
basic biologists and made a shopping list of what could be affecting
the ongoing decline in harbor seals—things like disease, contami-
nants, mortality by predation or hunting, and changes in food abun-
dance or distribution.” The EVOS Trustee Council funded their vari-
ous investigations for the next decade.

To monitor population trends and effects of the oil spill, Frost
conducted aerial survey trend-counts annually with Cordova pilot
Steve Ranney. The surveys included seven sites that had been oiled
and eighteen that were not. Frost and ADFG “biometricians” (biolo-
gists who specialized in mathematics and statistics) refined their
methods over the years until they knew the best window of time—
which summer month and what time of day, relative to low tide—to
conduct surveys to obtain the highest counts of animals.Then they
developed a sophisticated statistical model to correct past trend-
counts, some of which had actually underestimated counts and
masked the extent of the pre-spill decline.

From the surveys,Frost and Lowry estimated about 300 seals died
in 1989 due to the spill, and pup production was about 26 percent
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lower that year than previous (or subsequent) years (Frost et al.
1994).The high loss of animals in 1989 appeared to be limited to one
year.The scientists realized that the ongoing decline complicated and
delayed recovery of harbor seals from the spill, because the animals
could not replace those lost during the spill.

Their aerial surveys showed that the decline continued during
the 1990s,but at a much slower rate—2 to 6 percent compared to 40
percent during the 1980s (Frost, Lowry and Ver Hoef 1999).They
realized mortality from orca predation and limited hunting pressure
could account for the low but persistent annual decline during the
1990s. Subsistence hunting had not caused the major, pre-spill
decline “by any stretch of the imagination,” Frost insisted,“but once
you have a population that’s declining, every animal that’s removed
contributes to the decline.”The oil spill had removed a huge chunk
of this population.

To test whether food might be limiting survival—and recovery—
and to prove missing seals from 1989 had not simply moved away,
Frost and Lowry needed to better understand harbor seal habits.
Starting in 1991, they began gluing satellite-linked depth recorder
tags to the backs of wild harbor seals. Since the satellite tags were
shed during the annual molt, they also attached small flipper tags to
each animal they handled.By tracking tagged animals, the scientists
found the vast majority of seals fed locally within fifteen miles of
their haul-outs and almost all fed within thirty-one miles of their haul-
outs (Frost,Manen,and Wade 1994). Occasionally seals ranged more
widely, presumably for food, but perhaps to explore new sites. Frost
referred to these adventurers as “Columbus seals.” Other researchers
found substantial genetic differences in harbor seals among regions
within Prince William Sound and between the Sound and other areas,
confirming that harbor seals were essentially “homebodies.” These
findings suggested that missing seals from 1989 had most likely died
rather than moved away.

Frost and Lowry realized that if something was limiting food, it
had to be a region-wide problem to consistently affect seals at all the
haul-outs. The couple had “lively intellectual discussions” about
whether food was limiting seal survival and recovery.Frost described
her husband as “wisely skeptical and not at all ready to believe”that
limited food availability had caused the precipitous pre-spill decline
in population.

They hired a post-doctoral student,Bob Small,to model possible
causes for the decline.After factoring in orca predation,reproductive
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rates,hunting pressure,the spill—“and anything else we could imag-
ine happening to them,” as Frost said,the bottom line was that only
a hypothetical 40 percent reduction in their food could readily
explain the observed 40 percent decline in their population. The
model convinced Lowry that food was the key. But what was affect-
ing their food?

They needed to obtain scientific data to support their hypothe-
sis. Faced with having to analyze harbor seal diet using crude meth-
ods with inherent biases, Frost and Lowry searched for scientists
with new, improved techniques.They found what they were looking
for in 1993 (Chapter 19).

E x xon’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
Sea Ot ters

Exxon scientists (Johnson and Garshelis 1995) monitored sea otters
in 1990 and 1991 and reported that “1–2 years after the spill, otters
remained abundant in the oil-affected area of PWS and showed no
apparent spill-related effects on their distribution or pup produc-
tion”(925).Exxon scientists did not monitor the weanlings to see if
they survived. (Rotterman and Monnett’s weanling study [1995]
showed that most did not survive in heavily oiled areas.) Unfettered
by such troublesome details, Exxon reported in 1991 in glossy
brochures that “Sea otters thrive in Prince William Sound.”This was
Exxon’s story and the company stuck with it, despite plenty of evi-
dence to the contrary.

In his book How to Lie with Statistics, Huff (1954) encourages
people to ask,“What’s missing?”The author notes,“Sometimes what
is missing is the factor that caused a change to occur” (127). In
Exxon’s case,the weanling study was missing and, with it,all damn-
ing evidence that the oil spill continued to kill sea otter pups in heav-
ily oiled areas for years after the spill.

Orcas and Harbor Seals

Exxon scientists did not conduct any studies on orcas or harbors
seals from 1989 to 1992, the time period covered in this section.
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Sound Trut h
Sea otter weanlings continued to die at higher rates in oiled areas
through at least 1992 and prime age adults well beyond 1992
(Chapter 18).

The resident orca AB pod lost thirteen of its thirty-six members
in the first two years following the oil spill.The transient AT1 orcas
lost eleven of its twenty-one members in the first two years follow-
ing the oil spill. No new calves were born into either of these pods
in 1989 to 1992,the time period covered in this section.
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Chapter 15.

Marine Birds

Mu rres and the Gu l f of Al a s k a
When seabird biologist John Piatt, PhD (2000), heard of the spill on
24 March,he felt sickened.Piatt was a research biologist, working for
the USFWS in Anchorage.He knew the northern Gulf of Alaska,includ-
ing Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet,hosted some of the largest
populations of seabirds in North America.Millions of “pelagic” (ocean-
ic) seabirds, including petrels, fulmars, cormorants, kittiwakes, and
P i a t t ’s personal favo rites the “ a l c i d s ”— mu rre s , g u i l l e m o t s , a n d
puffins, breed on isolated islands and rocky outcrops in the Gulf of
Alaska. Each summer, millions of short-tailed and sooty shearwaters
migrate through the Gulf of Alaska.Hundreds of thousands of coastal
seabirds such as loons, grebes, murrelets, and sea ducks—scoters,
eiders,and oldsquaws (now called long-tailed ducks)—over-winter in
the region’s bays and the Sound’s protected inland seas.

Piatt knew it only took “a dime-sized spot of oil”to soil feathers
enough to cause hypothermia and death.Before moving to Alaska in
the early 1980s,he had spent seven years in Newfoundland,Canada,
studying (among other things) the effects of oil pollution on
seabirds. He knew that alcids, loons, grebes, and sea ducks are the
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most vulnerable to oil,because they spend most of their time swim-
ming on the sea surface and often raft together in dense flocks.Each
year in March, murres aggregate in the Gulf of Alaska near breeding
colonies. He hoped some of the other alcids had not yet returned.

Piatt took with him to Valdez his well-worn copy of Oil in the
Sea:Inputs, Fates and Effects.This National Research Council tome,
published only four years earlier in 1985, provided the first and last
words on oil spills. Piatt thought the book “was a gold mine. It had
everything you could imagine that you’d want to do in response to a
spill. It talked about petroleum chemistry, toxicity, collecting sam-
ples,dispersants,and legal issues.There was a whole chapter on legal
issues.” Piatt wondered, “Why is this in a volume about scientific
effects of spills?”He didn’t have a clue how dominant and pervasive
the legal side would become in assessing damages.He found a whole
chapter on birds and another on marine mammals. It was all based
on thirty years of research and experience.

Unfortunately, Piatt couldn’t get anyone to even crack the cover
of this ‘gold mine.’ Instead of the coordinated response described in
his book,he saw “nothing but chaos.There was no leadership.It was
just a mish-mash of people all doing their own thing as best they
could,but that really didn’t make for a very good response program.”

Frustrated,Piatt drafted and delivered a game plan to USFWS four
days after the spill.The plan based on published studies and his own
years of experience measuring the impact of oil pollution on
seabirds in Newfoundland.He proposed three steps be taken imme-
diately, assuming oil would pass through the Sound and soon endan-
ger seabirds in the Gulf of Alaska. First,he advised that beach surveys
be conducted both before and after the oil hit the beaches to get an
idea of how many birds were killed.Second,he suggested setting up
a processing center—a wildlife morgue—as a way to handle all the
bodies once they started coming in to Valdez.Third,he stressed that
carcass drift experiments were needed to establish the proportion of
dead birds that drifted ashore in different areas so that the total num-
ber of birds killed could be estimated.

Most carcasses of seabirds killed by oil at sea, sink at sea and,of
those that drift ashore,many are scavenged by predators or buried in
debris. Historical studies, conducted worldwide, report that any-
where between 0 to 59 percent of birds killed in a spill drifted
ashore,depending on currents,winds,tides,and proximity of beach-
es, while the rest were lost at sea (Piatt and Ford 1996). Piatt calcu-
lated a middle-of-the-road median recovery rate of about 10 percent
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for seabird carcasses from these fifteen historical studies, but he
knew recovery rates were needed for the Sound and Gulf of Alaska
in order to estimate how many seabirds died from the spill.

No one paid him any attention initially because during the first
few days after the spill, no one brought any dead birds to Valdez.A
week passed, ten days: still nothing. But there were plenty of dead
birds—Piatt saw them the few times he was able to catch over-flights
of the Sound, and he heard about them from other agency people
who walked the beaches.

USFWS was slow to react because the Sound has no wildlife
re f u ge s , m a n agement of which is the age n c y ’s re s p o n s i b i l i t y. A big-
ger part of the pro blem was that the spill was never “ fe d e ra l i z e d ,”
so USFWS and NMFS, the fe d e ral agencies re s p o n s i ble for collecting
dead wildlife to assess “ d a m a ge s ,” (legal term ,h e re ,m o n e t a ry va l u e
of losses) had no funding initially to carry out their ch a rge . T h e
agencies litera l ly had to wait until Exxon promised to make
response funds ava i l abl e , w h i ch re q u i red coopera t i ve agre e m e n t s ,
l aw ye rs , and time (Zimmerm a n ,G o r b i c s , and Low ry 1994). It was to
E x x o n ’s adva n t age to control the collection of incriminating ev i-
dence and the longer the company stalled, the less evidence there
would be.

This all changed because of Kathy Frost,an ADFG marine mam-
mal biologist.Piatt was at a press conference in Valdez,fuming as he
listened to a federal on-scene coordinator tell national media and
spill responders, “We’re not seeing anything. We don’t know that
there’s a real problem yet.”Then he heard,“Wait a minute!”from the
hallway and Frost marched up to the podium in her orange survival
suit drenched in oil. She announced, “I just came back from the
beaches and I’m here to tell you there’s dead animals everywhere!”
This fortuitous timing and Frost’s pluck turned into a defining
moment.

USFWS came out of its stupor of disbelief.The on-scene coordi-
nator was replaced and more staff were sent to assist with the
response. Cal Lensink, a retired USFWS research biologist with over
thirty years experience and a commanding presence, rolled into
Valdez in his VW van to volunteer his services. In their shared hotel
room,he and Piatt developed a response strategy.Lensink immediate-
ly organized USFWS staff to build receiving and processing stations
for wildlife carcasses. Piatt walked beaches in the Sound, collecting
and examining dead animals, and distributing collection and docu-
mentation kits—bags,data forms,and instructions—to a small army of
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untrained crews who had been hired by Exxon to collect dead and
dying animals.

When the fi rst dead sea otters arri ved in Va l d e z , Lensink ya n ke d
teeth to determine age , took measure m e n t s , and determined the
a n i m a l s ’s ex (DeGange and Lensink 1990).When the fi rst dead bird s
came in, Lensink organized people with manuals to pro p e r ly iden-
tify the bird s . S o o n , b ags of dead animals came in with import a n t
documentation inside revealing the “ w h o , w h a t , w h e re , and when”
details of collection. He and Piatt set up a computer data entry pro-
gram to re c o rd this re l evant data along with other biological info r-
m a t i o n .E ve n t u a l ly USFWS set up similar morgues in Sewa rd ,H o m e r,
and Ko d i a k .These morgues processed nearly 37,000 dead birds in
1 9 8 9 .

In the second week following the spill,Piatt helped colleagues at
the USFWS initiate some carcass drift experiments in the Sound, but
Anchorage bureaucrats squashed the project, citing concern about
“bad PR”(public relations).They worried that people might be angry
with the government for returning carcasses to the sea that had been
collected as evidence of spill damages.

A few weeks later, Piatt led a team of researchers on the USFWS
research vessel R/VTiglax to conduct bird surveys and collect car-
casses from beaches along the Alaska Peninsula, retracing the path of
the oil.Inside the Sound,the oil was relatively fresh, black and liquid.
It formed sheens that sometimes were difficult to distinguish from
the water. On slippery oil-stained beaches,Piatt collected black slimy
soft lumps, which he discovered were mostly marbled murrelets,
loons, bald eagles, and sea ducks—scoters, oldsquaws (long-tailed
ducks),buffleheads,and goldeneyes.

Outside the Sound, wind and waves had churned the black
crude with seawater and air,creating a thick,sticky,chocolate-brown
mousse that completely coated entire beaches in a 100- to 200-yard
wide swath of slime.“It was extraordinary,” Piatt said.“We couldn’t
really tell if there were any birds at first.Then we found them, rolled
in a thick case of mousse.We had to pick off inches and inches of
this muck before you could even see what bird it was. It was really
quite gross.” They picked up many, many more dead birds, mostly
murres.They also picked up bodies of other colonial seabirds—cor-
morants, shearwaters, guillemots, and puf fins, but fortunately many
of these species returned to colonies in the spill zone later than
murres and so largely avoided the wave of black death that washed
out of the Sound.
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In Puale Bay on the Alaska Peninsula (across from Kodiak on
Shelikof Straits), Piatt and the Tiglax team made a grisly discovery.
Underneath layers of muck,he found murres,thousands of dead mur-
res. Murres look and act somewhat like penguins except they are
strong fliers. Like penguins, murres eat small fish and invertebrates.
Their almost erect stance and smart uniforms of black hooded capes
with white fronts reminded Piatt of little eighteen-inch soldiers. He
had expected to find common murres and thick-billed murres—they
were some of the most numerous seabirds in Alaska. But Piatt won-
dered where they came from,because the local colony of murres in
Puale Bay appeared to be thriving and hardly oiled.He suspected the
carcasses had drifted from the huge murre colony at the Barren
Islands north of the Kodiak archipelago.The Barren Islands hosted
one of the largest and most diverse seabird colonies in the Gulf of
Alaska and it was directly in the path of the oil.

With hundreds of relatively fresh carcasses at hand,Piatt and his
team decided to conduct a very small-scale carcass drift study in
order to determine the origin of the birds.They took one hundred
dead soldiers—all murres—from Puale Bay, tagged them, brought
them up to the Barren Islands, and dumped them out in the middle
of the night. Then Piatt waited while various beach survey teams
patrolled the beaches of the Alaska Peninsula. Sure enough, three
murre carcasses drifted about 200 miles back to the beach at Puale
Bay. Now Piatt had a recovery rate and he could estimate the total
number of birds killed—once they were done collecting bodies.

In the fall,Piatt,Lensink,and others worked up the data from the
wildlife morgues. Of the nearly 37,000 total carcasses, Piatt and the
others estimated that 7,000 had died from causes other than oil.
There had been a “wreck,” a large-scale natural die-off, of puffins and
s h e a r wa t e rs in Shelikof Straits during the fall migra t i o n . P i a t t
explained,“Massive die-offs are not uncommon for seabirds. Some
species are high-density animals like caribou that feed in large aggre-
gations and they require high-density foods. Once in a while, when
that food’s not around,what happens? Large numbers die en masse.”

Of the 30,000 seabirds killed by oil, nearly 90 percent were col-
lected outside the Sound; 74 percent of the total were murres (Piatt
and Ford 1996).Piatt and his co-workers thought the 3 percent recov-
ery rate from the Barren Islands carcass drift study was probably low
for the Sound where there were more islands and more people walk-
ing the beaches. Based on the median recovery rate from the world-
wide drift studies and considering the oil spill region, they reasoned
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that a 10 percent area-wide recovery rate would yield a conservative
estimate of the spill’s toll on murres.Using this figure,they estimated
the oil spill killed between 100,000 and 300,000 murres.

This was by far the largest number ever documented of seabirds
killed by an oil spill. Piatt and the others thought it could represent
about 10 percent of the existing population of common murres in
the Gulf of Alaska and probably more than half of the breeding
colony at the Barren Islands.They speculated there might be long-
term effects of the spill on survivors as well. Murres are long-lived
birds that lay only one egg each year. It was reasonable to anticipate
delayed recovery from reduced egg production and fewer young
birds.Based on a model of murre population dynamics published by
other seabird biologists before Exxon hired some of them (Ford,
Page, and Carter 1987), Piatt estimated it could take twenty to sev-
enty years for murres to recover.

Piatt and the others decided that it was their job as public-trust
scientists to share their information with the public.Over the objec-
tions of federal lawyers,they published their initial findings in a 1989
issue of Nature and more complete findings in a 1990 issue of The
Auk (Piatt and Lensink 1989; Piatt et al. 1990)—three years before
most of the other public-trust scientists pierced the veil of secrecy
imposed by federal attorneys.

Exxon immediately attacked the report as preposterous. Exxon
scientists claimed,“The only things that are certain are that approxi-
mately 30,000 oiled carcasses were retrieved and that this number
represents some unknown fraction of the total number of birds killed
by the spill” (Wiens 1996, 596). Exxon scientists steadfastly ignored
the obvious—that the 30,000 dead birds collected were only a small
fraction of the total killed. Piatt’s papers increased public furor over
spill damages and public pressure for a high monetary settlement
(Medred 1989).

In 1990 Piatt returned to his normal duties,conducting research
on auklets in the Shumagin Islands,some 300 miles southwest of the
Kodiak archipelago.That summer, he learned that the federal lawyers,
now in complete control of damage assessment projects, ironically
were paying a million dollars for a carcass drift study! Just as the Oil
in the Sea book had predicted, the federal lawyers eventually need-
ed to quantify the number of bird bodies that had been recovered in
a way that was defensible in court. The NRDA process revolved
around proving exact damages—in this case, the exact number of
birds killed by oil.More birds equaled more dollars in compensation.
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Finally, the federal lawyers realized that the ratio of birds killed to
those actually found on beaches was of major economic importance.

Contractors doing the study needed 300 dead oiled birds and the
only way to get them, in 1990, was to shoot live birds and oil them
prior to releasing the oiled carcasses for the drift study. For political
reasons the researchers weren’t allowed to shoot birds in the Sound,
so,in another ironic twist,Piatt ended up “collecting”many birds for
them in the Shumagin Islands. When people found out about this
study after the fact, they were furious, but the federal lawyers got
their numbers: 43 percent recovery in the Sound, 13 percent along
the Kenai Peninsula, 6 percent around Kodiak, and 2 percent along
the Alaska Peninsula (Ecological Consulting,Inc.1991).

When the contractor cranked through the numbers, their best
estimate of total bird mortality was 375,000 with a range of 300,000
to 645,000 (Ford et al.1996).Despite the fact that the carcasses were
subjected to different winds,currents, and weather patterns than in
1989, Piatt said the U. S. Department of Justice study “will probably
stand forever as the most thorough examination of carcass drift
recovery that has ever been done.”He also was pleased that the aver-
age estimate of mortality in the new study not only corroborated his
earlier estimate,but made it look conservative! 

In the meantime, other USFWS scientists (Nysewander et al.
1993) conducted extensive surveys from 1989 to 1991 and found
that five murre colonies in the path of the spill had 40 to 60 percent
lower population counts compared to pre-spill counts than two
colonies outside the spill path. They also found delayed effects as
Piatt had predicted—murres from oiled colonies did not produce as
many offspring as murres from unoiled colonies. Scientists thought
the oil spill had disrupted critical social behavior (Phillips 1992).
Murres time egg-laying so that it is both synchronized,to overwhelm
predators and reduce predation, and early—to fledge young before
fall storms.With experienced breeders nearly wiped out by the spill,
scientists measured nearly total reproductive failures at every colony
they monitored within the spill path and reproduction remained
below normal throughout the study. There was some evidence of
recovery by 1992.

Even though Piatt was no longer assigned to oil spill research,he con-
tinued to dabble on the side.Initially,he blamed the murre population
declines, disrupted and delayed egg-laying, and reduced productivity
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on the oil spill.But when murre productivity at oiled colonies stayed
suppressed for several years after the spill,Piatt began to have second
thoughts.

As he dug deeper into the published literature, going back in
time, he found there were serious declines in a number of murre
colonies outside of the spill path—declines of 30,40,50,and 80 per-
cent—in the two decades preceding the spill. Besides the evidence
of spill mortality, here was evidence of sustained changes in produc-
tivity for years before the spill.What could account for that kind of a
large-scale phenomenon,he wondered?

Piatt had done his doctoral work on predation by common mur-
res and Atlantic puffins on capelin,a high-calorie forage fish.When he
first came to Alaska,he found seabirds in the Gulf of Alaska were eat-
ing mostly juvenile pollock,which were much lower in calories and
lipids (fats) than capelin,but he had dismissed this as a difference in
diet preference between Atlantic and Pacific seabirds. Now he won-
dered if capelin in Alaska had died off for some reason, forcing mur-
res to feed on lean cuisine—the pollock.

As luck would have it, he started to correspond with a NMFS
shrimp biologist in Kodiak, Paul Anderson,who,Piatt described,“had
just been out there plugging away for twenty-five years doing small-
mesh trawl surveys every year in the Gulf of Alaska.” Over the
decades, NMFS had done hundreds of small-mesh trawl surveys in
the northern Gulf of Alaska to monitor stocks of commercial
species.The small-mesh gear also captured small forage fish such as
c a p e l i n , a noncommercial species. These unpublished survey s
showed that shrimp and capelin had dominated catches in the
1960s and early 1970s, but they had virtually disappeared in trawl
catches in the late 1970s.They had been replaced with walleye pol-
lock,cod, and flatfish.

I n t ri g u e d , Piatt dug out more historic data sets (Sanger 1986).
“Lo and behold!” he said. “It was like an epiphany.” He found the
most important fo o d , by fa r, d u ring the mid-1970s for fi ve of the
most abundant species of seab i rds in the nort h west Gulf of A l a s k a
was capelin. A decade later, these seab i rds we re eating sand lance,
p o l l o ck , and squid. Piatt found similar evidence for Steller sea lions,
harbor seals, and nort h e rn fur seals. D u ring the early 1970s, the diet
of these marine mammals was ri ch in capelin and herri n g , but a
decade later—well befo re the oil spill—these mammals we re eating
far fewer high-calorie fish and far more pollock (Hansen 1997).
Populations of fish-eating “ a p ex ” ( t o p - l evel) pre d a t o rs , i n cl u d i n g
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common mu rre s , bl a ck - l e g ged kittiwa ke s , sea lions, and harbor seals,
c rashed coincident with the loss of shrimp and capelin (Merri ck ,
L o u g h l i n , and Calkins 1987).

Piatt suspected that changes in the marine climate were ulti-
mately controlling population size in these apex predators. He
looked up oceanographer Tom Royer’s studies (1993) and found sea-
water temperature in the Gulf of Alaska had abruptly warmed during
the late 1970s and warm conditions had persisted through the
1980s, which favored arctic cod, pollock, and flatfish. Piatt realized
for murres,the shift in marine climate had acted like a slow-moving
wreck, decimating the Gulf of Alaska population over time.The oil
spill had worsened an already bad situation for murres and other
seabirds in the spill path;it was an environment where rapid recov-
ery was not likely.

He shared his theory and evidence with scientist Bruce Wright
who was managing NOAA’s damage assessment and restoration pro-
gram. Bruce Wright (1999) encouraged Piatt to publish his findings
in the proceedings of the first public symposium on oil spill science
that had been held in January 1993. Piatt eagerly accepted. He and
NMFS biologist Paul Anderson crafted their paper as a NRDA study
on common murres and this paper served as a “heads up”to their col-
leagues that the dramatic declines in seabird populations, first
noticed after the spill, might be caused by more than just oil (Piatt
and Andersen 1996).

Their effort eventually led to a suite of studies on apex preda-
tors—common murres, black-legged kittiwakes, pigeon guillemots,
and harbor seals, among others—to better understand the link
between biological productivity and marine climate (Chapter 19).

Ha rl equin Ducks and the So u n d
In May 1975 when Sam Patten,PhD (2003),and his wife first set foot
in Cordova, they were warmly greeted by Alaska’s legendary birder
Pete Isleib.“I don’t know how he found out who we were,” Patten
said,“but he gave us all kinds of advice and support.” Patten had a
NOAA contract to study gull colonies along the south central coast
of the Gulf of Alaska.He found Isleib already knew a great deal about
the gulls in this remote area.Isleib advised him to check out the gull
colony at the mouth of the Alsek River near Yakutat, well to the east
of his camp at Egg Island. There, Patten discovered a hybrid gull
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colony,which led to a study of gull evolution and a doctorate in pub-
lic health from Johns Hopkins University in 1980. He said,“I will
always be incredibly indebted to Isleib.”

When Patten first learned of the oil spill, he was living in west-
ern Alaska in Bethel and working for ADFG as Area Biologist for the
Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta District.He immediately offered to help the
state study effects of the spill on wildlife.The state moved his family
to Fairbanks and that summer his ten- and twelve-year old sons
camped with him on Egg Island where he repeated his study on gulls
to look for any oil spill damage. He found none—gull productivity
remained unchanged from 1975 and 1976. The NRDA lawyers
announced,“Wonderful study, Sam. Good clear results.We’re cancel-
ing it because you found no effects.Go find some damage.”

It was fall 1989 and Patten didn’t have much time to prepare a
new research proposal. He did some quick thinking. He knew most
of the oil was stranded on the shoreline in western Prince William
Sound and he figured wildlife that depended on this area for food,
shelter, and rearing young would most likely show oil spill effects.
From Isleib’s work (Islieb and Kessler 1973), Patten knew that up to
several hundred thousand sea ducks over-winter in the Sound and
protected waters of Kodiak and Shelikof Straits. He also knew that
the Sound was an important stopover area on the migration route of
sea ducks in the spring and fall—the ducks built up their fat reserves
by feeding on plentiful supplies of blue mussels, chitons,snails, and
other invertebrates.

Patten wrote a proposal to study oil spill effects on six species of
sea ducks—three species of scoters, two species of goldeneyes, and
harlequins.With these six species,he figured he had the oiled shore-
line completely covered. Harlequins fed at or near the water’s edge
in the intertidal zone;the goldeneyes and two species of scoters dove
to feed in the lower intertidal and shallow subtidal areas;and white-
winged scoters fed further offshore,diving over ninety feet for scal-
lops and clams. Patten was set to ‘find some damage.’ His proposal
was funded.

After studying his charges during the winter of 1989 to 1990,
Patten and his crew realized that scoters and goldeneyes are not resi-
dents of the Sound,but some harlequins are.As Patten said,“That’s the
first thing that hits you in the head. Some harlequins are here all the
time—they’re feeding in the intertidal and they breed locally. It was
an ‘ah-ha’ experience.Our study rapidly evolved from a study of scot-
ers, goldeneyes,and harlequins into a focused study on harlequins.”
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When Patten started his study, he knew only basic harlequin
ecology. They are the smallest of the sea ducks. They earned the
name by their striking streaks and patches of white and deep russet
highlights splashed across the males’dusky blue bodies. Pairs of col-
orful males and drab females gather near stream mouths in late May
and fly upriver to nest in suitable holes—tree cavities, root wads,
stumps,or stream banks. For reasons known only to harlequins,they
prefer to nest along wildly rushing, turbulent, white-water streams.
Once females begin incubating eggs,males return to the Sound and
congregate in saltwater bays and offshore rocks.When the ducklings
are about two weeks old,they grow restless and bravely launch them-
selves into the stream torrent and cascade haphazardly down to the
sea. A surprising number of them survive this perilous journey.
Females raise their young in shallow estuaries with boulder-strewn
shoals and rocky islets.By October, migrant harlequins that breed fur-
ther inland join resident harlequins to over-winter in the Sound,
swelling the Sound’s population to an estimated 10,000 of these
ducks until May when the cycle begins anew.

During the summer of 1990, Patten and his crews conducted a
preliminary survey of breeding harlequins in the western and eastern
Sound.They enlisted the help of dozens of ADFG fish technicians
who volunteered to record sightings of harlequins and broods along
streams while conducting their anadromous fish surveys. Streams
we re care f u l ly trave rsed three times from mid-May thro u g h
September.

Patten fully expected to find breeding harlequins everywhere:
Isleib himself, ever helpful and supportive, told Patten he had seen
breeding harlequins throughout the Sound before the spill.The best
estimates of breeding populations of harlequins in the Sound, pre-
spill, ranged from minimum numbers of 2,600 in the early 1970s sur-
vey to 5,500 during surveys in 1984 and 1985 (unpublished USFWS
reports in Klosiewski and Laing 1994). Patten and his crews found
breeding harlequins in the eastern Sound,but the numbers of breed-
ing harlequins in the western Sound were,according to Patten,“van-
ishingly low.”

He had found injury, but he had not yet pinned down how the
injury occurred.He and his crews also found that mussel beds in the
western Sound were “sopping with oil.” They were dumbfounded.
Most scientists were still operating under the old assumption from
the 1970s that oil remaining on beaches years after a spill was not
harmful to wildlife. Patten said,“The mussel beds were just loaded
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with oil.And what did we find most common in the birds’ gullets?
Small blue mussels.Then things really started going off in my mind.”

He wondered if the harlequins might be having reproductive
problems from eating oiled mussels.This was a natural cognitive leap
based on his training in physiology and public health. In fall 1990,
Patten revamped his harlequin study to include a field study of the
breeding habitat of ducks in the unoiled eastern Sound as a control—
and a review of the history of oiling of harlequin duck habitat.The
government lawyers tallying natural resource damages told him,
“Sam, your study is worth $25 million!”Everything was funded.

Patten supervised the three-year study in the eastern Sound. He
said,“Dave Crowley did the work and he got his Master’s out of it.He
did a nice job.Basically, he found that harlequins prefer certain kinds
of habitat and they were reproducing normally.”

From 1991 to 1993, Crowley compared the streams and general
basin topography—the lay of the land—in twenty-four areas where
harlequins were breeding to twenty-four areas were they were not
(Crowley and Patten 1996). He found the ducks selected larger
salmon streams,but chose small,steep streams if larger ones were not
available.He described the ducks as having “an ecological dependen-
cy”on the rocky intertidal area where streams met the sea—activities
such as feeding,resting,courtship,and brood-rearing mostly occurred
near the stream mouth. He also found the harlequins in the eastern
Sound returned to the same nest sites and streams each year. Such
“site fidelity” among harlequins had been reported elsewhere.

Meanwhile in the western Sound in 1991, Patten and his crew
found so few harlequins near stream mouths during spring surveys
they had to guess which streams the ducks would have used for
breeding had the ducks been present (Patten et al. 2000a). They
chose twelve streams to monitor for breeding activity based on sim-
ilarity to known breeding streams in the unoiled eastern Sound
(Patten 1993). During the long Alaska twilight—when reclusive
females were most likely to leave nests to forage—Patten and his
crews manned mist nests along the stream banks.

In 132 hours of effort, they captured not one harlequin duck.
They didn’t even see any ducks f lying along the stream corridors.In
1992, they more than doubled their efforts in the western Sound.
They selected thirty-nine streams and worked with mist nets for over
384 hours during twilight hours.They captured two females, only
one of which was incubating eggs along an unoiled stream in the
oiled region. In comparison, over the two-year study in the eastern
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Sound, Patten’s crew captured sixty-five breeding harlequins in 522
hours along sixteen streams .

Patten and his crew also mapped the distribution of the summer
molting population of harlequins.In late July and August,adult harle-
quins gather at certain sites to molt. During this time, the birds are
flightless and so are forced to feed in a relatively small area. Ducks
prefer molt sites with protected offshore rocky islets and easy access
to plentiful food. Harlequins have a strong affinity for their molting
area and return to the same safe spot year after year.

In 1991 and 1992, Patten discovered about 20 percent of the
molting ducks in the western Sound gathered near mussel beds
(Patten et al.2000a).In 1991,all of the mussel beds used by the molt-
ing ducks were oiled;in 1992, nearly 60 percent were oiled.He also
detected a disturbing trend—the harlequin population in the west-
ern Sound was dwindling. Far fewer molting ducks returned to the
western Sound the second year of his study and the rate of decline
was nearly three times greater than that in the eastern Sound.

In fall 1991, Patten and his colleagues (2000b) searched the
state’s oil spill files to map the distribution of oiling to compare it to
their map of habitat use (Supplement 1,p.xviii).They found exten-
sive documentation of oiling to known harlequin habitat in the
western Sound (Supplement 2, p. xx). They also discovered that
many of these same areas,especially the mussel beds,had been treat-
ed extensively with Inipol (which was known to kill mussel and oys-
ter larvae) and other chemicals in 1989 through 1991 (Supplement
3,p.xxviii).They found that ADEC had issued a citation when Inipol
was applied in excess of levels thought to be safe for fish and
wildlife (CFS 1989 2[34]).1

In summer 1992, armed with their maps, he and his crew sur-
veyed as many as possible of the 130 oiled sites used by molting har-
lequins in the western Sound. They dug in suspect beaches with
trowels and clam shovels,sketched maps of their finds,and carefully
took samples,which they sent to the Auke Bay Lab for analysis.

Their labor-intensive work led to discovery of nearly fifty mussel
bed sites in the western Sound still heavily contaminated with Exxon
Valdez oil (Patten et al.2000a, Appendix 3).The oil was virtually fresh
crude,trapped beneath thick mats of mussels in “anoxic conditions.”
Without oxygen,the oil had not weathered and it still contained meas-
urable levels of PAHs—over 4 parts per million in the mussel tissues
and ten times that in the underlying sediments. Patten suspected
these levels were high enough to pose a threat to harlequins.
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By 1992, the Sound provided its own collaborating evidence:
other biologists observed reproductive failure among black oyster-
catchers and high death rates among young sea otters and river
otters in areas of the Sound that had been most heavily oiled (Andres
1997,1998, 1999; Bowyer et al. 1994, 1995; Rotterman and Monnett
1993;Sharp and Cody 1993). All of these predators ate mussels.

Alarmed state and federal agencies conducted a pilot study in
1991, then a much larger study in 1992 and 1993, to determine the
extent of the oiled mussel bed problem (Babcock et al.1996).During
the larger study, Auke Bay Lab chemists measured extraordinarily high
levels of PAHs in sediments collected from oiled mussel beds—thirty-
one of seventy sites in the Sound had concentrations greater than
10,000 parts per million PAHs! This was the equivalent of one percent
oil—and it meant these sites were “sopping with oil,” as Patten had
described earlier. Mussels from these same beds contained levels of
up to 8 parts per million PAHs, which validated Patten’s findings.
When this chemistry study along with the growing biological evi-
dence became known in 1993, public pressure forced government
agencies to try to restore the oiled mussel beds (Chapter 21).

In fall 1992, Patten hit the paper trail again,looking for evidence
to support his theory that the lingering oil was still toxic to harle-
quins.This research was tough for him. He was a field biologist and
he had struggled with organic chemistry in school. Gamely he per-
severed through stacks of technical reports.

His literature review of effects of low levels of oil exposure on
seabirds and waterfowl yielded evidence to support his theory
(Patten et al. 2000a, Appendix 1; Varanasi 1990;Varanasi et al.1993).
He found metabolic changes and poor health from oil ingestion and
reproductive problems,such as “complete cessation of reproductive
activity for long periods of time”and lifeless eggs (1-1).He also found
other supporting evidence of low levels of oil in mussel beds in 1989
from a NOAA study on subsistence seafood—shellfish and fish (Hom
et al. 1996). This study reported that intertidal shellfish (mussels,
clams,chitons,and snails) had levels as high as 12 to 18 parts per mil-
lion—right in the ballpark of the levels he had found in the mussel
tissue samples from 1992 (Patten et al.2000a, Appendix 5).

Ironically, the closer Patten got to pinpointing oil as the cause of
the harlequins’demise,the harder it became for him to do his work.
By late 1991 the shifting political winds finally caught up with
Patten.New political appointees under the Walter Hickel state admin-
istration began to make his life miserable. His supervisor from the
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ADFG Oil Spill Division had come directly from BP Exploration in
Anchorage and he controlled oil spill research funding. Patten had to
rewrite his proposal for his 1992 fieldwork twenty-eight times
before he secured funding where before,under the previous (Steve
Cowper) administration, he had had to make only one or two revi-
sions. Isleib encouraged Patten to stick with his work and told him,
according to Patten, “As the chips come down, I can help you out.
I’ve got the data set.I’ll back you to the hilt.”

Patten managed to keep the harlequin duck study going until
1993.He described these years as “a period of hell”where everything
that he did and had done was challenged. Patten said,“It came down
to scientific assassination—and character assassination.” There was
turmoil,conflict,and struggle at every turn. Patten felt as though he
was “a rat on an electric grid”where he was shocked by everything
he touched. One of Patten’s loyal field biologists told him,“Do you
know what’s happened to you? You’ve become politicized!”

Of this time Patten said,“The bigge s t , the most hurtful thing of
all was being separated from my wife and ch i l d re n .” Patten was not
a l l owe d , as other re s e a rch e rs we re , to conduct his oil spill wo rk
f rom Fa i r b a n k s , so he could be with his fa m i ly. He paid, o u t - o f - p o ck-
e t , for his we e kend commute from A n ch o rage . To protect his mar-
ri age , he didn’t take his tro u bles home. His bl o o d - p re s s u re sky - ro ck-
e t e d .

When he submitted the first draft of his final report in early
1 9 9 3 , his superv i s o rs objected to eve rything—the design, t h e
methodology, the results . . . Patten said, they even accused him of
sloppy science. Patten wrote and rewrote his report. In June 1993
supervision of the politically troublesome harlequin project was
transferred to the ADFG Waterfowl Program.The director there,Tom
Rothe, was sensitive to politics—he wanted more revisions.Then,
tragically, in July, Isleib was killed in a freak accident. Patten wept for
his friend when he heard the news. Stubbornly, Patten refused to
back down on his findings even though he no longer had access to
Isleib’s vast knowledge of harlequin pre-spill habits.

His new supervisor figured out another way to handle the situa-
tion.In May 1994,a waterfowl management job suddenly opened in
Fairbanks and Patten was offered “the bait.” Patten said he was
“superbly overqualified”for the job,but he took it.He said,“It was the
correct decision because I moved back to my wife and I resumed
being a father again.”

The final re p o rt of Pa t t e n ’s harlequin study — p u blished by A D F G
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s even ye a rs later in 2000—contains the concluding chapter of this
s ag a .

“By June 1994, all of the original staff, including the principal
investigator, had left the project after submission of a revised draft
of the final report.Since then, this final report was extensively edit-
ed for format and style, verification and expansion of original data
presentations, and additional statistical analyses by the ADFG
Waterfowl Coordinator. Moreover, important points of discussion
and initial conclusions have been critically reviewed and edited for
prudent interpretation of findings”(Patten et al.2000a, ii).

Patten noted the “Faustian allegories”in the final drama of his study.
He said simply, “These people sold out.” However, others validated
Patten’s work before his final report was even released (Chapter 18).

E x xon’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
Murres

Under pressure from the federal studies,media reports,and growing
public concern about murres, Exxon scientists repeatedly attacked
the public-trust studies, vehemently objecting to the published esti-
mates of 375,000 to 645,000 dead seabirds. It was well known that
carcasses found on beaches represented a mere fraction of the total
killed,but Exxon scientists avoided mention of the fifteen worldwide
studies on carcass drift recovery rates.Instead they poked fun at the
high-end estimate, claiming that it was enough to “kill the highest
estimate of the entire spill-path murre population more than twice
over” (Parrish and Boersma 1995a, 113). Exxon scientists used the
colony-count of breeding adults in the oiled area,which represented
only a fraction of the total population.Exxon’s studies and letters cre-
ated controversy and public confusion which Exxon lawyers were
capable of exploiting to great advantage (Chapter 23).

Exxon scientists also conducted two studies on murres,alleged-
ly to determine spill effe c t s . In one study, Exxon scientists
(Boersma, Parrish, and Kettle 1995) measured breeding success at
the largest colony of murres in the spill path at East Amatuli Island
in the Barren Islands. Swept by strong winds and currents, the
Barren Islands are bathed in turbulent nutrient-rich waters, which
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provide a local environment that is rich in forage fish preferred by
breeding seabirds.The Barren Islands are a regional “hot spot” for
murres that could be expected to attract new recruits quickly, fol-
lowing losses of breeding adults.Because of this,the Barren Islands’
murre colonies were the least likely, among the dozens of colonies
in the spill path,to show a harmful effect from oil.

Predictably, Exxon scientists found no dramatic changes in the
number of chicks fledged by murres during their three-year study
(1990 to 1992) compared to murre productivity in the 1970s.They
concluded the lack of a clear pre- to post-spill pattern was due to
high natural variability and since they couldn’t detect any trends,nei-
ther could anyone else—specifically the public-trust studies, which
they called “not scientifically supportable” (Boersma, Parrish, and
Kettle 1995,847).

In the second Exxon study, a scientist surveyed “attendance”
(number of birds) at thirty-two of the thirty-six murre colonies in the
spill path in 1991 and compared the 1991 attendance with historical
data (Erickson 1995). The Exxon scientist concluded that the spill
had “no major apparent effect” on colony attendance (ibid., 809),
although he admitted this was probably because birds from large at-
sea rafts filled the vacancies at the colonies (ibid.,809).He also found
colony-attendance levels in his 1991 survey was not “drastically lower
than historical levels” (ibid.,811), but this was largely because of his
choice of historical data used to evaluate trends. In other words,this
Exxon scientist’s survey completely missed—was unable to detect—
the large-scale population declines,largely from natural causes.

This is a critical point. Wildlife populations cycle high and low
through good and bad years—even decades. Species have evolved
various strategies to ensure a breeding population survives the bad
years.In murres,the survival strategy involves a buffer of large num-
bers of surplus adults in at-sea rafts.The oil spill wiped out hundreds
of thousands of murres, but there was enough buffer to withstand
these losses.However, the huge declines from natural causes before
and after the spill put the population at extreme risk of an all out
crash if exposed to another stressor—such as the spill.The Gulf of
Alaska murres managed to survive these double insults—this time,
but the threat of extinction from combinations of man-made and nat-
ural disasters is very real.

Exxon’s studies had a very limited ability to detect effects from
the spill or natural causes.Exxon scientists seem to have used a num-
ber of statistical tricks of the nature described by Huff (1954). For
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example,Exxon scientists built into their survey design “small sam-
ple bias” by focusing on a single study plot in one study or on a sin-
gle season two years after the spill in the other study.They present-
ed data on a per colony basis.With several small colonies increasing
and several very large colonies decreasing, there were no statistical
trends, however, there was a pronounced decrease in the overall
numbers of murres attending the colonies in 1991 compared to his-
torical data. Exxon scientists failed to mention there were fewer
birds—“an error of omission.” In their thicket of statistical biases,
inferences,and omissions, Exxon scientists failed to detect not only
the spill effect on murre populations, but also the almost unmistak-
able imprint from natural causes.

Harlequin Duck s

Exxon scientists (Day et al. 1995) found initial injury to harlequins,
but claimed the population had recovered within two years and no
long-term harm was expected.Problems with their study design and
conclusions are discussed elsewhere (Chapter 18).

Sound Trut h
Murre populations did not recover in oiled areas of the Gulf of Alaska
and harlequin duck populations continued to decline in oiled areas
of the Sound during the time period covered by this section (1989 to
1992).

This led public-trust scientists to further investigate the cause of
the lack of recovery (Ecosystem Studies:Chapters 17 to 21).
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Chapter 16.

Fish

Pink Salmon and an Ace in the Ho l e
On 24 March 1989 Sam Sharr (2001) started his day as he had for the
past five years by jogging around Cordova in the pre-dawn quiet. In
the Prince William Sound and Copper River fisheries (designated by
the state as management “Area E”), Sharr was the lead biologist for
salmon and herring research for the Alaska Department of Fish &
Game (ADFG). He had come to Cordova in 1981 to start a “catch
stock identification”program to help fishery managers prevent over-
fishing of any one stream or area. He stayed on to help rebuild the
catch and escapement sampling programs for salmon and herring as
these programs had atrophied during state budget crunches in the
1970s. He had been hired for his current position when his prede-
cessor retired. He loved his job and he loved his community.
Unpretentious and quick to smile,Sharr was an ambassador of good
will for the local ADFG office.

Eventually he swung by the home of his boss James Brady, the
Area E fisheries manager, where Brady’s wife,Nancy, joined him for a
few more laps around town.When the joggers returned to the Brady
home,Brady told them quietly that he had learned of “a sizeable spill
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Con tra s ting Life Hi s tories of Pink Salmon and
Pacific Herring 

Wild Pink Salmon
Wild pink salmon in Prince William Sound are unique in that they spawn in

streams on intertidal beaches where the stream meets the sea (Cooney et al. 2001a).
This was not always so; the 1964 earthquake uplifted land in the Sound and made
many streams too steep for salmon to ascend.Pink salmon adapted by becoming
intertidal spawners, which makes them vulnerable to oil spills. The fish spawn in
“redds” or nests dug in the st ream gravel from July through mid-September in
some 800 short streams in the Sound and they die shortly after spawning.

Depending on the water temperature in the fall,the bright orange eggs hatch
in October or November. The “alevins”—larval salmon with big yolk sac b ellies—
work their way deeper into the streambed for the winter. They emerge as “fry”in
about six months with their yolk sac absorbed or “buttoned up.” The skinny hun-
gry fry salmon “outmigrate” or drift to the sea from late March through early June
(or later if the water temperatures are colder than average). They spend the sum-
mer as juveniles in nearshore nursery areas, feeding and growing rapidly. Many fall
prey to other fish and seabirds. By August or September, surviving fish, now adults,
move outside the Sound and feed in the open ocean of the North Pacific until they
return to spawn a year later.

Hatchery Pink Salmon
Prince William Sound hatchery pink salmon go through the same life stages as

wild pink salmon, but spend their early embryonic phases at one of five hatcheries
in the Sound (www.ctcak.net/~pwsac/). Hatchery fish return to spawn at the hatch-
eries where they were released as fry. The eggs and developing alevins incubate in
controlled laboratory conditions. Fry are held in saltwater net pens and fed until
the spring phytoplankton bloom peaks. The fry are released into this rich food
source to increase the odds of their survival. Once released, the juveniles spend the
summer feeding and growing in nearshore bays with their counterparts. During
this time,they could be exposed to oil contamination in nearshore waters. They
move outside the Sound in fall as adults and swim in the open ocean of the North
Pacific until they return to the hatcheries to spawn a year later. Since the fish are
not held in captivity their entire lives, this form of fish farming is called, “salmon
ranching.”

Pacific Herring
Prince William Sound herring arrive at their natal beaches in late March

(Cooney et al.2001a). When water temperature warms to about 40°F, they spawn
in shallow waters near shore and in the intertidal zone of beaches, blanketing sea
plants and the seafloor with their sticky milky white eggs. Many eggs are lost to
seabirds, fish, invertebrates, and pounding by waves. Surviving eggs hatch in two to
three weeks and release tiny yolk-sac larvae to drift in the water column.

Herring larvae absorb their yolk-sacs within days and the weak swimmers
must learn to feed on passively drifting “microplankton” (microscopic sea plants).
During the extended larval drift, many herring are lost to “zooplankon” (tiny drift-
ing animals) or currents that carry them out to sea.

Survivors are swept into nearshore bays where they safely metamorphose to
juveniles in late July or August. Chances of survival greatly improve after the first
critical winter—a four-month period of semi-fasting.

(continued)
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going on”in the Sound.With a sickening feeling,Sharr raced home to
change clothes and join his boss for an over-flight at first light.

The biologists were stunned by what they saw. Oil was roiling
out of the side of the stricken tanker and boiling into the water.
Already the slick was huge. Filled with foreboding, the two realized
that the spill could not have happened at a worse time of year for
fish.Adult herring were already returning to protected beaches to
“stage” or just hang out for a couple weeks before spawning en
masse on seaweed (Sidebar 11,p.250).After incubating for just over
three weeks, the herring eggs would hatch and the pelagic larvae
would drift for a couple months at the whim of currents and winds.
Lucky ones would be carried into protected bays where they would
spend a full year feeding and growing.Pink salmon also depended on
clean intertidal streams and protected beaches.Hundreds of millions
of pink salmon fry, the 1988 brood year, were still over-wintering in
gravel redds (spawning beds) in intertidal streams throughout the
Sound.In about a month,when the bulging yolk sacs would be near-
ly absorbed, the salmon fry would wriggle up out of the gravel to
drift downstream to the sea where they would spend their summer
months in nearshore nursery areas.

The dazed biologists wondered:how many of these critical nurs-
ery beaches would be oiled? What effect would the oil have on the
Sound’s wild herring and pink salmon populations? Usually by now,
Sharr was out in the field collecting samples of young pink salmon
fry before they emerged from their gravel redds in the spring.But the
spring fry survey had been delayed because streams were still frozen.
Suddenly Sharr realized he had to beat the oil to the beaches.

Four days later, Sharr and his field crew headed out to the Sound
on ADFG’s cutter, the R/V Montague, commanded by skipper Jim
Vansant to dig fry samples from intertidal streams in a spring ritual
that predated statehood in 1958. ADFG used the data to predict
salmon run strength and set harvest and escapement levels.Over the
years, some streams in this standardized survey had been dropped
and others added so that the so-called “index streams” always rep-
resented a good cross section of wild pink salmon populations
throughout the Sound.

Sharr realized that many of his usual index streams in the south-
west district were going to get oiled because the dominant circula-
tion flow exited the Sound through Montague Strait.He had brought

Juvenile herring spend the next two to three years in the protected bays, feed-
ing and growing. They join the adult fish as four-year-olds and for the rest of their
lives, eight years or so, they return to shallow water to spawn every spring and
move to deeper offshore water to overwinter. They do not die after they spawn like
salmon.
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along on the R/V Montague all the historic reports,stuffed in boxes,
so he could pick additional index streams from the database,includ-
ing ones he anticipated would not be oiled.

Racing ahead of the oily plume, Sharr and his crew collected
fry—twice—at their still unoiled,selected sites by digging nearly fifty
shallow holes in the streambed at various tidal heights. First, they
used carefully cleaned clam rakes to collect fry samples for tissue
analysis of oil content.They took great care to preser ve the fry sam-
ples for these oil studies, following the procedure hastily outlined by
Seattle-based NMFS chemist Bob Clark before they left Cordova.Next
they placed a gas-powered pump in the holes to collect fry samples
for forecasting adult returns, using the same method that had been
used historically (Pirtle and McCurdy 1977).They recorded the num-
ber and condition—live or dead—of fry carefully, just as they had
done in preceding years.

Sample collection was painstaking work made even more excru-
ciating by frigid howling winds that plummeted air temperature to a
wind chill of fifty degrees below zero and froze fish scoop nets solid
within seconds.“It was something else,” recalled Sharr of the 1989
spring fry survey. But they got their precious fry samples.

M e a n w h i l e , B ra dy had been ve ry busy. D u ring the fi rst week of
the spill, he invited all the fish ex p e rts and oil ex p e rts in the state to
meet in Cord ova with his team of biologi s t s . In order to attend the
fo u r - d ay meeting, S h a rr fl ew back and fo rth to Cord ova from the
field between fry digs, while Vansant motored the R/V M o n t a g u e t o
d i ffe rent stre a m s . The gathering in A D F G ’s storage garage , h a s t i ly
(and perm a n e n t ly) conve rted into a re s e a rch space, i n cluded ch i e f
fi s h e ries scientist John Clark , who had created the Fish Stock
B i o l o gy Group in the 1970s to save the state’s prized historic fi s h-
e ries management pro gram from budget cuts. M i xed with the biolo-
gists we re NMFS oil specialists Bob Clark , R i c e , S h o rt , and others .
John Clark told the gatheri n g ,“ W rite me an integrated pro gram and
an operational plan to determine the effects of the spill on herri n g
and pink salmon.”

This team effort resulted in the first and most comprehensive
NRDA program that relied on the historic database as a solid foun-
dation against which to measure and compare effects from the spill.
Sharr said, “The amazing pre-spill time series of historic data
became the backbone of the NRDA studies for pink salmon—at all
life stages. Residents of the Sound owe a very, very large debt of
gratitude to the pioneering biologists (Ralph Pirt l e , Wa l ly
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Noerenberg,and Mike McCurdy, among others) for that legacy.”
The NRDA program for pink salmon had six elements, which

were assigned to different resource managers. ADFG’s work includ-
ed spring fry and fall egg surveys;summer aerial monitoring of adult
salmon; summer foot surveys of adult salmon to calibrate the aerial
monitoring; and a coded-wire tag program to monitor juvenile
growth and adult returns. The federal work included monitoring
growth, feeding,and survival of juvenile salmon and measuring level
of oil contamination in tissue.

Field studies documenting effects of an oil spill on pink salmon
and herring had never been done. No one really knew what to
expect, not even the experts.The integrated team was determined
to find answers to questions that no one had asked during the past
two decades of oil research.Their success depended on close coor-
dination, good communication with open sharing of data, and solid
commitment to the multi-year program.

Back out in the field, Sharr was completing the fry survey and
planning his next studies when news came from town:a lab techni-
cian had inadvertently left the precious fry samples for the oil stud-
ies out of the freezer and they had thawed.They were useless for the
oil studies—the fry survey had to be repeated! Sharr and Bob Clark
spent two frantic days in a helicopter,racing around the Sound to col-
lect new samples to replace those lost.

Meanwhile, the R/V Montague and its crew resupplied in
Cordova and headed back to the Sound to collect the second batch
of fry samples for the short-term oil effects study (Wiedmer et al.
1996).This time oily sludge lay thick in the northwest-facing bays.
Sharr recalled the “absolute dead quiet,so quiet it was startling. Just
when the Sound was typically alive,there was absolutely nothing.”

Sharr and skipper Vansant realized it was a mistake to treat
streams in the unoiled eastern side of the Sound as controls,because
physical differences like geography, tidal exposure, and volume of
freshwater discharge, among others,could overwhelm and hide any
differences due to oil alone. Instead Sharr wanted to pair streams—
one oiled and one unoiled—in close proximity to each other, match-
ing as many physical variables as possible. Reviewing the historical
studies,the team found there were limited data from a lot of streams
on the most heav i ly oiled sides of Knight, C h e n e g a , E va n s ,
Bainbridge, and Latouche islands and some of the mainland water-
sheds in southwest Prince William Sound.

In a normal year, critical decisions were based, in part, on the
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annual fry surveys and subsequent forecasts: whether fishery man-
agers opened or closed fisheries;what price processors’paid fisher-
men for their catch; whether fishermen upgraded boats and equip-
ment; whether banks extended large (or any) loans to fishermen.All
these decisions and more depended on the biologists’ forecast.And
this was not a normal year—the forecasts would also be used in
court to show how many salmon should have returned, but didn’t
because of the spill. Millions of dollars hinged on Sharr’s forecast.

Determined to collect the best data in this intense situation,
Sharr called Bue Bue in Anchorage and asked him to join them in the
Sound. Bue was a biometrician with ADFG’s central office. He took
numbers from sampling efforts like Sharr’s fry survey and applied dif-
ferent statistical tests to interpret results.Bue also helped biologists
design their studies to ensure precise results and insightful conclu-
sions.With Bue’s guidance,Sharr picked ten oiled streams and fifteen
unoiled streams—all index streams with historical data. Again, the
crew collected fry samples for the oil effects study.

When finished with the fry survey and back in Cordova, Sharr
supervised preparations for the coded-wire tag study (Willette 1996),
which was a massive undertaking.Each spring for three years,hatch-
ery crews carefully inserted coded-wire tags—nearly microscopic
slivers of wire with identifying binary codes—into tiny snouts of a
million juvenile pink salmon.The original intent of this program was
to enable fisheries managers to distinguish between hatchery fish
and wild fish in commercial harvests in order to estimate the pro-
portion of wild fish in the harvest and prevent over-fishing of these
stocks.Each fall lab technicians collected fish heads from processing
plants and hatcheries to recover coded-wire tags from the previous
year’s release and make their catch estimates.

After the spill, the coded-wire tag program took on new impor-
tance because wild fish—with eggs incubating in oiled streams—
were more likely to be harmed than hatchery fish,which would first
encounter oil as juveniles in nearshore bays.To estimate loss of wild
fish from the spill,it was critical to determine what percentage of the
harvest was wild fish.The coded-wire tag program also allowed fish-
eries scientists to monitor growth of juvenile salmon.In salmon,as in
many marine species, juvenile growth was an indicator of adult sur-
vival: the faster the growth, the less chance of being eaten, and the
higher the survival.Anticipating delayed growth after the spill, both
ADFG and NMFS sent crews to collect juvenile fish from nearshore
areas throughout several summers.The coded-wire tag program also
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allowed fish crews to measure amount of “straying;” that is, adults
returning to somewhere other than their natal stream or hatchery.
Biologists suspected oil might impair the renowned homing abilities
of salmon and result in increased levels of straying.1

By July, Sharr and his fish crews were back out in the field con-
ducting “foot surveys” to monitor returns of wild pink salmon by
walking along stream banks and counting salmon in the stream. Foot
surveys were originally started to improve the accuracy of the his-
torical aerial survey program.These improved estimates were essen-
tial for calculating losses of wild pinks after the spill.Sharr stationed
foot survey crews on the R/V Montague, which made ten-day cir-
cuits of the Sound, stopping to survey fifty streams. Sharr also sta-
tioned crews at fish camps along index streams throughout the
Sound.He visited the different crews to keep on eye on things.

“For sheer physical exertion,” Sharr said,“There was nothing like
the foot surveys from the fish camps.” Each day at 4:00 A.M. Sharr and
his crew jumped into small whalers and raced out of camp just ahead
of two other crews.They ran up streams in full rain gear regalia,cali-
brating the extent of tidal reach with survey equipment, while the
other crews followed,counting salmon in the stream.The crews also
had to be wary of feeding bears. One of Sharr’s crew lost twenty
pounds in the first round of foot surveys.At one fish camp where
crews monitored a weir and did daily surveys of several creeks, the
dispatcher seriously underestimated the caloric needs of the crew.
Sharr sent two planeloads of food to the famished technicians whom
he described as looking “somewhat skeletal.”2

In September and October, Sharr and his crew were back out on
the R/V Montague, collecting pink salmon eggs for the fall egg sur-
veys from the same index streams they had sampled earlier during
the fry surveys (Sharr, Bue,and Moffitt 1990a).The streams were a lit-
tle more crowded this time—they crossed paths with ADFG habitat
biologist Mike Wiedmer and his crews and with Exxon’s fish crews,
all out collecting eggs and sediment samples to assess the level of oil
contamination. In 1990 the various fish crews repeated their entire
sampling schedules.

In spring 1991 the public-trust fisheries scientists attended a
high-stakes meeting to compete for funding against all the other
groups of public-trust scientists working on NRDA studies.Ironically,
Sharr and the state fisheries biologists found themselves competing
against Rice and his federal scientists for funding different parts of
their comprehensive NRDA program! Federal lawyers in charge of
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funding projects were ruthlessly eliminating all studies that did not
bolster their legal arguments for a big bucks settlement with Exxon.
The fisheries scientists did not know what would become of their
comprehensive program.In fact, they didn’t even know how it was
going because the lawyers had imposed secrecy orders after startup,
which isolated the ADFG biologists from the federal scientists.The
fisheries scientists even had to present their pieces of the compre-
hensive program separately to the lawyers.

The lawyers learned from ADFG biologists that weathered crude
oil was not environmentally benign as Exxon claimed. Chemically,
this oil was mostly PAHs,the aromatic hydrocarbons largely ignored
since the 1970s. In response to this toxic threat, the lawyers were
told that eggs died (Wiedmer et al. 1996). Further, surviving alevins,
incubating in gravel streambeds, soaked up the oil residues (PAHs)
sponge-like through lipid-rich eggs and tissues.Alevins increase pro-
duction of a specific enzyme, known as cytochrome P450-1A, to
metabolize or breakdown toxic PAHs.

ADFG and Auke Bay Lab scientists (Carls et al. 1996a) reported
elevated levels of cytochrome P450-1A in tissues from nine different
organ systems, including the liver, gills, peritoneal (abdomen) con-
nective tissue, spinal cord cartilage, pharyangeal epithelium (throat
lining), and the “vascular endothelium” (blood-rich lining) of the
kidney, brain, heart, and intestine. Alevins from oiled streams were
saturated with PAHs.Tissues of alevins from oiled streams also had
more lesions or abnormalities than fish from unoiled streams.Thus,
scientists pointed out, the PAHs were still inducing measurable bio-
logical harm in wild salmon two years after the spill. This was an
unprecedented finding.

The lawyers learned from both state and federal scientists that
surviving juveniles had markedly reduced growth in oiled areas in
1989. Juvenile pink salmon, feeding in dense schools near the water
surface, physically gulped whole oil droplets and sheen floating on
the surface (Carls et al. 1996b; Celewycz and Wertheimer 1996;
Sturdevant, Wertheimer, and Lum 1996; Wertheimer and Celewycz
1996). Chemically, this oil was mostly PAHs, the multiple benzene
ring compounds largely ignored since the 1970s.The Auke Bay Lab
scientists believed this was the first field evidence confirming that oil
exposure was linked with reduced growth. Again, this was an
unprecedented finding.They suspected that young fish exposed to
oil were forced to shunt some of their energy reserves to break down
and eliminate the poison instead of using the energy for growth.
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Lawyers were told that the spill had population-level ef fects on
pink salmon (Geiger et al. 1996). Both state and federal scientists
reported that surviving adults had high levels of straying—up to 50
percent of some pink salmon stocks failed to return to their natal
hatcheries and wandered instead into streams to spawn (Sharp,
Sharr, and Peckham 1994; see also Wertheimer et al. 2000). Further,
the oil actually resulted in fewer salmon returning to streams and
hatcheries.Bue and other ADFG biologists calculated that nearly two
million wild pink salmon—over a quarter of the potential wild stock
production from the heavily oiled the southwest Sound—had failed
to return in 1990 (Bue et al. 1996). Hatchery pink salmon from the
oiled southwest Sound had about half the survival rate of pink
salmon from unoiled hatcheries,a potentially loss of nearly seven mil-
lion fish in 1990.The primary cause of the population-level reduction
in pink salmon survival was reduced growth at the early marine stage
from exposure to oil—another unprecedented finding.

The government lawyers were unimpressed by the fisheries sci-
entists’ presentations. So was Bob Spies, the scientist hired by the
EVOS Trustee Council to head the NRDA studies.The problem was
that the record harvests of both pink salmon and herring in the
Sound in 1990 undermined the scientists’ arguments for continuing
their studies with NRDA funding.The comprehensive fisheries pro-
gram,as originally designed in the ADFG garage,was far too sophisti-
cated for the lawyers who preferred obvious, blunt tools such as sea
otter and bald eagle carcasses. As Auke Bay Lab scientist Rice
explained,“Pink salmon were not a good bet for bringing in large set-
tlement dollars at that time.”

It was Sharr who saved the comprehensive fisheries program.He
had worked nearly sixty hours straight preparing his talk.He argued
it was too early to detect the full effects of the spill and that it would
waste money to discontinue promising research. He advocated con-
tinuing basic fisheries research in order to understand the full range
of effects from the spill. He argued convincingly that pink salmon
were a keystone species in the Sound and a crucial indicator of the
ecosystem health. Sharr said,“That speech was the one instant in
time that I was proud of my career.”

Other fisheries scientists listened in amazement to their inspired
compatriot. Bue dubbed Sharr’s talk, the “Patrick Henry speech”—
“Give me salmon,or give me death!”In a break after his talk,a secre-
tary whispered to Sharr, “That’s the first time anybody here’s said
anything that’s made sense.” Sharr’s speech, along with Bue’s skilled
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technical analysis and some effective lobbying by Auke Bay Lab sci-
entist Rice and others, tipped the balance.The comprehensive fish-
eries program was funded. According to Sharr, “The public never
knew how close we came to losing everything.”

In summer 1991, there was another record return of hatchery
pink salmon, although the commercial fisheries harvest was a bust
due to unusual behavior and disrupted run timing.Many of these fish
had likely been exposed to oil either in the streams (wild stocks) in
1989 or in the nearshore areas (wild and hatchery stocks) in 1990.
The adult salmon returned to the Sound,but instead of returning to
their birth streams or hatcheries over a two-month period, the fish
milled and ripened in deep water beyond the reach of fishermen’s
nets.Then, in a two-week period in August, millions of pink salmon
bolted for streams and hatcheries.This unprecedented behavior over-
whelmed the capacity of the Sound’s fishing industry to catch,trans-
port, and process the fish.At the end of the disastrous 1991 season,
three of the five salmon processing plants in Cordova declared bank-
ruptcy (Adams 1991a–g).

Meanwhile,Exxon scientists used the record returns of hatchery
pinks in 1990 and 1991 to validate their claim that the spill had no
effect on pink salmon.The public-trust scientists,however, knew the
record returns were a result of favorable ocean conditions and that
many millions more salmon would have returned had it not been for
the oil spill.The public-trust scientists could not talk to the media
because of the secrecy order (Sidebars 2, p. 9, and 10, p. 206;
Cummings 1992). In the absence of other information, the national
media picked up on Exxon’s story.This left most of the public with
the impressions that pink salmon were not affected by the spill;that
the Sound was recovering;and that fishermen were getting rich from
the record salmon returns!

Then in 1991 Sharr drew the ace in the hole during the fall egg
survey. Ironically, fall egg surveys had been discontinued after budg-
et cuts in the mid-1980s,but they had been reinstated as part of the
comprehensive fisheries program at the insistence of Bue.During the
two previous years, the highest egg mortality had matched the pat-
tern of oiling, moving from the lower and mid-level intertidal zones
in 1989 to the high intertidal zone in 1990 (Bue et al. 1996; Sharr,
Bue, and Moffitt 1990a, 1990b).Then in 1991, everything changed.
Sharr found 40 to 50 percent egg mortality in oiled streams, nearly
double that of unoiled streams and much larger than egg mortalities
during the previous years (Sharr, Bue, and Moffitt 1991). He also
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found that high egg mortalities were mismatched with beach oil—
dead eggs occurred across the intertidal zone and above it in areas
that had never been physically oiled. Sharr’s initial reaction to his
discovery was,“Oh,this really messes things up!”

But the more Sharr thought about it,the more he realized there
were only two ways to explain these findings. One was to assume
that the egg mortalities weren’t“real”but rather an artifact caused by
physical differences in the environment between oiled and unoiled
streams. Sharr, Bue, and ADFG geneticist Jim Seeb worked coopera-
tively with the hatchery biologists two years later to incubate eggs
from different streams in exactly identical laboratory conditions
(Bue,Sharr, and Seeb 1998).Eggs from oiled streams had persistently
higher mortality than eggs from unoiled areas.This finding proved
the egg mortalities in oiled streams were real.

The only other explanation for the persistent egg mortality was
that oil caused long-term heritable effects, which, if true, had some-
how eluded scientists for decades. Sharr reasoned there were two
mechanisms to explain his findings. One was that the entire parent
stock of the 1991 year-class had incurred reproductive damage when
they had incubated as eggs and alevins in oiled streams in 1989 and
1990, and this damage manifested as an inability to produce viable
offspring—the dead eggs Sharr found in 1991.The only other way to
explain the high number of dead eggs was to assume that the oil
itself was somehow still directly killing the eggs.

Sharr realized that the implications of his egg survey data were
profound—and completely outside his job description as an ADFG
research biologist.That fall,he shared his findings and thoughts with
NMFS researcher Rice and his team at the Auke Bay Lab.The federal
scientists decided to further explore Sharr’s extraordinary findings.
Nearly a decade passed before public-trust scientists more fully
understood the ecology of young salmon and the effects of oil on
salmon life history (Chapters 17 and 20, respectively).

Pacific Herring and Po l i tical Su i c i de 
On the Good Friday holiday in 1989, herring biologist Evelyn Biggs
(1999, 2001) was surprised to get an early morning telephone call
from her boss Brady, telling her to be at work by 7:00 A.M. She arrived
to discover the ADFG office in an uproar and everyone in shock from
the spill.Biggs was the fisheries research scientist in charge of stream
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surveys and the herring spawn deposition study for ADFG. It was her
dream job,one that she had persistently pursued after finishing her
masters in fisheries biology in 1980 at Corvallis, Oregon. She had
clung to her dream through nearly a decade checkered with jobs
commercial fishing, chartering sail boats, doing seasonal fisheries
research in the Pacific Northwest and Alaska, and starting a family.
Now her dream job had turned into a nightmare.

For Biggs and other staff biologists at the ADFG office,March 24
was the beginning of fourteen-hour workdays, seven days a week,
with no relief until September. A single mother, she entrusted her
three-year old son to daycare centers, grandparents, and friends.“It
was really hard,” she said, but quitting her job was unthinkable. She
plowed her considerable energy into her herring research. She
explained at the time of the spill,“Huge masses of herring were mov-
ing through the southwest Sound toward Naked Island. We hadn’t
even flown our first aerial surveys yet to monitor pre-spawning
aggregations of herring.At that point, I knew zip about oil exposure
and zip about oil toxicity. But it was pretty clear oil was going to
intersect herring—adults,eggs,and larvae.I was panicking.”

At the gathering of fish biologists and oil experts in the ADFG
garage during the first week of the spill, Biggs found the help she
needed to devise an integrated program to determine oil spill effects
on herring.The program focused on early life stages—embryo and
larval growth and development—because these stages were thought
to be the most sensitive to oil effects.The herring team planned par-
allel lab experiments with oil exposures to help interpret and vali-
date any field observations. They included sampling programs to
determine distribution of the drifting pelagic larvae and to document
oil exposure through Short’s caged mussel studies.

On 31 March, three days after the violent spring storm churned
the sea surface and mixed oil down into the water column,the her-
ring started to spawn. For reasons known only to herring, they
choose to spawn mostly in four areas: the northern ends of the
Naked Island archipelago and Montague Island in the oil spill path
and Fairmount Bay and Tatitlek Narrows outside the spill trajectory.
For three weeks, thousands upon thousands of fish swarm in sea-
weed forests near these beaches and released sticky eggs and milt.
Biggs monitored the activity from a spotter plane, watching the dark
swarms of fish move through milky white clouds of spawn. By 20
April, the herring were done and there were 106 linear miles of
spawn,a huge amount for Prince William Sound herring.
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During her over-flights,Biggs observed that herring spawned on
very few heavily oiled beaches, but there was considerable spawn
along lightly and moderately oiled beaches.She saw visible oil sheens
in spawning areas only a few times. Mostly the surface oil sheens
moved and swirled ominously further offshore. Under the sea sur-
face, however, it was a completely different story. Chemist Short
found Exxon Valdez oil in all his caged mussels within the oil spill
trajectory (Short and Harris 1996b). It was if an invisible plume of
dissolved oil and oil droplets and particulates swept through the
Sound under the sea surface.Based on Short’s work,Biggs estimated
that 40 to 53 percent of the total egg deposition—basically all the
spawn at the Naked Island archipelago and Montague Island—was
exposed to this invisible subsurface oil plume (Brown [formerly
Biggs] et al. 1996).

The her ring eggs incubated for about three weeks. During this
time,Biggs dove along beaches with herring spawn to monitor incu-
bating eggs and collect samples for lab studies planned by team
member Mike McGurk, PhD. During her dives,Biggs relaxed and the
spill trauma receded,pushed to the back of her mind by the stunning
beauty of the underwater seascape. Filtered sunlight danced with
waving seaweed fronds,freshly coated white by billions of tiny eggs.
Rainbow-colored “nudibranchs” (shell-less snails) flapped gracefully
along like slow-motion butterflies as they moved among the sea
plants to graze on herring eggs.Other fish and tiny crabs nibbled on
herring eggs, too, working their way slowly along the fronds. The
entire scene just pulsed with vibrant life—or so it seemed.

Biggs and McGurk first noticed problems when the herring eggs
should have hatched to release pelagic larvae.Along the oiled beach-
es, millions of larvae died immediately after hatch. Biggs called it a
“high instantaneous mortality rate,” and she calculated a loss of 99.9
percent of herring larvae from oiled beaches. Because about half of
the herring eggs were deposited at beaches in the oil path, accord-
ing to Short’s chemistry data,this meant that half of the young-of-the-
year were dead! McGurk’s lab studies confirmed her field observa-
tions (McGurk and Brown 1996).They estimated that several million
herring larvae hatched successfully from oiled beaches compared to
several billion from unoiled sites.

The surviving herring larvae drifted at the mercy of currents and
tides, which carried the young fish along with the oil through the
western and southwestern Sound (Norcross and Frandsen 1996).
During spring and summer, an unusual weather condition prevailed
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and subsurface water was retained in the Sound much longer than
normal (Chapter 17). Virtually all the young herring, captured by
McGurk and his crew, were within the upper eighty feet of the water
column (Brown et al. 1996). So was the dispersed oil, according to
Short’s caged mussel data.Biggs’s team estimated that at least 85 per-
cent of all young herring were exposed to oil during summer 1989.
Most larvae had twisted skeletons, missing lower jaws, and tissue
lesions (Marty et al. 1997a; Norcross et al. 1996). Even the normal-
looking young herring grew more slowly—at about half of the nor-
mal growth rate (Marty et al.1997a;Norcross et al.1996).

These lines of evidence, or “threads” as Biggs called them, all
strongly suggested that oil had devastated the 1989 herring year
class.But the government lawyers thought her evidence was incon-
clusive and they wanted to discontinue funding her work (Brown
1999). Bob Spies,the lead scientist for the ad hoc pre-EVOS Trustee
Council,gave Biggs a 1987 review of biological effects of oil by Judith
Capuzzo. For Biggs, Capuzzo’s review “became somewhat of a bible
in terms of predicting long-term effects” such as genetic damage,
reduced reproductive potential, and disease.By reading scientific lit-
erature on oil effects and interacting with colleagues in other disci-
plines, she gained valuable insight, which helped her anticipate
research needs and long-term oil spill effects. Instead of shutting
down her program,Biggs decided she needed to expand her research
to include a fish disease program and a genetic study and she fought
ferociously for funding.

No one thought Biggs had a chance of proving any direct dam-
age from oil because there were so many uncontrolled variables: for
example, were the effects Biggs reported due to oil or differences in
temperature, salinity, predation, or chance that some larvae drifted
into patches of food while others starved? But Biggs’s tenacity sur-
prised everyone.Sharr (2001) said,“Nobody ever really gave her cred-
it at the time, but man, she had tremendous intuition and she was
enough of a forceful personality that she hung in there and made that
herring program work.” Biggs’s request was funded.

Biggs added Jo Ellen Hose, PhD, Dick Kocan, PhD, and Gary
Marty, PhD, to her team. Hose was an expert on injury caused by
toxic chemicals to embryo and larval stages of fish and on general
“ecotoxicity,” or the nature of pollutants acting on biological sys-
tems. Kocan’s specialty was fish diseases and “genotoxicity,” or the
nature of pollutants and viruses acting on fishes’ genetic material.
Marty was a budding fish pathologist—as a doctoral student, he
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studied fish tissues and organs to understand how diseases and pol-
lutants caused physical abnormalities, such as skeletal bends and
jaw deformities, and how these abnormalities affected the whole
organism.Biggs used Capuzzo’s review to guide and coordinate her
expanded herring program.

As Biggs’s expanded team conducted studies from 1990 through
1992, a very clear understanding of oil spill effects on herring
emerged. At the cellular level, virtually all the herring captured in
May 1989 near the Naked Island archipelago,within the oil spill tra-
jectory, had deformed cells and genetic damage, while most larvae
captured near unoiled spawning beaches did not (Hose et al.1996).
Larvae from oiled areas also had much higher rates of internal tissue
and organ damage compared to larvae from unoiled areas (Marty et
al.1997a).Preserved samples from the 1989 lab incubation tests con-
firmed these findings, pointing to oil as the cause of the effects
(ibid.).The researchers found that the skeletal deformities and cellu-
lar damage in larvae from oiled areas diminished rapidly over the
next couple years along with the oil,according to Short’s mussel tis-
sue data.

The tissue lesions and organ damage had never before been doc-
umented in fish larvae following an oil spill.To validate their field-
work, Biggs collected egg masses from an unoiled area for team
member Kocan who exposed the eggs and larvae to low levels of oil
in a laboratory setting, simulating conditions in the Sound. They
found that the exposed herring developed skeletal deformities,cell
and genetic damage, and tissue lesions similar to those observed in
their wild counterparts (Kocan et al. 1996a).They also found that
these abnormalities increased with increasing concentration of oil,
specifically PAHs. In fact, one particular type of genetic damage,
“anaphase aberrations,” was so closely correlated with PAHs that
the researchers recommended using it to assess injuries during
future oil spills.Hose, working with NMFS researchers, found abnor-
malities occurred at lab exposures as low as one-third of one part
per billion PAHs (Hose et al. 1996).This was well within the range
of oil known to be in the Sound in April and May of 1989 when the
herring larvae hatched.

Biggs had anticipated that the oil spill might affect different age
classes of herring as well. She suspected that herring exposed to oil
as one-year old fish in 1989 might have suffered genetic or repro-
ductive damage. Since young herring stayed in protected bays or
nearshore areas for the first two years of their lives, she figured the
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year old fish would have been exposed to subsurface oil in 1989 just
like the larvae. Since over 90 percent of adult herring returned to
their natal beaches, Biggs’s team decided to evaluate the reproduc-
tive potential of these juveniles when they matured and returned as
four-year old adults in 1992.

Her suspicions were confirmed.In a combination of lab and field
studies, her team found that four-year old herring returning to oiled
sites to spawn had fewer embryos hatch and more abnormal larvae
than four-year old herring returning to unoiled sites (Kocan et al.
1996a).The four-year old fish with the worst internal tissue lesions
produced the highest number of abnormal larvae—four out of every
five fish.

Biggs also had concerns about the health of herring that had
returned as adults to spawn in 1989.The Auke Bay Lab team had
found liver lesions and high levels of PAHs in tissue of adult herring
from oiled sites in the Naked Island group and Rocky Bay in 1989
(Moles,Rice,and Okihiro 1993).The liver lesions and PAHs in tissues
were not present in fish from unoiled sites or in any fish in 1990 or
1991. (These findings were later confirmed in lab tests; Carls, Rice,
and Hose 1999.) By now she knew that exposure to oil stressed fish-
es’immune system and compromised health,which could lead to dis-
ease outbreaks.Would the herring population crash at some point in
the future like some scientists speculated?

By fall 1992 Biggs faced a wall of resistance to funding her her-
ring program.The herring population was at an all time high and
the fish appeared healthy. She appealed to ADFG Commissioner
Carl Rosier and Jerome Montague, Chief of Restoration in ADFG’s
Habitat Division, for support.She argued that long-term injury was
already occurring in herring and she warned that disease outbreaks
might occur.Her stalwart supporter Sharr said,“Evelyn was down to
being one person against the whole damn process.” Her appeal fell
on deaf ears.All funding was cut for the herring program.

Biggs felt the main reason for the abrupt demise of her herring
program was that her team was among the first to suggest that oil,
specifically PAHs,was incredibly more toxic than previously thought.
Public support for such research was political suicide—a career-
breaker—under the pro-oil Hickel and Bush administrations. Other
studies that found long-term damage from oil,such as the juvenile sea
otter studies and the harlequin duck research, had run into similar
problems with funding cuts (Chapters 14 and 15).

Half a year later in April 1993, the same people who cut her
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program faced an irate public—and the possibility that Biggs was
right.During the winter when Biggs and her team were closing out
their research program and writing papers for publication,a disease
outbreak swept through the herring stocks, decimating the popula-
tion.The first anyone knew of it was in April when the few surviving
fish,weak and riddled with lesions,straggled into the nearshore areas
to spawn (Brown et al.1996).Over winter the adult herring popula-
tion had crashed from a twenty-year high to a twenty-year low. Biggs
said, “All of a sudden, ADFG and the public-trusts wanted ‘magic’
answers after ignoring our plea to follow the thread of evidence.”

ADFG sent Biggs out immediately to collect herring from the
Sound.She was shocked.She described the fish as “looking horrible.
They swam in circles and spirals or lay at the surface belly up.They
were covered with lesions—open bloody sores—and, when we
opened up the females,we found solid white clumps of undeveloped
eggs—the fish were reabsorbing them.” Biggs called Alaska’s fish dis-
ease expert who determined the disease was an outbreak of a “viral
hemorrhagic septicemia” (VHS) virus. Beyond that initial identifica-
tion, she was not impressed with the state’s fish pathologist. She
explained,“He wanted us to find fish kills.Well,three-quarters of the
stock were missing,but there were no dead bodies.Looking for fish
kills is a waste of time—they’re eaten.We never see them.”

Biggs recommended to Jim Ayers, the executive director of the
EVOS Trustee Council,that he get a herring disease study back in the
Sound and that he get a project leader,but one year passed before her-
ring were collected again in the Sound.During this gap,Biggs’s thread
of evidence between the spill and the disease outbreak was irretriev-
ably broken. She said, “A concrete link between oil and the disease
outbreak was never really made.Most people still believe there was a
connection—we simply could not prove it.”

Meanwhile, despite Biggs’s frustration with being marginalized
by the EVOS Trustee Council and ADFG,she continued to believe that
the herring research was critical to understanding the long-term
ecosystem effects of the spill. She took time off work to help
strengthen the consolidated class action brought by fishermen,
Natives,and others damaged by the spill.She spent most of fall 1993
working with the new ADFG herring scientist, researching and out-
lining herring studies for the new Sound Ecosystem Assessment
(SEA) program funded by the EVOS Trustee Council.

Finally, in 1994 Biggs decided to move to Fairbanks to pursue her
doctorate in herring ecology at the Institute of Marine Sciences.She
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realized that she was totally stressed out and this hampered her effec-
tiveness. Biggs had another reason for moving as well. In 1991 she
had remarried and had her second child. Her family needed her as
much as she needed them.For the next ten years Biggs (now Brown)
studied the lives of juvenile herring for the SEA (Sound Ecosystem
Assessment) project and forage fish for the APEX (Alaska Predator
Ecosystem Experiment) project to fill a void in both oil spill research
and fisheries management.This was work she had tried to do through
ADFG. Her work became an integral part of the SEA and APEX pro-
grams (Chapters 17 and 19).

In reflecting on his wild ride after the oil spill,Sharr (2000) said,“We
were extremely lucky to have a group of young, energetic, conscien-
tious, and ethical biologists at ADFG.They tackled an immense prob-
lem without huge amounts of education or exhaustive resumes.They
took on the extra work with little funding and no support from
Anchorage or Juneau,where supervisors resented the oil research for
competing with the normal management duties. What they accom-
plished was extraordinary—and largely unrecognized by the public.
Their dedication salvaged the Prince William Sound research projects.”

E x xon’s St u d i e s : D ecepti on by Design ?
Pink Salmon

Exxon scientists also studied the effects of the oil spill on all life
phases of pink salmon from eggs to adults. However, careful exami-
nation shows that Exxon’s studies appear to be loaded with statisti-
cal tricks that reduced the odds of finding harmful effects from oil,
as was the case with Exxon’s coastal ecology studies.For example in
the fall egg surveys,the sample size was too small to detect harm;the
signal from oil—the poor egg survival in oiled streams—was over-
whelmed by natural physical differences among the streams.Further,
there were not enough streams sampled or number of samples per
stream to allow scientists to detect an oil signal; that is,to tune out
b a ck ground noise and statistically find diffe rences in surv i va l
between oiled and unoiled streams.3

Another example of bias was use of what Huff calls “the well-cho-
sen average.” In the spring fry surveys, both public-trust scientists
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and Exxon scientists found that survival and number of normally-
developing fish was far less in oiled streams at the lowest tide level
in 1990 than in 1991.Exxon scientists combined and averaged their
data across all tidal zones—which they themselves noted was “not
valid”(Brannon et al. 1995,567)—and the oil effect vanished.Exxon
scientists commonly averaged their data,which had the net result of
obscuring oil spill ef fects (Chapters 12 to 15).4

One classic example of confusing results was Exxon scientists’use
of what Huff calls “the semi-attached figure.” Huff wrote,“If you can’t
prove what you want to prove, demonstrate something else and pre-
tend that they are the same thing” (1954, 74). Exxon scientists (Maki
et al. 1995) designed one study to determine whether adult salmon
returned to oiled and unoiled streams, but not whether fewer fish
returned to oiled streams. Exxon scientists then pretended that the
mere presence of fish in streams was the same thing as no effects of
the oil spill on adult pink salmon. In this example, Exxon scientists
attached their conclusion of “no effects of the spill”to something com-
pletely different—the fact that salmon return to streams to spawn! 

With their arguably biased study designs, Exxon scientists con-
sistently found they could detect no differences between various life
stages of salmon from oiled and unoiled streams.They interpreted
this to mean there were no measurable effects from the oil spill.The
salmon studies were prime examples of Exxon scientists’mastery of
deception—or as Huff wrote, “Counting up something and then
reporting it as something else” (1954, 80).“No measurable effects”
was a lot different from “no ef fects”—it meant only that Exxon sci-
entists did not measure any effects—but few people other than sci-
entists understood the creative semantics.

Exxon also played up the record returns of hatchery salmon in
1990 and 1991 with the national press,which had the effect of hid-
ing the truth about oil spill effects.Unfortunately, this was relatively
easy for Exxon to do, because the public-trust scientists were still
under gag orders. Public-trust scientists knew the record returns
were related to favorable environmental conditions and record crops
of plankton—and that the returns would have been even better with-
out the spill.

Pa c if ic Herring

Exxon scientists steadfastly maintained that the spill did not harm
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herring. However, Exxon’s herring studies, like the salmon studies,
also appear to be designed to obscure and minimize oil spill effects
(Pearson, Moksness,and Skalski 1995). For example,Exxon scientists
ignored the extensive subsurface oiling of herring spawning beaches,
eggs,and larvae.Instead,they based their study on visibly oiled beach-
es and they estimated only about 4 percent of the herring spawn
occurred along visibly oiled shores in 1989 (ibid., 626).This strategy
increased the chance that eggs and embryos exposed only to subsur-
face oil would be classified as “unoiled.” Exxon scientists essentially
compared oiled fish with oiled fish and looked for differences in
effects.Not surprisingly, they found few differences.This strategy dis -
counted a lot of oil spill effects, such as the dead eggs and grossly
deformed herring larvae,observed by Biggs and her colleagues.

It appears that to further obscure oil effects,Exxon scientists col-
lected one water sample and an unreported number of sediment
samples at each site where they collected herring spawn (Pearson,
Moksness, and Skalski 1995,633,637).The water and sediment sam-
ples were supposedly indicative of the oil in the environment
(instead of caged mussels). However, only average PAH concentra-
tions by bay were reported for the water samples—with no confi-
dence intervals (ibid., 646, Figure 9a) and the sediment sample
results were not reported at all.The sediment samples may, or may
not,have revealed the truth about the extent of subsurface oiling to
beaches, eggs, and larvae and the fallacy of relying on visible oil to
classify herring as oiled or not.

Exxon scientists then looked for oil effects in herring larvae
against this backdrop of averaged PAH concentrations—and,not sur-
prisingly, found few effects that could be pinned on oil in 1989 and
1990 (ibid., 627). Unlike the public-trust scientists, Exxon scientists
did no further oil toxicity studies to determine if the 1993 popula-
tion crash, which wiped out literally over 100,000 tons of herring,
was related to the spill.Instead,ten years later, despite substantial evi-
dence to the contrary, Exxon scientists still claimed that the spill had
not harmed herring (Chapter 20).

Sound Trut h
Pink salmon embryos continued to die at higher rates in oiled
streams through at least 1993.In 1992 and 1993,pink salmon stocks
collapsed in the Sound.
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In 1993, Prince William Sound herring stocks collapsed from a
viral disease outbreak.

These unexpected fisheries collapses had devastating conse-
quences for the commercial fishing industry, individual fishermen
and their families, and the Cordova community. The fisheries col-
lapses and the resulting socio-economic upheaval with political con-
sequences led public-trust scientists to further investigate the caus -
es of the lack of recovery and disease problems (Chapters 17, 20,
and 21).
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Ecosystem Studies
(1993 to 2003)
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Chapter 17.

Sound Ecosystem Assessment (SEA)
Program

In trodu c ti on to the SEA Progra m
In September 1993,Ted Cooney,P h D,(1999) a re s e a rch pro fessor with
the Institute of Marine Science at the Unive rsity of Alaska Fa i r b a n k s ,
was in Cord ova on a mini-sabb a t i c a l . He was wrapping up some wo rk
he had started when the oil spill hit in 1989. It was a small coopera-
t i ve study with the Prince William Sound A q u a c u l t u re Corpora t i o n
( P W S AC) and ADFG to examine relationships among sea tempera t u re ,
growth of juvenile salmon, and juvenile salmon surv i va l .

At the time, fisheries biologists knew that ocean survival was of
utmost importance to controlling and predicting salmon survival and
run strengths,but they didn’t know where in the ocean this occurred,
nearshore or far off at sea.The quest to understand this relationship
was akin to the quest for Holy Grail and many fisheries biologists,
including Cooney, devoted their careers in its pursuit.

Cooney’s approach to this quest was through the base of the
marine food web—the plankton—the community of tiny sea plants
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(“phytoplankton”) and animals (“zooplankton”), including fish lar-
vae, that largely drift with currents and tides. He had started his
career in Prince William Sound in the mid-1970s, working with the
hatcheries to determine if there would be enough plankton to feed
millions of hungry hatchery-reared salmon fry when they were
released en masse into the Sound.He followed his passion, studying
mostly zooplankton communities in the Sound and Gulf of Alaska
and ef fects of climate and season on these small creatures. He also
studied growth and feeding behavior of hatchery-reared salmon on
zooplankton to determine relationships that might help more accu-
rately predict adult salmon returns.This work eventually had led him
to initiate the cooperative study,which was put on hold after the spill
when Cooney had been swept up in NRDA studies, looking at spill
effects on plankton.

In September 1993, Cooney was finally getting caught up with
the life he had dropped in 1989.He had only been in Cordova a few
days, he said,“when word came down that, as a result of the block-
ade at the terminal and pressure by the fishing community, the EVOS
Trustee Council was going to take a new approach at trying to under-
stand what was going on in the Sound”(Sidebar 12, p.275).Cooney
was called to attend an emergency teleconference meeting with Jim
Ayers, EVOS Trustee Council executive director, Wright, the NOAA
liaison to the council, and Gary Thomas, the Prince William Sound
(PWS) Science Center executive director.The meeting stretched past
midnight and resulted in money awarded to the PWS Science Center
to plan a comprehensive study of pink salmon and herring.

Cooney was already involved with a group of local fishermen
and scientists, known as the PWS Fisheries Ecosystem Research
Planning Group, that had been guiding fisheries management deci-
sions since the spill.This group swung into action.Cooney said,“The
upshot was that we all worked together long, long hours for nearly
three months that fall to create this plan.”

Cooney and other scientists were selected to present the
group’s plan, dubbed the Sound Ecosystem Assessment or SEA pro-
gram,to a panel of international scientists—and to the community—
on a dreary cold December day.They described the SEA program as
a 5-year integrated study of physics and biology affecting survival of
juvenile life-stages of pink salmon and herring in the Sound.The plan
called for “bottom-up” investigations, looking at effects of varying
marine conditions and plankton on fish survival, and “top-down”
investigations,looking at what might influence predation on salmon
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and herring (Pearcy 2001).The goal was to understand the various
processes that affected loss of these juvenile fish so mathematical
models could be refined to more accurately predict adult returns,
among other things.

It was a masterful plan, d rawing on skills from diffe rent disci-
plines to pierce the my s t e ry shrouding the lives of young salmon
and herri n g . Nothing quite like it had ever been tried for lack of
funds or opportunity or both. C o o n ey said, “It was quite daunting
and a little bit scary to look across the table at notable oceanogra-
p h e rs and fi s h e ries scientists and answer questions about why we
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Ch a n ging the Co u rse of Hi s tory:
Fi s h erm en’s Bl ock a de and Eco s ys tem St u d i e s
In the wee morning hours of 20 August 1993, the Prince William Sound fishermen
seine fleet—some 100 boats strong—battled through a fierce fall storm and con-
verged in Valdez Narrows, the geologic bottleneck to Port Valdez. There,the fisher-
men formed a blockade with their boats, effectively halting all tanker traffic for
three days (Bickert 1993a). The Cordova community supported the blockade by
sending out food, banners,and townspeople on the smaller gillnet boats.

This act of community civil disobedience was an act of desperation. The
Sound’s pink salmon fishery had collapsed the year before (1992) and by August
1993, it was obvious the pink salmon fishery was a bust again. Further, the Sound’s
lucrative herring fishery had collapsed in spring 1993 when over 100,000 tons of an
estimated 120,000-ton stock failed to return to spawn. Faced with financial ruin
and bankruptcy, the fishermen decided to protest to focus attention on persistent
spill-related problems in the Sound (Wuerth 1993a, 1993b).

Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt detoured from Anchorage to meet with
protest leaders in Valdez as did Alaska Governer Walter Hickel who was overheard
to say, “Well, if I was a fisherman,I’d probably go out there” (Steiner and Grimes
1999). The fishermen asked for relief from the state on boat and permit loans for
one year; a promise they would not be fined for civil disobedience; and “ecosystem
studies” to determine the cause of the Sound’s ailments and a realistic time to
recovery. Once their demands were met, the fishermen quietly disbanded the block-
ade. No one was fined (Bickert 1993b).

As a result of this civil action (New York Times 1993),the newly-appointed
EVOS Trustee Council under the Clinton Administration pledged over $5 million
to start the Sound Ecosystem Assessment program,the first of three ecosystem
studies. These massive, multi-year studies, and the complementary research at the
NOAA/NMFS Auke Bay Lab to verify the field work on oil effects to pink salmon
and herring, laid the foundation for a new understanding of oil toxicity, discussed
in Part 2 of this book. By observing the Prince William Sound ecosystem as a
whole, rather than as individual disconnected parts, scientists ultimately discovered
oil was much more toxic than previously thought (Peterson et al. 2003). The rami-
fications of this profound discovery have yet to be fully realized and are discussed
in Chapter 24.
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should get $5 million to begin this pro j e c t .” But the intern a t i o n a l
panel seized the moment and approved the conceptual appro a ch
with some re fi n e m e n t s .

In January 1994, Cooney and others with the fisheries planning
group presented the SEA project to the EVOS Trustee Council—
where it was nearly summarily dismissed as being too grandiose,too
risky, and too expensive. U.S. Forest Service (USFS) trustee George
Frampton finally suggested that the SEA plan should at least be for-
warded to Dr. Spies, the lead scientist of the EVOS Trustee Council,
for formal review. Frampton and others persuaded the members of
the EVOS Trustee Council of the merits for funding a major ecosys-
tem study. In mid-April 1994,Cooney got a phone call from Jim Ayers
who said the Council was going to fund the SEA project at $5.1 mil-
lion for the first year—and they wanted him to be the lead scientist.
Cooney said,“There went my life again.”

For the next six years,he ran “flat-out,” managing,in total, a $22
million budget and juggling the four main components of SEA—
oceanography, plankton,pink salmon and herring projects,each with
their separate studies—while actively participating in some of the
studies himself. He also expended “quite a bit of effort,” as he said,
keeping people on track and focused without getting diverted down
intriguing branches off the main stem of the SEA program.In the end,
it was Cooney’s dedication and drive that guided all the principal
investigators—the leaders of the separate studies—through a suc-
cessful,massive closeout with a complete write up and synthesis of
the SEA program’s findings (Cooney et al. 2001a; Pearcy 2001).

Bo t tom - Up Inve s ti ga ti on s
Physical Oceanography

Oceanographers Shar i Vaughan, PhD, Shelton Gay, and others at the
PWS Science Center looked at marine life through the lens of large-
scale physical processes.They tracked sea temperature changes and
movement of nutrient-rich water masses,which drove production of
the ocean’s tiny sea plants and animals. These cycles of plankton
abundance, in turn, influenced growth and survival of juvenile fish
such as pink salmon and Pacific herring.Abundance of forage fish,in
turn, influenced growth and survival of fish-eating seabirds, marine
mammals,and even other fish.Physical oceanography was a study of
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factors that influenced the ocean’s biological abundance literally
from the bottom of the food web up to the apex predators.

Vaughan and Gay also studied the physical processes that influ-
enced tempera t u re ch a n ges and nu t rient supply such as the
exchange of water between the Gulf of Alaska and the Sound;mixing
of large water masses in the Sound caused by seasonal variations in
temperature and salt content;currents produced by tides and winds;
and yearly differences in “climate”as energy exchanges between the
sea surface and overlying air masses.They produced hydrographic
maps,which were similar to topographic maps,but instead of show-
ing elevation gradients of landmasses, their maps showed tempera-
ture,salinity,and density gradients of water bodies at different depths
and seasons.

The oceanography team was tasked with mapping the seasonal
physical conditions in Prince William Sound during the SEA investi-
gation. Specifically, Vaughan and others were to map the central
Sound, basically extending in time the work of earlier oceanogra-
phers,while Gay focused on surveys of deep fjords and shallow bays
used as nurseries by juvenile herring.They hoped their map collec-
tions would define distinct circulation patterns so that another team
member, mathematician wizard Vince Patrick, could construct com-
puter models to predict how the circulation might vary under dif-
ferent climatic conditions.Their goal was to have their hydrographic
maps and computer model help fisheries biologists,starting with the
SEA members, understand what was driving survival of young
salmon and herring in order to more accurately forecast adult
returns.

Vaughan and Gay conducted twenty hydrographic cruises over
four years.They augmented the hydrographic cruises with data from
an acoustic Doppler current profiler, which they moored in the cen-
tral Sound.This instrument recorded changes in flow of water mass-
es as reflected “pings” in much the same way as a radar detector
measures the speed of an automobile.They released satellite-linked
drifting buoys, equipped with “holey-sock” drogues, to track speed
and direction of currents in the upper water layer. They accessed
meteorological data—wind speed and direction, wave height, baro-
metric pressure, and air and water temperature. These data were
recorded every thirty minutes from buoys that they moored in mid-
Sound and at Seal Rocks in Hinchinbrook Entrance.The data were
relayed directly to their computers in Cordova from a communica-
tions repeater station, which the oceanography team installed on a
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remote mountaintop in the Sound.Their computer technology at the
PWS Science Center was so high-tech that it impressed even visiting
Alyeska oilmen,who use complex computer programs to operate the
Trans-Alaska Pipeline System.

In the 1970s and 1980s oceanographers had charted the circula-
tion within and immediately outside of the Sound (Royer 1998).They
had found the circulation is driven largely by yearly and seasonal vari-
ation in the transport of Gulf of Alaska water into the Sound by the
Alaska Coastal Current (Royer 1981a).This powerful boundary cur-
rent,one-fifth again as large by volume as the Mississippi River, flows
westward along the North Gulf coast.It is fueled by the massive out-
flow of freshwater from glacial ice and snow fields,located along the
coastal arc from British Columbia to the Kenai Fjords (Royer 1979,
1981b).Near Prince William Sound,the Alaska Coastal Current swells
during the summer and early fall when high rainfall coincided with
glacial melt, and it shrinks during the winter as the coastal rivers
freeze up. It is generally believed that this current flows along the
coast and loops into the Sound through Hinchinbrook Entrance,
swooshing around the central Sound in a counter-clockwise gyre and
mixing with the Sound’s water before exiting through Montague
Straits (Royer and Emery 1987;Royer, Hansen,and Pashinski 1979).

The oceanography team found striking differences in this pat-
tern during the SEA years (Vaughn, Mooers, and Gay 2001). During
the winter-spring transition, they observed that, as expected, the
exchange of water between the Gulf of Alaska and the Sound at
Hinchinbrook Entrance was uniform, orderly, and largely responsive
to prevailing winds.During the summer-fall transition,they found,to
their surprise, that circulation split into horizontal layers and the
direction of flow within these layers varied between years.For exam-
ple,in 1995,the upper 500 feet of water reversed and flowed out of
the Sound, while the deeper layer flowed in. In 1996 and 1997, this
pattern reversed.They found strong bursts of inflow always occur
within the upper layer in response to strong winds.

Vaughan and Gay found the winter flow is driven by frequent
and gale- and storm-force winds and it snakes through the Sound
like a strong river. In contrast, the summer flow does not have the
same powerful pizzazz and the water mills, creating “lake-like”con-
ditions in the Sound of a seemingly indecisive mind, sometimes
eddying in a weak clockwise gyre,sometimes counterclockwise.By
fall,the circulation of the central gyre would sort itself into the usual
counterclockwise motion, picking up speed as the Alaska Coastal
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Current quickened and swelled with freshwater glacial melt.During
winters,the circulation pattern matched that observed by the early
oceanographers.

Strong winds, channeled by the mountains,and the high volume
of freshwater runoff from streams and glacial melt create a circula-
tion pattern in the Sound that is unique among inland seas around
the world. Vaughan and Gay found this general circulation pattern
varied, sometimes annually, but in ways that could be predicted
based on factors like wind-strength,volume of freshwater discharged
by the glaciers and rivers,and upwelling of deep ocean water flow-
ing across the continental shelf into the Sound.

From spring to fall,they found the Sound is a rich composite of
water masses,each with distinct characteristics.Deep-ocean water is
cold and briny, the Alaska Coastal Current is warmer and less salty,
and water within most fjords is brackish from freshwater runoff and
glacial melt. All these water masses form layers with the lightest,
freshest, and warmest ones at the surface and the heaviest, coolest,
and saltiest ones on the bottom.These water masses are unstable and
in near constant motion.

The sun creates a seasonal heating that stirs and mixes the
Sound’s water masses. In spring, increasing sunlight heats up the
Sound from the top down. Small fjords fringing the Sound heat and
freshen the quickest, but at different rates, depending on their
depths, rate of freshwater input, and amount of mixing due to wind
and tidal currents.The array of distinct water masses are set apart by
density fronts. Density-driven currents flow between water masses,
creating unstable eddies,which loop and spin through the Sound.In
fall,the surface waters cool and gradually currents and winds mix the
water layers from the surface to the bottom,creating a uniform water
mass again until spring when the solar heating cycle begins anew.

Gay found that the circulation and hydrography within the small
fjords turned out to be extremely variable, but,in certain cases, not
impossible to predict (Gay and Vaughn 2001).While the fjords were
all unique,they could be grouped into broad categories by presence
or absence of glaciers;inner lagoons or lakes;and “sills,” underwater
glacial moraines across the fjord mouths. Glaciers and lagoons influ -
enced circulation in the upper water layers through freshwater input
and delayed timing of freshening and heating events, respectively.
Sills influenced circulation of the deep water by acting like speed
bumps across fjord entrances. Gay’s system allowed him to predict
hydrographic patterns in the spring and summer, but not so much in
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the winter when strong winds and storms drastically altered circula-
tion patterns.

The hydrographic maps produced by the oceanography team of
these bays explained a great deal of the variability in zooplankton
abundance,which was measured simultaneous with collection of the
oceanographic data. Along with Patrick’s three-dimensional comput-
er model (Wang et al. 2001), the maps distilled order from seeming
chaos.The maps clearly illustrated, in a predictable fashion, why the
different fjords in the Sound were so variable in terms of plankton
abundance and why this abundance varied so drastically in the same
fjord between years.These watery ‘road maps’assisted the biologists
with their investigations.

Plankton Communities in the Sound

For about two decades prior to the SEA project,plankton communi-
ties in the Sound had been studied extensively by many researchers
including Cooney. It was known that the zooplankton community is
a mixture of coastal species (mostly small copepods) and oceanic
species (mostly large copepods).The latter waft into the Sound from
the Gulf of Alaska.Oceanic copepods take refuge in deep trenches in
the Sound,some of which lie nearly half a mile below the water sur-
face.There,they reproduce and die each spring,while their offspring
enter the surface waters in April. Researchers had noted that the
annual crop of tiny drifting plants appear to be nitrogen limited dur-
ing each spring because the bloom is usually short-lived, but not
always so.

The plankton community varies tremendously between seasons
and years, mocking efforts of fisheries managers to predict the
strength of pink salmon returns based on food availability. No one
had figured out the relationship between the plankton communities
and the physical environment of the Sound—this was the prize
sought by researchers to take some of the guesswork out of fore-
casting salmon returns.

As the SEA project was being developed in 1993,Cooney made
a startling discovery:the abundance of zooplankton in surface waters
in April and May near the pink salmon hatchery in the southwest
Sound was tightly linked with something called the “ B a k u n
upwelling index” (Eslinger et al. 2001). This upwelling index was
thought to reflect the intensity of the onshore spread of surface
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water from beyond the continental shelf into the Sound each spring.
For the decade preceding the SEA program, the upwelling index
accounted for fully 74 percent of the variability in zooplankton abun-
dance between years.

For a biological oceanogra p h e r, this was an astonishing corre-
l a t i o n . C o o n ey theorized that when the Aleutian low - p re s s u re sys-
tem was stro n g , this surface water fl ow would be stro n g , l i ke a
ri ve r, and it would flush out resident zooplankton in the surface lay-
e rs in the Sound like a good spring housecl e a n i n g . C o nve rs e ly,
when the Aleutian low - p re s s u re system was we a k , the fl ow of Gulf
of Alaska water into the Sound would also be we a k . Under this sce-
n a ri o , the Sound would act like a lake and would retain its zoo-
plankton commu n i t y.

Cooney structured the plankton component of the SEA program
to investigate his “river/lake”theory, controlled by horizontal mixing,
as well as the traditional nutrient-limiting theory, controlled vertical
mixing. His goal was to explain the origin of the seasonal and annu-
al variability in the springtime zooplankton blooms so that his team
could develop a predictive model to improve forecasts of pink
salmon returns.

Cooney’s team included other plankton specialists, oceanogra-
phers, chemists,and modelers with the PWS Science Center and the
Fairbanks-based Institute of Marine Science and the International
Arctic Research Center. The team conducted monthly ten-day sam-
pling cruises from March through July, with opportunistic cruises in
the interim from 1994 to 1997.They also obtained data on plankton
abundance and weather conditions from moored buoys, rigged with
various sampling devices, and from staff at the Armin F. Koerning
salmon hatchery in the southwest Sound.

C o o n ey and his team (Eslinger et al.2001) found that eve ry t h i n g
boiled down to a critical window in spring—as short as two
weeks—when cold air and strong winds combine to determine the
d e gree of mixing of water masses, w h i ch sets the stage for the
s p ring plankton bl o o m . In a calm wa rm spri n g , the upper wa t e r
l ayer wa rms quick ly and remains separated from the cooler deeper
wa t e rs .Ti ny sea plants bloom in profusion in the wa rm surface laye r,
q u i ck ly deplete the nu t rients in this laye r, and die, sinking to depths
i n a c c e s s i ble to surfa c e - l oving zooplankton.The population of these
small gra z e rs swells initially in response to an abundance of fo o d ,
but befo re they can re a ch huge swa rm s , the plant population has
died back . C o o n ey and his team realized that wa rm calm spri n g s
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yield mega-blooms of phy t o p l a n k t o n , but only a small re t u rn on zoo-
p l a n k t o n ,w h i ch are not able to take full adva n t age of their ri ch fo o d
s o u rce befo re it va n i s h e s .

But during a cool stormy spring,phytoplankton bloom in bursts
in the calm between storms. Turbulent winds and waves mix the
warm upper water layer with cool deeper waters and temporarily
limit phytoplankton growth while at the same time replenishing
nutrients in the upper layer to support the next burst of plant
growth. Cool stormy springs extend the phytoplankton bloom in
time, which in turn supports dense swarms of animal grazers.
Phytoplankton continue to bloom until nutrients become depleted
as the upper water layer stabilizes when spring storms taper off.
Contrary to prevailing opinion, Cooney found cool stormy springs
with a small standing plant crop actually result in an abundance of
zooplankton.

After five years of data collection and analysis, Cooney realized
variability in the standing stock of zooplankton during the SEA years
could be mostly explained by the traditional nutrient-limiting theory,
not his “river/lake”theor y. He was discouraged,but then it occurred
to him to apply the spiffy SEA computer model retroactively to the
decade prior to startup of the SEA program. He found that prior to
1992 the computer simulation was completely out of synch with the
field data—when the model predicted high zooplankton abundance,
the field data showed low stocks and vice versa. Cooney knew the
model did not account for horizontal movement of water masses: it
only simulated vertical mixing. He suddenly realized the model was
actually showing that the vertical mixing was not controlling nutri-
ents or plankton abundance prior to 1992,something else was—like
perhaps the river/lake notion.

Cooney knew horizontal transport of Gulf of Alaska water into
the Sound occurred.As part of the SEA program, chemist Tom Kline
at the PWS Science Center measured carbon isotopes in the large
oceanic copepods and other zooplankton.Kline traced the origin of
at least half of the Sound’s population of these animals (most of it in
some years) to the Gulf of Alaska.Cooney also knew that the 1980s
were a time of great zooplankton abundance in the Gulf of Alaska,
which some researchers linked to a shift to warmer sea temperatures
during this time (Chapter 19). He figured some of this abundance
must have been swept into the Sound. Cranking through the avail-
able data, he determined zooplankton stocks in the Sound were
twice as high during the 1980s compared to stocks in the 1990s.
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For Cooney, the retrospective analysis was bittersweet.It proved
he was at least half-right, and possibly 100 percent right, with his
river/lake theory. During the SEA years,many“river-like”spring times
prevailed in the Sound and zooplankton stocks were harnessed to
physical processes that controlled vertical mixing and replenished
nutrients in the upper water layer. Prior to the SEA years, historical
evidence suggested that “lake-like” conditions often prevailed and
controlled zooplankton abundance.

Lake-like conditions may have even intensified the effects of the
oil spill. During 1989, the freshwater discharge from the Alaska
Coastal Current was the lowest in its fifty-nine-year recorded history
and the north winds, which had blown strong from 1976, relaxed.
The resulting lake-like conditions created minimal flushing action
and the Sound retained oil—especially oil dissolved or entrained in
the water column,which proved so deadly to fish eggs and embryos.

The problem was timing. Cooney (1999) said,“Plankton cycles
have a temporal component. Mother Nature welcomes us into her
laboratory, and we go and listen to her lecture. However, unless we
stay in the lab,listening long enough, we don’t get the major lessons
and we don’t fully understand how the Sound functions.” The
oceanographers with the SEA program had detected a “decadal”
(varying on the order of decades) pulse to the circulation pattern,
alternating between horizontal and vertical mixing processes with
the strength and position of the Aleutian low-pressure system.
Cooney realized his river/lake theory required “listening” for more
than five years to fully understand it.This mystery would remain to
be unraveled by future researchers.

Besides the annual,and possibly decadal,rhythm of the physical
processes,Cooney and his co-workers also detected a seasonal pulse
within the plankton community itself (Cooney et al.2001b).In March
young stages of the large deep-dwelling oceanic copepods ascend to
the near surface waters where they drift and grow, providing critical
high-fat food for young pink salmon,herring,pollock,and other fish.
These oceanic copepods comprise the largest chunk of zooplankton
biomass in the upper layers until they complete their growth phase
in June and sink slowly back to deeper water. Smaller coastal cope-
pods dominate the near surface waters in all months,but during May,
June, and July other major groups appear in short-lived bursts like
annuals in a flower garden.

The names of these tiny animals are disproportionate to their
size—“pteropods” (swimming molluscs also called sea butterflies),
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“larvaceans” (tunicates with clear jelly-like bodies), barnacle “nau-
plii” (babies or larvae), krill-like “euphausids”—and dozens of oth-
ers. Collectively, the assemblage looked like miniature space aliens
with their various adaptations to stay afloat and alive.

Cooney and his SEA colleagues found this seething soup of odd
life-forms, especially the larger copepods, provides food for young
pink salmon and some relief from larger predators, which, under
some conditions, are more content eating zooplankton than small
fishes.

Top - D own Inve s ti ga ti on s : Fi s h , Pa rt 2—Eco l ogy
Ecology of Young Pink Salmon

Studying the food web or “trophic” relationships of juvenile pink
salmon—what salmon eat and what eat salmon—is akin to opening
the proverbial Pandora’s Box.Young salmon are linked in some way
with nearly everything else in the food web.Simplifying these inter-
actions and the key driving physical forces into a predictive model
seemed an impossible task to many. SEA project leader Cooney said,
“There were many who said,‘you guys will never figure this out, as
far as salmon are concerned—it’s just too complicated.’ But mathe-
matician Vince Patrick didn’t pay a lot of attention to the nay-sayers.
As a result, one of the coolest things that happened in the SEA pro-
gram was a success that occurred because of a novel collaboration.”

That collaboration was primarily between two young scien-
tists—the energetic Vince Patrick, PhD, and Mark Willette, a quiet
unassuming ADFG fisheries biologist who led the SEA pink salmon
team.When this team gathered to discuss their Herculean task, they
decided to focus on understanding what influenced death in young
fish.If they could successfully model these factors, then they could
improve salmon forecasting.They started with one idea to test and
they developed and tested two others during the course of the SEA
program.

The first idea stemmed from earlier observations by Cooney,
Willette,and others that wild pink salmon in the Sound have evolved
so that their fry reach the sea exactly when their main food—young
of the large deep-dwelling oceanic copepods—reaches the upper
water layer. Originally, the basis for this remarkable co-occurrence
seemed straightforward—a simple predator-prey relationship that
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optimizes growth of young salmon.But then Willette’s team realized
another advantage to salmon fry of this timing. By entering the sea
coincident with a huge swarm of young copepods, the salmon fry
lessen their own odds of being eaten by larger fish and fish fry-eating
seabirds. Willette’s team reasoned that the young copepods might
afford shelter to salmon fry from predation, because the predators
could switch from salmon fry to copepods in the presence of such
abundance.This was dubbed “the prey-switching hypothesis.”

The two other ideas also stemmed from breaking conventional
molds and thinking more like a salmon fry than a scientist.When the
swarm of large copepods thins out,usually by mid-June,hungry juve-
nile salmon are forced to leave protected refuges to forage over deep-
er waters where they are more likely to get eaten. Bingo—Willette’s
team realized the timing of migration is critical for young fish: too
early and there might not yet be other zooplankton to fill hungry
salmon stomachs;too late and they become prey for herring and pol-
lock that invaded nearshore refuges.

More mulling produced another idea.Since smaller fish are more
likely to get eaten,the team realized that size of fry when the fish left
their nearshore refuge is critical to survival. If pink fry are blessed
with abundant food early during their marine residency, they grow
quickly and are relatively large when they migrate to deeper water.
Larger fry are less likely to get eaten—they are more agile swimmers
and physically too big to fit in mouths of young herring and pollock.
Willette’s team saw where physical processes could intersect and
influence both the timing of migration and fry size when the fish
leave their shelter.

Willette and his team had their work cut out for them and they
plunged eagerly into several dozen overlapping studies. Five years
and much ado later, the upshot of the SEA program was surprisingly
“simple-minded,” as Cooney said, but the team had documented—
and modeled—something that had never been done before (Willette
et al.2001).Cooney explained,“Our work confirmed the notion that
when there’s a lot of plankton in the Sound, almost everybody that
can eat plankton is eating plankton and nobody’s eating little fish.
The opposite is also true:when plankton is gone,then bigger fish eat
little fish and little fish have problems surviving.”

What had really helped nail down the story of young salmon
ecology was the unique coded-wire tag system used by the hatcheries
in the Sound (Chapter 16).Each hatchery marked up to twelve groups
of salmon fry every year with coded-wire tags and these individual
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groups were released at different dates and places during the zoo-
plankton bloom. By tracking average growth rates of the various
groups of coded-wire tag fish (Willette 2001),Willette’s team learned
a great deal about how prey and predators affected survival as the
salmon fry grew up.In addition to salmon size, growth,and timing of
migration, the team also found salmon school density and predator
size at time of migration to deeper water were important influences
of overall salmon survival.The scientists were startled to discover that
up to 75 percent of pink salmon fry could be eaten within their first
forty-five to sixty days at sea! That meant that it was local Prince
William Sound predators that were eating the juvenile salmon.

This understanding was a huge step fo r wa rd in the field of
salmon ecology (Cooney et al. 2 0 0 1 a ) . For Prince William Sound
pink salmon at least, C o o n ey and his team had found the highly
sought Holy Gra i l .T h ey had discove red that the fi rst two months of
m a rine surv i val of young pink salmon determined adult surv i va l .
F u rt h e r, t h ey determined that young salmon surv i val resulted from a
c o m p l ex mix of pre d a t o r - p rey interactions and zooplankton ab u n-
dance and timing, all of which could be predicted based on oceano-
graphic conditions.

This drama was modeled successfully by Patrick to be predictive
for hatchery salmon.One of the most important aspects of Patrick’s
model was that it helped the biologists explore things that could not
be directly observed. For example,Willette could measure the size of
salmon fry, prey, and predators or the timing of the zooplankton
bloom,but he could only guess how these things fit together.Cooney
explained,with a wry smile, that “Vince was able to understand the
interactions,because the system boiled down to a few key dynamics.
He aggregated half a dozen key prey species that were common to
pink salmon, herring, and pollock. He worked with six to twelve
groups of coded-wire tag salmon from two hatcheries for two years.
This way he successfully coupled oceanography with ecology.”

The model’s ability to reproduce survival patterns from multiple
coded-wire tag groups of salmon gave the biologists confidence that
it was accurately mirroring how the system functioned. Cooney
described Patrick’s effort to push ahead with his novel cutting-edge
model as “heroic and ground breaking.Truly remarkable.”

In summing up the SEA program’s effort,Cooney said,“The real
lesson from this kind of work is that,if you want to break a paradigm
and learn more about a system,then it might be the novel collabora-
tions between people who normally don’t work together that are
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important.Taking advice from the inner circle all the time is maybe
not the best thing for advancing science.”The unlikely collaboration
between a mathematician and a biologist—and the hard work of
their dedicated staff—revolutionized our understanding of the role
of pink salmon in the Sound’s ecosystem.However, the pink salmon
model needed to be further validated and used before it could
improve the accuracy of forecasting returns. The EVOS Trustee
Council continued this wo rk as part of the Gulf Ecosystem
Monitoring (GEM) program (Chapter 23).

Ecology of Young Herring

Evelyn Brown (formerly Biggs) watched the herring controversy spin
itself in knots from the sanctuary afforded by distance and her dis-
sertation work in Fairbanks (Chapter 16).The move away from the
pressure and politics in Cordova worked wonders on her psyche and
she was able, once again, to plough her energies into her true pas-
sion—understanding the ecology of young herring.

The northern location of Prince William Sound with its extreme
seasonal light and temperature cycles, together with its glacier-
carved bays and fjords,created a unique nursery area for juvenile her-
ring (Norcross et al. 2001). Over thousands of years, these isolated
and harsh conditions forged herring stocks that were genetically dis-
tinct among all the world’s herring—a treasure trove of tough genet-
ic material found only in Prince William Sound.Yet,oddly, at the time
of the spill,the location of the Sound’s herring nursery areas was not
known. No one really understood how currents, temperature, nutri-
ents,plankton,and herring predators all combined to yield these slim
silver fish.Brown’s role in the larger SEA program was to help solve
these mysteries by studying growth and survival of young herring.

As with the complementary team on young salmon,the herring
team first mulled over possibilities.Herring have a different life cycle
from salmon; young herring over-winter in nearshore nurseries for
the first two years of life, while young pink salmon spend just one
summer in the Sound.The herring team realized that nursery areas—
the nooks and crannies forming the edge zone of the Sound—varied
in terms of quality of available nutrients and zooplankton.The quali-
ty of the nursery areas likely affects the nutritional status and overall
survival of the young fish,because during the winter plankton stocks
are at their lowest levels. Cooney (1999) explained,“We had some
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inkling that herring store energy to get through that period of time,
but we had no idea what caused winter-kill. Cold temperatures?
Starvation? We thought all these ideas were important to study.”

The SEA team’s main focus was factors affecting survival of juve-
nile young-of-the-year and one-year old herring. Supplemental stud-
ies on herring eggs and larvae found these pre-juveniles had a rough
early life (Bishop and Green 2001). Spawning herring attract large
flocks of glaucous-winged gulls, mew gulls, surf scoters, surfbirds,
and black turnstones, among others, which gobble up one-third to
three-quarters of the herring spawn! A circulation model predicted
surviving larvae would be wafted into nearshore bays on currents
circulating through the Sound, while some—the unlucky ones—
would be flushed out of the Sound to their death (Wang et al.2001).
Although the model details were sketchy, the SEA team realized that
any protected nearshore bay might serve as a potential nursery for
juvenile herring.They studied the same two deep fjords and two
shallow bays selected by the oceanography team.

Brown’s studies—and half a dozen others—began in August
when herring larvae drift into these bays and transform into tiny
inch-long silver juveniles.Two-year old fish move out of the bays as
new young drift in to join the one-year olds (Stokesbury et al.2000).
Summer fare is a diverse diet of fish eggs,barnacle nauplii,and small
and large copepods; autumn fare shifts slightly to other available
species (Foy and Norcross 1999).Young herring grow rapidly over
the next couple months, storing much of their food as high-energy
reserves—in the form of fats.As fall approaches, young herring glut
themselves on the late plankton bloom while one-year old fish target
prey with high-energy content (Sturdevant,Brase,and Hulbert 2001).

From December through early March, all the juveniles enter a
period of semi-fasting,drawing down their energy reserves to bridge
these lean months (Foy and Paul 1999).Young herring that enter this
period of semi-fasting at lengths shorter than three inches simply
vanish during the winter, victims of insufficient energy reserves to
buffer against starvation,disease,and predators.There is little margin
for error. Herring that survive the winter find themselves swimming
in a sea of plenty in March when offspring of large oceanic copepods
surface from the depths.

Nursery areas play a crucial role in nourishing young herring
(Stokesbury, Foy, and Norcross 1999). In some bays, fresh water,
Sound water, and shots of water from the Gulf of Alaska combine
and mix in just the right way to sustain a rich soup of phyto- and
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zooplankton.In these bays, young herring grow long and fat.But in
other bays,physical conditions do not support a good crop of zoo-
plankton and pickings are slim for young herring.No one bay is con-
sistently optimal.It is more like an annual lottery.But if too many fish
draw the winning bay, fortunes could reverse and the winners could
become losers.By depleting limited food resources, young fish grow
more slowly, imperiling their own winter survival.

Working as a team,the SEA herring scientists had discovered the
key to forecasting adult survival, another huge advance in fisheries
ecology (Cooney et al.2001a; Stokesbury et al. 2002).Brown (1999)
explained,“There are four critical times in the lives of these fish that
determine how many will survive. First is egg mortality, which can
easily be a steep loss—80 percent of the hatch or more.Then as lar-
vae,they’ve got to intercept a patch of food within ten days and stay
with it or they starve.This is purely a chance thing, because larvae
drift passively with the currents.Next,they’ve got to get to an appro-
priate nearshore bay—another chance thing—by the time they’re
ready to metamorphose into juveniles.If they drift out into the Gulf
of Alaska, they’re toast.And finally, they have to grow fast enough to
reach a critical mass that will sustain them through their first winter.
Young fish that make it through their first winter are pretty much
home free.The mortality really tapers off at that point”—absent other
stressors such as oil spills.

E x xon’s Re s pon s e
Exxon scientists did not conduct any comprehensive studies com-
parable to the SEA program.

They did not look for long-term effects of the oil spill, because
they claimed there would be none.They based this claim,in part,on
the record harvests of pink salmon in the years after the spill.The
record harvests were due to the PWS Aquaculture Corporation’s
hatchery system reaching full production,after twenty years of plan-
ning and hard work by fishermen and others (Sidebar 13, p. 290).
Exxon scientists refused to acknowledge that low levels of oil could
harm egg and embryonic pink salmon and herring and that harm to
these early life stages could af fect adult returns, as suggested by the
1992 and 1993 collapses of the fish stocks. Rather than doing their
own studies,Exxon scientists attacked the work of those who found
low levels of oil caused harm to young fish (Chapter 20).
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Synthesis of SEA Progra m
The SEA program developed a refined holistic picture of the ecolog-
ical processes affecting juvenile salmon and herring populations in
Prince William Sound. This picture is actually a series of intricate
overlays of oceanographic conditions,crops of phyto- and zooplank-
ton, juvenile salmon and herring stocks, and key predators. These
overlays can be viewed from the bottom-up or the top-down—the
picture is the same either way—because they were created simulta-
neously through a tightly-coordinated program.

For juvenile pink salmon,the picture shows how the intensity of
spring storms and the amount of Gulf of Alaska water flowing into the
Sound, (the latter a product of interacting oceanic and atmospheric
conditions), modifies predation losses during a critical window each
spring. For young herring, the picture shows that winter-kill during
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In terp reting Oil Spill Ef fects on Wild and Ha tch ery
Pink Salmon
The ADFG has monitored production of hatchery and wild pink salmon ever since
the PWS Aquaculture Corporation first began to produce pink salmon in 1977.
These records show that production of hatchery pink salmon rose steeply from
28,000 (rounded) in 1977 to 17 million in 1989 (ADFG 2002, Appendix F.9).a As
planned, full production of 31 million pink salmon was achieved in 1990 and has
been maintained ever since with a range from 15 to 39 million fish.b This planned
and anticipated wealth of pink salmon from hatchery production was the basis of
Exxon’s claims that pink salmon had recovered from the spill by 1990.

ADFG’s records also show the stark drop in both hatchery and wild pink
salmon returns in 1992 and 1993, which now, in the hindsight of ten more years of
data, stand out as an anomaly. These are the lowest years of wild stock production
in all the years of monitoring returns continuously from 1977. These are also the
lowest years of hatchery returns since the hatcheries reached full production in
1990. Exxon claims that these two years of low production had nothing to do with
the Exxon Valdez oil spill. However, Cordova fishermen have reached a different
conclusion,based on public-trust science. Fishermen point out that pink salmon
exposed to oil as juveniles in 1989 returned successfully as adults in 1990, but these
fish failed to produce viable offspring—as witnessed by the population crash in
1992. Similarly, pink salmon exposed to oil as e ggs (wild fish) in 1989 and juveniles
in 1990, returned as adults in 1991, but failed to produce viable offspring—as wit-
nessed by the population crash in 1993. Pink salmon subsequently recovered from
any oil effects as observed by increased production from 1994 onward.

aThese numbers are conservative as they have not been adjusted based on coded-
wire tag data, which was not available prior to 1989.
bThese numbers are conservative as they have not been adjusted based on coded-
wire tag data, which has not been available since 1998.
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the first year is critical to forecasting adult survival and that loss from
winter-kill can be predicted based on the pre-winter condition of the
young fish, not winter duration or temperature. The picture also
shows that the Sound is often enriched with nutrients, large cope-
pods,and other zooplankton,entering from the Gulf of Alaska.

In reflecting on their findings, Cooney and his team of lead sci-
entists advocated a more comprehensive approach to management
of fish and wildlife populations—a holistic approach that would
encompass the ecological processes influencing species survival.
Ecologists have advocated such ecosystem-based management for
decades. Cooney and his team agreed with earlier researchers who
wrote,“It is time to manage and protect whole ecosystems.This will
not be a linear extension of single-species thinking . . . as generally
envisioned by contemporary resource managers.” Indeed, the EVOS
Trustee Council elected to use the SEA program as a foundation to
continue and expand ecosystem studies outside the Sound in the
adjacent Gulf of Alaska (Chapter 22).

Cooney retired after completion of the SEA program.During the final
days of his tenure in 1999, he warned,“The job is not yet finished.
Because pink salmon and herring depend on the edge zone of the
Sound—they will remain at risk for as long as there is toxicity from
oil in that region” (Cooney 1999). Studies to understand lingering
harm to herring from oil were continued by others (Chapter 20).The
political ramifications of this lingering harm are discussed in the final
section of this book (Part 3:The Legacy).
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Chapter 18.

Nearshore Vertebrate Predator
(NVP) Project

In trodu c ti on to the NVP Proj ec t
In 1992 Leslie Holland-Bartels,PhD (1999),accepted a job to lead the
newly reorganized marine mammal and fisheries program at the
USFWS Alaska Fish and Wildlife Research Center.A portion of her job
included the EVOS studies,which involved mainly sea otters.Holland-
Bartels was a strategic planner with a gift for seeing the big picture.
She loved tackling complex problems. Her work was guided by a
promise she had once made to her grandfather, a commercial fisher-
man in Lake Michigan who had been upset about the way state biol-
ogists regulated the doomed lake trout fishery without input from
any villages. He had told his granddaughter, “When you become a
biologist, understand what the problem is and make them do it
right.”

Based on this promise, Holland-Bartels had developed a unique
style of facilitating problem solving among scientists, public agen-
cies, and private groups whose lives intersected with fish and
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wildlife.When the call came from Alaska,Holland-Bartels immediate-
ly recognized,as she said,“a science planning and strategy challenge”
far exceeding the scale of anything she had done in the past.She and
her husband packed up their cat,dog,toddler,“and stuff” and moved
from Atlanta,Georgia,to Anchorage,Alaska.

When Holland-Bartels took stock of the EVOS research in her
new domain, she realized that a fresh approach was desperately
needed—not just within the Center’s research program, but within
the EVOS Trustee Council’s approach to studies. She explained,“We
were finishing up a number of studies designed and controlled under
that damage assessment mind set.We needed an opportunity to look
at the question of ‘what are the long-term consequences of this spill
on the ecosystem?’ instead of ‘how many animals died or were dam-
aged?’The old avenues of research weren’t getting us anywhere in
terms of long-term interest.” Holland-Bartels felt strongly that a cross-
d i s c i p l i n a ry appro a ch—teaming up fi s h , s e ab i rd , and mammal
researchers—to focus on key species in the nearshore area might
provide insight on long-term oil effects and recovery estimates.

Within a year, Holland-Bartels vision was realized. In 1993 feder-
al auditors soundly criticized the EVOS Trustee Council for not
including the public in their decision-making process as ordered in
the 1991-settlement agreement—and as repeatedly requested by the
public. People were also furious about the 1993 collapse of the
Sound’s fisheries and they unleashed their frustration upon the EVOS
Trustee Council. People were fed up with the single species stud-
ies—they wanted to know what was wrong with the whole system
and the prognosis for recovery. At the federal level,Clinton was now
president and his administration was friendly to the environment.
Holland-Bartels didn’t pay much attention to politics, but she was
heartened by the change in management philosophy within the
EVOS Trustee Council.

In response to public criticism and public pre s s u re , the EVO S
Trustee Council sponsored a wo rkshop in Ap ril 1994 to look at dif-
fe rent ways of doing business. It turned into a wa t e rshed eve n t . I n
an effo rt guided by the Council’s exe c u t i ve dire c t o r, Jim Aye rs , t h e
Council adopted new principles to guide “Science for the
R e s t o ration Pro c e s s ,” as the resulting publication was called, a n d
t h ey put these new rules into action. T h ey started a “ P u bl i c
A d v i s o ry Gro u p ”to look at the science questions from a public per-
s p e c t i ve and an ex t e rnal peer rev i ew process to tighten up the sci-
e n c e .T h ey also encouraged cro s s - d i s c i p l i n a ry re s e a rch to frame an
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ecosystem appro a ch , and publ i c - p ri vate part n e rships to bre a k
agency dominance.

This was exactly what Holland-Bartels had been waiting for and
she wasted no time in convening a working group—across twenty-
five disciplines initially—to put together a research proposal under
these new rules.The group agreed to actively seek public input as
part of the decision-making process. They worked with the new
Public Advisory Group and they went out to Native communities to
gain insight into everyone’s perspective on what was going on in the
Sound.Holland-Bartels said,“Every time my staff came back,they had
learned something that set their thinking a little bit differently.”In her
heart,she knew her group was trying to ‘do it right’as she had prom-
ised her grandfather long ago.She ended up,one year and numerous
drafts later, with a core of fifteen lead scientists from eight different
research organizations including two private groups. The trustees
approved the mammoth six-year, $6.5 million proposal in March
1995 and the Nearshore Vertebrate Predator (NVP) project was born.

The NVP project focused on species that apparently continued
to be affected by lingering oil hidden in the beaches of Prince
William Sound. The project was eloquently simple in its design
( H o l l a n d - B a rtels 1998). It focused on four species that fed in
nearshore areas. Two of species, sea otters and harlequin ducks, fed
on nearshore invertebrates; the other two, river otters and pigeon
guillemots, fed mostly on fish.The scientists focused on these two
food pathways, because invertebrates soak up and store oil contami-
nants in their bodies, while fish metabolize and excrete pollutants.
The NVP group reasoned that predators that feed heavily on oiled
invertebrates might show persistent harm from oil exposure, while
predators that feed on fish might not.Holland-Bartels explained,“We
wanted to balance different habitat use to gain insight into what was
going on.”They regarded these four species as “sentinel species,” ones
that are sensitive to pollutants and so are broad indicators of ecosys-
tem health—the canaries of the Sound.

The NVP group then developed studies for each species to
address the common question,“Was there a problem with recovery
or not?”This question would be addressed through “demographic
studies,” which measure a species’ vital statistics—population size,
density,distribution, female survival and reproduction,and survival of
young,among other things—to determine a population’s capacity for
expansion or decline. If populations were depressed in oiled areas
relative to unoiled areas, the scientists agreed to test each of three
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common questions to determine what was holding back recovery.
“Was it habitat?”“Was it food?”Or,“Was it oil?”To attain the statistical
power to resolve these questions,the NVP group decided to focus on
two previously heavily oiled sites—Naked and Knight Islands, and
two mostly unoiled or lightly oiled sites—Montague Island and Jack
Pot Bay. These choices represented worst and best case scenarios,
respectively, within the Sound and they provided the best chance of
finding the cause-and-effect type answers the scientists sought.

The first two questions about habitat and food involved relative-
ly straight-forward studies, but the question “Was it oil?” involved
assessing health through body condition and testing blood chemistry
and liver tissue to measure levels of specific “biomarkers”—biologi-
cal red flags—indicating exposure to aromatic hydrocarbons.

Vertebrates (whether fish, birds, mammals, or humans) have an
enzyme system that breaks down aromatic hy d ro c a r b o n s . T h i s
enzyme system does double duty. It cleans house by metabolizing the
body’s own complex organic compounds that are no longer needed,
and it wages active defense by recognizing pollutants as biologically
dangerous chemicals and breaking them down.Specific enzymes are
produced to break down specific groups of compounds.The specific
enzyme that breaks down PAHs also breaks down PCBs (polychlori-
nated biphenyls) and is called cytochrome P450-1A. However, the
defense system is imperfect: when PAHs are oxidized through the
break down process,some of the intermediate compounds are high-
ly reactive and more toxic than the original poison.These intermedi-
ates can trigger cancer or DNA mutations before they are fully broken
down. Thus, elevated levels of cytochrome P450-1A and related
enzymes are biomarkers;they indicate exposure to PAHs or PCBs and
also the potential for harmful health effects.

Measuring activity of cytochrome P450-1A and related enzymes
was tricky, especially given the NVP group’s desire to “do no more
harm” to injured species; that is, they did not want to sacrifice any
animals in the name of science, a practice which was (and still is)
common.Holland-Bartels said,“We refused to do surgical work on sea
otters and river otters because of the risk to the animals.” Instead
they worked with scientists at Purdue University to develop a blood
assay method for mammals that allowed them to collect cytochrome
P450-1A data from a simple blood test instead of an invasive, risky
liver biopsy (Ballachey et al.2000).

However, this method did not work for bird blood, which
Holland-Bartels described as “very different from mammalian blood.”
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So they perfected safe surgical techniques that could be performed
quickly in the field on live adult birds—and then finally, in the last
year of their study, they successfully performed liver biopsies on live
fledgling pigeon guillemots. With this technique, they were able to
measure levels of a liver enzyme EROD (ethoxyresorufin-O-deethy-
lase),which was directly related to production of cytochrome P450-
1A (Seiser et al.2000).Holland-Bartels said,“It took a lot of effort,and
a lot of experimental design work,and a lot of work from our veteri-
narians and a whole bunch of folks to develop safe sampling proce-
dures,especially for the pigeon guillemot chicks.” But this effort paid
off in ground-breaking field research—the scientists tracked oil expo-
sure seven,eight,and nine years after the spill.The NVP group found
PCB exposure as well, but after accounting for its confounding
effects, enzyme activity was still higher in oiled than unoiled areas.
Holland-Bartels was rightfully proud of the forensic blood chemistry
and tissue work done by her group of detective-biologists.

The NVP project, guided by Holland-Bartels’s steady hand and
her adaptive, open management style, produced pioneering results
and untangled much of the mystery surrounding the full effects of oil
spill on these four species—and more broadly, on the Sound.

Ha rl equin Duck s
U. S . G e o l o gic Survey (USGS) bird biologist Dan Esler (1999)
described Prince William Sound in winter as “a big duck pond.” Many
seabirds such as puffins,kittiwakes,and murres spend the winter far -
ther offshore.However, the nearshore waters of the Sound are prime
wintering grounds for sea ducks, a group that includes scoters, gold-
eneyes,buffleheads,mergansers,long-tailed ducks,and the diminutive
harlequin duck.In March 1989, as in March of every year, thousands
of wintering harlequin ducks decorated the shorelines of the Sound.
Natives refer to them as “rock ducks” for the ducks’love of exposed
rocky beaches.When oil washed ashore those fateful days in 1989, it
claimed the lives of an estimated 1,000 harlequins from the Sound.
This was roughly 7 percent of some 14,000 ducks present,but the oil
claimed a much higher proportion in the western Sound.

As part of the NVP project, Esler found that harlequin densities
were lower in oiled areas than unoiled areas during winters of 1996
and 1997 (Esler et al.2002).This corroborated findings of other pub-
lic-trust scientists (Rosenberg and Petrula 1998) and pointed to a
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problem with recovery in oiled areas.His challenge was to figure out
whether it was habitat, food,oil,or some other factor that accounted
for the delayed recovery.When Esler looked for differences in habitat
that could account for the lower densities of harlequins in oiled
areas,he found that harlequins definitely prefer certain areas—rocky
beaches near offshore reefs and stream mouths and the more expo-
sure to crashing surf and wild winds,the better. But after accounting
for these habitat relationships and differences between areas, Esler
still found oiled areas had fewer ducks (Esler et al.2000a).

To determine if food influenced density patterns, Esler had to
first find out if the same ducks returned to the same sites to feed
every year. During the late summers of 1995, 1996, and 1997, when
the harlequins gathered to molt, Esler and his crew rounded up the
now-flightless ducks with sea kayaks and herded them into net pens
so they could be banded and radio-tagged (Esler et al. 2000b). Fully
96 percent of the banded adult females homed with unerring accu-
racy to the exact shoreline from the previous year, while the other 4
percent were found on adjacent beaches less than a mile away from
their original point of capture. Juveniles and males strayed a bit more
than females, but in all cases the male and young ducks were found
within twelve miles of their original capture point.Most radio-tagged
ducks wintered near their molt sites.

Once Esler established that the same ducks fed re p e a t e d ly in
oiled are a s , he then could determine if there was less food in oiled
a reas and, if so, whether this was limiting the duck s ’s u rv i va l .P ri n c e
William Sound is one of the fa rthest north wintering ra n ges for har-
l e q u i n s , because the ducks are visual fe e d e rs — t h ey need to be abl e
to see to eat. D u ring the brief mid-winter day s , harlequins fe e d
almost constantly to meet their energetic needs for surv i va l . E s l e r
calls them “ t rophic ge n e ra l i s t s ,” re fe rring to their habit of go bbl i n g
up anything they could find among the beach ro ck s — s n a i l s ,
a m p h i p o d s , ch i t o n s , l i m p e t s , mu s s e l s , and other tidbits. The duck s
c a n ’t affo rd to be picky eaters .T h ey need all the calories they can
get to surv i ve during the long months of lean daylight hours .E s l e r ’s
c o l l e agues scraped and collected inve rt e b rates from seve ral beach
plots in oiled and unoiled sites.T h ey found more than enough fo o d
for the ducks at all sites—but they also fo u n d ,f rom the ra d i o - t ag ge d
d u ck s , that winter surv i val of harlequins was lower in oiled are a s
than in unoiled are a s .

These findings pointed to oil as the culprit responsible for the
lower survival in oiled areas.Esler found ducks from oiled areas had
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much higher P450-1A enzyme activity, indicative of toxic exposure,
than ducks from unoiled areas (Trust et al.2000).He also found that
heavier ducks had less enzyme activity, indicating less oil exposure.
Esler knew heavier ducks were more likely to survive because they
had more stored energy reserves.This combination of information
s u g gested that harlequins we re suffe ring phy s i o l o gical conse-
quences—health problems—from oil exposure that could be related
to poor survival.

Esler mulled over his findings. He thought that the Sound was
not, and never really was, prime breeding habitat for harlequins. In
fact, he thought of it as prime nonbreeding habitat. He knew some
ducks breed locally in the coastal forests, especially in the eastern
and northern Sound, but many of the wintering ducks leave the
Sound to breed elsewhere in Alaska.The Natives did not recall peo-
ple gathering harlequin eggs or seeing young ducklings.Esler saw the
delayed recovery more as a failure for wintering ducks to survive
rather than as a failure of ducks to breed in the western Sound.
Surveys conducted by ADFG supported Esler’s findings and showed
declines in wintering populations of harlequins in oiled areas during
1995 to 1997.

Esler realized, even if all of the negative effects from oil didn’t
exist,the length of time to full recovery—replacing ducks lost by the
spill—still boiled down to a matter of basic bird biology. Harlequins
have long life spans and low reproductive rates. Juvenile ducks fol-
low their mothers to wintering sites and then most return to those
same sites,or nearby areas, for the rest of their lives.There was some
immigration from other areas—just enough to keep the gene pool
well-mixed, but not enough to replace catastrophic losses from the
oil spill in 1989 (Lanctot et al.1999).

In piecing together data from five years of studies,Esler conclud-
ed that harlequin ducks still had not recovered and that the primary
reason for this lack of recovery was most likely continued oil expo-
sure (Esler et al.2002).Harlequins had what Esler called,“an unfortu-
nate combination of characteristics”(ibid., 283) that made them par-
ticularly vulnerable to oil spills and chronic oil pollution.The ducks’
preference for nearshore beaches,diet of invertebrates,and loyalty to
particular sites put them at high risk of being contaminated by oil.
Their life history—longevity and low reproductive rates—guarantees
a lengthy recovery period from oil spills or chronic oil poisoning.
Finally, harlequins in Prince William Sound live at a precarious ener-
getic threshold that can’t tolerate increased metabolic costs.Even the
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smallest additional challenge can upset this balance and plunge the
ducks’population into decline.And the metabolic cost of dealing with
toxic oil is no small challenge.

Esler concluded that full recovery would be delayed until oil
remaining in the Sound reached low enough levels that it no longer
caused biological harm. He felt there was nothing anyone could do
at this point to hasten recovery.It was too late for prevention and the
remaining oiled areas were too large for intensive restoration.
Removal of the remaining oil would be expensive and intrusive.He
reasoned recovery was best left up to Mother Nature. Esler thought
full population recovery of harlequin ducks could take decades—far
longer than scientists had imagined.

Sea Otters 
In 1992 USFWS marine mammal research biologist Jim Bodkin
(2000) started to develop a technique to use aerial surveys to count
sea otters in the Sound.Bodkin had helped with some of the earlier
skiff surveys conducted in 1984 and 1985 and, more recently, with
the annual spring “beach cast” (carcass) collection, which USFWS
staff had conducted from 1976 to 1985,and since 1989.Bodkin felt
the spring counts accurately portrayed age distribution of sea otter
deaths,but he was not happy with the accuracy of counts of live sea
otters.He explained,“There were two problems with these skiff sur-
veys.They didn’t count animals offshore or ones that were under-
water.” Bodkin received funding from the EVOS Trustee Council to
perfect an aerial survey technique. He and a colleague started with
the basic design used for decades by ADFG to survey moose, and
then they tinkered with the details.

In 1993 Bodkin conducted his first annual aerial survey (Bodkin
et al 2002).The data revealed a problem. He explained,“In some of
the places where mortality was highest and oiling was most exten-
sive, sea otter populations had pretty much failed to recover by
1993.” At northern Knight Island between Herring Bay and Bay of
Isles, Bodkin counted only 75 animals in both years where he
expected to find a minimum of 165 sea otters based on pre-spill
counts. Bodkin stressed that a lot of sea otters in the oiled western
Sound—roughly 2,000 or 66 percent—survived the spill. But there
were pockets like heavily oiled Herring Bay where Bodkin estimated
nearly 90 percent of the sea otters had died. From his aerial surveys,
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he felt recovery was lagging in Herring Bay compared to other areas
in the western Sound.In 1994 Bodkin still counted only seventy-five
animals in northern Knight Island.

Bodkin reported his findings at the group workshop organized by
Holland-Bartels. He proved why Exxon’s claim of sea otter recovery
within two years was “demographically impossible,” as he said. He
argued that,based on a 9 percent annual replacement rate (the aver-
age rate for this region) and the number of surviving animals,it would
take at least four years to replace the minimum number of 1,000 ani-
mals lost in the spill. Factoring in age-specific reproduction and sur-
vival rates resulted in projected recovery times of ten to twenty-three
years—and that was if nothing was interfering with recovery.

But something clearly was interfering with recovery—at least at
northern Knight Island. Other studies, including Exxon’s, had found
that reproduction was occurring, yet there was a zero growth rate
among sea otters populations in the northern Knight Island area.
Bodkin also pointed out that the beach cast surveys had found a dis-
proportionately high number of prime age adult carcasses in oiled
areas, relative to pre-spill surveys, indicating that spill effects on
annual survival were increasing rather than dissipating (Monson et
al.2000a).

Bodkin’s work on sea otters was expanded to become one of the
four cornerstones of the NVP project. In addition to the annual sum-
mer surveys, Bodkin also conducted intensive aerial surveys of the
NVP sites each summer from 1995 to 2000. Of all his varied jobs,
Bodkin liked flying aerial surveys the best. Oiled or not, Prince
William Sound was still one of the most beautiful job sites anyone
could imagine.Bodkin counted sea otters from 300 feet above the sea
surface, first along the twisting coastline, and then offshore, as his
pilot followed invisible transect lines marked by a global positioning
system.Within each transect,the plane banked into tight circles five
times so he could estimate animals not counted during the first pass.
Bodkin sometimes wondered what an observer might think of the
purple, green, and white Bellanca Scout flying back and forth, back
and forth,then around and around in circles.Between the annual sur-
veys and the intensive surveys,which were repeated up to six times
each summer, Bodkin logged nearly 6,000 miles each year and he
developed a keen awareness of where one might find the territorial
sea otters during the summer months.

His pri m a ry finding from eleven ye a rs of summer surveys (1993
to 2003) was that sea otters we re re c ove ring in most of the we s t e rn
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S o u n d . A surge of growth between 1996 and 1998 had added ab o u t
600 animals to the population (Bodkin et al. 2 0 0 3 ) . While this wa s
still well below the nu m b e rs needed to replace animals lost in 1989,
the trend was pro m i s i n g .

Meanwhile the northern Knight Island area portrayed an entire-
ly different story. In bays once filled with Exxon’s oil,there was zero
population growth from 1993 to 2001;the population flat-lined at an
annual average of 79 sea otters.This was roughly half the pre-spill
population count.Then in 2002 and 2003,the population plunged to
38 and 26 animals, respectively. Bodkin is still sorting out the reasons
for the drastic decline; lingering harm from oiled habitat is a prime
suspect (pers.comm., January 2004).

Bodkin knew that the sea otter surveys didn’t tell the whole
story.Young adult sea otter males were the first to colonize new ter-
ritories—or newly vacated areas in the case of the oil spill. If there
were sufficient food resources,young females,then breeding females
and males moved into the area, pushing the young males out. In an
area occupied by sea otters for a long time, breeding females out-
numbered males. Sea otters had occupied the western Sound for
three-quarters of a century before the spill.Surveys conducted in the
1970s and 1980s reported 62 to 87 percent females in the popula-
tion.Thus,the spill had wiped out a large portion of breeding female
sea otters—and their pups—as the spill occurred at a time when
many females were near term in their pregnancies.Replacing lost ani-
mals meant waiting for the slow process of colonization to play out.

Bodkin witnessed this colonization process in action. He cap-
t u red and tag ged a higher perc e n t age of young adult males and non-
b reeding females in the oiled area than in the unoiled area where he
found more breeding fe m a l e s . He fi g u red the surge in population
growth in the we s t e rn Sound between 1996 and 1998 occurred after
a critical mass of breeding females fi n a l ly moved into the are a .But that
colonization process had stalled in the nort h e rn Knight Island are a .

The most obvious question to ask was,“Was it food?” that was
causing the delay in recovery of the northern Knight Island popula-
tion.When young male sea otters moved into an area,they were look-
ing for food.Good sea otter habitat meant good food—a seafloor rich
with a variety of clams, crabs, mussels,sea urchins,sea stars, octopi,
and other delicacies.To answer this question,biologists used SCUBA
equipment to dive and collect what they observed sea otters eating,
they measured the caloric content of this food,and they captured sea
otters to measure “condition” or weight per unit length (Dean et al.
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2002). While they found no statistical differences in any of these
parameters between the study areas, they did observe more high-
energy food, larger sea urchins, and heavier sea otters, especially
young females, in the oiled area. While Bodkin’s colleagues tested
whether prey populations were thriving in response to fewer sea
otters at the oiled sites,Bodkin found that sea otters at the oiled site
had relatively easy pickings of a rich food supply (Dean et al.2000).
Otters ate significantly more calories per hour and spent significant-
ly less time foraging than those at the unoiled site. Food differences
were clearly not the problem constraining sea otter recovery in
northern Knight Island.

Neither was reproduction.The few breeding females at northern
Knight Island produced pups at the same rate as females at the con-
trol site.However, data from the beach cast surveys, which included
ten years of pre-spill data and ten years of post-spill data, clearly
showed that otters born after the spill had lower survival rates.The
spill also took a toll on prime breeding age animals and older animals
for years after the accident.Similar findings were reported by aquar-
iums and other public display facilities that received captive sea
otters from Exxon’s treatment centers in 1989—these animals died
at a higher rate than other captive sea otters (Rebar et al. 1995). In
the western Sound the effects of the spill on the population grew
less distinct with time as new animals replaced ones damaged by the
spill.The divergent population trends at northern Knight Island indi-
cated that spill ef fects on survival lingered longer where oil impacts
were greatest.

Bodkin’s group (2002) tested 157 sea otters for continued expo-
sure to residual oil.They found levels of the biomarker cytochrome
P450-1A were significantly higher in sea otters at oiled sites than
unoiled sites.They also found significantly higher levels of the serum
enzyme GGT (gamma-glutamyl transferase) in sea otters from Knight
Island. Elevated GGT levels indicated liver disease or injury such as
had been observed in captive minks exposed to oil. The levels of
these two enzymes were highly variable among individuals. Bodkin
explained that sea otters were “basically diggers.” They excavated
huge amounts of sediment—up to five cubic meters a day if they
were feeding solely in soft substrate.The oil was not evenly distrib-
uted across the subtidal seafloor—it collected in pools and patches.
Bodkin’s group reasoned that some sea otters foraged in oil pockets
more often than others and the variable exposure was reflected in
the individual animal’s blood and liver chemistry.
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This persistent harm in wild sea otters from exposure to residual
oil is a thread of evidence that trails back to 1989 (Chapter 14).
Autopsies on sea otter carcasses immediately after the spill found
lung damage (interstitial pulmonary emphysema), liver and brain
damage (lesions), neurological damage, stomach ulcers, and other
damage to internal organs from acute oil exposure.Treated captive
sea otters were sickly;autopsies on ones that survived Exxon’s treat-
ment program (and died in aquariums) found chronic liver and lung
diseases associated with acute exposure to oil.

Bodkin and his group concluded that sea otters had not fully
recovered from the spill and that oil was the most likely culprit caus-
ing delayed recovery in localized areas. Putting the pieces together
from their combined studies,they realized there was only one possi-
ble explanation for their findings of injury to animals that had not
even been exposed to the initial spill.The animals’health was com-
promised from continued exposure to oil either through digging or
diet or both.Sea otters had evolved a survival strategy similar to har-
lequin ducks: they were long-lived and had low reproductive rates.
This survival strategy left them unprepared,as a species,to deal with
catastrophic loss, especially from something such as oil that contin-
ued to poison their environment.

P i geon Gu i ll em o t s
When USFWS bird biologist Greg Golet (1999) took the lead on the
pigeon guillemot study for the NVP project,he inherited a wealth of
pre-spill data on these small diving seabirds—and some curious tid-
bits from NRDA studies on seabirds in general.At the 1994 workshop
organized by Holland-Bartels,Golet learned that populations of many
“piscivorous” or fish-eating marine birds had sharply declined in
Prince William Sound between the early 1970s and the 1990s (Agler
et al. 1999).The numbers were grim: fourteen of seventeen species
including loons, cormorants, mergansers, certain gulls, black-legged
kittiwakes, some murrelets, terns, puffins, and guillemots had plum-
meted an average of 65 percent—in some cases up to 95 percent.In
contrast,many marine birds that fed on invertebrates either had not
declined at all or had experienced an initial decline,but then recov-
ered.Harlequins were one of the notable exceptions.

Golet found the studies on pigeon guillemots by two USFWS
staff, Karen Oakley and Kathy Kuletz, particularly useful.Initially, the
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scientists conducted studies at Naked Island from 1978 through
1981.These studies were more detailed than most baseline studies
conducted in the advent of oil tanker traffic through the Sound,
because they used their research to complete master’s degrees.The
Exxon Valdez grounded about twenty miles from Naked Island and
oil coated parts of the island. From 1989 to 1992,Oakley and Kuletz
(1996) repeated their earlier studies.

The later surveys found fewer guillemots—the post-spill popula-
tion was 43 percent smaller—and the relative declines in population
were greater along oiled shorelines.The biologists found no obvious
disruptions to breeding from the spill as they had expected—egg lay-
ing, hatching success, chick growth were not significantly different
from pre-spill.However, they noticed a change in diet—parent birds
fed chicks more sand lance pre-spill and more cod after the spill.
They calculated that the highest growth rate of chicks was in 1979
when chicks ate the most sand lance—60 percent of their diet.They
concluded that the spill contributed to the decline in the population
of pigeon guillemots,but was not solely responsible for it.

Golet’s NVP project picked up where the NRDA study left off.He
was charged with determining what role oil had played in the guille-
mots’ decline from 15,000 in 1972 and 1973, as reported by Pete
Isleib and others,to just over 3,000 in 1993 (Hayes and Kuletz 1997).
This promised to be a more complex task than the companion stud-
ies on sea otters and harlequin ducks, because of evidence that
changes in food availability also influenced the decline.

Most of the piscivorous birds required abundant sources of high-
quality lipid-rich schooling “forage”(food) fish such as capelin, sand
lance,and juvenile herring to successfully raise young (Springer and
Speckman 1997). Scientists suspected that the population of forage
fish had shifted from one dominated by energy-rich herring and
capelin in the 1970s to one dominated by lower-energy cods in the
1980s in response to an abrupt warming of sea-surface temperature.
Investigating the roles of climate change, forage fish,and the oil spill
on seabird populations became the subject of the APEX project, the
primary source of Golet’s funding (Chapter 19).

The life history of pigeon guillemots made them a prime candi-
date for study under both the NVP and APEX projects.The feeding
habits of pigeon guillemots helped Golet and his colleagues detect
differences in oil effects and food effects on population dynamics
(Golet et al.2002).Guillemots are unique among alcids because they
feed nearshore in small home ranges, while their cousins, such as
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murres and puffins, range widely offshore in pursuit of schooling
fish.Seabirds that forage far and wide for pelagic schooling fish criss-
crossed between oiled and unoiled areas, which blurred oil effects.
Pigeon guillemots forage in much smaller areas close to their
colonies,which were usually distinctly oiled or not.This smaller geo-
graphic scale made it easier for Golet to distinguish between effects
of food and oil on recovery.

Pigeon guillemots’diverse diet also gave Golet and his team clues
to help distinguish between oil effects and climate effects (Golet et
al. 2000). Guillemots forage for invertebrates in shallow waters and
dive up to 165 feet in pursuit of fish—mostly demersal sculpins,
blennies, greenlings, flatfish, and rockfish, but also schooling fishes
such as herring, capelin, and sand lance when available. Guillemots
are unique among seabirds in that they had hedged their bets for sur-
vival in favor of dietary diversity rather than efficiency.Schooling fish
have a higher energy content (Anthony and Roby 1997),but they are
also ephemeral, always on the move, and harder to locate than the
p re d i c t able fish that hang out along ro cky subtidal shore s .
Guillemots, by virtue of their flexible diet,are partially buffered from
shifts in forage fish populations, so the guillemots’ population does
not fluctuate as wildly as some other seabirds.

To determine to what extent food differences influenced sur-
vival at the oiled and unoiled sites, Golet and his co-workers circled
entire islands in skiffs to census guillemots during early morning
high tides before adults left their nests to forage.Using SCUBA equip-
ment, they dove at guillemot foraging areas to determine the types
and abundance of demersal species.They peered for hours through
binoculars and spotting scopes to identify the fish held crossways in
bills of adults that returned to their nests to feed their chicks.The
researchers measured growth of chicks every five days from hatch-
ing until fledging.They confirmed that,before the spill,adult pigeon
guillemots were heavier, in better condition, and they produced
more offspring and chicks grew more quickly and had higher sur-
vival rates.After the spill, neither chicks nor adults survived as well
in oiled sites,but for different reasons,as Golet found out.

For the chicks,the evidence pointed to differences in diet,likely
caused indirectly by the spill.The reference colonies in Jackpot Bay
were located next to a nursery area for herring,a lipid-rich fish that
made up 45 percent of the chicks’ diet (Golet et al. 2000). In the
Naked Island colonies before the spill, adult guillemots prefer red to
feed their offspring sand lance, another high-lipid forage fish.These
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fish had made up the single largest component of the chicks’diet—
42 percent.However after the spill,sand lance accounted for only 13
percent of the chicks’diet.Sand lance were known to be sensitive to
oil—they didn’t avoid oiled sand, which made them vulnerable to
injury from oil exposure (Pearson, Woodruff, and Sugarman 1984).
Golet took a closer look at diet and reproductive success as part of
the APEX studies (Chapter 19).

For the adults,the evidence pointed to a strong oil spill effect.To
ferret out oil effects, Golet and his team drew blood samples and
took liver biopsies of adults and chicks without killing the birds or
the biologists—which was no easy thing (Seiser et al. 2000).Adults
were wary of decoys set on their roost rocks to lure them in for cap-
ture and they easily avoided rocket nets and noose snares.Biologists
had to dangle from ropes or cling to wobbly extension ladders and
dip-net the birds lacrosse-style out of the air as they flushed from cliff
nests. Since adults abandoned nests after such treatment, Golet and
his team made a point to capture and take samples from both mates
to reduce the number of nests disturbed.They also carefully collect-
ed abandoned eggs,which were airlifted to the Alaska SeaLife Center
where they were hatched and the chicks used in laboratory tests to
help interpret findings from their and other field studies (Prichard et
al.1997;Roby and Hovey 2002).

Golet’s hard-won data proved worth the effort. He found that
pigeon guillemot populations in the Sound were definitely lower
than pre-spill levels and that the decline was greater—and still con-
tinuing downward—at oiled colonies.At unoiled sites,the population
actually increased between the survey years of 1993 and 1998.Ten
years after the spill, the blood chemistry and liver tissues of adult
guillemots from oiled areas reflected continued oil exposure and
liver damage.Other blood parameters such as elevated levels of cor-
ticosterone and glucose—in birds with measurable P450-1A enzyme
levels—indicated the birds were stressed as their bodies mobilized
energy reserves in response to a toxic threat.

The levels of cytochrome P450-1A in adults,while higher in oiled
areas, were still low and variable, consistent with what one might
expect from individual birds foraging in a patchy mosaic of oil along
the seabed.Other NVP scientists confirmed the presence of subtidal
oil—through elevated levels of cytochrome P450-1A and related
enzymes—in two species of fish,masked greenling and crescent gun-
nel,up to ten years after the spill (Jewett et al.2002).These fish were
collected from at least one site near the guillemot colonies studied
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by Golet and others. Golet found no evidence of oil exposure in
chicks. He knew chicks were fed exclusively fish, while adults ate
invertebrates as well, so he figured the adults were picking up oil
from eating contaminated invertebrates and foraging in oiled sedi-
ments.Golet reasoned that ongoing oil exposure and organ damage
in adults could have contributed to reduced survival and delayed
recovery in oiled areas.

Golet and his team (2002) concluded that pigeon guillemots in
the Sound had not recovered from the spill and that the delayed
recovery was most likely due to significant and lingering harm to
adults still foraging in oiled habitat and eating oiled prey.They real -
ized that additional harm from oil spills and pollution could be the
last straw for wildlife populations already in decline from unfavor-
able natural conditions such as climate changes.

River Otters
At the initial meetings organized by Holland-Bartels, scientists inter-
ested in river otter studies brought a wealth of information on bio-
markers that became central to the NVP project. Use of biomarkers
to chart chronic injury and monitor recovery of wildlife populations
exposed to oil spills was cutting-edge research in 1995. In 1989 it
was pioneering work and the fact that it had been done at all was a
testament to three stubborn biologists with a bold vision.

After the oil spill in 1989,Governor Cowper called the director of the
Institute of Arctic Biology at the University of Alaska in Fairbanks
(UAF) and told him in no uncertain terms to get involved with the oil
spill research. Under orders from the director to write proposals,
mammal biologist Professor Terry Bowyer, PhD, (2003) submitted a
study on river otters to the federal lawyers in charge of damage
assessment.Then he discovered that an ADFG staff had submitted a
nearly identical proposal.The two biologists discussed their predica-
ment and decided to collaborate rather than compete.Thus began a
very productive relationship and some of the earliest work to inves-
tigate chronic effects of the oil spill on river otter populations.

In the Sound and throughout coastal areas of the Gulf of Alaska,
“river”otters spend much of their time feeding and swimming in the
ocean. No one knew how many river otters were in the Sound in
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1989, but biologists later estimated there were about eighty animals
for every sixty miles of good habitat, which meant they were very
common (Testa et al.1994).They live in old-growth forests mostly at
the edge of the sea.Individual home ranges are lengths of shoreline,
a narrow strip of habitat along the coastline and they rarely use inland
habitat away from the sea.River otters feed mostly on a diverse array
of marine fish in inshore waters.They also take invertebrates from the
intertidal zone, which makes them extremely vulnerable to oil spills
and lingering effects from oil exposure.The animals are very secre-
tive, but conveniently for researchers, river otters keep a record of
what they eat preserved in “scat” (feces) at community latrines.The
record is imperfect,as some easily digestible foods such as soft parts
of clams leave no trace, but much can be learned about river otters’
diets from the bits of bone, fish scales, shell fragments, and fur and
feathers left at the latrines.

Bowyer and ADFG biologist Jim Faro faced an uphill battle to
convince the NRDA lawyers to fund their proposal.Only twelve river
otter carcasses were found after the spill, which didn’t impress the
federal lawyers who refused to list river otters as an injured resource.
(The biologists suspected, and later confirmed, that sick animals
crawled into dense underbrush or dens to die and so carcasses were
nearly impossible for beach crews to find.) The biologists successful-
ly argued that ri ver otters we re ideal sentinel species—other
researchers used these animals during the decade prior to the spill to
study biological effects of heavy metals, pesticides, and PCBs. The
biologists proposed to study the traditional indicators of pollutant
effects—diet and prey availability, habitat use, and demographics.
Bowyer’s colleague, Professor Larry Duffy, PhD, joined the team to
study biomarkers to measure stress and overall health.The lawyers
balked at funding the blood chemistry work.It was just too new of a
technique (for wildlife) to be used in court to prove damages.

Bowyer’s team was insistent.They strongly suspected that criti-
cal clues to solving the mystery of oil effects on river otters were
contained in the animals’blood.They argued that in humans,it is well
documented that exposure to aromatic hydrocarbons or stress trig-
gers an immediate defense response, which ultimately involves the
immune system. Immune system activity can be monitored through
various blood components including enzymes and plasma proteins.
For example, elevated levels of two small proteins, “interleukin-6”
and “haptoglobin” indicate a toxic effect or trauma in humans
(Heinrich,Castell,and Anders 1990).
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Bowyer’s group believed that a similar response in river otters
exposed to oil could have disastrous consequences, because hapto-
globin binds “free”or excess hemoglobin in the plasma,preventing it
from transporting or storing oxygen.The biologists realized that by
limiting oxygen supply, this cellular trauma could limit dive time and
the ability of river otters to catch fish,possibly leading to starvation
and death.

The lawyers remained unconvinced that the biomarker study
was worthwhile. Bowyer and Larry decided to fund that portion of
their proposal out of their summer salaries. Grudgingly, the lawyers
reimbursed them, but each year for four years from 1989 to 1992,
Bowyer said,“We fought bloody battles” to preser ve the biomarker
research and keep their project intact.

Bowyer’s team chose two study sites,each with fifty miles of sim-
ilar habitat and number of latrines,an indicator of river otter density
(Bowyer et al. 2003).They hustled to identify their sites in April,
because they thought the number of latrines would reflect river otter
density before the oil spill impacted the population.They figured cor-
rectly. Study sites at oiled northern Knight Island and unoiled Ester
Passage were far enough apart so even the notoriously mobile male
river otters would not cross the twenty-five miles of open sea
between the two areas.

The re s e a rch e rs live - c a p t u red twe l ve ri ver otters at Knight Island
and ten at Ester Pa s s age ,o u t fitted the animals with ra d i o - t ra n s m i t t e rs ,
took blood samples and body measure m e n t , then released the animals
and tra cked them.The biologists also tramped through the woods and
located all the latrines within each study are a — over 110 latrines at
e a ch site, w h i ch they proceeded to “ cl e a n ” on a regular basis to gath-
er data on diet.The initial collection of scat in Ap ril 1989 provided a
good re c o rd of what the animals ate the winter befo re the spill.

One of the first things Bowyer’s team noticed was home ranges
of river otters were about twice as large in oiled areas than at unoiled
areas (Bowyer,Testa,and Faro 1995).River otters at Knight Island also
frequented beaches with steep tidal slopes and large rocks,while ani-
mals at the unoiled sites chose areas with gently sloping beaches.The
biologists thought river otters at Knight Island might be actively try-
ing to avoid beaches where oiling was most severe and more likely
to pool and persist—the flatter beaches—in favor of exposed beach-
es with more wave action.

By summer 1990 the biologists noticed a startling shift in diet in
river otters in the oiled area,while the diet of river otters at unoiled
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sites remained essentially unchanged (Bowyer et al. 1994).At oiled
sites, scat samples indicated river otters switched to slower moving
prey such as crabs and flatfish—rather than the swifter sand lance,
gunnels, and ronquils. River otters at oiled sites also ate far fewer
species than animals at unoiled sites.The year lag time initially puz-
zled the biologists,but in speaking with other scientists,they realized
the delay probably was related to the movement of oil from intertidal
areas in 1989 to subtidal habitats in 1990.

Since fish are a large portion of a healthy river otter’s diet—80
percent they found out—the biologists figured an abrupt change to
a diet with far fewer fish might have huge consequences for these
animals. Sure enough,male river otters in oiled areas were found to
weigh significantly less than animals from Ester Passage. Male river
otters foraged more widely than females even at unoiled sites,but the
lower body weights meant the males were starving.They were obvi-
ously looking for food, as evidenced by the larger home ranges, but
they either weren’t finding it or couldn’t catch it.

The biologists wondered if this was because their preferred prey
were less abundant or because river otters at oiled sites were less
successful at catching the faster fish.They couldn’t fully answer this
question, because funds to study prey availability had been cut.
However, river otters at oiled sites had elevated levels of blood pro-
teins,indicating that they were suf fering a toxic effect from oil expo-
sure (Duffy et al. 1993).The biologists also found elevated levels of
“porphyrins” in scat (Bowyer et al.2003). Porphyrins are involved in
synthesis of heme,the critical component of hemoglobin involved in
oxygen transport,and this biosynthetic pathway is readily disrupted
by oil exposure.The biologists interpreted elevated levels of por-
phyrins to mean that river otters in oiled areas were oxygen-stressed
because of oil exposure and the animals were trying to compensate
by producing more hemoglobin. Oxygen-deprivation could explain
why otters in oiled areas had switched to slow-moving prey.

The evidence was mounting: elevated levels of blood proteins
and porphyrins,lower body mass,larger home ranges,and change in
diet (Duffy et al. 1994a).This added up to what Bowyer called,“an
overwhelming indication” of chronic effects from the oil spill. Still
the lawyers and political scientists with the EVOS trustee process
refused to list river otters as an injured resource. Ironically, by 1992
Bowyer’s team even found evidence of recovery—levels of blood
haptoglobin and interleukin-6 were no longer significantly different
(although the biologists cautioned the sample size was too small to
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be reliable) and average body mass of animals was nearly identical
between oiled and unoiled areas (Duffy et al.1994b).

Finally, in 1993, river otters were officially listed as an injured
species by the EVOS Trustee Council (Bowyer et al. 1993).Then all
funding for their study was cut while Faro was in the field and
Bowyer was out-of-state.Under Governor Hickel,funding for oil spill
studies was at the mercy of Mark Fraker, a staunch oil industry advo-
cate and former BP employee who showed little regard for studies
that could potentially damage this industry. Fraker wielded a lot of
influence among the three state trustees and all it took was one vote
to terminate a study. Bowyer’s group was livid,but there was nothing
they could do to reinstate their funding.The cuts so demoralized the
biologists that Bowyer said he never wanted to hear of river otters
after that. Faro eventually retired from ADFG and moved to Sitka.
Studies on river otters languished.

In 1995 University of Alaska Fairbanks Professor Dan Roby, PhD, and
graduate student Gail Blundell picked up the river otter studies
where Bowyer’s team had left off. As part of the NVP project, they
repeated the earlier studies, adding a study on prey availability and
refining the blood chemistry work.Buoyed by their enthusiasm and
the support from the EVOS Trustee Council, Bowyer served as proj-
ect advisor and Duffy continued to do the chemical analyses.This
time they used Jackpot Bay as a control, which proved to be prob-
lematic. Some of the male river otters commuted between unoiled
and oiled sites—a round trip of about seventy miles—by swimming
short distances and island-hopping.Bowyer said,“We had no clue the
animals moved that much!”Some of the animals in Jackpot Bay also
forsook their marine life and reverted to being “river”otters, feeding
and living in the large freshwater system in the area. (Neither these
animals nor the commuting males were considered as part of the
NVP study.)

After four more years of work, the scientists found strong evi-
dence of recovery despite evidence of continued oil exposure
(Bowyer et al.2003).Oil on river otters’fur, collected by wiping their
coats with gauze soaked in solve n t , and elevated levels of
cytochrome P450-1A indicated the animals were still exposed to oil
present in the Sound (Duffy et al. 1999). However, the levels of oil
did not appear to be high enough to create measurable health prob-
lems.Male river otters continued to gain weight in oiled areas until
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eventually there were no differences in body mass between oiled
and unoiled sites.All the blood biomarkers,haptoglobin,interleukin-
6, and others, and the corresponding levels of porphyrin in scat
were greatly reduced from the earlier studies, although the levels
were still slightly elevated at oiled sites. Home ranges gradually
shrunk back to normal sizes in oiled areas and the animals no longer
avoided oiled shores, but used the same types of gently sloping
beaches. Eventually no differences in diet were found and the
inshore waters were well stocked with diverse fishes in both areas.

In a lengthy monograph (2003), Bowyer and others concluded
that river otters had suffered population-level injuries from the oil
spill, but had largely recovered by 1998. He used laboratory studies
on river otters conducted by Merav Ben-David at the Alaska SeaLife
Center in 1998 to 1999 to link his early and later field studies (Ben-
David,Williams, and Ormseth 2000). Ben-David found that oil expo-
sure resulted in health costs,particularly reduced hemoglobin levels,
which made diving and moving on land more exhausting.Indeed,ani-
mals with lower levels of hemoglobin perished soon after release and
more of these experimental animals died of starvation than wild
otters during a time of food shortages (Ben-David,Blundell,and Blake
2002). She also found a correlation between malnutrition and por-
phyrins: starving animals produce more porphyrins (Ben-David,
Bowyer, and Duffy 2001). Bowyer realized that the change in diet he
had observed—from fish to slower moving prey—with resulting
weight loss and increased level of porphyrins meant otters in oiled
areas had had trouble catching prey and had lost weight as a result
of exposure to residual oil.

By 1997 most of the river otters alive in 1989 had been replaced
by younger animals and there were no differences in survival
between oiled and unoiled areas.In the end,Bowyer concluded that
integrating individual-based studies on biomarkers and population-
level studies on demographics, diet, and habitat proved essential to
understanding the effects of oil on river otters—just as he,Duffy, and
Faro had first envisioned in 1989.

E x xon’s Re s pon s e
Exxon scientists did not conduct any comprehensive studies com-
parable to the NVP project.They did not look for long-term effects of
the oil spill,because they claimed there would be none.
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They based this claim,in part,on a “battery of laboratory toxici-
ty tests”conducted “in compliance with standard and published test
procedures . . .” (Stubblefield et al.1995, 665).They claimed the ‘bat-
tery of tests’ was “thorough, equaling or exceeding baseline testing
requirements necessary for pesticide registration in the United
States”(ibid.,688).These tests were all short-term (two weeks or less)
and used relatively large doses of oil, fed to European ferrets and mal-
lard ducks as surrogate species for wildlife in Prince William Sound.
Exxon scientists concluded,“WEVC [weathered Exxon Valdez oil]
would be considered practically nontoxic using the EPA criterion . . .”
(ibid., 686),considering that in the Sound, potential exposures after
1989 were well below those shown to cause harm in their tests
(ibid., 689).The problem was that their tests were a poor substitute
for going out into the Sound and looking for oil effects in the actual
wildlife at risk over a period of years,not merely days.

Exxon scientists also based their anticipation of no long-term
spill effects on their study of habitat use in seabirds,conducted from
1989 to 1991. Exxon scientists (Day et al. 1995) found that “most
marine-oriented bird species in PWS and along the Kenai [Peninsula]
were using habitats without regard to the initial oiling that the bays
had experienced . . .” (755). From this they concluded “that the nega-
tive effects of the Exxon Valdez oil spill on bird habitats had largely
dissipated by that time” (ibid.,755).Whether or not birds used oiled
habitat was different from whether or not birds survived and suc-
cessfully fledged young in oiled habitat.Huff (1954),author of How
to Lie with Statistics, points out,“There are many forms of counting
up something and then reporting it as something else”(80).Huff calls
this form of deception,“the semi-attached figure,”which I discussed
earlier (Chapter 16).

For it to work in this case, the number of birds had to be the
same in oiled and unoiled areas and the same before and after the
spill.Exxon scientists found this largely to be so (with some excep-
tions):“[T]he overall abundance of most species in these bays had
not changed significantly since 1984–1985” (Day et al. 1995, 754).
This was,in fact,not so,but Exxon’s study appeared to be designed
so carefully to avoid detecting oil effects that it also failed to detect
dramatic declines from natural causes (Chapter 19). For example,
during the three-year study, there was only one survey conducted
during the mid-winter period critical for harlequin duck survival;the
other ten surveys we re conducted from late March thro u g h
October.
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Huff observes that “[T]he result of a sampling study is no better
than the sample it is based on”(18).In this case,according to USFWS
biologist Esler (1999),the summer surveys yielded results with “limit-
ed relevance for understanding dynamics of wintering populations,”
which he considered central to population recovery of harlequins.In
his understated way,Esler (1999) dismissed Exxon’s habitat use study
by simply saying,“Our approach [the NVP project] had greater reso-
lution and power to determine habitat affiliations and evaluate oil
spill effects”(see also Esler et al.2000c,846).

Sound Truth—NVP proj ect Sy n t h e s i s
The task of synthesizing the voluminous information from the NVP
project fell to Holland-Bartels (2002). Using what she called “a col-
lective weight of evidence approach,” she skillfully wove the infor-
mation from the four vertebrate predators studied, whose recovery
status was uncertain at the beginning of the NVP project,into a com-
pelling story of delayed recovery from persistent oil spill effects.With
deft,confident strokes,she broadly painted the following big picture
in the nearshore environment ten years after the spill.

Sporadic releases of residual oil were occurring and bottom-
dwelling species, primarily invertebrates, exposed to this oil soaked
it up and passed it on to wildlife that ate contaminated invertebrates.
In areas that had been heavily oiled,the continued exposure to resid-
ual oil, even though patchy and irregular, was sufficient to cause
increased levels of mortality and delayed recovery of localized stocks
of sea otters and harlequin ducks.

In contrast, for wildlife that ate primarily fish, this was not the
case.Piscivorous river otters were recovering from initial oil effects,
even in heavily oiled areas.The story was a little more complicated
for pigeon guillemots. Young guillemots ate only fish and they
showed no oil-related impacts. However, adult guillemots supple-
mented their fish diet with some invertebrates.The continued lack of
recovery of pigeon guillemot colonies seemed to be caused by spo-
radic oil exposure in adults, foraging for invertebrates and eating
oiled prey, as well as fewer forage fish,because of the spill and natu-
ral climate change (Chapter 19).

Holland-Bartels (2002) concluded,“The collective weight of evi-
dence from this project indicates lack of full recovery of the
nearshore ecosystem from the Exxon Valdez oil spill nearly a decade
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following the event”(viii).This single conclusion,in and of itself, was
unprecedented and totally unexpected. Other lessons learned from
the NVP project are discussed in chapter 23 and elsewhere (Peterson
and Holland-Bartels 2002).
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Chapter 19.

Apex Predators

The Alaska Pred a tor Eco s ys tem Experi m en t
( A P E X )
Introduction

Bruce Wright’s official position, since 1991, was chief of NOAA’s
Office of Oil Spill Damage Assessment and Restoration.He referred to
his job as being a “gofer biologist”to the EVOS Trustee Council, but
he actually held a prestigious and pivotal position with a lot of con-
trol and input as to which projects were funded (Wright 1999,2003).
He filled a critical role, relaying information from field biologists to
resource managers and the trustees.In 1994,after startup of the SEA
and NVP projects, Wright realized that the EVOS Trustee Council
needed to do some sort of ecosystem study on seabirds and harbor
seals. After all, the EVOS Trustee Council (1994) had listed seven
species of seabirds as injured resources either as “not recovering”
(three species of cormorants,pigeon guillemots,and common loons)
or “recovery unknown” (common murres and marbled murrelets).
The EVOS Trustee Council had also listed harbor seals as an injured
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resource “not recovering”from the spill.(It was difficult to detect oil
effects on some species such as harbor porpoise, Dall porpoise, and
Steller sea lions.) 

Wright and many other scientists believed that food was some-
how limiting recovery of marine mammals and seabirds, independ-
ent of the oil spill (Alaska Sea Grant College Program 1993;Hansen
1997).There were a variety of ongoing,independent projects on for-
age fish and apex predators such as seabirds and harbor seals.USFWS
seabird researcher Dave Irons became the spark for a more coordi-
nated approach.He had actually run boat transects for a couple years
looking for forage fish with a simple fish finder, because he suspect-
ed there was a link between forage fish and black-legged kittiwakes
in the Sound.

Frustrated with these unsophisticated methods, Irons called
Wright and proposed a project with USFWS studying seabirds and
NOAA studying forage fish using sophisticated hydroacoustic equip-
ment and fish sampling techniques. Wright got the EVOS Trustee
Council to fund a workshop to integrate all the various studies on
apex predators into an ecosystem program,but the marine mammal
scientists were unable to participate.Wright presented the workshop
results to the EVOS Trustee Council as the “Seabird-Forage Fish
Project.” It was funded and started in August 1994 as pilot project in
Prince William Sound.

The project evolved rapidly. John Piatt (Chapter 15) was the first
to realize that the Sound did not have enough diversity of forage fish
and productivity among seabird colonies for comparisons to resolve
the food question.Piatt (2003) convinced his bosses at the USGS and
Wright to expand the Seabird-Forage Fish Project to lower Cook
Inlet. He explained, “We’ve got the perfect system in Cook Inlet.
We’ve got the seabird colonies most affected by the oil spill—the
Barren Islands colonies where murre populations are relatively large
and, in recent years at least, relatively stable. We’ve got the Chisik
Island colony where populations of murres and kittiwakes have
declined by 40 to 80 percent over the past twenty years.And we’ve
got the Gull Island colony in Kachemak Bay where populations of
murres and kittiwakes have increased by the same amount over the
same timeframe.”

Piatt argued that targeting these extremes—stable, thriving, and
failing seabird colonies—could lead to understanding what was driv-
ing differences in survival.He pointed out that over 90 percent of the
seabirds killed by the oil spill were killed in lower Cook Inlet and this
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was where recovery efforts on seabirds should be focused, not in
Prince William Sound.Piatt considered the Sound,“a backwater to the
Gulf of Alaska in terms of seabird productivity.”Wright said Piatt was
“very persuasive”—the Cook Inlet studies were funded, starting in
1995.The entire collage of seabird studies was renamed the “Alaska
Predator Ecosystem Experiment”or APEX.

Wright and others realized they could have resolved the “Is it
food?” question (Alaska Sea Grant College Program 1993) just by
studying Cook Inlet, but the growing collection of studies under
Wright’s watchful eye included support studies for the SEA program
and the NVP project in the Sound.Wright was overwhelmed.As he
explained,“This was not my job.”He was already managing a four mil-
lion-dollar program for the EVOS Trustee Council.The APEX studies
foundered for lack of clear direction.

A crucial re o rganization of APEX occurred in late 1995.W ri g h t
b rought in Dave Duffy with The Nature Conservancy to re l i eve him
as project leader and he hired Dan Roby, a pro fessor at Unive rs i t y
of Alaska Fairbanks to develop models of energy fl ow among
s e ab i rds and fo rage fi s h . S eve ral other agency scientists and con-
t ra c t o rs we re added until the APEX project consisted of twe n t y
i n t e grated components

Wright described the trio of Duffy, Roby, and Piatt as “the scien-
tific powerhouses of APEX.” He said,“They understood the big pic-
ture better than anybody else.They were very knowledgeable of bird
dynamics and ecology and they were key in making the project
work.” Wright’s unflagging support for the program helped deliver
the funding through the EVOS Trustee Council.APEX was fully fund-
ed at $10.8 million as a five-year ecosystem project,starting in 1996.

With as many as one hundred scientists collecting data and mon-
itoring field activities during the field season, APEX was a logistical
nightmare. Just producing data sets that could be compared across
the large and varied study area required a year-long effort by Duffy
and Irons to coordinate new sampling and data-sharing procedures
and figure out project protocols. Another problem was data inter-
pretation.When APEX started, data collection technology outpaced
data analysis capabilities. Sophisticated hydroacoustic equipment
was available to detect and measure density of schools of fish, but
the mathematical procedures to analyze the data were not available
as promised by the contractor. Complicated mathematical algo-
rithms had to be worked out before the scientists could interpret
their own data! 
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Then there was the issue of cross-checking the tricky hydroa-
coustic data on forage fish biomass and availability. USFWS Dave
Roseneau developed a simple and cost-effective method of monitor-
ing stomach contents of halibut and lingcod caught by sports fisher-
men (Roseneau and Byrd 1997).He found the diet of these predatory
fish mirrored the availability of forage fish in lower Cook Inlet. His
program was immensely popular with the public. Herring biologist
Evelyn Brown and others (1999) pioneered the use of different tech-
niques to photograph forage fish schools during aerial surveys for the
SEA program (Chapter 17).One of the most technical and successful
methods was lidar, which used pulsed laser light to penetrate into
shallow water even when the water was not clear. During APEX,
Brown advanced and refined use of lidar as a practical remote sensing
tool to assess forage fish populations (Brown et al.2002).

APEX, with its component projects in Cook Inlet and Prince
William Sound, was one of the first attempts anywhere to integrate
effects of marine climate and ocean conditions on populations of for-
age fish and seabird predators.

Gulf of Alaska Stud ies — The ‘Big Picture’

The APEX scientists were tasked with understanding the effects of
changes in forage species,particularly energy-rich forage fish.Wright
was intrigued by Piatt’s theory about changes in ocean temperatures
and Paul Anderson’s long-term small-mesh trawl surveys, which he
had kept running on a tiny budget (Chapter 15).Piatt and Anderson
reasoned that warmer ocean and air temperatures were functions of
storms and atmospheric pressure differences over the Gulf of Alaska.
They were searching for what was driving the shifts in marine cli-
mate change and they thought this might be related to shifts in
atmospheric pressure.Wright secured funding for Piatt and Anderson
to expand their historical analysis of small-mesh trawl surveys and to
gather historical satellite data on sea temperatures and atmospheric
conditions in the northern Gulf of Alaska.

While on sabbatical at the University of Washington,Piatt attend-
ed seminars with scientists from the University of Washington and
elsewhere who were just beginning to report on abrupt shifts in sea
temperature in the northeast Pacific Ocean, including the Gulf of
Alaska.These scientists found the shifts usually occurred in cycles,
generally over the space of a few years during every other decade or
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so (Francis and Hare 1994).They dubbed this climate regime shift,
the “Pacific Decadal Oscillation.”

They described the resulting biological regime shifts,the effects,
of these physical flip-flops between warm and cool climate regimes
as “abrupt sledgehammer blows”to wildlife populations (Francis and
Hare 1994,281).They found salmon thrived in the Gulf of Alaska dur-
ing warm regimes from the early 1920s to the late 1940s and early
1950s,and again from the mid-1970s to 1992, the end of their study.
Salmon stocks plummeted during the twenty-five-year cool period in
between the warm eras.They concluded there were “very significant
and coherent linkages” between climate regime shifts and salmon
production in the northeast Pacific Ocean (ibid.,287).

Fo l l owing clues from these earlier re s e a rch e rs , Piatt and
A n d e rson took a hard look at the basic physical oceanogra p hy of
the Gulf of Alaska (Wright et al. 2 0 0 0 ) .S e awa rd of the arc of moun-
tains rimming the coastline of the Sound,Cook Inlet, and the A l a s k a
Pe n i n s u l a , the narrow continental shelf drops ab ru p t ly from 550
feet to the seafloor at about 13,720 fe e t .The shelf break acts like a
giant underwater ri ve r b a n k , channeling the fl ow of the swift and
n a rrow Alaska Stream we s t wa rd into the huge North Pa c i fic gy re .
This counter-cl o ckwise circulating water mass provides the ocean-
ic link between the Gulf of Alaska continental shelf and the Pa c i fi c
O c e a n . The gy re , in turn , is cl o s e ly coupled to the Aleutian low -
p re s s u re system.

Fierce winter storms,spawned by the Aleutian low-pressure sys-
tem, are pushed either south or north across the Pacific by slow-
motion atmospheric flexes in a high pressure ridge usually centered
over Siberia. When the storms track more southerly across the
Pacific, cold northwest winds tug at nearshore surface waters and
pull cold waters up from great depths,causing “upwelling” along the
shelf break.When the storms track more northerly, there is “down-
welling” where warm waters along the continental shelf sink at the
shelf break.According to 1,500 years of climate data recorded in bris-
tle cone pine tree-rings,the two climate regimes—cold and warm—
oscillate back and forth an average of every fifteen years or so with
one regime lasting anywhere from one to three decades before rever-
sal—the Pacific Decadal Oscillation.

Meanwhile in Kodiak, it took Anderson several years to collect
and sort through the data from nearly 9,000 trawl surveys, collected
since 1953 in the western Gulf of Alaska,while Piatt was compiling
four climate indices for the same area and time from colleagues at
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the University of Washington.When they coupled the physical and
biological data sets,they found that when the Aleutian low was weak,
coastal water temperatures were unusually low and shrimp and
capelin dominated trawl catches (Anderson and Piatt 1999). During
periods with a strong Aleutian low-pressure system, coastal waters
were warm and cod,pollock,and flatfish dominated trawl catches.All
the climate indices pointed to an abrupt change from cool to warm
around 1977. Anderson and Piatt analyzed trawl data for thirty-six
individual species and determined that the average total catch of bio-
mass dropped by over half from 1972 to 1981,mostly due to a crash
in catch of forage species such as shrimp and capelin.

Anderson and Piatt (1999) reasoned that starvation and predation
were driving the changes in the ecosystem. (Many of the thirty-six
species they looked at,such as capelin, were not fished commercially
in the Gulf of Alaska.) Blooms of the sea’s microscopic plant life (phy-
toplankton) occur in response to warm sea temperatures and are
closely followed by an increase in numbers of tiny animal grazers (zoo-
plankton). Change in the timing of peak abundance of this rich food
source could wreak havoc on young fish,shrimp,and crab. For exam-
ple,other researchers found that populations of one main food of for-
age species, a Neocalanus copepod, peaked one to two months later
during a cold period (ibid.,121).Warm regimes, with an earlier abun-
dance of these copepods, favored the young of species that spawned
in early spring,such as pollock.In warm regimes, young of species that
spawned in late spring, such as capelin, might completely miss their
main meal ticket and starve.Anderson and Piatt also believed that the
abrupt rise in cod, pollock,arrowtooth flounder, and halibut had has-
tened the demise of shrimp and capelin as the groundfish were all
voracious predators of these forage species.

Piatt and Anderson concluded that these large-scale decadal fluc-
tuations in sea temperature had an indirect impact on seabirds and
marine mammals that subsisted on forage species and juvenile
groundfish.During the cold regime prior to 1977,seabirds and marine
mammals relied on fatty forage species such as capelin.With the onset
of the warm regime, capelin crashed and seabirds and marine mam-
mals replaced capelin in their diets with juvenile pollock (Anderson,
Blackburn, and Johnson 1997). Then several seabird and marine
mammal populations crashed. Juvenile pollock are lean fish without
the high energy content of fatty forage species such as capelin.The
transition from cold-to-warm regimes took about fifteen to twenty
years to ripple through the ecosystem and alter community structure
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of the apex predators—the seabirds and mammals.Anderson and Piatt
concluded that short-lived shrimp and capelin reacted more swiftly—
within a couple years—to temperature shifts and so were good indi-
cators of decadal-scale changes in northern marine ecosystems.

Wright described Piatt and Anderson’s work as “the clearest pic-
ture of a biological regime shift anywhere on the planet.” Their work
established a framework to understand effects of climate and food on
seabird populations.

Lower Cook Inlet Stud ies

Piatt (2003) viewed Cook Inlet as a large inland extension of the con-
tinental shelf in the northern Gulf of Alaska (Drew and Piatt 2002).It
was about the same length as Chesapeake Bay.He figured patterns of
seabird productivity in the Inlet would mirror the same physical
influences at play in the Gulf of Alaska.So from 1995 to 1999 under
the APEX program,he mustered a small army of colleagues, graduate
students,and support crew to collect the same types of physical and
biological data that others were collecting in Prince William Sound.
It was a monumental undertaking.

Sea-surface temperature images from orbiting NOAA satellites
and temperature-salinity-depth profiles from boat transects yield a
revealing profile of the Inlet’s physical oceanography. Upwelling of
cold, nutrient-rich water at the shelf break near the Barren Islands is
carried into Cook Inlet by the Alaska Coastal Current and strong tidal
currents, driven by the second highest tidal exchange in North
America.This plume of cold Gulf of Alaska water flows up the east-
side of the Inlet and mixes with warmer freshwater from coastal
rivers at the head of the shallow estuary.The warmer estuarine water
then flows down the westside of the Inlet,collecting silty, freshwater
glacial melt before it empties into the Gulf of Alaska. A distinct
boundary forms between the two water masses as a mid-channel
tidal rip, visible as a collection of kelp,logs,and debris.

The stable Barren Islands seab i rd colony near the shelf bre a k
is bathed in cool, we l l - m i xe d , oceanic wa t e rs from the upwe l l i n g .
The thriving Gull Island colony in Kachemak Bay on the eastside
of the Inlet is situated in a plume of oceanic water mixed with
f re s h water ru n o ff, and the struggling Chisik Island colony acro s s
the Inlet to the west is surrounded by wa rmer and turbid estuar-
ine wa t e r.
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Piatt and his team found these oceanographic processes ulti-
mately accounted for the pronounced differences in seabird produc-
tivity at the three colonies.To determine this,they started at the bot-
tom of the food web and worked their way up.They found standing
crops of phytoplankton and zooplankton were always much higher
near the Barren Islands and on the eastside of Cook Inlet (Drew
2002). In these two areas, the tiny plants grow in profusion in the
cold, nutrient-rich water, while the surface water near Chisik Island
is a virtual desert—it supported about one-tenth of the drifting plant
life as the water in Kachemak Bay.

At the Barrens Islands, forage fish school in the nutrient-rich
waters and consume abundant plankton (Robards et al.1999b). From
hundreds of beach seines and mid-water trawls, and analysis of hun-
dreds of thousands of fish, Piatt’s team from the Alaska Maritime
National Wildlife Refuge in Homer found far more fish,especially the
high lipid or fatty fish preferred by seabirds, in nearshore waters at
the Barren Islands. There, energy-packed capelin and sand lance
thrive and comprise over 99 percent of the total seine catch by num-
ber. In comparison, there were one-tenth as many fish in Kachemak
Bay, where sand lance represent 71 percent of the seine catches,and
one-hundredth as many fish at Chisik Island, where sand lance
account for only 24 percent of the seine catches. Trawl surveys
revealed that walleye pollock and capelin dominate the deeper shelf
waters near the Barren Islands, while sand lance dominate deeper
waters in Kachemak Bay (Abookire,Piatt,and Robards 2000;see also
Speckman and Piatt 2002).

Piatt and his team found that seabird breeding success was close-
ly related to an abundance of high lipid forage fish within a short dis-
tance of the colony.The team discovered that adult murres and black-
legged kittiwakes consistently fed their chicks mostly high lipid for-
age fish. Murres provisioned their single chick with capelin at the
Barren Islands colony, sand lance at Gull Island, and smelt at Chisik
Island (van Pelt and Shultz 2002). Kittiwakes fed their one or two
chicks primarily sand lance at all three colonies.Pigeon guillemots in
the eastern Inlet and horned puffins at Chisik Island also fed their
chicks mostly sand lance, caught in the inner reaches of Kachemak
Bay where the fish thrived in conditions that favored explosive
growth of plankton (Litzow et al.2000).

With sand lance prominent in so many seabird diets,Piatt and his
team conducted separate studies on this fish to learn about its habits.
From a literature review, they found these fish are a keystone species,
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filling a critical ecological role as prey for nearly one hundred species
of fish, birds, and mammals. From fieldwork, they discovered that
sand lance live nearly year-round in the shallow subtidal zone near
beaches so they are almost always accessible as prey. Unlike herring
and other forage fish,sand lance spawn in October, instead of spring,
so they have high-energy reserves in summer when other adult for-
age fish have low fat reserves (Robards et al.1999a).Sand lance pro-
vide seabirds with a shot of lipid-rich food when it was most needed
to feed hungry chicks.1

With the seab i rds at the diffe rent colonies all feeding their
young high-energy fo o d , Piatt wo n d e re d , “What could account fo r
the diffe rences in ch i ck surv i va l ? ”He and his team found part of the
a n swer was how often adults fed their yo u n g . Frequency of fe e d i n g
depended on how easily the fish could be caught.K i t t i wa kes had to
wo rk mu ch harder than mu rres to feed their young (Zador and Piatt
1 9 9 9 ) . Piatt and his team discove red this by accounting for “ l o a fi n g
t i m e ,” as Piatt called it, when both parents we re present at a nest.
Adults can only affo rd such a luxury when there is ample food to
satiate hungry yo u n g ; otherwise one parent hunts for fish while the
other guards the young from pre d a t o rs . Piatt realized that loafi n g
time or adult attendance was actually a ve ry sensitive measure of
fo rage fish abundance—as well as a ve ry effe c t i ve buffer ag a i n s t
food short age s .

Piatt and his team found kittiwakes had no loafing time—at least
one parent was usually hunting even at Gull Island where plentiful
food was a short distance from the colony (Shultz 2002). He
explained,“Kittiwakes pretty much wear their hearts on their sleeves
when it comes to food supply and breeding success.”When food is
abundant and nearby, like at Gull Island, they successfully raise two
chicks.But when food is scarce and there is no buffer, every hardship
lowers chick survival.At the Barren Islands,where kittiwakes had to
forage farther to find surface-schooling fish, chick survival dropped.
At Chisik Island, few birds ever fledged chicks,because adults could
seldom find enough food. Piatt said,“God knows why the birds are
even there.”

In contrast,murres have a lot of loafing time at the Barren Islands
and Gull Island, but not at Chisik Island (Zador and Piatt 1999).
Murres switch from leisure time to hunting fish when food supplies
drop, so they are able to successfully raise their single chick across
an incredibly wide range of food abundance from scarce to plentiful.
It helps that murres can dive over 600 feet in search of prey and are
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not restricted to surface feeding like kittiwakes.As proof of the suc-
cess of this approach to feeding, murre fledgling weights and body
condition are remarkably consistent among all the colonies, despite
huge differences in food supply. But there is a threshold—a critical
limit of prey below which even murres, constantly hunting, can not
find enough food for their young.

Piatt and his team witnessed a reproductive failure of murres at
Chisik Island in 1998 (Piatt el al.1999).Prior to this,an El Niño event
occurred in 1997 in the Gulf of Alaska.Super warm air from the equa-
tor lofted into the atmosphere, causing unusually warm sea surface
temperatures in the Gulf of Alaska beginning in June 1997.There was
a large “wreck” or natural die-off of young starving shearwaters and
some kittiwakes in the southern Bering Sea and Aleutians during
summer 1997. By October 1997, water temperatures in Cook Inlet
rose and remained unusually warm throughout the whole water col-
umn until May 1998.There was a moderate wreck of young starving
murres in lower Cook Inlet during spring 1998.After a tough winter,
seabirds were in poor condition for the 1998-breeding season.
Murres at Chisik Island had erratic attendance (absent much of time),
delayed breeding, and higher levels of stress hormones (corticoid
steroids) than in 1997.Most failed to produce eggs.Kittiwakes,with
their lower tolerance for food stress, failed to reproduce at both
Chisik and the Barrens in 1998 (Shultz and Harding 2002), and
horned puffins at the Chisik colony had the slowest chick growth in
all five years of APEX studies (Harding 2002; Harding, Piatt, and
Hamer 2003).

Pred icting Murre Recovery 

After five years of intensive studies across a range of disciplines,com-
bined with extensive analysis of a montage of historical data, Piatt
finally felt he could piece together enough information to answer the
critical question: when would murres recover from the oil spill?
(Piatt 2002) He concluded that the shift from a cool-to-warm regime
in the late 1970s and the persistence of this warm period reduced
food availability of preferred high lipid (fat) forage fish to seabirds
through the 1980s and 1990s (Piatt and Roseneau 1999).This result-
ed in widespread population declines, lower breeding success, and
mass mortality events both before and after the oil spill.He had doc-
umented this climate shift and its effect on forage fish and seabirds
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on a large scale in the Gulf of Alaska and on a regional scale in lower
Cook Inlet.

Against this larger drama,Piatt demonstrated that it was possible
to measure effects of smaller-scale events, such as intermittent El
Niños or random oil spills, on breeding success and population, but
it was tricky.He knew strict census data can be misleading,for exam-
ple,when nesting sites are saturated with breeding birds or when all
suitable breeding habitats at a colony are filled.Both may have been
the case for kittiwakes at Gull Island and murres at the Barren Islands
prior to the spill: there was no room at the inn and there were no
more inns in town. However, after the spill, there likely was a lot of
vacant breeding habitat that suddenly opened at the Barren Islands
due to the high oil-kill of murres.Piatt believed the thousands of mur-
res that had died at the Barren Islands in 1989 may have been large-
ly replaced by surplus birds from the reservoir of at-sea rafts, rather
than replaced through reproduction.Piatt also now knew that murre
egg productivity was not a good predictor of population trends.
Breeding success was very similar at the Barrens, Gull Island, and
Chisik Island—the birds all produced eggs, however not all the
chicks survived as evidenced by pronounced differences in popula-
tion trends.

Without historical data on murres at the Barrens and records of
more subtle indicators of breeding success than productivity, Piatt
knew that it was impossible to precisely determine the spill’s effect
on this population and the time to recovery. However, from a collec-
tion of post-spill studies from 1989 to 1999, it appeared that murres
were increasing at the Barren Islands by just over 4 percent annual-
ly. Piatt concluded that current ecological conditions were adequate
to sustain a stable population at the Barrens and support this modest
population growth. This supported his earlier speculation that it
would take twenty to seventy years for murre populations to recov-
er to a stable age distribution at colonies that had suffered the most
from the oil spill (Chapter 15).

Murre recovery also depended on favorable environmental con-
ditions. But seabirds were struggling to survive in the longest warm
regime on record.The good news was that Piatt and others antici-
pated a return to a cold regime—and more favorable conditions for
murres and other seabirds—in the early 2000s.(Subsequent research
proved this to be true.)
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Prince Willi am Sound Stud ies

The APEX studies in Prince William Sound grew out of a swirl of con-
troversy and some seemingly disjointed clues that pointed in direc-
tions of oil and changes in food as the causes of shifts in seabird pop-
ulations. USFWS seabird researcher David Irons and others dug out
Sound-wide surveys of marine birds conducted from 1989 to 1993
and compared these data to Pete Isleib’s pre-spill surveys in 1972 and
1973.They found populations of many species had declined—quite
drastically in several cases (Agler et al.1999).Most of the species that
had declined were fish-eaters—loons, cormorants, mergansers, cer-
tain colonies of black-legged kittiwakes and some other gulls,Arctic
terns, murrelets,puffins,and parakeet auklets.Most of the handful of
species that had increased during the roughly twenty-year period—
goldeneyes, harlequin ducks, black oystercatchers, and scoters—ate
shellfish and other invertebrates. Several species of the shellfish-
eaters declined after the spill,but the populations had fared well up
until then.The reason for the decline of piscivorous seabirds was not
clear from the surveys, but the evidence pointed to forage fish as a
good place to start looking for answers.

APEX studies in the Sound were a collage of work by seabird
research biologists, forage fish assessment teams,ecologists,and mod-
elers. These scientists set out to find the reasons for the dramatic
declines in populations of fish-eating seabirds in the Sound.Unlike the
APEX studies in the Gulf of Alaska and lower Cook Inlet,where the sci-
entists focused on physical oceanography and worked their way up to
the apex predators, the Prince William Sound studies focused on for-
age fish (capelin, sand lance, herring, and juvenile pollock) and
seabirds.The APEX studies in the Sound depended on the SEA program
to provide physical and biological oceanography data (Chapter 17).

Prince William Sound is a complex estuary with deep fjords
carved by moving rivers of ice—the glaciers still present and active
in the area.The SEA investigations (Chapter 17) revealed,in general,
there are three broad regions distinguished by different water mass-
es.The dynamic central and southwest region is influenced by Gulf
of Alaska waters,carried by a spur of the Alaska Coastal Current that
sweeps into the Sound through Hinchinbrook Entrance.The current
spins through the central Sound in a counterclockwise gyre, exiting
through Montague Strait. The northeast and east region is usually
warmer but still influenced by the nutrients and plankton in the cen-
tral gyre and inflow from the Gulf of Alaska.The north and northwest
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region has the most stable water masses and is more influenced by
outflow from glaciers and streams than by Gulf of Alaska waters.

Large-scale atmospheric processes affect the Gulf of Alaska and
create differences from year to year, and even from season to season,
in the amount of Gulf of Alaska water flowing into the Sound and in
the warmth and degree of mixing of the Sound’s waters.This,in turn,
d ri ves production and distribution of plankton (Chapter 17).
Concentrated plankton blooms in warmer bays attract young herring
and sand lance to surface waters where the fish become available to
surface-feeding seabirds.

Black-legged kittiwakes became a central focus of the APEX pro-
gram in the Sound.These small white gulls with inky black wing tips
and legs and yellow bills are the most abundant colonial seabirds nest-
ing in the Sound (Irons1996).Some 20,000 pairs nest at twenty-seven
colonies located throughout the Sound.Irons,Rob Suryan,and others
conducted a suite of studies during the post-spill decade and found
that three-quarters of the kittiwakes were concentrated in two large
colonies in northern Sound and the rest were spread out in several
small-to-medium colonies in the rest of the Sound. Sound-wide, the
kittiwake population has remained stable since the 1970s; however
the distribution of kittiwakes has gradually shifted over time from
south to north (Suryan and Irons 2001).In 1972 Isleib found most kit-
tiwakes were in the central and southwest region.By the mid-1980s,
the population was distributed equally between north and south,and
by the 1990s, 70 percent of the kittiwake population was in the
north,split between two colonies located far away from each other in
the extreme northwest and northeast corners of the Sound.

Kittiwakes are visual feeders,spotting schools of herring and sand
lance from the air and foraging almost exclusively in shallow waters
close to shore.The foraging grounds for the various colonies usually
did not overlap and this held the key to understanding the shift in dis-
tribution of the population.At the Shoup Bay colony in the northeast
Sound, chicks thrived on juvenile herring, which had increased dra-
matically during the 1980s.The increase in herring had supported an
increasing number of birds and this colony had swelled in size. At the
failing colonies in the central and southern Sound, chicks were fed
mostly sand lance and capelin,but when these colonies were thriving
in the 1970s,adults had fed their chicks herring and eulachon (Kuletz
et al. 1997).During the 1980s, there were far fewer capelin and eula-
chon in the central Sound, reflecting climate changes in the greater
Gulf of Alaska waters,and these kittiwake colonies had declined.
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Chick survival is closely tied to a high-energy diet.One-year old
herring are packed with energy-rich lipids,more so than sand lance,
capelin,and young-of-the-year herring (Anthony and Roby 1997).The
oil spill nearly wiped out young-of-the-year herring in 1989, resulting
in a scarcity of surviving one-year old herring in 1990 (Suryan,Irons,
and Benson 2000).Adult herring also had low rates of reproduction
during the post-spill decade,which contributed to wildly fluctuating
abundance of one-year old herring during this time (Chapter 20).

Irons and Rob Suryan found that kittiwakes responded different-
ly to food stress in the two colonies they studied—Shoup Bay and
Eleanor Island—from 1996 to 1999 (Ainley et al.2003).At the Shoup
Bay colony, there was no alternative to one-year old herring readily
available and adult kittiwakes were hard-pressed to find enough sand
lance and younger herring to feed their chicks to compensate for this
shortfall.By radio-tagging some birds, researchers determined that,in
years when herring were extremely scarce, it took longer for adults
to find fish and the increased time between feedings resulted in high-
er chick mortality (Suryan et al.2002).At the Eleanor Island colonies,
sand lance,and sometimes capelin,were usually available.When one-
year old herring were scarce, these kittiwakes switched to alternate
fatty forage fish and younger herring.

Kittiwakes, unlike murres,have a very limited capacity to buffer
their young from the vagaries of prey abundance (Kitaysky, Piat,and
Wingfield 1999;Kitaysky,Wingfield,and Piatt 1999).At the Shoup Bay
colony, their limits were exceeded at least three times during the
post-spill decade: in 1990, most likely due to direct oil spill effects,
and in 1997 and 1998, due to generally poor forage fish abundance
from the 1997 El Niño. Stress of raising chicks depleted limited ener-
gy reserves of adult birds and reduced life expectancy and subse-
quent productivity (Golet and Irons 1999; Golet, Irons, and Costa
2000;Golet,Irons,and Estes 1998).These studies concluded that the
overall reduction in herring in the Sound as a result of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill left a lasting impact on these kittiwake colonies.

Studies on pigeon guillemots supported the kittiwake findings.
USFWS biologists Kuletz, Golet, and others teamed up to continue
the earlier studies on pigeon guillemots at the Naked Island colonies
in the central Sound. Roby measured the fat content of forage fish
and determined that sand lance,herring,and capelin had the highest
energy density, while young pink salmon and pollock had the lowest
(Anthony and Roby 1997). Kuletz and Golet found that the diet fed
to young guillemot chicks gradually changed from the 1970s to the
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1990s (Hayes and Kuletz 1997). In the 1970s, guillemots fed their
chicks a diet rich in fatty fish; during the 1980s, the diet contained
more lean forage fish;and during the 1990s,the diet consisted most-
ly of lean fish. While guillemots successfully produced a steady
stream of chicks during these decades, the population plunged. By
tracking individual pairs of adult birds,Kuletz and Golet found chicks
fed fatty fish grew faster and survival was much better than chicks
fed a leaner, more diverse diet (Golet et al. 2000).They concluded
pigeon guillemots need fatty forage fish to maintain healthy produc-
tive colonies.

Irons updated his Sound-wide marine bird survey in 1996, 1998,
and 2000 (Irons et al. 2000). Of the fourteen species he studied, he
found populations of nine species still had not recovered—to varying
degrees—from oil spill effects. Fish-eating cormorants, mergansers,
murres,and pigeon guillemots showed the strongest evidence of long-
term effects eleven years after the spill.Harlequin ducks, goldeneyes,
and black oystercatchers were greatly impacted initially, but at least
oystercatchers appeared to be recovering in later years.Black-legged
kittiwake populations remained mostly stable, but with a redistribu-
tion of birds from southern, oiled colonies to northern, unoiled
colonies.Loons showed only weak negative effects from the spill.

Irons had not expected to find these persistent negative effects
and his surveys were not designed to elucidate the reasons for the
declines.However, he believed part of the reason for lower counts of
marine birds in 1993 and 1998 was probably the El Niño events in
these years.Another reason for the decline was revealed from the NVP
studies, which provided convincing evidence of continued exposure
to oil of some marine birds and sea otters during the years of Irons’s
surveys (Chapter 18).Based on corroborating evidence,he concluded
persistent oil in the environment and reduced prey abundance were
affecting the recovery of marine birds in Prince William Sound.

Pri n ce Wi lliam Sound Ma rine Mammal St u d i e s
Harbor Seals

ADFG biologists Kathy Frost (2003) and Lloyd Low ry searched dili-
ge n t ly for altern a t i ve ways to analyze harbor seal diet, other than
t h rough scat or stomach content, w h i ch had inherent biases and we re
d i fficult to collect.T h ey discove red a Canadian scientist, S a ra Ive rs o n ,
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P h D, who was pioneering the use of fatty acids to study marine fo o d
webs and diets of “ p i n n i p e d s ” ( s e a l s , wa l ru s e s , and sea lions).

Operating under the ‘we are what we eat’principle,Iverson had
discovered that fatty acids in prey species are deposited directly into
blubber of pinnipeds, such that blubber predictably mirrors current
diet.Pinnipeds go through annual cycles of feast and famine,and dur-
ing the ‘feast’phase,Iverson found small blubber biopsies taken from
live animals contained a record of recent diet transcribed in a code
of fatty acid “signatures.” These signatures,or chemical profiles,were
unique to different prey like PAH signatures were unique to different
crude oils. Fatty acids are the largest constituents of lipids (such as
blubber).Iverson was developing methods to translate the fatty acid
code by using specific lipids as natural biomarkers and certain fatty
acids as indicators of different prey.

When Iverson and Frost proposed using fatty acid signatures to
study harbor seal diet to the EVOS Trustee Council in 1993, the
method was mostly promise and potential (Iverson et al.2004).Frost
said,“It was a real credit to the EVOS Trustee Council for funding it.”

Starting in 1994, Iverson, Frost, and Lowry collected blubber
biopsies from yearling, juvenile, and adult harbor seals at various
haul-outs throughout the Sound when the animals were captured for
tagging (Frost et al.1999).In 1997,they added weaned pups to their
study after advancements in technology created reliable satellite-tags
for small animals.They collected prey species—capelin,cod,herring,
eulachon, salmon, sole, smelt, sand lance, sculpins, squid, shrimp,
octopus, pollock, and rockfish—from trawls near the haul-outs, and
they built a “prey library”of fatty acid composition by analyzing thou-
sands of individual specimens (Iverson, Frost,and Lowry 1997).They
found they could identify prey with an average of 95 percent accu-
racy by its fatty acid signature—essentially a chemical profile or fin-
gerprint.With the same accuracy, they could determine what harbor
seals had eaten.

The three scientists found large differences in diet,based on fatty
acid signatures,in harbor seals from Prince William Sound,Southeast
Alaska,and Kodiak—areas separated by 250 to 500 miles.They could
distinguish seals from different regions within the Sound at geo-
graphic scales of 50 miles or more, simply based on fatty acid signa-
tures reflecting differences in abundance and distribution of forage
species near the haul-outs.They found many animals stayed close to
their haul-out,diving and feeding nearby (Frost, Simpson, and Lowry
2001;Lowry et al.2001).They could even identify seals from specific
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haul-outs within six to ten miles of one another—but with less accu-
racy. Inaccurate identifications turned out to be the more adventurous
“Columbus seals” that ate a wider variety of prey in their broader
range of travels.

The team noted dietary differences by age, between years, and
most significantly, between decades (Frost et al.1999; Iverson, Frost,
and Lang 1999).Archived blubber samples revealed that diets of har-
bor seals from the Sound were generally lower in flatfish and higher
in pink salmon in the 1970s,while diets of harbor seals from Kodiak
were generally higher in sand lance and much more diverse com-
pared to the 1990s.

A breakthrough occurred in 1997 when the team began using a
laboratory technique called “isotope dilution” to measure body com-
position of fat,protein,and water in pups, yearlings,and juveniles in
Prince William Sound (Iverson et al.1998).To their surprise,they dis-
covered these young seals were heavier and had more blubber than
any other young harbor seals that anyone had ever measured!
(Iverson, Frost,and Lang 2003) As Frost (2003) succinctly stated,“To
come up with young harbor seals that are twice as fat as young har-
bor seals elsewhere on the planet suggests that food is not currently
the problem.”However, she added,“It could have been a problem dur-
ing the 1970s.” They found body fat content is strongly correlated
with diet diversity. In other words,juveniles with more diverse diets
are in better condition. The team also found that some high-fat
species such as eulachon,which averaged less than 5 percent of the
total diet, contributed up to 30 percent of the fat in blubber and,
thus,are more critical than other food in building fat reserves.

Frost and Lowry retired from ADFG in 2000. Although their work
contributed to understanding the relationship between food and
past declines of harbor seals in the Sound, the question “Is it food?”
was still not fully resolved. Frost said,“The best scenario I can give is
that something happened in the late 1970s and early 1980s.There
apparently was an ecosystem change that altered the composition of
the prey base—the food—but we may never be able to pinpoint the
problem,because we don’t have the baseline data.”

Iverson continued her, by now, widely accepted and widely used
work on fatty acid signatures.2 Frost felt that Iverson’s work was “one
of the real payoffs of the restoration program.” She said,“Now fatty
acid signatures are routinely included in studies. Nobody thinks of
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them as something unusual.”
Studies on apex predators spawned a flurry of investigations on

the role of diet diversity and quality of lipids on body condition,sur-
vival of young, and population growth and size in both seabirds and
marine mammals. Such research may help solve the mystery of the
population declines and explain why food quality may be as impor-
tant as food quantity for species success. This research continues
beyond the scope of this book.

Orcas

In 1993 Craig Matkin’s NGOS team lost its funding for orca research.
Instead the EVOS Trustee Council contract went to federal scientists;
however, the project was set up so that whoever did the work would
have to turn over all the data to the federal “principal investigators”
for publication. Matkin (1998) viewed this as a blatant attempt to
take over his work,because the research proposal was virtually iden-
tical to his past work—there was no independent or divergent line
of research.This contract clearly put the federal scientists in control,
something they had been trying to achieve since 1989. Matkin
applied for and received separate private funding for his orca
research during the 1993 season.

That fall, Matkin raised “holy hell” at the EVOS Trustee Council
meetings.He brought with him the U.S. Government Accountability
Office’s report (1993), which found the EVOS Trustee Council
process suffered from a lack of competitive bidding, conflicts of
interest, and excessive administrative costs. He accused the federal
agency scientists of using the huge pot of restoration money as an
opportunity for “their mega-research dreams and budgets and getting
all the credit,so they could march on with their careers and power-
building.” Matkin insisted,“Our observations and research are impor-
tant,too.” He argued—adamantly and successfully—for adoption of a
policy stating that federal and state research would not displace pri-
vate researchers from the work they were doing (EVOS Trustee
Council 1994).He was well aware of what had happened to sea otter
biologists Lisa Rotterman and Chuck Monnett.“Now I’m being dis-
placed,” he announced,“and this is not going to work.”

But Matkin might have suffered the fate of the sea otter biologists
had it not been for another voice crying foul.Homer fisherman Jim
Diehl was a member of the new EVOS Trustee Council Public
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Advisory Group. A public advisory group was required under the
civil settlement, but was not integrated into the bureaucratic-heavy
EVOS Trustee Council’s decision-making process until 1992.Creation
of this group had been forced by public outcry—championed by
Cordova fisherman Rick Steiner and others.

Diehl felt strongly that the EVOS Trustee Council should encour-
age private research,especially people like Matkin.Diehl didn’t know
Matkin personally, but he knew of Matkin’s track record from long
before the spill.Jim started asking questions of EVOS Trustee Council
members. When he didn’t get satisfactory answers, he called the
Department of Commerce in Washington, D.C.By the fall 1993 EVOS
Trustee Council meeting, Diehl had sixty-five letters of support for
the NGOS research. Matkin said,“the EVOS Trustee Council had to
take me seriously after that.”

The federal researchers offered a compromise.The EVOS Trustee
Council funded the NGOS research, but the new $60,000 study to
look for contaminants in whale blubber was awarded to federal
researchers who relied on the NGOS team to provide them with sam-
ples. For the contaminant study, the federal scientists assumed with-
out pretesting that the sampling and analysis techniques developed
by Frost for harbor seals would work for whale blubber. But this was
not the case.They found out that these methods did not work for
orcas.The $60,000 NOAA fatty acid study failed.The EVOS Trustee
Council, now under public scrutiny, could not afford this kind of
waste and poor science. Eventually the scientists who were most
troublesome to Matkin were phased out of oil spill studies and out of
the Sound. Matkin and the NGOS team have been awarded annual
contracts,including the contaminant study, since 1994.

In 1999 Matkin summarized his team’s post-spill findings since
1989 (Matkin et al. 1999; see also Scheel, Matkin, and Saulitis 2001).
He reported the resident AB pod still had not recovered from its loss
of thirteen members.Seven calves had been born into the pod since
the spill, but in 1993 one matrilineal group split off to travel with
another resident pod.This was unprecedented behavior for the tight-
ly-bonded resident orcas. Matkin believed that the social disintegra-
tion and persistent high death rate in the AB pod were triggered by
dramatic changes in social structure after the spill,following the sud-
den deaths of several mature females.The other six resident pods
commonly seen in the Sound increased in numbers since the spill.

Matkin reported that the transient AT1 group of orcas also had
not recovered from its losses since the spill,but for these whales,the
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oil spill complicated an already complex situation. Matkin and the
NGOS team discovered no calves had been born into AT1 group
since 1984. Matkin figured one reason might be that their primary
prey, harbor seals, were becoming scarce (Saulitis et al. 2000). From
the mid-1970s to the mid-1990s,harbor seal populations in the Sound
and Gulf of Alaska declined precipitously on the order of 60 to 90
percent. However, Matkin also suspected environmental pollution
was contributing to the lack of births.

From 1994 through 1999, Matkin conducted contaminant stud-
ies on orcas through the EVOS Trustee Council. His group was
stunned to find that Alaska transient killer whales contained some of
the highest levels of organochlorines (DDT, DDT breakdown prod-
ucts, and PCBs) in the eastern North Pacific—comparable to orcas
found in more polluted waters (Ylitalo et al.2001).Blubber biopsies
were used for contaminants and genetics studies.The results from
these studies revealed an astonishing story:organochlorines increase
as young whales sexually matured, then drop dramatically as adult
females transfer the bulk of their contaminants to their first born off-
spring. Subsequent offspring receive lower and lower amounts of
contaminants from their mother.Adult males,on the other hand,con-
tinue to accumulate organochlorines throughout their lives.

O ver 90 perc e n t of the Alaska transient orcas contain
organochlorine levels found to cause reproductive dysfunction and
immune system failure in other marine mammals (ringed seals, har-
bor seals, and sea otters; see, for example, Helle, Olsson, and Jensen
1976).The resident orcas have elevated contaminant levels too, but
not the high life-threatening levels found in transient orcas.The dif-
ference, of course, is diet: transient whales pick up the organochlo-
rines from their main prey, harbor seals, while resident whales eat
fish,prey with much lower contaminant levels.Studies to determine
how these pollutants affect reproduction in Alaskan orcas continue
and are beyond the scope of this book.

E x xon’s Re s pon s e
Exxon scientists did not conduct any comprehensive studies com-
parable to the public-trust studies on seabirds and marine mammals,
but this did not prevent Exxon scientists from refuting the findings
of the public trust studies.
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Seabird Stud ies

Exxon scientists spent a couple years studying the effects of the spill
on murres and other seabirds—and then over a decade generating
papers to attempt to discredit public-trust research on seabirds.3 In
their initial spill studies on murres,Exxon scientists focused on cen-
suses and productivity as indicators of recovery. However, Exxon
studies of productivity and recovery were limited to the Barren
Islands (Boersma, Parrish, and Kettle 1995), where historical data
were sketchy and findings lent themselves to differing interpreta-
tions. Census data collected by Exxon scientists at other colonies
were similar to counts by public-trust scientists,but Exxon scientists
appear to have limited their use of historical data in order to indicate
rapid recovery from the spill (Erikson 1995). Public-trust scientists
showed that population recovery or growth could not be projected
accurately from these measures, but Exxon scientists made it seem
like they could (Chapter 15).

Exxon scientists projected an annual growth rate of 25 percent
at the Barren Islands murre colonies after the spill (Boersma,Parrish,
and Kettle 1995).Piatt had demonstrated that ecological conditions
at the Barren Islands could not support such an optimistic growth
rate;it was six times higher than what he had observed,based on a
diverse array of measurements.Some of these same Exxon scientists
had studied murres before the spill.Their model of murre population
dynamics—created in 1982 before they were under Exxon’s hire—
demonstrated that murre colonies could take decades to recover
from large losses of prime breeding adults, the very study upon
which Piatt based his projections in the 1990s (Ford, Page, and
Carter 1987).

Exxon scientists conducted post-spill surveys of marine birds in
limited areas of the Sound in 1989 to 1991 and compared their find-
ings with USFWS sur veys from 1984 and 1985 (Murphy et al.1997).
However, instead of looking for general trends in abundance,Exxon
scientists looked for oil effects,based on habitat use (Day et al.1997).
They reported most of the species they studied either increased or
did not ch a n ge over time (i.e., h abitat use was basically
unchanged)—which they interpreted as no oil effects. However,
Exxon scientists violated a basic assumption of their own study
design.They assumed birds would choose not to return to heavily
oiled colonies and beaches when, in fact, many birds did. Violating
this basic assumption made their conclusions invalid.4
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In their apparent obsession to disprove seabird populations had
declined as a result of the oil spill,Exxon scientists employed intricate
statistics to normalize data (Wiens et al.1996).Exxon’s statistical mill
was so effective it even ground up and hid the huge population crash-
es from natural causes.Artificial data manipulation create what author
Huff calls “bias.” Huff (1954) wrote,“By the time data have been fil-
tered through layers of statistical manipulation . . . , the result begins
to take on an aura of conviction that a closer look at the sampling
would deny” (ibid., 18). The flaws in Exxon’s surveys became more
obvious with time as the public-trust scientists documented huge
declines in bird abundance from natural causes.

To this author’s knowledge,Exxon scientists never updated their
post-spill surveys, but this did not stop them from attacking Irons’
more recent surveys (Wiens et al. 2001). In response, Irons and his
colleagues (2001) pointed out that Exxon scientists failed to shed
any new light on these old issues and “the issues that they continue
to debate cannot be resolved with certainty using available data”
(ibid.,893).This was a polite way of saying Exxon scientists sounded
like broken records, repeatedly rehashing old arguments with old
evidence.Irons stuck by his earlier conclusions.

Harbor Seal Stud ies

Exxon chose initially not to study harbor seals, a decision Fro s t
d e s c ribed as “ c o n s p i c u o u s .”Exxon hired Frost and Low ry ’s fo rmer boss
at A D F G,who had re t i red in 1988, to do some population counts in the
Sound (Burns 1993).Their fo rmer boss and other Exxon hires start e d
s h owing up at meetings to ch a l l e n ge Frost and Low ry ’s position that
the spill had killed an estimated 300 harbor seals. In a paper publ i s h e d
in 2001,Exxon scientists offe red an altern a t i ve interpretation of oil spill
impacts on harbor seals. T h ey arg u e d , “Under adve rse conditions,
m ovement of seals away from impact areas is the simplest ex p l a n a t i o n
to account for missing seals” ( H o over-Miller et al. 2 0 0 1 ,1 3 1 ) .5

In response to this statement, which was published after Frost
and Lowry retired, Frost said simply that in 1989 she and Lowry had
spent “hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of hours”in the Sound
in a seventeen-foot Boston whaler, counting seals and noting degree
of oiling and behavior. She and Lowry never saw any oiled seals in
unoiled areas.She said,“I don’t understand where all those oiled seals
went when no one saw them.”
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Exxon scientists also largely ignored or misinterpreted the col-
laborating evidence of oil damage from the tagging studies,the fatty
acid signature analyses,and the genetic studies.Such selective inter-
pretation of data is similar to a trick commonly used by people
employed to “prove”points and suppress unfavorable data, accord-
ing to Huff (1954, 75, 123). Exxon scientists also looked at popula-
tion trends while ignoring absolute counts. Exxon’s seabird scien-
tists had taken a similar approach with surveys of marine birds.As
discussed above, this approach was unable to detect huge declines
in seabird and harbor seal populations from natural causes and so
could not be expected to detect more subtle spill-related losses.

Orcas

Exxon scientists did not conduct any studies on Prince William
Sound’s orcas.

Synthesis of Studies on Apex Pred a tors
I asked Wright,now with the Conservation Science Institute in Santa
Cruz,California,to help summarize the massive and complex studies
on apex predators. For nearly a decade,Wright had relayed informa-
tion between the seabird and harbor seal biologists, because he
believed the same factors were ultimately controlling populations of
these apex predators.He was also eager to help bring closure to this
important suite of studies, which had never been formerly synthe-
sized like the SEA and NVP projects.In a way, studies on apex preda-
tors ended like they had started—a set of seemingly independent dis-
jointed studies.Only those involved knew of the connections.

The studies on apex predators showed that survival and produc-
tivity of wildlife in the North Pacific is dependent upon food quality
and availability, predation, change or loss of habitat, disease, and
effects from contaminants, including oil and other pollutants. The
studies also found that effects of these factors are very much inter-
mingled and even connected by the heavy hand of human impacts at
many levels.

Studies on seabirds and harbor seals demonstrated that the
North Gulf coast ecosystem, from forage fish up to apex predators,
shifts in response to small changes in ocean surface temperature.
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Climate regime shifts—the flip-flops between warm and cool sea
temperatures and back—were found by other researchers to be part
of the naturally-occurring Pacific Decadal Oscillation.

Wright pointed out the implications of this temperature-sensi-
tivity of the vast North Gulf coast ecosystem suggest that human
impacts that affect sea temperatures are likely to elicit a similar
response in the marine ecosystem. He observed that loss of habitat
is usually thought to be more important in areas with high human
populations, but a loss of habitat can also occur in response to
human-induced warming of the ocean surface temperature.Thus,
phenomena such as global warming and climate change from
increased greenhouse gas emissions may have devastating effects on
sealife in the North Pacific Ocean.

The APEX and marine mammal studies found that cl i m a t e
re gime shifts affect both prey abundance and quality,w h i ch in turn
a ffects surv i val and productivity of apex pre d a t o rs .A n a lyses of his-
t o rical data shows that prior to the late 1970s, sea tempera t u re s
we re cool and capelin we re plentiful in the Gulf of Alaska and the
S o u n d . The apex pre d a t o rs — o rc a s , m a rine bird s , sea lions, s e a l s ,
and pre d a t o ry fi s h — t h ri ved under these conditions. But when sea
conditions wa rmed up and the fo rage fish disappeare d ,a p ex pre d-
a t o rs we re fo rced to eat something diffe rent or starve . P re d a t o rs
that had found it easy to find capelin we re now out searching fo r
a l t e rn a t i ve prey.Ava i l able fo rage fish such as juvenile pollock and
young pink salmon are not energy - ri ch morsels like capelin. T h e
loss of food quality affects seab i rd health and pro d u c t i v i t y, at a min-
i mu m , and pro b ably surv i val as it is harder for less fit individuals to
d o d ge pre d a t o rs and chase down fo o d .Populations of seab i rd s ,h a r-
bor seals, and other marine mammals cra s h e d , squeezed out by a
t riple whammy of loss of fo rage fi s h , a low - e n e rgy diet, and heav y
p re d a t i o n .

The studies on apex predators show how natural cycles and con-
taminants can interact to affect wildlife populations. While murre
colony counts appear to have bounced back to near normal within
ten years of the spill,the estimate of time to stabilize the population
and replace birds lost by the spill was twenty to seventy years.The
lower estimate for recovery depended on favorable environmental
conditions; that is, a shift to a cooler climate regime. Other studies
found Prince William Sound kittiwakes were stressed by the loss of
herring after the spill.The population dipped in 1990 due to lack of
young herring to feed offspring, and it dipped again in the El Niño
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years of 1997 and 1998 from a combination of poor environmental
conditions and food shortages.

For orcas,the effects of the oil spill and change in food availabil-
ity were compounded by the increases in persistent organic pollu-
tants such as DDT and PCBs.Orca groups that lost the most members
after the spill have not recovered from oil spill losses. Changes in
social behavior and size of the fish-eating resident AB pod from the
Sound may be directly related to the spill,because in comparison,the
overall population of resident orcas from the Gulf of Alaska has
increased since the spill. In contrast, the mammal-eating transient
AT1 pod has failed to produce calves for the past twenty years.This
is most likely due to a combination of declining prey abundance,
from natural causes,and high levels of organochlorine pollutants in
the whales’ blubber. The future of this genetically-distinct stock of
whales is uncertain.Lack of reproduction and loss of whales after the
spill led a coalition of Alaska environmental and Native groups to
petition the National Marine Fisheries Service in fall 2003 to have
this stock declared depleted under the Endangered Species Act
(O’Harra 2003).

Finally,Wright concluded that, like the SEA program, this collec-
tion of studies demonstrated the importance of a consistent and
comprehensive long-term approach to monitoring wildlife popula-
tions and ecological processes.With such an approach it was possi-
ble to measure effects of human disturbances such as contaminants,
oil spills, and global warming against the natural ebb and flow of
abundance in wildlife populations. Studies on apex predators, prey,
and marine climate became part of the large-scale GEM Project, that
continue and are beyond the scope of this book (Chapter 22).
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Chapter 20.

Fish and Oil Toxicity

Pink Salmon and Pers i s tent Oil Ef fec t s
The large number of dead pink salmon eggs in oiled streams in the
Sound,discovered by ADFG biologist Sam Sharr in fall 1991,had the
state biologists stumped (Chapter 16).In January 1992,Auke Bay Lab
oil pollution division director Stanley“Jeep”Rice (2001) invited Sharr
and other state biologists to the Auke Bay Lab for a strategy session
with federal scientists. After the1991 civil settlement for damages to
fish and wildlife,state and federal scientists were finally free to share
their data and findings. The gathered scientists decided to test
whether they could repeat in the lab what Sam had discovered in the
Sound—persistent harm from residual oil. This became known as
“the Bue effect” after the scientist, Brian Bue, who had insisted on
reinstating the fall egg surveys.They also decided to test what effect
oil exposure of eggs might have on surviving fish and to see if they
could verify some of the other earlier findings such as stunted
growth and reduced adult survival.

Other studies reported that breakdown of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) by the enzyme cytochrome P450-1A produced
intermediate compounds that caused genetic damage and cancer in
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some species.But oil doses had been high and the length of exposure
usually short in the previous studies. Only low concentrations of
hydrocarbons had been found in salmon redds after the spill, so sci-
entists at the meeting assumed that whatever had caused the high
egg mortalities was doing it at very low levels, even near or below
detection limits of analytical equipment.They decided to culture two
separate lines of pink salmon. One line would descend from fish
exposed to very low levels of oil during the eight-month embryonic
development.The other line would descend from fish not exposed to
oil (controls) (Heintz,Short,and Rice 1999).

This historic experiment started in September 1992 at the Little
Port Walter hatchery on the southeast tip of Baranoff Island. Like
Prince William Sound before the spill,this largely wilderness area has
very low levels of background pollution.The salmon stock chosen for
the test was local,from Sashin Creek,as these fish spawn in the inter-
tidal zone like pink salmon from the Sound.The hatchery has served
since 1938 as a federal research station where some of the seminal
work on pink salmon biology has been conducted. Federal biologist
Ron Heintz was assigned project leader for his experience culturing
salmon.Quiet and unassuming,Heintz (1998) had no idea at the time
that this assignment would shift his life’s work—and that he would
still be researching chronic effects of oil on pink salmon over a
decade later.

Conceptually, the experimental design was simple: incubation
chambers were set up to mimic conditions in Prince William Sound.
Different amounts of weathered North Slope crude oil were sprayed
in a one-time application onto gravel, which was flushed with flow-
ing water (for forty-eight hours) prior to adding the salmon eggs.
Initial water concentrations of total PAHs ranged from 2 to 51 parts
per billion.Within two months, PAH levels were barely detectable at
100 parts per trillion using sophisticated equipment (gas chro-
matography/mass spectrometry). At fry emergence eight months
later, PAH levels had slipped well below the limits of detection even
with state-of-the-art equipment. Chemist Short was disappointed in
the low PAH levels because studies from the 1970s suggested levels
1,000 to 100,000 times higher were needed to cause biological
harm. Both Short and his boss Rice thought the whole experiment
was a long shot.

Even though the idea was simple, the experimental set up was
complex and there was a lot of room for things to go wrong.In March
1993 when the first fish tissues were analyzed,a lot of abnormalities
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were found. Upon further investigation, it was discovered that just
after the eggs were fertilized, someone had turned on a saltwater
pump. Salmon eggs are sensitive to saltwater before they are water-
hardened and nearly three-quarters of the incubators had to be dis-
carded. In a typical understatement, Heintz said,“It’s a slow painful
process to get something new up and running.”The team decided to
salvage what they could and to restart the experiment the next fall.

Results from the first experiment were startling.First,the lab set-
ting allowed the scientists to closely examine the miraculous biolog-
ical changes that a baby salmon undergoes as it develops from an egg
to an emergent fry (Sidebar 11, p. 250; Marty, Heintz, and Hinton
1997). Just like with the lab set up, the biological changes are com-
plex and there is a lot of room for things to go wrong.When the Auke
Bay Lab team examined the fish that had been exposed to oil, they
found a number of delayed developmental problems, production of
energy-expensive P450-1A enzymes, and increased deaths (Marty et
al. 1997b).The scientists suspected that some of the developmental
changes would affect the fishes’ ability to survive. For example, the
abnormal bulging of the gonadal cells could be related to reproduc-
tive impairment in adults,such as had been documented in field stud-
ies through 1993 (Chapters 16 and above). The scientists realized
that the egg stage was more sensitive to oil exposure than other life
stages, as they had concluded twenty years earlier (Rice, Moles, and
Short 1975).

Second, the chemistry samples showed that not all the PAHs
coating the gravel dissolved into the water, but a subset did. PAHs in
fish tissue mirrored only those PAHs present in water, not the total
suite of hydrocarbons that coated the gravel (Marty et al.1997b).This
meant pink salmon larvae had picked up PAHs from water flowing
through the incubators and gravel,not from direct contact with oiled
sediment as previously thought. But the real surprise was that the
subtle but significant effects of oil exposure in young salmon
occurred at levels as low as about 5 parts per billion. This is well
below the state’s water quality standard of 10 parts per billion
PAHs and sixty times lower than the federal guideline of 300 parts
per billion PAHs! (State of Alaska Water Quality Standard Regulations
18 AAC 70;U.S.CFR 45 79339 1980).

The Auke Bay Lab team realized they had entered a brave new
world where the old thinking based on short-term oil effects no
longer applied. Of his earlier work in the 1970s to develop state
water quality standards for PAHs, Rice said,“Fifteen years of worth-
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less research! How depressing!”Determined to figure out the extent
of chronic oil ef fects and how oil caused these effects,the Auke Bay
Lab team added two studies to the initial experimental design.When
they restarted the main experiment in fall 1993, they suspended
another batch of eggs above the gravel to test if biological harm
occurred from contact with just oiled water as earlier results sug-
gested.They also incubated another batch of eggs in oiled gravel that
had been weathered a full year—the rocks left over from the first
experiment.This was to test for “the Bue effect”to see if the larger,
more toxic PAHs were lost from residual oil in the gravel at a slower
rate than the smaller molecules and,if so,whether this could account
for persistent toxic effects like Sharr had discovered in the Sound.

While the second tests were running,Short and Heintz worked
feverishly to understand how low levels of oil could cause these per-
sistent biological effe c t s . T h ey studied data on we a t h e ring of
Prudhoe Bay crude oil from lab experiments that measured reduc-
tions in individual hydrocarbons with time. They compared these
results with literally thousands of samples taken from the Sound over
the years since the spill.They boiled all this information down into a
n ew oil-we a t h e ring theory—a model—that pre d i c t e d , once oil
spilled,nearly all the changes observed over time for PAHs were the
result of simple physics (Short and Heintz 1997).

Heintz explained,“In the 1970s people used to think about oil
toxicity in terms of solubility. Since not much oil dissolved in water,
people thought oil must not be really bad for aquatic organisms. On
the other hand, if you think of solubility in terms of kinetics or the
rate of chemical reactions, the molecules are all jiggling and those
near the surface occasionally jiggle right out of the oil film.Oil mol-
ecules don’t like water, so if they happen to encounter another oil or
lipid,they’re going to stick to it.In the Sound, you have oil upstream
on rocks and it’s constantly oozing these PAHs—that’s the weather-
ing process.Any little lipid packets downstream,like salmon eggs,are
going to soak up PAHs as they wash by.”

The bottom line was that the 1970s understanding of oil toxicity,
related biological harm to how much oil dissolved in water quickly;
this oil,mostly the WSF, was the basis of the water quality standards.
The emerging understanding related biological harm to how much
oil,measured as PAHs,dissolved over time. The new model explained
how a residual patch of oil could retain its toxicity and even be more
toxic over time—“the Bue effect.” The larger PAH molecules are
released more slowly than the WSF, because it is less likely that the
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larger molecules would jiggle loose at all.The larger PAHs become
more concentrated in the residual oil as the WSF dissolves out of the
oil.As the residual oil begins leaching the more persistent and less eas-
ily dissolvable PAHs,the toxicity of the residual oil increases and per-
sists until most of the PAHs are removed.

Their emerging understanding explained the increase in dead
salmon eggs and deformed embryos observed by Sharr in oiled
streams in the Sound in 1991.The Auke Bay Lab team realized that,
eventually, the residual oil would lose enough PAHs where it no
longer caused biological harm, but they didn’t yet know when that
would occur in the Sound.They thought it “could persist on the time
scale of years”(Heintz,Short,and Rice 1999,501).

These different fractions of oil also have different biological
effects. In animals, the WSF acts mostly on the cell membrane and
causes a quick-acting narcotic effect,which acts on the central nerv-
ous system.This explains things such as the dizzy, disoriented harbor
seals and the brain lesions in sea otters and seals immediately after
the spill. PAHs act within the cell, disrupting the basic functions of
life over time.The new understanding of oil toxicity could account
for the chronic maladies observed in the Sound during the years fol-
lowing the spill; the 1970s understanding does not. For example,
deformed salmon embryos and stunted juvenile growth can result
from lingering PAH exposure (Heintz et al. 2000; Heintz, Short, and
Rice 1999;Marty et al.1997b).

Heintz and his team were anxious to see if their new oil-weath-
ering model was consistent with their test results. In spring 1994,
they discovered PAHs in the tissue of eggs incubated in or suspend-
ed above oiled gravel mirrored PAHs in the water (Heintz,Short,and
Rice 1999).They detected higher mortality, metabolic problems,and
deformities in embryos exposed to initial levels of PAHs as low as 1
part per billion or one-tenth of the state’s water quality standard
(ibid.).And, they found higher egg mortality in tests with the more
weathered oil (ibid.). All these findings validated results of their first
experiment and were consistent with their emerging understanding.

The Auke Bay Lab team puzzled over how their laboratory find-
ings related to what was going on in Prince William Sound.When the
spill first occurred, many scientists thought the salmon streambeds
would be protected from direct oiling by the fresh water outflow,
which pushed the oil away from the stream mouth. But the new
findings proved that oil did not have to be directly in the gravel
redds to harm developing embryos—it could be on nearby stream
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banks or even upstream. Rice pondered the problem for weeks
before he figured out that when the tide rose, seawater flooded
upstream past buried pockets of oil along the stream banks.When
the tide fell,oil-contaminated water flowed back through the gravel,
this time draining to the lowest point in the stream—the channel in
which the eggs were buried (Heintz,Short,and Rice 1999).

To prove this theory, Rice and his team needed samples, lots of
samples, from streambeds and stream banks from the early years of
the spill.This seemed like wishful thinking.Then serendipity struck.

In November 1994, S h o rt re c e i ved a re l ayed a message fro m
ADFG biologist Mike Wiedmer about “a bunch ” of sediment samples
collected from stream deltas in 1989, 1 9 9 0 , and 1991. ADFG staff wa s
cleaning out their fre e z e rs and the samples we re litera l ly headed to
the dump. Did Short want them? H e l l , ye s ! S h o rt and Rice never eve n
k n ew these samples had been collected, because of the secre c y
o rd e rs imposed by the gove rnment law ye rs . Wiedmer rushed to the
city dump and re t ri eved the sediment samples—a half-ton of them—
sitting outside, still frozen with their chain of custody seals intact.
S h o rt caught the next plane to A n ch o rage and arra n ged for their ship-
ment down to the Au ke Bay Lab near Ju n e a u . Rice said,“I know those
samples we re the missing link we needed to support our theory.”

The sediment samples were a gold mine of information. In 1989
ADFG had sampled 172 streams at least once in the intertidal area near
the stream channel to document oil contamination.Some streams had
been sampled extensively from streambed to stream bank to map the
distribution of oil in 1989 and again in 1990 and 1991. There were
over 300 samples in total. Rice said,“There was the meticulous docu-
mentation of the sample locations with maps, field notes, photo-
graphs, and videotape.” Short analyzed the samples and found the
chemical fingerprint of oil contamination were consistent with weath-
ered Exxon Valdez oil as predicted by the new oil-weathering model.

Using all the documentation,Auke Bay Lab scientist Mike Murphy
re-sampled twelve of the streams in 1995; Short found that residual
oil consisted mostly of the large toxic PAHs, consistent with their
new model. By extrapolating, Short and the others determined that
PAHs in streams had, for the most part, dropped below the lowest
level found to kill salmon eggs in lab tests at five years after the spill.
This was consistent with Sharr’s work—he had found high pink
salmon egg mortality in oiled streams up to four years after the spill,
but not thereafter (Murphy et al. 1999).The new theory perfectly
explained the field observations!
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Their data and model even explained how oil could be both
available to sealife and long lasting, a conundrum that had stumped
the Exxon scientists operating under the 1970s paradigm.The key
was uneven or patchy distribution of oil.Where oil pooled in mats
and pockets under surface sediments, it weathered slowly until it
spread into thinner layers by storms,tides,or foraging wildlife.Every
time the residual oil was redistributed, a new cycle of weathering
and killing began as PAHs were released and this cycle continued
until the concentration of PAHs fell below that causing biological
harm.Rice referred to these patches as little timed toxic land mines,
poised to destroy salmon, harlequin ducks, sea otters, or whatever
sealife might disturb them.

While Short fine-tuned the oil-weathering model,Heintz and his
team continued the incubation studies as life-history experiments,
which ended up spanning years and generations.Surviving fry of the
1993 experiment were marked with coded-wire tags and released to
monitor growth and adult survival. Because of the low number of
surviving fry, Heintz repeated his experiment in 1994 and 1995,
working with both odd- and even-year genetic stocks of pink salmon
to verify and validate his initial findings.Each time over 200,000 fr y
were marked with coded-wire tags and released, and both first- and
second-generation offspring were monitored for persistent effects of
oil exposure.

In continuing these incubation studies, the Auke Bay Lab team
made important discoveries.They found delayed growth in juvenile
salmon from embryos exposed to initial PAH levels in the water of 18
parts per billion compared to unoiled stocks (Heintz et al. 2000).
They knew that slower growth meant more losses to predation in the
marine environment (Chapter 17).Still,they were astonished to dis-
cover, consistently, a 40 percent reduction of adult returns of
embryos exposed during incubation to initial PAH levels in the water
of 15–18 parts per billion—repeated with three different brood
years.They also found a 20 percent reduction in adult returns from
embryos exposed to about 5 ppb PAHs. Further, the harm inflicted
on the parent stocks from exposure during the incubation stage
caused a reduction in the adult return of the second generation,the
offspring.The biological harm incurred from low-level oil exposure
to pink salmon eggs and embryos in the lab reduced individual
health and resulted in population-level harm at PAH levels well below
those thought to be “safe”for fish and wildlife!1

These findings,among others (Bue,Sharr, and Seeb 1998),suggest
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that the pink salmon run collapses in 1992 and 1993 may have been
related to exposure of the parent stocks to oil as eggs,embryos,and
juveniles. For example,the parent stocks of the even-year class (born
in 1988) were exposed to oil in the nearshore nursery areas as juve-
nile fish in 1989.This year class returned as adults (record run of
1990); however, they could not produce viable offspring as evi-
denced by the even-year run collapse in 1992.The parent stocks of
the odd-year class (born in 1989) were exposed to oil in the intertidal
streams as eggs and fry in the winter of 1989–1990 and as juveniles
in the nearshore nursery areas in 1990.This year class returned as
adults (record run of 1991);however, they could not produce viable
offspring as evidence by the odd-year run collapse in 1993. It is sig-
nificant that only the herring stocks and the pink salmon stocks in
Prince William Sound collapsed during these years, while other
stocks in the state,which were not oiled,were not affected. At a min-
imum,this evidence suggests that complex mechanisms were oper-
ating,and we may never know all the causes and linkages.

As foreseen by Sharr, the implications of his egg survey data—“the
Bue effect”—were enormous,but Sam wasn’t around to see the res-
olution of his findings. Sam left Alaska in January 1995. In parting,
Sharr (2001) noted one of the more depressing aspects of the oil
spill research was that “chunks of the scientific community were vul-
nerable to being bought off.” It was these “chunks”—the Exxon sci-
entists—that continued to oppose,at every opportunity, the emerg-
ing understanding of persistent oil effects. It was an argument
Exxon could not afford to lose, because it meant oil was, in fact,
much more toxic than previously thought. The full scientific and
political ramifications of the new oil toxicity paradigm—the central
legacy of the Exxon Valdez oil spill—are discussed in the final sec-
tion of this book.

Pacific Herri n g : L ow Levels and Hi gh St a kes 
The dramatic crash of the Prince William Sound herring stock in
1993 provided the political push to fund more herring research
(Chapter 16). After Brown left, her team splintered as former mem-
bers pursued different research angles. For the next several years,
two scientists, Dick Kocan and Gary Marty, separately focused on
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adult herring and sought to understand the disease outbreak and its
e ffect on re p ro d u c t i o n . At the Au ke Bay Lab , Rice re a s s i g n e d
researcher Mark Carls from pink salmon to herring.Carls (2001) had
over a decade of experience with oil toxicity studies involving early
life stages of fish—cod and mackerel from his work in the early
1970s on Atlantic species, and pollock, herring, and salmon in the
1980s after he joined Auke Bay lab (Carls 1987). Carls focused on
adult herring and disease for one year, then he returned to his chief
interest,starting what became a seminal study on oil exposure to her-
ring embryos.

In 1994 Carls and his co-workers found several clues to help
explain the disease outbreak.Adult herring, ripe with eggs and milt
and exposed to weathered oil at post-spill levels in the Sound,devel-
oped a VHS virus outbreak (Chapter 16). The relationship was
straightforward:the more PAHs in the water, the more fish had open
skin lesions and internal damage to tissues and organs (Carls et al.
1998). At very low PAH levels, Carls and his colleagues found “sub-
clinical viral infection”or tissue damage that preceded a full disease
outbreak and indicated the immune system was weakened.They also
found ripe herring exposed to oil did not break down the harmful
PAHs nearly as efficiently as fish did after they spawned. Carls con-
cluded that ripe or pre-spawning herring were vulnerable to oil
exposure, because oil weakened the fishes’ immune systems,which
could lead to disease outbreaks.

As Carls became more involved in the herring research, he
became aware of the heated controversy between public-trust scien-
tists and Exxon scientists over whether the oil spill had damaged her-
ring or not.This controversy was worrisome to Carls. One of the
most exciting aspects of science for him was the opportunity to
watch developing life with the thought that his research would help
protect it.“The astonishment of watching a single fertile egg develop
cells, form an embryo,and eventually hatch never gets old,” he said.
He remembered his excitement upon learning that developing
embryos were ultra-sensitive to contaminants—he knew then he had
found his life’s work. He knew there should be a straightforward
answer to the question of what level of oil was “safe” for young her-
ring and he set out to find it.

In April 1995 Carls and his team captured adult herring, just
ripening to spawn,from pristine areas in Southeast Alaska.They arti-
ficially spawned these fish at the Auke Bay lab.The fertilized eggs
were exposed to water contaminated with oil as it flowed over rocks
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coated with weathered crude—the same technique developed by
chemist Short for the pink salmon studies and at the same low PAH
levels, well below those thought to be “safe” for aquatic life.He need-
ed large numbers for his experimental design, especially to detect
small differences between the control fish and the oiled fish. So he
decided to collect more adult herring and run a duplicate experi-
ment,just in case. Then,Carls said,“Serendipity struck.”

When he called Short for advice, the chemist suggested that he
not re-coat the rocks with oil. Instead, Short suggested that he just
expose the second batch of herring eggs to water flowing over the
older, more weathered oil from gravel that had already been flushed
with water during the pervious year’s experiment.Short told Carls that
the pink salmon researchers were finding effects on embr yos around
one part per billion PAHs—and that the larger PAHs, the ones that
weathered out last into the water, were more harmful to salmon
embryos than the aromatic hydrocarbons in the WSF. Carls decided to
take a chance. He exposed the second batch of artificially fertilized
herring eggs to initial PAH levels in the water of less than one part per
billion, a fraction of the level supposedly “safe” for marine life.

The data were crystal clear—and astonishing.Larvae exposed to
oil from the first experiment had twisted spines,misshapen jaws,and
other skeletal deformities as well as genetic damage (Carls,Rice,and
Hose 1999).The tiny fish had metabolic problems and tissue damage
as well, a frequent problem being severe “ascites” or swollen bellies
caused by retained water.The balloon-bellies restricted blood flow to
tissues and org a n s , stunting growth and deve l o p m e n t . L a rva e
exposed to oil had trouble swimming, they were a smaller size
because of premature hatch, and many more died than larvae not
exposed to any oil.Carls detected harmful effects in lar vae exposed
to initial PAH levels that were 30 times lower than the federal water
quality standard. Results from the second batch of eggs were gener-
ally identical, but more frightening. The more weathered oil was
much more toxic—larvae suffered harmful ef fects at initial PAH lev-
els that were 750 times lower than the federal standards.The Bue
effect! 

Carls realized that state and federal laws regulating oil pollution
are not at all protective of aquatic life because the laws are based on
the wrong oil fraction! The Auke Bay Lab fish research proved large
PAHs are much more deadly to precious fish embryos than smaller
aromatic hydrocarbons in the WSF;however,the laws based on 1970s
research treat the large PAHs as if they are harmless. Carls realized
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that to adequately protect aquatic life, the water quality standards
needed to be revised and strengthened.This simple solution, howev-
er, was trapped in a quagmire of scientific controversy, which effec-
tively stalled such public policy changes. It was very clear to Carls
that the water quality standards would not change until the contro-
versy was resolved.

A decade after the spill,he set out,along with Marty and Jo Ellen
Hose, to reconcile divergent government and industry conclusions
over oil effects on herring much like Peterson had done with the
coastal ecology studies (Chapter 13).Like detectives,these scientists
retraced all the steps in the two herring data sets, looking for clues
that had polarized Exxon and government researchers. It was slow
and tedious work,but they found what they were looking for (Carls.
Marty, and Hose 2002).

Starting with initial spill impacts, Carls and his colleagues first
carefully examined the ability of the different analytical methods
developed by Exxon scientists and federal scientists to correctly iden-
tify Prudhoe Bay crude oil.They tested and compared the methods in
different situations,using fresh and weathered oil and various fish tis-
sues. Exxon’s model was structured so that an oil source was always
suggested,but ambiguous results were always classified as something
other than Prudhoe Bay crude. Carls and his team found that results
from Exxon’s model were routinely misinterpreted to suggest that the
hydrocarbons present originated from sources other than Prudhoe
Bay crude.They found Exxon’s method correctly identified Prudhoe
Bay crude oil in only 4 percent of the herring eggs and 0 percent of
the herring tissue!

If a student was wrong on 96 and 100 percent of all tests, that
student would flunk.But Exxon had already published its findings as
“science,” because no one had challenged them—until Carls and his
team did,ten years after the fact in a technical paper.

Continuing their investigation, Carls and his co-workers next
used the best method—the government’s method—to reanalyze
hundreds of sediment,seawater, mussel tissue,and herring egg sam-
ples. Exxon refused to give its raw data to the federal government,
so Carls and his team made do with Exxon’s published papers
(Pearson, Moksness, and Shalski 1995; Pearson et al. 1995).The two
data sets agreed that only 4 to 6 percent of the herring spawn was
visibly contaminated with oil, but the government’s caged mussel
data showed that subsurface oil could be taken up directly from the
water.This proved, for mussels at least, that visible sheen was not a
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reliable indicator of oil exposure, because mussels did not have to
be visibly oiled to soak up PAHs.When Carls and his team tested the
validity of using mussels from many sites as surrogates to indicate oil
exposure to herring eggs, they found the level and composition of
oil in mussel tissue almost perfectly mirrored that in herring eggs
across all tide zones. Based on this re-analysis, Carls and his team
essentially “flunked”Exxon’s claim that oil was not bioavailable.

Next Carls and his team combed through both data sets,match-
ing evidence of PAH levels in the water with PAH exposure to her-
ring eggs and condition of oiled larvae.They found that PAH levels
in mussel tissue increased after the spill, peaking in April—during
the time herring spawned and embryos hatched. PAH levels in the
water during the peak in mussel tissue ranged from about 2 to 8
parts per billion. In comparing lab and field data, they found that
PAHs in herring tissue from lab tests with the most weathered oil
best mirrored PAHs in herring tissue from the Sound.Egg and larvae
deaths,larvae deformities,and other fitness problems increased with
increasing levels of large PAHs in the water.The team determined
that PAH levels were actually high enough to harm herring embryos
at 83 percent of the sites that Exxon scientists had sampled and
declared unaffected.

These findings debunked Exxon’s argument that its oil did not
harm herring,because total PAHs never exceeded water quality stan-
dards.Quite the reverse—these findings demonstrated that the water
quality standards are not protective of marine life! After Carls and his
co-workers untangled Exxon’s garbled statistics, they had to con-
clude that major philosophical differences underpinned the polar-
ized conclusions.They wrote,“The philosophy behind the science
was apparently different—industry initially found minor effects,
stopped testing,and concluded the spill caused little damage,but the
NRDA [public-trust] group was not convinced that initial equivocal
results could be interpreted as not harmful, continued testing, and
ultimately concluded that there were major spill effects” (Carls,
Marty, and Hose 2002,165).

In other words,Exxon scientists set the bar for “no effects”at the
state’s water quality standards and proclaimed that since the PAH lev-
els in the water were below this bar, the oil caused no harm.

In contrast,the public-trust scientists made no initial assumptions,
determined there was harm,and then figured out that the bar itself—
the water quality standard for PAHs—was not high enough to protect
herring. Why? Because the public-trust scientists are responsible for
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setting the bar to protect fish and wildlife from oil and other pollu-
tants and if the bar isn’t protective,it is up to these scientists to sound
the alarm and sound it they did (Carls et al. 2001b; Rice and Heintz
2000;Rice,Short,and Heintz 2001;Rice et al.2000).The ramifications
of their bell-ringing are discussed in the final chapter of this book.

E x xon’s Re s pon s e
Exxon scientists wrote scathing and overly dramatic reviews of the
NOAA Auke Bay Lab research.Significantly, to my knowledge,Exxon
scientists never published any technical papers to show that they
duplicated any of the Auke Bay Lab studies on pink salmon or herring
to verify or discredit the results themselves.This is the usual scientif-
ic route of challenging other scientists’ work. Exxon scientists just
created a paper controversy.The most common deception was built-
in bias through careful selection of data.Readers were never told the
whole story. Instead they were presented with only a few discon-
nected bits and then led to believe Exxon’s gospel.

Pink Salmon

Some Exxon scientists referred to Auke Bay Lab’s findings as “alleged
injury to pink salmon in PWS from the Exxon Valdez oil spill”
(Brannon et al. 2001, 572). In this review, these Exxon scientists
attacked three central findings of the new oil-weathering model and
its theories of biological harm. First, they claimed that the stunted
growth detected in pink salmon fry from oiled areas in 1989 was
“hopelessly confounded” (ibid., 573) by differences in temperature
and age of fry between oiled and unoiled areas. However, they did
not mention that the sample size in the public-trust studies was large
enough—with a million coded-wire tagged fish—to detect an oil sig-
nal over the background noise. They also claimed it was “highly
improbable that hydrocarbon concentrations in the water column
were high enough to affect growth”(ibid.,573).However, they based
this claim on the state’s water quality standards for acute toxicity and
ignored the public-trust data showing harmful effects of PAHs, well
below the supposedly “safe”standards.

Second, Exxon scientists presented several alternative explana-
tions for the damning evidence of persistent harm from Sharr’s fall
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egg surveys.Exxon scientists claimed Sharr’s data were “completely
confounded”(ibid.,573) by not accounting for deaths from the sam-
pling procedure itself. This nonsense was later discredited by the
Auke Bay Lab studies, which validated Sharr’s fieldwork. Exxon sci-
entists did not mention these later studies when attacking Sharr’s
early work.Exxon scientists referred to alevins as the “most vulnera-
ble stage to oil toxicity” (ibid., 573), citing papers from the 1970s
where the exposure was short-term.However, they failed to mention
that the authors of these papers, Rice and his Auke Bay Lab team,
now considered eggs to be the most vulnerable stage when exposed
for long time periods.Exxon scientists also claimed that the high sur-
vival of alevins in 1989 and 1990 proved that oil had not harmed
eggs,because “oil was at its highest concentration”(ibid.,573) imme-
diately after the spill.They ignored two of the principle findings of
the Auke Bay Lab studies. First, very low levels of oil exposure to
embryos affected embryonic development, juvenile growth, and
adult survival. Second, oil effects persisted after the spill for at least
four years (two generations) due to increased concentrations of
PAHs in the incubation waters of oiled spawning streams from resid-
ual pockets of oil (the Bue effect).

Third,Exxon scientists attacked the egg incubation studies.They
claimed that the level of PAHs to kill eggs was “many times greater
than what was measured in the actual incubation substrate (0.5
ppb to 267 ppb mean PAH)” (ibid., 571, emphasis added) in oiled
streams after the spill.The central finding of the incubation studies,
which the Exxon scientists did not mention, was that the concentra-
tion of PAHs in the gravel was irrelevant:it was the concentration of
PAHs in the water that mattered.They failed to note that PAH levels
in the water of the incubation studies were estimated to have been
very similar to PAH levels in the water of oiled streams for several
years after the spill.Exxon scientists also kept harping on the point
that the PAH concentrations were “well below toxic levels” (ibid.,
573) based on the water quality standards. They ignored the Auke
Bay Lab findings that PAH levels lower than those previously
thought to be “safe” reduced individual fitness,delayed recovery, and
caused population-level harm.

Exxon’s “reviews” of the public-trust studies on pink salmon
seem to be nothing more than manipulations of selected data to min-
imize oil spill effects on these fish.
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Pa c if ic Herring

R e g a rding possible persistent oil spill impacts, Exxon scientists we re
the fi rst to rev i ew the diffe rent theories and ava i l able evidence to
d e t e rmine the most like ly cause of the 1993 and 1994 herring popu-
lation crashes in the Sound (Pe a rson et al. 1 9 9 9 ) .T h ey conducted their
rev i ew well befo re the Au ke Bay Lab team had even started their sem-
inal study on oil ex p o s u re to herring embryo s .Exxon scientists arg u e d
that the cause of the 1993 collapse could not be oil when oil had not
caused any effect in 1989.T h ey based their claim of no initial harm on
1970s science and the water quality standard s ,s u p p o rt they clung to
l i ke drowning men cl i n ging to life ri n g s .T h ey steadfa s t ly ignore d — o r
t ried to discredit—all the early evidence that low levels of PA H s
h a rmed herring embryo s . P re d i c t ably, Exxon scientists concl u d e d ,
“The 1989 oil spill did not contribute to the 1993 decl i n e ”(ibid., 7 1 1 ) .
Instead they claimed the herring crashes we re caused solely by a dan-
ge ro u s ly high population and resulting disease outbre a k s .

In contra s t , p u bl i c - t rust scientist Carls and his colleag u e s
reviewed all the evidence for the herring crashes with the advantage
of a more complete understanding of persistent oil effects. From this
perspective, they ruled out a weakened immune system due to
exposure to oil in 1989,because subsequent studies had found this
condition was reversible in surviving fish.They ruled out delayed
reproductive effects from oil exposure in the 1988- and 1989-year
classes, because they documented that reproductive effects were
undetectable by 1990 or 1991.And,they ruled out large-scale envi-
ronmental shifts,because the dramatic collapse occurred only in the
Sound and not in other herring stocks around Alaska.

Fi n a l ly, Carls and his colleagues examined the re l a t i o n s h i p
between density and disease just as Exxon scientists had done. In
other herring populations,disease outbreaks and population crashes
always occurred when the population was at or near “carrying
capacity,” or the ability of the environment to support the popula-
tion.They found evidence that the record high herring population in
the Sound might have been near the mythical number for carrying
capacity. In the two years preceding the crash,herring in the Sound
had low annual growth and were small for their age, both signs that
too many fish were competing for too little food and the limited food
was limiting growth.Other researchers had found the VHS virus was
common to herring stocks, but only in the Sound was it associated
with collapse of the population.
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Carls and his team (2002) concluded that,while too many fish and
disease were the most likely causes of the 1993 herring crash, they
could not rule out a combination of disease,environmental stress,and
indirect oil effects.At a minimum,the 1989 closure of the Sound’s her-
ring fisheries—due to the spill—added more fish to an already huge
population.This could have tipped the balance to exceed the Sound’s
carrying capacity and triggered the disease outbreak.

Subsequent re s e a rch by publ i c - t rust scientist Kocan found that
the yo u n gest herring in a spawning biomass we re the most suscepti-
ble to the VHS virus and that infections could spread ra p i d ly to older
fish during spawning ag gregations (Kocan and Hers h b e rger 2001).
His study suggests that when surv i vo rs of the ill-fated 1989-year cl a s s
of herring fi rst joined the adult population in 1993, these young fi s h
m ay have been more vulnerable to viral infection and infected yo u n g-
s t e rs may have contaminated the older fi s h .H oweve r, it was impossi-
ble to say with certainty that this—or any of the other hindsight the-
o ri e s2—had caused the 1993 herring cra s h .

Sound Trut h
Overall, pink salmon appear to be recovering from the oil spill.
However, there is still concern about egg mortality from residual oil
in or near streams used by spawning salmon,especially in areas that
were heavily oiled in 1989. Winter storms or other disturbances
could redistribute this oil, resulting in potentially harmful exposure
to salmon eggs.Toxic effects of this oil are expected to diminish with
time.

Since 1993,Prince William Sound herring have been plagued by
disease outbreaks.The definitive cause of these disease outbreaks has
so far eluded public-trust researchers.At the time of publication of
this book—fifteen years after the spill,Prince William Sound herring
have failed to recover from the spill and they have failed to produce
a single large year-class of offspring.
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Chapter 21.

Habitat is Where It’s At!

Coastal Eco l ogy — Two Steps Forw a rd , O n e
B a ck w a rd . . .
In 1994 and 1995, Jon Houghton and his team confirmed that the
superficial recovery they had observed on treated beaches the pre-
vious two years was just that—superficial (Driskell et al.2001).They
found the single age stands of rockweed, which had colonized the
bare rock left in the wake of Exxon’s harsh cleanup,had simultane-
ously died of old age over large areas.This die-off triggered another
wave of colonization and succession of rockweed and beach crea-
tures, which could not survive without the sea plants.The second
wave of succession carried into 1996 when another die-off of rock-
weed triggered a third wave of succession. Each wave was less vio-
lent than its predecessor as single-age stands of rockweed slowly
diversified to multiple-age stands.

This pattern of recovery with two steps forward and one back-
ward slowed the pace of recovery on treated beaches.These crash
and restart cycles were not dependent on the presence or absence
of oil; rather, they were caused by the initial wipeout of huge swaths
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of sea plants and animals by the pressurized hot water wash.The
cycles did not happen on ‘set-aside’ beaches, the oiled beaches left
untreated for Mother Nature to heal. On these beaches, Houghton
and his team found that opportunistic species steadily gave way to
the more competitive pre-spill species (Houghton et al. 1997). On
untreated beaches, recovery progressed relatively quickly and in a
straight-forward manner, unlike the fits and spurts on the treated
beaches.

In 1996 Houghton’s team concluded that, given enough time,
succession would advance to restore the natural balance among
predators and prey at all the oiled beaches.They reasoned that the
crash/restart cycles on the treated beaches would eventually damp-
en until they blended in with the natural rhythm of the Sound.
Houghton and his team estimated that the time to full recovery on
most set aside beaches might take thirteen years or so. Intertidal
communities at similar latitudes around the world had taken ten to
fifteen years to recover after other oil spills.

The outlook for beaches treated with the pressurized hot water
wash was grimer.Team member Dennis Lees noted that it might take
clams and other “infauna” (the animals that live under the surface of
beaches) decades or longer to recover on these beaches (Lees,
Driskell,and Houghton 1999).Lees and his colleagues attributed this
to loss of adult burrowers and changes in sediment structure caused
by the washing process of the cleanup.The fine sediments and organ-
ic matter, normally trapped under the beach surface, had been
flushed away by the pressurized water washes and these materials
took time to replace. Young burrowing animals could not settle in
such habitats until there was adequate food and protection.

What Houghton and his NOAA colleagues witnessed on the
Sound’s shorelines was widely known among ecologists as “conver-
gence.” Peterson (2000),now one of the leading coastal ecologists in
the country,explained,“Convergence is a way of defining recovery as
converging to a condition in species abundance and diversity, and
community structure,that you would have expected to exist without
the disturbance.” Convergence was the notion of getting back to the
way things would have been without the disturbance,in this case the
oil spill,and it was the standard indication of ecosystem recovery.

In 1997, after seven years of work for NOAA, Houghton and his
team lost the bid to continue their research to a consulting firm that
had used the Freedom of Information Act to obtain Houghton’s orig-
inal shoreline ecology proposal from NOA A . M a rine Resourc e
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Services underbid Houghton’s team with a proposal for the same
work. Houghton and his co-workers, however, continued to actively
follow the research in the Sound.This turned out to be a good thing,
because media events surrounding the ten-year spill commemorative
in 1999 reopened the debate over ecological recovery of the Sound’s
beaches.This time, Houghton had to defend his team’s work against
both Exxon and the new NOAA contractors as discussed below.

Re s i dual Oil and Lingering Ha rm
For ten years Rice and his team of federal scientists at the Auke Bay
Lab had assumed,along with others,Exxon and public-trust scientists
alike, that the distribution of residual oil would mirror where it
looked like the oil had stranded initially (Neff et al.1995;Short et al.
2002).Scientists thought most of the oil stranded in the upper inter-
tidal zone,because it is drier there,so the oil would stick better.They
also observed that the high tides floated the buoyant oil up the
beaches, where it stayed, as evidenced by a so-called “bathtub ring”
of oil.They had focused on this visual oil to assess the amount and
condition of residual oil.Residual oil deposited high on the beaches
was largely above the richly productive and sensitive life teeming in
the mid- and lower-intertidal zones, and this surface oil weathered
relatively quickly into tarry asphalt mats. During the cleanup from
1990 to 1992, scientists had assumed that this visual surface oil
would pose little threat to wildlife—and that this surface oil was the
extent of residual oil on the beaches.

After receiving insistent reports of buried oil from Natives and
fishermen for several years after the cleanup,Rice and his team led a
project to evaluate a beach cleaning attempt in Sleepy Bay, Latouche
Island,in 1997.They unexpectedly encountered substantial deposits
of subsurface oil (Broderson et al.1999;Carls et al.2001a).This raised
concerns about persistence of subsurface oil on other beaches.Their
concerns were heightened in 1999 when scientists with the NVP
project concluded that recovery of sea ducks and sea otters was
delayed due to continued oil exposure.

In 2001, Rice and his team set out to determine how much oil
was still on the Sound’s beaches and whether it still posed a threat to
sealife. Assisted by Natives from Chenega and Tatitlek in the Sound,
Rice’s team dug some 9,000 pits at ninety-one beaches selected at ran-
dom,which were representative of the most heavily oiled beaches in
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the Sound (Short et al.2002).They focused this intense effort in the
intertidal zone,where the Exxon Valdez oil had initially stranded.

What they found surprised them.Poking around with their shov-
els in the quadrants and transects dictated by their study design,they
discovered liquid oil at fifty-three of the ninety-one beaches.The oil
was buried just below the surface and it welled into the pits,leaving
a rainbow sheen on the water surface.Most of the subsurface oil was
in the mid-intertidal zone—well below the bathtub ring, the visual
stain in the upper intertidal area,and directly within the richly pro-
ductive biological region.

Using forensic chemistry, Short analyzed dozens of typical sedi-
ment samples and determined that 90 percent of the surface oil and
100 percent of the subsurface oil was from the Exxon Valdez (Short
et al. 2004). The remaining surface oil was from the Monterey
(California) Formation—heating oil spilled during the 1964 earth-
quake when storage tanks ruptured in Valdez.Rice and his team esti-
mated the total beach area contaminated by residual Exxon Valdez
oil,counting both surface and subsurface deposits, was twenty-eight
acres (ibid.).They reasoned this was a low-end estimate; it did not
include the lower intertidal zone where they had not sampled very
extensively because they had not expected to find oil there. Instead
they found this was where more of the buried oil was located.They
conservatively estimated the weight of the intertidal residual oil was
over 56 tons (122,320 pounds),but felt a more realistic number was
probably twice that (ibid.).

While this may not seem like much in the greater scheme of
things,anyone who has struggled with cancer knows it doesn’t take
much to threaten life. Further, the subsurface oil is harbored in the
biological equivalent of a critical organ in the Sound—marshes and
gravel beaches. As Phil Mundy, the science director of the EVOS
Trustee Council told Meg McKinney in an April 2004 interview on
KCHU public radio,these areas are relatively rare in the steep, rocky-
walled fjord system and they are critical habitat for wildlife.

The stunned team mulled over their discovery. How could hun-
dreds of scientists completely have missed the mother lode of oil for
twelve years? This was not oil that had migrated down slope from the
upper to the lower intertidal over time—there was too much of it
and it was consistently there, buried in the middle intertidal zone,
regardless of whether beaches were wide or narrow, steep or shal-
low.They finally decided that the subsurface oil in the lower beach-
es had simply been overlooked,mainly because of where it was.The
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lower intertidal zones were covered by seawater more often than the
upper-intertidal zone so there was less time to sample these eleva-
tions.The rockweed and kelp that blanketed the lower beaches made
walking treacherous and obscured surface oil from view. Rice and his
team realized that scientists simply had gravitated to study the oil
they could see in the areas that were easier to access.

The team also wondered why the buried oil wasn’t mostly
beneath the surface oil in the upper intertidal zone as everyone had
assumed.They knew much of the oil had initially stranded during the
ferocious three-day storm that occurred three days after the oil
spilled in March 1989.They also knew from all their work in the
Sound during 1989 that the stranding was not a one-time event,but
rather a series of repeated coatings over many tidal cycles, for up to
two months in the most heavily oiled bays.Rice’s team realized now
that gravity, capillary action,and months of daily tides had pulled the
oil into the beach substrate during low tides, where it got stuck by
capillary action,literally held in place by surface tension between the
liquid oil and solid substrate. The buried oil was only partially
removed during high tides.There, in the middle intertidal zone, sig-
nificant quantities of oil had accumulated largely out of sight.

Rice and his team realized, over a decade after the spill, that
everyone had assumed wrong: the long-term presence of surface oil
was in fact a poor indicator of buried oil! Given the liquid nature of
this buried oil, they realized that everyone had probably also incor-
rectly assumed that oil remaining on beaches would not cause bio-
logical harm.

As part of their study in 2001,the team sampled a variety of inter-
tidal sealife to test if the buried oil was bioavailable; that is,whether
prey species were picking up the residual oil.The team found Exxon
Valdez oil in everything they sampled—clams, mussels,dog and spin-
dle whelks, ribbon worms, hermit crabs, and even gunnels, a small
fish often consumed by pigeon guillemots (M.Lindeberg, researcher,
NOAA/NMFS ABL, Juneau,AK,pers.comm., July 2003).

Surprised,Rice and his team realized they had found the key to
account for the lingering harm observed in wildlife that lived,
spawned, or foraged lower in the intertidal zone. Oil can be both
long-lasting and bioavailable. This understanding completely shat-
tered old scientific paradigms built on beliefs of short-term effects
from oil.

Rice and his team extended their study in 2002 and 2003 to
evaluate the biological availability of the buried oil.Their findings
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validated results from their first field season. Buried pockets of
residual oil are still contaminating Prince William Sound’s wildlife.
These findings support the evidence of persistent harm document-
ed in such wildlife as harlequin ducks and sea otters. Scientific
papers from the most recent seasons were in preparation at the
time this book went to press.

B a ck ground Oil—Mu ch Ado abo ut No t h i n g
While Rice and his team were busy documenting residual Exxon
Valdez oil on the beaches in Prince William Sound, Exxon scientists
were looking very hard to find something other than Exxon’s oil to
explain the mounting evidence of lingering oil effects on the Sound’s
wildlife. Exxon scientists stayed the course that they had started
when the oil first spilled:that is,they claimed there was other oil in
the Sound back then,lots of other oil,and they published a series of
papers to this ef fect as discussed below.

In response to these papers,Short from the Auke Bay Lab teamed
up with scientists from the USGS in California to identify the source
of the Hinchinbrook hydrocarbons that they had first observed in
their baseline surveys over twenty years earlier (Chapter 11). The
bone of contention was whether these background hydrocarbons
were bioavailable.Hydrocarbons in oils are bioavailable and a source
of contamination for sealife;hydrocarbons in coals and hydrocarbon-
rich shales or “source rocks,” the geological precursors of oil
deposits,are not.

Over a period of five years (1996 to 2000), Short and his col-
leagues collected a series of sediment samples from Prince William
Sound east to Yakutat Bay.The samples included deep-water marine
sediments from the Sound and Gulf of Alaska (Short and Heintz
2003), terrestrial sediments from rivers and lake beds near known
oil seeps, outcrops of source rocks, and coal fields on the North
Gulf coast, and archived samples from oil-seep source rocks and
coal fields in the region (Van Kooten, Short,and Kolak 2002).They
also collected samples of juvenile coho salmon and mussels from
the Katalla oil-seep area to determine if this seep oil was bioavail-
able (Short et al. 1999).While collecting these samples, Short dis-
covered that oil seeps at Katalla and later near Cape Yakataga were
actually nothing more than small slow trickles of oil. Exxon scien-
tists had claimed, in papers and public speeches, that these seeps
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were substantial sources of bioavailable hydrocarbons, blanketing
the seafloor of the northern Gulf of Alaska and Sound!

Exxon scientists initially emphasized the Katalla oil seeps as the
primary source of the seafloor hydrocarbons (Page et al.1995a,1996,
1997). They backed off this claim after Short and his colleagues
demonstrated that the Katalla oil didn’t even make it to the mouth of
the Katalla River, less than six miles distant from the source,let alone
to the bottom of Prince William Sound (Short et al. 1999). Then
Exxon scientists emphasized the more distant oil seeps at Cape
Yakataga (Boehm et al. 2000; Page et al. 1998). Short and his col-
leagues reported oil flow from these seeps was extremely low, at
well under a barrel a day (Becker and Manen 1989);they found it was
not nearly enough to be detectable in the sediments throughout the
northern Gulf of Alaska (Short et al.2000).

The crucial point, consistently avoided by Exxon scientists, but
emphasized by Short and his colleagues, was how any bioavailable
source of hydrocarbons could get into the marine sediments of the
n o rt h e rn Gulf of Alaska without being ch e m i c a l ly altere d .
Hydrocarbons either are bioavailable or they are not: ones that are,
are bioavailable immediately from the point and time of release into
the environment.Oil in the environment is attacked by bacteria and
broken down in ways that produce characteristic chemical profiles.
This proven concept was the basis for Alyeska’s biological treatment
system at the tanker terminal,discussed in Chapter 1,and for Exxon’s
bioremediation program during the oil spill cleanup, discussed else-
where in this book.

Short and his colleagues showed that the hydrocarbons in the
seafloor sediments of the Gulf of Alaska and Sound are strictly pre-
served—locked into a rock matrix—even the highly soluble ones
(Short et al. 2004). This proved that these hydrocarbons are not
bioavailable and that the source of these hydrocarbons is not oil
seeps. These findings also confirmed Short’s theory from twenty
years earlier that the source of the low-grade contamination found
during the baseline surveys along beaches in Hinchinbrook Entrance
was coal,not oil (Chapter 11).This is also true for the hydrocarbons
littering the Sound’s seafloor. This means that, despite Exxon’s fili-
bustering, there is one dominant source of bioavailable oil on the
beaches of Prince William Sound—Exxon Valdez oil—and this oil is
the culprit for the persistent biological harm observed in the ecosys-
tem studies. (This is patently clear from all of the studies examined
and cited in this book.)
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E x xon’s Re s pon s e
Ecological Recovery and Sem antical Nons ens e

In 1998 Exxon scientists re-sampled some of the sites from their ini-
tial assessment program and found, essentially, fewer animals and
species at the heavily oiled sites (Page et al.1999b).So they present-
ed a new definition of recovery—“parallelism”—under which they
proclaimed that sites had recovered as long as the trends, not the
absolute values, in community structure and species abundance and
diversity paralleled similar trends at the reference sites.Exxon scien-
tists argued that “lack of convergence [at the oil sites] is not a linger-
ing effect of the oil spill”(ibid.,124) They pointed out the PAHs had
decreased over time.They reasoned that if there had been an oil spill
effect,differences in the number and types of species between oiled
and unoiled beaches “would have converged as the TPAH [total
PAHs] disappeared”(ibid.,124).Under this new definition,Exxon sci-
entists boldly claimed that the oiled beaches had indeed recovered.

Fishermen in Cordova saw it another way.“If the price of a bar-
rel of oil dropped by half, then stabilized as a parallel trend with the
prices before the drop,I bet the oil industry wouldn’t consider the
l ower price to have ‘ re c ove re d ’ ,” re m a rked fi s h e rm a n , D a n ny
Carpenter, dryly.

The NOAA database—the work of Jon Houghton and his col-
leagues—was particularly troubling to Exxon. For Exxon’s new defi-
nition of recovery to work,Exxon scientists had to ignore the waves
of ecological succession, documented by Houghton and his team
members. Under Exxon’s personally minted notion of parallelism,
black could become white—at least on paper. The new group of
NOAA contractors that replaced Houghton’s team adopted Exxon’s
new definition of recovery (Hoff and Shigenka 1999,112).They com-
pletely reanalyzed Houghton’s eight-year database, added two more
years of sampling,and concluded under parallelism that the beaches
actually had “recovered”within one to two years after the spill.

Pete Peterson was among the many coastal ecologists who
s t ro n g ly criticized the theory of “ p a ra l l e l i s m .” Pe t e rson (2000)
argued,“You could have only 10 percent of the animals and plants on
the shoreline that you would have expected in the absence of the
spill, and you would call that recovered.” The scientific community
eventually rejected Exxon scientists’ theory of parallelism, but well
after it had served its real purpose of creating controversy and mud-
dying the clear picture of lingering oil spill effects in the Sound.
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Looking for Oil in All the Wrong Pla ces

Prince William Sound offered the world an opportunity to witness
ecological impacts from Exxon’s spill, because Exxon’s oil was the
overwhelmingly dominant source of pollution along the Sound’s
shorelines.This was a unique opportunity, in the chronicles of the
planet,because the Sound was essentially devoid of other pollutants,
yet it was not so remote as to preclude extensive monitoring of
impacts and recovery—and,significantly, there was funding for long-
term studies.

The key to realizing impacts from Exxon’s spill was the absence
of other petroleum hydrocarbons in the intertidal zone, specifically
hydrocarbons that could be picked up by marine life.To confuse the
stark findings of persistent harm from the spill, Exxon scientists
repeatedly challenged the notion that Exxon’s oil was the only
source of pollution in the Sound (Bence and Burns 1995; Page et al.
1995a, 1999a).“Remnants of asphalt spilled during the 1964 earth-
quake . . . [Kvenvolden et al.1993],organic particles from shales,seep
oil residues, coal, products of incomplete fuel combustion, soot, for-
est fire fallout, atmospheric fallout, and boat fuel/oil residues are
potential sources of the PAH studied here”(Boehm et al.2001, 473).

Exxon scientists looked high and low for other sources of oil.
They found what they were looking for “low” in the marine sedi-
ments on the seafloor of the Sound—inert coal.Then they proceed-
ed to make “much ado about practically nothing,” as Huff (1954,53),
author of How to Lie with Statistics, aptly described such situations.
It was ludicrous from the outset to try to shift the source of the
Sound’s woes from millions of gallons of fresh toxic crude oil that
stranded overnight in a highly productive biological zone to minis-
cule quantities of hydrocarbons that had accumulated in deep-water
sediments over thousands of years.But try Exxon did.

First,Exxon scientists made it seem that there were a lot of Gulf
of Alaska hydrocarbons compared to very little spill hydrocarbons.
This was relatively easy to do simply by looking in the wrong place
for Exxon Valdez oil. Exxon’s oil largely stayed in intertidal areas,
while the Gulf of Alaska hydrocarbons largely collected in deep-
water benthic sediments. So Exxon scientists looked for Exxon
Valdez hydrocarbons on the Sound’s seafloor where,not surprising-
ly, they found very little spill oil (Page et al.1995a).They did,howev-
er, find some Gulf of Alaska hydrocarbons (coal dust), but only by
counting everything that had drifted down and accumulated over
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the last 160 years or so (Page et al. 1996).This led them to state,“In
those areas where they were detected,spill hydrocarbons were gen-
erally a small increment to the natural petroleum hydrocarbon back-
ground” (Page et al. 1995a, 42; see similar statements in Page et al.
1996,1266,1277).

Next,Exxon scientists set about “proving”that the PAHs in Gulf
of Alaska hydrocarbons were bioavailable and, therefore, a potential
threat to sealife.This meant that the Gulf of Alaska hydrocarbons had
to originate from oil not coal or source rocks, because the PAHs in
coal or source rocks are not bioavailable—they were locked inside
the rock matrix.Initially,Exxon scientists looked no further east than
Katalla seep-oil, which, they claimed, was the source of the Gulf of
Alaska hydrocarbons in the Sound.When Short and others from the
Auke Bay Lab pointed out there is a “substantial coal field”to the east
of Katalla (Short and Heintz 1998, 1651), Exxon scientists claimed
that those Alaska coal maps were “previously unavailable” to them
(Page et al. 1998, 1651). When Short and others pointed out the
chemical profiles that Exxon scientists used to identify seep-oil were
“inadequate to distinguish seep-oil from coal”(Short et al.1999,41),
Exxon scientists claimed, essentially, that the Katalla-area coal fields
were too old and weathered to yield chemical signatures that fit their
profile of PAHs in Gulf of Alaska sediments (Boehm et al.2000,2064).

The problem, of course, lay in the details of Exxon’s chemical
portfolio or library, which was used to identify hydrocarbon signa-
tures. Their portfolio was incomplete. It did not include sediment
samples from dominant sources of PAHs in Gulf of Alaska sediments
such as the coal fields near Yakutat Bay or source rocks beneath the
Malaspina Glacier and other glaciers (Boehm et al. 2001).Exxon sci-
entists also excluded from their portfolio aromatic hydrocarbons
with a chemical profile that would have eliminated oil seeps as sig-
nificant contributors of Gulf of Alaska hydrocarbons.Huff (1954,126)
warns,“Watch out for evidence of a biased sample,one that has been
selected improperly .. . .”Short and his colleagues (2004) pointed out
that Exxon’s models could not accurately identify key sources of
PAHs in Gulf of Alaska sediments when the key sources and key
chemical indicators were left out of the portfolio! 

Huff encourages people to ask,“What’s missing?” He notes that
the absence of critical information “is enough to throw suspicion on
the whole thing”(127).In this case,the younger and larger coal fields
near Cape Yakataga and the source rocks beneath glaciers were miss-
ing from Exxon’s oil portfolios.Short and his co-workers found that
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these omitted sources had hydrocarbon profiles that closely matched
that of the hydrocarbons in the Sound’s seafloor.

Readers may well wonder why such a seemingly minor issue
assumed such epic proportions.The liability (and credibility) stakes in
the oil versus coal controversy were extraordinarily high.Exxon was
liable for up to $100 million for “unanticipated long-term harm” to
wildlife and habitat in a clause tucked into the 1991 civil settlement.
This liability wrinkle made it well worth Exxon’s while to try to pin
the blame for some of the lingering harm from the oil spill on other
culprits.The Katalla seep-oil became the unlikely, but handy, candi-
date.The heated controversy attracted media attention,distracting the
public from the residual Exxon Valdez oil in the beaches.The public
relations battle over the coal-versus-source-rocks-versus-oil controver-
sy was in full swing as this book went to press;the political ramifica-
tions are discussed in Chapter 24.

Sound Trut h
In 2003,the last year covered by this book,Exxon Valdez oil was still
present in Prince William Sound,mostly buried in the lower intertidal
reaches of dozens of bays and beaches that had been heavily oiled in
1989.This residual oil still poses a potential threat to wildlife that
spawns, forages,or lives on or near the contaminated beaches.

The Sound has spoken its truth. Will the world have the wisdom
and courage to listen?
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2004 Status of the Sound
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Chapter 22.

Sound Truth

This part of the collective story, shared by dozens of individuals,ends
with recovery—or at least with the status of injured species that are
the subject of this book.Before a tidy summary of this status can be
made from literally over 500 scientific papers spanning fourteen
years of research, it is necessary first to define recovery and second
to get an ‘Eagle View,’as the Alaska Natives say, in order to keep things
in perspective.

By “recovery,” I mean when all parts of the ecosystem are func-
tioning as they would have been absent the spill and when species
have replaced individuals lost to the spill in areas where the indi-
viduals were lost.The EVOS Trustee Council and public-trust scien-
tists used the federal NRDA regulations’definition for recovery under
Superfund:“The length of time required to return the services of the
injured resource to their baseline conditions”(U. S.Code for Federal
Regulations, 1987, 11.60–11.73). Exxon scientists adopted various
definitions depending on their needs (Page et al. 1995b, 1999b). I
believe a new definition is in order in light of the new findings of
long-term harm from oil.

The first part of the new definition assumes that it is possible to
separate out ecosystem response to different disturbances; for exam-
ple, the oil spill versus the climate regime shift.The second part of
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this definition makes it impossible to declare, for example,sea otters
as “recovered” when they are still showing lingering harm in the
most heavily oiled areas.Ignoring the lack of recovery in oiled areas
is the equivalent of declaring the world’s human population “recov-
ered” from AIDS, while ignoring the few heavily affected areas. In
either case, heavily affected areas should not be treated as anom-
alies—they are the barometers of true and full recovery.

R e g a rding the ‘ E agle Vi ew,’ the Natives re fe rence to the big pic-
t u re pers p e c t i ve , it is important to keep in mind that beaches in the
Sound we re contaminated uneve n ly. D u ring the initial oiling, b e a ch-
e s , b ay s , and fjords that faced nort h west to northeast acted like
baseball mitts, c a t ching the oil as it swept down from Bligh Reef.
B e a ches and bays that faced southwest to southeast we re lightly
oiled or even unoiled. R e c ove ry of habitat and wildlife was also
u n even—it mirro red degree of oiling. H abitat and wildlife in lightly
oiled areas re c ove red faster than habitat and wildlife in heav i ly oiled
a re a s ,w h e re wildlife are still ex p e riencing persistent oil effects after
fifteen ye a rs .

With these two items in mind,let us now zoom in on the ‘Mouse
View,’ the Natives’ way of referring to details (Table 3, p. 376).The
details are the status of recovery of habitat and individual species of
wildlife in the Sound, and the nature of the lingering harm, as pre-
sented by the EVOS Trustee Council in its 2003 Status Report.

1–4 Yea rs Po s t - S p i ll
No species discussed in this book recovered within the first four
years after the Exxon Valdez oil spill.(According to the EVOS Trustee
Council,only the bald eagle recovered within this time period.)

5–9 Yea rs Po s t - S p i ll
Several species recovered within five to nine years of the spill,includ-
ing pink salmon, river otters, and black oystercatchers. Reasons for
the delayed recovery included persistent oil effects from oiled
habitat in all three species; and oiled food for black oystercatch-
ers, which eat mostly invertebrates, and river otters, which supple-
ment their fish diet with some invertebrates.

For pink salmon, oiled habitat alone was the source of delayed
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recovery. Buried residual oil, mobilized by tides and storms,drained
downstream through salmon redds (nests) and was picked up by
eggs and developing embryos,which bioconcentrated PAHs to many
times over the level in the water incubating the redds. Exposure to
even infinitesimal levels of PAHs at this critical life stage in pink
salmon killed eggs,deformed embryos,stunted growth and develop-
ment of surviving juveniles, and ultimately led to fewer surviving
adults. It wasn’t until 1994, five years after the spill, that the PAHs
associated with the residual oil dissipated to the point where scien-
tists could no longer measure lingering harm to salmon eggs.And the
truly frightening thing was: this all happened at PAH levels many

Ta ble 3
Status of Recovery as of 2 0 0 3
( for habitat and wi l dl i fe discussed in this boo k )

Time Species Status Reason for Delayed
Recovery

1–4 years None
5–9 years Pink salmon Recovered Oiled habitat (buried oil)

Black Recovered Oiled habitat;oiled food
oystercatchers
River otters Recovered Oiled habitat;(some) oiled

food
14+ Years Mussel beds Recovering Oiled habitat

Beach
communities Recovering Oiled habitat; cleanup

effects
Pacific herring Not recovered Oiled habitat
Sea otters Recovering Oiled habitat;oiled food
Murres Recovered Loss of forage fish
Harlequin ducks Not recovered Oiled habitat;oiled food
Pigeon guillemots Not recovered Oiled habitat;loss of for-

age fish
Harbor seals Not recovered Loss of forage fish
Orcas, fish-eating Recovering Disrupted social behavior;

low reproductive rates
Orcas,mammal- Not recovered Contaminants (PCBs);zero
eating reproductive rates;loss of

harbor seals

Source: EVOS Trustee Council 2003 Status Report. For full list of species studied
by public-trust scientists see www.oilspill.state.ak.us
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E con omic Impacts of the Disru pted Salmon
Fi s h eri e s
The Prince William Sound salmon fisheries fuel Cordova’s economy—nearly half of
the community’s residents (population 2,500) are directly employed in the com-
mercial fisheries and the revenue from fish harvests supports the local businesses
(Grabacki 1998). The Exxon Valdez oil spill occurred just as the Prince William
Sound salmon ranching program was reaching peak production (Sidebar 13, p.
290); fishermen never realized the program’s promise of stable income and shared
wealth.

Instead salmon fisheries were thoroughly disrupted for five years:
1) in 1989 due to spill-related closures and reduced market value from public

perception of oiled fish (affected all salmon species) (The Exxon Valdez Case);
2) in 1990 due to 25 percent reduced return of pink salmon from oil effects

(Geiger et al.1996; Willette 1996);
3) in 1991 due to disrupted (unprecedented) run timing of pink salmon

(Chapter 16);
4) in 1992 and 1993 due to stock co llapses of pink salmon (Ch a pters 16 and 20).
These most likely spill-related disruptions, primarily to pink salmon, translat-

ed to loss of millions of dollars for Prince William Sound fishermen and the
Cordova community. Using pink salmon as an example, the Sound’s largest salmon
fishery and the bread and butter of Cordova—the seine fishery—had a ten-year
average pre-spill harvest value of $21 million; the five-year average post-spill value
(1989–1993) was $9 million (ADFG 2002). This amounts to an annual loss of $12
million for five years—just from reduced pink salmon seine harvests.Once highly-
prized Prince William Sound limited entry permits for the salmon seine fishery
dropped from a high market value of $310,000 in 1989 to less than $20,000 in 2003
(AK Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission 2004). Many fishermen who bought
their permits before or just after the spill have faced huge debt for permit loans that
the fishery no longer supports.

Cordova depends on its com m ercial fisheries to gen era te “fish bu ck s ,” wh i ch
bo u n ce their way thro u gh the local econ omy as they are spent on groceri e s ,f u el ,
cl o t h i n g, s ervi ce s ,l a bor, and local and state taxe s ,a m ong other things (Im p act
As s e s s m en t , In c .1 9 9 0 ) .S tudies by the Pacific Sea Grant Co ll ege Program and the
O regon State Un ivers i ty calculated “o utp ut (sales) mu l ti p l i ers” to esti m a te the eco-
n omic activi ty gen era ted from fish bu cks (and “tree bu ck s ,” “to u rism bu ck s ,” etc.) in
s m a ll ru ral com mu n i ties (Rad t ke , Dewee s , and Smith 1981). The outp ut mu l ti p l i er
va lue for com m ercial fishing ra n ged from 1.5 to 2.5. App lying the median va lue (2.0)
to the econ omic model from the stu d i e s , and acco u n ting for the proce s s ors’ m a r gi n
( 1 . 5 ) , I esti m a ted the lost income from the pink salmon fisheries alone tra n s l a ted to a
loss of econ omic activi ty to Cordova of n e a rly $36 mill i on per year for these five ye a rs .

In a small town with one primary business—commercial fishing, this loss is
keenly felt by everyone. For example, the city and state share a 3 percent “raw fish
tax,” which generated about 15 percent of the city’s general operating revenue
before the oil spill. Disrupted fisheries (including herring, see Sidebar 15, p. 380)
meant less revenue to the city, which made up the shortfall by increasing the cost of
services (garbage collection, dock fees, etc.), property taxes, and sales taxes. This
created, essentially, a secondary spill disaster, because many of the businesses in
town were owed money from fishermen who had no money to give. Disrupted
fisheries thus contributed to what sociologists call, “a downward economic spiral,”
from which the town has yet to recover. Although the pink salmon fisheries recov-
ered in volume after 1993, the value of the harvest remains depressed due to global
market changes from introduction of farmed fish.
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times lower than the levels currently thought to be “safe” for fish!
(Sidebar 14,p.376)

Pink salmon populations crashed in the Sound in 1992 and
1993—and nowhere else in the state.The Auke Bay Lab tests suggest
that the pink salmon run collapses in the Sound may have been relat-
ed to oil exposure of early life stages of the parent stocks.

For black oystercatchers, oiled habitat and oiled food delayed
recovery until about eight years after the spill. Oystercatchers live,
breed, and forage in the intertidal zone and so were vulnerable to
persistent effects from residual oil along with other wildlife with sim-
ilar habits. Oystercatchers were physically oiled when they uncov-
ered residual pockets of oil by digging,poking,or just moving in the
intertidal zone.They also ate oiled food: invertebrates from heavily
oiled areas soaked up and concentrated subsurface oil and passed
the poison on to the predators that ate them.Chicks fed oiled mus-
sels from oiled beaches grew more slowly and fledged later (decreas-
ing their chances of survival) than chicks from unoiled beaches.
Wildlife that consumed oiled invertebrates, such as mussels, clams,
snails, and crabs, generally took longer to recover than wildlife that
preyed upon fish.

For river otters, oiled habitat and,to a lesser extent,oiled food
also delayed recovery until about eight years after the spill. Many
river otters in the Sound live and breed in old-coastal forest immedi-
ately adjacent to beaches.They encountered oil as they traversed the
intertidal zone during their commutes to the sea,and also when they
foraged for invertebrates, which they eat to supplement their fish
diet. Fish, unlike invertebrates, break down and metabolize toxic
PAHs. So wildlife such as river otters that ate predominately fish—
even in heavily oiled areas—were, in general, consuming prey that
was relatively free of oil,especially compared to invertebrates in the
same oiled areas.

10–14 Yea rs Po s t - S p i ll
The EVOS Trustee Council listed mu rre colonies in the spill path
as “ re c ove re d ” in 2002.A c c o rding to John Piatt, the census counts
and rep ro d u c t i ve success (pro d u c t i v i t y ) of the large colonies at
the Barren Islands and Semidis Islands are , i n d e e d , similar to pre -
spill nu m b e rs , but not so at seve ral smaller colonies such as in
Puale Bay (Drago o ,B y rd , and Irons 2003). P i a t t ,h oweve r, p re fe rs to
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use a diffe rent measure of re c ove ry : that of demogra p h i c s , not just
nu m b e rs . He points out that a stable age distribution with a spre a d
of diffe rent age classes may be important for a species like mu rre s
w h e re successful s u rv i val of yo u n g (not just pro d u c t i v i t y )
depends on ex p e rienced bre e d e rs (pers . c o m m . , 26 Fe b ru a ry
2 0 0 4 ) . By his defi n i t i o n , the mu rres are still “ re c ove ri n g ,” and this
p rocess could take twenty to seventy ye a rs , ex a c t ly as he ori gi n a l-
ly pre d i c t e d . The climate in the North Pa c i fic has shifted, o n c e
ag a i n , b a ck to a cool re gime that supports shri m p , c a p e l i n — a n d
s e ab i rd s . Piatt hopes this will hasten re c ove ry.

15+ Yea rs , Recoveri n g
Habitat and wildlife showing positive trends towards recovery
include mussel beds,beach animals and sea plants,sea otters, murres,
and fish-eating orcas.Reasons for the delayed recovery included per-
sistent oil effects from oiled habitat and oiled food; cleanup
effects; and loss of forage fish.

Mussel beds and intertidal beach communities are recov-
ering as the buried oil slowly redistributes and diminishes with time.
The sea plants and animals on beaches that were treated by the
hydraulic water washes are also slowly recovering as former com-
munities are re-established through recruitment and cycles of suc-
cession.

Sea otters show signs of recovery that mirrors the degree and
recovery of oiled habitat: these animals have recovered fully in light-
ly oiled areas,but not at all in some of the most heavily oiled areas of
the Sound.Sea otters are vulnerable to persistent oil effects through
encounters with buried pockets of residual oil while foraging and
consuming oiled prey.

The resident AB pod of fish-eating orcas lost thirteen of
its thirty-six members in the two years following the spill and was
observed to have extremely disrupted social behavior for several
years thereafter. The pod remains split into two subgroups, one of
which is seen only infrequently. Naturally low reproductive rates
require years to replace large losses;only half of the whales lost since
1989 have been replaced. In contrast, the Gulf of Alaska population
of resident whales has increased since the spill.

(Author’s note: Many people wrote comments or testified
against the EVOS Trustee Council’s decision to list the AB pod of
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orcas as “recovering”when, in fact, only half the whales lost have
been replaced.At least this trend is hopeful and only time, not pol-
itics, will dictate the true status of recovery.)

15+ Yea rs , Not Recoveri n g
Wildlife not recovering from the spill include harlequin ducks,
pigeon guillemots, harbor seals, and mammal-eating orcas. Reasons
for the delayed recovery are varied and directly or indirectly related
to oil.Spill-related reasons include oiled habitat, oiled food, and
loss of prey species.

Over-wintering adult female harlequin ducks continue to
have lower survival rates in oiled versus unoiled beaches.Harlequins
forage for invertebrates in the intertidal zone and shallow nearshore
seas.Harlequin ducks are vulnerable to persistent oil effects through
encounters with residual pockets of oil while foraging and eating
oiled food.

The Sound’s herring population has had problems since the
spill.At a minimum,oil exposure in 1989 killed lipid-rich eggs,incu-
bating along oiled beaches;maimed and killed embryos adrift in sur-
face waters; and reduced fertility in survivors of the 1989-year class.
PAH exposure also may have wreaked havoc with the immune sys-
tem of surviving 1989 year-class and adults, making them more sus-
ceptible to diseases (Marty et al.1999).The herring stocks collapsed
in Prince William Sound and nowhere else in the state in 1993, the
year that survivors of the ill-fated 1989-year class matured and joined
the adult stocks. Viral outbreaks decimated the Sound’s remaining
herring stocks again in 1998 and 2001 (Gary Marty, pers. comm., 1
March 2004).

However, herring may be starting to come back; in fall 2003
nearly 80 percent of the stocks were composed of three-year-old fish.
If these juveniles successfully recruit into the adult stocks in 2004,
without triggering another disease outbreak, they could finally start
to rebuild the Sound’s herring population,currently at 30,000 tons—
less than one-quarter of the pre-spill population (ADFG biologist
Steve Moffitt, Cordova,AK, pers. comm., 2 March 2004). Only time
will tell whether this is wishful thinking or the Sound’s newest truth
(Sidebar 15,p.380).

Pigeon guillemots have not been able to replace the individ-
uals lost during the spill.Adults forage for fish in shallow nearshore
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seas and they supplement their diet with invertebrates.Evidence sug-
gests that adults are exposed to persistent oil effects through oiled
habitat and oiled food (invertebrates). Young are fed only fish and
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E con omic Impacts of the Lost Herring Fi s h eri e s
Loss of the Sound’s lucrative herring fisheries has affected fishermen,families, and
the Cordova community. Herring fisheries included sac roe and spawn-on-kelp
fisheries in spring and food-and-bait fisheries in fall. These fisheries provided hun-
dreds of jobs in harvesting, processing, and exporting. For example, there were
roughly 100 limited-entry permits for purse seine sac roe fishery (ADFG 1998,
Appendix H.4). Each of these permit holders had usually four crew members.
Harvests were processed at local canneries and exported. The timing of these jobs
was also critical: the spring fisheries generated the first big revenue after a long
winter and the fall fisheries provided income primarily to local residents.

The herring fisheries were first closed in 1989 because of the oil spill; they
were closed again from 1993 to 1996 after a virus outbreak decimated the stocks
(Marty et al. 1998, 2003). There were very small harvests in 1997 and 1998. The
fisheries have been closed since 1999 to allow the stocks to recover.

The ten-year average annual harvest value for all fisheries combined from
1982 to 1992 was $16.3 million (ADFG 2002, Appendix H.13; Cohen 1997, Table
9.3), but the loss to the community was much more. Applying the economic model
explained elsewhere (Sidebar 14, p. 376),I estimated the lost income from the her-
ring fisheries translates to a loss of economic activity to Cordova of nearly $50 mil-
lion per year.

Of course the fishermen and their families were the hardest hit by the loss of
the herring fisheries.Financially, many herring fishermen were devastated by the
loss of income and rapid devaluation of limited-entry permit values. Limited-entry
permits are like stock: the value reflects the strength of the fishery. According to
Alaska’s Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission (2004), the estimated permit
value of Prince William Sound sac roe purse seine fisheries plunged from a high of
$245,000 in 1989 to a low o f $21,160 in 2003 and the price is still dropping.
Fishermen who bought in when the permits were high have been trapped into
escalating debt on permit loans they cannot pay because of the closed herring fish-
eries and general low prices in other fisheries.A growing number of these fisher-
men are giving their anticipated share of the punitive damage award from the con-
solidated lawsuit against Exxon to the State of Alaska as a lien in order to obtain
debt relief and restart their lives (Platt 2002). This financial havoc has also taken an
emotional toll, which has separate economic costs (Picou and Gill 1997; Rodin et
al.1997).

Prince William Sound herring fishermen are asking the parties to the 1991
civil settlement to reopen it and use part of the $100 million available for unantici-
pated long-term damages to buy-back herring permits to give the fishermen—and
the fish—a chance to recover. Fifteen years ago, Exxon spokesperson Don Cornett
told the Cordova community, “You have had some good luck and you don’t realize
it. You have Exxon and we do business straight. We will make you whole!”(Mullins
1994). Fulfilling this promise is long overdue
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show no signs of oil exposure, however, they are showing signs of
food stress throughout the Sound. Pigeon guillemot populations
were in decline before the spill,possibly because of loss of high-lipid
forage fish due to the climate regime shift. It is possible that addi-
tional losses of herring (and possibly sand lance) after the spill exac-
erbated this problem.

Harbor seals are listed as not recovering, primarily because
they have not been able to replace the individuals lost during the
spill.Like many species of piscivorous (fish-eating) marine birds,seal
populations were declining before the spill due to loss of energy-rich
forage fish from the climate regime shift.Although seal pups in the
Sound appear healthy, it is possible that loss of high-fat forage fish
(such as herring) after the spill may be affecting survival of other
ages of seals.

The transient AT1 group of mammal-eating orcas is not
recovering, primarily because they have not been able to replace
individuals lost from the spill.This group lost 11 of its 21 members
in the two years following the spill. In contrast to the fish-eating
orcas, this group of transient whales has not produced any new
calves since 1984.This reproductive failure is most likely caused by
high levels of PCBs stored in the whales’ blubber. PCBs are known to
disrupt reproductive hormones in mammals. Reproductive failure
may also be related to loss of their preferred prey, harbor seals; the
harbor seal population in the Gulf of Alaska has declined by 90 per-
cent during the past twenty years. According to whale researcher
Craig Matkin (pers.comm.,26 February 2004),these whales have lit-
tle chance of recovery, largely because of the contaminant problem.
NMFS is considering a proposal to list this group as depleted under
the Marine Mammal Protection Act.

In d i rect Ef fec t s
Besides the direct effects of oiled habitat and oiled food on injured
species,there were indirect effects of the oil spill that also caused
injury and delayed recovery. Two examples stand out most clearly in
the dynamic Prince William Sound ecosystem.First,as a direct effect
of the spill, beaches scoured clean of sea plants and animals by
Exxon’s pressurized hot water wash took far longer to recover than
beaches left untouched.Treated beaches endured waves of succes-
sion as freshly recruited single-age stands of sea plants died en masse
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every three to four years,literally uprooting the shelter and food for
beach-dwelling animal life.These violent die-offs also created indi-
rect effects on wildlife like young salmon and herring that used
these areas for protected nurseries and on predators that foraged
along these beaches.The indirect effects diminished as the treated
beaches slowly regained a stable and diverse assemblage of sea
plants and animals.

Second, the spill-related loss of herring wreaked havoc in the
Sound’s ecosystem. Herring are a keystone species in the food web
where over forty species of fish, birds, and mammals rely on these
lipid-rich, surface-schooling fish to feed their young and to build
blubber or fat reserves for critical times of the year. Estimated loss of
half of the young-of-the-year herring in 1989, few surviving one-year
old herring in 1990,and generally smaller size year classes since the
spill created hardships for a variety of species.

For example,black-legged kittiwakes in the Sound were not
injured initially by the spill and their population was not in decline
before the spill,unlike many other piscivorous birds.The distribution
of kittiwakes,however, had shifted before the spill to allow colonies
better access to herring nurseries in response to loss of other lipid-
rich forage fish.With the decline in herring abundance since the spill
(first young herring,then adults),kittiwake colonies that did not have
access to alternative prey started to decline.Other colonies switched
to pink salmon fry and other less preferred forage fish as alternative
prey for their young.Thus,loss of herring also caused indirect effects
to pink salmon.

For well over a decade after the spill,herring failed to reproduce
successfully and the population was still plagued by devastating dis-
ease outbreaks. Until the herring population has fully recovered,
there will continue to be indirect effects on many other species.

Recovery Un k n own
These neat and tidy classifications of the status of recovery belie the
fact that the overwhelming majority of creatures in the Sound fall
into the final category of “recovery unknown.” For most wildlife,
there simply was not enough known about their habits,population,
health,or spill injury, if any,to even hazard the faintest guess at recov-
ery status. For this reason, subtidal seafloor communities of
plants and animals were finally moved into this category—there was
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not sufficient baseline or pre-spill information to determine spill
effects or recovery. Other examples include shellfish; the initial
spill may very well have wiped out the entire year-class of larval shell-
fish—shrimp,crabs, scallops, and their kin—as well as noncommer-
cial but important forage species adrift in the water column with
the larval herring.The spill most likely devastated sand lance, inter-
tidal fish that are known to be sensitive to oil; residual oil likely
delayed recovery of this important forage fish in heavily oiled areas.
Spill effects on capelin, another important forage fish,are also large-
ly unknown.

Understanding the natural history of the species in an ecosystem and
the complex relationships among the species is of utmost impor-
tance to being able to monitor ecosystem health and detect impacts
from oil spills, climate change, contaminants, and other threats.The
only way to overcome our gaping knowledge is to embrace a more
comprehensive and holistic approach to monitoring and manage-
ment. Instead of just doing “ecosystem studies,” as the fishermen of
Prince William Sound demanded in 1993, we need to do “long-term
ecosystem monitoring.”This approach and the new understanding of
oil’s harmful ef fects to life are legacies of the Exxon Valdez oil spill
and are discussed in Chapter 23.
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Part 3
The Legacy and Beyond

“We have been slow to realize we are all in harm’s way.”

Daniel Yergin
The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money & Power
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Chapter 23.

The Legacy of the Exxon Valdez Oil
Spill: Emerging Science and Policy

One of the scientists whom I interviewed for this book warned,“Our
job is not done.”Many people who shared their personal stories with
me expressed this sense of unfinished business.They feel it was not
enough to simply understand or experience how the oil spill caused
lingering harm to ecosystems and individuals for fifteen years.They
believe either there are fundamental wrongs that need to be fixed to
prevent history from repeating itself, or there are fundamental truths
that need to be told to improve our quality of life on this planet.

The last two chapters of this book are about the unfinished busi-
ness of conveying these lessons and recommendations to the pub-
lic—the stewards of wildlife and wild lands.In this final section,the
responsibility shifts from us, the messengers, to you, the reader,
because although this book ends,the story of oil will continue for a
while longer.We all,especially people in developed nations,will have
a role in crafting the final chapter on oil history. As you read ‘The
Legacy’of the Exxon Valdez oil spill,please tuck this question in the
back of your mind:what would have happened if no one had listened
to Paul Revere?
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Sh i f ting Pa ra d i gm s : Oil Causes Pers i s ten t
Ha rmful Ef fec t s
A scientist’s view of the natural world is held as a paradigm—an
understanding,based on theories,studies,models,and other general-
izations, which seeks to accurately reflect and explain observations
from the natural world.Paradigms are dynamic,not static;that is,they
shift to accommodate new observations,and when paradigms shift,
science advances. For example, a scientific paradigm once held that
the world was flat,but we no longer believe this.

It should not be surprising in this day of rapid technological
advancements that,in the time span of one generation or thirty years,
since most of our protective standards were first established, our
understanding of the effects of oil on humans and wildlife have rad-
ically evolved.

In 1999, the U.S. EPA identified twenty-two PAHs as “persistent,
bioaccumulative, and toxic (PBT) pollutants” (U.S.EPA 2001).PBT
pollutants are ‘the worst of the worst’ known human health haz-
ards—the list includes mercury, dioxin, PCBs, DDT, and now PAHs.
The EPA (2000) states that PBT pollutants are“highly toxic,long-last-
ing substances that can build up in the food chain to levels that are
harmful to humans and ecosystems.” In other words, they are per-
sistent and they are bioavailable; that is they are able to spread
throughout the ecosystem.Further,“PBTs are associated with a range
of adverse human health effects,including the nervous system,repro-
ductive and developmental problems, cancer, and genetic impacts.
Reducing risks from PBTs presents a challenge . . . because of the pol-
lutants’ ability to travel long distances, move easily from air to water
or land and linger for generations in people and the environment.”

This listing of PAHs on the ‘worst of the worst’ chemicals’inven-
tory reflects a shift in scientific understanding about the toxic nature
of PAHs (ATSDR 2002; C o l b o rn , D u m a n o s k i , and Mye rs 1996;
Steingraber 2001).The Exxon Valdez oil spill played a central role in
this drama. In the fifteen years since the Exxon Valdez oil spill,
researchers have advanced two new and mutually supporting para-
digms in oil toxicity—one in humans and one in wildlife. These
advanced understandings of oil toxicity show that acute and chron-
ic symptoms from oil exposure in vertebrates—humans, fish, birds,
and mammals—are quite similar, often disabling, and occur at much
lower levels of oil than previously thought harmful to life. With
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wildlife, scientists have completed the circle of understanding from
individual to population-level effects.With humans,this full circle has
yet to be drawn,but the implications are clear—hence,the new list-
ing for PAHs as persistent bioaccumulative toxins.

Hum an Harm

The journey to discovery of the effects of oil on human health start-
ed nearly a century ago. For example, the aromatic hydrocarbon
benzene,a solvent, was considered dangerous as early as the 1920s.
As a potent carcinogen,“The only absolutely safe level for benzene
is zero ” states a 1948 health rev i ew pre p a red for A m e ri c a n
Petroleum Institute (Rampton and Stauber 2001,85).Over fifty years
later, the risk has not changed (ATSDR 1997). NIOSH, the research
arm of OSHA, lists no recommended exposure limit for benzene is
its Health Hazard Evaluation Report for the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
Instead NIOSH investigators state, “The American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygenists [ACGIH] considers benzene to
be a suspected human carcinogen and recommends that exposures
should be kept to a minimum”(NIOSH 1991,41,Table 2, footnote e).

According to Exxon’s own air quality monitoring data (Med-Tox
1989c), the highest levels of benzene to which cleanup workers
were exposed occurred on beaches treated with pressurized hot
water wash where benzene levels exceeded the legally enforceable
OSHA permissible exposure limit (PEL) by almost eight times (Table
A.1,p.450).

With medical advancements in diagnostic tools and increased
appreciation of the subtle functions of the human body, crude oil
was found to be even more hazardous to humans than previously
thought. Inhalation of oil mist and PAH aerosols was found to result
in short- and long-term respiratory damage and central nervous sys-
tem disorders as well as chronic blood (anemia, leukemia),liver, and
kidney disorders; endocrine disruption; and immune suppression
(Chapter 10). In part because of these concerns, oil spills were
declared hazardous waste cleanups in March 1989 (OSHA,1989).

According to Exxon’s air quality monitoring data (Med-Tox
1989a–c),the highest levels of the carcinogen benzene and oil mist
to which workers were exposed occurred on beaches treated with
pressurized hot water wash and exceeded the legally enforceable
OSHA PEL by eight and four times, respectively (Table A.1, p. 450).
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Maximum exposure to PAH aerosols exceeded the legally enforce-
able OSHA PEL by two times.Further,Exxon scientists had published
a study before the spill showing that standard PELs need to be
reduced to adequately protect workers with extended work shifts
(Exxon 1986). According to Exxon’s study, the OSHA PELs should
have been—but were not—reduced for cleanup workers by at least
two to three times for their daily shifts of twelve to eighteen hours.
Occupational health physician Dr. Daniel Teitelbaum, who served as
expert witness in Stubblefield v.Exxon (1994), stated the OSHA PELs
should have been reduced by 80 percent (Teitelbaum 1994). This
means the over-exposures stated above are conservative by a factor
of two to five times.

Solvents are also potent human health hazards with effects that
largely overlap those from inhalation of oil mists and PAH aerosols.
Solvents are key ingredients in industrial dispersants, used on oil
spills, and in commercial degreasers. For example, the solvent 2-
butoxyethanol is an ingredient in several products used during the
Exxon Valdez cleanup such as Inipol, Corexit 9527, and Simple
Green (ATSDR 1998). Known health hazards of products used dur-
ing the cleanup include acute and chronic respiratory damage and
central nervous system disorders, chronic liver, kidney, and blood
(anemia) disorders; immune suppression; and acute skin disorders
(dermatitis) (Chapter 10). Simple Green also damages developing
fetuses, according to the EPA’s website on janitorial products to
avoid (U.S.EPA 2003).

According to Exxon’s air quality monitoring data (Med-Tox
1989c),the highest levels of 2-butoxyethanol to which workers were
exposed exceeded by two times the legally enforceable OSHA PEL
(Table A.1, p. 450). This over-exposure is conservative—it does not
consider the NIOSH recommendation or reductions for extended
wo rk hours . Exxon did not monitor ex p o s u re to commerc i a l
degreasers such as De-Solv-It,Citra-Solv, Simple Green,Limonene,and
CitraKleen,which were used liberally to clean everything from work-
ers’skin and clothes to skiffs,booms,and large vessels.Dr.Teitelbaum
(1994) was appalled by the lack of monitoring of solvent exposures
in Exxon’s worker safety program.

The oil industry was well aware of the health hazards of inhala-
tion of various fractions of crude oil and its refined products before
the spill. Human health effects were documented in the Amoco
Cadiz spill off the northern coast of France in 1978. At least one
petrochemical company recommended a PEL for crude oil that was
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twenty-five times lower than the OSHA PEL (Lyondell Petrochemical
Co. 1990). Exxon had developed an extensive library on health
effects from inhalation of oil vapors,mists,and aerosols—and proper
protection for company employees as evidenced in the toxic tort
lawsuit Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994).

Exxon’s pressurized hot water wash created oil mists and PAH
aerosols. As shown in Chapter 2, Exxon’s worker safety program
failed to adequately protect cleanup crews from overexposure to
dangerous chemicals. According to Exxon’s clinical data (Exxon
1989b),6,722 cleanup workers reported respiratory symptoms simi-
lar to cold and flu symptoms—or symptoms of chemical poisoning
from inhalation of oil mists and aerosols.It seems that the Exxon and
VECO medical staff on the cleanup and the cleanup workers them-
selves should have been trained to recognize—and treat in the case
of the medical staff—symptoms associated with chemical exposures.

All 6,722 respiratory illnesses were reported by Exxon as “Upper
Respiratory Infections”(URIs), rather than work-related illnesses,and
dubbed by workers as “the Valdez Crud” (Stranahan 2003). Since
OSHA does not require reporting of URIs or specifically,colds and flu
(OSHA 2004a), Exxon dodged the long-term health monitoring
requirements for hazardous waste cleanups.Workers did not receive
early (in most cases, any) treatment for chemical poisoning. Many
became sick with classic chronic symptoms of exposure to crude oil
and cleaning products (solvents) used on the beaches. As one work-
er put it,“I just kept wondering,‘how come I got the Valdez Crud for
the next ten years?’”

In 2003 Annie O’Neill,a master’s student at Yale Medical School’s
Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, conducted a health
survey of EVOS cleanup workers (O’Neill 2003).She found workers
who had jobs with more exposure to oil mists and PAH aerosols have
a greater prevalence of self-reported chronic symptoms of dif ficulty
breathing (chronic airway disease), neurological impairment, and
chemical sensitivity than workers with less exposure.Workers at risk
of exposure to oil mists and PAH aerosols were classified as ones
who sprayed beaches or boats and gear (DECON), operated skiffs,
deployed booms,or collected animals or carcasses. One-third of the
169 participants in her survey reported symptoms similar to those
listed on the MSDS for crude oil and the other chemicals of concern
present during the cleanup.She submitted her study for publication
in a peer-reviewed journal.

O’Neill’s survey may be just the tip of the iceberg.It is likely that
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inhalation of oil and oil-solvent aerosols and mists has compromised
the health of thousands of cleanup workers.This happened under a
supposed best case scenario: state-of-the-art cleanup equipment
(such as it is),pre-authorized and approved chemicals,a worker safe-
ty training program approved by the state and federal officials,an air
quality sampling program, and a state-of-the-art worker safety pro-
gram conducted by one of the most sophisticated oil companies in
the world and monitored by the state and federal officials.

Cleanup workers’ health certainly has been compromised in
other spills. Cleanup workers and residents of towns misted by oily
sea spray reported respiratory difficulties,sore throats,stinging eyes,
nausea,and headaches after the 1992 Braer oil spill in Shetland and
the 1999 Sea Empress oil spill in Wales (Campbell et al. 1993, 1994;
Lyons et al.1999).This caught the attention of researchers who found
that oil aerosols are a cause for concern to spill responders in windy
conditions and immediately following dispersant (solvent) applica-
tion (Zhou and Liu 2001).

When politics, corporate public relations, big money, and oil
spills intersect, governments look away while liability for damages is
foisted onto the public, workers, and wildlife. Therefore, evidence
from oil spill cleanups shows that acute and chronic health problems
are likely not unusual for spill responders and others downwind of
oily spray and mist. Instead, health problems should be anticipated
by care providers for any oil spill cleanups that involve people work-
ing on beaches.

Wildlife Harm

The journey to discovery of oil effects on wildlife began during the
1970s, fifteen years or so before the Exxon Valdez oil spill.Scientists
developed a paradigm that held that oil had mostly short-term toxic
effects to sealife (Table 4, p. 394). Regarding wildlife, scientists
thought oil effects were short-term and occurred only through
hypothermia,drowning,or ingestion of toxic oil through preening or
grooming. Regarding fish, scientists thought that the water-soluble
fraction (WSF) caused short-term death from narcosis at concentra-
tions of parts per million. Regarding habitat, scientists believed that
most losses of plants and invertebrates from oiling would be due to
smothering or short-term toxic exposure to the WSF; and that oil
stranding on rocky intertidal beaches would rapidly “weather” or
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degrade and disperse by microbes and ultraviolet (UV) light.Visible
weathered oil remaining on the beaches was thought to be environ-
mentally benign.

In 1989, the Exxon Valdez spill started as scientists expected:
with a staggering death toll of seabirds and marine mammals.
Scientists poked about in some of the carcasses of harbor seals and
sea otters to confirm death by inhalation of oil vapors,as evidenced
by the hallmark brain lesions, and by ingestion of oil, as evidenced
by the state of their internal organs.But then came the cleanup and
scientists observed the unanticipated: the cleanup caused more
damage to beach life than the original spill.Years passed with more
surprises.The lingering pools of liquid oil, trapped under mussel
beds and layers of gravel,were not anticipated,nor was the lingering
harm to fish, seabirds, and mammals in areas with buried pools of
oil.And finally, there was the unmistakable imprint of persistent oil
effects in sickly rehabilitated sea otters and population crashes of
pink salmon.

By 2004, fifteen years after the Exxon Valdez spill, scientists
developed a new oil toxicity paradigm to explain the persistent and
harmful effects to sealife, which could not be explained by the old
paradigm (Peterson et al. 2003).The emerging paradigm holds that
oil has both short-term direct effects on sealife,predicted by the old
paradigm, as well as long-term direct, indirect, and delayed effects
in the low parts per billion.The latter occur because oil is persistent
in habitat types such as rocky beaches (the predominant shoreline in
the Sound),peat marshes,and mussel beds;still bioavailable (readily
picked up by sealife);and still toxic.This new paradigm shifts from a
simplistic understanding based largely on short-term toxicity tests
with single species to a more refined understanding based on a syn-
thesis of ecosystem studies over time.

Scientists discovered oil can retain its toxicity for decades when
buried in areas with little disturbance, oxygen required to support
microbes,and UV light for photolysis (Table 4,p.394).They found the
persistent toxicity is caused by PAHs, the three- to five-ringed aro-
matic hydrocarbons that dissolve into water slowly over time and act
as a slow poison to compromise health of individual organisms.Low
levels of PAHs in buried pockets of oil were still delaying recovery of
harlequin ducks, pigeon guillemots, and sea otters, among other
wildlife,in some areas of the Sound in 2003, fourteen years after the
spill and the last research season covered by this book.

The new paradigm holds that oil causes delayed and indirect
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Ta ble 4
Ch a n ging Pa ra d i gms in Un derstanding Oil Ef fec t s
in Ma rine Eco s ys tem s
Reprinted with permission from Peterson,Rice,Short,Esler, Bodkin,Ballachey,
and Irons 2003.Long-term ecosystem response to the EVOS. Science 302:2082-
2086.Copyright 2003 American Association for the Advancement of Science
(AAAS).

Physical shoreline habitat

OL D PA R A D I G M: Oil that grounds on shorelines other than marshes dominated by
fine sediments will be rapidly dispersed and degraded microbially and photolyti-
cally.

EM E R G I N G A P P R E C I AT I O N: Oil degrades at varying rates depending upon environ-
ment,with subsurface sediments physically protected from disturbance, oxy-
genation,and photolysis retaining contamination by only partially weathered oil
for years.

Oil toxicity to fish

OL D PA R A D I G M: Oil effects occur solely through short-term (~4 day) exposure to
water-soluble fraction (1–2 ringed aromatics dominate) through acute narcosis
mortality at parts per million concentrations.

EM E R G I N G A P P R E C I AT I O N: Long-term exposure of fish embryos to weathered oil
(3–5 ringed PAHs) at parts per billion concentrations has population conse-
quences through indirect effects on growth,deformities,and behavior with
long-term consequences on mortality and reproduction.

Oil toxicity to seabirds and marine mammals

OL D PA R A D I G M: Oil effects occur solely through short-term acute exposure of
feathers or fur and resulting death from hypothermia,drowning,or ingestion of
toxics during preening.

EM E R G I N G A P P R E C I AT I O N: Oil effects also are substantial (independent of means of
insulation) over the long term through interactions between natural environ-
mental stressors and compromised health of exposed animals,through chronic
toxic exposure from ingesting contaminated prey or during foraging around
persistent sedimentary pools of oil,and through disruption of vital social func-
tions (care giving or reproduction) in socially organized species.

Oil impacts on coastal communities

OL D PA R A D I G M: Acute mortality through short-term toxic exposure to oil deposit-
ed on shore and the shallow seafloor or through smothering accounts for the
only important losses of shoreline plants and invertebrates.

(continued)
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effects by unraveling bits of the complex tapestry of life that we
simply call “ecosystems.”Oil disrupts food web interactions such as
the prey-switching phenomena among herring, pink salmon, and
apex predators; complex social behaviors in whales and seabirds;
and critical dependencies on “biogenic” habitat—the sea plants
and invertebrates that blanket rocky intertidal beaches and provide
shelter and food for other fish and wildlife.There are “synergistic”
effects in which oil acts in concert with other ecosystem distur-
bances—climate regime shifts, global warming, other PBT pollu-
tants—to knock entire populations of species (such as transient
orcas) down to tiny flames of their former blaze that could easily be
put out by more hardships.It’s as if, instead of greasing these intr i-
cate cogs of life,oil spills gum them up and cause the whole marine
engine to malfunction for years.

The new paradigm shatters several tenets of the old paradigm.
The new understanding holds that: (1) oil has short-term and long-
term toxic effects to fish and wildlife;(2) subsurface buried oil is
not environmentally benign; and (3) oil is both persistent and
bioavailable. Oil was found to be harmful to fish and wildlife at
1,000 times lower levels than those thought to be “safe” for wildlife
under the old paradigm. Further, extraordinarily low levels of oil—
PAHs in the low parts per billion range—cause persistent and meas-
urable population-level harm to sea life.On the basis of these sci-
entific advancements, environmental policies are grossly under-pro-
tective of aquatic life.

Recent studies from this country and others validate the public-
trust scientists’ findings and confirm the emergence of the new oil
toxicity paradigm (Couillard 2002). Some of these findings are sum-
marized by National Research Council in its 2002 publication, Oil

EM E R G I N G A P P R E C I AT I O N: Clean-up attempts can be more damaging than the oil
itself, with impacts recurring as long as clean-up (including both chemical and
physical methods) continues.Because of the pervasiveness of strong biological
interactions in rocky intertidal and kelp forest communities,cascades of
delayed,indirect impacts (especially of trophic cascades and biogenic habitat
loss) expand the scope of injury well beyond the initial direct losses and there-
by also delay recoveries

(Author’s Notes for non-scientists:“Photolysis”and “photolytically” refer to
breakdown (weathering) of oil by ultraviolet light.“Ringed aromatics” and
“ringed PAHs” refer to aromatic hydrocarbons;ppm and ppb are concentra-
tions at parts per million or billion, respectively. Examples of “socially organ-
ized species” include common murres and orcas.“Trophic cascades” refer to
food web interactions.“Biogenic habitat loss” refers to loss living habitat [i.e.,
coastal sea plants and invertebrates].)
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and the Sea III, and in the technical literature. This book, Sound
Truth, introduces the public to this scientific revolution in our under-
standing of oil toxicity.

Reassessing our In d i c a tors of In d ivi dual Hea l t h
Under the old oil toxicity paradigm,scientists used indicators such as
“death” and “cancer” in lab tests and risk assessments to determine
levels of oil (and dispersant) that were supposedly safe for wildlife
and humans. For example, to establish water quality standards for
aquatic life,scientists in the 1970s divided the lowest concentrations
of oil (WSF) that caused death to test organisms by 100—and used
this as a safe standard,hoping it was sufficient to protect life.As sci-
entists found out nearly thirty years later, it was not.Further, the end-
point of “cancer”in humans,it turns out, was also too blunt a tool to
protect life from other more subtle diseases such as central nervous
system malfunction,endocrine disruption,and chemical sensitivities
that compromise health,disable,and kill.

Advances in medicine and science produced sensitive diagnostic
tools to monitor individual health of humans, domestic animals, and
wildlife.These tools allowed scientists to detect subtle effects of pol-
lutants at the sub-cellular level. From the perspective of the new par-
adigm, the flaws in the bricks and mortar of the old paradigm are
obvious.

Biom arkers and Hum an Health

One of the reasons EVOS cleanup workers became sick from inhala-
tion of oil and solvent aerosols is because risk assessments, which
health officials depend upon to establish “safe” exposure limits to
chemicals, give only the illusion of safety. Risk assessments cannot
deliver on their promise of public protection,because their ability to
give honest answers depends on how closely the underlying studies
reflect the reality of multiple chemical exposures in our home,work-
place,and world.None do.

Rampton and Stauber (2001) in Trust Us: We’re the Experts
charge that “[d]etermining the cumulative effect of these insults is a
scientific impossibility . . . resulting risk assessment is bogus”(109).It
follows that the supposedly safe permissible exposure limits (PELs)
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for workers are also “bogus”because they are based on the faulty risk
assessments.

Crude oil illustrates the problem. As occupational medicine
physician Teitelbaum pointed out in his court deposition (1994),
there are OSHA PELs for many individual hydrocarbons in crude oil,
such as benzene and some of the PAHs.However, there are no PELs
for the whole—for crude oil mists or aerosols, because these are
complex mixtures of hundreds of hydrocarbons. Exxon cleanup
workers were not just exposed to individual hydrocarbons—they
were bombarded by hundreds of hydrocarbons as has been shown.

Our ability to predict “safe”levels of hazardous chemicals such as
crude oil is further weakened by bad decisions. Examples abound
from the EVOS cleanup (Teitelbaum 1994).The decision to use sur-
rogates to determine safe levels of exposure of workers to crude oil
mist and PAH aerosols instead of the real thing was bad enough.The
choices of surrogates—the relatively benign mineral oil and dust par-
ticulates—made bad decisions worse,because the surrogates did not
even come close to accurately representing the health hazards of the
original chemicals.(For example, crude oil is a “tumorigen”—it pro-
duces carcinogenic tumors—when applied to skin; mineral oil is
something mothers rub on babies’bottoms!) Exxon never voluntari-
ly reduced the PELs to accommodate its extended work hours—a
given in crisis situations;this was another bad decision that increased
the risk to workers.

To make matters worse, Exxon’s medical doctors, who should
have recognized work-related exposure problems,sent ill workers to
regional hospitals and traditional doctors who are not trained to
link work-related exposures to health problems (U. S.OSHA 1994).
The traditional doctors often fail to diagnose and treat chemical-
induced symptoms and diseases. PAH aerosols and solvents such as
benzene and 2-butoxyethanol are neurotoxins and endocrine dis-
rupters that can cause systemic effects, which often are not con-
nected by the patient or doctor back to the root cause,and therefore
not treated as chemical exposures.The traditionally trained doctors
sent the workers back out into the conditions that made them sick
in the first place.

Chemical sensitivity and the emerging new disease paradigm
these symptoms represent—toxic induced loss of tolerance or
TILT—are slowly breaking through a wall of recognition-resistance
formed by traditional doctors,allergists,and the petrochemical indus-
try (Ashford and Miller 1998). Chemical-induced symptoms are also
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ill-defined in OSHA workers’ compensation programs, which rou-
tinely dismiss such problems (at least in Alaska).

It’s as if we don’t want to admit that crude oil really is a health
hazard, so we set lax worker exposure standards and then refuse to
recognize health problems from overexposure. Despite the denial
issues,the bottom line is the cleanup worker’s human body and in it,
at the cellular and sub-cellular level, lies the proof of past PAH and
s o l vent ex p o s u re s , clues of causation of my s t e rious ch e m i c a l -
induced symptoms,and predictors of future cancers and other health
problems.

Biomarkers are the latest tool for ferreting out evidence of chem-
ical exposures in the human body. Human blood, urine, and body tis-
sues all lend evidence of exposure to PAHs, oil vapors and mists, and
2 - b u t ox ye t h a n o l , among others (Accu-Chem Lab o ra t o ries 1992b;
Spence 1989a, 1989b). Sophisticated equipment, designed to sleuth
out subtle clues in blood counts, hormone levels, DNA “adducts”
(adhesions from PAH exposure) and developing fetuses,has accelerat-
ed identification of health pro blems caused by PAH ex p o s u re s
(Eubanks1994;Perera 1992;Perera et al.1999;Steingraber 1998,2001).

Sandra Steingraber, author of Living Downstream (1998), refers
to biomarkers as the crown jewel of molecular epidemiology (245).
When these tools find their way into the courtroom, corporate
lawyers will be hard pressed to sweep the stark evidence of chemi-
cal-induced illnesses under the carpet—and the policy tide will turn
to favor increased protections for worker and public health.

The EVOS legacy is just starting to emerge in former cleanup
workers who are experiencing mild to disabling symptoms of respi-
ratory distress,neurological impairments, and chemical sensitivities.
Long-term health monitoring of former cleanup workers and epi-
demiology studies have the potential to yield solid evidence of dev-
astating chemical-induced illnesses from oil and dispersant (solvent)
exposures. Whether any of our government officials, academic
researchers, Exxon—or private lawyers step forward to answer the
sick workers’ clarion call of distress remains to be seen.

Biom arkers and Wildlife Health

The journey of discovery of the new oil toxicity paradigm was very
similar for wildlife.Scientists now realize it was wrong to ignore the
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larger aromatic hydrocarbons,the PAHs,just because they do not dis-
solve or degrade as quickly as the water-soluble fraction (WSF).The
very persistence of the PAHs is what proved to be toxic.

Once the focus shifted to the more toxic PAHs, scientists also
realized that “death”is the wrong endpoint to gauge what is safe for
fish and wildlife.The WSF acts on cell membranes to cause a fast-act-
ing narcosis,as observed in the dizzy harbor seals after the spill.The
narcosis can lead to death in high enough doses (Exxon 1988). In
contrast, PAHs operate within the cell on proteins, jamming func-
tions of essential enzymes,hormones,and immunoglobins,and even
damaging DNA, the basic hereditary molecules of life. PAHs reduce
individual fitness and sickly animals are less capable of dodging pred-
ators,capturing prey, and successfully reproducing. Instead of direct
death from narcosis, PAHs result in indirect death such as getting
eaten and populations that dwindle slowly over time.

The seminal ecosystem studies, conducted after the Exxon
Valdez oil spill, prove that short-term bioassays are not the proper
tools to assess ecological harm to wildlife.This is especially true
when chemical exposures (oil spills or chronic pollution) are
involved where there are complex long-term interactions among
growth, body condition, maturation, diseases, reproduction, preda-
tion,and habitat condition including climate shifts—in other words,
in a real life situation.The pioneering research on biomarkers,devel-
oped and refined these indicators into tools that are capable of
measuring very subtle effects of chemical poisons at the cellular and
sub-cellular level.

For example,blood chemistry tests were fine-tuned as metrics of
health and hydrocarbon exposure assessment.Detection of the pres-
ence of the respiratory enzyme cytochrome P4501A was honed as a
t ra cking tool to monitor ex p o s u re to low levels of PA H s .
Measurement of concentrations of certain fecal porphyrins was
developed as a tool to detect disruptions in heme synthesis from PAH
exposure. Lipid compositions of food webs were catalogued into
libraries to compare diet and nutrition in wildlife from different areas
and times.

Ironically, Exxon scientists conducted standard 1970s-style labo-
ratory toxicity tests with oiled sediments collected in 1990 to 1993
(Page et al.1999) and,in so doing,demonstrated that these outdated
tests no longer are relevant for predicting ecological harm. In
Exxon’s toxicity tests, increased mortality to the test organisms
(adult amphipods) occurred at exposure levels above 2,600 parts per
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billion PAHs in the sediments. Public-trust scientists, using biomark-
ers and embryo-toxicity tests, detected mortality to sensitive life
stages of fish and wildlife at PAH levels in the water of less than 1 to
20 parts per billion.

Public-trust scientists found that the use of biomarkers to assess
well-being of wildlife conveys several advantages over the old meth-
ods. First,the new biomarker tests can detect biological harm at lev-
els well below the limits of the old toxicity tests.Second,most of the
measures are relatively non-intrusive so animals no longer needed to
be sacrificed in the name of science.Third, biomarkers yield subtle
information about population health that cannot be obtained from
gross dissections. Fourth, biomarkers can be precisely measured so
their use eliminates guesswork and opinion in assessing health of
individuals.

Scientists who developed these sensitive and powerful inves-
tigative tools warn that biomarkers vary among species, sex, age
class, reproductive status,physical condition,and other variables and
that their very sensitivity complicates data interpretation.The blood
chemistry of an adolescent river otter, for example,looks a lot differ-
ent from that of a prime-age breeding adult and toxic exposure his-
tory further complicates the picture. Scientists learned that to most
accurately assess the effects of environmental pollution, biomarkers
are best used in concert with population ecology to integrate infor-
mation on individual health with population-level studies.The pow-
erful combination of cellular biology and population ecology sets a
new bar for monitoring ecosystem health.

Assessing Pop u l a ti on Hea l t h
Before the Exxon Valdez oil spill, the integration of disciplines to
determine effects of environmental pollution at the population or
ecosystem level was virtually nonexistent. Scientists struggled to
understand complex dynamics without the tools to accurately iden-
tify, much less treat, mass chemical poisoning epidemics. Industrial
accidents such as the Exxon Valdez oil spill create opportunities for
scientists and physicians to understand chemical-induced illnesses
and effects at the population-level. This knowledge can then be
applied to find solutions to broader-based but subtler chemical epi-
demics such as those associated with the ubiquitous petrochemicals
(Chapter 10) or other PBT pollutants.
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Wildlife scientists fully utilized the opportunity presented by
the Exxon Valdez oil spill to complete the circle from individual
health ef fects to population level effects; medical researchers have
not—yet.In the following section,wildlife research is presented first
to serve as an example of what might be done to track oil-related
health effects in the population of spill responders (cleanup work-
ers, volunteers, scientists, Coast Guard personnel, state and federal
monitors,etc.).

Marine Ecosystems and Environmental Pollutant s

Population effects following a spill are rare, but in the case of the
Exxon Valdez spill,several species of birds and mammals had popu-
lation effects caused by a high number of deaths in the first months
of the spill.Most surprising were the population effects that persist-
ed from a few years in some species to over a decade in other species
(Chapter 22;EVOS Trustee Council 2000).Elevated egg mortalities in
pink salmon in oiled streams continued for four years after the spill.
River otters and pigeon guillemots showed measurable harm until
about eight years after the spill.Sea otters are still struggling to recov-
er in northern Knight Island and harlequin ducks are still dying at
higher rates in areas once heavily oiled fifteen years ago. But it was
the back-to-back collapses of the pink salmon and herring popula-
tions in Prince William Sound made it glaringly obvious that the old
way of doing business was inadequate to explain the reality of per-
sistent oil effects and delayed recovery.

The three seminal ecosystem studies described in this book clear-
ly demonstrate the importance of a holistic approach to enhance sci-
e n t i fic certainty and understanding of complex re l a t i o n s h i p s
between the environment, the oil spill,and wildlife populations.This
level of effort is necessary if we wish to have solid baseline data,
against which impacts of oil spills and other human activities on fish
and wildlife populations can be accurately assessed. The common
elements in each of these studies include a comprehensive and inclu-
sive planning process,selection of key species,and comparisons over
geographic areas and time.

Ideally, a holistic approach involves a broad spectrum of scientific
disciplines and the public. Public participation and collaboration with
scientists strengthened each of the three ecosystem studies.The Sound
Ecosystem Assessment Program had its genesis in a community-wide
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public planning process that encouraged open sharing of wisdom and
knowledge and resulted in a comprehensive program that significant-
ly improved fisheries management.The SEA Program used flights of
opportunity by experienced local pilots to glean historical informa-
tion on herring ranges and to monitor stocks (Brown et al.2002).The
APEX study used local fishing charters to gather information on
groundfish forage habits at little additional cost (Roseneau and Byrd
1 9 9 7 ) . The Nears h o re Ve rt e b rate Predator Pro gram incorpora t e d
observations and knowledge from villagers in the Sound to design its
program and select key species (Holland-Bartels 1999). Collaborative
efforts that engage the public are a lot of work,especially with regards
to changing attitudes,but this process reaps huge rewards in terms of
everyone’s understanding of ecosystem function, oil spill effects, and
better management decisions,supported by the public.

Scientists learned two types of species are indispensable for
studying pervasive ecosystem injury and recovery: sentinel species
and keystone species. Sentinel species are sensitive early indicators
of systemic change like the canary in the coal mine.The “canaries”of
Prince William Sound include mussels,sea otters, pigeon guillemots,
and harlequin ducks. Keystone species fill critical niches in the
ecosystem, usually as food for other species, and function to lock
everything else into place.Loss of a keystone species such as herring
creates ripple effects for other species as witnessed by the popula-
tion crashes of fish-eating predators in the Gulf of Alaska as discov-
ered from the studies on apex predators (Chapter 19). Mussels and
clams are keystone species for underwater bottom-feeding birds and
mammals and for wildlife that feeds in the intertidal zone; contami-
nation of these keystone species with oil caused lingering harm to
their predators.

Scientists found that much information about oil spill effects
could be gained or lost through proper choices of geographic scale.
For example, a decade after the spill,sea otters and harlequin ducks
showed broad recovery at the regional scale of western Prince
William Sound, but no recovery and lingering harm at very local
scales of bays heavily oiled in 1989.For some species such as murres,
the oil spill was a relatively small-scale event that played out on the
larger stage of climatic regime shifts. Selection of appropriate geo-
graphic scales is like an eye exam: what lens one uses determines
how clearly one sees oil spill effects.

S i m i l a r ly, scientists found time-scale issues we re also central to
u n d e rstanding population dynamics in response to the oil spill.
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Species are more vulnerable to pollutants during certain times of
their lives or during specific seasons. For ex a m p l e , adult fe m a l e
harlequin ducks in Prince William Sound are most vulnerable dur-
ing the winter when ingestion of oiled food saps limited energy
re s e rves needed to stave off cold tempera t u res and starva t i o n .T h e
time scale of the disturbance itself must also be taken into
a c c o u n t . For ex a m p l e , to improve our understanding of ecosystem
e ffects of the climatic re gime shift, studies should be designed to
span decades. E ffects of an oil spill should be monitored as long as
residual oil is ava i l able to wildlife and there is measurable biologi-
cal harm .

The public-trust scientists found that ecosystem-based science
can produce a sufficient weight of evidence to overcome data limi-
tations from studies on individual species and inherent natural vari-
ability.This can lead to scientific certainty and understanding of com-
plex environmental issues.The EVOS ecosystem studies contributed
to emergence of the new oil toxicity paradigm and to understanding
the biological effects of the North Pacific Decadal Oscillation (the cli-
mate regime shift).

The EVOS Trustee Council eventually consolidated most of its
public-trust studies into a comprehensive monitoring program,
dubbed the Gulf Ecosystem Monitoring (GEM) program. The GEM
program began in 2000 and is supported through a long-term endow-
ment program managed by the EVOS Trustee Council.The goal of the
GEM program is “to promote the sustainability of a recovered and
healthy ecosystem by understanding how natural and man-caused
perturbations influence the production of resources of high value
sport, commercial, and subsistence users in the region.” Interested
readers are directed to the EVOS Trustee Council’s website at
www.oilspill.state.ak.us/gem/ .

The GEM Program will provide solid baseline data against which
to monitor and understand future ecosystem perturbations in the
North Pacific. Better understanding of population-level injuries to
fish and wildlife will lead to better risk assessment and more effec-
tive prevention measures—at least for activities that humans can
influence such as oil spills and climate change.

Ideally, ecosystem-based management will be adopted by state
and federal entities that manage all of Alaska’s fish and wildlife
resources.Alaska Natives realize this is the only way to safeguard fish
and wildlife for future generations. They are concerned that “the best
available science” does not include Alaska Native ways of knowing
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and observation. In 2001, the Native-run Rural Alaska Community
Action Program (RurAL CAP) hosted the first summit meeting of
Native leaders,Elders,hunters,and gatherers to share observations of
climate change, dwindling stocks of wildlife, and increasingly sickly
fish, birds, and animals (RurAL CAP 2002). The testimonials at this
Summit clearly demonstrate how Alaska Native peoples, particularly
their elders, understand and see things in the environment in terms
of interconnections: how the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts,because one part cannot move without affecting another.They
discussed strategies to deal with these trends and how to prepare
their people for change.This effort was the vision of Alaska Native
leader Ilarion (Larry) Merculieff and it is the ultimate example of
Native-style science (“traditional environmental wisdom”) in serv-
ice to people.

Hum an Populations and Environmental Pollutant s

Understanding population-level effects of environmental contami-
nants these days is very similar to the state of affairs with the cholera
epidemic of 1854. We know that the well of our environment is
becoming increasingly contaminated with an alarming soup of dan-
gerous chemicals that are responsible for a growing number of insid-
ious diseases—but unfortunately there is no single pump handle to
break. Instead of feigning ignorance of these chemical-induced ill-
nesses, we need to start looking for the pump handles,one at a time.

The Exxon Valdez oil spill offers an invaluable opportunity to
understand the spectrum of symptoms from inhalation of oil mists,
oil aerosols,and the dispersant Inipol.(Medical records of individual
exposures were specifically kept for the latter). Because this was a
hazardous waste cleanup, Exxon is required to keep all medical
records and related data for thirty years—and these records could be
obtained by federal subpoena (something which should have been
done in 1989 but wasn’t). Half this time has elapsed; however, the
timing is ripe for an independent epidemiology study, because many
diseases associated with crude oil exposure take over a decade to
manifest.This is one definitive study that should be done—it would
directly benefit the cleanup workers and it would be a model for lim-
iting exposures, if necessary, for all future spills.The data exist, but
the study needs to be done to retrieve the data.

To structure an epidemiology study, researchers should look to
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the wildlife studies for guidance.Ideally, any studies will be a collab-
orative venture—right from the planning stages through to comple-
tion—between medical researchers and members of the community
of exposed individuals. Such collaborative and concerted communi-
ty efforts,dubbed “popular epidemiology,” are increasingly prevalent
(and successful) in breaking through the wall of denial and/or
feigned ignorance long held in place by vested interests, which all
too often includes the federal government (Brown and Mikkelsen
1990). Pioneers of popular epidemiology are the communities of
Love Canal in the 1970s and Woburn,Massachusetts,in the 1980s.

The team that conducts the popular epidemiology on chronic
symptoms from the Exxon Valdez oil spill and cleanup should also
collaborate with public-trust researchers who conducted veterinary
medicine on wildlife.Many of the acute and chronic symptoms from
oil exposure among wildlife and workers are similar. Acute expo-
sures include respiratory difficulty, central nervous system damage,
and damage to internal organs. Chronic symptoms in humans will
most likely include the systemic effects observed in chronically-
exposed wildlife such as sea otters and harlequin ducks and self-
reported by cleanup workers who participated in the Yale survey
(O’Neill 2003).

In Alaska, Natives concerned about chemical pollutants in their
traditional subsistence foods and the effects on human health initiat-
ed two popular epidemiology studies. One is sponsored by Pam
Miller’s group, ACAT, and the other by the Alaska Native Science
Commission (I.Merculieff, pers. comm., August 2003). Rural Natives
are one of the “sentinel”groups of the Alaska population—to draw a
parallel with the wildlife studies,because of their heavy reliance on
wild foods. ACAT’s study, for example, found people of St.Lawrence
Island have eight times more PCBs in their bodies than the national
average (Zamzow 2002).1 Similarly, members of villages in the oil
spill region and subgroups of EVOS cleanup workers, such as those
identified by the Yale epidemiology study, would make good choices
for “sentinel” groups for future studies on effects of oil and the
cleanup on the human population.

Of course, it’s one thing to conduct a popular epidemiology
study and another to have the results recognized,accepted,and acted
upon by our greater society. Currently our society treats the misfor-
tunes of a few as “isolated” events—Love Canal, Woburn, Prince
William Sound.They are not. Industrial accidents are the “canaries”
for our global society.They are chemical douse wake-up calls that we
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are poisoning ourselves at much lower levels and robbing ourselves
of a future free from cancers and other chemical-induced illnesses as
the authors of Our Stolen Future so eloquently point out.

In 1998, the National Academy of Science Institute of Medicine
identified a need for physicians to be better trained in environmen-
tal medicine to meet anticipated health care needs (National
Academy of Sciences 1991).In August 2002 the Southwest College of
Naturopathic Medicine opened the Environmental Medicine Center
of Excellence,the first such college accredited program in the coun-
try. According to the Center’s website (www.scnm.edu), environ-
mental medicine is now defined as,“diagnosis and care of individuals
with illnesses secondary to cumulative burden of chronic exposure
to environmental toxins in homes, communities, and workplaces.”
This college program,and others that will surely follow, offers hope
of global recognition of our current chemical poisoning epidemic,
proactive problem-solving, and a healthy future with clean air, clean
water, and toxic-free food.

S c i en ce , Po l i ti c s , and the Pu blic In tere s t
Thomas Kuhn, a professor at Massachusetts Institute of Technology
until his death in 1962, wrote a book describing the contentious
n a t u re of scientific pro gress or The Stru c t u re of Scientifi c
Revolutions, as he called the normal shifts of theories and paradigms
that define scientific advancements.According to Kuhn,early stages
of a paradigm shift include denial, blame on faulty science,and deri-
sion of the proponents of the new paradigm.Eventually, the old par-
adigm is discredited and rejected by the scientific community, the
new paradigm is heartily embraced, and the whole process begins
anew.

In the case of the new oil toxicity paradigm for wildlife and
chemical sensitivity disease paradigm for humans, the scientific rev-
olution has not progressed much past the denial and derision phase.
The reason, as succinctly stated by authors Nicholas Ashford and
Claudia Miller, is that “[b]lind adherence to old paradigms, couple
with vested financial interests . . . are powerful incentives militating
against change”(1998,287).Scientific advancements inherent in par-
adigm shifts are made more controversial,bitter,and drawn out when
vested interests buy science to “prove”their point.An educated pub-
lic is often the only counterbalance to these vested interests.
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Abuse of the scientific process by vested interests is wide-
spread. Bad science is easily cloaked in fancy statistics to masquer-
ade as respectable.This ball has been rolling a long time.Half a cen-
tury ago,Darrell Huff wrote a little book to teach“honest men”some
of the common tricks in self-defense. Huff was fed up, because he
realized,“The secret language of statistics, so appealing in a fact-
minded culture, is employed to sensationalize, inflate, confuse, and
oversimplify”(1954,8).In his book, How to Lie with Statistics, Huff
charges, “A well-wrapped statistic is better than Hitler’s ‘big lie’; it
misleads, yet it cannot be pinned on you”(ibid., 9).Bad science has
since been dubbed, “tobacco science,” after this industry was pub-
licly defrocked by insiders who revealed the truth about its biased
studies.

Biological Sciences and the EVO S

Exxon’s spill studies on wildlife can be considered as stellar exam-
ples of advocacy science. Exxon scientists slanted their own studies
with under-powered designs so their studies would not detect oil
spill effects. Choices in study design ensured pre-determined con-
clusions. Many of the common tricks used by Exxon scientists are
described by Huff. For example, one trick was to improperly pre-
serve samples to reduce concentrations of aromatic hydrocarbons
(Chapter 12). Another was to average data to erase distinct differ-
ences between oiled and unoiled areas (Chapters 12, 13).Another
was to selectively report data—or to simply omit the most damaging
data—to hide oil spill effects (Chapters 13,14). Another was to col-
lect a small number of samples with a physically tiny sampling device
to blur differences between oiled and unoiled areas (Chapter 13).
Another was to mismatch control and oil sites—again to blur oil
effects (Chapter 13).Examples abound.

Exxon counted on seemingly small nuances in study design to
pull off its magician’s act of making the Sound appear to have fully
recovered within a couple years after the spill—abracadabra!
Without samples that accurately represented the larger whole—
whether that “whole” was beach ecology, seabird communities, sea
otters populations, or something else—Exxon’s studies reveal little
about the true nature of the Sound.

If you were fooled by press reports that Prince William Sound had
recovered back in 1990 and 1991,don’t feel bad.So were millions of
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Americans and others around the world.In the years immediately fol-
lowing the spill,there was intense public interest to learn if the Sound
had recovered. However, with public-trust scientists gagged by gov-
ernment lawyers for two years,the press received only one side of the
story. Huff (1954) warns,“Public pressure and hasty journalism often
launch a treatment that is unproven,particularly when the demand is
great and the statistical background hazy” (41). He further explains
that “without writers who use the words with honesty and under-
standing and readers who know what they mean,the result can only
be semantic nonsense”(ibid.,8).

Unfortunately,“semantic nonsense”in the hands of a clever word-
smith can still be skillfully tailored to convey whatever story suits the
person who is paying for it.Exxon hired a large public relations firm
to put a positive spin on the badly stained Prince William Sound and
its corporate image. In the hands of these skilled craftsmen, the
Sound was given a facelift, which created the illusion of recovery,
although real problems remained.As Huff (1954) observes,“When all
the mistakes are in the cashier’s favor, you can’t help wondering”
(71). It is a testament to these craftsmen that most people didn’t
wonder—they believed this interpretation.Most people still do.

When scientific controversies spill into the public arena, it is
time for the public to pay attention—not to the controversy, aptly
covered by the press—but to the reason for the controversy; i.e.,
what is at stake for the public interest.The latter is usually not cov-
ered by the press.In this case,Exxon had to leap three liability hur-
dles in the aftermath of the spill to clear short-term damages to pub-
lic resources, short-term damages to private entities, and potential
long-term damages to public resources.A brief review of Exxon’s sci-
ence relative to its outstanding liabilities is quite revealing.

Exxon cleared its first hurdle in 1991 with the civil settlement
and a payment of $900 million to public trustees of the state and fed-
eral governments for short-term damages to wildlife and public
lands. Exxon wrapped up most of its oil spill studies after closure of
this liability.When the public-trust science finally was relieved of the
gag order and openly publicized in 1993, Exxon appeared to have
manufactured a razzle-dazzle scientific controversy, promoting its
studies over the public-trust science (Exxon 1993b).The controver-
sy captured widespread media attention.Exxon used the instrument
of the press to sow seeds of doubt about the extent of harm caused
by the spill in order to minimize its liability for the second hurdle.

Exxon cleared the second hurdle in 1994. Exxon skillfully used
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its “science” in court to defend itself against potentially billions of
dollars of liability for damages to people injured by the spill (Barker
1994).Subsequent interviews with jurors for the case indicated that
“they were overwhelmed with conflicting testimony from scientific
experts, so they largely ignored the scientific findings in reaching
their verdict” (Wiens 1996, 595). Exxon’s liability was contained by
the jury at $5.3 billion—one year’s net profit at the time—and the
following day, Exxon’s shares rose on the stock market (The Dallas
Morning News 1994). (Exxon continues to challenge the $5 billion
punitive damage award;none of it has been paid.Exxon’s annual net
profits rose over $20 billion in 2003 [Antosh 2004].)

The third liability hurdle is in play and actually has the most at
stake for Exxon, the oil industry, and the public.The 1991 civil set-
tlement contains a provision for reopening the settlement based on
“unanticipated long-term harm,” which is not defined,because,ironi-
cally, none was anticipated based on the understanding of oil toxici-
ty at the time of the settlement. Although the price tag on the
“reopener clause” is capped at $100 million, reopening the settle-
ment would be invaluable from the public’s perspective (Carleton
2003).It would secure the ability for the public and policy-makers to
strengthen federal (and state) oil pollution laws,which are based on
old science and outdated by the new oil toxicity paradigm. The
reopener clause expires on 1 September 2006.

In preparation for the third and final liability hurdle, Exxon sci-
entists returned to Prince William Sound in 1998, just prior to the
ten-year anniversary media events, and again in 2002 and 2003 after
the NOAA Auke Bay Lab scientists confirmed local reports of exten-
sive toxic subsurface oil. Exxon scientists renewed their attacks on
the public-trust studies and their personal attacks on federal scien-
tists with barrages of critical press and Freedom of Information Act
demands in attempts to discredit the federal scientists’ work prior to
publication.2

With the specter of unanticipated long-term damage looming
(Rosen 2002), Exxon scientists changed the definition of “recovery”
to suit its purposes. The scientific community was outraged. The
p ress loved it—the controve rs y, that is—and once again the
American public was presented with Grade A science and Grades “D”
and “F” science as if it all carried the same measure of truth. Small
wonder most people are confused.Exxon is losing the technical bat-
tle over persistent harm from oil,but it is winning,so far, the liability
war for the reopener clause, because the state and federal political
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administrations currently in power have refused to request of Alaska
federal district Judge Holland that the settlement be reopened.

In choosing to conduct its business in this manner, Exxon is fol-
lowing a worn trail that it helped blaze with other American corpo-
rate leaders such as the tobacco industry (Glantz et al. 1996). Like
“tobacco science” (ibid., 3), Exxon’s oil spill science has been sus-
pect—the professed goal of pursuing the “truth” about oil spill
effects was always subservient to litigation and federal policy con-
cerns.Like the tobacco industry (ibid.,319,321),Exxon used its spill
“science”to muddy and confuse the clear evidence of very damaging
oil spill effects. Like the tobacco industry (ibid., 4, 41, 169), Exxon
created a false controversy to manipulate the press and public to
forestall policy changes. Exxon perpetuates this fraud through the
instrument of the press.And, best of all from the industry perspec-
tive,Exxon writes-off its shallow science,topped with legal glitz and
public relations sprinkles, as a cost of doing business at taxpayers’
expense.

Tobacco science with its attendant hype is also called “advoca-
cy science.” The authors of Trust Us, We’re Experts! refer to advoca-
cy science as “the best science money can buy”(2001, 195) to illus-
trate their point that these experts are actually hired guns: they are
paid to present the best possible case for their client.They do not
have to win an argument;they just simply have to confuse the argu-
ment,the media, and the public. The murk of confusion obfuscates
clear understanding of the issue. In the doldrums of public confu-
sion,the policy ship of state stalls,while the vested interests contin-
ue to steam full-speed ahead,profiting by polluting.There is a lot to
be gained by vested interests such as Exxon in the confusion-based
preservation of an existing system.

The lesson from this battlefield of conflicting science and para-
digm shifts is that people—and other life on the planet—are the real
losers unless and until public policies advance to match the current
science.New science protects no one until outdated laws are updat-
ed.The good news is that the public can actually do something to
correct this (Chapter 24).

Soc i al Sciences and the EVO S

Exxon has yet to conduct any studies—“tobacco science” or other-
wise—on the sick cleanup workers. Instead Exxon has focused its
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effort on legal manipulations to deny public access to medical
records and to deny workers’ health claims from the cleanup
( C h a p t e rs 8, 9 ) . U n fo rt u n a t e ly, the U. S . S u p reme Court ’s 1993
Daubert decision particularly disadvantages workers with chemical
illnesses (Tellus report 2003).Daubert essentially appoints judges as
amateur scientists and gatekeepers to screen admissibility of medical
evidence and science to the courtroom before trial.

Exxon and many other corporations have wielded the Daubert
sledgehammer to derail sick workers’ toxic tort cases and prevent
them from going to trial. Most of the sick workers from the Exxon
Valdez oil spill who filed toxic tort cases,such as Phyllis La Joie and
Ron Smith, lost their cases or were forced to settle because of legal
technicalities. The 2003 Tellus investigation of Daubert abuses
reports that, in the case of Chambers v. Exxon, Exxon successfully
used Daubert to defend itself against an oil refinery worker who
developed leukemia from benzene exposure.

The Tellus report summarizes the state of affairs in proving
chemical illnesses in the court:“[T]he scientific community needs to
become much more aware that an obscure procedural decision
intended to provide clarity has instead given rise to a serious s o c i a l
i m b a l a n c e ”( 2 0 0 3 ,1 7 ) .F u rt h e r,“[A]pplication of D a u b e rt a n d Daubert-
like challenges threaten to paralyze the systems we use to protect
public health and the environment” (ibid., 17). Once again, public
health and the environment are at risk from outdated legal decisions
that cannot accommodate new science.

Designing Laws to Deter Spills

“Lies, damn lies, and the public relations industry” is the subtitle for
John Stauber and Sheldon Rampton’s book Toxic Sludge is Good for
You! (1995),but it is also what the public gets when the spiller is left
in charge of the cleanup.

As has been documented in the Introduction (Sidebar 1,p.4,and
Table 1,p. 7), Exxon officials and its contractor Caleb Brett appears
to have substantially underestimated the amount of oil spilled.
Underreporting of spill volumes is common, according to industry
analysts (Schmidt Etkin 2001). In the United States, lying about self-
reported spill volume is illegal and a breach of public trust,since spill
volume is used to gauge the size of penalty for damages to public
resources. Caleb Brett, an oil industry service provider, has been
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caught and fined $1 million (in 2001) for lying to investigators and
falsifying documents for pro fit in other oil-related matters
(Associated Press 2001; Margasak 2001). Underreporting saves the
spiller penalties—if the spiller doesn’t get caught.

In Exxon’s case, an alert Homer resident, Findlay Abbott, filed a
claim on behalf of the public interest under the False Claims Act for
three times as much civil penalties since three times as much oil
spilled (U.S.A., ex rel., W. Findlay Abbott v. Exxon [filed in 1996]).He
has argued the case himself and it was pending in the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals as of May 2004.At this point,it is unknown whether
Exxon will succeed in avoiding addition penalties, potentially up to
$2 billion,from its potential 20 million-gallon-plus lie.

Exxon and VECO personnel ove rstated the ability of their safe-
ty pro gram to adequately protect wo rke rs ’ health from ch e m i c a l
ex p o s u res (Chapter 2), and they failed to adequately info rm wo rk-
e rs about the health hazards of aerosolized crude oil and many
other chemicals present during the 1989 cl e a nup (Chapter 3).
Exxon withheld its damaging air quality and clinical data from fe d-
e ral and state ove rsight agencies (and wo rke rs) and in so doing,
evaded the long-term health monitoring re q u i rements of hazard o u s
waste cl e a nups (Chapter 3).This saved Exxon money and—so fa r —
it also has shielded Exxon from potential liability pro blems fro m
s i ck wo rke rs .

While failing to adequately protect worker health and to report
work-related illnesses such as the 6,722 cases of respiratory illness
(many likely from chemical exposure),Exxon aggressively sought to
re-coup its cl e a nup ex p e n s e s . A c c o rding to one inve s t i g a t i ve
reporter, Exxon recovered at least half of its cleanup expenses
(Introduction;Curridan 1999).

Exxon officials and scientists invoked Huff’s “well-wrapped sta-
tistics” to purposely mislead the public about the environmental
damage from the spill and cleanup and about the extent and scope
of recovery of sealife. This also saved Exxon money—to wit the
amount of the compensatory damage award in the third party law-
suit.This strategy may also save Exxon from having to pay a penny of
the outstanding $100 million from the 1991 civil settlement,but this
remains to be seen.Exxon has used its spill studies to stir public con-
troversy and forestall policy changes that would inevitably follow
successful reopening of the 1991 civil settlement for unanticipated
long-term harm.

The lesson from the Exxon Valdez spill is that federal and state
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laws designed to prevent and respond to spills and to protect work-
ers’health during oil spill cleanups do not work to protect the pub-
lic interest when rich corporations spill oil.Not only do the laws not
work,they actually create situations in which the spiller can recover
significant sums through accounting and tax strategies: this clearly
undercuts the goal of deterrence. Obviously, unless polluters—not
the public—are held accountable to pay for environmental mishaps,
oil spills will continue to happen.

At the turn of the twenty-first century, scientists stepped on the firm
shore of a new understanding of oil toxicity (Table 5,p.414). Other
scientists and doctors from across the United States and around the
world who initiated similar journeys of exploration have verified that
oil is indeed more deadly to wildlife and humans than previously
thought.The final section of this book links the wildlife and human
stories from the Exxon Valdez oil spill into a new framework of
understanding our brave new world—and what can be done to
reduce the toxic threat of oil pollution.
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Ta ble 5
The Lega c y — Key Lessons Lea rn ed from Ex xo n
Va l d ez Oil Spill
Shifting Paradigms: Oil Causes Persistent Harmful Effects
1. Oil acted like the persistent,bioavailable,toxic (PBT) pollutant that it is;it
took over a decade for researchers to reach a new understanding of oil effects
on humans and marine ecosystems.
2. Cleanup workers appear to have been overexposed to oil mist, PAH
aerosols,and other chemicals relative to NIOSH recommended exposure limits
and the OSHA permissible exposure limits.
3. There was a higher prevalence of acute respiratory symptoms,stomach dis-
tress (poisoning),and potential neurological symptoms among 1989 cleanup
workers compared to those reported by the Alaska workforce in 1987;there is a
higher prevalence of chronic airway distress,neurological symptoms,and chem-
ical sensitivity among 1989 cleanup workers who were at a higher risk of oil
and/or chemical exposure than less exposed workers.
4. Oil is harmful to fish and wildlife at 1,000 times lower levels than those
thought to be the toxicity threshold in the 1970s; PAH concentrations in the
low parts per billion cause persistent and measurable population-level harm to
fish,seabirds,and marine mammals.
5. Public policies (laws) on oil pollution are grossly under-protective of life.

Reassessing our Indicators of Individual Health
1. Risk assessments are bogus:they cannot deliver on their promise of work-
er/public protection because they are not based on realistic parameters.
2. We do not know the full and true adverse health effects from crude oil
exposures,one of the oldest known human health hazards; we do not know the
full and true adverse health effects of most chemicals on our markets—and in
our environment—today.
3. Traditional medical training does not prepare doctors to recognize,diag-
nose,and treat chemical-induced illnesses and diseases;because of this,our
worker/public health policies and our legal system do not support victims of
chemical exposures and illnesses;because of this, we feign ignorance of chemi-
cal illnesses at the expense of worker/public health and the environment.
4. Biomarkers are effective and accurate diagnostic tools for subtle chronic
and systemic effects of crude oil,solvents,and many other environmental pollu-
tants.

Assessing Population Health
1. Unrealistic risk assessments and short-term bioassays are not the proper
tools to assess population-level and ecological harm to people and wildlife from
crude oil,solvents,and other environmental pollutants.
2. To most accurately assess ef fects of environmental pollution,biomarkers
should be used in concert with epidemiology or ecosystem-based (population)
studies.
3. Effective population studies involve a holistic approach with five elements:
collaborative efforts among multiple scientific disciplines and among scientists
and the public;an inclusive and comprehensive planning process;identification
and selection of key (sentinel and indicator) species (or subgroups of human
population);and comparisons over time and geographic areas.
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4. Wildlife scientists fully utilized the “opportunity”presented by the Exxon
Valdez oil spill to complete the circle from individual to population-level health
effects,which resulted in a new understanding of oil effects;medical
researchers have not yet conducted parallel studies on human health effects
from this spill.The opportunity is still there.

Science, Politics, and the Public Interest
1. Scientific advancements through paradigm shifts are a confusing messy
business for all involved,including the public,as starkly demonstrated by the
polarized interpretations and conclusions of Exxon scientists and public-trust
scientists from the EVOS studies.
2. It is,unfortunately, quite an accepted practice for entities with interests
vested in the old paradigm to resist change by conducting bad science or
“tobacco science”to subvert the public process (which depends upon public
understanding of the risk/issues) and stall undesirable policy changes;this
drama is still in play in the case of the EVOS wildlife science.(Given Exxon’s
track record,it is anticipated that a similar drama would begin should an inde-
pendent epidemiology study commence on EVOS cleanup workers.)
3. When scientists disagree and technical controversies spill into the public
arena,the media is largely unable to sort out the truth and relevant details—the
media focuses instead on the controversy itself;whenever scientists duel in
public,it is time for the public to pay attention and try to understand what is at
stake for the public interest,irrespective of media reports.

Designing Laws to Deter Spills
1. Spillers should not be left in charge of the cleanup;they have a basic con-
flict of interest between their economic self-interest and the public interests of
environmental restoration and protection of worker/public health.
2. Human health problems are likely not unusual for spill responders and
should be anticipated for any oil spill cleanup that involves people working on
beaches or with dispersants (i.e.,products with solvents or hazardous chemi-
cals);this liability is largely unrecognized at this point because response efforts
largely focus on the environment.
3. Laws designed to prevent and respond to spills and to protect workers’
health during oil spill cleanups do not work to protect the public interest when
rich corporations spill oil.Further, they actually create situations in which the
spiller can recover significant sums through accounting and tax strategies:this
clearly undercuts the goal of deter rence.
4. Industrial self-reporting of spill volumes should be verified by the U.S.
Coast Guard with independent surveyors.
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Chapter 24.

Beyond the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill:
Recommendations for

Strengthening Oil Pollution
Prevention

In our journey that began on 24 March 1989, we have discovered
that oil is much more toxic to life than previously thought. This chap-
ter focuses on what we can do to reduce oil in our environment to
protect life. Prevention measures are framed as a series of recom-
mendations.Before we can turn to these steps,however, we need to
understand where the oil that enters our sea comes from.

In p uts and In f lu en ce s
According to the National Research Council’s 2002 book, Oil in the
Sea III, about 100,000 tons of “anthropogenic oil” (oil derived from
human activities) entered the coastal seas of North America on aver-
age every year from 1990 to 1999.This is equivalent in volume to
29.4 million gallons (National Research Council 2004, 3, 13)—or
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about one Exxon Valdez spill (with the correct volume of 30 million
gallons) per year for ten years. Just for the record,natural seeps con-
tributed another estimated 160,000 tons (47 million gallons) per year
during this decade,but well over 90 percent were from deep-sea,off-
shore seeps that did not endanger coastal sealife or human health.
The flow rate from these natural seeps tends to be very slow.1

Of the 29 million gallons that are preventable, “consumers
account for nearly 90 percent of the discharge” (emphasis in origi-
nal),including “an estimated 92 percent of the PAH load”(50),accord-
ing to the National Research Council. The Council notes, “PAH in
urban runoff are automobile exhaust based”(I-13).The lion’s share of
this input is from land-based river and urban runoff; atmospheric
deposition from internal combustion engines, power plants, and
other facilities;and recreational marine vessels (two-stroke engines).
The remaining anthropogenic input derives from petroleum extrac-
tion and transportation, including tanker spills. Here’s the real kick-
er—the average annual input from our fleet of two-stroke recre-
ational craft (including jet skis) equaled the input from tanker
spills—about 1.5 million gallons! 

I hasten to point out that the oil discharged from two-stroke
engines occurs throughout North America, while oil spills occur in
localized areas and so present a greater immediate risk to environ-
ment, but who can say which source presents a greater long-term
threat to life? The National Research Council estimates that ten of the
major life-giving, sweet water rivers in North America contain an
average load of 820 parts per billion PAHs—well beyond what we
now know kills aquatic life.2

“We have met the enemy and he is us!” I realized as Pogo, the
cartoon character, so aptly stated. Dealing with the dregs of our oil
consumption boils down two main approaches—through the con-
sumers and through the suppliers,in this case the oil companies and
the U.S. government.

U.S. oil shippers took measures to reduce oil spills when
Congress forced their hand.The National Research Council (2002)
notes that for tankers,“[O]il spillage dropped off significantly after
1991.This improvement followed the grounding of the Exxon Valdez
in 1989,and the subsequent passage of the Oil Pollution Act of 1990
(OPA 90)”(E-11).Industry watchers attribute the reduced spillage to
preventative measures and increased industry concerns over esca-
lating financial liability, specifically, the potential for astronomical
costs from unlimited liability under OPA 90 (de Bettencourt et al.
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2001).As one senior USCG officer put it,the “requirement for some
ships to assume a higher level of financial liability for spilling oil has
likely had a greater impact on reducing the amount spilled than the
plethora of ‘command and control’ regulations that (preceded or) fol-
lowed OPA 90” (Elliott 2001, 31). OPA 90 prescribed the one medi-
cine that worked best: economic sanctions instead of more paper
regulations.

Reducing oil spills and oil pollution is a matter of making the pol-
luter pay. When OPA 90 required shippers to assume more of the
cost—the risk or financial liability—for spilling oil, shippers took
note. OPA 90 did not attempt to identify and account for social and
environmental costs,which were not fully recognized in 1990 (Elliott
2001). Since then, much has been learned; this book discusses just
some of these costs as harm to human health, salmon, herring, sea
otters,and other sealife.The principle of making the polluter pay can
be applied to any liability—financial, social,or environmental.

From the perspective of financial liability, the “costs” of our oil
dependency can be viewed as economic hot potatoes that are tossed
among four players—government, industry, the public,and the envi-
ronment. Under the existing system, those who profit handsomely
from oil production and use,the suppliers,have foisted much of the
risk of our oil dependency on an unwitting public and the environ-
ment.Tossing some of the social and environmental liability back to
the industry and the government will provide the necessary incen-
tives for these two suppliers to reduce the risk of oil pollution—and,
more importantly, to begin to consider realistic alternatives to fossil
fuels.Tossing some of the liability hot potatoes to the public should
have the same effect,especially if people are given viable options.

Thus, the recommendations to strengthen oil pollution preven-
tion are framed from two sides of the coin of oil dependency:supply-
side economics and demand (consumer)-based economics.

Su pp l y - Si de Econ om i c s
Recommend ation 1: The spiller should not be left in charge of
the cleanup ; all spills should be federali zed.

Federalizing spills conveys many advantages to the public and envi-
ronment. First, it strips away the oil industry’s profit incentive.The
Exxon Valdez cleanup was not unique in making a sizeable profit for
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the spiller and the oil industry support contractors.In fact, industry
watchers have identified removal of “pass-through profits” (the
“cost-plus” in the oil spill contractors’ world) to reduce costs of oil
spill cleanup (de Bettencourt et al.2001).Mark-ups of 10 percent by
the primary contractor for profit are not uncommon, according to
industry consultants and the USCG. Federalizing spills would turn
cleanups into not-for-profit operations.

Spillers would have to reimburse the government for cleanup
expenses. Rather than a direct reimbursement, cleanup funds could
be moved through the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund created under
OPA 90.This would help prevent the spiller from directly controlling
expenditure of cleanup funds.The shuffling of financial liability pro-
vides another disincentive to spill,because the government is a noto-
riously expensive contractor—but at least the money does not fur-
ther enrich the polluter.This incentive would work best if the costs
of spill cleanup are not allowed to be deducted as tax write-offs, as
under the current system.

Federalizing oil spill cleanups means the government, not the
spiller, would determine which methods and products to use to min-
imize harm to the environment.Methods harmful to intertidal sealife,
such as the pressurized hot water wash, could be stopped. There
would be no bullying to use dispersants in sensitive habitat.The gov-
ernment would be free to choose which cleanup products worked
best, rather than the spiller’s products.(Exxon used primarily its own
dispersants—various Corexits and Inipol— during the Exxon Valdez
cleanup.)

Federalizing oil spill cleanups eliminates the embarrassing but
paramount need for the government to secure the spiller’s coopera-
tion in order to clean up a spill. Currently the government has nei-
ther the dedicated resources nor the cash flow to undertake large
cleanups. The NRDA process and OPA 90 do not have dedicated
funds;our government’s damage assessment is at the mercy of prom-
ises of reimbursement by the spiller! During the Exxon Valdez
cleanup, Exxon withheld $20 million for funding government sci-
ence during the first year, because the company was not allowed to
participate in the development and design of the scope of the stud-
ies and the study results did not give the company“comfort,” accord-
ing to testimony of a senior Exxon official (Harrison 1990).Resource
managers were forced to come begging to Congress for funds
(Collinsworth 1990;Stewart 1990;Suuberg 1990).

Federalizing spills resolves this untenable issue;OPA 90 needs to
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be amended to ensure that the government also has access to NRDA
funds through the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund or some other dedi-
cated funding account that is reimbursable through the spiller.The
government could offer discounts off the full cost of the spill studies
to encourage prompt payments and discourage lawsuits.

Federalizing an oil spill cleanup also ensures the same standard
of cleanup whether the spiller is unknown,poor, or rich and whether
the spill occurs in a little known area with little wildlife or a place
that captures the public’s heart, such as Prince William Sound.If the
oil industry is put on notice that all spills will be cleaned up at the
spiller’s or industry’s expense (the latter in the case of unknown
spillers) to the same standard,then the industry itself is more likely
to apply peer pressure to reduce the risks of spills.Further, as part of
federalizing spills, the government should calculate the volume
spilled,using independent contractors who don’t have“a close work-
ing relationship with industry,” (the excuse given by Caleb Brett for
withholding its surveys of the Exxon Valdez from the State of Alaska
[Hennelly 1990]).

Finally, federalizing spill cleanups addresses one of the biggest
inequities of our oil dependency:that the benefits are spread among
all oil users,while the risks are borne by the few communities,work-
ers,or innocents (human and non-human) directly in the path of an
accident.Simply put,oil disasters cost victims and their communities
and they also cost all taxpayers in the form of tax write-offs for cor-
porate cleanup expenses (at cost-plus). If the oil industry were
required to reimburse the government for cleanup expenses and
spill studies without the benefit of tax deductions, then the industry
would take further action to reduce risk of spills.

Fe d e ralizing oil spill cl e a nups has been successfully done in other
c o u n t ries such as Norway that value their coasts, their seaport s , a n d
their sea-based economies. Some countries such as Shetland in Gre a t
B ritain have stellar examples of shared ove rsight of the oil industry
among the gove rn m e n t , i n d u s t ry, and local citizens.This type of par-
t i c i p a t o ry democracy should be incorporated into reducing risk of oil
spills at eve ry phase of oil and gas deve l o p m e n t ,i n cluding ge n e ral oil
i n d u s t ry ove rs i g h t , m o n i t o ring pro gra m s , and oil spill cl e a nu p s .T h e
Exxon Va l d e z ex p e rience provided a good model for part i c i p a t o ry
ove rs i g h t : the Regional Citizens’A d v i s o ry Committees, e s t ablished by
O PA 90, in Prince William Sound (www. p w s rc a c . o rg) and Cook Inlet.
Other communities would benefit by establishing similar citizen ove r-
sight of oil and gas industries in their re gi o n .
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Recommend ation 2: Response prep aration should include
re vis ed guidelines for dispers ant us e, stockpiling equipment ,
and treating in jured wildlife.

Disper s ant Use Guidelines

Dispersant use is an issue that comes loaded with liability—which
both the federal government and the industry have managed to
dodge,leaving people and the environment at risk—a very hot pota-
to.During the past decade,the oil industry has stepped up its efforts
to gain government pre-approval to use dispersants (Aurand,Coelho,
and Steen 2001), presumably a cheap, alternative response method,
instead of the expensive, labor-intensive mechanical pickup meth-
ods.Based on the history of the industry, one would assume that less
surface oil equates to lower cleanup costs and less damning public
relations exposure.

The National Academy of Sciences is currently gathering infor-
mation to better understand and make recommendations for disper-
sant use in fre s h wa t e r, e s t u a ri n e , and marine env i ro n m e n t s
(dels.nas.edu/dispersants/index.html). It is time to inject a dose of
reality from the Exxon Valdez experience into this discussion. (For
the purpose of this discussion, I define “dispersants” as commercial
products with solvents as active ingredients;this includes Inipol.)

There are several new perspectives that must be considered in
the nearly thirty-year old dispersant debate. First, there are worker
health concerns, which have never been much of a factor in past
debates, but now must be for reasons discussed below. Second, pro-
tecting intertidal habitat quality over the long-term has emerged as a
new concern that must be balanced against short-term losses of fish
and other wildlife from dispersant use.

The problem with this latter concern is that no one has ever mon-
i t o red ch e m i c a l ly - t reated beaches to determine whether tre a t e d
beaches recovered faster in terms of less oil and so less damage to
wildlife over time than the untreated beaches.NOAA scientists,includ-
ing those at the Auke Bay Lab, are just now considering such a study
in Prince William Sound.Further, no one has determined whether dis-
persant use is a net gain or loss to wildlife populations already strug-
gling to survive in more contaminated areas than the Sound.This con-
cern echoes Jane Goodall’s wisdom that in a declining population,
every individual counts. Industry and agency scientists are debating
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the environmental costs of dispersants like blind men discussing an
elephant,each without enough information to see the whole.

Given these new concerns of human health effects and intertidal
habitat quality, the dispersant debate should be re-examined from an
onshore versus offshore cost/benefit perspective. Dispersant com-
position has evolved during the last three decades, however, the
arguments for and against dispersant use remain unchanged—and
focus almost exclusively on potential harm to wildlife.The National
Research Council stated in its 1989 book,“in shallow water with
poor circulation, and in protected bays and inlets,the acute biologi-
cal effects on some organisms and habitats from high concentrations
of dispersed oil may be greater than the effects of untreated oil”
(256). A decade of oil industry research found little difference:
“Dispersant use involves trade-offs, some habitats may be at greater
risk, while others may be protected” (Aurand, Coelho, and Steen
2001, 432). By 2001, it was widely accepted that dispersants harm
shallow nearshore and intertidal habitats—that is,the costs outweigh
the benefits of use in these areas (Boyd,Scholz,and Walker 2001).

Before considering the human health effects of dispersants, it is
instructive to review how industry and government handle disper-
sant use from a liability perspective.The EPA maintains a schedule of
chemical products for use in the National Oil and Hazardous
Substances Pollution Contingency Plan.The schedule includes infor-
mation on the manufacturer, special handling instructions, shelf life,
and results of toxicity tests (on two standard laboratory animals) and
effectiveness tests,which are usually accepted without independent
verification by the EPA.The EPA specifically states,“The listing of a
product on the Schedule does not constitute approval of the prod-
uct” (Nichols 2001, 1483). Listed products must carry disclaimers
stating, in part, that “listing does NOT mean that EPA approves, rec-
ommends,licenses,certifies,or authorizes use of (Product Name) on
an oil discharge”(ibid.,1483,emphasis in original).3

The EPA requires dispersants to be at least 45 percent effective to
be listed (ibid.,1483;40 CFR 300.915 [7]);there are no thresholds for
the toxicity tests.However,“EPA makes no claim that any of the listed
products work exactly as they are supposed to”(Nichols 2001,1483)
and it turns out there are exemptions for even these “thresholds.”
Dispersants are only 10–15 percent effective with the viscous Alaska
Prudhoe Bay crude spilled in cold water (Spiess 2001). Most disper-
sants do,however, meet the ef fectiveness threshold when applied to
South Louisiana crude. So the EPA created a loophole for dispersant
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manufacturers (in many cases oil companies): it allows the results of
the effectiveness tests for Prudhoe Bay crude and South Louisiana
crude to be combined and averaged so that some dispersants can
pass the effectiveness test! (Nichols 2001, 1480). Readers may well
wonder what this means for spill response—do responders order up
a tanker of South Louisiana crude to mix with any spilled Prudhoe
Bay crude just so the dispersants will be effective?

A more basic pro blem with EPA’s Schedule is the ch e m i c a l
p roducts are designed for specific purposes. Some products are
opposite in action and purpose to other pro d u c t s . For ex a m p l e ,d i s-
p e rsants wo rk to spread oil into the wa t e r c o l u m n ; s u r fa c e - wa s h-
ing agents wo rk to break up and lift the oil so it will float on the
wa t e r to be collected and re m ove d . Some products listed as biore-
mediation agents (such as Inipol) contain enough solvents to dis-
p e rse oil. I n t e rch a n ging products creates pro blems for wildlife a n d
wo rke rs.

EPA knows its system is rife with abuse.According to a 2001
paper by William Nichols, who manages the Schedule for EPA’s Oil
Program Center, “EPA is concerned that these categories are often
interchanged, which leads to misuse of the products. Surface-wash-
ing agents (SWAs) have been used on open-water spills, while dis-
persants have been used to wash oil from sandy beaches driving the
oil deeper into the substrate.Both misuses may cause further harm
to the environment than the oil alone”(Nichols 2001,1481,empha-
sis added).Further, EPA does not enforce but rather “encourages the
prudent and effective use of listed products”(1480,emphasis added).
This is simply not adequate to protect wildlife—or workers as the
Exxon Valdez cleanup demonstrated.

E ven with all the exemptions and discl a i m e rs ,d i s p e rsants are still
e s s e n t i a l ly industrial solvents and solvents are toxic to wildlife and
p e o p l e .This is why seve ral of the dispersants used during the E x x o n
Va l d e z cl e a nup came with Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) that
wa rned to keep the product out of wa t e rc o u rs e s .(The wa rnings we re
o bv i o u s ly ignore d , because Prince William Sound i s a wa t e rc o u rs e . )
One dispers a n t ,C o rexit 9580M2,even came in barrels with labels that
wa rn e d ,“ t oxic to fi s h ” ( Wells and McCoy 1989). (This product also
was used on beaches.) 

When dispersants are applied to spills in open water—the prop-
er use encouraged by the EPA,there is maximum mixing and dilution
to protect wildlife and there is minimal contact with cleanup work-
ers and other response personnel (because dispersants can be
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sprayed from planes).When dispersants are applied to beaches,how-
ever, there is minimal mixing and little dilution,which threatens sea-
life,and the labor-intensive process places workers in harm’s way as
demonstrated by the health consequences of the Disc Island disper-
sant test (Chapter 1) and use of Inipol (Chapters 6 and 7).

Regarding human exposure risks, the Exxon Valdez cleanup
demonstrates unequivocally that adverse health effects from expo-
sure to dispersants of workers in realistic cleanup conditions,includ-
ing extended work-shifts, shortages of respirators and goggles, and
lack of opportunities for proper personal hygiene, must be included
in the dispersant debates. From the data available after the Exxon
Valdez cleanup,it was impossible to differentiate between oil expo-
sures and oil-dispersant exposures. (The medical records on Inipol
are an exception,but they were not yet available.) Since the physical
symptoms largely overlap, this may seem of academic interest only,
however it is not. Dispersants do not have to be used in the inter-
tidal and nearshore areas.

Cleanup workers are not the only people at risk from use of sol-
vents on the beaches. EPA does not currently authorize use of dis-
persants in freshwater, because of concerns about contamination of
groundwater and drinking water. During the Exxon Valdez cleanup,
at least one vessel created drinking water by desalinating seawater
immediately offshore of a beach being treated with Inipol! It is
unlikely that the desalination process removed this chemical.

Further,Alaska Natives and area residents subsist on seafood col-
lected from beaches.Alaska Natives have a saying,“When the tide is
out, the table is set.”Villagers understood that solvents are not good
for wildlife or people.There is a classic story of one tribal leader, Gail
Evanoff, who sat on a beach near her village, Chenega, to prevent
workers from spraying Inipol (Hyce 2003).No one studied the “shelf-
life”of these chemicals on the beaches and scientists operated under
the assumption that the most toxic effects would diminish rapidly
within the first 24 to 48 hours.However, there is anecdotal evidence
to suggest that the residual effects lasted much longer. In 1990 two
ADFG contract researchers developed headaches and nausea after
camping on one beach in the Sound.They discovered a withered
scary-faced balloon on the beach and later learned that the beach
had been treated with Inipol two weeks before they camped on it
(Susan Ogle,Cordova,AK, pers. comm. January 2004). (The balloons
were used to scare away wildlife and humans from treated beaches.)
Further, in 1990 two USFWS employees were not notified that the
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beach where they were conducting a study was still being treated
with Inipol (U.S.Coast Guard 1993,364).

It is extremely irresponsible of the EPA to list potentially haz-
ardous products for use in public multiple use areas where the chem-
icals can potentially threaten subsistence users, visitors, residents,
and researchers who gather foods, picnic, camp, hike, or conduct
studies on beaches. In fact, it is irresponsible for industry and the
public agencies to even debate this issue without a broader focus of
the full risks to people and the environment.

In addition,EPA should require independent and verifiable toxi-
city and effectiveness testing,without averaging the effectiveness on
two vastly different crude oils before any product is listed as accept-
able on the EPA product schedule. Toxicity testing should be
required to be performed on species present in the areas where the
dispersant may be applied.

De-listing of dispersants from Schedule C should be a fo rm a l
p rocess re q u i ring a w ritten ex p l a n a t i o n f rom the manu fa c t u rer of
the reason for the de-listing. M a nu fa c t u re rs should be re s p o n s i bl e
for the consequences of product use as long as the product is list-
ed in the EPA’s Schedule C and as long as the product is ava i l abl e
for use (unless the product is fo rm a l ly re c a l l e d ) . As it stands now,
d i s p e rsants can be de-listed without industry explanation as to
w hy the product has been taken off the list. For ex a m p l e , I n i p o l
EAP 22 was discontinued as of Ja nu a ry 1996 (U. S .E PA 2004a). O n e
is left to wonder if the Exxon Va l d e z cl e a nup wo rke rs we re unwit-
ting guinea pigs in an ex p e riment that failed to produce desire d
re s u l t s .

The bottom line is that the federal government currently offers
industry a virtual risk-free, rubber stamp process by which to use
industry’s preferred response option—chemical products. Neither
government nor industry is willing to accept liability for the very real
human and environmental costs of these products, as evidenced by
EPA’s disclaimer and Exxon’s indemnity form,which it paid workers
to sign after the disastrous Disc Island dispersant test in late July
1989 (Figure 1,p.33).This liability-free ride creates a disincentive for
industry to develop something that doesn’t have the high health and
environmental costs—or, if this can’t be done,then to shoulder more
responsibility to not spill oil in the first place.

Anything for which both industry and government are not will-
ing to assume liability should not be used in environmentally sensi-
tive habitat or handled by humans! At a minimum, dispersants and
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other chemical products with high-test industrial solvents should
be permanently BANNED in nearshore areas and on beaches. In
offshore situations, where dispersant use may lessen the risk of oil
stranding on beaches, dispersant use could still be considered—but
only with full knowledge of human risks, proven protection for
workers in realistic situations, and realistic independently-verified
toxicity and effectiveness tests.

In addition, any time dispersants are used, human health effects
should be monitored by government oversight agencies and non-
i n d u s t ry funded re s e a rc h e rs over the long-term—and medical
records, raw data, and results made public on a regular basis—to
build our knowledge base.Funds could be appropriated from the Oil
Spill Liability Trust Fund for this purpose,because the studies would
benefit the public interest.

Stockpiling Equipment Guidelines

Changes in Alaska laws after the Exxon Valdez oil spill require the oil
industry to stockpile oil spill response equipment in various key
locations to be better prepared for spills of up to about 11 million
g a l l o n s — s u p p o s e d ly the size of the Exxon Va l d e z. E q u i p m e n t
includes boom, skimmers, and even dispersants; it does not include
personal protective gear for cleanup workers.Given the experience
from the Exxon Valdez spill, industries that routinely handle materi-
als that are governed by hazardous waste cleanup laws,such as crude
oil,should be required to stockpile respirators,replacement filter car-
tridges for the respirators,goggles,gloves,and other protective cloth-
ing in strategically located warehouses in amounts necessary to
respond to loss of a full tanker load. Equipment should be state-of-
the-art,so inventory should be reviewed every three to five years and
replaced, if necessary. Mobilization of thousands of workers to
respond to accidental cleanups leaves zero lead-time for manufactur-
ers to produce gear critical for protecting cleanup workers.

Further,Alaska now has some of the oldest stockpiles of disper-
sants in the country. Industry must be required to demonstrate effec-
tiveness of this stockpiled product every three to five years,as well,
and product that no longer meets the EPA effectiveness tests—or
product that has been de-listed—must be discarded (at hazardous
waste disposal sites) and replaced.
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Wild life Treatment Guidelines

Every public-trust scientist with whom I spoke about sea otters,
without exception, was very critical of Exxon’s wildlife “rehabilita-
tion”centers (Bayha and Kormendy 1990). Treating and releasing sea
otters was done to appease an irate public.Like the pressurized hot
water wash,it took on a political life of its own.The evidence shows
that most of the heavily oiled animals suffered horribly and died
despite “treatment.” Healthy unoiled animals were brought into the
centers and suffered from the stress of capture.Surviving captive ani-
mals never fully recovered from the “treatment” and had shortened
life spans upon release into the wild or captivity. Further,“treated”
animals released into the wild triggered a disease outbreak that
claimed the lives of dozens of healthy adult animals. The Marine
Mammal Commission summed up the situation for sea otters in a
book published three years after the spill:“the rescue and rehabilita-
tion program was not very effective”(Hofman 1994,xiv).

In light of the Exxon Valdez experience and the collective expe-
riences from other spills, wildlife treatment after an oil spill should
be re-examined by the industry, government, and public.At a mini-
mum, collection of live animals should be left to professionals.
Human empathy for injured oiled wildlife is better directed into
action to prevent spills from happening in the first place rather than
misdirected (albeit well-intended) efforts to “save”the innocent vic-
tims of our oil mishaps after the fact.

Recommend ation 3: Old laws should be re vis ed bas ed on new
s c ience.

The EPA listing (2001; 2004b) of twenty-two PAHs as persistent,
bioaccumulative, toxic (PBT) pollutants is profound and affects
every aspect of oil use from discovery (lease sales and exploratory
drilling) to disposal of wastes (by industry and individual con-
sumers).This type of use monitoring is called “cradle-to-grave” and
it applies to hazardous substances, which we now understand
crude oil to be,even though it does not yet carry this legal label and
the liability stigma associated with it.Modern day researchers have
expanded the concept of cradle-to-grave to “cradle-to-cradle” to
accommodate the latest science, which shows that the PBT pollu-
tants do not have a “grave,” because they are persistently recycled
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through the biological web of life for many generations.
It is well beyond the scope of this book—and this author!—to

consider the vast re-tooling of our nation’s laws governing oil leasing,
ex p l o ra t i o n , d ri l l i n g , p ro d u c t i o n , t ra n s p o rtation (by tanke rs ,
pipelines,and trucks),distribution,consumption,and waste disposal
in order to regulate oil as a PBT pollutant. Suffice to say that it must
be done and that this information should become part of every dis-
cussion that concerns oil use—the energy debate, the car fuel effi-
ciency debate, the tri-annual review of water quality standards, on
and on.It already has been done in regions where people and politi-
cal leaders are more aware of the true costs of our oil dependency.
For example,the State of California adopted the “California-only haz-
ardous waste law,” which regulates crude oil vapors and liquid waste
as hazardous.At a minimum, crude oil should be reclassified as a
hazardous substance and a hazardous material under all perti-
nent federal laws and regulations.

A logical starting place for policy-makers is to weigh the elevat-
ed risk to public health and the environment from oil exposure
against the perceived benefits and to then revamp laws and regula-
tions from this new perspective. By way of example, I will focus on
three laws that are discussed in this book:Superfund,OPA 90,and the
Clean Water Act’s water quality standards.

Superfund and OPA 90

Superfund and OPA 90 share a common “fix:”the need to institute a
long-term ecosystem-based approach to assess damage and recovery
from oil (or other hazardous waste) spills. Polluters should pay the
cost of all damages to public lands and wildlife, including both
short- and long-term injuries.Currently these laws only assess short-
term damage and do not recognize long-term damage;the latter cost
is borne by the public and the environment.Insisting on full payment
for all damages provides another incentive for industry to reduce risk
of spillage.

OPA 90 actually took us a step backwards, regarding assessment
of long-term damages—it ensures the resource managers will never
“see”the damage in the first place! To secure the spiller’s coopera-
tion and eliminate a problem created by Superfund (as discussed
above),policy-makers removed most of the litigation risk—the road-
block to cooperation.They accomplished this by allowing the spiller
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to participate in the design and gathering of the NRDA data and to
review, comment, and approve any restoration plans, all of which
have significant financial benefits for the spiller. Disputes are “set-
tled” with 1970s-style toxicity tests, which guarantees that NRDA
studies will be capped at low levels and long-term damages will not
be identified,which again benefits the spiller. When OPA 90 passed,
long-term damages from oil spills were not anticipated,based on the
science at the time, so this may have seemed like a good trade
then—the spiller’s cooperation in trade for something that was
thought not to exist.We know better now and this policy needs to
be fixed to reflect our new knowledge.

It may be possible to determine estimates for long-term damage
based on new types of bioassays, sprouting from the main stem of
studies conducted by the Auke Bay Lab. For example, one group in
Quebec, Canada, has developed a sensitive and reliable eleven-day
test for fish embryos with dif ferent types of oils (Couillard 2002).In
the public interest of settling damages for public lands and wildlife
quickly, it is necessary to find suitable indicators of long-term dam-
ages.Alternatively, in the interim, such damage could be calculated,
based on a sliding scale of anticipated harm and using indicators
such as percent of PAHs in the oil, volume spilled, volume stranded
in sensitive habitat,and the time of year the spill occurred.

It is worthy of note that Superfund and OPA 90 deal with haz-
ardous substances after they spill.The same type of ecosystem-based
monitoring should be incorporated into the pre-spill permits of vari-
ous phases of oil development and production,including wastewater
discharge. As the public-trust scientists found out after the Exxon
Valdez spill, the ability of post-spill studies to assess damage and
recovery was much greater when pre-spill baseline studies were
available for comparison.The federal government should conduct or
contract the baseline monitoring studies with reimbursements from
permitees as a tax-deductible cost of doing business.This way the
cost of the baseline monitoring studies is shared among all the con-
sumers of oil,while the cost of any post-spill studies are borne by the
spiller.

Clean Water Act

Water quality criteria were established under the Clean Water Act to
protect everyday use of our nation’s waters.This use includes human
needs,such as drinking water and recreation,and non-human needs,
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such as protecting aquatic life from pollutants. It is clear from the
studies on early life stages of fish and from the ecosystem-based stud-
ies that a criterion for total aqueous PAHs is overdue.Further, the cur-
rent water quality guideline for PAHs of 300 parts per billion is set
way too high to protect sealife and presumably freshwater life. We
now know that PAH levels of 1 to 20 parts per billion sicken indi-
viduals and reduce entire populations of fish, birds, and animals.
These low levels of PAHs are washing off streets in urbanized areas
and draining into our rivers and coastal seas on a daily basis (National
Research Council 2002).

Applying the 1970s logic of dividing the lowest concentration at
which an effect is observed—1 part per billion PAHs—by 100 yields
an impossibly small standard of 10 parts per trillion.This is below the
limits of most analytical equipment to even detect and it is beyond
the ability of even the best wastewater technology in the United
States to remove from highway runoff or industry effluent prior to
discharge. Meeting this standard requires essentially zero discharge
of PAHs.This creates an almost unimaginable situation in which we
seem to lack the proper tools to adequately protect our nation’s
waters—and ultimately, life.

Where do we go from here? The answer, of course,is to start tak-
ing steps to tighten all the leaky taps that drip, drip, drip PAHs into
our rivers and oceans.There are a lot of taps and each one is associ-
ated with someone or some industry that has learned to live with the
annoying drip and so will be resistant to change. Several of the fol-
lowing recommendations suggest ways to approach our national
plumbing crisis; that is, to institute fundamental change to reduce
chronic oil pollution.

Recommend ation 4: The 1991 civil set tlement in the Ex xon
Valdez case should be re - opened and the entire $100 million
available for unantic ip ated long - term harm should be claimed
for educational purpos es .

The 1991 civil settlement provides a key tool to initiate a fundamen-
tal overhaul of our national laws regulating oil use:a re-opener clause
based on unanticipated long-term harm to wildlife from the Exxon
Valdez oil spill. Stipulations for reopening the settlement are two-
fold: first there must be proof of unanticipated long-term harm, and
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second,there must be a realistic way to restore the injured resource.
Up to $100 million is available for the latter purpose.The reopener
clause sunsets on 1 September 2006.

If the settlement is successfully reopened before then,and funds
are secured to address the harm, then this combined action would
force policy-makers to acknowledge that oil causes persistent long-
term harm. This action alone would upset the legal apple cart,
because all of our national laws regulating oil use are predicated on
short-term damages from oil—the scientific understanding in place
when our body of laws were established.

The public-trust scientists are confident that there is long-term
harm, evident fourteen years after the spill in intertidal habitat and
species such as harlequin ducks and sea otters.They are confident
this harm was unanticipated based on the science available at the
time of the settlement. In 2003 they started to discuss restoration
options to mitigate this harm in injured species.

However, at this point, the issues of oiled habitat and lingering
harm pales in comparison to the more basic issue: that oil is much
more harmful to life than previously thought and immediate steps
need to be taken to curtail oil pollution.Action requires education;
people and policy-makers cannot take any action until they are
aware of the new risk.

It seems, then, that the highest and best use of the settlement
money is to educate the public about the persistent harmful effects
of oil in the same way that money from the tobacco case was used
for public education about the harmful effects of smoking. The
money could be used by the state and federal governments—or by a
court-designated non-governmental organization—to establish an
Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Legacy Educational Fund (EVOS ELF) to pro-
duce educational material on oil effects to wildlife and people for our
nation’s K-12 schools.

Educator and former Cordova fisherman Rick Steiner first pro-
posed this idea in June 2001.None of the parties to the 1991 settle-
ment and the ones responsible for reopening it—the United States
Department of Justice,the State of Alaska,and Exxon—support it,or,
in fact,have indicated any enthusiasm for reopening the settlement
at all.The problem is politics. For example,85 percent of the State of
Alaska’s general operating revenue is derived from North Slope oil
activities.Given the current political climate, it is better to establish
the EVOS Legacy Educational Fund through a non-governmental
organization.
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How will this happen when the governments are dragging their
feet about reopening the settlement? When governments are con-
trolled by special interest corporations,it is the people who must act
to initiate change.When the public is organized into a clear majority
about a certain position, politically entrenched mountains move,
because politicians are sensitive to popular pressure.The fate of the
reopener funds will be decided by Judge Russel Holland who will
evenly consider all proposals,but first, at least one of the parties to
the 1991 settlement needs to request that the settlement is reopened
to consider long-term damages and appropriation of funds.

O rd i n a ry people—YOU!—can influence this process by wri t-
ing the President of the United States, your congressional delega-
t i o n , the EVOS Trustee Council, and fe d e ral Ju d ge Russel Holland to
insist that the 1991 civil settlement is reopened and that the funds
a re directed to a non-gove rnmental organization to establish an
E VOS Legacy Educational Fund. (Contact info rmation is provided in
Appendix B, p .4 5 5 . )

Recommend ation 5: We need to take the politics (corporations )
out of s c ience in order for science to best serve soc iety.

In her Presidential Address at the annual meeting of the American
Association for the A d vancement of Science in 1997, Ja n e
Lubchenco, PhD, challenged science to meet the needs of a rapidly
changing society. She warned, “All too many of our current environ-
mental policies and much of the street lore about the environment
are based on the science of the 1950s,1960s,and 1970s,not the sci-
ence of the 1990s”(Lubchenco 1998,495).

I believe that much of the environmental science (and social sci-
ences as well; e.g.,see Zarembo 2003) is being held hostage by pow-
erful interests vested in oil, petrochemicals, the auto industry, and
other corporations that grow rich on polluting our commons—the air,
water, and soil we all share freely. It is not in corporations’ best inter-
est to have science educate society about the true risks—the threat to
life on earth—posed by side effects of their businesses.So these cor-
porations buy scientists, university professors and others, to spin
counter stories, create public confusion, and stall unfavorable policy
changes.“Whose truth are we talking about, your truth or my truth?”
public relations specialist, John Scanlon, retorted to a reporter who
had asked him whether he served his clients or the truth (in Rampton
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and Stauber 2001, 57). Until science deals with its Achilles’ heel of
advocacy science,it cannot meet society’s needs to protect life and we
will continue to pollute our soil,air, and water,ourselves,and other life
on this planet.Like lemmings, we are all racing towards the cliff.

Based on the Exxon Valdez experience, four actions could be
taken to control corporate abuse of science.First,as Jane Lubchenco
pointed out,“Strong efforts should be launched to better communi-
cate scientific information already in hand”(1998,495).The targets of
this effort should not be limited to policy-makers, but to ordinary
people—laborers, consumers, students—who by their individual
actions,multiplied by tens of millions,can reshape the world that we
all share.This effort should also target the media, which in its igno-
rance of basic science and statistics, naively treats all science as
equal, rarely examines motives (conflicts of interest),and focuses on
superficial controversies rather than the real life-threatening issues at
stake (Stauber and Rampton 1995).The public needs more science
first-hand from credible groups of scientists.This effort is so critical
that it deserves the full attention of a group such as the National
Academy of Sciences to issue guidelines for public education as a
mandatory component of publicly funded research.

Second, whenever a scientific controversy spills over into the
media (which is the route used by corporations and advocacy scien-
tists to confuse the public), immediate steps should be taken by a
neutral party to referee the science and separate the grains of truth
from the chaff of public relations.Unless challenged immediately, the
press and public will develop their own understanding of the issue—
the “street lore” referred to by Lubchenco—which tends to be based
on the information which is the easiest to understand and which
requires the least personal change. As evidenced by the Exxon
Valdez controversy, corporations,with their army of public relations
specialists,can make things that aren’t true very appealing to believe.

Fake controversies stall important environmental policy changes
and guarantee continued environmental degradation to support
short-sighted economic interests.The lemmings race closer to the
cliff. Again, this scientific refereeing is so critical that the National
Academy of Sciences should designate a special group just to refer-
ee, for society’s sake, environmental controversies that have global
implications such as global warming,the ozone hole,and the Exxon
Valdez spill effects (persistent oil effects).

Third,scientists need to become accountable to the public.The
current system of “peer review,” in which experts pass judgement on
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the work of other researchers supposedly to help protect the public
from scientific errors and bias,doesn’t work.In 1997,the researcher
lamented in the British Medical Journal that peer review is “expen-
sive,slow, prone to bias, open to abuse, possibly anti-innovatory, and
unable to detect fraud” (Smith 1997, 759–760).The formal require-
ment for disclosure in many scientific journals is often ignored:one
study that examined 62,000 articles published in 210 journals found
only one-half of one percent included financial information (Krimsky
1999). Journals need to enforce their own policies and the media
needs to take responsibility for providing the public with this infor-
mation when quoting “experts.”

In 1999,the White House Office of Science & Technology Policy
adopted a more stringent definition of scientific misconduct for fed-
eral researchers—private research is not held to a similar standard
(Hileman 1999). Since the voluntary system of peer review doesn’t
work,perhaps it is time for the National Science Foundation to adopt
similar standards for private research.The standards should include a
section on study design to eliminate the “common tricks,” purposely
used to deceive the public,as illustrated in How to Lie with Statistics
and as demonstrated by Exxon’s spill studies.“Peer-review” journals
should only accept papers from authors whose work meets these
standards.

Adopting standards for private research would also defuse
Daubert: judges would no longer have to judge the adequacy of sci-
ence.The scientists could take care of that themselves. For example,
it wouldn’t matter which journal published the papers (traditional or
alternative medicine) as long as the research was held to the same
scientific standards.

Finally, fourth,the Freedom of Information Act no longer protects
the public interest.This act was originally designed so the public
could access publicly funded research, but corporations are increas-
ingly using the act to obtain information from the government in
order to strengthen their advocacy science. For example, changes to
this act allow “the public”to obtain government information before
the original researchers even complete their study.This way, corpo-
rations (“the public”) can publish advocacy science papers to inter-
pret or discredit the original work before the original authors have
time to do quality assurance and interpret the data themselves!
Exxon has repeatedly demanded data from the NOAA Auke Bay Lab
on studies still in progress, specifically to undermine studies that
demonstrate persistent oil effects. Such abuse of the federal law is a
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tragedy for the public interest and a victory for industry.
In the new age of advocacy science,the Freedom of Information

Act needs to become a two-way street. If industry demands studies
from the government, then the public (including the government)
should be allowed to use the Act to demand studies from the indus-
try making the request.This would even the playing field for science,
while still protecting the public interest because it would open
industry’s science for public scrutiny without having to file a lawsuit.

Recommend ation 6: The legal / med ical system designed to pro-
tect worker and public health needs to shift from a risk ass ess-
ment approa ch to pre vention and a precautionary approa ch . It
also needs to be over- hauled to recogni ze and address chemi-
cal - induced illness es .

Risk Ass essment

We need a better system to protect public health.The basic tests,
models,and formulas that form the foundation of risk assessment are
outdated and fatally flawed, incapable of predicting “safe” levels of
exposure of any single chemical in the chemical blizzard of our envi-
ronment. Forget the standard 70-kilogram human (150-pound man)
used in risk assessment;we need a system that protects the most vul-
nerable among us. We need more comprehensive tests, designed to
assess harm, for example, to complex immune system functions and
embryos. We need tests to match the very pathways that specific
chemicals are designed to disrupt. For example, absent established
testing protocol for endocrine disru p t e rs such as PA H s , t h e s e
endocrine disrupters should not be allowed on the market until such
tests are designed and conducted, and the chemical proven safe for
non-target species including humans, by the agencies responsible
for protecting public and environmental health.

A l s o , we need realistic ex p o s u re limits. We need to determ i n e
the most common chemicals in the “ n o rmal population” and in the
e nv i ronment and we should test ex p o s u res of new ch e m i c a l s
against this mix of common chemicals alre a dy in our bodies and
e nv i ronment rather than in a va c u u m . The National Centers fo r
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) under the U. S . D e p a rt m e n t
of Health and Social Services recognized this pro blem and has
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e s t ablished a baseline level of chemical residues in humans (NIOSH
2 0 0 3 ) . The CDC hopes to update its info rmation eve ry couple of
ye a rs .We need tests that accura t e ly predict effects of c h ro n i c l ow -
l evel ex p o s u re , not just acute ex p o s u re .

Every new chemical should be thoroughly tested, as described,
by public agencies responsible for protecting public health before
the chemical is released.Until public health agencies are adequately
funded for these tasks, new chemicals with unknown health risks
should not be approved for market and workers should not be put in
harm’s way. Given the uncertainties inherent in the risk assessment
process, OSHA should adopt the precautionary principle (“better
safe than sorry”) with respect to approval of new chemicals into our
environment.

This challenge is so great and so life-threatening that the National
Academy of Sciences should convene an interdisciplinary committee
of scientists and public representatives, all without affiliation to the
petrochemical industry. The committee should make recommenda-
tions to Congress on how to protect public health from chronic
exposure to chemical poisons,including PAHs.

Similarly for workers, risk assessment needs to be revamped so
OSHA can establish realistic personal exposure limits (PELs) for com-
pounds of concern—not surrogates!—based on multiple simultane-
ous chemical exposures and more subtle measures of harm such as
endocrine disruption or immune function suppression. Further,
OSHA should require that PELs are adjusted to fit the actual hours
wo rke d , e s p e c i a l ly during disaster re s p o n s e , and OSHA should
require health monitoring on the job and for the long-term if work-
ers are exposed to hazardous materials.

Ha z ardous Waste Cleanups

We curre n t ly do not do enough to protect wo rke rs ’ health befo re ,
d u ri n g , and after hazardous waste cl e a nu p s . Fe d e ral ove rs i g h t
should be m a n d a t e d.The exemption for re c o rding “colds and fl u ”
as wo rk - related illness should not apply d u ring hazardous wa s t e
cl e a nu p s . This exemption creates a loophole that allows many
symptoms of chemical ex p o s u re to slip through unrecognized and
u n re p o rted such as most like ly occurred during the Exxon Va l d e z
cl e a nu p . If there are illness outbreaks of a ny t y p e ,i n cluding “ c o l d s
and fl u ,” d u ring a hazardous waste cl e a nu p , then long-term moni-
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t o ring should be re q u i re d until we better understand ch ro n i c
e ffects of acute ex p o s u re s .

The spiller should not be the primary responsible party for
worker health and safety (Sidebar 16, below); instead, during haz-
ardous waste cleanups,the federal government should hire an inde-
pendent occupational medicine physician to lead the worker safety
program.The party in charge of the worker safety program should be
required to provide a copy of all exposure assessment data and med-
ical records to OSHA and the spiller.

OSHA should establish a central repository for holding records
from hazardous waste cleanups.The records should be maintained
for thirty years,as cur rently required,but the data should be available
to the public, such as researchers who wish to track the course of
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P i cking Up the Pieces of a Fa i l ed Worker Safety
Progra m
The well-being of workers is addressed in the National Contingency Plan, subpart
C,40 CFR 300.38 (as well as federal and state occupational safety and health laws).
The National Contingency Plan directs the spiller to be in charge of worker safety
and requires the Federal On-Scene Coordinator (a high-ranking U.S. Coast Guard
official) to be “alert” for problems (U.S. Coast Guard 1993, 397).

During the Exxon Valdez cleanup, the U.S. Coast Guard appeared to have
focused on physical injuries rather than illnesses (ibid.,399, Table 17.1), because of
a belief that the “levels of toxics . . . had diminished significantly since the spill;
thus, the greatest remaining danger from contact with petroleum residues was skin
irritation” (ibid.,400). The Coast Guard reported that a “monitoring program was
maintained throughout the response, with exposure tests (lead, hazardous com-
pounds, etc.),screening tests (for biochemical changes associated with tissue dam-
age), and other analyses . . . ” (ibid.,402), but failed to mention that public health
officials never saw or obtained the records, as per the NIOSH investigators’ original
plan (NIOSH 1991).

The Coast Guard noted that state OSHA authorities did not recognize Inipol
EAP 22 and Corexit 9580 as hazards “likely to cause death or serious harm if
appropriate monitoring and measuring is not performed” until 1990 (U.S. Coast
Guard 1993, 403). The Coast Guard reported “a number of [legal] cases of serious
illness among former cleanup workers” in 1992. The agency concluded that the
matter of whether there were long-term or delayed ill effects from the cleanup on
worker health “is likely to remain unresolved for some time, and worker health
issues may ultimately be litigated, perhaps in significant numbers” (ibid.,404).

Such after-the-fact reporting does not seem to be in the best interests of pro-
tecting worker well-being. Instead of leaving the matter up to individual workers to
litigate—or to the public health officials (OSHA) that fumbled the ball of worker
health protection during the 1989 cleanup, Congress should subpoena Exxon for all
the medical records from the cleanup and authorize a long-term health monitoring
program (Recommendation #6, p. 436).
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exposures and illnesses over time.This way, we might actually learn
something from these unfortunate toxic releases.

Worker s’ Compens ation Laws

Our national wo rke rs ’ compensation system is not curre n t ly
designed to recognize or treat chemical illnesses or to adequately
compensate chemically injured workers.Some of the symptoms take
years and generations to manifest.

To facilitate better understanding of chemical illnesses, wo rk-
e rs ’ claims from hazardous waste cl e a nups should be pro c e s s e d
d i ffe rent from the other wo rke rs ’ cl a i m s .T h ey should be coded as
h a z a rdous waste cl e a nup cl a i m s . O n ly personnel with training in
e nv i ronmental medicine or occupational medicine should diag-
nose and code these cl a i m s .The coding system should be ex p a n d-
ed to include the symptoms of chemical injuri e s . For ex a m p l e ,
h e a d a ches and dizziness should be coded as central nervous sys-
tem symptoms (if wo rke rs we re exposed to chemicals with these
e ffe c t s ) , rather than simply coded as “ o t h e r ” or “ i l l - d e fi n e d .”W h e n
wo rke rs ’ compensation boards are fo rced to recognize ch e m i c a l
i l l n e s s e s , then the legal system will no longer provide a re f u ge fo r
c o r p o rate polluters .

Exxon Valdez cleanup workers filed injury and illness claims
through several different state and federal agencies.This makes it dif-
ficult for public health agencies and researchers to piece together
these valuable data to determine if there are any long-term effects
from these hazardous waste cleanups.Therefore, all workers’ claims
and records from hazardous waste cleanups should be sent to
OSHA’s central repository, recommended above, for use by public
health agencies and researchers.

AkPIRG, the Alaska Injured Workers’ Alliance, among others,
contend that the Alaska Workers’ Compensation Program is cur-
rently biased against workers: the program favors insurance com-
panies and industry and dismisses (“controverts”) the vast bulk of
claims. It is outside the scope of this book to cover recommenda-
tions to fix this program in detail. However, at a minimum, the
Alaska Workers’ Compensation Board should be reconfigured so
more than half of its members are occupational medicine physi-
cians or industrial hygienists,and delegates of groups that represent
injured workers. A board composed solely of insurance companies
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and industry representatives is a deck stacked against injured work-
ers.The reconfigured board could then begin to address the myriad
of ills that rots the workers’lifeline to compensation and robs soci-
ety of a healthy workforce (Appendix C,p.459).

Remedies for Ex xon Valdez Oil Spill Cleanup Workers

Congress should hold an oversight hearing to evaluate OSHA’s han-
dling of the EVOS cleanup and other mass disasters,such as the 9/11
cleanup,to determine how to improve agency oversight and worker
protection.You can request such a hearing by contacting your con-
gressional delegation as well as key members of committees that
oversee labor and public health (Appendix B,p.455).

As part of its investigation,Congress should subpoena the payroll
records of Exxon and its primary contractors, all the clinical and
medical records, and Exxon’s air quality monitoring data. Congress
should lift the confidentiality order in the personal injury lawsuit
Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994), filed in Superior Court,Third Judicial
District,State of Alaska as a matter of urgent public interest.

If the investigation finds that a long-term health monitoring pro-
gram of EVOS cleanup workers is warranted,Congress should require
Exxon to fund such a study (as the company would have been
required to do in 1989).However, Congress should request OSHA to
contract a team of independent epidemiologists to conduct the long-
term monitoring program and Exxon should not be allowed to par-
ticipate in any phase of the study, including,notably,the study’s scope
or design.

D emand (Con su m er ) - Si de Econ om i c s
I have no delusions that this book will convince every reader that
there is a problem. But if you heed the startling truth about crude
oil’s persistent harmful effects to all life,you will be wondering what
you as an individual can do at this point to make a difference.The
truths revealed in this book call for fundamental sweeping change in
our society. The great irony of such societal-level change is that it
starts with individuals who commit to making personal changes,one
by one.The change gains momentum as hundreds, thousands, and
millions of people make individual commitments, and finally the
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change happens when the sheer mass of people sweep out the old
and bring in a new way of living.

We don’t have to wait for scientists to agree. We don’t have to
wait for Congress to pass significant legislation.We don’t have to wait
for nations to sign global treaties to reduce or ban dangerous chemi-
cals. We don’t have wait for non-governmental organizations to do
the hard work of social change.We can make up our own minds in
the privacy of our own homes to make a difference today! 

Recommend ation 7: Be soc i ally responsible — get informed and
get involved.

Helen Keller once said, “This is the time for a loud voice, open
speech,and fearless thinking.I rejoice that I live in such a splendidly
disturbing time.” Let us rejoice with Helen Keller that we,too,live in
such times when we can exercise our democratic rights and make a
difference.

Vote.
Inquire.Find out what public interest groups are in your area and

see if one suits your tastes and talents.
Volunteer. Share your time and talents with others whether it’s

mentoring students or working with a public interest group.That’s
how I got started! 

Read. Go to your local library or spend some time on the web
and search for topics that concern you. Find out who’s doing what.
Strive to keep abreast of the news on that topic and see if you might
be able to weigh in with a letter or phone call to your local state
leader or congressional delegates to request some of the law changes
discussed earlier (Appendix C,p.459).Targeted letter-writing leads to
law changes—and letters are especially powerful when they come
from individuals.

Question authority. Rampton and Stauber, authors of Trust Us,
We’re Experts!, warn,“If something is too complicated to explain,
maybe it’s also too complicated to be safe”(2001,300).Don’t rely on
newspapers and television for news! The authors of Trust Us found
that much of the “so-called news is actually canned material supplied
by PR [public relations] firms”(308).Further,with competition down
because of all the media mergers,a lot of important information fails
to get reported in the “news.”

Exercise your right of choice. A good place to get and stay
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informed is through journals and communications of public interest
groups that focus on specific topics. For example, the Union of
Concerned Scientists (www.ucs.org) is one of my favorites to learn
about the latest developments on alternative energy vehicles. The
authors of Trust Us state,“The people who are most easily manipu-
lated are those who have not studied a subject much and are there-
fore susceptible to any argument that sounds plausible” (Rampton
and Stauber 2001,311).

“Activate yourself!” cry the authors of Trust Us. They charge,
“Activism,in our opinion,is not just a civic duty. It is a path to enlight-
enment”(ibid., 311).I found this to be so:seventeen years ago I vol-
unteered to serve on the board of Cordova District Fishermen United
and learn about oil issues that concerned the fishermen of Prince
William Sound . . .

Recommend ation 8: Be personally accountable — take action to
reduce oil pollution .

Walk. Bike.Take public transit. Car-pool or car-share.This may seem
like an inconvenience at first,but once a new routine is established,
you may find that you actually miss the walk to work on days when
you just can’t do it.

Take care with what you do with your personal oil wastes.Does
your car leak oil or burn oil? Fix it.Dispose of your waste oil in waste
oil containers,not down sewers.Will this make a difference? You bet.
Remember that it takes less than one one-hundredth of a teaspoon of
crude oil in a pond the size of an Olympic swimming pool to reach
PAH levels that kill aquatic life.

For those folks who can afford to do more, there are other
options. I was once asked, after I gave a talk on my preliminary
research findings for this book, what a person could do to help.
When I replied,“Purchase an alternative energy car,” the audience sat
in stunned silence. Finally someone protested,“But you’ve got us all
charged up to do something! I don’t just want to hear that same old
message again!”The sad truth is that if we all had just done this ten
years ago, the petrochemical problem would look a lot differently
today. I have made a personal pledge to buy an alternative energy or
hybrid SUV before the end of 2005.

We can “vote with our pocketbook,”as the public interest groups
like to say, to reduce oil pollution.Besides the car example,you could
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trade in older equipment (such as jet skis, snow-machines, and out-
board motors) with conventional two-stroke engines (the only type
available before 1998) for that with new, direct injected two-stroke
engines, which have 80 percent less hydrocarbon emissions than
their predecessors, or even more efficient four-stroke engines. We
can also vote with our pocketbooks to support companies that
match our values whether we are purchasing gas for our cars or com-
pany stock.

It is true that the federal government could “help” us vote by
offering to partially subsidize products that pollute less or, alterna-
tively, taxing products that pollute more. For example, fossil fuel-
burning vehicles could carry a carbon tax, based on the life
expectancy, type of the vehicle,and fuel efficiency. But our govern-
ment is currently betting on the wrong horse—it is heavily subsi-
dizing fossil fuel-burning vehicles—and this bet is tightly bound by
special interests,heavy-duty politics,and election campaigns.We are
free to place our own bets.

Recommend ation 9: Be empowered — focus on the positive.

I think one of the greatest challenges facing people today is to over-
come our own sense of insignificance. Many people seem discour-
aged by an overwhelming number of life-threatening issues and feel
there is little one can do to make a difference.We are fed “news”that
numbs the senses with fear and pain.My mother’s mother called the
newspaper,“the Daily Saddener,” and that was fifty years ago!

You can choose to focus on the positive.I gave up on television
and mostly on newspapers as well—instead I read about what peo-
ple around the world, individually and in groups, are doing to solve
problems in their own backyards.Sometimes people’s sense of “back-
yard” extends beyond their immediate neighborhood and across
regions and borders of neighboring countries.All the better.This way
I learn about the challenges and about what people are doing to
meet these challenges at the same time. It leaves one with a power-
ful sense that people can and are making a difference, every day,
everywhere. One of my favorite upbeat journals in this vein is Yes!
m ag a z i n e , s p o n s o red by the Po s i t i ve Futures Netwo rk
(www.yesmagazine.org).

Fi n a l ly, you alre a dy h ave done something positive if you pur-
chased this book. A portion of the proceeds are dedicated to
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e s t ablishing an Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Education Legacy Fund
( E VOS ELF) through the Oiled Regions of Alaska Fo u n d a t i o n
( w w w. o ra fo u n d a t i o n . o rg ) . Funds will be used to develop educa-
tional material for sch o o l ch i l d ren K-12 on oil toxicity to humans
and wildlife .Thank you for your contri b u t i o n . Let us hope these
small contributions will make a world of diffe re n c e .
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Epilogue

Reflections from the Sound

“I never had an animus against their size and wealth, never
objected to their corporate form. I was willing that they should

combine and grow as big and rich as they could, but only by
legitimate means. But they had never played fair, and that

ruined their greatness for me.”

Ida Tarbell
All in a Day’s Work

My father introduced me to the writings of Ida Minerva Tarbell after
I became invo l ved with the politics of Big Oil. I was fascinated by
this woman whose wo rk captured the minds of a nation and a pre s-
ident and eve n t u a l ly led to the dissolution of Standard Oil Company
in 1909. Oil histori a n , Daniel Ye rgi n , called her 1904 book, Th e
H i s t o ry of Standard Oil Company, “ a rg u ably . . . the single most
i n fluential book on business ever published in the United States”
( Ye rgin 1991, 1 0 5 ) .

It has been one hundred years since Ida Tarbell published her
trust-busting book. Oddly, I feel as if the players in this great drama
have been reassembled.The Exxon/Mobil merger in 1999 reunited
the two largest chunks of the dissolved Standard Oil Company
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(Standard Oil of New Jersey [Exxon] and Standard Oil of New York
[Mobil]). David Rockefeller, Jr., the great grandson of John D.
Rockefeller who created Standard Oil Trust,uses the fortunes of his
ancestor to bring public awareness to the plight of our great oceans
to help safeguard our seas for future generations.

And now this book—raking through the mu ck of Exxon’s
i n d i s c retions after the Exxon Va l d e z oil spill, I found the amora l ,
p re d a t o ry behavior described by Ida Tarbell still applies to Exxon’s
b e h avior today. I can only write of it; whether the public and
politicians judge this behavior to be as unacceptable today as it
was so judged one hundred ye a rs earlier will be up to the collec-
t i ve mind and heart of our nation.What we decide to do about this
b e h avior will be a re flection of the morals of our times. But I
b e l i eve that if we chose to do nothing, then Ida Ta r b e l l ’s wri t i n g s
of the Standard Oil Company we re pre s c i e n t :“I am convinced that
their brilliant example has contributed not only to a we a kening of
the country ’s moral standards but to its economic unsoundness”
( Tarbell 1939, 2 3 0 ) .

Bill Watterson (1992) summarized the challenge we face in his
Calvin & Hobbes cartoon dialogue:

Calvin and Hobbes are careening in their red wagon through the
woods. Calvin:“It’s true, Hobbes, ignorance is bliss! Once you know
things, you start seeing problems everywhere. And once you see
problems, you feel like you ought to try to fix them.And fixing prob-
lems always seems to require personal change.And change means
doing things that aren’t fun! I say phooey to that!”

They pick up speed, charging downhill. Calvin looks back at
Hobbes and says,“But if you’re willfully stupid, you don’t know any
better, so you can keep doing whatever you like! The secret to hap-
piness is short-term,stupid self-interest!”

Hobbes, looking concerned, points out,“We’re heading for that
cliff!” Calvin puts his hands over his eyes and says,“I don’t want to
know about it.”They f ly over the cliff.“Waaaugghhh!”

After the crash landing,Hobbes says,“I’m not sure I can stand so
much bliss.” Calvin responds,“Careful! We don’t want to learn any-
thing from this.”

I believe that the curtain is starting to fall on the Age of Oil.Slow
learners though we may be, as Daniel Yergin pointed out, more and
more people realize that we are all in harm’s way. Our “Hydrocarbon
Society” (as Yergin refers to it) has become sickly with chemical-
induced illnesses from the “petrochemical problem” (low levels of
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a romatic hy d rocarbons present in our eve ry d ay env i ro n m e n t ) .
Yergin’s “Hydrocarbon Man,”Woman,and Child pay for oil spills and
pipeline explosions with loss of income, loss of quality of life, and
loss of life itself, while the corporations profit obscenely. Our system
fails to mete out justice to corporate polluters. Our coastal sealife
slowly sickens and disappears from low levels of contaminants, oil
among others,which dribble into our ocean.Our planet coughs and
sputters from the fossil fuel-driven effects of global warming, spew-
ing forth intense storms in strange places and swelling her seas with
fresh water from melting polar icecaps.

With so mu ch “ bl i s s ,” h ow mu ch longer can we affo rd our oil
dependency and what author David Ko rten calls our “suicide econ-
o my ? ”( Ko rten 2002)

Shifting energy sources is not as hard as it seems from the per-
spective of standing at the base of the mountain of fossil fuel power
and looking up to the summit of alternative energy.After all, we shift-
ed energy sources once before:in the 1920s,oil was introduced as the
“clean”alternative to dirty lung-clogging coal fires and streets littered
with horse droppings.People made the shift with the help of the gov-
ernment and business. Now we know there are clean alternatives to
oil.The mountain looks a little different this time,because the people
must initiate this shift without the help of government and the big
energy businesses.But once we start,they will have no choice but to
join us.

Climbing a mountain begins with taking the first steps. I invite
you to join the pilgrims who have already started to climb this moun-
tain of corporate greed and fear. Step one: do not purchase any
ExxonMobil gas or other products,including stock—and do not take
this action out of anger or revenge, but because you wish to make
other choices that match your values.Step two:write a letter to the
President and your congressional delegation in support of opening
the 1991 civil settlement to claim $100 million for education on long-
term effects of oil.Write another letter in support of a congressional
investigation of the human health effects of Exxon’s cleanup on
workers (contact information in Appendix B,p.455).Your letters will
make a difference.Step three: walk,bike,car-pool,or pledge that your
next car will be a hybrid or some alternative that is completely free
of fossil fuels—and purchase it soon!

If the collective will of the people makes these conscious choic-
es,I have no doubt that together—the people,nations,and corporate
businesses—we will scale the mountain before us.It is time to turn
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the tragedy of the Exxon Valdez oil spill into a starting place for the
emergence of a revitalized, empowered democracy.
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Appendix A

Cleanup Workers’ Exposure and
Illness Data
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Ta ble A . 2
E x xon’s Clinical Data—Upper Re s p i ra tory
In fec ti ons (URIs) by Pers on n el Typea

Incidence of URIs Number of Personnel 
Week Offshore Onshore Total PWS Onshore Otherb Total
5/7 5 8 13 430 5,306 180 5,916
5/14 39 16 55 590 5,994 200 6,784
5/21 95 6 101 848 7,162 224 8,234
5/28 54 219 273 939 7,442 280 8,661

6/4 46 205 251 1,064 7,786 371 9,221
6/11 132 279 411 1,144 7,700 467 9,311
6/18 182 315 497 1,467 7,978 541 9,986
6/25 265 283 548 1,636 7,661 661 9,958

7/2 217 231 448 1,724 7,623 765 10,112
7/9 233 206 439 1,923 7,541 809 10,273
7/16 243 181 424 2,112 7,743 727 10,582
7/23 219 193 412 2,205 7,792 855 10,852
7/30 198 165 363 2,441 7,599 886 10,926

8/6 205 173 378 2,177 7,568 884 10,629
8/13 214 167 381 2,213 7,476 863 10,552
8/20 256 111 367 2,152 7,037 749 9,938
8/27 209 139 348 1,868 7,417 609 9,894

9/3 175 187 362 1,556 7,223 491 9,270
9/10 178 197 375 765 8,090 140 8,995

Totals 3,237 3,485 6,722
Meanc 182 203 385

Source: Exxon Company USA 1989b.In Stubblefield v. Exxon (1994).
a Personnel type not defined in available Exxon records.
b Other =Unaccounted workers in Exxon data presentation.
c Average reported URIs per week = 385 ± 39 @ 95% CI for every week
pressurized water washes were primary beach treatment methods (exclud-
ing first three weeks of data).
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Ta ble A . 3
Reported In ju ries & Illnesses by Pa rt of Body
Af fec ted
Com p a ri s on of Time Loss Claims for 1989 EVOS Cl ea nup and

1 9 8 7

1989 Cleanup 1987 
Time Loss Time Loss Ratioa

Part of Body Affected Cases Percent Cases Percent 1989:1987
Total 518 100.0 9,661 100.0

Head 36 6.9 757 7.8 0.9
Neck 5 1.0 288 3.0 0.3
Upper Extremity 62 12.0 2,141 22.2 0.5
Trunk 124 23.9 3,637 37.6 0.6
Lower Extremity 130 25.1 2,041 21.1 1.2
Multiple Parts 31 6.0 547 5.7 1.1
Body System 113 21.8 225 2.3 9.5

Body System Breakout
Unspecified 27 5.2 89 0.9 5.8
Digestive system 7 1.4 14 0.1 14.0
Excretory system 7 1.4 0 0 *
Musculo-skeletal system 0 0 1 0.0 *
Nervous system 4 0.8 35 0.4 2.0
Respiratory system 65 12.5 55 0.6 20.8
Circulatory system 1 0.2 28 0.3 0.7
Other body system 2 0.4 3 0.0 *

Nonclassifiable 6 1.2 25 0.3 11.0b

Not Coded 11 2.1 0 0 *

Source:ADOL 1990a,27,Table 3.2,(includes ratio column).
aRatios compare the percent of cases per body part affected. For example, for head
injuries,6.9 percent (1989) divided by 7.8 percent (1987) yields a ratio of 0.9 or
almost one,indicating no difference in the occurrence of this claim in this body part
between years.A ratio greater than one indicates that occurrences were higher in
1989;a ratio less than one indicates that occurrences were higher in 1987.
bThis ratio represents combined categories of “Nonclassifiable”and “Not Coded.”
*Ratio could not be calculated because of zero in either denominator or numerator.
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Ta ble A . 4
Na t u re of Reported In ju ries and Illnesses Duri n g
1989 EVOS Cl ea nu p
( i n cluding time loss and non - time loss cl a i m s )

ADOL Claims
Nature of Illness or Injury Subtotal Total Percent
TOTAL 1,771

Injuries a 1,024 n/a

Illnesses a 747 100%
Respiratory symptoms 317 42%

Respiratory system 264
Exposure to low temperatures 6
Infection,parasite 46
Pneumoconiosis 1

Chemical symptoms 106 14%
Poisoning,systemic 34
Eye,other diseases 15
Burn, chemical 13
Dermatitis 44

CNS (Central nervous system) 24 3%
Nervous system 19
Cerebrovascular 5

Other, defined 37 5%
Inflammation of joints 35
Mental disorders 2

Other, undefined 260 35%
Symptoms,ill-defined 129
Other disease,NECb 108
“No illness” 20
Occupational disease,NECb 3

Source:ADOL 1990a,30,Table 3.5,(includes percent column).
aWhere possible,author separated out injury (fractures,sprains,etc.) and ill-
ness (respiratory symptoms,etc.) data subjectively based on nature of claim.
bNEC “not elsewhere classified.”
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Ta ble A . 5
So u rce of Reported In ju ries and Illnesses Duri n g
the 1989 EVOS Cl ea nup 

Subtotal Total

Source of Illness or Injurya No.of Claims Claims Percent
TOTAL 1,771

Injury 1,147 n/a

Illnesses 624 100%
Chemical symptoms 127 20%
Chemical 55
Petroleum 52
Liquid 8
Clothing 6
Radiation 6

Respiratory symptoms 255 41%
Cold environment 206
Infection 49

Other 242 39%
Non classified 234
Other sources 8

Source:ADOL 1990a,31,Table 3.6,(includes percent column).
aWhere possible,author separated out injury and illness data subjectively
based on source of claim.Injuries were selected from codes of amputation,
heat (burn),bruise,cut,fracture, abrasion,and strain.Illnesses were selected
from codes of chemical,occupational disease, respiratory system,other clas-
sifiable,non-classifiable.
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Appendix B 

Contact Information

To Pu rsue the $100 Mi ll i on Reopen er
President of the United States of America
Postal Mail: The White House

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington,DC 20500

Telephone: 202-456-1111;TTY/TDD:202-456-6213
Fax: 202-456-2461
Email: president@whitehouse.gov

Your Congressional Delegates
Postal Mail: Senator (Name) Representative (Name)

US Senate US House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.20515 Washington, D.C.20515

Telephone Switchboard: 202-224-3121;TTY/TDD:202-225-1904
Other:To locate address,telephone, fax, email,and web pages for
specific persons:

US Senator by State:
http://www.senate.gov/contacting/index_by_state.cfm

US Representative by State:http://www.house.gov/writerep/
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Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council
Postal Mail: EVOSTC

441 West Fifth Avenue,Suite 500
Anchorage,AK 99501

Telephone: 800-283-7745 (outside AK);800-478-7745 (in AK);
907-278-8012 (local)

Fax: 907-276-7178
Email: restoration@evostc.state.ak.us 

Federal District Judge Russel H.Holland
Postal Mail: Honorable Judge Russel H.Holland

U.S.District Court, Federal Building 
U.S.Courthouse
222 W. 7th Ave.
Anchorage,AK 99513

Telephone: 866-243-3814 (toll-free);907-677-6144 (local)

To Request a Con gre s s i onal Overs i ght Hea ring on
Human Health Ef fects of the EVOS Cl ea nu p
Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA)
Ranking Democrat on Senate Health,Education,Labor, and Pensions
Committee
Postal Mail: 315 Russell Senate Office Building

Washington,DC 20510
Telephone: 224-4543
Fax: 202-224-2417
Email: www.kennedy.senate.gov

Representative John Dingell (D-MI)
Ranking Democrat on House Energy and Commerce Committee
Postal Mail: 2328 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington,DC 20515
Telephone: 202-225-4071
Email: www.house.gov/dingell

Your Congressional Delegate
(contact information provided above)
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Please mail copies of your letter to the following people:

Alaska Community Action on Toxics
Postal Mail: 505 W. Northern Lights Blvd.,Suite 205

Anchorage,AK 99503
Telephone: 907-222-7714
Fax: 907-222-7715
Email: info@akaction.org

Brian O’Neill, attorney
Postal Mail: Faegre & Benson,LLP

2200 Norwest Center, 90 South Seventh St.
Minneapolis,MN 55402-3901

Telephone: 1-800-328-4393 (toll free)
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Appendix C 

Recommendations for the Alaska
Workers’ Compensation Program

Provided by Barbara Williams, Executive Director, Alaska Injured
Workers’Alliance
(Phone: 907-278-3661; Mailing address: POB 101093,Anchorage,AK
99510)

1. Provide employees with access to the laws and regulations
for safety and work-related injuries before and during
employment and after injury.

2. Educate employees about the laws, regulations, and com-
pensation programs for safety and work-related injuries as
part of safety training.

3. Enforce stiff fines and penalties for employers who do not
report injuries or OSHA information.(Set up a cross-refer-
ence system to ensure reporting.)

4. Require insurance companies to report legal and medical
costs related to workers’ claims with penalties for non or
fraudulent reporting.

5. Provide government oversight on reporting of health and
safety issues,including claims.(Set up a cross-reference
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system to ensure reporting.)
6. Provide government oversight of insurance companies and

employers who provide coverage privately or through self-
insurance.

7. Make the compensation process less adversarial for injured
workers.

8. Establish meaningful public participation,including involve-
ment by community advocates of injured workers,in com-
pensation board operation and administration.(This is a
system supposedly set up to assist and compensate injured
workers, yet workers are not allowed to make suggestions
in the way the system works.Both union and non-union
workers should be included in legislative panels and deci-
sions that affect workers’ rights and benefits.)

9. Establish a system to evaluate workers’compensation
process in terms of providing relief to workers and man-
date annual evaluations by the Ombudsman’s Office.Create
an Ombudsman’s position just to deal workers’compensa-
tion laws, regulations,and issues.

10. Provide consumers with information regarding the claim
and compensation processes to educate the general public
about the needs of our workforce.

11. Have meaningful participation from the Attorney General’s
Office to ensure fair settlement of claims as per Alaska’s fair
trade practices.

12. Add medical diagnostic codes to allow better access to
diagnostic treatment and to better track long-term symp-
toms.
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Appendix D 

The People—Where are They Now?

Paul Anderson still works for National Marine Fisheries Service in
Kodiak,Alaska.His small-mesh trawl surveys have been approved for
long-term funding from the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill Trustee Council as
part of the GEM project.

Jim Bodkin lives with his wife in Anchorage where he still partici-
pates in aerial surveys of sea otters for the Alaska Biological Science
Center, USGS, in Anchorage. He spends more time, though, leading
coastal ecosystem research for USGS from California to Russia, with
a focus in Monterey,California,and Glacier Bay,Prince William Sound,
and Kodiak,Alaska.He enjoys working with wood,playing ice hock-
ey, and surfing.

Terry Bowyer is a Professor of Wildlife Ecology who holds joint
appointments as Associate Director of the Institute of Arctic Biology
and Head of the Department of Biology and Wildlife at the University
of Alaska Fairbanks.There, he has studied the ecology and behavior
of large mammals for the past seventeen years, and he has received
numerous awards and recognition for his work. He and his wife,
Karolyn, live in Fairbanks. He enjoys fishing, and waterfowl and
upland game bird hunting with Pepper, his black Labrador Retriever.
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Evelyn Brown (formerly Biggs) and her family live in Fairbanks.
After a decade as a part-time student and full-time mother, Brown
completed her PhD dissertation on herring ecology in Prince William
Sound.She is now a full-time research associate at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks,where she studies marine ecology through remote
sensing,incorporating airborne and satellite measurements to better
understand food web relationships among forage fish and a wide
range of predators. In her spare time, she coaches Nordic skiing for
Special Olympics (her oldest son is autistic) and is an avid gardener
during the hot interior Alaskan summers.

Mark Carls works for the NOAA Auk Bay Lab near Juneau where he
is developing a new passive sampler tool for cost-effective hydrocar-
bon monitoring in aquatic environments.He paddles his kayak to and
from work and is an avid outdoorsman and photographer who
enjoys mountain climbing, cross country skiing, and backpacking.
When the weather keeps him inside,he builds furniture.During the
long winters,he sings in choirs and plays a violin with the local sym-
phony.

“Sara Clarke” (alias) lives in Canada.She collects 100 percent dis-
ability and is re-organizing her life based on her physical limitations.
She is also exploring alternative spiritual pathways to healing.

Ted Cooney retired from the University of Alaska Fairbanks in 1999
and now lives in Choteau,Montana.He assists stakeholders and man-
agers apply the results of SEA program to activities designed to sus-
tain pink salmon stocks in Prince William Sound in the face of cli-
mate change and human influences. In his spare time, he coaxes
flowers out of the prairie desert,captures the mood of the country
with digital photography, and sings in a local choir and for residents
of a retirement home.

Bill Driskell volunteers half-time at his son’s elementary school in
Seattle to take care of the computers and network.For his other day
job, he works as a “white-hat” consultant, primarily on the oil-moni-
toring programs of the Regional Citizens’Advisory Councils in Prince
William Sound and Cook Inlet,Alaska.He still deals with marine biol-
ogy and oil chemistry issues related to the Exxon Valdez oil spill.
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David Duffy is the director of the Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit
with the University of Hawaii in Honolulu, Hawaii, where he works
hard to control invasive species to Hawaii’s endangered ecosystems.
He also studies marine birds,sometimes in Prince William Sound.

Dan Esler is a University Research Associate with the Center for
Wildlife Ecology at Simon Fraser University in British Columbia. He
and his graduate students study an array of issues in water bird con-
servation along the Pacific Coast.When he can, Dan and his family
enjoy boating among the coves and islands of the Strait of Georgia.

Kathy Frost and her husband Lloyd Lowry retired from ADFG in
2000 and from dog mushing shortly thereafter.They returned to their
first passion,doing occasional contract work on marine mammals in
the Arctic Ocean,and they spend time at their new home in Hawaii,
where they have found “unlimited issues” with native plants, birds,
and marine mammals to work on together.

Shelton Gay Jr., III, remains with the Prince William Sound
Science Center, where he works on physical oceanography of the
Sound. He hopes to start a doctoral program in physical oceanogra-
phy at the University of Alaska,Institute of Marine Sciences,Fairbanks
in fall 2004. He shares his love of outdoor activities and Folk and
Celtic music wherever he travels.

G reg Golet n ow wo rks as Senior Ecologist for The Nature
Conservancy in northern California on the Sacramento River Project.
Since leaving Alaska,his focus has shifted from “assessing damage”to
“promoting recovery” in the largest and most important river in
California. Golet was forced to shift his research priorities (“some-
what begrudgingly”) from seabirds to neotropical migrants.He found
“tremendous value”in his Alaska lessons and he uses a multi-species
approach in his new studies.

Ron Heintz works at the Auke Bay Lab where he leads a variety of
projects ranging from cataloging the occurrence of persistent organ-
ic compounds in fish collected from Alaska’s coastline to understand-
ing the “bioenergetics” (caloric budget) of juvenile forage fish.In his
spare time he volunteers for the Southeast Alaska Regional Science
Fair and coaches soccer. He enjoys hiking, hunting, running, and all
forms of skiing when he is not modifying or maintaining his house.
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Leslie Holland-Bartels and her family left Alaska in 1998 when
she was promoted to be director at the USGS’ Upper Midwest
Environmental Sciences Center, one of eighteen national biological
research centers for USGS in the country and a sister center to the
Alaska Biological Science Center. She is in charge of interdisciplinary
work on the Mississippi River and invasive species in the Great
Lakes.She and her family live in LaCrosse,Wisconsin,where she start-
ed as a scientist over twenty-five years ago. She hopes to return to
Alaska when the opportunity arises.

Jon Houghton has not been back to Prince William Sound since
1997. He primarily keeps busy in Puget Sound, working on marine
s h o reline inve n t o ri e s , salmon habitat re s t o ration planning, a n d
design and implementation of projects to restore habitats disturbed
by decades of industrial discharges or by agricultural dikes. He tries
to stay young hiking,skiing, fishing,and bird watching.

Dave Irons continues to work as a biologist for the USFWS in
Anchorage,Alaska, but one of his current projects takes him around
the world to collect data from eight Arctic countries to examine the
effects of climate change on murres at a circumpolar scale.He is also
studying auklets on St. Lawrence Island in the Bering Sea and he is
still studying black-legged kittiwakes and other seabirds in Prince
William Sound.

Sara Iverson is a professor with the biology department at
Dalhousie University in Halifax,Nova Scotia (Canada) where she con-
tinues to develop the potential of fatty acid signatures to determine
pinniped diets, changes in diet and local prey availability over time,
and effects of diet diversity on pinniped health.

Phyllis “Dolly” La Joie lives in Honolulu, Hawaii. She has “just
enough energy to get through the laundry,cooking,and other chores
each day.” She budgets carefully so that she can take one “big trip”
each year to visit her ninety-five--year-old mother, four children, four
grandchildren,and five great grandchildren.The trips exhaust her, but
she says she’s sick wherever she is and she would rather be with her
family.

“Evan Lange” (alias) lives with his family in Fairbanks,Alaska.He is
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a mechanical engineer who enjoys building houses, flying,and hunt-
ing.His health is stable, however he is still slightly anemic with low
hemoglobin and red and white blood cell levels.He intends to some-
day revisit many of the cleanup sites in Prince William Sound with his
family, and he believes he will find evidence of the spill to show
them.

Dennis Lees is working as a private consultant from his home base
in San Diego, California.He continues to be involved in monitoring,
baseline, and ground-truth surveys throughout southcentral Alaska
and is examining the effects of the EVOS shoreline clean-up program
on intertidal bivalves in western Prince William Sound. When the
waves are good in southern California,he can often be found in the
line-up trying to pick off the set waves on his trusty “Paipo” belly
board.

Gary Marty is board certified in veterinary pathology (1993) and
completed his PhD in Comparative Pathology from the University of
California,Davis (1996).He stayed at UC Davis as a faculty researcher
(non-tenure track), where he is completing studies on the effect of
disease on Pacific herring populations that began in Prince William
Sound in 1994.He also teaches gastrointestinal anatomy to first year
veterinary students.

Craig Matkin lives in Homer,Alaska, and is studying orcas (killer
whales) and humpback whales from Prince William Sound through
the Aleutians.He is director of the North Gulf Oceanic Society,a char-
itable nonprofit organization (www.whalesalaska.org).

Ed Meggert is currently the ADEC State On-Scene Coordinator in
charge of emergency response for oil and hazardous substances for
the northern two-thirds of the state, including Prudhoe Bay. He lives
with his son in Fairbanks where they are logging and clearing land
on a homestead about ten miles out of town.They enjoy hunting,
fishing,and playing music together.

Dennis Mestas lives and practices law in Anchorage.He continues
to handle serious personal injury, wrongful death, and insurance
cases.These have included aviation crashes, product defects cases,
maritime injuries, oil field injuries, including a $2,500,000 jury ver-
dict in Barrow,Alaska against a major oil company, and suits against
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insurers for refusing to fully pay injured insured persons.He is a pilot
and a serious sports fisherman. He is a member of Trial Lawyers for
Public Justice.

Pamela K. Miller, MEn (Master’s in Environmental Science/
Aquatic Biology), lives in Anchorage and is the executive director of
Alaska Community Action on Toxics.She is actively engaged in com-
munity-based research,advocacy, and other ACAT activities,including
taking care of an organic garden. Every summer she spends time
kayaking and exploring Alaska;in winter she skis on local trails with
her dog Darby.

Don Moeller lives in Valdez,Alaska,and is a primary care provider
for handicapped folks through the group home, Connecting Ties.
Sometimes,he takes a summer off to work odd jobs in remote wilder-
ness lodges. He spends “as much time as possible” hiking with his
dogs or kayaking. He hopes to finish his cabin “on the Copper River
bluffs” soon. He manages his activities and life around his lingering
health issues from the oil spill cleanup.

Richard Nagel lives in Florida and is currently collecting 100 per-
cent disability. His thoughtful, sincere, and persistent letters about
the treatment of sick Exxon Valdez oil spill cleanup workers by the
worker compensation system have been well received by several
congressional committees, which may trigger an investigation. His
health continues to decline and his traditionally-trained medical doc-
tors have been unable to diagnose or treat his condition.

Riki Ott lives in Cordova, Alaska, with her cat. She (and her cat)
retired from commercial fishing in 1994 to organize community
approaches to deal with the lingering social,economic,and environ-
mental problems from the Exxon Valdez oil spill. She co-founded
three nonprofit organizations: the Alaska Forum for Environmental
Responsibility (TAPS oversight);the Copper River Watershed Project
( s u s t a i n able deve l o p m e n t ) ; and the Oiled Regions of A l a s k a
Foundation (social and economic concerns). She enjoys camping,
rafting, and afternoon treks on foot, skates, or snowshoes with her
friends—dogs and humans.This is her second book.

Vince Patrick is now at the University of Maryland, Institute for
Systems Research, although he feels like he never really left Prince
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William Sound. He continues to work on “the progeny of the SEA
Program,” seeking to refine and apply his models to improve salmon
and herring forecasting in collaboration with Cordova fisherman and
others.He commits much of his time to grassroots organizing around
issues of affordable housing, inclusive zoning,living wages, co-hous-
ing, and, in particular, cooperatives. He set up a small press, CFIMS
Press, to publish the theoretical results from the SEA program
(www.cfims.org:8080/nfrhforum/).

Sam Patten retired from ADFG in 2001 when he turned fifty-five
and qualified for full retirement benefits. He now works full time as
a fire management officer for the USFWS in the Yukon Flats, Kanuti,
and Arctic National Wildlife Refuges.His sons are both college gradu-
ates.He has been happily married for over thirty years.

Charles “Pete” Peterson lives on the Southern Outer Banks of
North Carolina with his wife, two teenage boys, and two Labradors.
In warm months he swims 3K daily in the sound or ocean with the
dogs in the lead.His work involves marine restoration and conserva-
tion ecology, as well as serving as Water Quality Chair of the North
Carolina Environmental Management Commission.

John Piatt lives with his large family of adopted children and a
menagerie of pets in Anchorage, AK. He still works as a seabird
research biologist for USGS,where he studies complex dynamics and
relationships among climate, forage fish, seabirds and marine mam-
mals in Cook Inlet,Glacier Bay, and the Bering Sea.

William Rea, MD, is still actively treating patients with chemical
sensitivity as president of the Environmental Health Center-Dallas
(www.ehcd.com).In his spare time,he writes medical and technical
books to help doctors provide better care and treatment for their
patients. His latest book is Optimum Environments for Optimum
Health and Creativity (Crown Press:Dallas,Texas,2002).

Stanley “Jeep” Rice continues as the Habitat Division Program
Director at the Auke Bay Lab near Juneau, Alaska. Jeep and his
research team work on a variety of contaminants issues in Alaska,
including oil spills and the long-term persistence of oil from the
Exxon Valdez spill.To relax,he coaches high school football—some-
thing his son urged him to do more than twenty years ago.
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Daniel Roby is a pro fessor with Ore gon State Unive rs i t y,
Department of Fisheries and Wildlife, in Corvallis,Oregon.He works
on the breeding biology and nesting ecology of colonial seabirds,
focusing on the diet composition and reproductive energetics and
how these factors influence nesting success.

Sam Sharr now lives “in the land of potatoes” (Nampa, Idaho)
where he does fish research as the Principal Research Biologist for
Salmon and Steelhead with the Idaho Department of Fish and Game.
He sees fewer salmon in one year in the entire state of Idaho than he
used to see in Sheep Bay during one round of his escapement sur-
veys. He claims to “know practically all of the fish on a first name
basis.”

Jeff Short completed his doctorate from the University of Alaska
based on ecosystem research he did in Prince William Sound follow-
ing the Exxon Valdez oil spill. He continues to lead research at the
Auke Bay Laboratory on the long-term effects of oil pollution and
other organic contaminants. He rebuts annual challenges to his oil
spill research from Exxon scientists.To relax, he enjoys the Alaskan
outdoors with his wife and son.

Ron Smith lives in Soldotna,Alaska, where he and his wife Shirley
run a scrap metal recycle business and a septic disposal business. He
describes this work as “doing all the things nobody else wants to do.”
Overall, his health has improved and he is “not as sick as he was ten
ye a rs ago ,” w h i ch he attributes to his ex p e rience at the
Environmental Health Center–Dallas with Dr. Rea. However, his
chemical sensitivities,especially to diesel exhaust and oil fumes have
worsened—just a whiff can trigger horrible bouts of nausea.His life
is full with his children and grandchildren who all live nearby. He is
looking forward to retirement and “getting away from chemicals.”

Rick Steiner is based in Anchorage,Alaska, where he works as a
professor and conservation specialist for the University of Alaska
Marine Advisory Program. He works on international conservation
issues, roaming the world from Russia, to South America,to Asia.He
produces and hosts the Alaska Resource Issues Forum public televi-
sion debates. He continues to press the state and federal govern-
ments to reopen the 1991 settlement and claim the $100 million for
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an Education Endowment,among other things.

Daniel Teitelbaum, MD, continues to practice as a medical toxi-
cologist in Denver, Colorado. He has participated in numerous
medico-legal activities on behalf of persons who were injured by
occupational and environmental toxic exposures.Among the prob-
lems he has worked on were the community exposures to hexava-
lent chromium, fictionalized in the movie Erin Brockovich, and the
groundwater pollution problems in Redlands,California.He has also
worked on TCE pollution in several communities in Illinois and else-
where.He was the deponent on behalf of the plaintiffs in a ground-
water pollution case, in the longest deposition ever taken in
California, which concluded very recently after 56 days. Still he
endures.Tilting at windmills aside, he feels that once in a while jus-
tice is achieved and it pleases him to be part of it.

Lynn (Thorne) Weidman lived and worked in Cordova and Prince
William Sound for thirty-six years before moving,gradually,to increas-
ingly warmer latitudes to accommodate her health needs.She battles
with bouts of depression, which, she claims, started with the spill.
Because of the cleanup work,she was not able to care for her father,
who suffered a heart attack three days after the spill (he had fished
for fifty years,twenty of those years out of Cordova).He passed away
a year later. She feels that her “mental health was more scarred than
anything” from the spill and everything that went with it. For her
(and many others),the oil spill is “unfinished business.”She is rebuild-
ing her life—again—in Santa Clarita,California.

Mark Willette lives in Soldotna and is the ADFG research project
leader in upper Cook Inlet. He focuses on ways to improve forecast
techniques for adult sockeye salmon returns to major river systems,
drawing from lessons learned in during the SEA program.He tries to
spend “as much time as possible”outdoors,skiing, fishing,and camp-
ing.

Bruce Wright lives in Santa Cruz, California, where he directs the
nonprofit corporation Conservation Science Institute.He has written
three books,including one on the oil spill.His latest book covers the
topic of predators in Alaska and highlights the role of sharks as pred-
ators in Prince William Sound and the North Pacific Ocean.
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Appendix E
Chronology

comp: strip in chronology from
chronolgy.pdf file pp. 471-472
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Notes

Introduction
1. John Keeble was the first author to report the more accurate spill esti-

mate in the tenth anniversary edition of his book, Out of the Channel
(1999,59, footnote 24).

Chapter 1. Overview: The Cleanup
1. Among other things,these tapes recorded conversations among Alyeska

scientists and others that questioned whether the dispersant Corexit
9527 would be toxic to wildlife,whether it is water soluble,and how to
clean contaminated equipment (APSC 1989,KWY001042402–409).

2. Alaska Oil Spill Commission 1990,IV (Day 25),10;IV (Day 26),11;Sims
1989,95.In addition to causing severe headaches and vomiting,studies of
an experimental burn with Prudhoe Bay crude found both the oil and the
residual material were mutagenic (Georghiou 1989).

3. Originally Exxon sued for $850 million in cleanup expenses,plus interest
(Freemantle 1995). However, the company asked for triple damages or
$2.5 billion,because the insurers acted in bad faith by denying the claim.
The lawsuit was filed in state court in Dallas,TX.Lloyd’s of London and
100 other underwriters filed a counter suit in New York, claiming among
other things that Exxon had not purchased enough coverage under its
policy ($400 million worth) and that the spill resulted from Exxon’s
intentional misconduct,which was not covered in the insurance agree-
ment.(See also ADN staff 1996;Dragoo 1996;Mibank 1994.)

Chapter 3. Dangerous Chemicals at Dangerous Le vels
1. Mike Barsan, an industrial hygenist at the Center for Disease Control,

NIOSH, provided the background on the OSHA and NIOSH standards
(pers.comm,3 March 2004).Evidence that the more stringent OSHA stan-
d a rds went into effect on 1 March 1989 can be found at:
w w w. o s h a . gov / p l s / o s h awe b / owa d i s p . s h ow _ d o c u m e n t ? p _ t abl e = F E D E R-
AL_REGISTER&p_id=12908.

Chapter 6. A Collection of Stories
1. One of the EPA’s studies found that the fertilizer was much more toxic

than the oil (EVS Consultants 1990, Table 1); however this study was
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plagued with problems such as only one or two replicates,poor control
survival, sloppy chemical analyses conducted several months after the
experiment with no indication of storage conditions,etc.

Chapter 8. Vanishing Claims
1. The Alaska Workers’ Comp Board reported 1,797 cases from the 1989

cleanup;the NIOSH Health Hazard Evaluation (1991) reported 1,811,but
the NIOSH numbers add up to 1,814 (30-31).I could find no explanation
for these discrepancies.

2. The Alaska Department Of Labor analyzed 1,771 claims, not the full
1,797.No explanation is given for the discrepancy.

Chapter 9. Tox ic Tort and Justice Denied
1. In September 1994, an Alaskan jury awarded plaintiffs $286 million in

compensatory claims and $5 billion in punitive damages (Mulligan and
Parrish 1994).Exxon still holds the punitive award hostage with numer-
ous appeals and challenges; in the latest round appeals (January 2004),
the jury-award was reduced by Judge Russel Holland to $4.5 billion and
returned to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals (Reuters Network 2004;
D’Oro 2004). (Exxon had argued for a punitive award of $25 million.)
The compensatory award was finally fully paid by Exxon to the Qualified
Settlement Fund Administrators (plaintiffs’ attorneys) in 2002; distribu-
tion to plaintiffs is expected to be largely completed in 2004.

2. Judge Holland went on to say,“More generally, rule 26(a)(2)(b) requires
that witnesses who are ‘retained . . . to provide expert testimony in the
case’ disclose ‘a written report prepared and signed by the witness.’ Dr.
Rea in substance disavowed the report which he may have signed,and .
. . Dr. Ewing appears to have adopted the report written by counsel with-
out signing it.Neither doctor ‘prepared’a report of his opinion’’ (90,4).

Chapter 10. An Occup ational Health Dis aster
1. U.S. EPA Janitorial Products Pollution Prevention Program web site:

www.westp2net.org/janitorial/tools/haz2.htm.
2. The estimate of former EVOS cleanup workers is calculated as follows:

11,000 workers x 73 percent (workers in high-risk jobs [Carpenter,
Dragnich, and Smith 1991]) x 0.3 (Yale epidemiology study [O’Neill
2003]) = 2,409.This is a low-end estimate as it is based on the peak, not
the total, number of cleanup workers.
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Chapter 11. 1970s Science
1. An Olympic swimming pool holds 800,000 gallons (3 million liters) of

water. Ten parts per billion is 0.00008 gallons or 0.0017 teaspoons
(0.00008 gal x 4 quarts/gallon x 2 pints/quart x 4 gills/pint x 4 fluid
ounces/gill x 1/6 teaspoons/fluid ounce). Prudhoe Bay crude contains
18.9 percent total aromatic hydrocarbons in its WSF, so it would take
0.0017 teaspoons/0.189 or 0.009 teaspoons of crude oil to yield 0.0017
teaspoons WSF. One teaspoon equals 1/6 fluid ounce (5 milliliters), so
0.034 teaspoons equals 0.05 ml.Thus,it takes 0.009 teaspoons (0.05 ml)
of crude oil in an Olympic swimming pool to achieve 10 parts per billion
(ppb) WSF (J. Short,NOAA/NMFS Auke Bay Lab, Juneau,AK,pers.comm.,
18 December 2001).

2 . D u ring the TAPS authorization pro c e s s , re p re s e n t a t i ves of A lyeska and its
owner companies made nu m e rous promises to Congress and in va ri o u s
w ritten documents to allay fi s h e rm e n ’s fe a rs about potential oil pollution
( Townsend Env i ronmental 1994). For ex a m p l e , TAPS Project Dire c t o r
G e o rge Hughes told a U. S . Senate committee, “Ballast water storage and
t reating facilities will be provided to treat all dirty ballast which is bro u g h t
in by the tanke rs so that the effluent will meet all water quality contro l
re q u i rements of the State and Fe d e ral gove rn m e n t ”( U. S .C o n gre s s ,S e n a t e
1 9 6 9 ,1 7 ) . Some of these promises wound up in the official agreement and
grant of ri g h t - o f - way :“ Water disch a rged from the wa s t e - water tre a t m e n t
facility shall not contain more than 10 parts of oil per million parts of
wa t e r, on a we e k ly (seven day) ave rage ”( U. S . A .1 9 7 4 ,2 3 . B ) .

3. Two of the original researchers,Richard Myren and George Perkins,stat-
ed they could not attribute the cause of the Macoma decline to any one
event (R. Myren, pers. comm., 3 March 2004; G. Perkins, pers. comm., 2
March 2004). High levels of particulate-bound PAHs, often in excess of
permitted values (ADEC 1988), entered the receiving waters of Port
Valdez for well over a decade—at least until a more stringent wastewater
discharge permit was authorized by the EPA in 1989.However, for a num-
ber of years,the study site also received sediment from an eroding inter-
tidal stream.

Chapter 13. Coastal Ecology
1. The species most responsible for this general pattern were the rockweed

Fucus, the barnacle Balanus glandula, and the limpet Tectura persona
in the upper middle intertidal zone,and the mussel Mytilus trossulus in
low intertidal zone (Highsmith et al. 1996; Houghton and Elbert 1991;
Houghton et al.1996).

2. The four major studies analyzed by Peterson, Erickson, and Strickland
(2001) include two public trust studies—the Coastal Habitat Injury
Assessment (McDonald, Erickson, and Strickland 1995; Highsmith et al.
1995; Stekoll et al. 1996; and Sundberg et al. 1996) and the NOAA
Hazardous Materials program (Driskell et al.1996;Houghton et al.1996;
and Lees, Houghton, and Driskell 1996)—and two Exxon studies—the
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Shoreline Ecology Program (Page et al.1995b, Gilfillan et al.1995a) and
the Gulf of Alaska study (Gilfillan et al.1995b).

3. Peterson and his team (2002) point out that the total area of shoreline
habitat sampled per year in any given stratum of habitat type and shore-
line elevation varied dramatically between the studies conducted by
Exxon scientists and those conducted by public-trust scientists.For exam-
ple,in their Shoreline Ecology Program,Exxon scientists sampled a total
of about 1.36 square meters or an area equivalent to the top of a grand
piano.In the comparable Coastal Habitat Injury Assessment,public-trust
scientists sampled a total of about 60 square meters or the equivalent of
nearly one-quarter of a football field.Public-trust scientists also took up to
6 times as many samples as Exxon scientists at each beach,and the sam-
ples were up to 8 times larger in size. These differences implied, as
Peterson and others stated,not only a varying level of sampling effort,but
also “ d i ffe ring ability to ch a ra c t e rize the biological commu n i t i e s ”
(Peterson et al.2002,310).

4. Exxon scientists’ paper-fix of ecological recovery is demonstrated in a
series of figures in Gilfillan et al.(1995a,413–417, Figures 2–4 for fixed
design study and Figures 5–7 for stratified random sample design study).

5. Exxon scientists challeneged the critical review by Peterson and his col-
leagues (Gilfillan,Harner, and Page 2002). Peterson and his team replied
(Peterson et al. 2002):their comments and conclusions were essentially
unchanged.

Chapter 14. Marine Mamm als
1. See reduction in scope of work and data analysis in Monnett and

Rotterman 1995c, final report,compared to that of original work plan in
Monnett and Rotterman 1990,draft paper.

2. Accounting for sea otters:343 captured and taken to treatment centers +
18 pups born in captivity = 361 total animals in centers.123 died in cen-
ters + 196 released into wild + 37 sent to zoos and aquariums + 5 escaped
from centers = 361 total animals (Hofman 1994,xiv).

3. “The sample size for this study differs markedly from that outlined in the
study plan . . .Too few radios were ordered to permit implantation of 100
pups”(Rotterman and Monnett 1995,4).

4. “Differences were observed in the overwinter survival rate of juvenile sea
otters in eastern and western PWS in 1990–1991 (Rotterman and
Monnett 1991) and again in 1992–1993 (USFWS,unpublished data).Both
studies demonstrated lower survival for pups inhabiting western areas of
PWS, relatiave to the eastern areas. However, the survival rates for both
e a s t e rn and we s t e rn areas we re lower in 1990–1991 re l a t i ve to
1992–1993”(Ballachey, Bodkin,and DeGange 1994,52).
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Chapter 15. Marine Birds
1. ADEC issued a citation for excessive use of Inipol on island beaches and

stream mouths in Herring Bay on Knight Island (KN115) on 31 August
1989 (Patten et al.200b,Supplement 3,3).Inipol was not intended for use
in salmon streams, but in 1991 and 1992, Patten reported,“beach treat-
ment activities subsided markedly and were more localized in the areas
of salmon streams. Inipol was still being applied to harlequin habitat
sites”(Patten et al.2000a,36.)

Chapter 16. Fish
1. Eventually coded-wire tags were replaced by simply temperature shock-

ing hatchery fish at a certain stage of their development,which scarred
the odoliths (tiny ear bones) with an extra heavy calcium deposit.ADFG
biologist Mark Willette developed this technique to eliminate the labor-
intensive tagging procedure,while improving data collection as the new
technique marked 100 percent of the hatchery fish.Temperature shock-
ing is now a standard management tool used by aquaculture specialists
throughout the world.Lab technicians still collect fish heads for scientif-
ic analyses.

2. Foot surveys were expensive and intense. Sharr designed and installed
eight intertidal weirs in 1994 as a pilot project to improve the accuracy
of foot surveys. Using the weir data, Sharr discovered that wild salmon
stocks in the southwest Sound had been grossly under-estimated—by at
least half—in the past, a finding that led to more fishing time and
improved management. Weirs became a standard management tool to
augment and improve the accuracy of foot surveys (Bue et al.1998).

3. Comparison of sample size and replicates in the fall egg surveys between
public-trust scientists (Bue et al.1996) and Exxon scientists (Brannon et
al.1995) demonstrates small sample bias in Exxon’s study design.

Public-trust Exxon
Sample size (number of streams) 31 9
Number of replicates per stream 10–14 3
Number of years of study 4 1

4. Exxon scientists (Brannon et al.1995) report that in 1991 the proportion
of live alevins was significantly lower in oiled versus reference streams at
the lowest tidal height,but not at the middle or highest tidal height.They
correctly state,“Because of these mixed results,a test on the proportion
of live alevins for all three tide levels combined was not valid.” They then
go on to average and present the data anyway “for visual comparison
only”(Table 4,567).However, in the discussion,they report that “no sta-
tistically significant effects of oil were found in those streams identified
to have the heaviest level of oil contamination”(ibid.,575).
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Chapter 19. Apex Pred ators
1. Much of the information on sand lance was wholly new for Alaska and a

s i g n i ficant contribution towa rds ecosystem-based manage m e n t
(Armstrong et al.1999;Litzow et al.2000;Robards et al.1999a–c;Robards
and Piatt 1999; Robards, Piatt, and Rose 1999; Robards, Rose, and Piatt
2002;Wilson et al.1999).

2. The fatty acid signature work is used to understand food web relation-
ships in a variety of species. For example,the NOAA Auke Bay Lab scien-
tists have applied it to fisheries research (Heintz and Larsen 2003).

3. The acrimonious controversy is covered in the following papers:Boersma
and Clark 2001;Irons et al.2001; Parrish and Boersma 1995a,1995b;Piatt
1995,1997;Weins et al.1996,2001;Wiens and Parker 1995.

4. Exxon scientists wrote,“A high degree of philopatry would cause birds to
return to contaminated areas, regardless of the condition of those areas.
Under such circumstances, we would fail to detect negative impacts on
habitat use . . .” (Day et al.1997,609).

5. Exxon scientists’ manipulated data had the effect of obscuring oil spill
effects.“To keep sites with the highest counts from overly influencing our
examination of population trends, we standardized on 1984 counts . . . .”
(Hoover-Miller et al.2001,115).

Chapter 20. Fish and Oil Tox ic ity
1. While embryonic exposure to low levels of oil clearly caused reproduc-

tive damage,the question of whether this was the result of genetic dam-
age remained elusive.One study, independent from the federal research,
found evidence of genetic damage in second-generation offspring of pink
salmon exposed to oil during embryonic development.While this study
used offspring of fish from the Little Port Walter experiments in 1993,the
federal researchers have yet to replicate the findings,but they are work-
ing towards this end (Smoker, Crandell,and Malecha 2000).

2. The initial 1993 crash of the Prince William Sound herring stocks,and the
subsequent crashes and generally unstable population during the next
decade,led to a significant number of studies on herring,disease,and oil.
Many were funded by the EVOS Trustee Council (Carls et al.1998,2000;
Davis et al.1999; Kocan et al.1997; Kocan and Hershberger 2001; Kocan,
Herschberger, and Elder 2001;Marty et al.1998;Thomas et al.1997).

Chapter 23. The Lega cy
1. ACAT’s study also found that people who conducted subsistence harvests

of wild foods near the military site of NE Cape,St.Lawrence Island,had
higher PCB levels than other island residents.The four-year study, funded
by NIEHS,is in its final year;scientists are seeking to identify the exposure
pathways (P. Miller,ACAT, pers.comm., February 2003).
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2. The Auke Bay Lab team first presented their findings of lingering toxic oil
on the beaches at the annual EVOS Trustee Council symposium in January
2002 (Short et al.2002).Their study findings were reported by the press
(O’Harra 2002) and immediately attacked by Exxon scientists.The con-
troversy was covered by the Alaska press (ADN editorial 2002a,2002b;
Page 2002;Short 2002a, 2002b; Spies,McCammon, and Balsinger 2002).
Exxon’s attacks in technical journals is covered in Chapter 22.

Chapter 24. Beyond the Ex xon Va l d ez Oil Spill
1. Estimated annual inputs are the “best estimates” cited by the National

Research Council.The Council also gives a range as minimum and maxi-
mum: total oil, 260,000 to 2300,000 tons; natural seeps, 160,000 to
240,000 tons;tank vessel spills,5,300 to 6,400 tons; land-based river and
runoff, 2,600 to 1,900 tons; recreational marine vessels, 2,000 to 9,000
tons (National Research Council 2002,33,Table 2-2).
“The U.S.Coast Guard data base,which contains generally conservative
estimates of outflow from all reported incidents,is assumed to establish
the minimum estimate”(National Research Council 2002,E-12).

2. The ten rivers included in the National Research Council study are the
C o l u m b i a , D e l awa re , H u d s o n , Ja m e s , M i s s i s s i p p i , N e u s e , S ab i n e ,
Sacramento,Susquehanna,and Trinity (National Research Council 2002,I-
51,Table I-21).

3. These disclaimers are from the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan, Subpart J (Use of Dispersants and Other
Chemicals) Product Schedule (40 CFR 300.900);specifically §300.920(e)
for disclaimers.
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References

Abbrevi a ti ons Us ed in Referen ce s
In referencing works, short titles and other abbreviations have gen-
erally been used. Authors, works, and entities frequently cited have
been identified by the abbreviations below.

Legal citations for briefs, records, motions, and memoranda pre-
sented a challenge for the two cases referenced in depth: Roberts v.
Exxon (1999),a federal case,and Stubblefield v.Exxon (1994),a state
case.Alaska’s federal and state cases are not available in electronic
form on legal search engines;Alaska State Courts did not even dock-
et their cases until recently. Therefore, for citation purposes, I used
the Clerk’s Docket Number for the federal case and the “unofficial”
d o cket number for the state case. The latter is based on
year–month–day; e.g., 910919 is 1991, September 19. Otherwise, I
included standard information in the citation.Full dates follow each
citation.

ABL Auke Bay Lab
ADEC Alaska Department of Environmental

Conservation 
ADNR Alaska Department of Natural Resources
ADFG Alaska Department of Fish and Game
ADN Anchorage Daily News
ADOL Alaska Department of Labor
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AFSS Rice,S. D.,B.Spies, D.A.Wolfe,and B.A.
Wright, eds.1996. Proceedings of the
EVOS Symposium.American Fisheries
Society Symposium 18,Bethesda,MD.

AkPIRG Alaska Public Interest Research Group
AMOP Arctic and Marine Oilspill Program,

Technical Seminar, Environment Canada,
Ottawa,ON.

ARLIS Alaska Resource Library and
Information Services,Anchorage,AK
www.arlis.org

ASTM American Society for Testing and
Materials

ASTM STP 1219 Wells, P. G., J. N. Butler, and J. S.Hughes,
eds.1995. EVOS: Fate and Effects in
Alaskan Waters. 1995.Eds P. G.
American Society for Testing and
Materials STP 1219,Philadelphia, PA.

ASTM Symposium Third ASTM symposium on
Environmental Toxicology and Risk
Assessment:Aquatic,Plant,and
Terrestrial,26–28 April 1993,Atlanta,GA.

ATSDR Agency for Toxic Substances and
Disease Registry

AWCB Alaska Workers’Compensation Board
BMJ used to be known as: British Medical

Journal
CFR Code for Federal Registrations
CFS Cordova Fact Sheet
DHHS U.S.Department of Health and Human

Services
DOI U.S.Department of the Interior
EVOS Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
EVOS Symposium EVOS Trustee Council, University of

Alaska Sea Grant
Abstracts College Program,and American Fisheries

Society,Alaska Chapter. 1993.EVOS
Symposium Program and Abstracts,
Anchorage,2–5 February.

Forage Fish Proceedings Proceedings Forage Fish in Marine
Ecosystems. Alaska Sea Grant College
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Program.AK–SG–97–01,1997.
GAO U.S.General Accounting Office
GPO U.S.Government Printing Office
HEW U.S.Department of Health,Education,

and Welfare
IOSC International Oil Spill Conference

Proceedings.American Petroleum
Institute:Washington,DC.

MSDS Material Safety Data Sheet 
NMFS National Marine Fisheries Service
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration
NRDA Natural Resource Damage Assessment
NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health
OSHA U.S.Occupational Safety and Health

Administration
PAHS polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
PWS Prince William Sound
Roberts v. Exxon (1999) Scott Roberts, Richard Merrill, Phyllis

La Joie, and Ron Smith v. Exxon Corp.,
SeaRiver Maritime, and VECO.
A96–040–CV, U.S.District Court for the
District of Alaska (1999).

Sea Otter Symposium Bayha,K.and J. Kormendy, eds.1990.
Proceedings of a symposium to evaluate
the response effort on behalf of sea
otters after the T/V EVOS in PWS,
Anchorage,AK.April 1990.Biological
Report 90(12).Washington,DC: U.S.
DOI,USFWS,and National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation.

Stubblefield v. Exxon Garry Stubblefield and Melissa 
(1994) Stubblefield v. Exxon Shipping

Company, Exxon Corp.,VECO, Inc.,
and Norcon, Inc. 3AN–91–6261 CV,
Alaska Superior Court,Third Judicial
District at Anchorage (1994).

USFWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
USGS U.S.Geological Survey
WSJ Wall Street Journal
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Also by Riki Ott

Al a s k a’s Copper River Del t a

About The Author

Since 1987 Dr. Ott has dedicated her academic training in marine
biology and toxicology to help the general public understand the
effects of oil,mining, and timber industry activities on water quality
and marine and aquatic ecosystems.She has helped citizens use this
new knowledge to redefine business practices and government
accountability to improve the general quality of life through envi-
ronmental protection, social justice, and economic stability. She has
written numerous white papers and one book (Alaska’s Copper
River Delta, University of Washington Press,1998),served on several
state-appointed advisory or working groups, worked with many non-
profit organizations in various capacities (founding director to vol-
u n t e e r ) , t e s t i fied often befo re Congress and the Alaska State
Legislature,and received state and national recognition for her work.
Her second book,Sound Truth and Corporate Myth$:The Legacy of
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill (Dragonfly Sisters Press,2004),frames the
new understanding of oil toxicity to humans and wildlife from the
stories of key witnesses to and participants in this drama.
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Books Published by Lorenzo Press

A DOCTOR’S VISIT
by Siegfried Kra, M.D.

Three novellas and five short stories by the author of The
Three-Legged Stallion (“Combines the best of art and the
best of science . . . It is hard to put this book down” —
Associated Press) exploring the emotional complexities of
preparing for and practicing one of our society’s most
demanding professions.

“The tears and laughter which this book will lead you
to will make you more aware of what we all experience in

our lifetime.”
—Bernie Siegel, MD, author of Help Me to Heal

THE ROSSELLI CANTATA
by A. S. Maulucci

A novel inspired by the true story of a search for revenge
that lasted 35 years and turned into forgiveness.

“Written with the strength and simplicity of a folk tale
. . . Maulucci has a fine grasp of Italian American life.”

—Eugene Mirabelli, author of The World at Noon
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“Swiftly told, poetic prose . . . Maulucci has a gift for
storytelling.”

—Voices in Italian Americana

“A compelling new novel . . .”
—The San Diego Union Tribune

ADRIANA’S EYES AND OTHER STORIES
by Anthony Maulucci

Twelve stories of love, family and the search for identity.
Some poignant portrayals of the Italian American experi-
ence.

“Stories are well crafted and deserve wider attention
. . . shouldn’t be missed.”

—Primo Magazine

“Natural storytelling skills . . . ‘The Carpenter’s Son’
shines like a gem.”

—Voices in Italian Americana (VIA)

“Reminds us of why reading was so pleasurable a cou-
ple of decades ago . . . The essence of good stories by

Hemingway and Cheever is recaptured by Maulucci in
much the same way that a younger musician pays homage

to John Coltrane or Miles Davis.”
—James Coleman, The Red Fox Review
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THE DISCOVERY OF LUMINOUS BEING,
a novel
by Anthony Maulucci

Set in Montreal during the Vietnam war, this is the story
of one crucial week in the life of a young American man.

“We come away convinced that [the father and son] are
flesh-and-blood people, and their issues are very much

contemporary.”
—Norm Goldman, The Best Reviews

“A highly lyrical, bittersweet, romantic story.”
—Bill Brownstein, Montreal journalist

“Excellent work . . . The story has the quality of a
Picasso line drawing.”

—Herb Gerjuoy, The Red Fox Review

more information on these titles at
www.lorenzopress.com
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